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Hystery of the Covenant of the Holy Land
Explained.
(Concluded from Vol. V., page 271.)

SUPPOSING, then, that a man believes the
covenant and testimonies, or the gospel,
which exhibits Abraham's seed as the
world's sin-bearer as well as Jehovah's
glory-bearer, with whose blood the covenant is purged—if he would be sprinkled
by that blood, he must admit with all his
heart the claims of Jesus to be that covenant seed. This he can only do by believing the testimony of the apostles, which
leaves nof a shadow of doubt upon the
mind that Jesus is " he of whom Mose? in
the law, and the prophets did write." N o w
if his faith comprehend these things, it is
clear that it is created within him by " the
testimony of God;*' and what remains is,
that he should be built upon them as a
foundation, through whom he has come to
the understanding and belief of the doctrine
concerning the Christ, and the conviction
that Jesus is he. This is a necessity which
cannot be dispensed with; and which was
never omitted in apostolic times. Hence
those Gentiles who then constituted " God's
building," are thus addressed by an apostle, " Ye are no more strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints
(of Israel) and of the household of God:
having been built (epoikodomethentes) upon
the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief
corner.1'*
As far then as faith is concerned, the
qualification of the candidate for justification by faith is unexceptionable
God
hath purified his heart by faith,t and in
the words of ancient Israel before Moses
• Ephee. ii. 19, ί

f Act· xv. 9.
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sprinkled them with"the blood of his covenant, he saith, " All that the Lord hath said
will I do, and be obedient."J The reader
will please note particularly the order of
the type—Moses first read the Book of the
Covenant in the audience of the people,
which they believed unto righteousness of
the law; next they made confession unto
the salvation of that law; then Moses
sprinkled the blood of the covenant upon
them with the sprinkler made of scarlet
wool and hyssop; after which some of them
were permitted to see the glory of the God
of Israel. Though the altar and the book j
were already sprinkled with the blood before them, faith in the words read from the
sprinkled covenant, in the blood itself, or
in the altar, did not constitute them a
sprinkled people: though they believed
and confessed they were still unsprinkled
until the sprinkler was brought into operation upon them.
. N o w the point to be observed in (the
antitype individually (that is, not nationally) applied is this, that believers, however unexceptionable their faith, are not
sprinkled with the blood of the N e w Testament in simply believing with the heart
and confessing with the mouth. Belief
and confession are "unto righteousness
and unto salvation,"|| or unto remission of
sins and eternal life.
Belief and confession are fur righteousness and salvation, in the sense of qualifying a believer for remission to eternal life
in the name of Jesus, so that when he puts
on this name he will have attained '· unto
justification of life;" that is, to a salvation
from all his past sins, by which deliverance
he has passed, and in being delivered passes,
from death unto life; that is, he is no longer
X Exod. xxiv. T.

I Heb. ix. 19.

| Rom. x. 10.
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under sentence of death, and is therefore
under sentence to eternal life, which he attains as part of his reward if he continue a
faithful well-doer to the end. A man, then,
may be pure-hearted, confess the truth,
and promise obedience; nevertheless in none
of these things is he sprinkled with the
covenant blood. il Blessed are the pure in
heart, for they shall see God ;" this, however, is on the presumption that they will

Without this token the pure-hearted do
sigh or groan, being burdened. The impure of heart do not sigh or groan, but rejoice in the pleasures of sin; nor do the
pure in heart who have the token, because
they can point to that in proof of their being justified from all their past sins, at
peace with God, and free to rejoice in hope
of his glory.
j An enlightened, believing, Abrahami" do and be obedient." Will any one say | cally disposed, or repentant sinner, is the
that an unsprinkled heart is an acceptable j pure-hearted man without the token of the
heart to God ? The apostle did not think covenant upon the foreskin of his heart.
so, for he says, " Let "us draw near with a After recounting the goodness of God to
true heart in full assurance of faith, having Israel, Moses said to them, u Circumcise
our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience, the foreskin of your hearts, and be no more
and our bodies washed with pure water. stiffnecked ;"t and again, " Circumcise
Let us hold fast the confession of the hope yourselves to Jehovah." says ihe prophet;
(homologia tees elpidos, not pisteos) with- '* and take away the foreskins of your
out wavering; for He is faithful that pro- hearts, ye men of Judah, and inhabitants
raised."* If he had considered the heart- of Jerusalem."J This circumcision of the
sprinkling and body-washing nonessential heart, then, is a thing to be done by him
in drawing near to God, he would proba- who owns the heart. But how is a faithbly have said nothing about them. He ful and repentant sinner to do this ? The
might have reduced the text to fewer answer is " do and be obedient;" for says
words by saying, " Let us draw near with Peter to such as had obeyed, " Ye have
a true heart without wavering." But no ; purified your souls in the obedience of the
he did not consider a heart true that was truth." Is it not obvious, then, that there
unsprinkled; because it had still " a con- is something to be done ? Clearly so ; and
science of sins," or "an evil conscience;" it is in the doing of that something that the
and with such a heart no man may ven- doer circumcises his heart. The thing to
ture to draw near to God with any well- be done has to do with blood, or it cannot
grounded hope of acceptance.
be a circumcision. It is not blood-shedding
When it is considered what a pure heart by the knife, however ; but the sprinkling
is abstractly considered, its incompleteness of the shed blood of a circumcised man
will become manifest. The "heart" is con- upon the heart. It is termed!l "the circumstituted of the intellectual faculties, moral cision made without hands ; which is said
sentiments and propensities. When the in- to consist " in putting off the body of the
tellect and sentiments are under the control sins of the flesh," casting it away as the
of the propensities, the heart is earthly, sen- heart's foreskin. But how can this body of
The apostle tells us in
sual, and devilish, or impure. To purify such sins be put off?
kl
a heart the intellect must be enlightened by these words, Ye are circumcised by the
the testimony of God, which is of such a circumcision of Christ." This is getting a
nature that it not only enlightens, but de- little nearer to the point. But seeing that
velops a moral disposition in harmony Christ is in heaven, how is a man upon
with the divine mind, and compels the pro- earth to be circumcised<%by his circumcision ?
pensities to keep within the limits of his In whom" says Paul, ye Are circumcised,
law. Such a heart as this believes unto &c." Ah, then, it is obvious the believing,
righteousness, and expressing its conviction repentant sinner, must get into Christ, or
confesses unto salvation. But what be- " put him on;" so that being "in him" he
comes of that body of sins which had ac- may be "complete in him." If a man put
cumulated from the earliest times till its on a garment, he is in that article of apparrectification ? The impure heart by which el ; and he appears to the eye, not as a
sins had been added to sins had been cru- natural, but as an artificial man; so, if a
cified and slain, but what had yet hap- believer in the covenant and testimonies of
pened to relieve the enlightened conscience God put on Christ, he is in Christ; and apof the guilt that had been contracted ? The pears in the eye of God as *' covered with
rectification of the heart had served only to the robe of righteousness," in which he apreveal the evil, and to create a determina- pears not as a natural man, but as Christ
tion to sin no more; but it had imparted himself. Having the same faith and hope
no token that its sins were blotted out. as Jesus had, being animated with a like
Heb. x. 22, 23.

Deuu x. 16.

% Jer. iv. 4.
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spirit, and clothed with him as with a gar- the token of the covenant till it was made
ment, he becomes another Christ in all but of force by the death of its representative
his personality; and hence he is called a testator; so, from and after that event, the
Christian. The next point, then, to be as- putting on of Christ, and consequent putcertained is, how can a true believer of the ting off of the body of the sins of the flesh,
gospel of the kingdom put on Christ ? The is the token of the covenant in the hearts
apostle answers this query by saying, "As of all its children. The children of the
many of you as have been1 baptized into covenant have the witness in themselves,
Christ have put on Christ. * This is re- God also bearing witness with them. They
markably explicit. Then he says in ano- have peace of mind, not a false peace, but
ther place, *· Ye are eircumcised by the a peace that the world can neither give
circumcision of Christ; having been buried nor take away, founded upon intelligence,
with him (suntaphentes auto) in baptism."* faith, and obedience. Jehovah's representBut how can baptism circumcise a man, or ative has said believe the gospel and be bap*
how can immersion sprinkle him ? It can- tizfd; they have believed, and have been
not. If a man believe not the things of baptized; and therefore, having faith in
the covenant and the name of Jesus, it can God, their confidence is that through faith
do nothing for him. Immersion is just the and patience they will inherit the promises.
act by which a believer of the gospel of the They have not put off their flesh, but they
kingdom gets at that which can do every- have put off the body of its sins, which
thing for him. He believes unto righteous- before God is to them the token. He, howness, confesses unto salvation, and is bap- ever, who has with the heart believed unto
tized into the name, that in that name he righteousness, but has not obeyed, attains
may obtain righteousness or justification ; not to that righteousness for which he has
and salvation, or remission of sins and believed ; for the sprinkling of the heart
eternal life.
unto purification is <; in the obedience of
To be " baptized for remission of sins," the truth." Human wisdom, or foolishness
is for a true believer (not any man who rather, denies this. It maintains that heartmay present himself under excitement, but) sprinkling is coetaneous with the truth
for an intelligent believer in the covenant, heartily believed, not with the truth
to be immersed into the name of Jesus for *• obeyed from the heart" Were the Isthe remission of sins through that name— raelites sprinkled in believing in the book
not through the act, but through the name. and the altar which had been sprinkled, or
Now to put on that name, and to be in it, after they confessed ? Were they sprinkare the same as to put on Christ, and to be led in promising to do and be obedient ?
in him. When a believer presents himself No. The covenant was first delivered ;
for baptism into the name he has done all the altar was then built; next the sacrifices
that is required of him, or that he can do were slain,and the book and altar sprinkled ;
in the matter of circumcision and sprink- afterwards the covenant was read to the
ling. The people under Moses did not people; they believed ; confessed willingsprinkle themselves. It was Moses who ness to do and be obedient; and were then
sprinkled them. It is so also with the be- sprinkled by Moses, the representative of
liever. He cannot sprinkle himself, nei- God After the same order is the antitype.
ther can the administrator of the ordinance. The New Covenant was first delivered;
It is the function of the High Priest within Jesus Our altar manifested ; he was then
the Veil, that is, of Christ, to report him to slain ; in being sprinkled with his own
the Father, that he may sprinkle the heart blood, the New Covenant was also sprinkof the new member of his son's household. led or dedicated ; it was afterwards spoken
How does he this ? On the same principle to the people; they believed; then conthat He justified his friend Abraham. Ab- fessed ; and lastly put on the blood-sprinkraham believed God, and therefore it was led name, through which, as with scarlet
counted to him for righteousness; so, in wool and hyssop, God justified them from
the act of putting on the name of Jesus all things from which they could not be
does Jehovah count to the believer his faith justified by the law of Moses. This is God's
in the covenant and in the blood of sprink- way of righteousness, from which he never
ling for the remission of all past sins. Thus departs since the resurrection of his Son.
'•in the obedience of the truth" is the be- The type and antitype are as correspondent
liever sprinkled with the blood of the cov- as the nature of things would admit; and
enant, and circumcised with the circum- the true believer who submits to the process
is " purged with hyssop, and made clean ;
cision of Christ.
washed, and made whiter than snow.''f
Thus, as circumcision of the flesh was
• C o ! . ii. 1 1 , 1 2 ; G a l . iii. 27.

t Ps. xlL 7.
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e, then, we suppose, stands before 119 t nation's dead would r|se, and possess
inherit
Itmaii,, be he Jew or be he Gentile matters j land under Christ; bfcfc the inhentaaoe
not^ he is a man who has been sprinkled beiag1 fcy fe*|h, they only wilt possess it ot
by tke. ever living testator vfith the blood the dead Md the livitilr, who believe the
^e •At.--·'..i. _ - , L _ _ ^ ^ • 1 . : . Λ · ' _ ' - _ ^•li-ji^.t-iiuJ
of his covenant or will; and by this con- .j.iL·-._-•
things of
the covenant "and are sprinkled
stituted one of His heirs or legatees. Now, by its blood.
concerning such a man we ask. What is
Abraham, Christ, and the Twelve Tribes
the
to
h legacy
l
t liina
h bequeathed
b h d ? This
Thiques- \in the
j fulness-of-tii$es
f l f i
d i i are the
h
dispensation,
tion "vrilt adoiit of but one answer, and that legftkeeg under the will, which bequeathes
fs; l i i ^ things promised in that covenant to them the lloly Land for an eperiasHng
and its testimonies to Abraham and his possession. I t saya to Abraham an4 to
See^ "vdiich is Christ. But tEen, it may Chrfet ye ^hall possess the lanxi for th^r.
b0 i^tiired, How can % thousand other This was rfequivalent to saying, Ye shall live
peo^e be entitled to a legacy willed to for e ver; for w i tho at i mm prt^ltty -they
tiies^ two ? The explauation of that diiTi» could not possess the land for e?«r» Henoe
culfcjr Is, that the covenant testimonies cx-, this promise of the land is the prorais^ of
o « A&
SW,
y one l e w or
pmmil tthe word
ώ » as
as expressive
expressive ol
of Uternal life: so that if any
One Person indeed, but of that one also in ί Gentile attain to immortality it will bo as
a federative sense 5 just as if 144,000 indi- > a legatee of this will, and of this only,
a s were
w e regarded
egarded as one person, and ' ]STow the testimonies of the covenant show
viduals
he
h wete
t culled
l l d Christ:
C h t thus
th it
t is
i written.
tt
that men become Christ's in two senses,
u s
It ye be Christ's (that is, by having put _ i r l a S p e c ial, and in a general sense. Inhim on)) then are ye
y the Seed of Abraham,, dividuals, whether Jews or Gentiles, be·
d htm
h
d
h promise/'*
i/'* or ;;c o m e Christ's in a special sense in believing
and
according
to the
covenant. This is styled being « one in \t h og o s p e l oi> t h e covenant and being bap1
Christ Jesus. * But this " One ' is not res- ;t i z e d before cihe door is 8hul.»j t h e T w e lve
tricted to a few thousands; it comprehends :• fnbes
become his in a general or national
the whole 1 welve Tribes, who are termed j s e n s e w j j C U they are grafted into their own
"the children of tho covenant,"! or its < o i i v o afto the shutting of the door. When,
gfced. But, it might be objected that the /t h e d o o r s h u t s i t c i o s e a against all both
Twelve lnbes are not Christ's, having \ j e w 3 a a d Gentiles who would inherit the
never put him on : and therefore, they 5 l a n d f o r e v e r i n a p e r 5 0 n a i sense; that is,
cannot pn this showing be Abraham's Seed > A s deathless occupauts of the land. While
in thewvenant sense. True they are not ]t h e Jewish nation in Abraham and in Cbrfct
Christ s vet; but when the testimonies we ζi a i m m o rtel, the generations of the nation,
htve produced are fulfilled; and the Now \ t i 1 0 U g n of patriarchal life, are subject unto
Covenant is made with the House of Israel ;, ^catfe until (l the e?id"§ come. The eternal
and the Iiouso of Judah, they will bo both ί ] i f C ) t}m^ o f t h ec o v e n a n t is first <pers<mat,
Amrni and Ruhmnak-, for " 1 will have s then national; and when the thousand
'mercy on them, and they shall be called [ y e a r g » dispensation is superseded by a still
the sons of the Jiving (τθ(1'? Will they not j ^ o r e perfect economy, it will be both perbe Christ's then ? Clearly so.
: $()nal and national to every dweller upon
;
To Abraham and the Christ were the t n e
^
promise made says (he apostle To Ab \\ B
. j,
B
b
b j
e d
raham, as the federal .a her; and to Chnst, ; .
,,Λ
everything and
ins son, as the federal elder brother of the . Ρ ^ π
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shall have passed away: a world, redeemed
from Adam's race, in which all present distinctions, civil, ecclesiastical, and social, will
be merged into the " all things new." " Salvation/' recollect, " i s of the J e w s ; " therefore it is through them that God will save
the nations from all the evils that afflict
them. Hence it is written, u Rejoice, Ο ye
nations, with his people." And again," God
be merciful unto us (Israelites) and bless us;
and cause his face to shine upon us*'—for
what reason?
"That his way may be
known upon earth, His saving health among
all nations. Ο let the nations be glad and
sing for j o y ; for thou, Ο God, shalt judge
the people righteously, and govern the nations upon earth."*
But the blessings of the covenant are by
no means confined to Israel; for the gospel of the covenant reads, u In thee, Abraham, and in thy Seed shall all the nations
of the earth be blessed ;"t and again, u A
father, Ο Abraham, of many nations have
I constituted thee."| This shows that the
nations as well as Israel will be sons of
Abraham, and consequently brethren of
Christ their king; for even he is descended
from a Gentile, that is, from Abram. From
these promises is revealed the purpose of
God, which is this, that from the beginning
he has determined at a certain period of the
world's history to organize a confraternity
of nations, of which Israel's should be the
First-Born, which of course would make
the father of the Jewish nation the father
of all the rest, and the king of Israel and
his nobles, the king and princes of the earth.
It; is to the time, when this great work
shall have been accomplished, that all those
glowing predictions of the prophets concerning human affairs are to be referred;
while all the evil denounced happens to the
nations in the time antecedent to the era
of blessedness.
The nations will be
Christ's when they are brought into federal
relationship to Abraham after his resurrection from the dead. Gentile settlers maythen inherit the land with the Jews, as it
is written, u Ye shall divide the land by lot
for an inheritance unto you, and to the strangers that sfjourn among you, who shall beget
children among you: and they shall be unto
you as born in the country among the children of Israel; they shall have inheritance
with you among the tribes of Israel. And
it shall be, that in what tribe the stranger
(or Gentile) sojourneth, there shall ye give
him his inheritance, saith the Lord God."§
How different this to the settlement of the
land under Joshua. Then the Gentile was
to be exterminated from the country ;I but
• Pe lxvii.

f Gen. xii. 3 ; xxii. 18.
$ Gen. xvii. 5.
$ Ezek. xlvii. 22, 23.

under Christ, they will be entitled to all the
rights and privileges of native born citizens.
This comes from their becoming sons of
the covenant after the door is shut. This
is something for the " pious" (if they escape
the judgments coming upon the nations)
who are so pure hearted, and so full of love
to God and man, that they cannot believe
it possible that there can exist any necessity for them to believe anything more
than u the eternal sonship," and " triune
deity," and "infinite satisfaction," of Jesus,
whom they regard as especially theirs from
all eternity! It is perfectly absurd to suppose that such pious souls as they need
baptism in the name of the Lord Jesus that
they may be sprinkled with the blood of
the covenant! Very well; it remains with
you to do as you please just now ; but enter
in at the door you cannot. You may cry
" Lord, Lord open to us! " but it will avail
you nothing. If you would attain to the
honor and glory of the kingdom you must
not onlyjbe pious, but faithful and obedient;
if on the contrary you are content to " take
your chance," and if living at the time, to
become an emigrant to Palestine, and soί journ there, the new law will sanction the
j movement; but your eternal life, if you
ever attain to it, is deferred for a thousand
years!
It was in accordance with this element
of the covenant that its gospel was preached to the Gentiles. If the covenant had
related only to Israel, Abraham would not
have been constituted a father of nations ;
and the gospel would have been announced
only to the Jews. But, one may say, If the
Israelites be the sole legatees of the will,
why preach the gospel to them at all?
Because as legatees of the new covenant
they inherit on condition of not continuing
in unbelief; and besides, as a kingdom is
the subject of the will, the question naturally arose, Who of Israel shall be the associates of the Christ in the government and
eternal glory thereof? To determine this
the gospel was preached to them in the
name of Jesus. This was the reason for
preaching the gospel to the legatees. Then
comes another question, Seeing that the
nations are eligible to the blessings of the
covenant in national association with Israel,
are the nobles and governors of the Abrahamic World to be of the Jewish nation
only; or will Gentiles be admitted to equality and fraternity with them as the immortal associates of the king ? This was a
mystery which for several years after the
day of Pentecost no man, no not even the
apostles, could solve. The prophets plainly
1 Exod. xxiii. S3.
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teach Jewish and Gentile national confraternity in the Age to Come; but the fellowship of believing men from all nations
with believing Israelites in an everlasting
possession of the power, glory, and honor
of the kingdom to be set up on the covenant-land, through faith in it, and the name
of its king, " was not made known unto
the sons of men as it was revealed to the
holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit"
in the days of Paul.* The gospel of the
kingdom, which for the first few years was
preached only to Jews, was announced to
the nations by Peter at Cornelius' house,
and thenceforth to the present time, and
hereafter until the door is shut at the appearing of Christ, for the purpose of taking
out from among them a people for the
Lord's name,t who shall become Jews by
adoption, that they might inherit Jehovah's
Israelitish
Kingdom, and be associated with
the u King of the Jews'' in everlasting
dominion over the dwellers upon earth.
" The flesh profiteth nothing" in the kingdom of God. Although a Jewish kingdom,
no man can inherit the things belonging to
it, such as glory, honor, eternal life, might,
majesty, power, dominion, &c, because he
is born a Jew and circumcised in the flesh.
Even a Jew must become a son of Abraham
by faith, ancj circumcision of the heart, before he can inherit the kingdom; how
much more necessary in the case of Gentiles, seeing they have no hereditary claim
on Abraham at all.
These things being so, it is not difficult
to define the position of Israel and the nations at the present time. Israel is in the
Lo-Ammi and Lo-Ruhamah relation to God
—they are not his people, nor have they
yet obtained mercy. They believe that
Moses, in whom they trust, is dead; hence
they are dead likewise. His law is to them
a dead letter and without Spirit, for they
neither understand it, nor keep it, nor can
they if they would. And for this reason,
because they " continue not in all things
written in the book of the law to do them,"
they are " cursed'* of Moses; and have
therefore not even* a righteousness according to the law. They seek another Christ
than Jesus, therefore at present he does
nothing for them; as it is written, u Their
sorrows shall be multiplied that hasten after
another : their drink offerings of blood will
I not offer, nor take up their names into
my lips.'i Concerning Israel, then, until
they are grafted into their own olive, there
is but one scriptural conclusion, and that is,
that they are *· dead in trespasses and in
sins."
• Col. iii. 5.

t Acts xiv. 14.

% Pe. xvi. 4.

And what can we say of all other nations?
"Jews and Gentiles are all under sin,"
says the apostle; " and all the world guilty
before God."§ The nations at present
without a single exception all belong to
Satan, whose high priests are the chiefs of
J their hierarchies for the time being. " The
! power and glory of them belong to me,"
says he ;" and to whomsoever I will I give
it. If thou therefore wilt fall down before
me, all shall be thine." The condition was
an easy one to perform, and the offer quite
liberal—Satanically so. But Jesus refused
to accept them of him upon any terms; so
the power and the glory of the nations belong to Satan unto this day, to keep them
until a stronger than he appears to wrest
them from his grasp. Aggregately they
constitute Satan's kingdom, lying under
sin, and awaiting unconsciously the punishment that is due. Until the vengeance
falls upon them, and the judgment written
is executed, they have no interest in Christ.
The Pope, and the Commander of the Mohammedan faithful, and the Grand Llama,
and the Brother of the Sun and Moon, and
the Archbishop of Canterbury, et id genus
omne^ are their mediators with heaven; but
who like themselves are without credit,
reputation, or influence there. Not a single non-Jewish nation was ever constituted
a holy nation, and peculiar people to God.
The unsprinkled " pious" among them (unsprinkled by the blood of the covenant, I
mean) are useful in antagonizing vice and
tyranny by their benevolent schemes. For
this the faithful may commend them, and
be grateful to them too; for the Bible,
though not understood by them, has been
made a humanizing and civilizing agent in
their hands; for without the Bible, earth
would have been an orthodox hell in which
the children of the covenant, if permitted
to live, would have lived only to endure
the malice and tortures of the foe. All
Gentile institutions, then, religious and political, are from beneath, and consequently
"earthly, sensual, and devilish." They
serve for that sort of " order" which is the
admiration of the governments and their
peoples. A son of the ctruenanl can have
no sympathy with it, though he submits to
it for the Lord's sake, so far as is compatible with his allegiance to the truth; being
consoled with the assurance, that the time
is at hand when it will be overthrown, and
the kingdom of God set up instead thereof
to the joy of Israel and the world.
EDITOR.

$ Rom. iii, 9,19.
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< was none other God but Jehovah. In
c that land the record had to be inscribed,
ι and facts relating to the wonder-working
[Substance of a Lecture delivered in
< of God through his captive people, and preQueen Street Hall, Edinburgh, in April
dictions inspired by God, stretching forlast, by "Mr. Ridley Herschell," of Lonward to ages to come, which spoke of kingdon. Mr. II. is a son of Abraham, who dom after kingdom that should rise and
ministers to a large congregation of con- fall, and the kingdom of the Redeemer
verted Jews in London.!
should be ultimately set up, though he himself should previously be cut off for the
SUBJECT.—THE JEW HIS PAST AND FUTURE. transgressions of the people. Thus in the
The lecturer was averse to giving out a kingdom of Babylon this very captivity
text, but read a verse from Isaiah which was far from frustrating God's purposes,
embraced the whole lecture.—" This peo- for even there His declaration by Isaiah
ple (Israel) have I formed for myself; they was true,—''they shall show forth my
shall shew forth my praise "—Isaiah xviii. praise."
21. God sends a message to Israel by the
If we look at the last captivity of the
prophet, and after comforting the people Jews, we still find the purposes of God
by a variety of promises, he gives a gen- fully accomplished. This captivity did not
eral declaration addressed to all the world, come upon them suddenly. Look at the
declaring that whithersoever his people preparations which had been for a long
should be carried, those reading their proph- time going on. Before the birth of our
ets should read also their positive declara- Saviour a Grecian kingdom had arisen and
tion,—" this people have I formed for my- spread over the East, and the Greek lanself; they shall show forth my praise."
guage had become so much cultivated, that
I. We shall look at one or two facts in it was found necessary to translate the
the past history of Israel, showing how re- Jewish Bible into that language, and thus
markably this declaration has been fulfilled for nearly throe centuries before the Chriseven under most unlikely circumstances. tian era the Scriptures were carried into
Take the history of Israel during their the West, with all their predictions conBabylonish captivity. We find that after cerning the rise and fall of kingdoms. All
repeated messages sent to them they gave this was preparatory to a great event—
no heed. At length the appointed time the second captivity of Judah. At length
came, and they were carried captive. Who came an announcement of the birth of John
could have supposed that during their cap- the Baptist. His public ministry told not
tivity this declaration of God should still only on the Jewish people ; Roman soldiers,
be accomplished. Such, however, was the tax-gatherers, governors, <fec. went to hear
fact. There had been a remarkable time that extraordinary man, who was proof reformation in Israel before the captiv- clainrng that the kingdom of God was at
ity. Under the young and good king Jo- hand. Then after this our Saviour sends
siah, the reformation went on to that ex- forth his twelve apostles endowed with mitent, that the idolatrous altars were broken raculous powers ; afterwards the seventy ;
down, the high places of Baal were demol- this, with his own public ministry, proished, and a glorious passover celebrated, duced a great effect. The people received
the like of which had not been kept from information, their minds were stirred up.
the days of Samuel. This act was a dis- After our Saviour's crucifixion and ascentinct declaration that their national exist- sion, we find that on the day of Pentecost
ence was entirely owing to God's mercy. there were multitudes of Jews from every
This reformation, however, seemed not to nation under heaven, who listened to the
produce the desired effect; for m the course proclamation of the gospel, and that thouof a few years they were taken captive.} sands were converted. This was only a
But it was producing great effects, although \ preparatory work to the casting away of
to the outward eye it seemed a failure. It ) Israel as aeration, in order that the gospel
had been the nursery of Daniel, Shadrach, might be preached among the Gentiles. It
and Abed-nego, and thus a number of earn- ί was necessary that the Jewish economy
est men who were fitted to be in captivity, should be abolished—with its temple, aland were fitted to bear witness for God ίtars, and priesthood, in order that justifiwhile they were captives, were produced. \ cation might be proclaimed among the GenWe find these captive Jews standing forth ? tiles fully and freely; because the Jews
before the great and mighty monarch, with < who believed still clung to these rites. So
a dignity and authority, far surpassing that the prediction—"Every battle of the warof the ''head of gold," testifying that there rior is with confused noise and garments
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rolled in blood, but this shall be with burning and fuel of flre "—and why ?—" For
unto us a child is born, unto us a son is
given, and the government shall be on his
shoulder." Again, the casting away of Israel was necessary, in order that the predictions concerning the ushering in of the
new dispensation might be fully seen to be
of God. For instance, when the Jews
were scattered those of them who were
converted preached the gospel everywhere,
and their scattering was an evidence of the
truth of inspiration. There was not at
that time so many Bibles as there are now,
and wheresoever these Jews were scattered, they were like so many verses of
Scripture,and the prediction—"I will scatter you among all nations "—was fulfilled.
We find also that Israel was not scattered before there existed a remnant. When
Isaiah was sent to tell the people their
doom and downfall, (Is. vi.) the prophet
knew it could not be final, and therefore'
asked, "Lord, how long?" Certain signs
were given connected with their own land,
and its desolation, to which was added,
'- But yet in it shall be a tenth, and it shall
return and shall be eaten: as a teil tree
and as an oak whose substance is in them,
when they shall cast their leaves: so the
holy seed shall be the substance thereof."
When sent to go down to the conduit of
the upper pool to meet Ahaz in view of the
place where the people had offered sacrifices to Moloch, he was told to take with
him his son Shear-jashub—the remnant
shall rtturn. The very name of his child
was to be a witness that the kingdom of
Judah was to be put on a basis that could
not be overthrown. See Isaiah vii. The
same thing is intimated in chap. viii. The
prophet stands forth representing the Messiah and his disciples—"Behold 1 and the
children whom Jehovah has given me are
for a sign and for wonders in Israel." While
the destruction of Israel's nationality is intimated, the Shear-jashub is introduced.
In Micah v. we have the same thing—the
casting away of the people in connection
with the remnant and the birth of the Messiah.
As regards their unbelieving state, this
also is a literal accomplishment of God's
purposes. In Hosea iii. it is predicted—
44
The children of Israel shall abide many
days without a king, and without a prince,
and without a sacrifice, and without an image, without idolatry and without an ephod,
and without teraphim. Afterward shall
the children of Israel return, and seek the
Lord their God, and David (The. Beloved)
their king, and shall fear the Lord and his

goodness in the latter days." Living in coun*
tries called " Christian" that have become
idolatrous, thi3 people have testified against
the idolatry.
Thus the Government of
Spain thought it worth their while to persecute a few Jews, because they were a
standing testimony against popish idolatry.
It is a remarkable circumstance in connection with their present condition, that
they have assumed a position of influence
and power among the nations that is wonderful. I may almost say miraculous.
There is not a nation where they live without having gained such a position that governments think it necessary to show them
favor. After the Revolution of 1848, the
first thing that was manifested was to show
favor to the Jews. Even in Italy and
Austria this was the case. And why?
This age is so peculiarly a metallic age that
the worth of a man is estimated by the
gold he possesses. In such an age nothing
could so gain influence as the metallic condition of the Jews. Although few in number, they yet possess a power to govern
the rulers of the earth by their loans and
mercantile influence.
II. In contemplating the future of the
Jews, we shall look at some of the predictions and the present position of the people in their own land. Let us look first at
the prediction uttered concerning the most
momentous event for which the world had
been looking for 4000 years—the announcement of the birth of the Saviour. The angel Gabriel is sent to Nazareth, a town in
Galilee, a degraded town that had sunk
very low in civilization and Religion—to a
poor young woman, no doubt a simpleminded woman, who understood language
only in its plain and natural sense. We
find that the angel communicated to Mary
three distinct predictions respecting the
son she should bring forth. 1st, " He shall
be great"—2nd, "He shall be called the
Son of the Highest "—3rd, " The Lord God
shall give him the throne of his father David, and he shall reign over the house of
Jacob for ever, and of his kingdom there
shall be no end.*'—Luke i. 32, 33. Notice
then the child was literally born, so that
the language, thus far, was not allegorical
but literal. But who could have conceived
when he was the babe of Bethlehem that
the first prediction concerning him would
be fulfilled—" He shall be great ? " When
he afterwards lived a private life of sorrow
and suffering, who could have conceived
that his greatness was to be such that the
greatest potentates of the earth should call
themselves by the name of this Jesus of
Nazareth ? Who could have supposed that
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he should be called the Son of the Highest ? If we had stood in Jerusalem and
had seen the Sanhedrim arrayed in all their
glorious majesty, and heard them with all
solemnity, condemn him as a blasphemer
because he said, a I a m the Son of God,"
could we have supposed that after 1800
years, education should make so much progress that everywhere, though insincerely,
friends and foes acknowledge him as a divine being ? Even that papist system that
makes the virgin immaculate has only power to do so from his divinity. Who could
conceive that the greatest nations under
heaven should recognise him as the Son of
tho Highest? Yet such is the case, and
that literally, not figuratively. Now comes
the third prediction. This has not been
fulfilled, and forthwith we find out at once
that we must adopt some very refined theological definition—the throne of David
means the heart of man, the reign over the
house of Jacob means his spiritual Israel.
What must we come to if an angel does
not mean what he says? Any honest
tradesman would turn any one out of his
place of business who said one thing and
meant another. If an angel from heaven
coming, not to a school of divinity students
and philosophers, but to a simple Jewish
maid, tells her she shall bear a son, and it
is so; that he shall be great, and it is so,
though not to the full extent; that he shall
be called the Son of the Highest, and we
find that it is so; and asrain, that he shall
sit on the throne of David, and we are
told it shall not be so; whether I can understand it or not, I am constrained to receive it in its plain meaning. And further,
has not Mary been singled out as of the
house of David ? What could she know
but that it was spoken in its simple, natural sense ? And what could she conceive
the house of Jacob to mean but the twelve
tribes restored to Palestine, which is in exact accordance with the plain predictions
of the prophets with which she was doubtless familiar ?
Let us now look at some other passages»
in which will be seen the effect of Israel's
restoration upon the nations. Psalm lxix.
35, 36, " For God will save Zion, and will
build the cities of Judah; that they may
dwell there and have it in possession/ 1 I
refer to this passage because in this psalm,
in the prediction of Israel's downfall, quoted by the apostle in Rom. xi. Again in
Isaiah lx. 1, ·· Arise, shine ; for thy' light
is come, and the glory of Jehovah is risen
upon thee . . . . And the Gentiles shall
come to thy light, and lyings to the brightness of thy rising." We have in this pas-
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sage a distinct declaration, that the rising
and shining of Israel is to be the glory of
the Gentiles. Isaiah lxi. "The Spirit of
the Lord God is upon me . . . . And they
shall build the old wastes ; they shall raise
up the former desolations, and they shall
repair the waste cities, the desolations of
many generations." This passage was
quoted partially by our Saviour, as referring to his preaching of the gospel to the
poor ; the waste cities must therefore refer
to a date posterior to the time of Christ's
preaching ; their repair is hence manifestly
yet future. The connection of this passage
shows great blessing for the Gentiles. Jer.
xxxiii. 7, "I will cause the captivity of Judah and the captivity of Israel to return,
and will build them as at the first . . . .
And it shall be to me a name of joy, a
praise and an honor before all the nations
(Gentiles) of the earth, which shall hear all
the good that I do unto them." See also
Jer. xxiii.; Isa. lxvi. 10; Ezek. xxxvi.;
XNXVU. ; Rom.

xh

I will now conclude with a brief statement as to the present position of Palestine and the Jews residing there. I was
in Palestine in 1843, and again last year,
and was much struck with the change
which had taken place in the interval of
eleven years. On my first visit the difficulty of access to them was very great,
and as to making them understand anything about Christianity, it was almost impossible. And no wonder. They lived
there with all the associations of their former nationality around them—every ruined heap before their eyes was a verse of
the Bible; the very stones in the wall
where they mourned were crying out, ik Behold ! this desolation is come upon you \n
They came not to live but to die, thinking
it a very great honor to be permitted to
die in the city of their former solemnities.
In these circumstances, the religion called
Christian is presented to them as the grossest, vilest idolatry imaginable; the Greek
church with all its pictures and devotees
being rampant there. At the Easter period is enacted the strange lie of professing
that fire comes down from heaven in the
presence of the assembled pilgrims. Besides, a Jew in Jerusalem was not permitted to enter the church-yard for fear of being stoned to death. How could you suppose the Jews could look on abominations
and cruelties like these with anything but
condemnation and disgust. Tell them of
the founder of such a religion, and what
could be expected but abhorrence ? However, through the residence of Protestants,
and the establishment of plages of mercy—
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hospitals, where they are received with j depart from the truth. The priest took me
kindness, and treated with consideration j down to the grotto and showed me a spot
and tenderness. They understand this; it j where he said the tree grew of which the
is a language every where understood. In j cross was made. He then showed me a
this way Christianity began to be expound- j picture representing Lot carrying water
ed in the language of the heart, and eleven j from the Jordan to water the tree, and the
years after lfcibund that I could speak to j devil who came to drink out the water.
them; and they did not wonder when Ι ι As indicative of the great fertility of the
told them of Christ and his religion. Anoth- ' soil, I may mention that Indian corn, in
er fact also struck me. This war no doubt the course of six weeks after being sown,
interests them. They seem to feel that produces 2400 fold. An experiment insomething is coming. Mohammedans know stituted by the American consul at Beynothing of the matter. The only people rout, demonstrated the peculiar fitness of
that really prayed for success were the the soil for producing a fine quality of cotJews; because they look upon the Rus- ton. He had some cotton seed brought
sian Government as not only resembling from the United States, and the produce
the Egyptian tyranny, but surpassing it in and quality was such that the crop when
sold in Liverpool brought one shilling per
cruelty to their own people.
Another remarkable feature in the con- j pound, although the cost of raising it was
dition of the country was the wasting of J only 3£ pence per pound. Trade has also
the Mohammedan influence throughout \ greatly increased recently, for while the
the whole of Syria and Palestine. Where { annual exports from Jaffa a few years ago
there is any enterprise it is not among the } amounted to only £20,000, the exports
Mohammedans. Their energy seems par- } last year amounted to a million and half
alyzed, absolutely dried up and withering \ sterling. Other signs of improvement
might be noticed. I saw several hundred
away.
\
men employed in repairing the aqueThen, as to the land. It was an inter- ! ducts in connection with Solomon's pools,
esting sight when I went to see a little ί the largest of the latter being from 400 to
farm established near Jerusalem by the 500 feet in length, 300 in width, and 100
British consul, Mr. Phin, for the purpose in depth. Zion, which on my former visit,
of teaching the Jews agriculture. 123 presented the appearance of a sepulchre,
Jews were at work, some of them aged was now quite changed, shops and bazaars
men; one, a very learned Jewish Rabbi being numerous and busy.*
who knew six or seven languages, was
employed with a little basket gathering a
few stones. I look upon this iarm as an
From the Newark Daily Advertiser.
4
interesting fact, not only because it showed
'Six
Hundred Three Score and Six."
their readiness to engage in agriculture in
Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding
their own land, but also that the two over- count
the number of the beast ; for it is the number of
seers who superintended them in their work a man, and his number is six hundred three score
were both of them Protestant Jews, the and six.—Rev. xiii. IS.
THIS remarkable passage of sacred ScripJews working under them with great
submission. There is great increase of ture has suggested a great variety of speagriculture in the neighborhood of Jerusa- ^ culations. It attracted the notice of the
lem ; olive -yards, vineyards, pomegranates, ; learned and curious in the earliest ages of
mulberry trees in great abundance, while the Christian Church, and the Fathers have
eleven years ago all looked so desolate. left on record the result of their conjectures
What is most remarkable all this was respecting it. Modern commentators too
brought about by Russian money. The have discussed it at great length and with
bishop of the Greek Church told me that greater ingenuity. But all these efforts
for two or three years there was no gold ί have failed to arrive at certainty; and
seen in Jerusalem except Russian gold ; so j doubtless it will be veiled in more or less
obscurity until this prophecy (of which it
you see how much the Czar had his eye on <,
the holy sepulchre. Russian influence was j forms a part) shall have been turned into
also manifest in the construction of a fine \ history.
carriage-road leading to the convent of the ί It may not be uninteresting, however,
Holy Cross about four or five miles off nor altogether profitless, to review some of
Jerusalem. This convent had been reWe are much obliged to son.e unknown friend
cently rebuilt in the style of a fortress. for* the
Truth Promoltr containing this lecture. It i*
The reason of its being called the convent quile interesting. We hope he will forward us more
of
the
same
sort falling in his way. Our readers as
of the Holy Cross may serve as an illustra- well as we will
be much refreshed. Please send ue
tion of what people will do when they once( Mr. Herschell's direction.—Editor of the Herald.

u

Six Hundred Three Score and Six.1'

the opinions which have been advanced,
and endeavor to ascertain the probable import of the passage. Upon examination
the words present some peculiarities worthy of mention:
" Here is ivisdom. Let him that hath understanding /"—this implies that the number
can be counted, but not without the exercise of intelligent skill. This very statement shows that the passage is designedly
enigmatical, which is a prominent feature
of all prophecy ; such portions of Scripture
are explicit enough to interpret themselves
unmistakably in the accomplishment of the
predicted event, but not so explicitly that
they may be clearly determined beforehand.
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pire ; and thither we look for the interpretation of our passage, bearing in mind that
the political affairs of that kingdom have
been wedded to the spiritual, and that the
Pontiff sways the sceptre over both church
and state. It is certainly remarkable how
many names are here suggested (some referring to the church, some to the state,
some to the Pope, and some to all), which
suit the conditions of Rev. xiii. 18. A few
will be adduced, with the numerical computations annexed to each, and brief explanatory remarks.
1. Α α τ
ε ι
ν
ο
ς.

304-1+300+5+10+50+70+200=666.

This Greek adjective signifies " the
Latin." Under each letter of the word is
4<
The number of the beast;"—this phrase placed the number which it represents
seems almost unintelligible to the ordinary (according to the Greek mode of notation),
reader, who is not conversant with the and the sum of all is " six hundred, three
usages of antiquity. It refers to a custom score and six."
which prevailed among the ancients, of deAn objection may be raised to taking a
signating their mythical deities and distin- word from an ancient language. But the
guished heroes by the sum of the numeri- propriety of so doing appears from the fact
cal letters which occurred in their proper that the New Testament was written in
names: e. g., Mercury was represented by Greek, the writer, therefore, thought in
the number 1218, &c.
Greek, and we most naturally look for a
'· The number of the beast;"—this there- Greek word to answer our present purfore means " t h e number of the name (see pose.
v. 17) of the beast," which is" six hundred
Another objection has been raised by
three score and six.1'
some, who would rob us of this example,
" For it is the number of a man ;''—this against the orthography of the word.
clause determines that the term " beast" is They insist that it should be Lat-i-nos inonly figurative. Others insist, however, that stead of Lat-et-nos. But we have only to
it means simply that it is a number which a meet them with a reference to Paul-ei-no,
man is able to compute. Others, that it is Anton-ei-nos, Sab-ei-nos, and hosts of
equivalent to saying that the beast is desig- other words which they have never found
nated in a way that was perfectly familiar to it to their interest to dispute.
the men of those times. The first seems
The signification is peculiarly applicable
preferable, though the three interpretations to the Roman power ; the head quarters of
may be very easily combined.
the hierarchy is at Rome, the old Latin
Where shall we look for the Beast? In- city ; the Pope is therefore the Latin Man ;
quirers have turned their eyes in almost the Church is Latin, from beginning to
every possible direction; and some, in so end ; its members read the Bible in Latin
doing, have been powerfully influenced by and pray in Latin : Mass is read in Latin,
considerations of interest—have looked in and in this language almost all the exerdirections where they most earnestly de- cises of public worship are performed to
sired to iind him, but which afforded them this very day. And if we take into connot the slightest probability of gratification. sideration the much more extended power
A careful perusal of the Apocalypse ΛνϋΙ of the Roman kingdom in the days of the
which was so great as
leave the candid reader little reason to the Apostle John,
a
the Latin World" we can
doubt that the Beast stands in close rela- to be called
tions to other portions of the Sacred Word, see a remarkable propriety in his designatand figures largely in the spiritual affairs ing the " Beast" as Latin, if he was indeed
of the world; also, by comparing it with predicting with reference to Papacy, as is
the prophecy of Daniel, that that ancient most generally supposed.
prophet had caught a glimpse of him
(among three other beasts), in prophetic
vision. Commentators have long since
agreed that the ''fourth beast," of which
Daniel wrote, represented the Roman Em-

2.

Η Α α τ L ν a+
g+30+l+300+10+30+8+

β α α

ι λ ε L a.

2+1+200+10+30+5+1C+1 =666.
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The Latin Kingdom."

This phrase has ι

also been suggested as a solution of our \
passage, and is altogether plausible in sentiment. Opponents object to it because
the adjective is spelled with an i in the middle syllable instead of ei, for which we
contended in No. 1. But as they disapproved of the ei there, they will of course
be gratified with the simple there; we insist that either may be used. It may be
remarked that this solution is applicable to
the Latin kingdom, spiritual or temporal,
or both.

3.

Ι
τ α λ L κ o-f
10+300+1+30+10+20+1+
E κ κ λ η σ
ι α.
5+20+20+30+8+200+10+1=666.

The Pope is guilty of the most blasphemous arrogance when he styles himself
Vicarius Filii Dei,'* (Vicegerent of the Son
of God,) which is engraven on his mitre,
and is considered his most honorable appellation. The amount of the numbers represented by the numeral letters which
occur in this name (as ascertained by the
Roman system of notation) is as follows :
44

In VICARIUS.
V . . . 5
I . . . 1
C .. . . 100
I ., . . 1
U*., . . 5
112

In FILII.
. . 1
. . 50
. . 1
. . 1

I
L
I
I

f

53

In

DEI.

D . . 500
1
I .
501
53
112

Total
. 666
which has been offered by some. And, alThese are a few of the solutions which
though the final letter of the first word have been received from various sources,
should properly be Eta instead of Alpha} it all pointing towards Rome. A great numis nevertheless somewhat remarkable, when ber are rejected, as they seem altogether too
taken in connection with the others.
fanciful, while those presented in this article bear striking marks of plausibility.
4.
Α
π
ο στ α
τ
η ς .
There are also many ingenious solutions
1+80+70+ 6+1+300+8+200=666
" The Aposfate" also lays a fair claim to on record which are to be rejected, because
being the "Beast," whose number John said not at all consonant with the connection in
was "six hundred three score and six." which Rev. xiii. 18 stands; having been
The numeric value of the letter Sigma is advanced either by Romanists, who are, of
200, and of Tau 300 ; but the Greeks com- course, extremely anxious to avert the exbined and represented them by a distinct pectant gaze which this passage directs to
written character, which is still retained as thero, or by civil monarchs, who were
eager to read therein the destiny of opposthe representative of the number six.
ing powers.
5. In Hebrew there are two words,
In conclusion, we grant as before that
both of which are translated by the English Roman, or the Latin Romanics, but some degree of obscurity still shrouds our
differing in signification ; the former de- text, and are willing to wait for the fulnotes a Roman dwelling-place, and the latterfilment of the prediction to clear it. But
it is most remarkable that the solutions
one whq occupies a Roman dwelling-place.
But it is a very remarkable fact that each which we have offered (although drawn
of these word?, although varying from the from a variety of sources, ancient and
modern, and embracing three different lanother in orthography, exactly answers guages,) should not only so palpably agree
the conditions of our text, as may readily in pointing to Rome and the Papacy; but
be seen. We give the names of the He- also most positively tend to confirm the
brew letters and their numerical value .
well grounded opinion which Biblical inResh
. . . . 200 Resh . . .
200 terpreters have long entertained with reVav . . . .
6 Mem . . .
40 ference to this part of Revelation. In
Mem
. . . . 4() Ayn
. . .
70 short, they seem but one step removed
Yodh
. . . . 10 Nan . . .
50 from actual demonstration ; for, if it can be
Yodh
. . . . 10 Vav
. . .
6 proved that they are mi uto the point" then
Tav
. . . . 4oa Shin . . .
300 the context at once becomes an unintelligible mass ; and some prominent portions of
666
666 Old Testement prophecy, with which it is
6. One more solution : In the first verse undoubtedly most closely connected, are
of this chapter (Rev. 13.) we read that thrown into inexplicable confusion.
this " Beast"' had upon its seven heads
ScHWARZERDE
'· the name of blasphemy," which means
Alicubi, N. J.
that it would not only take to- itself highsounding titles, but such as no man might
* U and Υ were originally represented by tbe Mm*
wear without robbing God of his glory.
character.
" The Italian Church"—another solution

Analecta Epistolaria.

ftnaittta
ISRAEL'S HOPE A N D THE POTTAWATOMIES.
Two letters have been sent to us from
Utica, in this State, for our " Anakcla" by
a friend who s^ent the winter of '54-'5 in
the Kansas Territory among the Indians
and frontier settlers. The " Red Brother"
of the great American family, who writes
to Mr. Ryan, is named Jude W. Bourassa,
and belongs to the Pottawatornie tribe.
He is a man of consideration, both with
the Reds and Whites in the region round
about, being miller, farmer, government
agent, and keeper of the Hebrew manuscript, which has been the property of the
tribe time immemorial.
This manuscript is of great interest to
the ethnologist. The Pottawatomies had
two, one of which they lost in crossing a
river. The canoe in which it was, upset,
and the manuscript went to the bottom.
The one in possession is preserved with religious veneration and care. It was sent
to Washington city some time ago for
translation, and was found to consist of
portions of the Mosaic writings. The translation, we believe, is in the custody of Mr.
Bourassa. How did this manuscript come
into the possession of the Pottawatomies?
Who can tell ? Will Mr. Bourassa write
to me and tell me all he knows about it,
and concerning the traditions and customs
of his tribe, supposed to be derived from
the Hebrews ? The information he can
give would be highly interesting to the
readers of the Herald.
Popery and Baptistism are the Gentilisms which principally distract the Indian
mind in Mr. B.'s vicinity. Mr. Ryan tells
us that the influence of their missionaries
is considered by enlightened people there,
as of a highly injurious nature. We should
like to receive some account of this matter
also from Air. Bourassa, with certain facts
in his experience illustrative thereof.
The following are extracts from the letters referred to, whose chirography is excellent, and far superior to nine-tenths of
the writing current within the bounds of
white civilization:
LETTER NO. I.
MR. RYAN :
DEAR FRIKND,—I

would have

written

to you before this time, if it had not been
that I was expecting a letter from y o u ;
but having received none, I have deter-
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mined in my old head not to wait any
longer for you to write to me.
I have heard from you through some
one at Wau-baun-see, that you had got
home safe and sound. I was really glad
to hear that you had got back to your
old establishment, and with the hope of
doing well: and may the Almighty bless
you and grant you a good living, &c.
Now, dear friend, one great object is the
things pertaining to our souls. You know
the good book you left with m e ; for that
book one day ί will certainly recompense
you. You will recollect the book I allude
to is from that great man,* John Thomas
—Efpis Israel. You said that the same
man published something monthly; and
now I want to know where I can send for
it. I want it if I have to pay double price
for i t I must have it. I think it is called
The Herald of the Kingdom and Age to
Come. I must have it, and anything else,
so it is from John Thomas; for I believe
that his works are the best in the United
States. I believe his interpretation of the
Scripture is right; and none other will do
for many of us here now. It is astonishing
to see the effect it has on everybody that
reads this book—Elpis Israel. Let me
know where this man, John Thomas, is at
present. Now, my friend, one thing will
be hard here for us—that is, How shall we
be baptized ? We have no man here like
that same Thomas that can perform baptism. Caa you tell me what can be done
in this case ?
We are all well. Good crops here. Big
fuss here about slave question, &c.
Your friend,
JUDE W. BOURASSA.

Pottawatomie, Kansas Territory,
Aug. 16, 1855.
LETTER NO. II.
DEAR FRIEND,—I have

just

received

your letter, stating that you and your
family are well. I am, dear sir, very glad
that you are all blessed with good health ;
which is more thiy1 many of your friends
in this country carl boast of. It is sicklyall over the Territory. Wau-baun-see is
deserted. It is not doing anything. There
is there only a small store. It has beer\ an
unusual year for sickness. Among the
• This phrase is expressive of the great value »et
upon the book by Mr. B. For our own part, we have
no joy in present greatness, to which we make no pretension. Unenlightened by the grammatical and doctrinal import ot the Bible, we are like all the great men
of this world, a greut sinner, a great ignoramus, and
a great fool ; a greatness from which mere human
wisdom cannot redeem us.—EDITOR.
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Pottawatomies there has been much. Some
deaths, though not many. There will be
no treaty between us and the government
this year; but 1 hope we shall not pass
another without one.
Now on another subject. I have received
your letter, but nothing else. I am very
anxious to receive something from John
Thomas. Any of hi3 works will satisfy
me; for I believe he understands more
than any person I ever knew. I believe I
can learn some things from him that will
lead me into the right path. Dear friend,
I feel grateful for the books that you left
with me, especially John Thomas' book,
Elpis Israel. Oh, what a good book that is!
How I felt relieved when I saw it! All
the time before I did not know whether there
was anybody that would agree with me or
not. I was afraid (being that I did not
agree with anybody around me) I was
wrong. I was always uneasy until I saw
you. Oh, how I loved you when you
spoke about things that I believed 1 I
prayed for God to enlighten me every day,
and you were sent to do it. I will never
forget you. I will always think of you
and will pray for you at all times I
Dear sir, thank, thank the Almighty,
that you have left this Territory. It was
for your good. It saved your family from
a great scourge. I am glad that it so happened that you had to leave us. It was
for your good. Not that I did not like to
see you ; by no means. I wish you were
with me every day. How happy I should
feel! I feel as though I was lost at present. Nobody believes like us here. I
have not the happiness of conversing about
those things we used to.
We are well. My best respects to your
beloved family. God bless you!
Your friend,
JUDE W . BOURASSA,

a Poltawaiomie.
Lawrence City, Kansas Territory,
Nov. 1, 1855.
"WHO IS AUTHORIZED TO BAPTIZE r
BROTHER

THOMAS,—The

Herald

and

There are three families in this place,
which are constant readers of the Herald.
The Anatolia received has been read by
many, and admitted by all to be a book of
books. I wish I had a dozen; I could
find readers for them all.
I would take this opportunity of asking
you a question or two in /egard to baptism. If a man have learned the gospel,
and is desirous to obey it, who, in this day
of universal apostasy, is authorized to «administer it? There are some inquirers
here after the truth, some of whom have
been immersed by the Baptists, and others
by the Campbellites, but who are dissatisfied with their immersion upon the premises of those sects. I make the above inquiry that they may know to whom to
apply for assistance in obeying the truth.
Another question is this. If a person believe in the gospel of the kingdom of the
heavens set forth in the name of Jesus as
the Christ, and was baptized by one who
believes in the sky kingdom of the Gentiles, is that person baptized into Christ ?
If the Herald be filled up for the next
month, please to send me an answer to these
inquiries by letter immediately, as we are
desirous of obeying the gospel straightway.
We should be pleased to have you come to
this place to speak to the people upon the
kingdom that is approaching. I think that
seed might be sown here to advantage.
Yours, in hope of the promises,
WILLIAM MONROE.

Martville, Cayuga, Ν. Υ.

DEAR SIR·,—I should like to see this
question scripturally answered, viz. , Who
has authority to administer baptism t
Yours respectfully,
Queenville, C. W.

PETER DEGEER.*

THE QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
IN reply to Messrs. Monroe and Degeer,
who give expression to an inquiry which
has troubled the minds of many, we would
say, that any one who believes in the
truth is authorized to proclaim it, and to
assist others to obey it. Their commission
is contained in these words of Jesus Christ,
" Let him that heareth say, Come /" Here, υ
ακονων,ΐιο akouonjenaevad "him that heareth," signifies also him that understands.
Rev. i. 3; xxii. 17. Under this high authority, all the members of the Christian
body in Jerusalem, when scattered abroad
by persecution, went everywhere preaching the word. See Acts viii. 1-4. The

Anatolia have been duly received. They
have been diligently perused, and with
much satisfaction; and it is matter of joy
to know that the Herald is opening the
eyes of some that had been blinded by the
dogmas of the Gentiles ; whose merchandize is of no real value, but just fit to
make people bigoted and superstitious,
•Not waiting for a reply, the writer came Ιο Ν. Yorkand to perpetuate their ignorance.
City to be baptized—some 500 miles from Queenville.
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apostles only remained in the city ; all the \ at Martville, we should advise, that A. who
rest, men and women, elders, deacons, &c\, believes
Β who
and that
uv,iiv,»vo immerse
lUiluciOUXI
YV11U believes;
UCllt/VCb, iUlU
Ilia I
turned preachers of what they understood; Β then baptize A ; upon which either of
they went forth everywhere saying, them can immerse the rest.
" Come!" To whom did they give this inThe following things appear to us from
vitation? To him that thirsteth after the premises:
righteousness; as it is written, "Blessed
1. Every justified person, irrespective of
are they that hunger and thirst after righteousness; for they shall befilled."" I foffice, is authorized to preach, and thereany man thirst, let him come unto me and fore to immerse.
2. If such an administrator be burned in
drink:" and "Let him that is athirst,
come." And to what shall he come ? To the fire, his destruction does not affect
his building, if its materials be precious
a free participation of the water of life;
stones.
it is also written, " Whosoever will,
him take the water of life freely."
3. If a clean person cannot be found to
But, what would be the use of inviting bury those who have died to sin through
thirsty men to drink, if those inviting them belief of the covenant, the best that can be
were not authorized to give them to drink ? done is to avail ourselves of the services of
When the invitation was accepted by the one ready to be cleansed.
4. If even such cannot be obtained, the
thirsty, and they came, the evangelizers of
the truth assisted them to drink of the next best thing to be done is, to procure
fountain of living water; that is, to drink the the services of the most decent dead man
blood of Jesus by introducing them into his in sin to bury the dead to sin.
name : for " His flesh is meat indeed, and
In answer, therefore, to the second inhis blood is drink indeed ;'' so that, saith quiry, we are of opinion, that the sky kingJesu3, " He that eateth my flesh and dom administrator's deficiencies do not at
drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me, and 1 in all invalidate a baptism; provided that the
him." Introduction into Christ's name is subject of it be a believer in the unadula believer of the truth's baptism into him; terated truth at the time, there occurs to
at which time, and by that act, the efficacy us no objection to his having been truly
of his blood is communicated to his heart, baptized into Christ, and so being Abraor conscience, and he is said to drink of ham's seed, and an heir according to the
the fountain.' Christ dwells in him by promise.
faith; and he dwells in Christ by baptism
EDITOR.
and continuance in well doing, walking in
him.
THINGS IN DETROIT.
But, of the Jerusalem body scattered i DEAR SIR,—The situation of things in
abroad, many, doubtless, came into con- Detroit at this time is peculiar. There is
demnation by apostacy; and others by no meeting where one can show forth the
blending the Mosaic law and gospel toge- Lord's death in partaking of the supper of
ther, and so rendering the latter of none the Lord. Formerly there was a meeting
effect. These were the Judaizers. But, of about a dozen to which myself and wife
because of their misdeeds, it is not to be belonged, when we became believers in the
supposed either that the baptism of those glad tidings of the kingdom. At that time
they had previously immersed was invali- I went to the pastor of the '· First Baptist
dated ; or that the immersion of those who Church," and related to him the change
A saint's resurrection to life will not be
« u·/· 3 1
1
L · 11 1
nullihed because be was buried by the
w eked or unwise. Men can only answer

[hoseofotr"

'"

to

! w a s a n 0 * e r ™™*<* f'·6?6,"1' ^
W'^
? n**n. Jb der llarcail told him tnat 1 nacl
;b
that
a t t e n d i n ? a t e n t m e e t i n g , a n d
>B
-m A
h a d ^
d
m i &
future

P^hment. lie old minister

J remarked that he had ordained Bywater,
The first and nineteenth centuries, how- \ and was very sorry for it. He began then
ever, are not exactly parallel in this mat- } to ridicule the views of the Adventists ;
ter. This is true. In the first, everything ) and told of attending Millerite meetings,
had a fair and scriptural
beginning; in the and of seeing Himes and another preacher
p
nineteenth,, everything
rything is iin confusion and s quarrelling at a tent meeting. He said
are ιnow, therefore, ( people would be looking for Christ to come
We are
out ofinjoint.
placed
a situation to do the best we can, j just so long as the Jews would be looking
placed in a sil
In the case . for the same event. Granted : but what
and not the best we would.
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had I to do with Millerism! He proceeded
to question me in regard to my views of
future punishment. " Now," said he, "I will
give you a text. Let us see what you can

do with it: l And these shall go away into
everlas/ingpunishment* Now," said he, "the

word * everlasting' is the same word in
the Greek as that translated eternal in
other passages." Here was a puzzler for a
novice, who had not possessed faith in
Christ, according to any creed, over six
months. I replied, however, that this text
proved the " punishment" to be everlasting,
but did not define what the punishment
consisted in. I quoted 2 These, i. 9.
" Stop, stop," said he; " explain this first 1"
" Well, then," I rejoined, " I understand the
punishment of the wicked to be death ; and
that the text under consideration teaches
that those rejected by Jesus at his appearing, should go away into eternal death.
Upon this, he broke out into a " horse
laugh," and exclaiming, <4 Why, they must
everlastingly exist in order to be everlastingly punished !" I was silenced by the
expression, but not convinced. My per
ceptive faculties, according to phrenology,
are pretty large ; but if what he said were
a logical necessity, I could not discern it;
so for the rest of the evening I held my
peace, and allowed
him to do the rest of
the talking. <v How much better," said he,
"if you would meet with your brethren at
the Baptist Church, and not be led away."
So much for old, gray-headed Baptist ministers: they ridicule and jest with Bible
truths in the mouths of the unlearned ; and
too often confounding them with their
" philosophy and vain deceit after the tradition of men."
But, God be thanked, there are here and
there one or more capable of lifting aside
the veil, who regard not the silver and gold
of the apostasy, nor what people think or
say against the things they set forth from
the Scriptures of truth. I can truly say,
that I have received more light from your
pen's point, than from all preachers and

the trouble. If he should deem it necessary for me, who had been immersed in ignorance of the glad tidings of the kingdom, to be immersed again, because I had
subsequently to my immersion, become acquainted with the truth, what excuse
would he have for not doing likewise ? So
we followed our own convictions, and myself and wife were immersed in Detroit
river by our "lay brother," Donaldson,
and never have we since regretted it. Mr.
lnglis had gone to Hamilton, Canada West,
when this occurred, and another was his
successor in the pastorate. I had neglected
to attend meeting for some time; for I
could not approve myself in partaking of
the Lord's Supper while convinced that I
was not " i?i him.11

For the cause herein exhibited, I was excluded from the Second Baptist Church.
I have now no place where I can partake
of the Bread and Wine. There is but one
man, in this city of 40,000 people, that I
know of, whose views harmonize with
mine; and he goes to the Second Church
to commune. He does not belong to it;
but there is a general invitation every
Lord's Day. I attend there, but retire at
the end of the sermon.
I feel uneasy, but not discouraged. I
hope your life will be spared until Christ's
appearing. It seems as though a man who
devotes his time and talents to the study
of the word of God, as you have done,,
should be spared to witness the end. I
have not written to flatter, but to encourage, and, as I think in my heart, so have I
expressed myself.
Yours, in hope of inheriting the kingdom,
B. G. CHAISE.

Detroit, Mich., Nov 10,1855.

QUERY FROM TORONTO.

DEAR SIR,—Do you ever think of risiting
Canada ? Your work has " made its mark"
lypse; five of Dr. Cumming'a works; two in our colony. In a work recently published
of Keith's—in short, I have read all the by the Rev. Mr. Lanton on the Second Adwritings I could get hold of on this "new- vent, by request of the Montreal " Quarterly
fangled notion," as a Baptist styled the ap- Meeting," to combat " Millerite" tendencies
pearing and kingdom of Jesus.
in that portion of W^Jeydom, I noticed coWhen our little meeting was scattered, pious extracts from the " Coming Struggle,"
I joined the Second Baptist Church here, &c. &c.
I have been informed that we are to have
under the Rev. James lnglis. About this
time I became uneasy about my baptism ; the " celebrated Dr. Cumraing" here this winand conversed with him upon the subject. ter—at least the " Protestant Association"
He seemed to think it unnecessary to be of Kingston has invited this stalwart chamimmersed again,a after questioning me about pion of the dominant ism to lecture for them
my supposed conversion." But I saw —he has consented to come out, and while
oooks together.

I have Lord on ihe Apoca-
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If Hades be merely the invisible and
in Canada will doubtless pay a visit to the
unseen, how can you account for Christ con" Queen City."
Perhaps I may be not intruding if I tell \ veying, nay teaching, that in that state of
you in brief how the leading Baptist minis- mere nonentity there was torment ? " In
ter in Canada came in possession of your hades he lifted up his eyes, being in torment."
J. C.
Herald. It was in thi3 wise. Having become quite tired of that fractional system of
Christianity called Methodism, I had of late
TORMENT I N H A D E S .
attended the "Baptist church here, and while
listening to the doctor's vigorous, stirring,
The Invisible Future, or " Hades," is a
lucid, and scriptural appeals in favor of a state in which certain now dead will be.
literal millennium with ' a visible king en- bodily existing upon earth, holding such a
throned on earth' as opposed to thejdreamj relation, morally and geographically, towards
spiritualisms of the future of the otJier sects each other as that represented in the parable
here-^T was at a loss to understand how he of the Rich Man and Lazarus.
The hades
reconciled these views with his belief in im- state, parabolically illustrated by Jesus, ocmortal soulism, intermediate heaven, &c. &c. cupies the interval of time between the resurI addressed a note to him, stating my views, rection^and the termination of the existence
my past state, enclosed the Herald and re- oTthe~i3entile governments. This interval
quested an interview. I received the follow- is " T H E GREAT DAY OP GOD ALMIGHTY,"
ing as answer, as well as two or three ser- during which a terrible war is waged bemons intended for "my case" prior to his tween the Jews, aided as of old by Omnipoleaving:—
tence, and the Powers of the Earth, for the
" My dear Sir,—Your note of the 10th dominion of the world. The calamities of
inst. was duly received. I regret to say that this war are the torments of the now invisible,
I am unable to treat your request with that to which the Rich Man class of the first and
attention "which Christian courtesy as well nineteenth centuries (not to mention the
Then
as the importance of the subject demands. other centuries) will be subjected.
You are perhaps aware that I leave the pro- will " Jehovah show strength with his arm;
vince on the 1st Oct. (two weeks hence), and and scatter the proud in the imagination of
I am, I can assure you, overwhelmed with their hearts ; and put down the mighty from
duties to be attended to, otherwise I should their thrones, and exalt them of low degree ;
have been most happy to have had as many then will he fill the hungry with good things,
interviews with you as you pleased. I have and send the rich empty away;" for these in
sifted the matter in question as closely as I their preresurrectional lifetime received their
am capable of sifting any matter, and I can- good things, but are now torraenjted ; that is,
not avoid the conviction that the views ad-; when Abmham and his ;Lazzaroni, shall be
vocated by Dr. Thomas are subversive of the i comforted inThe kingdom of God.
teachings of the Spirit of God. From the ·
EDITOR.
clear and intelligent manner in which your ]
note is written, I should think that however <
gratifying it might be to you and to me to
DID J E S U S EAT OF T H E P A S S O V E R
exchange views on the subject referred to,
ON T H E D A Y OF THE CRUCIyou are just as capable, to say the least of
FIXION?
it, as I am, of giving an opinion with God's
word before your eyes. That the Spirit of
MY DEAR FRIEND AND BROTHER,—Do
all truth may guide you and bring you safely
you remember talking with me ψ ff&lj:
into the coming kingdom is the prayer of
fax on the subject of the crucifixion'as to
" Your friend,
tEe day of the week on which it occurred ?
4<
JAMES PYPER.
An article in the current number of the
Herald renews my recollection of an attenI have lately been reading Whately's ser- tive reading of all the narratives which I
mons on a " Future State," how painful to made on my return home, and about which
see so noble a mind enthralled unconsciously I intended at the time *to write you, but a
by false teachings. Could you send me his press of business prevented. The general
sermon on the u Second Death ?" But I may notion is that the Christ was crucified on
weary you* and will therefore close abruptly. Friday, and that " the preparation" of which
the narrators write, was the day before the
I am, my dear Sir,
Jewish Sabbath, or 7th day, and I notice
Very respectfully yours,
that in Elpis yoa suppose that Jesus ate of
J. C.
the passover before nis death that year.
This could not be. Paul says, *' Christ, our
Toronto, C. W . ; Nov. 11,1855.
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passover, is sacrificed for us," and Moses says yours awaken a sort of political curiosity ;
it must be slain on the 14th day of the first they want to see if Dr. Thomas's predictions
month, and John testifies that Christ fulfilled (as they term your expositions) will " come
this law, for he says (chap. xix. 14), " And out right" or not. Some of my Granville
it was the preparation of the passover and j Street relations have ceased to correspond,
about the sixth hour" when Pilate gave him because I will now and then force " these
up to be crucified. This is important, espe- things'* upon their attention. A certain sort
cially in argument with a Jew, to show him of slavery (moral slavery) seems to be a conthat " not one jot or tittle" failed to be ac- comitant of sin in the nesh, from this they
complished in him. And besides, if not as- will not let the Truth make them free—they
sured on this head, how know we that he was actually prefer the bondage of the pulpit to
the Lamb of God. This, then, must have the freedom of the gospel. But I fear I
been on Thursday and not Friday, as Pro- j shall weary you, so wishing you health and
testants all suppose, and Catholics too, for \ success in your warfare, I am proud to write
the two who were going to Emmaus on Sun- myself, Your affectionate brother,
day (the first day of the week) say " to-day
CHARLES CREED.
is the third day since these things were done,"
Pug
wash,
Nova
Scotia,
June 12,1854.
if the third day since then it could not have
been Friday, for that would have made Sunday only the second day "since" and then
the sign of the prophet Jonah would not have
The Difficulty Removed.
found its accomplishment—three days and
The
law
did not require the passover to
three nights—Thursday night, Friday night,
Saturday (Sabbath) night. Thus Thursday be killed on the evening of the 14th day of
makes all the predictions to have their ful- Nisan ; but " between the evenings " of that
filment. If so, then the " last supper" could day. The lamb was to be put up on the
not have been " the fragments of the pass- 10th day, and to be kept up " until the
over." In the first place, when supper was J fourteenth day of the same month: and
ended there should have been none—and se- the whole assembly of the congregation
condly, the passover was not slain till the fol- j of Israel shall kill it (D^a^n *p5 bam
lowing day. A casual reader of any of the ! haurbaim), between the evenings."—Exod.
narratives, except that of John, would sup- xii. 6. The feast was also to be kept bepose that it was the passover of which Jesus } tween the evenings. " Let the children of
and the apostles were eating, and more es- Israel keep the passover at his appointed
pecially would it appear so from Luke. But season. On the 14th day of this month
still an attentive perusal, with a knowledge between the evenings ye shall keep it in
of the requirements of the law and the pro- his appointed season, &c."—Numb. ix. 2, 3.
phets in the case, will show that Christ, our These evenings would be what we term
passover, the Lamb of God, was sacrificed Thursday and Friday evenings, between
without the gate of the place where God which was the fourteenth day of the month.
We have no doubt but Jesus did really
had placed his name on the 14th day of the
1st month at even ; and consequently could eat the passover with his disciples. This
not have been alive to have eaten of the Jew- appears from his sending Peter and John,
ish passover that year. Luke says he told saying, " Go, and prepare us the passover,
the twelve that he earnestly desired to eat of that we may eat." Afterwards, being seatit, but would not until it was fulfilled in the ed at the table, he said, " I have heartily
kingdom, and in his prayer to the Father, desired to eat this passover with you besubsequently, he says, " Father, if thou be fore I suffer: for I say unto you, I will
willing, remove this cup from me ;" but when not any more (that is, after this eating) eat
the angel strengthened him his resolution thereof, until it be fulfilled in the kingdom
" to be offered" continued firm as when he of God."
told the twelve he would not eat. You will
According to iMark, the disciples said,
excuse my enlarging and enforcing this so <4 Where wilt thou that we go and premuch ; but, as I said before, you have adopt- pare that fhou muyrst eal the passover ? " In
ed the general supposition that Christ Jesus reply he said, go to a certain place and
ate of the passover, in Elpis, in that year ; say, l<The master saith, where is the guestand I should deem it a fatal position to be chamber, where Τ shall eat the passover
forced into by a Jew that " our pas^over" with my disciples ? " Having made ready,
was not legally sacrificed.
" In the evening he cometh with the twelve,
All abound me here are fast asleep, and to and as they sat andi: did eat, Jesus said," &c.
But, Jesus and the whole assembly of
what confusion will they awake when their
houses are broken into and they spoiled of the congregation of Israel," doubtless, did
their goods! To be sure these writings of not eat it at the same hour. Mark says,

Notice of Books.
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the passover was killed on the first day of \ We judged it is published by them, beunleavened bread; and this day began at \ cause the copyright is secured in their
even. Jesus and his companions ate the names. We have not had time since receivpassover at the first evening ; the Jews at \ ing a copy from bro. Magruder and sending
the second, the intermediate day being this number to the printer to read the " Deu
their preparation"
Jesus was appre- bate ;" and, as we are not disposed to do as
hended after eating at the first evening. the President of Bethany College did with
During that night he was arrested, and ta- Elpis Israel, give our opinion of the work
ken before the High Priest, and upon/alse before we read it, we shall now issue no
testimony judged worthy of death. On judgment of its deserts, be they good, bad,
what we call Friday morning, they held a or indifferent. We may say this, however,
council, which sent him bound to Pilate. without committing ourselves, namely, that
Having confessed to him that he was the Mr..Allan B. Magruder, is a lawyer, practisKing of the Jews, he was therefore con- ing in Virginia ; and, what is very remarkdemned to be executed for treason against able for the Zenas generation of this age,
Tiberius Caesar. Sentence being passed, a diligent student of Moses and the prothey crucified him at 9 A. M.—" the third phets ; and an unsalaried advocate of " the
hour.'
At 12 M., the sixth hour" dark- truth as it is in Jesus." Of course, such a
ness overspread the land, and continued man will have something to say when he
for three hours, or *' till the ninth hour," speaks to the public, which, by those who
or 3 P. M.; when the veil of the temple are not students of the prophets as well as
was rent, and the body of Jesus broken. the apostles, will be deemed new, strange,
And now when the second even was come, and even absurd. When Paul preached in
" because it was the preparation, that is the Athens he was mocked by those who were
day before the sabbath, "the body was ta- wise in their own conceit. Mr. Magruder
ken down, for it was not lawful for it to re- and his brethren lay their account with no
better treatment; neither are they disapmain there all night ; as it is written, a If
pointed ; for they receive the same. Hence,
a man be put to death, and thou hang him we venture to say in advance, that if we do
on a tree, his body shall not remain all night not find his opponent laughing at him, and
upon the tree, but thou shalt in any wise at the same time countenanced in his laughbury him that day (for he that is hanged is ter-exciting efforts by the unreflecting, we
the curse of God); that thy land be not de- shall doubt whether our brother altogether
filed, which the Lord thy God giveth thee did his duty; for the truth is an object of
for an inheritance."—Deut. xxi. 21.
ridicule to
"And the evening and the morning
"Laughter holding both hia sides,"
were the first day." Thus the Bible reckons. From Thursday evening to Friday when scripturally presented to any of the
evening was the first day; from Friday antichristian sects of Gentilism.
evening to Saturday evening was the sec- With Mr. Orvis we are personally unacond day ; and from Saturday evening to quainted. We are informed, however, that
Sunday evening was the third entire day. he was a student of Bethany College, Va.;
The Jews reckoned this as three days. and a disciple of its President's traditions;
Jesus rose very early in the morning of which built up that institution, and are disthe Day iii. as typified in Jonah. If the law seminated from it. That is, in common parhad confined the eating of the passover lance, " a Campbellite." Besides this, he
to the second evening of the 14th, Jesus edits a paper for the propagation of the
would not have eaten ; but as it was to be faith of Bethany; of which he is, or has
eaten between two evenings, Jesus could been, a hired " Evangelist." From these
both eat the passover, and be slain as ί antecedents and attributes the reader will
such.
EDITOR.
! know what to expect from Mr. Orvis' speech.
ί We expect to find him harping upon the
technical chords of the New Platonism of
NOTICE OF BOORS.
the schools, thrumming the old song about
DEBATE ON THE PUNISHMENT OF THE WICKED AND
THE KINGDOM of GOD ; Its Character, Locality, " Dives and Lazarus,'' the " Thief upon the
and Vie Time of Us Establishment; between Allan Cross," and so on ; but we shall see. Mr.
B. Magruder, of Charlotteeville, Virginia, and Ed- Orvis, no doubt, did as well in the debate as
ward E. Orvis, of New London, Pennsylvania, held
at Acquinton Church, Kins William County, Vir- any other that could have been selected to
ginia, on the 11th, 12th, 13tb, and 14th of June, 1855. defend the particular Gentilism by which he
The above is a transcript of the title page and his brethren are enslaved. But at preof a work published by the reporter, P. l sent we forbear. When we have read the
Kean, and Ambrose White, a disciple of i) book, we shall let the reader know whether
immortal-soul-skykingdomism Campbellized. our anticipations have been realized. In the
1
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The discussion involved the destiny of the
meantime, we publish what follows, which
has been extracted from the Richmond Whig. wicked and the kingdom of God. I affirmThe following is the letter referred to in ed the proposition that " the punishment of
the wicked will end in the eternal extinction
the above:
of their being," that is, as I argued, in their
THE KING WILLIAM CONTROVERSY.—We everlasting destruction, an expression equivapublish this morning a letter from Mr. A. lent to eternal extinction. In proof, I cited
B. Magruder, explanatory of his position in such familiar passages of Scripture as Psalm
the debate between himself and Mr. Ε. Ε. xlv., " The Lord preserveth them that love
Orvis, which is to be published in a few {lays. him, but all the wicked will he destroy."
Our views of his argument in that contro- " Whose end is destruction." Phil. iii. ch. 19,
versy were offered rather as an index to the "Who shall be punished with everlastcharacter of the work than a criticism. If ing destruction from the presence of the
in those we were incorrect, we can only plead Lord," &c—2 Thess. 9.
The nature as well as the duration of this
a want of that thorough intimacy with the
details of the debate which is only attaina- punishment was also considered. On this
ble by a close review of its contents. That, point, my opponent maintained the popular
of course, was impossible in advance of its view that the wicked were doomed to eternal
conscious suffering, misery, torment, &c,
publication.
But the propositions themselves—more es- while I insisted that the Bible taught that
pecially that referring to the non-existence they should be punished according to their
at this time of the kingdom of God upon deeds, which would end in theirfinaldestrucearth—might be said to imply in its mere tion. The Debate embraced in its progress
recital enough of earthly pertinence and the constitution of man—the Bible doctrine
bearing to justify the conclusion at which of future life in opposition to the heathen
we arrived with reference to the range of dogma of the immortality of tlie soul, fyc.
On the second topic—the kingdom of
the debate. If we understand aright the
relative positions of the debaters in this con- God ; its character, locality, and the time of
troversy, Mr. Magruder maintained the phase its establishment were all canvassed. Mr.
in the proposition presented above, while his Orvis affirmed that it was already organized
opponent affirmed the existence of God's and established on earth—was synonymous
kingdom at present upon earth. The ar- with the Church, &c. This I denied, and
guments must, therefore, be presumed to have maintained, on the contrary, that it was yet
had reference to the existence or non-exis- future, and would be established at the comtence at the present time of God's kingdom. ing of Christ (the King) in person, and the
In this view of the subject, it was not un- resurrection of the righteous and the beginreasonable that we should, in a doubtful man- ning of the millennium.
ner, have represented the debate as relating
This I regarded as the introduction of a
properly to matters in the present and not new and glorious epoch in the world's histhe future.
tory—the age of " peace on earth and good
We merely state these facts a3 a justifica- will among men"—the good time coming, in
tion for the views which we presented a few which all nations are to be blessed—a tradidays ago, in noticing the publication of the tion among men in all generations, as old as
debate. Of course, Mr. Magruder's expla- the race, and which is clearly foretold in the
nation is entirely satisfactory to us, and we Bible. You perceive, thus, that the Debate
did embrace a "reference to the state of
cheerfully give place to it.
things after the resurrection," both the first
We beg to assure him that, in attributing and the second resurrections ; for it must be
the paternity of that doctrine to Dr. Thomas, borne in mind that the Bible teaches two rewe meant no disrespect for Dr. T. or him- surrections. The first, that of the righteous,
self. The designation was founded upon the at the coming of Christ, and the beginning
similarity of his views to some ascribed to of the millennium; the second, that of the
Dr. T., and was meant rather in an approxi- wicked, at the end of the millennium and at
mate sense than otherwise. We feel assured the general judgment.
the debate, when published, will be read with
In conclusion, I readily persuade myself
a great deal of interest.
that you intended nothing reproachful in
j your allusion to " the Thomasite character
To the Editors of the Whig.
of this doctrine." If, indeed, I took my
Gentlemen,—In your notice of the forth- " doctrine" from any man or recognized any
coming Debate between Mr. Orvis and ^my- individual as my leader in religion, I would
self, you have inadvertently fallen into some as soon instal Dr. Thomas in the chair of
errors which I ask leave to correct.
theology as any other. But in truth, when
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stands, carries absurdity on its face. But
take Dr. MacKnight's rendering, in which
the English present (which is indefinite) is
employed, and all is plain—" Jesus who delivers us from the wrath which is to come."
Again, Heb. xii. 22, " Ye are come to the
heavenly Jerusalem, &c." This, as it stands,
was not true ;* but Dr. MacKnight, determining the time by the facts of the case, does
not hesitate to employ the future in his
translation, thus : " But ye shall come to
mount Zion, and to the city of the living
A. B. MAGRUDER.
God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to ten
Charlottesville, Va., Oct. 12,1855.
thousands of angels, &c." In Eph. ii. 5, 6,
" Even when we were dead in trespasses and
sins God hath quickened us together with
Criticism.
Christ, and hath raised us up together, and
places in
In relation to the phrase, " hath translated made us sit together in heavenly
4<
us into the kingdom"—Col. i. 13—I observe Christ." JsTow the verbs, hath quickenthat the key to the difficulty is recognized by ed," " hath raised," and " hath made us sit
you in Elpis Israel, p. 208, London edition. together," are all in the same indefinite tense,
The three verbs in verses 12 and 13, rendered and may be translated in the past, present,
" hath made us meet," " hath delivered," and or future, to suit the facts in the case. And
" hath translated," in the common version, what are these? In what sense were Paul
are made to appear as if they were in the and the Ephesians quickened together with
perfect tense ; whereas the fact is, that not Christ ? In what sense were they made to
one of them is in the perfect. They are all sit together in the heavenlies with Christ ?
in the aorist, or indefinite tense; and may Were the thrones promised to the apostles
have a reference to past, present, or future already erected ? Mat. xix. 28. Had the
time, which can only be determined by the time arrived when they who were asleep in
subject treated of. The case referred to in Jesus would be brought with him from the
Elpis Israel is clearly an illustration. The dead? 1 Thess. iv. 14. I trow not. What
word rendered in the common version " hath then does the passage mean ? I venture to
prepared" is the aorist, and is indefinite as to suggest the following translation—" Even
time, and appears to require the future—he being dead by sins God shall quicken us toshall prepare, see Heb. xi. 16. The late gether with Christ, and shall raise us up toProfessor Stuart, of Andover, in the intro- gether, and make us sit together in the headuction of his Commentary on the Apocalypse venlies with Christ Jesus."
speaking of the use of the aorist tense for
To return to the passage in Colossians, I
the future, thus writes, page 197—" Nor is
this use of the aorist strange. Homer, Plato, might ask, what are the facts in this case ?
Euripides, Demosthenes, and others employ Were Paul and the Colossians made meet
the aorist (and also the perfect) to designate for the inheritance ? were they delivered
with intensity the certainty of future events. from the power of darkness, or were they
Kiihner has given abundance of examples to translated into the kingdom ? If they were
illustrate this, §443, 2. The aorist is even " made meet for the inheritance," how does
more intensive than the perfect for this pur- | that agree with Paul's declaration that
pose, inasmuch as it denotes completed ac- κ " flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom
tion in distinction from continuance, which of God?"—1 Cor. xv. 50. If they were
the perfect more appropriately attaches to " delivered from the power of darkness," how
itself as an adsignification. Virtually do does that harmonize with the fact that Paul
we find the same use of the aorist in John had to wrestle with its rulers—Eph. vi. 12 ?
xiii. 31; xv. 6, 8. Whatever difficulties may The adoption of the plainly recognized prinhave existed among critics in times past with ) ciple found in the usage of an indefinite tense
respect to such a usage, it would seem that to denote past, present, or future time, appears to me to be the true solution of this
there is now no more occasion for them."
hitherto supposed difficult passage. It might
Numerous instances might be selected from then be read as follows: " Giving thanks unto
the New Testament of this usage. So much the Father, who maketh us meet to be paris this the case, that I always suspect the j takers of the inheritance of the saints in
translation where the English perfect is used. light; who delivereth us from the power of
I may give an instance or two which occur > darkness, and translateth us into the kingto me. 1 Thess. i. 10, " Jesus who delivered
true astoftm*,· but quite true ae to faith :
us from the wrath to come." This, as it \< for*Not
" we walk by faith, and not bjr eight. — Editor.

we attribute this " doctrine" to Dr. Thomas,
we do him too much honor—honor which he
makes haste to disclaim, for he knows as I
do, it is not his, but God's " doctrine"—a
discovery, I venture to hope, the candid public will make when they come to examine, in
the forthcoming Debate, the mass of Bible
testimony by which conclusions, so imposing in their consequences and so deeply
interesting to mankind, are defended and
proved.
Very respectfully,
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dom of his dear Son." Or, to bring out the j and Africa, has always appeared to us a sad
future more distinctly: " Giving thanks un- \ obstacle in the way of those who believe in
to the Father, who shall make us meet for the general progress of the race, and its conthe inheritance of the saints in light; who I stant advancement towards a state of perfecshall deliver us from the power of darkness, tion.' The downfall, and not the amelioraand translate us into the kingdom of his tion, of all the present framework of human
dear Son."
society, is unavoidable and necessary; but
That such may be our experience, as it is the only answer we can get to such remarks
from the votaries of ' the benevolent instiour hope, is the earnest wish of
tutions of the day,' is, that they cry for about
Yours, in the Hope of Israel,
the space of «two hours,' Great is Diana of
JAMES CAMERON.

Edinburgh, Scotland, March 18,1853.

"The Benevolent Institutions of the Day."

the Ephesians!"—Dial, on Prop. p. 367,vol.l.

Little but Hindrances from Men.

" Nothing is more painful than disappoint" The idolatry of these societies exceeds
all conception. Their supporters are for ever ment, and doubly so when it arises from
prophesying blessings from them, whilst even quarters which we cannot help esteeming for
non-professing people, who are acute in their some excellencies. This is a severe trial in
several ways, can perceive that a shaking of the Christian's walk. He expects when he
the nations is at hand. Idolaters of societies, first enters upon it, that his brethren in one
and partakers of the good things proceeding common hope will help him on his road;
from them, and the manufacturers of reports stimulate him when he is disposed to flag in
alone, are blinded by their vanity, and mis- his career; and comfort him when he is weary.
leading the people. We say, that the Word But no ; much intercourse with, them will raof God prophesies judgments : they prophesy ther tend to relax his exertions, and to make
blessings : let the people consult their Bibles, him loiter by the way. As our great forerunner
and decide between us. As Michal, the was " alone, and of the people there was none
worldly-minded daughter of Saul, mocked with him," so is our salvation a personal
and laughed at David to whom she was* so thing, an individual fight; and of the people
nearly related, when she saw him throw off there will be none with us. Expect little
his outermost garments, and exulting with from men, be they saints or sinners, but hingreat joy before the ark on its coming up to drances. There are many, who, in their vain
Jerusalem ; so do worldly-minded professors endeavors to entice the world into the church,
of this day join with the openly profane, in fail in that, whilst their conduct is the means
mocking and laughing at those who are be- of drawing back weak Christians into the
lievers of the word, when they see them cast- world. Though Paul said at one time," bring
ing off' all outward systems of expediency and Mark, for he is profitable for the ministry,"
policy, and exulting with great joy in the 2 Tim. iv. 11 ; he saw at another time that
expectation of the speedy coming back of the same Mark abandon him, and go not with
Lord to Jerusalem. Michal was cursed with him to the work, Acts xiii. 13; xv. 38.
barrenness for her unholy levity ; and neither Though he found Demas ready at one time
shall they who imitate her in these days pro- to join him as a brother in saluting the church
duce fruit unto God.
at Colosse (ch. iv.14), he experienced his sub" So great is the idolatry of religious so- sequent desertion through love of this present
cieties, that at a meeting of that institution, world, 2 Tim. iv. 10,11. When the Israelites
the Bible Society was styled ' the saviour of were determined to reject the Lord, it was
the world,' without exciting that disgust Aaron's hands which prepared the idol, Exod.
which ought to have followed such an ascrip- xxxii. 4. The prophet who was sent to Ahab
tion. At an anniversary in London, one of was not to be subdued by the power of the
the speakers is reported to have said, that if tyrant, nor seduced by the blandishments of
he had done anything to oppose the proceed- the court; but he was ruined by a man of
ings of the Society, he should have consider- God. There is many a professor now, who
ed that he was * fighting against God.' Even would lay down his life for the name of the
men without any pretence to the light of re- { Lord Jesus, who nevertheless daily betrays
velation, can see that the idea of the perfect- ί him to please the " religious world ;"
ibility of man by such instrumentality is ab" Who treads the path that old Spinoza trod,
surd. The Edinburgh Review remarks, * The
To man a coward, and a brave to God;"
extraordinary fact of the stationary or de- ί
generate condition of the two oldest and < —the religious world is the Capua of the
greatest families of mankind, those of Asia ί soldiers of the Most High God."

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND'AGE TO COME.
"And in their days, even of those kings, tlte God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and
λ DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all thete kingdom ι,
and itself shall stand for ever.11— DANIEL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]
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The Frog-Tower Ascendant,
; hundred men and horses, on the Pera side—
.
.
i their position is on the Asiatic shore. In
" I T is becoming painful, says Ί he Leader, t h e c i t V j t h e p o l i c e i s F r e n c h ; the public
" to visit any circle of intelligent men on the ; buildings are French—above all, the prestige
Continent. Questions are put which an \ i s exclusively French. So in Europe, parEnglishman knows not how to answer. ) ticularly so in Russia, England has lost that
Taunts are uttered which it is impossible to \ w h i c h s h e w a s t h o u g h t t o p r i z e a b o v e e v e i y
repel. But the experience is useul, for it ? possession, in the endeavor to perfect an alhteaches us to look at our own policy, from \ a n c e which
»
an ab
an external point of view. Allowing·, for in- \ ^
·,
, ·, ·,,
ι
Y e a
verl
a n d lt wi
ro ve a n a b
stance, that the sympathies of America are ..
' }ϊ>
. » P r
P>he
with Russia-why not? What is the law *
presentiment ot The Leader almost
of sympathy ? Americans may say that it S breathes the miration of the prophetic
is iijinterest
to preserve friendly relations < ^
What politician in 18o2, when French
with Russia.
En-land professes to be β° 1 ι ί* b e f " t h e agitation about the Holy
ashamed of America-England, which i s | hhnnee of Jerusalem, would haw believeJ,
dragged into every adventure s u i t e d by ; that it should be paramount in Constantinoa Buonaparte usurper, winch sacrifices her i P l e i n l B ? 0 .· I P i ^ V i u " ^ ^ **?£*» *
laws, and the very spirit of her institutions, ί ™ , o n J 0 ^ t h . e r c ' , , h a t * h ? n e x * Sultan
to his will, which represses the liberal popu- > ?''" b e ! ί Frenchman?" Yet such Μ the
g
lations of Europe, and forbids them to move, ί l a c t ; a l ! d . a Γ
ν ΐ ι f V ^
"
Po we
ls m
he vei
M
Which alliance were more natural-that of I . V . i 4 l 7 f 2 ! * \ 1 ^
F T '
a
h e ls als0
America with Russia, or that of England I ? t
'» the Mouth of the False Prowith the December dynasty? Whatever .: P 1 ^ French m.l.tary power «paramount
ln R
e
an d
liberalism exists among us is powerless-has (
™
Constant.nople. The " effluf
not the slightest influence on public policy- e " c e s * h e « f o r e Proceeding thence cannot be
o t h e r w i s e tha
is contradicted and disowned by the govern» w a r l l k e a n d unclean·
T l l e w a r w a 3
ing classes. The French Emperor exerts ί
commenced in the interest
more influence in Great Britain than .the i o f Turkey—to maintain the independence
whole body of progressive politicians. He is '; a l l d integrity of the Turkish empire! But
the inspirer, controller, leader. THE WAR IS <w h e r e i s i t s independence? Gone where its
HIS (he brings the kings of the earth and of ; " integral/' will soon follow it; and that is,
the whole habitable together for the war.— j t o perdition. " Turkey," says The Udder,
n o ( l o u b t is
ED. HER.), and the British army is his con- \ "
condemned to political dissolution
Tlie
tingent. Great Britain has no longer a po- ί
·
present contest must accellerate
t h a t result
licy ; Turkey no longer an existence. Con- i
Already it is a common joke in
stantinople is the Eastern Capital of the 5 Constantinople, that the next Sultan will be
French Empire. The entire European side ! a Frenchman."
of the Bosphorus is in French military occu- 1 Here then is a situation being created
pation. The lines at Gallipoli, fortified at which will prove fatal to the alliance bethe suggestion of an English engineer, con- ; tween France and England, and change the
stitute an impregnable and commanding : character of the war. The Anglo-French
French citadel. The English hold one acre 5 desire to maintain the independence and inof ground, containing barracks for about five • tegrity of Turkey was not from love of the.
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Turk, but from an anxiety to preserve the
balance of power. This policy, however,
is defeated by the very means adopted to
effect it. If the political existence of Turkey be extinct, the balance is destroyed; and
if the Frog-power be augmented, it is also
gone. Turkey cannot stand alone. If evacuated by the Allies to-morrow, she would
soon be swallowed up of her neighbors Austria and Russia. It is evident, therefore,
that the present situation of aifairs is that of
the balance of power destroyed in the East
by the successful oj>erations of the Allies;
and that the Frog-power is the only gainer
by the war.

pendence was decreed—why its power was
to evaporate ? The Lord Jesus has informed
you in the words following—" that the way
of the kings of iJte East might be prepared:"
that is, that a situation might be created for
the manifestation of the saints or sons of
God—Rom. viii. 19. When this situation,
or " way," shall be created or " prepared,"
then he says," BEHOLD, I COME AS A THIEF 1"

This, which The Leader styles, " the French
Emperop's war," or as we would call it,«the
Frog-powefs war, is preparing the way.
" Great Britain has no policy." The policy
which goes forth to Sardinia, Sweden, Spain,
Austria, Prussia, Germany, &c, &c, to stir
them up to war against Russia, is his. " The
The Frog-power is the master of the situ- Kings continue to visit Paris," says The
ation. Every one can see this. But the fu- Leader, " and Sardinia has already left his
ture—what of that ? It is the abyss. The own dominions, attended by his ministers, to
Powers will not endure that the Frog-power take counsel at the capital of Napoleon. The
rule the East. Its greatness will excite their King will come on to England, but he will
envy, jealousy, and hatred. But not imme- only spend five days in this country. The
diately. Its grandeur in Constantinople alone real business of his journey, we are led to
will not be the crisis of its career. Its policy infer, will be commenced and completed in
in Rome must consummate the situation it is
forming in the East. Providence placed its Paris; he will find in that city the Disposer
forces in that city in 1849 with reference to of events, and will probably learn how far,
the culmination of its career. The French though no farther, he may extend his frontroops may be said to be providentially wait- tiers southward. * * * Impatient as our
ing in Rome until the Frog-power shall cross (British) representatives in the Baltic may
its meridian. They will not be voluntarily be to signalize themselves, they await the
withdrawn from thence. They will hold the word of command from Paris ; and the Pacity until, like Sebastopol, it becomes too risian scheme, so far as we can judge it by
hot to hold them—until the papal powers in the overt acts, embraces an immense field of
confederacy with Austria and Russia shall operations, comprising, directly or indirectly,
expel them from the blood-stained ruins of the Baltic, Sweden, Germany, and Switzerthe Harlot, made desolate and naked by their land. If forced to carry on the contest, Napoleon will be obliged to throw into it new
fire—Rev. xvii. 16.
forces, and he appears to be mustering his
Reader, art thou awake, or like the world allies and supporters with great industry,
at large, asleep ? Dost thou heed the voice and at present with great success." Nov. 24.
from beyond the vasty deep which proclaims The policy which prepares the way is manithat " Turkey has no longer an existence ?" festly his. He works successfully, and will
That is, that its sovereignty is supplanted in continue so to do until he has excited a conits own capital by the French. Does this flagration he cannot control. The fire will
voice import nothing; does it impart no get away from him, and his own house will
warning unto thee? Is it not a notable sign be consumed. But this will not put a stop
of the times, that a power which for several to it. Europe in flames will be " the abyss"
hundred years caused the domain of Anti- on fire which all the engines of the world,
christ to shake to its foundations, is politi- diplomatically worked, will not be able to
cally eclipsed, and on the verge of dissolu- extinguish. When this war, kindled by the
tion ? Has not" the great river Euphrates," Frog-power, shall have worked out its necesas an independent power, become " dried up ?" sary and inevitable results, those results will
While all the world, save Russia, were flat- be the way prepared. Then, Ο then comes a
tering the Turk on the success of his arms, crash, such as this world has never known
and predicted for him a glorious issue from before, and such as will not be forgotten
the strife, did we not in these pages urge while immortality endures! The King of
upon you that the integrity and independ- the Jews appears from heaven in Judea ; he
ence of the Ottoman power could not b<i delivers Jerusalem and his land from the
maintained, though all the earth colleagued power of the Gentiles; and inaugurates a
in its behalf? You see then that our inter- time of trouble such as has not hitherto been
pretation of the sure word of prophecy was since the confusion of tongues—Dan. xii. 1.
Reader, art thou prepared for this catasnot only with assurance, but it was correct.
Have you considered why this loss of inde- trophe of the war ? If you would be " blesa-

The Italian
ed," watch and keep your garments. Be sure
your garments are of the wedding type. A
covering consisting of tradition put on by
dipping is mere filthy rags. Believe the
gospel of the kingdom the Samaritans believed, and afterwards do as they did (Acts
viii. 12), and you will be clothed aright.
You will not then be " naked;" but one of
the wise virgins having their lamps trimmed,
and ready to go forth and meet the bridegroom joyfully. Short of this, you are not
prepared.
EDITOR.
The Italian Crisis.

Crisis.

2-7

{ deceiving and being deceived. So long as
! the Times of the Gentiles continue, Italy
must groan under the yoke of the " despicable tyrants," whose system of misrule is represented by the Ten Horns, the Lion-mouth,
and Name of Blasphemy, pertaining to the
Beast of the Sea—Rev. xiii. 1, 2. We do
not mean to say, that no conflict for independence will ensue attended with partial
success. This is very probable ; nay, almost
necessary to establish the end. But we do
! say, that the success will be as little permaί nent as when the hopes of Italy were exj cited by Napoleon I. " Italy for the Aus\ trians,"" Italy for the Italians," " Italy for
t F h " are the faiths of th A t i

their fears, are fortifying the Italian pro- > .
„ [t]
vinces of their dominion, increasing the gar- f-'i ί · 7

I to display the Austrian genius
f^f™^cf'^L^yt^Striais"
may
for massacre,L ^ ™ * } h l 1 { a d e t z l Sy'g
^ ' : will triumph over'all the rest. The French
lows. At least 150,000 men are under the

S
^ ^ ^ ^ S r j S^on^ZS^Sn^t
tions his government for the license of mar- - — i^and in l S « ;'but ^ c t t o V i

t.al law. Evidently, a struggle ,s at hand ; |
^
„ , a | , t, i r a c .
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There are two principles in the
field—province
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' • —Horned. Beast
^ . of-the
.,
Sardinian constitutionalism, represented by Earth. Piedmontese constitutionalism, and
king Emmanuel; and Italian republicanism, Mazzini republicanism, will have breathed
represented by Mazzini. Enmity and jea- I their last. Sardinia will be " plucked up by
lousy divide them. The king persecutes the }> the roots." Its constitutionalism, its confisultra-hberals; Mazzini denounces the king. » c a t j o u o f ecclesiastical property, its freedom
in this lies the peril of Italian indepeiul- | o f the press, its aid of the Western Powers,
ence considered irrespective of a side-wind > it s defiance of the Pope's excommunication,
from France.
.i t s i i a t r e d of Austria, kc, &c, which now
In view of this, an English journal says, \ make it dangerous and obnoxious to despotu
We may fairly put it to Italians of all j ism in Italy; will then be punished by policshades of opinion, whether a national govern- \ tical extinction ; and absorption of its tertnent upon any liberal basis, were not pre- \ ritory into the dominion of " the Beast
ferable to that ignominious subjection under i and the False Prophet." Tim loss of Italy
which the liower of the Lombard youth are ! will soon be followed by the confiscation
torn away as conscripts in an Austrian army. •! of France. The mission of the FrogIs not " Italy for the Italians," better than ' power will have been completed. Russia,
" Italy for the Austrians," and for a score > Austria, and Germany, will again give law
of despicable tyrants, who flourish by the > to Europe from the French capital. The
disunion of the Italian people ? The ob-! Napoleon empire will vanish ; and France
ject of the patriots should be to restore the J will again resume her normal position in the
nation to independence, after which they may \ European system—a Toe of the Assyrian
found such institutions as will best represent ; Image, and a Horn of the Fourth Beast.
its genius, and enable it to hold a high posi- j The present condition of Italy is wretched
tion in Europe."
\i nt h e extreme, and is tlms set forth in the
There is no doubt that Italian independ- \ journal referred to : " Italy, half as large
ence and social amelioration would be best \ again as Great Britain, inhabited by twentypromoted by the adoption of Piedmontese j four millions of a race as finely organized as
constitutionalism, under the guarantee of! any in the world, one in blood, one in lanFrance and England against Austrian and j guage, one in the essentials of character, but
Papal aggression. But then, " Italian Inde- • never yd one in policy, is distributed into. Jpendence" is a mere fairy vision, sporting ) Seven States, of which Piedmont alone is a
itself with the hopes of u Liberalism ever ! comparatively free. Even there Radetzki
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menaces the soil, and may at any time, while
the choicest of the Sardinian troops are absent in the Crimea, push an armv over the
frontier. In the Lombardo-Venman territory, six or seven millions of Italians await
α conflict with his semi-barbarous soldiers
collected from Central and Eastern Europe.
Six millions of the same race in Naples, are
ruled by the regal lieutenancy of Austria,
whose tender mercies are cruel. In the Papal States two millions and a half submit to
the unspeakable degradation of ecclesiastical
government, and two thousand French soldiers guard the Holy Pope. Tuscany and
the lesser states suffer under maladministration and bigotry, eoually injurious to body
and soul. The wealtn of a fourth part of the
land is drained into the Austrian exchequer
to maintain Austrian functionaries and
troops in Austrian uniform. Its youths are
levied to serve on distant stations under alien
generals. Its courts of justice are subject to
Austrian control; its schools and colleges to
Austrian superintendents; its writers to
Austrian censorship ; its journals, with the
exception of one or two official gazettes, are
suppressed; its very catechisms and grammars are tinctured to the Austrian taste ;
public assemblies of all kinds are prohibited ;
foreign sentinels patrol the streets; every
man, woman, and child, is at the merGy of
Austrian insolence.
Elsewhere, five or six states are absolutely
«governed by princes or grand-dukes, who in
their turns are governed by Russia, Austria,
or France. Only in Piedmont " can a man
think, speak, or act as a being made in the
image of God." Do not the friends of Italy
recognize this picture ? No doubt the King
of Piedmont acts partly upon selfish, in other
words, upon dynastic principles. But the
Italians nave in Piedmont a citadel which
they have never before possessed—a state
under the guarantee of England—-and they
will do well not to depreciate this advantage."
Never was Despotism more oppressive and
desolating of human happiness than that in
the Austrian and Papal provinces of Italy,
and in the kingdom of Naples. This, however,
is only a specimen of the abyss into which
Europe is about to fall. When Russia and
Austria, &c, shall have coalesced, European
"liberty" will be dead and buried, never to
arise again. The present condition of Italy
will be that of Continental Europe at large ;
and.the power ruling the situation," Gog, of
the land of the Magog, prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tobl." Is not such a power most
appropriately styled " the Devil and his Angels V* The elements of its diabolism exist
ID the now distinct tyrannies of Russia,

Austria, Naples, and the Papacy. But,
combine them together into one political
compact, and give them unity of action, and
the unhappy nations of the old world will
groan with " the torments of the damned."
At this crisis, Europe is not only chained,
but her chains are riveted. One policy will
rule its destinies, and that will be the policy
of iniquity, transgression, and sin. The
HEAD OF THE SERPENT will be lord of the

situation. For the time, the kingdoms of
the world will be his ; for their rulers will
have " one mind; and shall give their power
and strength unto the Beast. For God hath
put it into their hearts to fulfil his will, and
to agree, and give their kingdom to the Beast,
until the words of God shall be fulfilled."—
Rev. xvii. 13, 17.
When this shall have come to pass, the
nations will be in the abyss, dwelling preeminently in the land of the shadow of death,
where the light itself will be darkness. What
other can be their situation when subject to
such awful and cruel despotisms and superstitions as those already named ? The kings
and priests of Rome will educate and govern the nations under the Imperial Satan;
and prepare them for the hardy enterprise
of making Avar upon the Lanib (Rev. xvii.
14), who shall then have unfurled the banner of the kingdom upon the mountains of
Israel. The reader may, perhaps, think this
too gloomy a situation of affairs to be real
,in so enlightened an age as this. But he
must remember that this century is only
deemed enlightened by those who know not
the truth, and consequently cannot see. In
no country are science, literature, and the
arts more advanced than in France and
Italy ; but what truly Christian intelligence
have they diffused there? The knowledge qf
divine truth is as nothing* in the most civilized and enlightened of the nations ; nor will
it be till " THE KING OF THE JEWs"isplaced
by Jehovah as an ensign upon His mountains, and shall shine gloriously into the regions of death.
It is a great mistake to suppose that the
King of Israel will re-appear in Palestine
in an enlightened period of the world. His
appearing is at " the set time to favor
Zion," and until that set time, she is to be
trodden under foot of the nations. " When
the Lord shall build up Zion, he shall appear
in His glory," Ps. cii. 16. The building up
of Jerusalem, and the appearing of the Lord,
are events belonging to the same crisis.
When, therefore, he appears in his glory, he
arises upon Zion and has mercy upon her.
He is, consequently, Zion's Light and the
glory in the midst of her. When, therefore,
the prophet addresses Jerusalem and says,
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Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and , text was Phil. i. 23. I was somewhat surthe glory of Jehovah hath risen upon thee" \ prised, but nevertheless strengthened, to find
(Isai. lx. 1), he speaks of the appearing of the that instead of sticking to his text, he laKing of the Jews in the capital of his fu- bored to confute what he termed " the soulture dominion. Now mark the reason given ' chilling views" entertained by some on the
for this glorious apocalypse; " For," conti- mortality of the soul. His discourse was
nues the prophet, " behold the darkness shall exceedingly uninteresting, and dark as the
cover the earth, and gross darkness the people ; carnal mind unenlightened by the word of
but Jehovah shall arise upon thee, and his truth.
glory shall be seen over thee." This is the
The Campbellites lately held their anniScriptural sentence pronounced upon what versary here. President Campbell, as he is
the nations boast of as the light of modern now popularly known, with a number of his
times. Their light is darkness to be felt, in Evangelists, were in attendance, some of
which reign cruelty, injustice, and pious blas- them continuing the meeting for a week. Dr.
phemy, and fraud.
Silas E. Shepard, of N. Y. city; Messrs.
These fruits are the natural products of Austin, of Baltimore ; J. T. Walsh (or, as the
Italy, which began its historical career by President styled him, while a renegade from
carrying fire and sword into the homes of its Bethanyism, with which he has since made
neighbors, and consummated its lust of do- his peace, " Philosopher Welsh"); R. S.
minion by subjecting the nations to its anti- Coleman, used up at Fine Creek ; C. Buichristian imposture. God is righteous in all lard, S. Shelburn, and others, were in athis ways, just and true in all his works. He tendance. But with the exception of about
has given Italy to foreigners, to tyrants, and two discourses from the President, Dr. Silas
to fools, in judgment for its idolatry ; and the E. Shepard, a new man in these parts, was
blood of his saints so copiously shed by Ita- almost the sole spokesman. I heard him
lians. His saints, being prevailed against, three times. I attended the first Lord's day
are no more—they sleep in safety till the night of their meeting. The house, which
great trumpet sounds to vengeance and to is ample, was filled. I got a seat at the exarms ! The sons of their assassins, writhing treme end. The President preceded Dr.
under the heel of tyrants, groan in chains Shepard with a long, and to me, inaudible
and slavery, calling upon heaven which re- prayer. The doctor then commenced by
gards them not. God rewards peoples as reading Matt. xix. and taking as his text
well as individuals according to their works. the words of Jesus to his apostles, namely,
" Italy for the Italians" is a dream. They " Verily I say unto you, That ye having folhave forfeited it to the slain ; who shall rise lowed me in THE REGENERATION, when the
from the dead, and execute judgment upon Son of Man shall be seated upon the throne
their murderers, and subdue the country for of his glory, ye shall also be caused to sit
themselves. In this really holy war, " a Lake upon TWELVE THRONES, ruling the Twelve
of fire burning with brimstone" (Rev. xix. Tribes of Israel." This text he parallelized
20) will Italy then become. The Beast and with Luke xxii. 30—" Even I am covenanted
False Prophet dominion will be destroyed for you, as my Father covenants for me a
there ; and thus will God have avenged his kingdom : that ye may eat and drink at my
own. The Beast being slain and his body table in my kingdom, and be seated upon1
consumed with the burning flame (Dan. vii. thrones, ruling the Twelve Tribes of Israel. '
2), the King of the Jews and his associates
Now, although I was sorry to see a man
will govern the realm of Caesar for themDr. Shepard, apparently a man of learnselves. Then will Italy for the first time be like
ing, having a good-shaped head, a good voice,
ruled in righteousness, and Italians be truly and
fair reasoning powers, with tolerable
happy, united, enlightened, and sufficiently aptness
for teaching—although I was sorry
free.
EDITOR.
to see such an one opposing the glad tidings
of the kingdom: yet I was rejoiced to find
that the truth is now being so much agitated
2 l n a U c t a ( S p i s t o l a r i a . and
proclaimed, that he too thought it proper to dedicate the latter and greater part
J
" IGNORANCE OF FOOLISH M^S7 of his discourse to the work of combating
"Such is the will of God, that with well-doing ye the views we hold concerning the kingdom
put to silence the ignorance of foolish men."
of God.
DEAR BROTHER.—Some four weeks ago I
After having occupied some time in quite
visited the Universalist House in this city an interesting, and, doubtless, correct critito hear Thomas Jefferson Whitcombe, of Buf- cism upon the word " regeneration" in the
falo, N. Y., " On the identity and recogni- text, and which he affirmed meant change of
tion of friends in the future world." His government, without any reference to change
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of lieart, as popularly understood—shameful SATAN'S MINISTERS CONFOUNDto say, he left the straight path, and affirmed
ED BY THE WORD.
that it had its fulfilment on the Day of PenMR.
EDITOR.—The
millennium will be intecost when Jesus was crowned king, and troduced by* the personal,
literal, and visihis apostles were crowned kings, and " the
regeneration," or change of government, took ble advent of that same Jesus who went up
place; and the ruling over the Twelve into heaven and " shall so come in like manTribes of Israel began!!! Among other ner"—Acts i. 11, and he " will build again
things affirmed by this Northern fight of the tabernacle of David which is fallen
Campbellism was that David never had a down"—ch. 15,16 ; for " The Lord God shall
literal and visible throne; that his throne give unto him the throne of his father Dawas from Dan to Beersheba—his throne was vid—Luke i. 3 1 ; and " when he shall come
his regal authority. He told us that David's in his glory and all the holy angels with
throne was now the Universe : also that the him, THEN (not till then) shall he sit upon
Ten Tribes were not lost on the Day of Pen- the throne of his glory"—Mat. 25, 31.
tecost (as some suppose) to the Apostles, no
At his advent his dead saints shall rise—
more than a man's spectacles are lost when 1 Cor. 15, 23, and 1 Thess. 4, 16 ; but the
resting upon his nose! The apostles knew rest of the dead will not live again until the
where they were; and that all the tribes end of the thousand years (Rev. 20, 5) ;
were represented on that day. The saying but " Blessed and holy is he that hath part
that they " may eat and drink at my table in in the first resurrection: on such the second
my kingdom" proved that the kingdom was death shall have no power, but they shall be
possessed by persons in need of the loaves ministers of God and of Christ, and shall
and fishes to sustain life ; and was not there- reign with him a thousand years"—Rev. 20,
fore to be understood as referring to the fu- 6. The Spirit said by David, " The heavture world, or to the immortal saints. Ad- ens and the earth shall be changed," i. e. reded to this he remarked, that John the Bap- generated or renovated, Psalm 102; and
tist , who, he affirmed very truly, was far Paul applies this work to Christ; therefore
greater than any Baptist of this day, taught we are sure he will do the work, Heb. 2, 12.
that the kingdom was at hand; and, indeed,
He again says by Isaiah (ch. 65,17-19),
came to hand on the Day of Pentecost. On
this, I observed to a gentleman near me, that " I create new heavens and a new earth;
according to the preacher's theory the Bap- and the voice of weeping shall be NO MORE
tists are in the kingdom of God : and that heard in Jerusalem." Again he says by
as the Bible says, " the least in that king- Peter (2 Epis. ch. 3): The present heavens
dom is greater than John the Baptist," the and earth shall pass away with a great
least of the Campbellites and Baptists are noise ; but I promise you a new heaven and.
a new earth.
greater than John !
Again A. D. 96, he revealed to John that
I heard President Campbell follow Dr. these " things shall come to pass hereafter,"
Shepard on two occasions ; once, he seemed Rev. 1,19, and " shortly," verse 1 ; and after
to be trying to vindicate himself against this he gave John a miniature, or panoramic
what he styles " The slanders of Elder J. B. vision, of the " new heaven and new earth," in
Jeter." He is now, I should judge, but a which he shall sit upon his throne, and then
poor specimen of what he has been. He " he that sat upon the throne said, Behold!
looks quite old, and somewhat infirm. I I make all things new"—Rev. 21, 5 ; and to
really felt sorry to think that he should all these things Jesus alluded when he said
ignore " the Covenants of Promise."
before to his apostles, " In the regeneration,
when
the Son of man shall sit upon the
The meeting seemed to be quite a dull one,
The Rev. R. E. Coleman, gf Fine Creek throne of his glory, you also shall sit upon
celebrity, struggled hard to create excite- twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of
19, 28, as he had said before
ment ; but they were unable to succeed. Israel"—Mat.
<;
They had no additions; so that on Camp- by David, Thrones of the house of David"
bellite principles there was " no good done." —Psalm 122, 5. Now if God be for us,
who can be against us ? Is not God greater
than Satan and all his ministers? Yea,
In Christian love I subscribe myself
verily.
Is he a minister of God who says " Those
Most affectionately yours,
who talk about the restoration of the tribes
In Hope of the Kingdom of God,
of Israel, had better talk about the restoration of their own lost sAises?" No.
JOHN N. DAVIS.
Ministers of Satan transform themselves
!
into ministers of Christ, and humbug their
Richmond, Virg., Dec. 9,1855.
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followers by telling them that" the regenera- from its magazine; let there be no agitation and all the promises in Mat. 19, 28, tion about it, and the truth will be as innocuwere fulfilled on the day of Pentecost, more ous, as peaceable, and harmless, as a lamb—
no one would be converted by it; and no
than 1800 years ago."
The Devil was a liar from the beginning, man's crotchets would be endangered nor distherefore his ministers are liars also : let the turbed. We rejoice, then, with our correscap fit those to whom it belongs. President pondent to hear that the adversaries of David's throne and kingdom are making war
A. Campbell said in A. D. 1832, there are
upon them in Richmond. We hope they
but two comings of the Lord mentioned in will give them there and elsewhere no rest.
the holy scriptures; the first was literal, Let them bring all their " men of learning,"
personal, and visible, and it is past; the all their " good shaped heads" and " good
second is yet future, and will be literal, per- voices," with all their holy tones and nasal
sonal, and visible to every eye, and not figu- twangs ; let them array all their " powers,"
rative nor symbolic. See " Family Test. tacts, and talents, against them—" The virAppendix" p. 97.
gin, the daughter of Zion, despises them, and
Now he being judge, the coming of the laughs them to scorn; the daughter of JeSon of man, Mat. 25, 31, has never yet rusalem shakes her head at them ;" and the
taken place ; therefore the Son of man is merest stripling of David's house will hook
not yet sitting upon his throne, Mat. 19, 28, their nostrils and bridle their lips, and turn
and Luke 1, 31. Messrs. Campbell and them back whither they came—Isai. xxxvii.
Shepard told us at a late meeting in Kich- 22-29. Collision will cause the truth to
mond, Va., that " when the Son of man sits shine with a brightness destructive of the
upon his throne, the regeneration also takes enemy. Let him oppose, it is good ; their
place, and the apostles also sit upon twelve opposition is the rage of an infant against a
thrones as promised in Mat. 19, 28. Now, rock ; the demonstration is attractive, provMr. Editor, I want you to guess from the ing they are troubled by what they cannot
above, what else Messrs. C. and S. told us at subdue. All the President and his conthe aforesaid meeting. Please publish the geners are good for at the present crisis is to
above and your guess, and if you guess very call attention to the gospel by opposing it.
wrong, I will correct you, not otherwise. They have proved themselves to be the reThe name of Mr. Campbell's periodical im- verse of " honest and good hearts ;" and as
ports faith in the future and personal reign the truth was only designed for such, it is
of Christ and the apostles a thousand years therefore not for them. Like Demas, they
in Jerusalem; for Mr. C. does not believe love the present world, whose approbation
" The Mil. Harbinger" was obsolete on the and good things they seek and obtain; and
Pentecost, nor that the millennium expired with him they will vanish into perdition,
800 years ago, or he would not now publish unless they repent and turn from their
"The Harbinger" and subject himself to wickedness, and be healed. The truth alone
just ridicule. I wish you would notice these can bring them to this ; and against the
things and define Mr. C.'s position. Is he truth they harden their hearts, and close
in a dilemma ? Excuse my real name, but
their eyes. Surely, such a generation is
I am—
OLD.
nigh to cursing!
P. S. Your periodical may with propriety
In our correspendent's letter, we have
be called, The Mil. Har. and Herald of the given Dr. Shepard's text as we find it in the
Everlasting Kingdom.
OLD.
original. Abstractly παλιγγενεσία,
renRichmond, Virg.
dered " regeneration'y there, signifies a producing again—a meaning which implies
that the thing or things so produced existed
" T H E REGENERATION."
in some state previously to REproduction.
THERE are three things to be approved by In Matt. xix. the word is used in reference
the faithful in the truth, which are good, to thrones, tribes, glory, ruling and rulers ;
better, and best. Opposition to the gospel which are the elements of a kingdom. It is
of the kingdom is good, belief of it is bet- therefore used .there in a political sense, and
ter, and obedience to it, best. If men will implied when so used by " the King of the
not believe and obey it, the next best thing Jews," that those things^did not then organithey can do for the truth, is to oppose it with cally exist, but that they should be thereall their might and main. This is good; not after reproduced. The kingdom of the
for themselves indeed, but for the dissemina- twelve tribes had existed in the Holy Land,
tion of the truth. Lucifer match paste is the only country where it can exist; but
incendiary and destructive ; but left alone it when Jesus spoke the words, the Holy Land
is neither. Is it not so also with the truth ? was a province of the Little Horn rf tlie Goat
Leave the truth alone; bring it not forth —the power that afterwards destroyed Jeru-
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salem and the Temple. From the days of
John the Baptizer's proclamation to the time
Dr. Shepard made void God's word by his
traditions at Richmond, Jehovah and his
king's land has continued to be a province of
the Little Horn.

" W E HAVE NO KING BUT

CiESAR," was the public avowal of a fact
attested by all history to this day. Caesar
has been de facto; though not dejure, king of
the Jews ever since. The Sultan is for the
present the representative of the Goat's Little Horn, Could a kingdom be set up in
the Palestinian province of his empire under
a proclamation that M. Rothschild was
king of the Jews, and not Abdul Medjid,
against the Sultan's will enforced by the
Pasha of Jerusalem ? Neither could a kingdom be established there under the old Sultan Tiberius Caesar, in the presence of his
Pasha Pontius Pilate, under a proclamation that Jesus, and not Tiberius, was king
of the Jews. Not only was Caesar's pasha
ready to suppress all such treasonable attempts, but the Jews themselves and their
rulers, were determined to uphold the Gentile government against any movement in
the name of the hated Nazarene. No, the
kingdom of the Twelve Tribes did not exist
when their dejure, but not de facto, king
Jesus spoke the words : nor has it in any
sense existed there since. To affirm the contrary is preposterous—sheer ignorance or
stupidity, or both. President Campbell and
his congeners might just as well affirm that
the United States was set up in Great
Britain, bacause the American Ambassador
and his fellow-citizens met at the London
Tavern to celebrate the Fourth of July!!
It would require something more to set up
the Union there, than to celebrate American
Independence, and to hold meetings to preach
its principles, and to make proselytes to universal liberty and equality. So long as
Queen Victoria ruled the land, with the
army and people on her side, there could be
no setting up of Presidentialism without
treason against her person and authority.
A kingdom or republic is something more
than an abstraction, or unorganized elements.
Two hostile kingdoms cannot coexist in the
same capital; much Ies3 possible is it for
Caesar and Messiah to reign together over
Jerusalem ; and to prate about the Apostles
reigning in or over that city, where, at the
will of Caesar's vassals they were cast into
prison, and finally expelled, is too absurd for
serious confutation.
The throne of David, and the thrones of
David's house, the Glory of Jehovah, the
twelve tribes, and their twelve ruling princes,
all existed in Jerusalem and the Holy Land
in the days of David and Solomon; seeing
then, that they did not exist when the greater

than Solomon was there, nor since, it follows
that reproduction in relation to what Jesus
and his Apostles were interested in, imports
the restoration of those things to their appropriate place. This is what the apostles
themselves understood was to be accomplished " in the regeneration :" for, after
Jesus had been discoursing to them about
the kingdom some forty days subsequent to
his resurrection, they inquired of him, " Wilt
thou in this time restore the kingdom of

Israel ?" This question shows that they did
not consider that Israel possessed a, or the,
kingdom ; therefore, they wished to know if he
would not then re-produce it. What does
the President and his congeners do with
this ? How do they evade the force of it ?
Ο nothing more easy! " The apostles were
ignorant, and did not know what they were
talking about!" They had not studied at
Bethany, or at some other equally orthodox
school of Gentilism ; and were, consequently,
too carnal, too Jewish, in their notions of
the kingdom ? Then we must study Gentile
theology to understand the words of Jesus
and his apostles ! Reader, is this your conviction? If it be, then burn your Bible,
and cast the Herald into the bottomless
abyss ; you have no use for either.
In the re-production of the kingdom of
the twelve tribes, the territory, the nation,
and the capital, will all be the same—the
Holy Land, the Twelve Tribes, and Jerusalem. The government will be monarchical
" as in the days of old." This will not be
changed. The persons by whom the government will be administered will be different.
Instead of David, succeeded by Solomon,
succeeded by Rehoboam ; it will be " Jesus
of Nazareth, the King of the Jews" succeeded by no one ; and instead of the princes of David succeeded by the princes of
Solomon, &c.; it will be the apostles and
brethren of Jesus, the immortal princes of
the house of Bethlehem, succeeded by none :
for " T H E KINGDOM SHALL NOT BE LEFT TO

OTHER PEOPLE," as in former years—Dan. ii.

44. None, who have not previously been
the subject of " a change of heart"—" renewed by knowledge after the image of God"
-—can have any part in that kingdom. This
will exclude " the President and his evangelists ;" for " they are alienated from the
life of God through the ignorance that is in
them ;" but sincerely do we hope that they
are not yet " past feeling." At present, they
despise " the word of the kingdom ;" and it
is written, that " Whoso despiseth the word
sliall be destroyed1'—Frov. xiii. 13. Without

knowledge there is no righteousness—" Sanctify them through thy truth ; thy word is
truth." Ignorance of this truth is a barrier
against sanctification by it. The truth must
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be known to be believed; and without faith,
or belief of the gospel of the kingdom, it is
impossible to please God: and he that
pleaseth not God is not righteous ; and " the
unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of
God."
HEIRS AND SUBJECTS OF THE
KINGDOM.
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Christian Hebrews did was to cease from seeking righteousness by worL· of law. A Christian in Britain abstains from seeking salvation through state-church, or dissenting institutions ; nevertheless, he pays tithes, and
taxes, and is careful not to violate the law.
It was so with the Pentecostian Christians
—they continued to render unto Caesar what
belonged to him, and to God the things that
were his.
The great event of the Day of Pentecost
was, the proclamation for the first time of
repentance and remission of sins in the name
of Jesus as the Messiah, to all those who believed the gospel of the kingdom, and recognized his claims to its throne. All such
were baptized, and became a society in Jerusalem ; not a kingdom, but suffering tribulation in hope of receiving one.

THE President and his congeners have not
yet learned the difference between the subjects
of a kingdom and the heirs of a kingdom.
The latter are they who are to rule over the
kingdom, and to possess the glory and honor
of it forever; the former, the nation which
is to obey their statutes and ordinances.
Christians are not the subjects of the kingdom. They rank higher than this. They
are to rule. They are joint heirs of all
things promised to their Elder Brother—the
THRONE.
Joseph of the family. If the President and
his evangelists understood this, they would
" THRONE is used for that magnificent seat
not prate about a kingdom being set up in whereon sovereign princes usually sit to reJerusalem on Pentecost. The apostles and ceive the homage of their subjects, or to
their brethren were all joint heirs, and rulers give audience to ambassadors; where they
of the kingdom elect. This is irrefutable ; appear with pomp and ceremony, and from
where then, were their subjects ? Let them whence they dispense justice." The Scripanswer this if they can.
ture describes the throne of Solomon as the
The subjects of the kingdom are the gene- finest and richest throne in the world. Thus
rations of the ages—those generations of the it is written in 1 Kings x. 18 ; " Solomon
Twelve Tribes contemporary with the reign made a great throne of ivory, and overlaid
of Jesus on his father David's throne in Je- it with the best gold. The throne had six
rusalem : the descendants of the old clothes steps, and the top of the throne was round
men of Chatham Street, New York, and of behind, and there were stays on either side
Rag Fair in London ; and of the down- on the place of the seat, and two lions stood
trodden and despised outcasts of Israel in all beside the stays. And twelve lions stood
the Ghettos of Rome, Constantinople, and there on the one side and on the other upon
other sinks of Gentile abomination and ini- the six steps ; there was not the like made
quity. These outcasts, however degraded, in any kingdom."
are not lower in the social scale than the
This description shows that " throne" is a
Egyptian bondsmen from whom sprang the word representative of something occupying
generations that conquered Canaan, and less space than ** from Dan to Beersheba."
were the terror and admiration of the Orient It is true that " throne" is also put for soveunder David and Solomon. The first gene- reign power and dignity, it being the symbol
ration that shall be resettled in the Holy of royalty and regal authority—" Only on
Land by Jesus will be brought into the the throne," said Pharaoh to Joseph, " will
righteousness prepared of God for its justi- I be greater than thou." It is not pretended
fication. "Their sins and iniquities will I that Jesus is to sit upon the identical piece
remember no more," says Jehovah, and of palace furniture made by David's cabinet
"they shall be all righteous"—a righteous maker, or Solomon's goldsmith. Dr. Shepnation, whose shepherds shall be after Jeho- ard is accustomed to amuse himself and his
vah's heart, and shall feed them with audience in this city with ill-timed levity
knowledge and understanding—Jer. iii. 15.
about "David's wooden throne" as if we
There was no " change of government" were such fools as to suppose that a wooden
effected in Jerusalem on Pentecost. All the throne, once sat on by David,Jwas the precise
Jews that resided or sojourned in that city, article to be restored for Jesus to sit upon !
whether Nazarenes or not, continued to obey N o ; θρόνος, thrones, from Θραω, thrao, to sit,
the laws. The Roman government was not ; signifies an elevated seat with a footstool;
changed; and the municipal and the eccle-! and the city that contains such a seat occusiastical customs were observed as usual, and i pied by a king, is also styled in Scripture
for nearly forty years after. All that the i α throne—the container being put for the
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passed over. For through that country
there was a great way to go, namely of a
year and a half: and the same region is
called Arzareth. Then dwelt they there until the latter time. And now when they
shall begin to come, the Highest shall stay
the springs of the stream again (see Isaiah
xi. 15, 16) that they may go through"—2
Esdras xiii. 40—47.
Josephus also, who was contemporary
with the Apostles, in his speech to the factions, persuading them to surrender to Titus,
told them that it was useless to hold out, expecting succor from the Ten Tribes, as the
Parthians lay between them and the Holy
Land; who would not permit them to march
through their country, if they desired so to
do. The apostles knew that the Ten Tribes
were in a far distant land beyond Parthia.
But this is nothing to Dr. Shepard. He can
have ten apostles sitting upon thrones in Jerusalem, ruling ten tribes of their nation in
thority enthroned, or seated there, and exer- Arzareth (supposed to be Affghanistan)
cised by himself or a descendant. W e look without having the least power to make
for the reestablishment of such a throne as their will known, or to enforce a simple dethis in Jerusalem, when we speak of the cree !! But nothing is too hard for Gentile
restoration of David's throne ; without re- credulity—it can give credence to any abgard to the cabinet or upholstery work of surdity ; but for the testimony of God it has
the material seat, be it of wood, ivory, or no faith.
gold. The Messiah, as his father Solomon,
We deny that the Apostles have yet ruled
will exercise his own wisdom and taste in the
matter ; it is enough for us to believe the the Ten Tribes in any sense ; but, with full
of faith and hope, we believe, that
testimony, which Dr. Shepard seeks to ren- assurance
Messiah will bring them back to the Holy
der null and void by a pulpit joke about old Laud,
" settle them there after their old
wooden thrones ! But, there is no place like estatesand
;" and that then, and not till then,
the pulpit for dry wit and foolish jesting.
will the apostles rule them according to the
promise.
RESTORATION OF THE TRIBES
But Dr. Shepard, or one of his congeners,
OF ISRAEL.
at the Richmond meeting, according to the
THE Doctor is right in saying that the testimony of our correspondent " Old" says,
Ten Tribes of Israel were not lost to the that " Those who talk about the Restoration
apostles. The apostles knew where they of the Tribes of Israel, had better talk about
were when they addressed the 3000 on Pen- the restoration of their own lost senses!"
tecost. Every one else knows who believes Of course, he that utters this does not bethe Bible, as well as they. " Jehovah w#s lieve in their restoration. It is therefore
angry with Israel, and removed them out of j very certain that he does not believe the
his sight: there was none left but the tribes gospel of the kingdom; for no restoration
of Judah only"—2 Kings xviii. 18. " So no kingdom ; and no kingdom no salvation
was Israel carried away out of their own for Jews nor Gentiles. Then we have lost
land to Assyria unto this day"—ver. 23 : and our senses, and are new cases for that luna" they were placed in Halah, and in Habor tic asylum, where the Jews placed Jesus
by the river of Gozan, and in the cities of (Jno x. 20) and Festus, the apostle Paul—
the Medes"—ver. xvii. 6. " But they took Acts xxvi. 24. As we have said, we asthis counsel among themselves, that they suredly believe that all the tribes will be
would leave the multitude of the heathen, restored to the land covenanted to Abraham
and go forth into a further country, where and his Seed ; and that not a single straggler
never mankind dwelt, that they might keep $will be left behind. Now hear, oh ye pious
their statutes, which they never kept in their infidels, so wise in your own conceit, what a
own land. And they entered into Euphra- Smadman of ancient times testifies concerning
tes by the narrow passages of the river, j Israel's return :—
For the Most High then showed signs for I " Thus saith Jehovah Elohim ; Behold I,
them, and held still the flood, till they were \ even I, will both search my sheep, and seek
contained. Hence, as Zion and Jerusalem
were the dwelling-place and seat of David
and his dominion when he ruled the Twelve
Tribes as king for Jehovah, they are styled
" the throne of Jehovah," and " the throne
of David"—Jer. iii. 16. To restore the
throne of David, therefore, is to set up a
royalty in the Holy Land with the regal authority located in Jerusalem. But this is
not all. To constitute the throne of the
monarchy, David's throne, the twelve tribes
of Israel must be planted in the land, and
the person occupying the throne must be a
Son of David. A royalty in the Holy Land
with British or French for the subjects, and
a Gentile reigning over them on Mount Zion
would not be David's throne, though the re,
gal authority were seated in Jerusalem. It
is the regal authority in David's house, executing judgment and justice in the Holy
Land from Jerusalem, as its palatial residence, that is David's throne—the regal au-
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them out. As a shepherd seeketh out his j among all the nations whither / shall be
flock on the day that he is among his sheep ( thine Elohim hath driven thee, and shall rethat are scattered ; so will I seek out my ί turn unto I shall be thy Elohim, and shall
sheep, and will deliver them out of all places obey his voice according to all that I cornwhere they have been scattered in the cloudy mand you this day, thou and thy children
and dark day. And I will bring them out with all thy heart: that then I shall be thine
from the people, and gather tliem from the Elohim will turn thy captivity, and have
countries, and WILL BRING THEM TO THEIR compassion upon thee, aud will RETURN and
OWN LAND, andI feed them upon the moun- gather thve from all the people, whither I
tains of Israel by
1 w the rivers, and in all the i shall be thine Elohim hath scattered thee.
inhabited places of the country. I will feed
" If any of thine be driven out unto the
them in a good pasture, and upon tlie high outmost parts of heaven, from thence will I
mountains of Israel shall their fold, be: THERE shall be thy Elohim gather thee, and from
shall they be in a good fold, and in a fat pas- thenee will he fetch thee ; and I shall be thine
ture shall they feed upon the mountains of Elohim will bring thee into the land which
Israel. . . . And I will bring that which was thy fathers possessed, and thou shalt possess
lost, and bring again that which was driven ί it j and he will do thee good, and multiply
away, and will bind up that which was bro- < thee above thy fathers"—Dcut. xxx. 1-5.
ken, and will strengthen that which was j The doctrine of the restoration of the
sick: but I will destroy the fat and the ί twelve tribes was also inculcated by the
strong; I will feed them with judgment"— "Prophet like unto Moses," who said to
Ezck. xxxiv. 11.
J his contemporaries what is equally applica"And I will set up one shepherd over ί b . l e to °urs, "If ye believe not Moses; writhem, and he shall feed them, even my ser- \ *>"8* how can ye believe my words?
In
vant David ; he shall feed them, and he shall ] £» prophecy on Mount Olivet, he said," The
on
be their shepherd. And I, Jehovah, will ^ f °[ Man (the I shall be thine Mohxm of
be to them for Elohim, and my servant M o s f ) s h a " s ? n d }ls messengers with a
David, a prince among them
And they « ^ s t 0 U D i ° f a trumpet, and they shall
shall NO LORE be a prey to the nations, nei- gather together his chosen (people) from the
ther bear the shame of the vations an,, more, our winds from the outmost heavens even
. . . for I will take them from among the \ t o _ t h e i r extremities-Matt.:
Snch is the concurrent testimony of Ezenations, and gather them out of all countries,
and will bring them into their own land. . . kiel, Moses, Isaiah, Jesus, Paul, &c, all
And I will make them one nation in the speaking by one and the same Spirit. Had
land upon the mountains of Israel, and one they lost their senses ? If we have lost ours
-ing shall be king to them all. . . . And ] in believing and looking for the accomplishDavid, my servant, shall be king over them ment of what they wrote, then^ certainly they
. . . and shall be their prince FOREVER"— had lost theirs in predicting'such improbavers. 23, 24, 28, 29; xxxvi. 24 ; xxxvii. 22, bilities as the Gentiles regard them. Only
24 25
think of it, reader, here are President Camp11 a
d
Any honest, unsophisticated mind, reading Ϊ J»t h e- » } f evangelists, a fair specimen of
this can understand it. Such a one can see .
blind leaders of the blind in general;
that it relates to Israel's future, and to that \ heJe, " ^ they charging the Holy bpintw»
only ; for the testimony declares, that Israel- i '/ed w ' t h , l l a v l \ l o s t h i s s e n s e s ! ! W.*
He/ shall no more be a prey to the nations, ^ o w not how much nearer men can come in
and bear these nations' reproaches and ill- ? ^
times
to the '· sin against the Holy
th au
treatment no more : but they do now endure > ^}.nt
. t 0 1 8 ·. * I a PP T · h a PPy . l s hf w h o
them all, and are now a prey ; therefore the Sieves the simple truth ; yea, thrice happy
word being true, it follows hat the teati- i: jf «e *ho a stigmatized as a lunatic by such
mony concerns the future.
! ^lmd guides
« Christians I '-call them
_/
< Christians aud ministers of Christ, who deny
Yes, and not a single straggler shall be ; the work thp Faiher
appointed Him to
hath
left in a foreign land, however indisposed he do t „ T o b r i n o . b a c k J a c o b t o h i m . t o
may now be to return to Palestine. Hear ; r a i s e
h i g t r i b ^ a n d t o r e s t o r e t h e d e s olathis, ye Gentiles, who make the word of God ; t i o i l s o f I s r a e l . t 0 establish the land, and
of none effect by your nonsensical traditions, { c a u s e t 0 p o s s e s s t h e desolate estates1'—/sat.
what that glorious old " madman," as ye call ] x L i x < 5 | 6 | 8 . deny this, and pretend to unthose who believe his doctrine, says in regard j derstand, believe, and teach the truth as it
to this :—
·
s ^ kmght j n Christ Jesus! Preposterous
" And it shall come to pass," says Moses, —such teaching can only be tolerated and
" when all these things are come upon thee, ; endorsed by those who exclude Moses and
the blessing aud the curse which I have set < the prophets from their pulpits, and are
before thee, and thou shall call them to mind ' taken captive of Satan at his will.
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THE KINGDOM OP HEAVEN AT
HAND.

what we conceive to be its import, that we
may escape from the entanglement.

Etymologically then, basileia is a substanDR. SHEPARD and his congeners teach, tive derived from the neuter plural of the
that in the words of our English Version adjective βασιλέως, which signifies royal,
attributed to John the Baptizer, namely, regal, or any thing pertaining to a βασιλεύς,
" Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at basileus, or king. In its radical sense, therehandy1 be taught, that " the kingdom was at fore, basileia signifies what pertains to a king.
hand, and indeed come to hand." Now this Hence, a kingly territory, regal authority,
is very lame for men like President Camp- majesty, royalty, the title and honor of king,
bell and Dr. S. E. Shepard, who a.^c en- royal power or dignity, &c, may all be exgaged in preparing for the public an accu- pressed by basileia. But, which of these
rate translation of the scriptures—the one a senses are1 we to adopt in interpreting the
translator, and the other a revising critic! words of John ? That must be determined
They tell us the kingdom was set up on the by the context. Now the context shows that
day of Pentecost, and that it had come to John the Baptizer was alluding, not to the
hand seven years before, that is, when John reign, nor to the territory, nor to the power ;
began to preach. Now, we would like to but to the person to whom the title and honor
know of these two associates in the same of king belonged—" THE LORD." The quoopinion, how they settle it between them- tation from Isaiah which immediately follows
selves, that the kingdom was come and not proves this. Turn, reader, to Matt. iii. 1-3,
come at one and the same time? If the and Isai. xl. 3. Matthew tells us that John
kingdom had come to hand whtn J>>hn began
came preaching in the wilderness of Judea,
to preach; and was not set up till the day of saying, " Repent ye, for the basileia of the
Pentecost, seven years after, where was the heavens engike" He then quotes Isaiah,
kingdom during (hat seien years f By " king- showing that John and what he preached,
dom" they understand " reign," according to were the fulfilment of one of his prophecies.
the teaching of George Campbell of Aber- " For this (John) is he," says Matthew, " who
deen ; but, will they just think for them- was spoken of by the prophet Isaiah, saying,
selves, anjL tell us where the reign was that The voice of one crying (or preaching) in
had " come to hand," but was not admin- the wilderness." What did he preach ? Matistered till after seven years ?
thew has told us ; but what saith Isaiah Τ
Leaving them to their dilemma, we pro- Hear him—" Prepare ye the way of JEHOVAH,,
make straight in the desert a highway for
ceed to remark, that the translation of John our Elohim" * * * and then adds, " the
the Baptizer's word3 into Greek by him who ΪΤ1ΓΡ ΎΠ!3> kevod yehowah, the MAJESTY OF
prepared the first version of Matthew in JEHOVAH, shall be revealed. ·
that tongue, Is, ηγγικε ή βασιλεία των
ουρανών, engike he basileia ton ouranon. It This "Majesty of Jehovah" was the basileia
is well known, that the English version does ton ouranon, John proclaimed as having apnot render this correctly. The French has proached. John was " Jehovah's messenger
it, " Le royaume des cieux est proche"—the sent before the face of Jehovah's Majesty, to
kingdom of the heavens is near. The Span- prepare the way of His Majesty before him."
ish renders it, " Se ha acercado el reino de los —Mark i. 2. u Thou, child," said Zacharias
delos"—" the kingdom of the heavens has to John, " shall be called the prophet of the
acceded." In the Italian, " II regno de' deli e Highest; for thou shalt go before the face
vicino"—" the kingdom of the heavens is of the Lord to prepare his ways." The mesnear." And the German, " Das himmelreich sengers sent from Jerusalem to John asked
ist nahe herbey gekommen" —" the heaven- him, " Why baptizest thou if thou be neither
kingdom is near by here to come."
the Christ, Elijah, nor the Prophet ?" John
replied, " I baptize with water : but there
None of these versions accurately express i standeth one among you whom you know not :
the meaning of the Greek. The difficulty in ] He it is, who coming after me is preferred
their case has been with the words βασίλεια i before me \ * * for he was before me. And
and ηγγικε.
The former they have ren- \ I knew turn not: but that he (the Majesty of
dered kingdom in their several languages, as / Jehovah) should be made manifest (or rethe nominative to the verb ηγγικε ; which vealed) to Israel, therefore am I come bapthey could not render according to its pro- tizing in water."—John i. 25-31. " I knew
per tense, which is the perfect, not being able< him not: but he that sent me to baptize in
to see in what sense John the Baptizer could ί water, the same said to me, upon whom thou
say " it has approached.1' If they had rightlyί shalt see the spirit descending and remaining
comprehended βασίλεια the difficulty would ( on him, the same is he who baptizeth with
have been removed ; we shall therefore show ί the Holy Spirit. And I saw, and bare re-.
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cord that Jesus is the Son of God."—vs. then about speedily to appear from the<#water
of the Jordan, was a king who would fulfil
32-34.
all righteousness;" it was therefore fitting
From this testimony we learn
that at his manifestation he should find a
1. That the ktvod uehowdh and the basi- [people having the knowledge of salvation by
leia ton ourandn are the same ; and that they the remission of their sins, whom he coulS
refer to a person ;
recognize as his associates. This people he
2. That this Royal Person had come, and found in John's disciples, from whom he sewas living in the midst of his nation; but lected his apostles ; because, unlike the Pharthat neither John, nor any of his contempo- isees and Lawyers, they honored God inraries, were able to identify him ;
yielding obedience to the proclamation of
3. That John knew Jesus, because he was John.—Luke vii. 29, 30.
his cousin ; but did not know that his cousin
Let us not be misunderstood. We give
according to the flesh was the Majesty of the foregoing exegesis as applicable to the
Jehovah and Israel's Elohim ;
words of John the Baptizer, of Jesus, and of
4. That his Divine Majesty, the King of his apostles, in their proclamation of reIsrael, was to be revealed to Israel by ·Β pentance ; and not as an interpretation of
notable and unmistakable sign from heaven ; ή βασίλεια των ουρανών wherever they
5- That this sign was the descent of the occur. Basileia has more significations than
Spirit upon him in the form of a dove, and one ; but which of its several is to be used in
a particular place must be determined by the
remaining ;
6. That said sign rested upon Jesus, and context.
But here we must dismiss the subject for
with the voice accompanying it, proved him
the present, in hope that our Campbellite
to be the Majesty of Jehovah ; and,
7. That John's proclamation " the Basileia and other sectarian friends will be able to
hath approached," was made during his in- discern the truth of the matter; and in so
cognito ; that is, before his manifestation at doing be delivered from their embarrassing
speculations about a kingdom being at hand
his baptism.
at a time when no such intimation was ever
In Mark the phrase basileia ton our anon given; but on the contrary the very opposite
is converted into basileia ton theon," kingdom was diligently enforced. Jesus spoke a paraof God." In his dissertation upon this phrase, ble to discourage so untimely an expectation.
Dr. George Campbell considers " the heavens" Luke xix. 11. No kingdom till his return.
as a metonomy for " God," who is in scripEDITOR.
ture, sometimes by periphrasis, denominated
ADDENDUM.—In 1832, or earlier, Presihe that dwelleth in heaven." In support of
this, he quotes from Daniel, where it is writ, dent Campbell published in his " Extra on
ten, " Thy kingdom shall be sure unto thee Remission of Sins" these words—"Josephus,
after that thou shalt have known that THE the Jew, called the return of Israel to their
HEAVENS do rule." The prophet had said own land and intitution, " THE REGENERAin the preceding verse, " seven times shall TION," or "παλιγγενεσία, palingenesia. Jopass over thee, till thou knowest that THE sephus was right; and as he wrote after the
MOST HIGH ruleth in the kingdom of men." day of Pentecost, he did not consider the
Thus he who is denominated " the Most High" tribes in any sense returned, though, as Dr.
in one verse, is termed " the Heavens" in the Shepard assumes, all of them might have
been represented there that day.
following.
I have no objection to this view of the !
matter, βασίλεια standing for " Majesty ;" sTHE GOSPEL IN THE CAPITAL OP
and των ουρανών of the Heavens, for " ofs
THE UNION.
Jehovah" The verb ηγγικε should be ren- \ DEAR BROTHER.—Since I wrote to you
dered with its appropriate sign of the perfect, \ last we have had an addition to our " little
and then the sentence will be complete— I flock," directly from the Methodist quarter
" The Majesty of the Heavens" or " THE MA- \ of Babylon ; and as far as I can judge, he is
quite an acquisition. As soon as he desired
JESTY OF JEHOVAH HAS APPROACHED."
In his preaching, John made this the rea- i to put on the name of Jesus, we wrote to
son why those who heard him should " re- \ Baltimore, giving brother Lemmon an invipent."—" Repent ye ;" said he, " because His \ tation to come and speak to the people at
Divine Majesty is in the midst of you ; and > the water. He accepted the Macedonian
about to be revealed through my baptism." } call, and spoke at the shore of the Potomac
This was a very cogent and intelligible rea- for about an hour.
son why they should prepare themselves by
There was another who used to meet with
righteousness. The King of Israel, who was us from #the Baptist section of the Great
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City. He had some idea of the truth ; but gentleman, who among other things inquired,
when we spoke of the importance of obeying, if I had any of your publications ? I have
as well as of believing the truth, he very soon since lent him Eipis Israel, and a copy of the
became tired of us, took wings and caged Herald. I hear that the Campbellites exwith the "Campbellites," whose "easy virtue" press their fears that this gentleman is lost
is more congenial to the laxity of his theo- to them. He desires to purchase Elpis Islogy·
rael, but I had to inform him, that they were
You will be aware, I presume, that Dr. all sold.
Barclay has returned to Washington. He
They could not get this subject disposed
was sent to Palestine to convert the Jews to of. At length, one of them arose, and made
Oampbellism; which, if he did anything, a pretty long speech ; and you may easily
was all that he could do. I had a conversa- guess what the matter thereof was like, from
tion with him lately, and find that he does the fact of his setting the congregation a
not understand the Gospel. Since his return \ laughing at him. He affirmed thai Christ's
here, I received an invitation to attend a ] kingdom was established; and that he was
Bible-class meeting usually held on Sunday ί prepared to prove it. It was agreed, that he
mornings. The first morning I was there, ^should take the affirmative, and we the negathe doctor was presiding. They read 1 Jno. <tive of that proposition.
ii, with the seventh verse for their more es-1 Next Sunday, brother Jacobs showed
pecial consideration. One of the doctor's \ them from the New Testament, that the kingbrethren wanted to know what the " word1' \dom of God was still a matter of hope. He
was that was spoken from the beginning. • spoke about an hour; and when he quoted
" The old commandment is the word which ? Acts i. 6, " Wilt thou, at this time restore
ye have heard from the beginning." The i again the kingdom to Israel ?" Dr. Barclay
doctor was very liberal; more so, I believe, $ interrupted him by exclaiming, " Oh, tluit is
than he will be again. He invited all who i a Jewish kingdom /" I took a note of this,
were not connected with him to ask ques- >as I had to speak after brother Jacobs.
tions, or participate with them in searching ?
the scriptures. They talked a good deal < I divided what I had to say into four proabout " love." I took an opportunity of <positions, and had my proofs alongside of
each. The propositions were :
striking in here, and of pressing upon their £
attention the real question before them, re- £ 1. The scriptures only speak of two King"
doms; the one, the Kingdom of God»
quiring an answer. I urged that an answer {
and the other, the Kingdom of Men;
to this question was important; inasmuch as i
the love of God cannot be perfected in us, if £ 2. The Kingdom of God at one time existed ; but now exists nowhere ;
this word did not abide in us. I then quoted {
the fifth and twenty-fourth verses, showing £ 3. The hope of the restoration of this kingthem, that if that word did not abide in ί
dom again to Israel under a better covethem, they did not abide in the Father, nor \
nant, is the only hope set before us in
in the Son. I was prepared to show them \
the gospel; and,
from the Law and the Testimony, that this \ 4. The gospel preached on the day of Pen" word" was synonymous with " the gospel." I
tecost was the Hope of Israel in the name
After giving this explanation of the word $
of Jesus.
from the scriptures, and finding that I was ί
After I had shown them what the Hope o^
not opposed, I ventured to ask them wfuit eIsrael was, I contrasted their hope with it;
the gospel was ? They had no perch to fly to <
and illustrated its etheriality by quoting the
but 1 Cor. xv. 1-4. The breastwork thrown \ following words from one of their " Spiritual
up here was soon weakened, by referring { Songs," wherein is found much of their dithem to what Paul did preach, and to what { vinity in rhyme:
the Corinthians had received. At this point, ί
With thee we reign, with thee we rise;
one of the elders perceiving where we were <(
And kingdoms gain beyond the skies 1"
drifting ; or rather, where the truth was going <
1
to land them, arose, and wanted to know our \ These lines stirred up Dr. Barclay's inwards,
,g
He interrupted me, and said that we were
j
hi
motive
for introducing
a subject
as thisof? \ not discussing " kingdoms beyond the skies."
Alas, what
a sample such
of the
reformation
Al
ht
l After
f h hef thad
i donef ? He affirmed that they did not believe in such
" this reformation
!!"
spitting out his venom, I told them our mo- <kingdoms: in short, he got ashamed of his
own faith, which stands out so notably in
tives ; and on this occasion took an oppor- <,
tunity to bring the truth before them as for- \ their own rhymes.
cibly as I was able ; and you may depend \ Next first day, they have to affirm that
upon it, I did not fail to show them their po- \ the kingdom is established. If spared till
sition. After I had finished, I was very <; the examination of this subject is over, I will
kindly taken by the band by a fiddle-aged X let you know how it ends.
w
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Dear brother, I do feel glad that I have
been spared to hear the sound of the gospel.
It is truly the power of God to the salvation
of every one that believes it. It is the pearl
of great price. I would like you to write to
me; but I can hardly expect it, as you have
so much writing to compose. I am sorry
when I hear of brethren not walking in the
truth. May the result of the waywardness
of some in New York we have known, be a
warning to us; and stimulate us to stand fast
in the faith once delivered to the saints.
In the love of the truth, I remain, yours,

in Washington and spoke at the water when
Bro. Stewart was immersed.
I shall write again soon, and give you further particulars of our Campbellite friends.
I remain Yours in the One Hope,
RICHARD A. BOARMAN.

Washington, D. 0., Dec. 24,1855.
A LIBERAL WISH.

DEAR SIR : — I am well pleased with the
Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come. I
believe all you say on that subject. Will
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
you please send me word whether or not you
Washington City, D. C, Dec. 22., 1855.
will come to Illinois next summer ; and if so,
will you come to Adams Co. ? If I were
able I would send you two hundred instead
THE GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM of two dollars for the Herald.
DENOUNCED AS BLASPHEMY BY
I remain yours in hope of being planted
THE EX-CAMPBELLITE MISSIONin
the likeness of Christ's death, that I may
ARY TO JERUSALEM.
be with Him in the Age to Come.
BRO. THOMAS : — I am writing in a hurry.
G. W. ROBINS.
Yesterday we listened to an oration from the
Camp Point, Adams, 111., Dec. 22,1855.
Campbellites, to prove the kingdom of God
to be now existing on the earth, in reply to
_ ^ A visit to Illinois is not impossible*
Bro. A. Campbell's discourse the Sunday at the time specified; but more than this I
previous, proving the kingdom existed no cannot say just now.
where at present, &c, as he has informed
you in his letter. A man by the name of
Dickerson began and simply proved there was A WORD IN SEASON FROM THE
a kingdom ; when one of their members arose
FALLS OF GENESEE.
and informed him that he had not produced
DEAR FRIEND :—I have been a constant
one " Thus saith the Lord," to prove the
kingdom was set up on Pentecost; he fur- reader of your Herald of the Kingdom for a
ther said that his faith in the kingdom being number of years, and I do cheerfully and
set up on Pentecost had been shaken ; and gratefully say, it is free from the contaminatthat Bro. Dickerson had failed to restore it, ing thoughts of sophistry, its monthly advent
he therefore wished Doctor Barclay to give is hailed propitiously by me, and some of my
his testimony for the kingdom being set up friends also. Its lucid, clear and exegetical,
deductions of the word of life, increase in me,
on next Lord's Day.
more and more, a profound reverence for the
Dr. Barclay consented ; but stated that word of God; and the great and glorious
there should be no more arguments in the purposes he has revealed to the children of
church on that subject ; and that the name ofmen. So the more light shines on my mind
Jesus was blasphemed by those who preached
the more I feel infinitely indebted to God
the personal reign of Christ upon the Throne who gave it.
of David over the Jews, (restored), and the
of
nations in virtue of the Covenants of Promise Your two last articles on the "Mystery
1
made to Abraham and David, and brought the Covenant of the Holy Land' promised to
into force by his resurection from the dead.Abraham, and sealed by the blood of Jesus
Dickerson also remarked, that it was awful Christ, his great seed, is truly good and infor a man to think of Christ coming to this structive. I think I hear my Father say as
earth to reign personally on David's Throne, he has said of Israel, " This people have I
over the wicked nations ; and to cut them formed for myself, they shall show forth my
in pieces with swords ! But of all the non- praise."—Isai. xliii. 21.
sense I ever heard from lawyers and divines
The prominence you give in the iterald to
this surpassed all. Bro. Stewart, one whom the " Gospel of the Kingdom and the name
we have lately taken from the Μ. Ε. church, of Jesus Christ," I appreciate ; and it meete
was present, and said such language disgusted my most hearty approbation, and most assuhim, and he was glad he had escaped such ig- redly would I consider my faith defective,
norance. I suppose we shall have the Camp- and coming short of the faith of the Gospel,
bellite kingdom proved next Lord's day, but were I ignorant of the Gospel preached to
we want the testimony. Bro. Lemmon was Abraham, wjiich was none other than that
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which is set forth in all the Prophets, by our j I am conscious I am not believing it; for
Lord himself, and by all his Apostles, even " with the heart man belieyeth unto rightthe Gospel of the Kingdom. And as assu- eousness." Some few things in the Elpia
redly would I consider ray " obedience" in Israel, in the exercise of my reasoning faculimmersion invalid and detective, had I not ties, my mind does not consent to as yet, but
had that glorious Gospel of the Kingdom of I do not want to be understood as saying
Jesus Christ, shining with intelligence and you are wrong or in error, by no means ; but
delight on my mind, and in the full exercise the probability is rather I do not perceive
-^i my definable and intelligible faith, on that them in the light you do by not understandday when you, dear friend, was an eye-wit- ing them. God's word is truth ; this I do
ness of my going into the water, and putting believe. Yet some things may be taught in
on the name of Jesus Christ. I say what- it as yet I may not see righteousness in; if
ever may have been my former " faith" and so, I am conscious then I do not understand
" obedience" in the sincere honesty and in- their meaning ; for if I did I consequently
tegrity of my heart, and however much tole- would see righteousness in it.
rated of God in my ignorance, but with the
" ANATOLIA" I have perused with care and
light of the Gospel of the kingdom of God elaborate study, and am much instructed by
and the name of Jesus Christ, as it now the able and masterly manner you have purpours its genial rays into, and upon my mind: sued the developments of the kingdom of men,
were I to neglect, or be unwilling to yield (particularly since Jehovah gave the kingobedience to that Gospel of which Messiah, doms of this world wheresoever the children
the King annointed said, " He that believeth of men dwell into the hands of the King of
and is baptized shall be saved ; and he that Babylon—as in Jerm. 27, and Dan. 2,—and
believeth not shall be damned:"—I again say, has never yet recalled that grant), progresswere I to refuse that obedience in demurring ing on its course from the root and stump of
to be baptized into that Gospel, my own con- the tree through all the grandeur of the proscience would condemn me, and I think our phetic symbols, so beautifully pourtrayed by
Lord Jesus likewise.
the unerring pen of inspiration on the proHerein I think, speak and write freely and phetic chart.
independently, not forgetting courteousness,
You have, to my mind, accurately kept in
so far as circumstances will allow ; for there juxta-position the Little Horn with Eyes and
is a time when forbearance ceases to be a Mouth, and the Little Horn of the Goat;
virtue, but even then courtesy is becoming their fraternity is apparent, manifestly BO ;
in us.
and that the little Horn of the Goat will yet
I admire your free, untrammelled, inde- represent the power of the whole dominion
pendent mind, and manner of giving expres- under one chief, I can have no doubt of. I
sion to the word of God, aside from the the- have examined Anatolia very carefully, with
ological bias and platonic philosophizings of various historical authors before me, to satisthe day; which have for many centuries fy myself of your accuracy ; for I cannot berested like an incubus or night-mare on the lieve anything without indisputable evidence,
public mind, to the grievous perversion of the and I am free to say your historical facts I
pure and unadulterated word of the living have found correct, so far as my reading extends.
God, which alone giveth life.
Of a long time I have disciplined my
Your " Elpis Israel" I have had nearly
from its first publication ; at first reading, I mind not to yield to the ipse dixits of men,
admired its profoundness, and feel thankful although clothed in " ministerial dignity,"
for the light it has thrown, and continues to however much I revere and honor the divinethrow on my mind, on many Bible subjects ; ly instituted office of " the ministry;" but that
Hot that its interpretations could or should does not make the men officiating in that
mould my mind, except as I perceive truth capacity inspired, more than you or me. Of
in them ; for I think I have learned from ex- course some things in Anatolia are yet preperience to " cease from man whose breath sumptive evidence, and we must wait for
is in his nostrils." In saying this I am not future developments for their verification.
Meanwhile let us be as little children in
arguing/or the right of private judgment;
neither do I mean to be understood as claim- simplicity, but men in understanding ; still
ing a right to say to you, or any other man, learning from the " lively oracles" what the
my judgment is as good as yours; but I do mind and will of the Lord is ; closely observmean to say to every man, that you, nor I, ing the signs and developments of the times;
can have any right to think we honor God knowing that the coming of our Messiah
by our faith, whilst our intelligent judgment draweth nigh, and that we are nearing the
and conscience are not going along with the time when "the kingdoms of this world will
things believed. I may be bowing to it, but become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his
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anointed."—Be», xi. 15; Ps. cii. 22. Till
then let us watch and pray ; ever " presenting our bodies a living sacrifice, holy and
acceptable to our God, which is our reasonable service." That we may be found doing
this, is the prayer of your brother in waiting
for the coming and kingdom of our Lord
Jesus Christ.

JAMES MCMILLAN.

Rochester, Dec. 28,1855.

Immersion apart from the "One Faith,''
no Baptism.
MY DEAR FRIEND :—I will now endeavor

to state what I believe the scriptures teach
on the subject of Baptism. But in order to
meet more particularly what I suppose your
difficulties are in regard to it, another question must be answered, which is What is the
Gospel ? Because you will say at once that
the belief of the gospel is necessary previous
to immersion, and that any person who is
immersed while ignorant of the gospel is no
more benefitted by it than an infant who is
sprinkled. Here we agree. AVell then, the
point of difference must be on what constitutes the gospel, and this is the point at issue ; once arrive at the scriptural solution
of that all-important and vital question, and
all difficulties in regard to what is called reimmersion will vanish as darkness before the
light.
There are two sets of views extant in what
is called " The Christian World" in answer
to this question. The first, and almost universally received views, is something like the
following—" The gospel is the good news of
salvation by Jesus Christ,", giving it summarily in one sentence. Analysed it is this
—the belief of the facts touching the death,
burial and resurrection of Jesus. The souls
of those who believe these facts and live a
consistent life will at death be separated
from their bodies and carried to heaven
beyond the skies, where Jesus sits at the
right hand of the Father : that their bodies
return to dust and at the resurrection these
souls and bodies are re-unitcd, then judged
and taken away again back to heaven, according to which theology the poet sings,
" With thee we'll reign, with theo we'll rise
And kingdoms gain beyond the skies."

The wicked on the other hand at death
have their souls separated from their bodies,
sent down to hell there to be tormented till
the resurrection when they are re-united with
their bodies, judged and sent back to endure
endless torments for ever and ever. This is
the general view of the gospel in which you
and I were instructed from our earliest infancy. The other view is this. The gospel
is the good news or glad tidings concerning
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the establishment of the kingdom of God in
the land of Palestine, over which Jesus of
Nazareth, who once appeared in our world
as a sufferer, died, was buried and raised
again the third day and is now ascended to
the right hand of the Majesty in the Heavens, will, at his return in power and great
glory, reign as "King of the Jews," sitting
upon the throne of His Father David, associating with Him the saints, who will then
be raised from the dead, and those who are
living changed, who will reign with Him as
Kings and Priests in his Kingdom over the
restored 12 tribes of Israel and the Gentile
nations ; which shall all become the kingdoms of Jehovah and of His Christ. Now
here arc two opposite and distinct statements of the gospel. Can you say that they
are alike ? or that both can be right ? I
think you who are accustomed to think philosophically
will with an unbiased judgment
answer, u No." Truth is a unit, harmonizing in all its parts, and no two truths can
be antagonistic; but here are two theories
laid down, both claiming to be " gospel," and
yet the one nullifying the other ; if the former be " the gospel" which was preached to
Abraham, of which Moses and the Prophets
wrote and spoke and Jesus and his apostles
proclaimed for the acceptance^ of mankind,
then the latter must be spurious and fabulous. If the latter be " The gospel" then
indeed must the former fall to the ground,
and be reckoned among those traditions by
which, Jesus said, the Pharisees of old " made
void the law of God." Now, I will not here
stop to (prove by testimony and argument
which of these is " The Gospel," as my object
is now to show the position of those holding
these theories in connection with Baptism.
I will therefore assume that which I am also
prepared to prove, viz. : that the latter of
these is " The Gospel, and the only gospel,
which was preached to all nations for the
obedience of faith." In using the term," The
Gospel," in the following part of this letter I
use it in this sense. Taking my stand here
then, I will ask the following questions,
" What was that Jesus commanded his
Apostles to go into all the world to preach."
ANS. The Gospel.—Having preached that
gospel, what is next affirmed? ANS. He
that believeth (the gospel) and is baptized
shall be saved ; and he that believeth not
shall be condemned.—Did baptism in any
instance precede the belief of the gospel, or
did the belief of any thing substituted for the
gospel and passing current for it, entitle the
individual to Baptism ? ANS. Baptism in
no instance preceded belief; and no theory,
however sincerely believed, or dearly cherished, can be put in place of the gospel.
In relation to my own case, I asked my-
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self these questions — Did I, when immersed fifteen years ago, believe the gospel ?
I did not know what the gospel was. I understood nothing about the kingdom of God,
which 13 the subject matter of the gospel,
supposing that it was now in existence in
the world, and called the " Kingdom of
grace," and when I died my disembodied
soul would be conducted beyond the skies to
the " Kingdom of glory." This being only
human tradition, teaching me to look for
things which God has never promised, and
which consequently I never could possess,
however sincerely believed, did my immersion avail anything ? I answer, no. It was
not the " obedience of faith" enjoined in the
word; for my faith being defective, the immersion which followed that faith was defective also ; and as Paul says, " There is
one Lord, one faith and one baptism, my faith
and my immersion were both alike worthless.
So that if an individual believing any
theory, and being immersed, afterwards
comes to understand and believe the gospel,
he must of necessity be immersed again, for
the reason that belief of ttie gospel, and not
a substitute for it, precedes baptism according to the law and command of Christ.
I think then you will perceive, that we are
but consistent in demanding that those who
come to the understanding and belief of the
gospel, whatever they may have believed before for gospel, and though they may have
been immersed, should be immersed again,
that they may be the subjects of the " One
baptism," which can only result from their
having embraced and holding on to the
" One Faith," and " One Hope of the Calling."
Yours Faithfully,
CHARLES HALYBURTON.

New York City, 1855.

Every Thing Asserted, Nothing Proved.
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS :—I hope this will

find you and yours in health and entered on
a year that will abound in blessings to you.
Mr. Campbell of Bethany, was here with
us a fortnight; I heard him once·—He appears to have made no progress in the
knowledge of the Bible. He still dwells on
the old themes, the coronation of Christ, and
setting up of the Kingdom on the day of
penticost;—that Christ was, the ruler of the
Universe, and that the father had vacated
his throne in his favor. I did not hear him
state all this, but I have it from good authority that he did so assert. It is wonderful,
how boldly he asserts and how little he
attempts to prove. The effect of time is
very apparent on him physically.
I cordially congratulate you, my dear
Brother, for the very able manner in which

you have contended for the Truth in the
Herald during the past year ; if much good
does not result from it the fault will not be
yours. I believe the Herald is doing good,
and trust therefore, that the circulation will
be greater this year than ever. I want you
to send me fifteen copies for this year, for
which I herewith enclose you a check.
Yours most truly.
WM. P. LEMMON.

Baltimore, Md., Jan. 8,1856.
Λ@* Loud and positive assertion is the
the only resource left to President Campbell.
He has no testimony to establish his theories ; which are therefore nothing more than
the fancy sketches of a lively imagination
romancing in the flowery fictions of the
schools.
Without doubt Jesus was " crowned with
glory and honor " after his ascension, in the
sense of being " exalted to the right hand of
God, and made both Lord and Christ," for
Paul and Peter so declare; but it is also
true, as testified by Paul, that " all things
are not yet put under him." The Twelve
Tribes are some of these things; and we see
them at this day as rebellious as they were,
or even more so, than when he wrote his letter to the Hebrews. But David says of
them, " they shall be willing in the day of
his Son and Lord's power." This then, is
not the day of his power, for his people
Israel is not willing to submit to him : therefore the kingdom was not set up on Pentecost, nor since ; but remains to be established : for when his kingdom exists, where that
is, there will his power be.
We thank our beloved brother for his·
kind wishes, and liberal support; and trust
that the seed sown with his generous cooperation will shoot forth and ripen to the honor
of the truth, and our mutual advantage in
the kingdom of God.

EDITOR.

A GOOD REASON FOB SUBSCRIBING.
DEAR SIR :—Herewith I forward you the
amount of the subscription to your periodical. I send it at my earliest convenience,
esteeming the Herald to be a paper containing the most wheat, and freest from chaff of any
periodical of my acquaintance.
You will

therefore please send it as before to my address, and so oblige
Yours truly
M. P. CHAPLIN.

Wooster, Kosciusko, Ind.,
Jan. 1, 1856.
J8&*IT is customary with authors and
publishers of books to advertize the " Opinions
of the Press" (those only, however, which
are favorable to their interests] to induce the
public to purchase without knowing their
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contents. The books commended cost " the
Press nothing ; are superficially scanned, and
oftentimes not read at all, except where the
authors are the reviewers of their own works,
or a reviewer is paid to read and commend
the book through thick and thin! If books
were to depend for their sale upon the
opinions of the public consequent on reading
them, and thereby creating in them a desire
to possess them for reference or a second reading, few would be sold. It is the " opinions
of the press," not the opinions of the public,
that sell them, and fill the coffers of " the
trade;" while their lean authors get leaner
on the glorifications of the press, and the
pittance eked out to them by tne speculators,
whose ambition is not to instruct the people,
but to publish what will pay.
But truth, especially God's truth, is a commodity unsought for by the world. It is an
article in no-demand ; and publishers being
of the world, will not undertake to create a
demand for it, except upon terms most hazardous, and often ruinous to the author. If
the latter will work for nothing, and find
himself, and be responsible for all loss, they
will publish for him, procure him favorable
" opinions of the press," and relieve him of
all the profits by an extortionate commission." Our friend, Mr. Robertson, in settling with the printer and publisher of
Anatolia in London, says, " I have strongly
remonstrated with them against their charges ; but so exceedingly fraudulent is shopkeeping generally, now carried on in this
modern Babylon under the guise of " competition in trade," that few, if any, shopkeepers care to undertake any transaction
which does not realize to them a profit of
from fifty to one hundred per cent.
Because the truth will not pay we have for
our works "no opinions of the press1' to
advertize, commending their purchase to the
liberality of a " discerning public." Weh^ve
to be content, therefore, with the slower process (but more creditable and satisfactory) of
leaving them to make their own impressions,
and to work their own way. The unpurchased opinion of independent and thankful readers is a more reliable commendation of a
work than reviews and opinions of the press.
Occasionally we present the former iu our
"Analecta," as in the note before us : besides
that our subscribers like to know the opinions of one another concerning the ideas they
contribute to disseminate from one side of
the earth to the other, we think they must be
gratified in perusing the testimony that
meets them from time to time, evincing that
the works they enable us to issue are a
power that enlightens and turns to God's
righteousness, because they are the truth.—
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IN regard to the " punishment of the wicked," very little is correctly known of what
the scriptures really teach upon the subject.
The opinion of the populace formed for them
by the clergy, is based upon the assumption,
that the thing to be punished is an immortal
soul. All words, therefore, found by them
in the Bible used in connection with punishment, are, of necessity, perverted from
their ordinary signification. " The wages
of sin is death," and " the soul that sinneth
it shall die." These are the words of the
Holy Spirit, which reveal to the unsophisticated mind, that souls are mortal, and doomed
to death if they labor in the service of sin.
Nothing more than this can be extracted
from them. But, if they are thrown into
the theological retort of the Gentiles, and a
little of their " philosophy" be cast in with
them, their combined distillation will result
in a very different product. The " soul," say
they, " is a particle of the Deity's substance ;
immaterial, and therefore immortal." This
is their philosophy, which Paul cautions the
Colossians against—an assumption, without
a shadow of proof beyond the illusion of mesmeric psychology. If the victims of this
delusion read the words of God, those words
seem to reveal to them the very opposite. I
say seem to reveal; not that they really do ;
it is the false assumption with which their
brains are preoccupied that gives an interpretation to the words which does not
appear to a mind unspoiled by Gentilism.
They interpret the words of the'Holy Spirit
upon heathen principles. Thus read, the
the texts quoted affirm, that souls, being
immortal, are doomed to endless dying, if
they labor in the service of sin. Death, destruction, corruption, punishment, perish, &c,
affirmed of " soul," if said " soul " be declared to be immortal, or deathless, must signify
dying, destroying, corrupting, punishing,
perishing, &c, processes, which in the nature
of things, can never be consummated. How
a thing can be said to be dying which never
attains to the consummation called death;
or " punished" which is eternally in a state4
of unconsummated punishment; is an enigma
which scripture and reason abandon to those
who, being well practiced in straining out
gnats, and swallowing whole herds of camels,
have but to shut their eyes and open their
mouths, and implicitly ingulph whatever
comes redolent of " Mystery ! " The old
minister referred to in bro. Chase's letter
in our last number, appears to have been of
this very sagacious generation. He assumed
that the " these " were immortal; and from
this assumption very naturaly inferred that
EDITOR. the "everlasting punishment" they were
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commanded to go away to, was an everlast- pointed season, they at the same time celeing existence in a penal slate. But the brate not only the birth-day of the world,
"these" being mortal, what then? A but of the promised Messiah too ; for the
" horse laugh" is a resounding answer to so j Messiah was born on the first day of the
inconvenient a question! To have given | Feast of Tabernacles, and was circumcised
this the only solution of which it is suscepti- on the eighth, or great day of the same."
ble \vould have been confounding. The Again, he says, in another place, and upon
sophist would rather speculate on the word another set of astronomical calculations,
" everlasting " than be pinned down to the that, " It is undeniably certain that our
proof of his assertion, that soul is essentially Lord rose from the dead on the morrow
immortal. This is the first thing for eternal after the 15th of Kisan;" the day on which
tormentists to do ; the next is, to prove that \ the wave-oiler ing of the First-fruits was
the words of scripture are to be taken in a made. On this day, the Lord Jesus. Adonai
sense contrary to what is usual. When they Yehotcah, arose, and became the first-fruits
have accomplished this, we may burn the from the dead of the sleeping saints, as saith
Bible as a provoking, pestilent, and incom- the apostle in 1 Cor. xv.
prehensible, book ; which is, in truth, the
low standard to which the clergy have
"The Church" Infidel.
reduced it by their sophisms and unintelligible jargon, in the estimation of thinking men
" The faith of u the church," says a secunenlightened in the truth. Everlasting pun- tarian writer on prophecy, "is so low, as to
ishment does not imply everlasting exist- be almost extinct. Knowledge of the docence ; it only implies that whatever the pun- trines of salvation, which the extension of
ishment may be, the party punished will general information has caused to be acquirnever be delivered. The punishment is post- ed with facility, is mistaken for feith in the
resurrectional, torment by pestilence, famine,word of God ; and a very large portion of
pauperism, war, sufferings, §c, "ending in the Bible is as completely disbelieved, or
death." This is the punishment of the αιων} perverted, or twisted into nothing by the
whose judgments break in pieces the govern- majority of professing religious people, as it
ments of the nations and their armies, styled is by avowed infidels. From this state of
by the Lord our King in the aggregate, practical infidelity which pervades the reli" the Devil and his emissaries," into whose gious world, nothing can rouse and save the
territories the resurrected " unjust" are com- people but calling their attention to the
manded to go away or " depart/' that they things which the word of God reveals to be
there may participate in the dire calamities coming on the earth. Mr. Joseph Wolff'
of the crisis. In these they will be ingulph- declared to me, and desired me to make it
ed ; and, as Paul says, " destroyed." Israel everywhere known, that in conversing with
and the Saints will punish the Devil, his an- one of the principal managers of the Church
gels, and the resurrected unjust. This is a Missionary Society respecting the preaching
statement which few of this generation can of the gospel in Persia, he was told by him
understand: but they who know what the that the gospel ought not to be preached
kingdom of God is, and how it is to be set there, because it was dangerous for men to
up, will be at no loss. We can only affirm believe i t ; and that Russia ought to carry
it now. Study the words, " judgment was nominal Christianity into Persia, first of all
given to the Saints," and more will be seen before the Persians were instructed in vital
in it than at first sight appears. From this Christianity. Now this opinion is diametric
judicial punishment there is no redemption ; cally opposed to the precept, and example
its calamities terminate in death from which of the Word of God; and contrary to all
there is no deliverance. The subjects of experience, as it is notorious that vital
this interminable death—a death which does Christianity is much more reviled in nominot end in resurrection to life—are punished nally Christian countries than it is in other
with an everlasting punishment, or everlast- parts of the world. Yet this is the doctrine
ing extinction of being.
EDITOR.
of too many of the chief supporters of Missionary Societies."—Oral, en Proph. p. 358.
There is no reason why we should reject the
Messiah's Birth-day.
testimony of sectarians against themselves ;
DR. KENNEDY observes that the most re- especially when that testimony is confirmed
markable events in the New Testament by universal experience. We know that the
occurred on days memorable also, and no above is true, and have therefore, affirmed
doubt therefore typical under the Mosaic the same without reservation. What, howdispensation; and he says, " It deserves our ever, very much surprises us is that writers
attention, that whenever the modern Jews making such statements can still continue to
celebrate their Feast of Tabernacles, which regard such infidel professors as Christians.
EDITOR.
they never fail to do every year in its ap-
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In whom does Jehovah Delight ?
If the answer to this question were to be
deduced from that which is highly esteemed
among men, it would be unintelligible to a
mind unsophisticated by their traditions.
The papist would say, that the delight of
Jehovah is most certainly in " His Holiness,"
the Vicegerent of Jesus Christ, enthroned
upon the Seven Hills ; and in all devoted to
his sacred and pontifical majesty. But to
this the Greek would decidedly object. He
would say that Jehovah could have no delight in the chief of an image-worshipping
faction, that " forbids to marry;" and, according to the testimony of Gregory I. " has
the pride and character of Antichrist" in assuming the "Blasphemous Name" of Universal Bishop. He would claim that the patriarch of Constantinople, or of late years,
that the champion of the Orthodox Faith,
the Czar of all the liussias, the mortal foe
of the pagan Turk, the oppressor of the
apostolic church, and defiler of the Holy
Places in Jerusalem, with all the faithful of
his communion, were they in whom Jehovah
delighted above all the earth! Here is an
issue joined at once between Greek and Latin ; one, however, which all protestants
agree cannot be sustained in favor of either
party ; both of whom are equally condemned as reprobate by the word of God.
A man instructed by this word will not
object to this judgment of the protestant
upon the worshippers of the dragon and the
beast; but what will he say to the protestant implication, that because they are reprobate—because Jehovah has no delight in
those that delight in popes and patriarchs,
Greek papas and Latin priests—therefore he
delights in " the names and denominations,"
the sects and parties, of anti-Greek-and-Latin
religiondom ! Does hatred of the one necessitate delight in the other? A man may
protest against murder, adultery, and theft,
Avith very virtuous indignation, having no
inclination for these crimes; nevertheless he
may be given to COVETOUSNESS, or the heaping up of this world's riches, which equally
excludes him from the kingdom of God.*
The reader will therefore perceive that a
zealous protest against flagrant evil may be
highly characteristic of a man, or party ;
while sin in another form may be highly approved, and even made the basis of respectability in church and world. What sin is
more practically respectable and approved
by protestants than covetousness ? The most
pious of them are the most " diligent in business" to make money to spend upon their
lusts ; so much so that what they call " the
world" is unable to surpass them. Their
• Ephes. v. 5 ; Luke xii. 13—21.
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very benevolence is ostentation, and gratefully odoriferous to their pride of life. But
in what are they rich towards God ? " In
subscribing liberally towards the erection of
magnificent churches !" " God dwelleth not in
temples made with hands, neither is he worshipped by men's hands." Are they rich towards God in giving largely to " the clergy?"
The clergy are not God's, but Satan's. They
are the ministers of those temples, where he
positively declares he does not dwell; and
their ministrations never disturb that covetousness which excludes from the kingdom of
God. How can they be God's when he
turns his back upon their holy places ; and
will not accept them for his abode ? And if
not his, whose can they be but his adversaries ; and " he that is not with me," says
Jesus, " is against me!" Are they rich towards God in sending his gospel to the heathen ? Alas! they know not that gospel,
how then can they send il ? Their zeal is
the spirit of adventure and romance ; a zeal
without knowledge, that compasses the world
for a proselyte, who when " converted" is ignorant of the first principles of the oracles of
God :—" their fear is taught by the precepts
of men."
But, it may be asked, if Jehovah delights
neither in Latins, Protestants, nor Greeks,
who in " Christendom" remain for his delight ?
" His temple and altar, and them that worship thereat ;"f but in the court^occupants
without that temple he has no delight; for
they trample his holy community under foot.
The worshippers at His altar are themselves
the temple in which He dwells ; and the only
temple he has upon the earth. Paul, in addressing those that worship God in spirit and
in truth, saith, " Ye are the temple of the
living God ; as God hath said,' I will dwell
in them, and walk in them; and I will be
their God, and they shall be my people.
Wherefore come out from among them, and
be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not
the unclean; and I will receive you, and will be
a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons
and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty.' "
Jehovah delights in those sons and daughters " who walk uprightly, and work righteousness, and speak truth with their heart:
who backbite not with their tongue, nor do evil
to their associates, nor take up reproach
against their neighbors : in whose eyes a vile
person is contemned ; but who honor them
who fear Jehovah : who swear to their own
evil, and change not; who put not out their
money to usury, nor take a bribe against the
innocent. They who do these things shall
abide in Jehovah's habitation, and dwell in
his Holy Hill."
f Bev xi. 1.
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But alas, how much cause is there of deep pretended zeal, whose fruit was only evil,
regret on account of some who pretend to and that continually. They preached to
the divine relation of sons and daughters of them liberty, while they were themselves the
the Lord Almighty, because of their viola- slaves of sin ; and made themselves felt in all
tion of these things! Our personal expe- their doings by the contentions they caused
rience of the fact' on the part of persons between their brethren, and their much-ado
making specious claims to apostolicity of about trifles ; while they disregarded the
faith and hope, we are mortified in bearing honor and interests of the truth.
witness, is but too abundant. We know
Such characters are not likely long to impractically something of Paul's experience pose themselves undetected upon an enlightin Galatia, where, he says, that, notwith- ened community honestly devoted to the
standing the infirmity of his flesh, some re- truth. No fountain pours forth at the same
ceived him as a messenger of God, speaking mouth sweet water and bitter. What matloudly of the blessedness they had been in- ters their profession of faith in the gospel of
troduced to by his instrumentality ; so that, the Kingdom, if that faith do not develop
continues he, if it had been possible, they " righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
would have plucked out their own eyes, and Spirit ?" Will the wordy prayers of some,
have given them to him! But what a change or the pharisaism, and the gnat-straining of
has come over some of them by the time of others, atone for that world of iniquity that
his writing his letter to them! They had flames forth from their fiery tongues ? " They
been so estranged from him by troublesome whet their tongue like a sword, and bow
pretenders to superior sanctity, that he had their arrows, even bitter words ; that they
to ask them, " Am I become your enemy be- may shoot in secret places at the blameless."
cause I tell you the truth ? and to declare Against such ambushes the honest have no
that he stood in doubt of them. This un- defence but their integrity, and uniform conhappy condition of things was produced by sistency in the right. Compare such with
backbiting with the tongue, not speaking the backbiters, and it will always be found
truth with the heart, and taking up re- that the latter are only conspicuous when
proaches. Speaking of these evil tongues, there is evil occurrent. Mark them well,
ne says, " I would that they were even cut and you will find them " treacherous, heady,
off who trouble you." They professed great devils (diabohi), incontinent, fierce, enemies
zeal concerning a certain constitution, which of good men ; and among them silly women
placed them in opposition to him who brought laden with sins, led away with divers lusts."
them to what understanding of the truth Follow them into their daily walk, and you
(which appears to have been little, or super- will find them on the best of terms with the
ficial, enough) they had acquired. They world, which is emphatically the enemy of
were opposed to that constitution of things God. They crucify the Lord afresh by the
he had introduced among them. They want- 5 contempt their unchristian conduct brings
ed something more gratifying to the flesh, upon the truth. They profess to know God,
which would exalt them to place and power, but in their works they deny him ; so that
and either exclude the apostles from the Ga- by reason of their pernicious ways the way
latians, or subject him to their Diotrophetic of truth is evil spoken of. Where the table
control. Speaking of these perverse men, of the Lord is there you find them not; but
he says, " They zealously affect you, but not where the enemy of his truth encamps, there
well; yea, they would exclude you, that ye you find them striving to make themselves
might earnestly desire them." This restrain- agreeable! Is the truth they 'pretend has
ing of the Galatians from the apostle could made them free, contending amid discourageonly be the result of backbiting, hypocrisy, ment to maintain a position in the enemy's
and calumny. The doctrine he taught, and ί camp ? Do you find them, like Aaron and
the customs he established, afiorded no scope j Hur, upstaying Moses' hands against Amalek,
for the gratification of personal ambition and occupying a position where they can respond,
democratic turbulence. He required that all " Amen ?" Illiterate, and but little practised
things should be done decently and in order; in the art of thinking correctly ; their time,
and to the edification, or building up of the too, almost wholly absorbed in earning their
body of Christ in its most holy faith. All daily bread; with but small ability to dig
this was very displeasing to men of vain and out for themselves the deep things of God ;
conceited minds, whose propensity was for do you find them adding to their newly betalk and egotistical display. Unmindful, gotten faith, knowledge for its increase,
therefore, of their obligation to the apostle, where alone, upon the principles they have
they resorted to the usu^il policy of the mean professed, it can be obtained ? Do you not
and superficial, and strove to depreciate him rather find them frequenting the conventithat they might exalt and popularize them- cles of Satan where neither can be heard ;
selves. But the apostle saw through their or places where the soil is so unproductive,

The Roman Populace.
that, if the incorruptible seed may have
sprouted, it has not strength enough to enable it to attain the stature of a perfect
plant? Can such professors be believed
when they say they love the truth; seeing
that they wander off* to conventicles where
the truth hath no place ; or to places where
it is so little understood that it cannot be
scripturally stated, illustrated and proved?
Ask them why they act thus treacherously ?
You will find from their gnat-straining excuses a real cause they endeavor to conceal.
They will pretend that they were sick, or
that they were too far off from the meeting,
—but, it is useless to particularize, their
pretences are countless as they are crotchety
and shallow; and such as people make for
not doing a thing they have no mind for.
Their self-love has been wounded ; their petty
ambition controlled ; their looseness of manners discountenanced; their business prosperity endangered ; their popularity jeopardized ; their respectability imperilled; their
worldly repute hazarded—in short, their adorable self, to which they are habituated to
burn incense in ministering to the lusts
therof, is too much crucified by the testimony
of God faithfully expounded ; and therefore
they flee from it under divers pretences, into
the by-ways of the surrounding wilderness.
There in the dark recesses of the earth, the
voice of truth reaches them not. Their consciences there obtain a searing which gives
them rest. They are gone; and you see their
faces no more at the table of the Lord, having sold themselves to self and its natural
perverseness.
Doth then Jehovah delight in such as
these ? In people who lay not hold heartily
upon his truth, but are ever ready to embarrass it ? If that truth were committed to
their fostering care, what would become of
it ? It would perish miserably, and vanish
from the earth! From such professors may
we be defended, and effectually delivered by
the coming of the Lord.
EDITOR.

The Roman Populace.
THE Roman populace, ever turbulent, ever
fickle and sanguinary, have preserved their
traditional character unimpaired from the
earliest dawn of their history to the present
time. " Rome of the Popes," wanting a
strong civil government, was more licentious
than the Rome of the Republic or of the
Emperors. St. Bernard, writing in the
twelfth century to an exiled Pope, describes
the Romans in terms which will apply to
them at this day. After remarking their
notorious perverseness for centuries, he says :
" They are a people unused to peace, fond of
tumults, intractable, and remorseless, not

knowing how to obey unless they can no
longer oppose resistance." The contest between the Emperor Leo, called the Isaurian,
and the Italian clergy, at the opening of the
eighth century, severed the bonds which
feebly bound Rome to the Eastern Empire.
From that time, when the temporal power
of the Popes began to take form and consistency, until the final consolidation of the
Papal States, some four centuries later
(1278), anarchy, war, and bloodshed prevailed at Rome almost without intermission.
The chair of St. Peter was repeatedly contested by armed force, many Popes died violent deaths, and many were deposed and
driven into exile. We select some of the
most remarkable instances:—In the year
767, the Governor of Passi, on the death of
Paul I., compelled the bishops to consecrate
and elect his brother Constantine, a layman,
to the papal chair: next year Constantine
was torn to pieces by the populace, and
many of his adherents perished with him.
Leo III. was assaulted in the year 799 by a
band of armed men, headed by two Roman
chiefs, who stabbed him in several places
and attempted to pull out his eyes and cut
out his tongue ; the Pope was with difficulty
rescued. Many civil contests succeeded, and
in 867, Lambert, Duke of Spoleta, sacked
the city of Rome, as a retaliation for the
election of Adrian II. Thirty years later,
Stephen VII., who had disinterred the body
of his predecessor, Formosus, was seized by
the revolted Romans, thrown into a dungeon
and strangled. Leo V. was deposed in 902,
two months after his election, by his chaplain, Christopher, who was in his turn deposed, two years later, by another faction.
John X. died in a dungeon, and it was said
that he was smothered. His successor, Leo
VI., is also said to have been murdered.
From 963 to 965 there was a civil war for
the papal chair. Trauquillity was restored,
and maintained for a few years by the power
of the Emperor Otho I., but on his death,
in 973, fresh disturbances broke out. Benedict VI. was seized and strangled by the partisans of Francone, a cardinal, who then
caused himself to be elected Pope, ae Boniface VIII. He was expelled by Otho U.,
and Benedict VII. was elected, and was succeeded by John XIV. But on the death of
the Emperor, in 983, Francone returned,
again usurped the papal chair, and put John
XIV. to death. At the close of the tenth
century there were fresh contests for the papal chair. Gregory V. was expelled by a
revolt, and one John, Bishop of Piacenza,
was put in his place. Otho HI., then Emperor of the West, marched on Rome with
an army, 998, bringing Gregory with him.
The treacherous Romans, in alarm, seized
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John, the Pope of their own creation, pulled
out his eyes, cut off his nose and tongue, and
threw him into a dungeon. Gregory ordered the unfortunate man to be ignominiously
dragged through the whole city. la 1012,
and again in 1038, the election to the popedom was disputed, and caused the usual disorders. In 1047 there were three rival
Popes, but a council deposed them all. On
the death of Stephen IX., in 1058, fresh disturbances broke out. The troublous period
which followed was marked by the pontificate of Gregory VII., which we pass over,
as we are not writing a history of the popedom. The next Pope who died in exile was
Paschal II., who expired (1118) as he was
leading a hostile army against Rome. Paschal's successor, Gelasius II., was not approved of by the partisans of the Emperor,
and we are told that one Cencio Frangipane
broke upon the gates of the Lateran, seized
the Pope-elect, an old man, kicked him, and
took him prisoner to his own house. The
people rose and released the Pope ; but the
Emperor, Henry V., approached with a military force, and the Pope fled to Gaeta, taking the same route as was recently followed
by Pius IX. Gelasius took refuge in France,
and an anti-Pope was elected at the instance
of the Emperor. The schism which followed, and belongs to church history, lasted
twenty years. In 1143 an insurrection broke
out in Rome, and a republic was established
in defiance of the Pope's authority. Eugenius III. carried on a long contest with the
republican senate, in the course of which he
several times departed from Rome, and returned on conditions. Nicholas Breakspeare,
an Englishman, was elected Pope in 1154,
and took the name of Adrian IV. He endeavored to bring his rebellious subjects to
obedience by withdrawing from Rome and
placing the city under an interdict. He died
at Anagni, having resided very little at
Rome during his pontificate. The republic
was finally subdued (1179), after a long civil
war, by Pope Alexander III., whose death
followed quickly on his success. In 1278 the
authority of the Pope over the Roman
States was fully established and recognized
by the Emperor, and from that time we find
in the history of the popedom, with enough
of civil strife, none of the sanguinary atrocities sketched above.
From 1305 to 1366, the Popes resided at
Avignon, to the great grief of the Romans,
who frequently prayed for their return.
During this period the well-known insurrection of Rienzi broke out. It commenced
in 1347, and history, romance, and poetry
have united to impress the rise and fall of
the enthusiast on the world's memory. The
circumstances of his life are most interest-

ing, and his character remains one of the
riddles of history ; he was elevated by raising
the people against their nobles, who administered the government, and he was massacred
by the populace, when he endeavored to
bring them back to order with the strong
hand. On the death of Rienzi, the power of
the Popes was restored, and in 1367 Urban
V. came to Rome from Avignon.
From this period to the accession of Nicholas Y. the history of the popedom is but a
record of schism and civil war. Nicholas
died in 1455, after having firmly established
the hierarchical form of government, which
continued until the accession of Pius IX.
The government and succession of the Popes
proceeded from this period without interruption or war until the breaking out of the
French Revolution. The occupation of Rome
by the French republican armies, the captivity of Pius VII., and Bonaparte's treaty
with the church are within living memory.
The contest which the Roman Radicals
waged against Pius IX. was no more than a
renewal of the struggles commenced in the
twelfth century, for the establishment of a
civil government independent of the Pope's
authority. It terminated as the former had
done ; the transfer of the holy see to any
other city would deprive Rome of her importance, and gravely affect her material interests. The consternation caused by the
flight of the Pope was great amongst the
Romans. Hitherto Pius IX. has not shown
much resolution, and resembles Pope Eugenius III., above mentioned, who spent his
life in negotiating with his Republicans.—
Selected.

THE WICKED.
" The righteous shall be recompensed in
the earth: much more the wicked and the
sinner."—Prov. xi. 31.
" The wicked shall not inhabit the earth.'
-—Ibid. x. 30.
" The Lord hath made the wicked for the
day of evil."—Ib. xvi. 4.
" The man that wandereth out of the way
of understanding shall remain in the congregation of the dead."—Ib. xxi. 16.
" The lamp of the wicked shall be put
out."—Ib. xxiv. 20.
" The dead know not any thing."—Eccl.
ix. Γ).
"Upon the wicked Jehovah shall rain
burning coals, fire, and brimstone, and a
flaming tempest; this shall be the portion of
their cup."—Ps. ix. 6.
" The wicked shall perish; into smoke
shall they consume away."—Ps. xxxvii. 20.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shallnever perish, and
x DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall stand for ever.' '—DANIEL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

NEW YORK, MARCH, 1856.

The Muscovites in Asia; Jehovah's Invinciblcs; and the Destiny of the British
.Empire.
THAT system of interpretation must b e
the true one which, in the working, brings
out correct results. We have said that the
Russian power is " the King of the North"
of the " latter days ;" and that this king is
" the Assyrian" of Isaiah ift terminal manifestation ; and that both the king of the
north of Daniel, and the Assyrian, being the
sam3 power, are the one " Gog1 of Ezekiel,
the " Prince of the Roshi&m, Moscites, and
TbMskians." This being regarded as settled,
it is easy to know the preadventual destiny
of all the kingdoms and nationalities of Europa and Asia in relation to that subtle and
aggressive power. But, on the other hand,
if the mind be not correctly informed of the
import of Isaialf, Daniel, and Ezekiel's designations of the powers of the latter day,
nothing can ba understood aright; and its
interpretation will be as confused and contradictory as Millerism and its kindred fallacies.
In the beginning of the gigantic war
which has now retired into winter quarters,
Persia made some suspicious movements of
her troops towards her western frontier,
which were then interpreted as a disposition
to extend her dominion at the expense of
Turkey. We called the attention of our
readers to this at the time, and showed, that
whatever present appearances might be, the
prophets revealed the truth, that ultimately
Persia would be reduced to vassalage under
the protectorate of the Russian power.

Soon after our article appeared it was annouueed that the Persians had been quieted,
and that British influence had acquired supremacy in the counsels of the Shah. This
did not alter our conviction. British vigi-
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lance went to sleep ; but our faith was unabated ; as it is at this time, in the ultimate
triumph of Rus3ia; and the establishment
of her imperial protectorate over all the
Babylonish habitable.
Providence doth all things well; and the
proverb is wholly true, that man proposes
much; but the disposal thereof is of God.
This is remarkably well illustrated in the
policy of the powers, and the conduct of the
present war. Russia evidently proposed at
an early period to make a descent upon Constantinople with her fleet, as she had done
upon Sinope, from the harbour of Sevastopol ; and doubtless also from Nicolaieff, and
other ports of the Euxine. Slie will do it
yet; for Russia being the " king of the
north," it is written of that power, " He
shall come against him (who divides the
Holy Land for gain) like a whirlwind, with
chariots,
and with horsemen, and with many
ships.1' Dan. 11 : 39, 40. Hence, "the
third point" can never be established as the
law ot the Black Sea in the sense at present contended for by England and France.
Russia will recover her present
disasters
there ; and " with many ships'1 transport her
hosts " into the countries" of her neighbours,
" and overflow and pass over," or conquer
them.
Russia, however, has been too hasty in
the affair. She proposed to do the work before the time appointed of God had come.
Her policy was to seize upon Turkey ; and
from thence to extend her dominion over
the far East. This seemed to be her
" manifest destiny." But, had she accomplished this enterprise, the purpose proposed
of God would have been delayed, or entirely
defeated. Russia in Constantinople direct
from Nicolaieff and Sevastopol, would have
left official and dynastic Continental Europe
independent; and, in that case, all the nations
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pose, which he has revealed to his servants
in the Word. They have expended blood
and treasure in flowing streams, by which
they have worked themselves into a situation where they can do nothing. Their
army is in a trap, hemmed in by impregnable barriers, which they acknowledge they
cannot surmount. Their camp is open seaward, where there is no enemy ; but on the
land side the passes are all sealed, and they
find no access. The commander of the
French troops has communicated to his Emperor his conviction that nothing can be
doue against the Russians from the Allied
position as a basis of military operations. Winter and the endurance of the
Russians has brought them to a stand—a
situation from which the wisdom of a council of war is appealed to for deliverance.
Thi3 council meets in Paris under the presidency of the Frog Power. The British Government sends to it men celebrated for
nothing but their position. The fact is,
it is only blunderers and noodle-minded people that the nature of the case demands.
Intelligent, far-seeing, spirited, and independent men, are not the instruments fitted for
the times. If you wish costermonger panniers to be hawked from door to door, they
must compress the flanks of donkeys, not
chafe the sides of fiery and nobler steeds.
An aimless policy demands the instrumentality of fools, who succumb with long-eared
submission to the impulse that goads them
to leave her at liberty to work successfully last. The cap and bells are triumphant in
Europe; and the fool's paradise is complete.
where it was necessary for tier to begin.
The Allied army had little or no purpose
While they have been battering down
beyond doinij something against Russia, walls and earthworks, and destroying prothat they might not be laughed at by visions for the expulsion of ^he Muscovites
civilians on their return for having simply from Sevastopol, which they have only par" marched up the hill, and down again " It tially effected, Russia has been sagaciously
is doubtful if the Allies have a purpose even consolidating and enlarging her power in
now ; if they have, it is certain, if we may Asia. Her success there ought to alarm
judge from what they fail to do, they cannot England, and to arouse her to independent
define it. In France, the voice of the peo- and energetic action. Our words in 1847
ple, (who are considered too much of the were, " In the coming conflict, Persia will
ape species to be allowed to talk on politics,) march under the Russian standard;" and,
is stilled by the tyrant who rules them. while England has been wasting her enerHe doe3 not allow them to ask inconvenient gies upon the Crimea, Russia has established
questions on state affairs; but, in England, the first connection necessary to that imwhere talking without being much attended portant result, in reducing Persia to comto is the people's privilege, the questioning mercial dependency upon her by the capture
of the government is incessant a3 to the ob- ofKars.
ject of the war. But nothing definite can
be extracted from them. Their present \ " Persia " is enumerated by Ezekiel as
policy is to fight in summer and diplomatize one of Gog's retainers ; also " Khush, and
in winter, in hope of something turning up Togarmah of the north quarters, and all his
bauds " Let the reader turn to the map of
that may be called a settlement.
Asia, and he will find a region there lying
Such a blank prosecution of war must be east, north, south, and south-west of the Castaken as proof that they are acting blindly pian Sea, called Tartaria, or Central Asia,
in the hand of God ; and are the mere tools Persia, and Mesopotamia. All the peoples
by which he is working out his own pur- of this territory are to confederate with
of Daniel's Four Bea9ts could not have been
led on under One Chief Power against Jerusalem, the Holy City. Dynastic Europe
must be brought under the chieftaincy
of one imperial power, whose policy shall
be able to move the nations to the accomplishment of its will. The purpose of Russia had, therefore, to be diverted; and its
efforts turned in another direction. This
has been the provideutial mission of France
and England from their entrance into the
strife. Unassisted by them, Turkey had
succeeded in stopping the Russian advance
at Silistria; the siege of which was raised
by the Muscovites from apprehension of an
attaek upon their right flank by the combined forces of the Turks and their new confederates. Relieved of serious alarm from
this quarter, and guaranteed against a surprise by a sudden return of the Russians by
the Austrian occupation of the Principalities, the Allied army sailed from Varna in
search of adventures and the picturesque.
Its voyage upon the Euxine was in all the
pomp of naval magnificence and power.
They bore away towards the north-east,
steaming and sailing for the unknown. They
knew there was such a place as Sevastopol;
but how to reach it from the shore, or how
to enter it when reached, they knew as little
as they were prepared. Providence sent
them to Sevastopol to occupy their time, and
the attention of their governments; and to
hold Russia in check in the Euxine; but
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Russia, and to march under her standard
against Jerusalem. It is evident, therefore,
that events must develop themselves in that
part of the world, to which Ezekiel refers in
the names quoted, calculated to enlist the
inhabitants in the cause of Russia against
its enemies. The fall of Kars, and the annexation of Herat, " the Key of India," to
Persia, has defined its position to the mighty
Autocrat, as the Czar is regarded by Persia,
and Togarmah of the north. The commercial effect of the capture of Kars by the
Russians is thus described by the London
News, Dec. 27 :
"The Russians, in possession of Kars,
may fearlessly scatter their Cossacks and
other light troops of plunderers over the
whole district over which Erzeroum is the
capital. They are thus absolute masters of
the great highway by which the trade of Europe finds its way overland from Trebizond
to Persia and the countries of Central Asia
which lie beyond it.
" The products and manufactures of Europe and its colonies, which the inhabitants
of the regions we have indicated have
hitherto obtained almost exclusively by the
route from Trebizond through Erzeroum,
they must now seek to procure through
other channels. In this state of affairs they
will naturally turn to Russia. Russia can
procure these manufactures and products
across her land frontier from Prussia or
Austria, convey them by her immense system of inland water-carriage to the Volga,
and ship them across the Caspian to Persia.
" Russia was beginning to suffer from the
stoppage of her commerce, and the consequent drying up of the supplies required to
enable her to carry on the war. The
capture of Kars enables her to stop the
current of European commerce through
Turkey to Central Asia, and compel the
stream to flow across her own territories ;
thus partially neutralizing the pressure her
own trade was beginning to feel, and enabling her to protract the war. This is not
all. Persia is thus placed at the mercy of
Russia for the far greater part of her supplies of European goods. Persia is at no time
unwilling to pick a quarrel with Turkey.
" The Shiites of Persia and the Sunnites
of Turkey hate each other with a hatred
not exceeded by that with which the Orangemen and Romanists of Ireland hate each
other. Wars have been waged for long centuries between Persia and Turkey, for the
possession of the rich lands watered by the
Tigris and Euphrates. Not only is Persia
placed in a condition of mercantile depend
ence on Russia by the fall of Kars ; she will
be led by that event to indulge in dreams of
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extending her frontier in the direction of
Bagdad, by the aid of Russia and at the expense of Turkey.
"The policy of the Western Powers in
concentrating all their attention upon the
Crimea, and neglecting the operations of
Russia on the Armenian and Georgian
frontier of Turkey, can only be paralleled by
that of policemen, who are so intent upon
driving a gang of burglars out of a house
by the front door and pursuing them, that
they allow the confederates of the plunderderers to enter unobserved by the back door,
and continue the pillage. The Allies have
cleared the Turkish territory of the Russian
invaders in Wallachia, and they have been
so busy in devising means to prevent their
reoccupying these provinces or making a
descent upon Constantinople, that they have
paid no attention to the occupation ot Turkish Armenia, and the threatened irruptions
into Turkish Mesopotamia.
" The blame of this egregious blunder
rests equally upon all the Allies ; the shame
of it presses with disproportionate weight
on the English."
Her success in Asia Minor is evidently a
great gain to Russia; and, while the Allies
are being amused on the Baltic, she can,
without serious hindrance, improve her advantages in the East, and conquer for herself the name conferred upon her by Isaiah
of " THE ASSYRIAN."

The following remarks from the London
Times, Jan. 3, 1856, will afford the reader a
pretty correct view of the political position
of Persia at the present crisis :—
" Herat has been taken by the Persians.
The name of the city which lies on the road
from the Caspian to the Indus, has been for
many years familiar to Indian politicians.
Lying on the north eastern frontier of Persia, its Sultan, though independent, must always be influenced by his more powerful
neighbor. The fate of this city would be
nothing to us, if we believed that Persia itself was a Power free and unconstrained.
But the situation of the second great Mahomedan monarchy must give disquiet even
to the most sanguine politician. The religious feud which divides the Persians from
the Turks on the one side, and from the AfFghans and the Indian Mahoinmedans on the
other, is well known. It is also notorious
that the Persian monarchy is feeble and corrupt even beyond the usual degradation of
the East. Russia has understood how to
turn to account both the prejudices and the
venality of the Persian Court. Although
Persia has had many wars with her powerful neighbor, and has been plundered of
more than one province, yet the Shah looks
to St. Petersburg not only with fear, but
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the government which wields the largest and
readiest force. It seems to us that British
diplomacy in Persia should be directed
rather from Calcutta than from London.
The territory of the Shah belongs politically to the same territory as Afghanistan,
or Punjab before the conquest. The Persian
knows only two great Potentates—Russia
and the Governor-General. In any case,
however, it is to the Indian government that
we must look should the remonstrances of
our representative require support. The
Governor-General wields a power which as
yet ha3 never been fully tested. The armies
of the three Presidencies are reckoned by
hundreds of thousands of men. The port of
Bombay is within a fortnight's sail of the
Persian shores. Means of sea transport exist sufficient for the rapid conveyance of
troops by a nation which has absolute command of the Eastern waters. In a short
time Bushire might be occupied by a force
which would at least cause Persia to pause.
our enemy. Now, there is no need of hasty It is certainly the case that the southern
action under the influence of. unfounded provinces which border on the Gulf are of
alarm. A mirch from the Volga to the little value, and are hardly regarded by the
Ιη1α3 was looked upon as a dream by sensi- Persian Court. Bushire is separated from
ble men long before this war began, and the Teheran by a difficult country, thinly inresults of the present contest have dispelled habited by a race which the Persian soveany fear3 that were based on the supposed reign and his nobles disdain. Were Russia
greatness of Russian resources, and the able to give any assistance to her vassal, we
power of that empire for foreign conquest. believe that something more than the occuIt is, perhaps, rather a fortunate coinci- pation of Bushire would be necessary to
d3nc3 which draws the attention of the give weight to our representations. But, as
British people to Persian subserviency and things are, it is probable that any sign of
intrigue when all the relations between Rus- power and determination on our part would
sia and the civilized world are in a state of be sufficient to make the Court of Teheran
transition. The Shah has emerged from the relapse into at least the semblance of neuneutrality which he affected, he has com- trality, and to make substantial reparation
mitted an act which, justly or not, the Czar by restoring " the gate of India" to an indelooks on as a benefit to himself and a blow pendent sovereign. The present Sultan of
to British domination; but it may prove Herat is said to be a drunkard and a coward,
that, in choosing this moment of action, the and it would be advisable that so important
a charge should be committed to abler
Czar and his vassal have greatly erred.
" We have, if we wish it, an opportunity hands. If not strong enough to stand alone,
of dealing shortly with this ignorant and it might be annexed to the Affghan domivacillating state. We may, while the gene- nion by a treaty to which England should
ral question of the East is debated by Eu- be a contracting Power. It/Would be well
rope, fix for ourselves the future relations of that, now an occasion has arisen, the whole
Central Asia, and put an end to even the question of Central Asia should be considered
wildest hope3 of Russian ambition or conti- and discussed. We have gone to war to innental ill will. Persia has now shown her- sure the peace of the world by the integrity
self to be actively the instrument of a Power of the Ottoman State, there can be no harm
unfriendly to us. It is therefore within our that we should also demand that the dominajust rights to interfere with moderation of tion of the Czar should cease to be extended
tone, but determination of purpose. It has, at the expense of Persia, and even of the
perhaps, been a misfortune that hitherto Central Asiatic despotisms. They deserve
Persia has been treated with rather too di- little at our hands, and it is not for their
rectly by the British Cabinet. The concerns sakes that we interfere, but for the sake of
of Central Asia have been dependant on the general peace and the principle of resistance
Foreign office, whose chiefs and agents are to lawless power. We trust soon to see the
little acquainted with Eastern notions, aud earnest remonstrances of the British Minisare only indirectly in correspondence with ter supported by the full authority of the
with a kind of clinging attachment The increase of the Russian naval force on the
Caspian was contested by Persia in days
gone by, but such resolution is no more.
Tiie efforts which Russia is now making for
defense of her Transcaucasian provinces are,
wa doubt not, aid2d by the Court of Teheran to the full limits of its power. Astrabad, on the Persian coast, has long been
a Russian station, and may be considered almost a possession of the Czar. All the
Persian trading vessels will be used to
carry shall and powder from Astrachan to
Baku. The recent fall of Kars will, no
doubt, increass the power and reputation of
th3 Czar in C3ntral Asia. Situated near
the Persian frontier and on the line of the
caravans, its name is well known throughout
a vast region, which will now forget whatever it had heard of the fall of Sevastopol.
This is the moment we hear of a successful
attack on a bulwark of our empire by a poteatate who obeys only the instigations of
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new Governor-General of India, and by the Alexander the Great of Macedon; whose
whole of that military organization of which j warriors crossed the Indus, and campaigned
the world has heard so much."
against Forus in the Punjaub, which now
belongs to England ; that creates " alarm in
There are several points in these remarks Britain, when they contemplate the possible
of the London Tunes worthy- of„our particu> domination of Russia over Persia and Cenlar consideration as students of prophecy in ; t r a l Asia. Alexander has proved, that the
connection with the current history of the [ « m a r ch," with a comparatively small army,
tim33. One is the suggestion to the British j from Macedon to the Indus, which is further
Government, (all of whose members read The than from the Volga, is not impossible.
Times, as well as those of the Russian and its But then, he had not to contend with Hinkindred despotisms,) that '[there is no need j dostanees officered by British. True; but if
ι _; 11 -i» xi
- n±
ι
of hasty action." The Czar himself would, no the_ skill
of these officers
be of no higher ordoubt, have suggested the same thing. Give der than that displayed by Lords Raglan
him lime at thi3 crisis to mature his policy and Lucan, the Royal Duke of Cambridge,
in Persia and Central Asia, and the Assyri- and General Simpson, before Sevastopol,
an Lion and Medo-Persian Bear under his " the hundreds of thousands of men," howsupremacy, will have become strong and too ever brave, would prove but " armies of
firmly established, for " Sheba and Dedan, lions led by donkeys," — the lions would
and theMjrchans of Tarsh/sk,and the youngperish like heroes, xind the donkeys return
lions thereof (Ezek. xxxviii. 13) to "fix for home "on leave" to look after " private affairs
themselves the future relations of Central of great urgency," — the fate of the first
Asia." There is no power on the earth that army despatched by Britain oa parade in
can prevent " the domination of the Czar" the trenches before Sevastopol!
*rom being " extended at the expense of PerThere is nothing dreamy or impossible in
sia," Turkish Armenia, and Mesopotamia,
" and the Central Asiatic despotisms." the case. If it were in the purpose of JehoGog's suzerain^ extends over them all. The vah to overthrow the British power in India
Hindoo and Moslem myriads of the three by a Russo-Persian invasion of Hindustan,
Presidencies of British India, as we have the march would be easily accomplished.
shown in Elpis Israel, may descend upon Russia and Persia could concentrate " ToPersia iVom its Gulph, and .spread them- garmah of the north quarters, and all his
selves by hundreds of thousands over Egypt bands," with their own disposable forces,
and Moab, and Ammon, and Edom, and without impediment at Herat; which is
Syria, from the Red Sea; but the effort said to be the key that opens the door into
will 1)3 then " too late" All Greek and India, and recently seized by Persia. With
Latin Continental Europe will be then sub- the Aifghans as allies, they could easily adject to his supremacy. The gold, the silver, vance to the Indus. The Hindoos, under
the brass, the iron, and the clay—Daniels General Elphinstone, penetrated Affghanis'
• .' i» •< •
i" 7 η~
tan as enemies ; surely Russia and her allies
Four "H
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wealth of the Tyrian Queen can stir up will be conceived by Gog when he has acagainst him. Persia and Central Asia will complished his work in Europe; and he may
certainly come under the domination of even set his troops in motion ; nevertheless,
the Clay Power; but brittle a3 it will he will not be able to reach it. When be
doubtless be, no power can break it to piece3 begins his march for that ulterior region, he
till the King of the Jew3 reappears from marches to his own destruction at Jerusaheaven ; and then he will shatter the Assy- lem. At that crisis, the Holy Land being
rian Image into fragments, and grind these in the hands of anti-Russians as at this time,
he must expel his enemy from that country
to powder by his Invincibles.
aud Egypt, before he advance towards the
" A march from the Volga to the Indus " Indus; otherwise he would leave the enemy
is regarded as a dream by all sensible men, in the rear, who' might then separate him
according to The Times. The world's sen- from his supplies, cut off his retreat, and
sible men, however, are not the oracles of perhaps capture his whole army, as it is deGod. His truth is itself a dream to them ; sired to do with his forces in the Crimea.
so that " the man whose eyes are open" need His road to India, therefore, leads him by
not trouble himself with their opinions. We Jerusalem. Alexander of Macedon found it
refer to it here as a traditional idea afloat in necessary to visit this city to secure it, bethe minds of men, which is not without its fore he proceeded to India. The Autocrat
influence upon British policy in the East. must do the same. Heir of the dominiou of
It is a vague apprehension, that the Russian Tiberius, than whom the Jews averred they
Autocrat might repeat the enterprize of had " no other king" ambition, superstition,
Λ.1.
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and the lust of power insatiable, will lead J herds do their flocks. Jehovah says conhim to wrest Jerusalem, the Capital of his i cerning Israel," My flock was scattered, and
Orthodoxy, from the infidels. At the head ) became a prey, because there was no shepof the hosts of all the nations of the Baby- \ \iQra"—Ezek. xxxiv. 5, 8. This is their
lonish Habitable, then, he encamps against \ condition at this day, and will continue to
Jerusalem, besieges, and takes the city ; and | be till the crisis of the Assyrian's fall. But
therein enthroned, issues thence his mandates concerning them at that time it is written,
" I will set up shepherds over them who shall
to his hosts, as the Lord's anointed.*
But here his presumption and impiety are feed (or rule) them ; and they shall fear
stayed, zlntichrist in possession of Jerusa- no more, nor be destroyed neither shall they
salem, is the god of this world, or, as the be lacking, saith Jehovah"—Jer. xxiii. 4.
Muscovites style him, the " Lord of living They will be powerful shepherds that can
mankind," in his highest glory. He is remove all cause of fear from the Jews.
then (5^ άνομος, the Lawless One, or Power, Now of these we know that the Chief
(2 Thess. ii. 8,) as " a blossom" (Isai. xviii. Shepherd is " the Shepherd, the Stone of Is5,) flowering before the harvest, and ere the rael" after the type of Joseph—Gen. xlix.
24 ; which stone is Jehovah's shepherd and
rapes of the earth have ripened to the full, associate, who was to be smitten by the
Rev. xiv. 18 ;) but before he can attain to sword— Zedi. xiii. 7 ; Matt. xxvi. 31. This
the limit, where, like another Alexander, he shepherd associated with Jehovah is named
might " weep because he had no more David ,· because he is beloved, and descended
worlds to conquer," the Lord shall cut him from David according to the flesh." Thus,
off, thrusting in his sickle, and reaping him it is written, " I will set up one shepherd
as sprigs, and " take away, and cut down the <over Israel, and he shall feed (or rule) them;
branches." Thus, his march to the Indus is my servant David shall feed them, and he
arrested ; he is " turned back" with the shall be their shepherd . . . and a
Lord's hooks in his jaw3 (Ezek. xxxviii. 4 ; Prince among them . . . and king over
xxxix. 2 ;) Jerusalem and her land are de- them . . .
for ever"—Ezek. xxxiv. 23,
livered ; and British India remains intact. Ϊ 24; xxxvii. 24, 25. Of this Associate of
The Sennacherib-like consummation of i Jehovah, and Ruler in Israel, Micah says,
the Autocrat's career sets aside the Musco-! he should be born in Bethlehem Ephratah ;
vite domination over Persia and Central J smitten with a rod upon the cheek ; stand,
Asia. It is not, however, replaced by the J and feed in the Majesty of the Name of Jesupremacy of Britain ; but by the sovereign- hovah his God ; and deliver Israel from the
ty of the heaven-descended King of Israel— Assyrian—chap. v. 1—6. Jesus, the great
the Bethlehem-born Ruler of the Jews— Nazarite of Israel, was born there, and
Mic. v. 2; and conqueror of the Assyrian smitten on the cheek—Matt. xxvi. 67 ; which
Isai. xxx. 31 ; xxxi. 31. 4, 5, 8. Speaking is an earnest that the rest of the prophecy
of this event, Micah saith concerning him, will be as literally fulfilled in him.
" Now shall he be great unto the ends of the J
earth. And he shall be the peace when the s Jesus, then, is one of the fifteen ; who are
Assyrian shall come into our land ; and >his fourteen associates ? Twelve of them, we
when he shall tread in our fortresses then ) would answer, are those to whom he said,
shall we raise against him seven shepherds, " Ye shall sit upon twelve thrones judging
and eight anointed men. And they shall (ruling or feeding as shepherds) the twelve
lay waste the land of Nimrod in the en- tribes of Israel, when the Son of Man (the
trances thereof; thus shall he deliver from chief shepherd) shall sit on the throne of his
the Assyrian when he cometh into our land, glory in the regeneration"—Matt xix. 28.
and when he treadeth within our frontiers." \ Paul and John the Baptist, it is probable,
may be the other two. Here are altogether
What the names of these fifteen person- j fifteen shepherds of Israel, who will certainly
ages may be who are to conduct the military •/
not be " idle shepherds" at a time when the
operations of the Jews against the entrances \ Holy Land to the entrances into Nimrodia
into the land of Nimrod cannot be stated >has to be delivered from the armies of the
with certainty. They will rise up among ! Assyrian.
the Jews ; for saith Micah, " We will raise j
them against the Assyrian when he treadeth j When judgment under the whole heaven
in our fortresses." " Shepherds" is used in ί is given into the hands of the saints, (Dan.
Scripture for the rulers of nations, who are jviii. 22,) these fifteen pre-eminent personages
supposed to take caro of the people as shep- \ will not be exempted. Fourteen of them
are doubtless of those " who follow the Lamb
• This is the. title by which the Czar is desig· '>whithersoever he goeth" (Rev. x\v. 4;) a.nd
nated by Bebuloff in his proclamation to the Min- ^ as he contends with the Assyrian to expel
grelians, urging them to exterminating war against
him from Canaan and the entrances of the
me Turks.
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land of Nimrod, they will also be skilful and his banner (Ps. ex. 3;) and although the
zealous co-operators with him in the war— Lord could have summoned to his assistRev. xix. 14. They co-operated with him ance more than twelve legions of angelic
in preaching the gospel of the kingdom ; troops, how then could the Scriptures be
why should they not also be his special co- fulfilled which have decreed an entirely difworkers in " beating off the enemy from the ferent solution of the Eastern Question?
Euphrates unto the Nile of Egypt;" that The time was not then come for the sertheir brethren of the stock of Abraham, vants of Christ to draw the sword, and for
" ready to perish in the land of Assyria, and a bow of steel to be broken in his hands;
outcasts in the land of Egypt" may go and if it had, they would have fought that he
bow themselves down before Jehovah in the should not have been delivered to the Jews,
holy mount in Jerusalem" Isai. xxvii. 12,13; to be crucified by the Roman executive—
in other words, that the kingdom may be Joh'i xvii. 36. N o ; Peter, who, we believe,
" set up," and " restored again to Israel" in will be one of Micah's heroic and invincible
their land ? The dominion of the Assyrian fifteen, was too hasty in his conclusion. 1 he
Lion, and the Medo-Persian Bear, in the gospel-kingdom did not belong to the days
East has to be taken away, as well as that of his apostleship. His function, then, was to
of the Four-Headed Leopard of the West— preach it; not to set it up. The kingdom
Dan. rii. 12. And this the great Captains in the hands of the saints was designed for
of Jehovah's Invincibles are to do. Judg- the destruction of the world's present orment is given to them for that purpose. ganization, as represented in the papacy
" They shall fly (as birds of prey) upon the and kingdoms that sustain it. These had
border of the Philistines towards the West no existence in the day3 of Tiberw Ccesar,
(the Leopard) and together spoil the sons Emperor of Rome, and King of the Jews, in
of the East (the Lion and Bear;) they shall fact. Not being, therefore, intended for
lay their hands upon Edom and Moab ; and that era, the sword was not drawn against
the sons of Amtnon shall obey them"—Isai. Caesar, and Jesus, stauding in Jerusalem at
xi. 14 In this oracle it is revealed, that his bar, said therefore, " My kingdom is
"the Ensign" unfurled before the nations not now from this place"—εντεύθεν.
shall ba borne on to the conquest of ArWe perceive, then, from the Scriptures,
meuia, Mesopotamia, Assyria, Media, Persia, the present and future destiny of Persia,
Central Asia, and Western Asia, by which the entrances of the land of Nimrod, Centhe independence of the Holy Land shall be tral Asia, and British India. Presently,
established and secured ; and that those who all these, except the last, succumb to the
are found in posession of Edom, Moab, and domination of the Czarine power, until it
Ammon at this crisis, " the Merchants of is broken by the Bethlehem born Judge of
Tarshish," or Anglo-Indians, shall acknow- Israel. Between the present time and that
lege their supremacy, and yield obedience event, its domination over Asia will be conto their sway—"The coasts shall trust in tested by the British power, which will not
me; but the sh;ps of Tarshisk'foremost, to be able to overthrow it; and which, at the
bring thy sons, Ο Ζίοη, from far, their sil- crisis of its fall, will be found in possession
ver and their gold with them, unto the of Edom, Moab, and Ammon, countries of
Name of Jehovah their Elohim, even to the Jehovah's land. The Anglo-Indians will
Holy One of Israel"—Isai. xx. 9. The make their submission to the King from
apostle Peter, who at the time did not heaven ; place theirfleetsat his disposal; and
know " the times and the seasons," when he be received into favor. By this means, the
saw the enemy about to arrest his beloved kingdom which comes to the daughter of
master, whom he recognized as the true Jerusalem (Mic. iv. 8) becomes the greatest
and rightful heir of David's throne, thought maritime power in the world (Isai. lx. 5 ;)
that the hour had arrived to unsheathe and the British empire becomes Christ's.
the sword, and to do battle in his cause. He In the mean time, the land of Israel is
was especially impressed with this idea, as cleared of its enemies by the Jewish army
not long before Jesus had said, " He that under the command of Micah's invincible
hath no sword let him sell his garment, and fifteen, who " take away the dominion11 of
buy one." But, he did not understand that three of Daniel's beasts ; and, in so doing,
possession of the sword by their little band reduce the nations thereof from the Euat that dark hour of trial, was only emble- phrates to India, the hundred and twentymatical of their mission in the far-offfwure. seven provinces of the ancient Persian AsThe time had not then come for Uieir con- syria, under the government of Israel's king.
test with the Lion, the Bear, and the Leo- Then will there be a highway out of Egypt
pard, for the taking away of their domi- to Assyria, and the Assyrian shall come,
nion. Not being the day of Christ's power, into Egypt, and the Egyptian into Assyria
the Jews were not willing to serve under and the Egyptians shall serve with the Assy-
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rians. In that day shall Israel be the third
with Egypt and with Assyria, a blessing in
the midst of the land ; whom Jehovah of
armies shall bless, saying, Blessed be Egypt
my people, and Assyria the work of my
hands, and Israel my inheritance"—Isai. xix.

23-25.
Who would not live in that glorious day,
and, endued with immortality, share in the
honor and renown, the riches and power, of
so great a kingdom ; whose sovereign Lord
shall rule all nations in the Majesty of Jehovah's Name? Then believe its gospel,
and obey—accept its invitation, and demean
yourself as becomes the calling; and endless life and glory, Ο Header! shall be
yours.

Feb. 1,1856.
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EDITOR.

perial power, lying northward and eastward
of Israel's land. The south-westward power
occupying the land of Egypt, and controlling the whole of the Mediterranean trade, is
denominated Pharoah, and the Prince of
Tyrus.
We were asked what power in our day
is the anti-type in its manifestations to the
old Egyptian ? We said, the French Imperiality ; which, in its career, would finally
assume the Pharoah form ; and, like Necho
of old, fall by the hand of the Nebuchadnezzar-Assyrian Image, the fierce king of the
north," Gog of the land of the Magog, Prince
of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal"—who will
then concentrate on himself all that has preceded him in "his line.
If such be a true reading of the Burden of
Egypt, Napoleonism will occupy the world's
attention to a greater extent than it has
ever yet done. We had just finished our
speculations on the Burden of Egypt when
your piece on Sevastopol in the November
Herald came to hand, confirming us very
much in our ideas of French Imperialism.
I remain your brother in the Hope of

EULES OF INTERPRETATION.
DEAR BROTHER—Since my arrival in this
place I have had the pleasure of meeting
with the brethren every Lord's day, and also
on Wednesday evenings, at the house of Israel,
HUGH SHARP.
brother Robert Harper. Two persons have
Milwaukee, Wise, Dec. 6,1855.
been baptized by us since I came, by the
help of Elpis Israel.
BROTHER THOMAS—A short time since
In our Wednesday evening meetings we
have the prophecies of Isaiah for considera- brother II. Sharp wrote to you informing
tion. We have gone through t h e " Bur- you of our mode of conducting our meetings
dens" recorded in the forepart of his book ; tor edification in the investigation of the
such as, the Burdens of Moab, of Babylon, Word. He also informed you of the result
of Damascus, of Egypt, and of the Desert of of our readings of the prophecies of Isaiah,
the Sea, ending with the Valley of Vision. specially regarding the two great antagoWe have labored to find the true meaning nistic powers of " the Latter Days," namely,
of these " Burdens" by the following rules : the Assyrian and Egyptian; and the relation they will sustain to Israel: in regard
1. The nations contemporary with Judah, als© to what power will become the Assyrian
in their doings towards her, did not fulfil, or Gogue power, and. the probable causes
but occasioned the making up of, these bur- that will develop it. Also, what power
dens for the time of the er d ; and
may become the Egyptian power, and the
2. That, in the time ot the end, nations probable causes that will develop it. The
would arise, that would occupy the countries partial return of Judah to her own land
of those ancient nations ; and by their deal- under the protection of the latter power, and
ings with Judah, and Judah's land, fulfil their prosperity while living in " unvvalled
these burdens to the very letter.
villages," feeling themselves safe under the
The result is, that the prophets have be- protection of said power. Likewise the
coms to us the most interesting newsmen in curse and folly of Judah in trusting in this
the world; and we have felt that we were power for help—Isa. xxx. and xxxi.—the
going too fast for the times in which we co'fusion of this power by the Assyrian ;
live. I have, therefore, thought it prudent while it (the Egyptian) is proposing to assist
to consult your judgment concerning our Judah ; and the final overthrow of the Assyrian when he shall lull by the sword, not of
speculations.
a mighty man, and the sword not of a mean
Take, for example, the Burden of Egypt. man shall devour him ; but he shall flee from
It has appeared to us that, in " the time of the sword, or for fear of the sword, &c, &c —
the end," there would arise an imperial xxxi. 8.
power, the manifestations of which would be
southward and westward of Judea, exciting * Now, as the scenes about to be opened in
the indignation and hostility of another im- ·* the latter days are of the deepest interest to

Analecta Epistolarla.
the Heirs of the Kingdom, and desiring to
be classed with " the wise," we would take
it as a kindness could you find time to present a few thoughts on these subjects in the
Herald.
Your brother in the " One Hope,"

has continued to the present time ; and, according to the prophecy, will continue " to
the age." The power no longer exists there,
and its country is a place of nettles, salt-pits,
and a desolation.

But the burden testifies that " the residue
of Jehovah's people shall spoil them, and the
remnant of his nation shall possess them"—
Milwaukee, Wise, Jan. 21,1856.
" They shall lay their hand upon Edom and
Moab; and the children of Ammon shall
The Anglo-Indian Moab, protector of the Jews obey them"—Lai. xi. 14. It is evident,
against the Assyrian, and Occupant of Egypt however, from the history of Israel since
in the Latter Days·
. these words were spoken, that this part of
the burden has not been accomplished. The
The letters of our two esteemed corres- j Jews have never since spoiled and possessed
pondents, brethren Harper and Sharpe, j the Moabites ; but have been themselves the
afford us unfeigned pleasure and satisfaction. \ spoiled of other powers. Hence, the first of
They are, comparatively speaking, but new j bro. Sharp's rules of interpretation is susmen in the school of Christ; nevertheless, \ tained by the prediction and facts in the
being diligent students of the Word, by case of Judah and Moab—Moab's history,
which they are " taught of God," their pro- past and present, fulfils not the burden : its
fiting appears unto all.
> full accomplishment is deficient. We may,
The rules stated in bro. Sharp's letter are ί therefore, conclude with him, that it became
doubtless correct. His first rule says truly, an occasion for a prophecy concerning a
that the powers contemporary with Judah j power that shall exist on the same territory,
did not fulfil completely the burdens con-1 \and through which the burden shall be comcerning them. Take the " Burden of Moab ' >pletely filled up. Is this conclusion scripfor instance. In the days of the prophets, \ tural? If it be, then his second rule is
Moab, or the power existing on the territory ]established.
called Moab, was hostile to Israel; and when \
disaster overtook the tribes of Israel, Moab re- ! " The people of Chemosh are perished ;"
joiced at it, " skipping (like a three year old ί therefore, as a race and a power, Moab doth
heifer) for joy"—Jer. xlviii. 27, 34. Refer- \ not exist; so that if Judah were now actually
ring to this, Jehovah by the prophet saith, ί in Judea the Jews could not " spoil them."
" I have L°.ard the reproach of Moab, and \ What preliminary is therefore necessary to
the reviling of the children of Ammon, >the fulfilment of this part of the prophecy ?
whereby they have reproached my people, and ' Obviously, the only answer is that given in
magnified themselves against their border, i Jer. xlviii. 47 : " 1 will bring again the capTherefore, as I live, saith Jehovah of armies, tivity of Moab in the latter days, saith Jehothe Elohim of Israel, Surely Moab shall be vah." As the people of Chemosh, or the
as Sodom, and the children of Ammon as racial descendants of Moab, son of Lot, son
Gomorrah, the breeding of nettles and salt- of Haran, son of Terah, the father of Abrapits, and a desolation &bi9 - ~\$ ad-dlam, to theham, are perished by sword and captivity so
age: the residue of my people shall spoil as to be no more distinguishable in the earth ;
them, and the remnant of τ ^ , goi, my nation the bringing again of Moab's captivity must
shall possess them. This shall they have for have reference to the resuscitation of a power
their pride, because they have reproached where they formerly dwelt. This, then, is a
and magnified themselves against the people phenomenon in the political world to be exof Jehovah of armies. Jehovah will be ter- pected in the latter day, or pre-adventual
rible unto them ; for he will famish all the " time of the end." The sentence of banishgods (elohim) of the earth ; and they shall ment is to be removed, and the country east
bow down to him, every one from his of the Dead Sea, even Moab and Ammou,
country, all the coasts of the nations"— Zeph. are to become the seat of a power destined
to play an important part in the local
ii. 8-11.
arrangements of God respecting Palestine.
Moab, whose " branches are extended, and
It may be well here to remind the reader
gone over the sea" (lsai. xvi. 8), was a
proud monarchy (verse 6 ; and Jer. xlviii. that, before the Assyrian Image is broken
29), hostile and arrogant towards Israel, and by the Stone which the builders of Judah
a worshipper of Chemosh. Their elohim, or refused, the land lying between the Euking, nobles, magistrates, and priests, were phrates, the PersianGulph, the Red Sea, the
denounced, and sentenced to become famished Kile, and the Mediterranean, will be opgods. The judgments predicted have been pressed by two powers in the latter days—
accomplished in part. The eftect of them the one, that of Edom, Moab, and Ammon ;
ROBERT HARPER.
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the other, the Assyrian, with whom are the
sons of Esau. The latter is a confederacy,
which hates the Jews; the former a power
occupying those districts, friendly to them,
and affording them protection. These two
powers in the latter days stand face to face
in the Holy Land, contending for supremacy
over it. If left to themselves to fight it out,
the probability is that the Moabitish power
would be again expelled from the country.
But we know from the Bible that affairs will
take a different turn. The latter days are
pregnant with wonderful and unexpected
results. Gog is brought against the land of
Israel in the latter days—Ezek. xxxviii. 8,
16 ; which implies, especially as the army
which he brings against it is mighty, that he
has there a powerful enemy to encounter.
In the time of the end, the king of the north
shall enter into the glorious land—Dan. xi.
41. The " time of the end" and the " latter
days" are the same period : and Gog and the
king of the north are the one power, which is
symbolized by Nebuchadnezzar's Image—
the Assyrian : for in his dream he saw it

yoke
depart from off their shoulders, saith Jehovah of armies"—xiv. 25.
Now, as it 13 testified by Daniel, that
" Edom and Moab, and the chief of the sons
of Ammon, shall escape out of his hand," it
is evident that a power at that time is entrenched in these countries that it fails to
expel; so that the Assyrian can no more
lead Moab into captivity.
The reader will therefore suppose, for the
sake of illustration, that the Holy Land in
the south and east is now occupied by a
power called Moab. At this time, then, he
is to expect the accomplishment of all those
things spoken by the prophets concerning
Moab and Ammon, which were not fulfilled
in ancient times. Hear then, what the
Spirit saith to Moab :—" Take counsel, execute judgment; make thy shadow as the
night in the midst of the noon-day ; hide the
outcasts; bewray not him that wandereth.
Let mine outcasts dwell with thee, Moab ;
be thou a covert to them from the face of
the spoiler"—Lai. xvi. 3, 4. Here Moab is
addressed no longer as an enemy to Judah,
but as a protector, defending Jehovah's outcasts by its power from the oppression of
the spoiler. Who are these " outcasts ;" and
who is he that seeks to spoil them ? In a
previous chapter the prophet styles them
" the outcasts of Israel;" and in another

place, " the outcasts in the land of Egypt"—.
hai. xi. 13 ; xxvii. 13 : these are they whom
Jehovah cast out of his sight, when he de
livered them into'the hand of the Assyrian—
2 Kings xvii. 18-20. The Assyrian was
then the spoiler, and the same territorial
power under its latter day dynasty ; that is,
under Gog, the king of the north, will seek
to spoil them, and again appropriate their
land as a province of his dominions. For
before he sets his myriads in motion, he is
represented by the Spirit as saying, " I will
go up to the land of unwalled villages ; I will
go to them that are at rest, that dwell
safely, all of them dwelling without walls,
and having neither bars nor gates, to take a
spoil and to take a prey"—Ezek. xxxviii. 11,
12. This is the " spoiler," " extortioner,"
and " oppressor," of Jehovah's outcasts in
the latter day ; from whom Moab will afford
them refuge and protection.
Now let us advance another step, and
suppose that a multitude of Jewish refugees
have escaped from Egypt, Judea, &c,
the protection of that

cry is, " Our bones are dried, and our hope is
lost: we are cut off from our parts"—Ezek.
xxxvii. 11. But, while thus despairing, the
glorious news arrives from the seat of war—
" The extortioner is at an end, the spoiler
ceaseth, the oppressors are consumed out of
the land"—Isai. xvi. 4. This is consequent
upon the " turning back" of Gog, or the
breaking, of the Assyrian Image upon the
mountains of Israel by the Stone—the
Bethlehem-born Judge of Israel.
Here, then, is Moab, the pre-adventual protector of the Jews : whence arises this new
Moabitish power ? We answer that, as " her
plants went over the sea, extending to the
sea of Jazer," it is from thence Moab may
be said to reappear in the land—from beyond
sea; consequently a maritime power is
Moab when revived. Now, let it be noted
that the latter half of Isai. xvi. 4 is parallel
with xvii. 14. Both these texts relate to
the fate of the same spoiler. Chap, xviii.
1, 2, 7, is a proclamation to the protecting
Moab in its transmarine position. " Ho!
land shadowing wide with wings, extending
from beyond to rivers of Khush : that sendeth
by sea whirling things, even on vessels of
fleetness (swift paddle-wheeled ships), upon
the waters. Go ye swift messengers for a
nation scattered and peeled, for a people
terrible from this and onward; a nation
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meeted out and trodden down, whose land people for his name." This work has been
the rivers have spoiled * * * And going on ever since, and is not yet quite
bring them as a present to Jehovah of finished. The eleventh hour of the day is
armies, to the place of His Name, the reached, or very nearly so; after which no
laborers are hired, the day's work being acMount Zion."
Now, this maritime power can be no other complished, and the time of the evening
than Tarshish; for its mission is the same. settlement arrived—Mat. xx. 1. After de" Surely, the coasts shall trust in me, and signating the work which Peter had begun,
the sh>ps of Tarshish foremost (in the front,James proceeded to say that this taking a
before any other power) to bring thy sons people for God's Name from other nations
from far, Ο Zion, their silver and their gold than Israel, was in agreement with the scope
with them, unto the Name of Jehovah thine of the prophets, from whose writings he
Elohim, even to the Holy One of Israel, quoted the words found in Amos ix. 11, 12,
because he hath glorified thee"—I<ai. lx. 9 and recorded, with a slight variation, in
From these and other considerations we con- verses 16,17. What Peter had done with
clude that the power within the limits of the individuals, God would do with whole nations,
Holy Land, which in the latter days, and which should become his people —Isai. xix.
previous to the advent of the King of Israel, 25 ; Zech. ii. 11. But, referring to the terextends the shield of its protection over the mination of the individual work began by
Jews against their spoiler, is that of " Sheba Peter, James continued his discourse, and,
and Dedan, the merchants of Tarshish, andquoting from Amos, said, " After this I WILL
the young Uons tficrcof;" which, planting RETURN, and will build again the tabernacle
itself on Edom, Moab, and Amraon, is the of David, which is fallen down ; and I will
latter day return of the last two from cap- build again the ruins thereof, and I will set
tivity, which are then prepared for the mani- it up." From this, it is clear, that David's
festation of all demanded by the burdens, tabernacle is not rebuilt, nor its ruins set up,
until the Builder returns—" whose builder
and not anciently fulfilled.
and maker is Jehovah our Elohim, the Holy
The last point we shall direct attention to, One of Israel"—Jesus in the Greek—Heb.
in connection with the burden of Moab yet xi. 10 ; Ps. cii. 16, Has Jesus returned acunfulfilled, is that the next thing on record cording to the promise in Acts. i. 11? Has
demanding the world's regard after the ex- he drank of the fruit of the vine of Palestinction of the spoiling power in the Holy, tine new with his apostles in his Father's
Land, is THE SKTTING UP OF THE KINGDOM kingdom Ί—MatL xxvi. 29. There is but
OF GOD ; or, in other words, the " restora- one answer to these questions, and that is an
tion of the kingdom again to Israel" when unqualified and emphatic " No /" As, then,
"the residue of Jehovah's people shall spoil the apostles and prophets teach that the
Moab, and the remnant of his nation shall Lord—Adon Jehovah our Elohim—returns
possess them." The establishment of the to build, there is but one conclusion from the
kingdom is thus announced in " The Burden premises, and that is, that the tabernacle or
of Moab :"—" In mercy shall THE THRONE be kingdom of David had no existence in the
established: and He shall sit upon it in truth days of Jesus and his apostles, does not exist
IN ΤΠΕ TABERNACLE OF DAVID, judging and
now, and will not exist until the burden of
seeking judgment, and hasting righteousness."
This teaches that the throne is established Moab be accomplished to the full.
when the Judge of Israel sits upon it in the
Now, as to Egypt, she is to be healed, but
tabernacle of David. It is evident, there- smitten before. Iu the days of Alexander
fore, that the throne does not now exist ,· of Macedon, who built Alexandria, she sucbecause the tabernacle of David is not in ceeded to the commercial and maritime inbeing. Hence, no tabernacle vn throne. Theheritance of Tyre. Egypt was hostile to
tabernacle did not exist in the apostles' days, the first, second, and third beasts of Daniel;
therefore the throne of David did not exist but in its warfare against them, had at
then ; nor can they until the Bethlehem-born length to succumb to their supremacy.
Judge of Israel descend from heaven to de- This was true also in regard to the fourth
liver his outcasts, protected by Moab, and beast; when, as the Little Horn, it began to
his land, from the extortionate, despoil- show itself in " the pleasant land" on the
ing, and oppressing, Assyrian—Mic. 1-6. Assyro-Macedonian Horn of the Goat—
Neither tabernacle nor throne, we repeat, Dan. viii. In the horn's extension southexisted during the mission and life-time of wards, Egypt was absorbed into the body
the apostles. This is evident from their own of the beast. Now the time is at hand,
testimony and consent. Sec Actsxv., where when the Fourth Beast of Daniel is to stand
Peter testifies that, on going to the house of out conspicuously before the world, as the
Cornelius, Gad began a work by him, which representative of an Imperial System of NaJames styles, " taking out of the Gentiles a tions vitalized by one policy, and under one
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head—" THE EIGHTH, which goeth into perdi- ;throne in Egypt; Napoleon must lose his in
tion" even Gog, the Prince of Rosh—Rev. \ France.
xvii. 1 1 ; Ezek. xxxviii. 2. But, before '· The Libyans and Khusistans being at the
ruin shall seize the ruthless king, it is the ; steps of the king of the north, Egypt will be
mission of the Fourth Beast, with the brazen- i open to invasion from the direction cf
clawed feet, to stamp the residue therewith— \ Algiers, Tripoli, &e. I believe that tho
Dan. vii. 7,19. The nails of brass indicate \ power possessing Ammon, Moab, and Edom,
that the characteristic element of the stamp- · will also plant itself in Egypt. This power
ing feet, or latter-day power, will be Greek. : commanding the Red and Mediterranean
The iron teeth, or Latin element, in the j seas, Gog's movements must be by land,
Sixth Head, " devoured and break in pieces" ! This necessitates the expulsion of the Indo-·
in former times ; they answered their pur- ] Moabitish power from Egypt. This land
pose, and it remains now for the Feet to use ί lies between the Roman Africa and Palestheir Grecian, or " Orthodox," claws. Every j tine. It is therefore on the route- to Jeruone knows what power claims to be the >salem. Now, all the peoples ot the RoHoly and only Orthodox one of all " the \ mano-Babylonish habitable are fo be brought
powers that be. It regards Austria and the together to battle against that c\ty under
Papacy as heterodox-^a schism from the : Gog. But if Egypt be not wrestei from the
true faith, which is that of the Greek ' Indo-Moabites, the peoples of the Roman
Church. It is the mission of this church— Africa cannot get there. Hence it is dethe church militant of Bassia—as the rend- creed that " The king of the north shall
ing element of the stamping power, to sub- stretch forth his hand upon the countries;
due " the residue'1 of the Babylonish Habi-) and the land of Egypt shall not escape. But
table—the Mohammedan residue and its \ he shall have power over the treasures of
allies to a certain point.
gold and silver, and over all th( precious
things of Egypt"—Dan. xi. 42, 4;: When
In the performance of this latter-day mis-; Egypt falls, or the Anglo-Indian Moabites
sion of the Fourth Beast, JVlohammedo-Pro- \ are expelled from the country, they wil·
testaut Egypt must come under its feet. ; have to retire upon Edom, Moab, anc
Egypt is no part of the Pedal System of> Ammon, which escape out of tb3 hand o*
Nations, as may be seen by consulting i the Assyrian. Many Jewish ref igees from
Ezekiel's catalogue of peoples to whom Gog \ Egypt will find protection the *e ; whiln
becomes mishmar, or Protector. Persia, ! many will be unable to escape. These " will
Khush, and Phut, are under his standard ; ! cry unto Jehovah because of the oppressors,
but not Mitzraim, or Egypt. Egypt is pos- \ and he will send them a Saviour, ind a great
sessed by Gog's enemy. I do not consider \ one, and he shall deliver them." —Isai. xix.
that that enemy at that time will be the ; 20. This deliverance will be th< beginning
Napoleon power. The mission of " Napo- of blessedness for Egypt, the cat atrophy of
leonism," which is to create such a situation \ Gog, and the turning point of the Great
EDITOR.
in Europe as will favor the manifestation of) Eastern Question.
the Brazen-Clawed Feet of the Fourth •
Beast, will by that time have been fully ac- ί
complished ; and France, " the Tenth of the >
A WORD TO ENC0UBA3E.
great city"—Rev. xi. 13—as one of " tlie \
bands of Gomer," will march under the ·. MY DEAR BROTHER — I desi e a renewal
standard of the King of the North to do ; of my subscription to the He aid, as also
battle against its present ally, " perfidious \ some of my friends.
I find many persons who lis en with apAlbion," in the land of Egypt. Regal
France is a Toe of the Assyrian Image, and \ parent interest to the things ] rtaining to
a Horn of the Fourth Beast. But at pre- \the Kingdom and age to come but this geseat regal France is superseded by imperial, \neration seems to correspond so well with
or, more properly, by an uncrowned Napo- \that spoken of by the prop et Isaiah—
leonized military democracy. Such an excre- \"darkness shall cover the laH, and gross
scence upon the political system of the >darkness the people"—that the; e is very litFourth Beast, or Babylonish Habitable, · tle hope of arousing them to a^sense of the
cannot co-exist with the standing of the truth ; but at the same time, it'should be a
Assyrian upon the mountains of Israel. The ', cause of rejoicing to the true believer. At
Frogs must disappear ; and France must re- \ no time, I believe, since the departure of our
sume her regality ; which, being a form of \ Lord and Master, has there been so many
government exceedingly distasteful to the ; crying, " Lo! here, Lo! there," as at the
French, will require the protection of Gog ; present crisis ; and when we look around for
to defend it from a repetition of the disasters > the true friends of the Lord of Lords and
of 1793,1830, and 1848. Pharoah lost his ; King of Kings, involuntarily our minds re-
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vert to the days of the crucifixion, the destruction of the cities of the plains, and the
Noachic flood ; for truly, indeed, are the
friends of truth few, when compared even
with the " Christian world." But whilst
mourning over the ruined condition of the
human family at the present time, I rejoice
in the hope of the speedy return of Our Lord
and Master, when all who believe will be exalted to a high station in his kingdom, the
earth redeemed, the veil of thick darkness,
which now shrouds the minds and consciences of men, torn asunder, and a flood of
living light burst upon the astonished world.
I regard the present state of morals, and the
almost universal blindness which prevail, as
one of the evidences that the Bridegroom is
standing at the door, and will soon open to
those who are worthy calling them from the
four quarters of the globe. I have been an
anxious inquirer after the truth from the
days of my youth; but like many others
have often fallen far short of it; and even
now there are many things which I cannot
comprehend.

voke Heaven's richest blessings for you, and
subscribe myself yours in Christ,
JOHN W. PEARCE.

New-Orleans, La., Dec. 1,1855.
THE PBE-MILLENNIAL FOBTY YEAKS.

THE Majesty of Jehovah our Elohim returns to the Mount of Olives (Acts i. 11) not
at the commencement of the Millennium, or
peaceful reign of a thousand years; but at
the end of the Times of the Gentiles. Thus,
"Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled1'
—Luke xxi. 24. The advent of His Majesty,
the King of the Jews, is concurrent with the
deliverance of Jerusalem, the Capital of his
kingdom, from the power of the Gentiles.
When delivered, the city is redeemed ; and
its rejoicing citizens rend the air with shouts
of welcome, saying, " Blessed be lie that
cometh in the name of Jehovah /" Hence, the
deliverance of Jerusalem, the appearance of
Messiah therein, and the fulfilment of the
times of the Gentiles, are events happening
If I understand you aright in your writ- at one and the same epoch. Therefore, it
ings, we are to expect the return of our Re- was that Jesus said, " Ο! Jerusalem, Jerusadeemer at the commencement of the Millenni- lem, that killed the prophets, and stoned
um ; and again I understand that it will re- them that are sent unto thee, how often
quire forty years to restore the Israelites to would I have gathered thy children together,
Palestine. If the Saviour returns at the . . . and ye would not. Behold, your
time specified, which is in the year eighteen house is left to you desolate. For I say unto
hundred and sixty-six, I cannot understand you, Ye shall not see me from this time until
who are to be the subjects of the kingdom ye shall say, " Blessed be he that comes in
during the exodus of the Jews " from " the the name of the Lord !"—Matt. xxiv. 37.
wilderness of the people,''' unless the small
At the advent of His Majesty, then, there
remnant which resides in Jerusalem, the Empire City, at the time of the return of Our will be people in the city to bid him a blessKing, shall form a nucleus around which the ed welcome. They may number α few
exiles returning from the long, long disper- thousands; but, be they many or few, they
sion will collect. It would give me a great will be only a remnant of the Jewish popudeal of pleasure to have a personal interview lation residing in Jerusalem and the Holy
with you ; for I am sure that you would be Land previous to their invasion and capture
able to dispel much darkness from my mind ; by the Little Horn of the Goat, or the armies
which it may require years for me to do; of the dominion represented by the Latter-day
but I have commenced the task ; and, with Image shown to Nebuchadnezzar in his
the assistance which you have given me in dream. That remnant is defined to be " the
your writings, and what I expect to gain third part brought through the fire, and refrom them in the future will enable me to fined"—Zech. xiii. 9. This third part is
arrive at a knowledge of the truth by dili- that remnant which opens the everlasting
gates, that the King of 6 lory, the I SHALL BE
gently studying of the Scriptures.
Lord of armies, and mighty in battle, may
If you could visit the South, and present enter in; and commence his reign on the hill
the subjects pertaining to the kingdom of of Jehovah, Mount Zion, his holy place.—
God about to be set up, to the minds of the Psalm xxiv. 3—10.
people, I doubt not but that much good
At this crisis, the kingdom, or dominion
would result; but, as a wise and faithful , of the King of the Jews and his associates,
servant, it becomes you to apply your \ does not extend over more than this " third
i(
talents" where they will yield the greatest , part;" so that it is of necessity, in its beincrease, that you may receive the plaudit of ί ginning, the smallest of all contemporary
our Master when he comes Hoping to en- ' kingdoms. It may then with propriety be
courage you in the good work, I have writ- styled, the Little Kingdom of Jerusalem,
ten thus much, and in conclusion would in- ' hardly of Judea.
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In this its diminutive beginning, it is
scripturally represented by a " stone," " a
grain of mustard seed, which is the least of
all seeds," " leaven hid in three measures of
meal," and so forth ; but when it attains its
utmost amplitude, it is represented by " a
mountain filling the whole earth," " a tree, |
the greatest among herbs," and as having
" leavened the whole of the three measures
of meal," or the three thirds of the Roman
habitable—the Prefectures into which it was
divided.
From the little mustard-seed beginning
until it becomes the greatest of herbs is the
growing time of the kingdom. This growing time is occupied in bringing back the
tribes of Israel to the Holy Land. The millennium does not commence till they are settled there " after their old es.'ates." Like

Pharaoh in ancient time, the nations will be
opposed to their return so long as they have
the power to prevent it. The North will
not " give up," and the South will " keep
back," until the power of the North and
South be broken " as a potter's vessel!" The
Jews, in their dispersion, will be " the
weapons of war," in the Lord's hand for the
subjugation of the North and South. When
these are subdued, the Gentiles will promote
their return with all possible facilities—
" The ships of Tarshish (Britain) first, to
bring thy sons, Ο Zion, from far, their silver
and gold with them." " And the Gentiles
shall bring all thy brethren, Ο Judah, an offering unto Jehovah out of all nations, upon
horses, and in chariots, and in coaches, and
upon mules, and upon swift beasts, to my
Holy Mountain Jerusalem—to the place of
the Name of Jehovah of armies, the Mount
Zion."— Isai. lxvi. 20 ; xviii. 7 ; xli. 15,1G ;
Jer. li. 20.
The resident subjects of the kingdom, then,
while the tribes are in " tlie Wilderness of the
Peoples'1— d"1^^»! *ϊΣΠ» midbar haammim

—are comprehended in the " third part;"
the non-resident subjects will be found in the
military encampments of Israel in the several
countries where they will be campaigning in
the service of their King against the peoples.
The British force3 are as much the subjects
of Victoria in the Russian Crimea, as if barracked in the British Isles.—EDITOR.
THE EX-MISSIONARY TO JERUSALEM VET, 0Ε3 THE TRUTH IN WASHINGTON.
DEAR BROTHER—According to promise, I

will endeavour to give you a brief outline of
the manner in which the Campbellites disposed of my propositions.
One of their brethren, named Dickenson,
was the first in the field prepared to defend

Campbellism. He commenced by apologizing for his inability to do jnstice to the
subject; and by expressing %the hope that
his brethren would not take it for granted
that he intended to represent the views of
the church. He considered that this would
be too presumptuous for him, as he had not
prepared himself like " the gentleman'* (for
he had ceased now to style us " brethren")
who had introduced them.
He remarked that he did not despise
Moses and the Prophets ; " but," said he,
" we have higher authority than either of
them"—" Hear ye him ;" that is Jesus—
Mat xvii. 5. He referred to Mat. iv. 23,
and also read a considerable part of chap,
v.; indeed, from the reading one would have
supposed that he was about to renounce
Campbellism, and to lay hold of the glad
tidings of the kingdom of God, proclaimed
first by Jesus in Galilee, and afterwards by
his apostles. But, on the contrary, he
quoted it to prove that the kingdom of God
was set up on Pentecost.
He gave it as his opinion that "established" should not be applied to the Pentecost Kingdom. He should prefer the word
" exist" to " established ;" as if by changing
the word their " sorceries" would not be so
easily detected. He referred us also to Dan.
ii. 44. He and Dr. Barclay said that this
was all fulfilled on Pentecost. Supposing
them to be correct, let us see how their gloss
will appear in black and white. "And in
the days of these kings the Cod of heaven
shall set up a kingdom, which pentecost
kingdom shall never be destroyed ; and the
pentecost kingdom shall not be left to other
people, but the pentecost kingdom shall
break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and the pentecost kingdom shall stand
for ever." * They say that they are in this
kingdom, which they entered when they
emerged from the water ; but what arrangement they propose to avoid " leaving it to
other people," it is impossible to say! They
have got the kingdom, however, being in it
as they pretend ; which is a3 much, certainly,
as they will ever obtain unless they repent;
for " according to your faith be it unto
you," is the principle upon which Jehovah
acts with the children of men. History is
the fulfilment of prophecy. Let them, then,
produce the historical proof of their " facts."
This they have failed to do. But, for argument's sake, suppose that the Colossal Image
were standing complete upon the mountains
of Israel when Jesus was born in Bethlehem
(which neither Scripture nor history admit
of), how did their pentecost kingdom break
it in pieces in view of the facts, that the
image power destroyed Jerusalem, and scat-
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tered its Mosaic and Christian citizens to r to convince him of the setting up of
the four winds of heaven ? Has this pente the kingdom on Pentecost, he turned to Dr.
cost kingdom subdued a single nation, city, Barclay, and requested him to throw some
town, or village ? If it have, we desire to light upon the subject.
know its latitude and longitude : on the j Doctor Barclay arose, and confessed that
contrary, did not those who claimed the a m o r e thornv seat he had never filled than
kingdom as their's deliver up the Son of since he had been listening to such " blasMan, the King of the dominion, to be phemy." He calls Israel's hope blasphemy;
scourged? Did they not place upon his that for which Paul stood before Agrippa in
head a crown of mock royalty, delivering chains ! And this man calls himself a Chrishim up to the rulers of the Kingdom of Men tian, a Reformer, a restorer of primeval
to crucify him, &c. If the kingdom Daniel Christianity ! A missionary to Jerusalem
speaks of were set up on Pentecost, would proclaiming Israel's hope to be mere blasJesus have allowed these usurpers to have \ phemy ! No wonder such an " ambassador
used him thus ? Certainly not; He would > o f Christ" to the Jews should reap only diehave dashed them in pieces as a potter's j comfiture and rebuke ! Let not Dr. Barclay
vessel, and have driven them to and fro like j f u r g e t that the truth is A savour of life
chaff before the wind.
\ ending in life, or of death ending in death to
But, when we repudiate their theological > such as he. We do sincerely hope that his
foolishness, and returning to Daniel, read the > ecclesiastical seat may be always thorny—
passage as the Spirit of God caused him to filled thick with thorns—until his mind shall
pen it, we find the poor, despised, down- be leavened with the truth, and he become
trodden saints, represented as taking the obedient to the same,
kingdom, and the dominion, and the greatjje said that he intended to give us a
ness of the kingdom, " under the whole ^ history of the devastation these doctrines
heaven/' not above it, or " beyond the skies." w e r e m a king wherever they came. When I
Yes; the manner in which tiey are re- perceived that he was about to resort to low
presented as taking the kingdom, horrified \ ridicule, I reminded him of my propositions
Messrs. Barclay and Dickenson's pious and and proofs ; and requested to be allowed to
zealous feelings. But we would warn them reply. But so it was not to be ; and we
to take heed lest they find themselves in the ) soon found that our days there were numposition of Agag, whom Samuel—yes, ί bered.
Samuel, a venerable old prophet, and a |
He said that their Bible class-meeting was
saint—hewed in pieces. By the way, I may \ for the purpose of teaching them practical
here inform you that Dr. Barclay, in exhort- > religion—a cant phrase of old Scotch pieting his brethren from 1 Sam. xv., declared j ism ; as if there could be any practical relithat there was nothing cruel or unjust in l gion worth a picayune where God's proJehovah commanding Samuel to hew him in j mises to Israel were denounced as biaspieces. But, after making such an admis- phemy, and the libeller continued to be
sion, we cannot but regard our ex-missionary s countenanced by his church ! What would
friends' horrification when we read in his \ be thought of an ignoramus plunging into
hearing Psalm cxlix., in connection with \ "practice" while ignorant of the first prinRev. xix. and Isai. lxiii., as mere affectation j ciples of arithmetic ; would he not come to
or pretence, to serve a turn.
( exclaim,
The text with which Mr. Dickeiison con- \
«T h e r u l e o f t h r e e d o t h
le
ceived he would clinch his arguments is >
drives me mad !"
A n d practlce
r
found in Mark i. 15 : " The time is fulfilled, \
and the Kingdom of God is at hand : repent) The same is the effect of " practical religion"
ye, and believe the gospel." I hope you j upon minds that dabble in it, being ignorant
may find space in the Herald to say a few j of " the first principles of the oracles of
words in explanation of this, as the paper is·) God." Campbellism and all other forms of
circulated among them.
\ sectarianism, are practical religion invented,
After Mr. Dickenson had finished, one of) advocated, and sustained, by the flesh unthe Campbellite members arose, and inquired \ taught of God. It does not understand his
if he were labouring to show us the doctrine ! theory, and, what is worse, refuses to know,
of Christ ? He replied that he was. To this \ being apprehensive that possible discovreies
the inquirer rejoined that he was afraid that \ might l l i y i t s practical religion in ruins ; and
when the Lord came there would be many ! then—the craft is gone !
professing to be his disciples who would i On the following Sunday, Dr. Barclay
deny him, as his own countrymen did whon \ made an onslaught upon some of our brethhe appeared among them at the first. Mr. j ren in Virginia. He did his utmost to imDickenson's arguments failing entirely ( press his hearers with the conviction, that
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we were the most dangerous class of professing Christians he ever met with. He compared us to bomb-shells scattering destruction wherever we appeared ; that is, as I understand it, destroying Bethany Divinity in
our course. He referred several times to
one Doctor Didymus, as the bombsheli-inchief. He seemed to have so much love for
that gentleman, that I thought it would not
be difficult to persuade him to lay aside his
fine feelings for a time, and to take the twoedged sword of the flesh, and hew him in
pieces like another Agag; in short, one
might have imagined that, instead of being
absent on a mission to Jerusalem, he had
been running to and fro on every side, ferreting out the faults and shortcomings of our
brethren, as food for scandal, to be,used,
when argument and Scripture failed, as occasion might require!

be baptized for the remission of sins." The
wholesome words of the Lord Jesus they not
only do not respect, but treat them with contempt. I remain,
Yours in Israel's hope,
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.

Washington, D. C , Feb. 2, 1856.
THOUGHTS UPON THE FUTURE.
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS—I send you some

extracts from a letter written by brother
Passmore. I think they are worthy of a
place in the " Analecta" of the Herald, being
calculated to incite our brethren to greater
improvement. Bro. Passmore was immersed
two years last June. He is even now but a
young disciple ; he is an example of what
can be accomplished by persevering diligence. He has admirably improved his
I presented him with the sheet of paper opportunities. He is also of the most excontaining my proofs, that he might refer to
them; when, to the astonishment and dis- emplary deportment—a pattern worthy of
gust of some of his own brethren, he began imitation. Accept my best wishes for the
to criticise my orthography. The mistake welfare of yourself and yours; and believe
was in the first proposition—Bibel, instead me, as ever, yours in the bonds of Christian
of Bible. He repeated the mistake several affection, and in the animating hope of the
ALBERT ANDERSON.
times ; and, with an air of priestly dignity, kingdom.
denounced us as presumptuous for attempting
to teach him theology! He said, that we
MY DEAR BROTHER AND PARENT—For
teach that men must become Jews in every
respect. He read a sentence or two out of as such I must always esteem you. Without
the Herald to prove this, leaving out the any circumlocutory compliments, &c, I
connection. I informed him that it was Jews proceed at once to discourse to you ; it may
by adoption. He retorted, that he would be in various ways. I have returned from
not allow us to consume his time! Never- the West, and find my mind imprinted with
theless, we found it necessary to interrupt indelible impressions, and, I hope, with
him several times to correct his misrepresen- higher and nobler precepts and associations
tations. At length, Mr. Dickenson sprung than heretofore. The Bible shall not be
to his feet, and intimated to us, that, if we neglected ; this alone can solve the mighty
were not satisfied with the way they retailed and stupendous problems with which relitheir wares, we knew what to do; and gave gion, philosophy, and government, teem.
us to know that the house was theirs ; so The sayings of the ancient prophets are the
that we had no other alternative than to lis- problems of mankind. Happy is he who
ten to the Doctor, or depart. When he had possesses the knowledge, wisdom, and ability,
ceased to be critical, he substituted sound which enable him, as wings, to hover over
still more for sense, in stringing up such past ages—to perceive, understand, appretexts to concert pitch, as it is customary £or ciate, the noble monuments of men—to
ekykingdomers to harp upon. But, remark- decipher, recognise, comprehend, the mystic
able enough, though he had publicly re- impressions inscribed thereon, whether writnounced all faith in a kingdom beyond the ,ten in Coptic, Demotic, or Hieratic form—
skies, he placed the throne of David there ! to fathom the abyss of thought and human
—of course, therefore, the twelve tribes destiny—to trace, with the eye, the course
of the human mind progressing through the
of Israel must be there also !
dim light of successive systems of science,
Dear brother, it would have gratified me theology, and government. But what is
to have been able to send you a verbatim re- this knowledge compared with an intimate
port of all our opponents said, that you familifrity, a sublime comprehension, of
might have been able to form a more vivid that grand and most magnificent of all strucidea of the meagreness of their intelligence tures—the prophetic fabric ! Movement is
in the Word. They seem to have but one the law of the human mind; finality is the
string to their fiddle, and but one tune can dream of pride and ignorance. No proposithey scrape out of that; as, " Repent, and tion is more clearly illustrated in the Bible

Analeda Epistolaria.
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than this ; and this law of mind is destined faith. Here we are taugkt self examination
to pervade the age to come—nay, the never-and reflection
A Christian
ending succession of ages; each age will have man's mind must be engaged in surveying
its cycle of ideas; which age and system of the future, contemplating invisible things,
intelligence will prepare the progression for jwhich are destined to end existing things.
the next age and cycle. Hence, the pro- Put on the Lord Jesus Christ; make not progression will advance to a knowledge of Je- vision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof.
hovah infinitely. As the wisdom of Jehovah
We do all fade as the leaf.
is past finding out, of course he never will— Decay and death is the common destiny of
though always advancing higher and higher organic nature ; nothing organic can resist
in the never-ending cycles of ages and the tendency to decay.
systems of knowledge—arrive at the gaol of
It has been known, ever since the days of
divine manifestation. What grandeur and
impressive sublimity docs this system of de- Columbus, that travel is a great agent in
velopment present to the mind, that labors any system of education. (In reference to his
and struggles a life time for a few ideas, western excursion, the Dr. says :) The scenery
which, when obtained, frequently turn out to was grand and imposing. Mountains of the
be " castles in the air," which are the same most grotesque forms rose from their rocky
in value, delight, and importance, as the airy pedestals, and bathed their everlasting sumvisions and excited elation of the opium mits in proud magnificence, in the polar
eater. This culminating system, developed regions of the crystal blue. Here and there
in the wisdom of Jehovah, is never consum- we had a bird's eye view of some splendid
mated ; each step gained on the ladder of landscape. But the crisis of the age in
divine enjoyment, wisdom, and simplicity, which we live forced itself upon the mind.
only leads more easily to a still higher stage. An innumerable throng of ideas, images, imWhat panoramas of thought will move before pressions, and thoughts, of the East loomed
the mind of that intelligent audience bearing up in regular progression before the horizon
the impress of Him who is the sole source of of my vision. This is a subject which men
all intelligence, all worlds, all life and being. of all grades study, ponder, contemplate, but
No war, no armies, no battle fields; none leave in confusion. How different with all
who appreciate the word of truth; they
canic devastation. That beautiful picture
at the close of the Apocalypse will be an accomplished fact. The Prince of peace is
there, and all things are peace for ever. The
earth will present landscapes which, in the
present state of our knowledge, baffle description, panoramas so magnificent, associations,
friendships, and affinities so dear, as to be
unutterable by stammering lips.

wisdom and intelligence of the worldly wise,
are the elements of their thoughts, and the
music of their language. The events of the
East should be read. Jehovah in the East,
working
_e. s ..i n v - out
- ,, the end crisis, and ruling the
He is in the
_ ? ..
midst of the tempest, simoon, the Arab of
the desert, the armies of France, Britain,
Turkey, Sardinia, the numerous armies of
These transcendental scenes belong to a the terrific Czar, developing the destiny of
period rapidly approaching, when " a great Immanuel's land and people. This truly is
multitude," from the realms of the dead, an age of evangelical policies! Palestine,
shall arise, clad in robes white as snow, the land of gospel scenery, the habitation of
bearing in their hands the symbol of victory, our first family, the cradle of prodigies, the
and uttering from their immortal lips a strain birthplace of love, poetry, and religion. I
sublime—" Ο death, where is thy sting ? Ο would much rather travel over such a land
grave, where is thy victory ? Thanks be to in contemplation, than the splendid scenery
Jehovah, who gives us the victory (as repre- of the West in reality. What a pleasant
sented by the symbol), through Jesus Christ idea to embrace, that we may some day be
our Lord." I see a grand and impressive permitted to see, to contemplate, to admire,
significance in the words, The fashion of this to traverse that gospel scenery, amid which
world passeth away. Again, I hear the same was enacted the great drama of divine wisvoice saying, lie not conformed to THIS dom in conflict with human error and perverWORLD ; but be ye transformed by the renew-sity ! When moral and eternal truth became
ing of your MIND, that ye may prove what is a martyr, in order to originate and fertilise
that good, and acceptable, and perfect will ofwith its blood more perfect civilization!
God. For 1 say, through the grace given How can any one who appreciates any part
unto me, to every man that is among you, not of that wonderful system of means to this
to think of himself more highly than he ought glorious end, the gospel, help the desire to
to think ; but to think soberly, accordingly as i visit this cradle of nations—the theatre of
God liath dealt to every man the measure of the most astounding and marvellous transfi-
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forward with strong desire, in spite of the repulsive aspect of death, to that state where
the mind will be freed from the prison-house
of flesh and blood, and can range in untiring
freedom throughout the boundless fields of
knowledge and happiness in prospect. Ί hen
we shall learn to despise the low aims and
contracted views of the demagogue. High
and noble thoughts and aspirations will lift
The Ottoman empire crumbles daily. The our minds above the dark clouds of this
necessity of change in the East, North, and world, and, while yet in the bonds of corrupSouth, is inevitable. The Moslem power tion, we shall begin to breathe the empyrial
has no successor but the desert and the dust, air of the new heavens, and gather the fruits
in the midst of which it is wrecked. The < o f the tree of life in the new earth, where
Crescent wanes, the Euphrates evaporates, righteousness can only forever dwell,
the Mosque, the Koran, and the Turk, have ί Give my love to all the brethren and sisno resting place in Europe.
ί ters with whom I am acquainted everywhere,
These are momentous signs, voices sound- and accept the same for yourself and family.
ing in the desert of the world. Thy word, Write soon.
WM. PASSMORE.
Ο God, is truth, preparing the way for the
exodus of the Jews, from the graves in
Lunenburgh, Ya., Dec. 6,1855.
which they have been so long buried. The
N.B.—I hope, Brother Thomas, you will
most solemn revelation is indicated from find a place in the Herald for the preceding
every point of the horizon. Every thing extracts. I wish the disciples to be acTurkish bears the impress of rapid decay. quainted with Brother Passmore. He loves
The proud man, who keeps not at home, the truth, and he loves the friends of the
but enlargeth his desire as the grave and as truth. He is a remarkable instance of one,
death, and cannot be satisfied, but gathers who in the flower of youth, is turning from
unto him all nations, and heaps unto him all the fascinations of this present world, and
all people, lading himself with thick day, is concentrating his thoughts and affefctions
now accomplishing this prophecy. We see <
t h eb r i h t worl(] ^ c o m e
H e is
a power corresponding to the Prince ot d £ a r t o
^
h e a r t
ω
on(J t h a t gtlIdie3
Bosh Meshee,and Tubal, but we do not see ί w o r d a n d J o r i s o f God.
all nations of Magog, Persia, Libza, Gomee, ]
and Togarmah, gathered to his standard, <;
nor all peoples of Central Europe, the house
EXPRESSION OF THANKS.
of Togarmat, the inhabitants of Scythia
DEAR SIR—Although to you a new corfighting under the banner of the Northern
king; this is the crisis to be developed by respondent (at least over my own name) I
the present war in the East. The present is am happy nevertheless in being able to say,
a very omnious period. The nations are all that I have read, and am now in possession
in a fog—a misty atmosphere shrouds them of nearly all you have published since your
all; this condition of the atmosphere is very return from England; and take leave here to
necessary—for the buddiug of vegetation in express my unfeigned thanks to God and to
this cloudy and misty day, the fig-tree buds, you as his instrument, for the solid satisfacgrows, and puts forth its leaves under the tion and benefit I have received from these
sweet breath of returning spring—when the writings in the abstract; but especially for
clouds of the murky sky clear away, the na- the light they have (to me) thrown upon the
nations will see the proud man as described Holy Scriptures.
above ; and the blasted fig-tree covered with
I do most heartily sympathize with you in
green, ornamented with blossoms of every the arduous struggle you have had to maintint and hue, giving a true indication of tain and pray daily, that grace may be
everlasting summer. Tarshish, Dedan, She- i given to you to continue it boldly " to the
ba, and the young lions thereof, all of which end ;'' having the consolation now of" makare drawn up in battle array, with the little ing free indeed" by the truth you expound,
stone impending.
some of your fellow-men ; and the hope bye
Let us, then, live under the in fl ue uce | a n d b ^ e o f e n t e r i D S ^ t o the glorious inheritof the scenes that await us in the age to Ia n c ^ *
,
.
.
, .. „
come. They will thus become familiSr to
* a m >d e a r 3 i r < m o s t gratefully
ROBERTyours,
COLVIN.
us, and we shall appreciate their infinite
superiority to the objects that so deeply inCoburg, C. W., Jan. 23,1856.
terest us on earth. We shall be led to look

gurations of the human race! The majestic
sun of the oriental regions is in eclipse.
Already may be seen its luminous rays penetrating the murky cloud of its obscuration.
Ere long its highness will dazzle the earth,
and the faded flower, invigorated by its heat,
will rebloom in all the beauty, freshness, and
purity, of paradise restored!

Miscellanea.
"BEENCOUBAGED."

longed only to the Apostles and their co-la-

BROTHER THOMAS—In

and precious promises soon
my heart rejoices; and I am ready
claim with Paul, " 0, the depth of the riches, miraculously bestowed upon the first teachers
both of the wisdom and knowledge of God." and preachers of the gospel, and were exhibited as signs or proof of the truthfulness of
I have been perusing the Herald of the what they taught. They were first conKingdom for December, and certainly I ferred upon the Apostles, according to the
never read a paper so fraught with the promise of the Saviour—John xiv. 15-17 ;
truths " of the gospel of the kingdom ;" and xxvi: 6-14: Luke xxiv : 49, by the descent
if I could help to sustain but one paper, that of the Holy Spirit on the day of Penteone would be the Herald; for most, if not cost, as recorded in Acts ii; and subseall others I know of, proclaim another quently bestowed upon others by the laying
gospel."
on the Apostles' hands and prayer. Hence
I would there were more in these times we read in Acts viii, that when " the Apostles,
would extend to you a helping hand, and who were at Jerusalem, heard that Samaria
that would take a bold stand for the truth, had received the word of God, they sent to
and advocate it, free from their qualifying them Peter and John ; who, when they were
traditions," as it is in Jesus." But alas, how come down, prayed for them that they might
few there are of such, and most of them receive the Holy Ghost, for as yet he was
poor in the goods of this world ; but though fallen upon none of them ; only they were
few and poor, I trust " rich in faith, and baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus.
heirs of the kingdom" promised to the obe- Then they laid their hands on them, and they
dient I would I were possessor of more received the Holy Ghost." Although they
of the corruptible riches ; you, my brother,
believers, had received the
should never lack means for proclaiming were genuine
^ ι word of God, and had been baptized in the
widely " the things concerning the kingdom, { n a m e o f t n e L o r d j e s u s u n d e r the preachand the name of Jesus Christ " Neverthe- ( i n f f o f P h i l i p f y e t t h e s e s i g n s d i d n o t f o l l o w
less, my heavenly father is rich, and when- them ; or, in other words, they could not
ever it is in my power to aid you, I will do > p e r f O rm miracles. But it may be asked, why
it. Be encouraged, for you have friends as d i d n o t P h i l i p c o n f e r this power upon them,
well as enemies, who will stand by you to s e e i n f , t h a t h e possessed it himself? The
the last; and though there be those that r e a s o a i g t h e p o w e r o f thus imparting the
speak evil against you falsely for the gos- > H o l g i r i t belonged exclusively to the
pel's sake, rejoice and be exceeding glad; > A
Hence Peter's reply to Simon
tlea#
for great is your reward in the Age to M a f r u s w h e n h c o f t e r e d m 0 D e y l b r t h e p o w e r
come. You have learned to expect injurious \ o f imparting the Holy Spirit to others by
epithets in the advocacy of the truth ; for ifc laying
- - on hands—"
* - —Thou hast
· • neither part
they called the master Beelzebub, how nor lot in this matter." Though it was
much more them of his household ; but the wicked in him to think that the gift of God
promise is, that he who endures to the end could be purchased with money, yet it was
not on that account merely that his request
shall be saved
But I will forbear, and conclude, praying was not granted. For so far as. it respected
that you may have an abundant entrance
ie j imparting the Holy Spirit to others by the
into the kingdom, when He shall come,
e, \ laying on of hands, Philip, as well as Simon,
" whose right it is to reign ;" and subscrii- \ had no part or lot in the matter. It was in
bing myself
! reference to the miraculous gifts that Paul
Your Sister in Christ,
ί asked those disciples of John if they had reELIZA S. C.
| ceived the Holy Ghost since they believed
Adrian, Mich , Dec. 14,1855.
I —Acts xix., 1-5. When he ascertained that
> they were John's disciples, and had not even
j heard that there was a Holy Ghost, they
were then baptized in the name of the Lord
ΰΧϊ 0 c e 11 α η c α,
Jesus—into the name of Father, Sou, and
\ Holy Spirit; and when he had laid his hands
THE DESIGN OF MIRACLES.
) upon them, the Holy Spirit came on them,
MiRxxvi. 17 20.
> and they spake with tongues and prophesied,
BY D. F. SALLY.
j and were then fully prepared to teach and
IT is evident from the Apostolic and Evan- confirm the truth of the gospel by these signs
gelic writings, that the signs or miracles \ following them. The first believers from the
here mentioned were not common to all be- \ Gentile world were also endowed with these
lievers in their day : but followed or be- 1 miraculous gifts, like the Apostles who were
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Jews, by an outpouring of the Holy Spirit,
in fulfilment of the prophecy of Joel, ii: 28.
It was this circumstance which so fully satisfied Peter, and the rest of the Jews, that
" God had also granted to the Gentiles repentance unto life." " Forasmuch," said they,
" as God gave them the like gift as he did
unto us at the beginning." To attempt to
argue from this circumstance, as many persons do, that we must first receive the Holy
Spirit before we can become Christians, by
submitting to the gospel, is to evince an entire misunderstanding of the subject. For,
if this be the case we have no evidence that
any one has become a Christian since that
time, and, moreover, that many who were
baptized before that time by the Apostles
and primitive teachers of Christianity, were
not Christians. But it may be here asked
do not all Christians possess the Holy
Spirit, and if they do, when, and in what
manner is it received ? All Christians do,
indeed, possess the Holy Spirit, and it is received when we become the children of God,
"Andbecause ye are sons, God hath sent
forth the spirit of His Son unto your hearts,
crying, Abba, Father"—Gal. iv: 6. " For
ye have not received the spirit of bondage
again to fear, but ye have received the spirit
of adoption."
This is what was promised in connection
with the remission of sins by Peter on the
day of Pentecost, when he answered the enquiry of the three thousand, and added, " for
the promise is to you, and to your children,
&c.'—Acts ii: 38-39. As to the manner of
becoming the children of God, the Apostle
Paul bears witness with Peter—" For ye
are all the children of God by faith in Christ
Jesus, for as many of you as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ." But
to return to the design of miracles :-^" And
they went forth and preached every where,
the Lord working with them, and confirming the word with signs following." Accordingly we read in Acts ν : 12-15, " And
by the hands of the Apostles were many
signs and wonders wrought amongst the people, inasmuch as that they brought forth the
sick into the streets, and laid them on beds
and couches, that at least the shadow of
Peter passing by might overshadow
some of them." Also of Philip preaching
in Samaria, Acts, viii. : 6, " And the people
with one accord gave heed unto those things
which Philip spake, hearing and seeing the
miracles which he did;" and Acts, xix. : 11,
12, " And God wrought special miracles by
the hands of Paul, so that from his body
were brought unto the sick, handkerchiefs
or aprons, and the disease departed from
them ; and the evil spirits went out of them."
These signs were afterward appealed to by

the Apostles as unquestionable proof of the
truthfulness of what they taught, and delivered to the people ; and which consequently
formed the foundation of their faith in the
Gospel. Thus, in Rom. xv. 18 and 19,
" For I will not dare to speak of any of
those things which Christ hath not wrought
by me, to make the Gentiles obedient, by
word and deed; through mighty signs and
wonders by the power of the spirit of God."
And, in 1 Cor., ii. 4 and 5, " And my
speech and my preaching were not with enticing words of man's wisdom ; but in demonstration of the spirit and of power ; that
your faith might not stand in the wisdom;
of men, but in the power of God." Also,
in 1 Thess. i. 5, " For our Gospel came not
unto you in word only, but also in power
and m the Holy Ghost, and in much assurance." And, in Heb. ii. 3 ' and 4, "How
shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation ; which at the first began to be spoken
by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by
them that heard him God also bearing them
witness both with signs and wonders and with
miracles and gifts of the Holy Ghost, according to his own will." Thus was Christianity
originally taught, and the Christian church
organized and established in the world—
Eph. iv. 11-16. But it may be inquired,
Why do not these signs follow believers in this
day ? The answer is, that there is no necessity fur them. The Christian religion has
already been established by them; and their
continuance would now be redundant and
unmeaning. So it was under the Jewish
economy. By signs and wonders, at first
performed by the hands of Aaron and
Moses, the Israelites were prepared to regard
them as leaders and teachers, and to receive
what they taught as coming from God. But,
after the Jews' religion was thus established,
the miracles ceased, and were not repeated ;
but always referred to in proof of its divine
origin.
From time to time, however, under that
dispensation, new revelations were made.
When this was the case, they were always
confirmed by a miraculous sign or signs.
But, when once performed, they were never
repeated.
In the New Testament, we have what
was taught by the Saviour and his Apostles,
and which was confirmed by signs and wonders. And what the Apostle John says of
the Saviour, John xx. 30, 31, we may also
apply to the Apostles : " Many other signs
truly did the Apostles in the presence of the
people which are not written ; but these are
written that you might believe that Jesus
Christ is the" Son of God, and, believing,
might have life through his name."
The Christian dispensation being the ful-

Miscellanea.
filment of God's purpose towards man, under
the present order of things, there are no new
revelations being made, and consequently no
signs or miracles in the present day. Nothing remains, therefore, for the conviction
and instruction of men but the written word.
According to the prophetic command of
Isaiah, viii. 16, "Bind up the testimony,
geal the law, among my disciples."
This " testimony" and " law" will continue as the rule of faith and practice among
the people of God until their Lord and Saviour shall appear the second time without
sin unto salvation." What kind of government they will then be placed under I see
not as yet made known, further than there
will be " a new heaven and a new earth
wherein dwelleth righteousness." " It doth
not appear what we shall be ; but we know
that, when he shall appear, we shall be like
him ; for we shall see him as he is." Lord
Jesus, hasten on the glorious day!

denial, of the gospel he preached, is a scriptural foundation for a man to be placed upon
by immersion, and you are a very liberal,
Christian, and charitable person. This admission, with piety, oonstitutes a " humble
Christian" of modern type, who cannot be
rejected from fellowship by any without universal condemnation and execration. Upon
such premises, however, the Pope and all his
associates are admissible to fellowship, and
the man is an Ishmaelite that rejects their
Christianity by a logical application of the
word against it. He sets up for a pope who
denies the Pope's gospel to be the gospel of
Christ by a logical application of Scripture !
" Who art thou that judgest thy brother ?"—
" Who made thee the judge of another man's
servant"—thus, by such taunts as these, they
would silence the application of your discourse I It is the essence of " liberal Christianity" to riot in unbounded licence of discourse, with intense and angry intolerance of
the " application" of the same.
EDITOR.

Dallas, Arkansas, June 2, 1854.
PROOF OF SANCTIFICATION
" We should not receive the unsanc'ified into
INTOLERANCE OF LIBERALISM.
our bosom ;" that is, we suppose the writer
" In endeavouring to guard against sect- means, ihto our fellowship. This is also true.
arian intolerance, we are liable to treat the But by what rule or standard is their unsancstrict requirements of the gospel with looseness.
tifiedness to be determined ? And by whom
* * * Because others have rejected from are the principles of that rule to be applied ?
their fellowship the bumble Christian, we An Ishmaelite, or iron bedstead manufacshould not receive the 1 unsanctified into our turer, says the rule of sanctification is faith
bosom"—Expositor, p. 75.
in the things of the Kingdom of God and the
The above is true. The treating the strict name of Jesus Christ" (Acts viii. 12), and
requirements of the gospel with looseness, is the baptism of such a believer " into the
the cr) ing sin of the piety of this age of name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
gospel profession. By " the requirements of the Holy Spirit;" and in answer to the
the gospel" are meant, we suppose, the re- second question, he says, the principles must
quirements of the Lord Jesus and his be applied bij them whosefellowship is sought.
apostles in their teaching. He required A man claims admission into their bosom
that, for men to be recognized as his dis- who says he is sanctified. Are they bound
ciples, they should believe the word or to receive him on his simple assertion ? If
gospel he preached in Judea ; and that such it be answered " yes," then they would be
believers should^ be baptized. This require- bound to receive Archbishop Hughes and
ment, however, is almost universally disre- his master the Devil, for they both say they
garded. It is too sectarian and intolerant are sanctified! It is evident, then, that a
for the generality, whose " Christian charity man's sanctification cannot be admitted on
and liberality" rejoices in unbounded tolera- mere assertion. Evidence of sanctification
tion of" opinions" for all who do 7iot call in must be adduced. But it is no use proquestion their Christianity; that is, the scrip-ducing evidence, if it is not to be judged.
turality of what they teach as gospel, and " Judge not that ye be not judged," does not
the obedience it requires. With all their then apply to judging of evidence. Men are
" liberality," they have no tolerance for such commanded to "try the spirits" which can
an "opinion" as this It is "exclusive," only be done by examination of evidence and
"unchristian," and " Ishmaelitish. To try testimony. A man, then, must produce
their foundation by a logical application of proof of his assertion before his sanctification
the word, is to become " greater than our can be admitted by those whose fellowship
father Abraham or the apostles," and to set he claims. This is scriptural and rational,
up for a Pope, or a manufacturer of iron bed- however much of bigotry and sectarianism
steads ! Admit that their recognition of the there may be in it according to modern s
divine sonship of Jesus, with ignorance, or Christian liberalism, which, after all said, is
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If said claimant word ' soul' in the Old Testament is ' nothing
say, " 1 was sanctified when I experienced a more than life or the spirit united with the
hope of pardon ;" and on further inquiry, he body—that as to any such future existence
confess that he was ignorant of the purpose as the ancient philosophers described (by
of God in relation to Palestine, the Twelve the immortality of the soul), the apostle
Tribes, and the nations, with Abraham, Paul does not consider it worth a thought—
Christ, and the Saints' connection there- that the notions of very many Christians
with ; it is therefore certain, whatever he who profess to derive comfort in the thought
may have believed about Jesus, that he was of a future state, are not only groundless,
ignorant of the gospel or the truth. Devoid but even inconsistent with themselves to
of this, no man can be sanctified, for it is the such a degree—are so confused and contrasanctifying principle. When Jesus prayed dictory as to give proof that they have
for the sanctification of his disciples he said, never (properly speaking) reflected or in" Sanctify them by the truth: thy doctrine— quired on the subject—and that those noό λόγος ό σος—is truth." The Spirit sanc- tions (themselves) are in fact not part of
tifies when the doctrine of God sanctifies ; the Scripture doctrine of a future state,
and a man's sanctification by the truth is but have been founded merely on the bold
known when, confessing what Jesus confessed assertions of uninspired men"—pp 16, 20,
before Pilate, he is " washed, sanctified, and 23, 29.
justified, by his name and God's Spirit"—1
On pages 32, 39, with unparalleled boldCor. vi. 11; Rom. x. 8 ; 1 Tim. vi. 3, 4,12, ness, he cites the correspondence between
13. The sanctification of men, be they Cicero and his friend Servius Sulpicius—on
dipped or sprinkled, baptized in ignorance the death of Tullie, the daughter of the
of the promises covenanted to them who love former, in order to show that even highly
God, is a dogma of the Apostacy, which we educated heathen sages " ridiculed the very
sincerely, earnestly, and faithfully, advise all notion of any one seriously believing the
to repudiate, who favor a return to the doc- doctrine" (of the immortality of the soul)
trine and practice of the primitive believers. " did not themselves believe what they had
taught, but thought merely of the expeEDITOR.
diency of inculcating this belief on the vulgar !"
[Communicated from Virginia.]
Is this to be tolerated, under the very
A BOLD B 0 0 K - W H A T N E X T ]
MR. EDITOR : — Will you spare space shadow of the University ? Ddes not the
enough in your columns, to allow attention Professor of Moral Philosophy within, and
to be called to a New Work—a book of of Exegctical Theology without its precincts,
startling import, now for sale at the Uni- think himself personally aggrieved by this
versity book stores. I allude to Archbishop pointed insinuation ?
But again, and even worse than any, it is
Whately's " View of the Scripture Revelations concerning a Future State"—a work on page 47 we find this language: " I t is
which must needs shock the sensibilities and common to hear persons speaking of those
disturb the equanimity of the duly author- of the departed of whose final salvation they
ized expounders of orthodox philosophy and are confident speak of them as in heaven—
sound theology, in our own community as as admitted to that blissful state in which
well as at our great State University. I am they are to continue forever—as made parsure you will agree that I do not exaggerate takers of the kingdom of heaven, &c. And
the mischief which such a work from such yet you are expressly told in Scripture and
a source must occasion, when I assure you, profess it among the articles of your belief,
that Dr. Whately, who as you know is late that it is at the end of the world that Jesus
Archbishop of Dublin—author of the famous Christ will come to judge all men and protreatise on * Logic"—(a Text-book, I believe, nounce their final doom and then and not
at the University), and other works which before there will be a resurrection from the
vindicate his claim to be at the present mo- dead," &c. &c.
ment perhaps the highest literary and theoIf anything more be wanting to convict
logical authority in the world—this very Dr. Whately of utter infidelity of the cherdoctor, in this his last work, actually main- ished orthodoxy of our religion and of the
tains in his own words t h a t " the natural dark and presumptuous sin of impeaching
immortality of man's soul, as distinct from the established philosophy and theology of
the body, has not in fact been discovered this happy day of light and knowledge, it is
yet"—that the arguments by which some furnished in the following extract from page
philosophers did attempt to prove this were 75. Can the reader restrain his indignation
not sufficient to convince fully even them- as he reads ?
selves—that the common meaning of the
" All these allusions (in Scripture) to one
but a species of infidelity.

11

Miscellanea.
particular day (evidently the time of the
general resurrection) are such as seem to
imply that it is then that every man's condition will be finally fixed. It is hard to conceive how (supposing the souls of men in a
happy state at death) the day of judgment
at the time of the resurrection should be
spoken of as it is in Scripture, since each
man would (in the case just supposed), not
only know his final condition, but actually
enter upon his reward or punishment, before
the resurrection, immediately on his death ;
so that the judgment of the last day would
be a fact forestalled. It seems strange that
a man should first undergo his sentence and
afterwards be brought to trial—should first
enter upon his reward or punishment and
then (perhaps many centuries after) he tried
and then judged and acquitted or condemned " I I I
One word more and I deliver over this
Arch-heretic Bishop to the deserved condemnation of the Moral Philosophy Professor, and the Chaplain of the University
and to the indignant rebuke of the Clergy
of the Town. It is to cite on p. 100 his
daring and reckless assertion that anciently
those who held the immortality of the soul
apart from the body were ranked as HERE-

that my name might alarm a timid diplomacy
incapable of believing in disinterested devotion, or in the sympathy inspired by unfortunate peoples.
Louis NAPOLEON BONAPARTE.
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EDITOR.

THE BIBLE*
THE Bible is not a book of riddles to be
guessed out by untaught men, women, and
children ; though some seem to treat it thus.
It was given to be under&tood correctly; and
he who does not thus understand it, should
not presume to teach it to others. We do
TICS.
ZENAS.
not say that the whole must be perfectly understood, before any part of it can be taught;
but we do aver that we should not presume
A DISINTERESTED FRIEND TO HUMANITY. to teach what we do not understand.
THE following letter was addressed to the > Many professed teachers suggest that this
Editor of LE TEMPS, on June 17, 1831 :— ? or that mav be the meaning of this or that
" I read in your journal of the 13th June, 5prophecy, figure, or doctrine, and make these
the following paragraph :—
^ suggestions a foundation for a discourse,
essay, or a protracted controversy with ano" Madame la Duchesse de St. Leu has I ther suggester ! The fact is that such perbeen residing in London for several weeks. ; sons had better occupy the place of pupils
It is supposed that the ex-queen of Hoi- \ in the school of Christ a little longer, before
land is looking out for an opportunity to > they attempt to become teachers of the
offer her son to the Belgians, in case they sacred word of God.
find any difficulty in the selection of a
We say with much assurance, that every
sovereign."
word of the Bible may be correctly underIt appears there is a desire to ascribe my stood by studying it under the guidance of
mother's stay ia England to a political ob- the true principles of biblical interpretation.
ject. My mother is there simply because Let us speak and write in the name of the
she was unwilling to separate from her only Lord, what we can prove by the plain and
surviving son.
positive testimony he has given, and leave
Having taken up the sacred cause of the guessing, suggesting, inferring, and
Italian independence, I am obliged to take speculating for those to attend to who have
refuge in England; France, alas ! being still turned their ears away from the truth, and
closed against me. My mother aspires only are turned unto fables, and will not endure
to repose and tranquillity. As to me, far sound doctrine.—Expositor.
from entertaining any ideas of ambition, my
sole desire would be to serve my country, or
Canting Friends.
liberty, in foreign lands, and I should long
ago have been seen, as a simple volunteer, in " Give me the bold, th' erect the mauly foe,
the glorious ranks of the Belgians, or in Him I can meet, perhaps return his blow ;
those of the immortal Poles, if I had not But of all plagues, just heaven, thy wrath can
feared that my actions would have been atsend,
tributed to views of personal interest, and Save, save,oh, save me from a canting friend."

w
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THE FAITH OF THE PENTECOSTIANS. { hand provisionally—" UNTIL " the time came
to place Him on David's throne, by putting
1. " The day of Pentecost" was the fiftieth Caesar and all other foes under his feet—ver.
day after the Passover, or day of the cruci- 35. He is therefore now Lord and Christ,
fixion—the day of waving sin and peace ofor Annointed King of the Jews, waiting for
ferings with bread of the first fruits of the
tenth deals for Judah and Benjamin.—Lev. His kingdom—verse 36.
8. From the foregoing irrefutable demises,
xxiii. 15—21.
it is evident that the devout Pentecostians
2. There were dwelling on that day at Je- believed the gospel of the kingdom preached
rusalem
Jews,; who
i_ j
χι χwere
·Α devout
, /. men, who
,·
bv Jesus, and admitted His claim to David's
h
had come up to that city out of every nation t h y r o n e
belieyi
thig
the s
irit>g
underPentecost.—Acts
heaven, to keep ii.
the5. feasts of P l o v e r ^ ^
f be lieved that God had
t h e y als(
and
raised Him from the dead, and exalted Him
3. Peter preached to them from the pro- to His right hand, and that consequently He
phets, and, by the Spirit, announced to these was alive for evermore. Th is bell·/' convicted
devout Jews, that whosoever called on the them of sin, in preferring Caesar, and in cruName of Jehovah should be saved—verse 21. cifying the King whom God had provided in
4. These devout Jews were personally ac- the house of David, " to be Ruler in Israel—
quainted with Jesus of Nazareth, and wit- Mic. ver. 2. They were, therefore, " pricked
nesses of the miracles, wonders, and signs in their heart," not knowing what to do for
which God did by Him; and as His preach- " sin and peace offerings " before Jehovah.—
ing accompanied His wonder-working, they See No. 1 of this Article, and Acts ii. 37.
were familiar with His proclamation, which
9. The answer the apostle gave by the
was the Gospel of the Kingdom of God—ver. Spirit to their inquiry did not define that
they should believe ; but what they should
22; Mat iv. 24; xi. 35.
do for the waving of sin, and the obtaining
ERGO.—The Spirits1 pentecostian audience of peace before Jehovah. They ALREADY
of devout Jews were all acquainted with the " believed (he things concerning the Kingdom
gospel of the kingdom preached by Jtsus Him- of God, and the Name <f Jesus Christ;"
self before its constiiutnts were commanded all that remained was, to tell such devout
to be baptized.
believers what they should do for salvation
Inference.—The rational inference from from sin by the name of Jehovah—in other
this indisputable fact is, that the knowledge words, by what action that name might be
of the gospel of the kingdom was a necessary called upon or invtkcd.
and specific qualificationfor salvation, through
10. These devout believers of the gospe^
the name of Jehovah / which could only be
put on by the baptism of believers into that of the kingdom, convinced of sin by the
Spirit, were commanded by the same Spirit
name.
to " Repmt iu the name of Jesus," and to
5. These devout Jews were charged with " be baptized in the name of Jesus." The reputting Jesus to death by the hands of the pentenance prescribed was " in the name,"
wicked—ver. 25 : they were therefore parties not only of, or before being in, the name.
to the transaction narrated in the Four Testi- The repentance was not therefore " sorrow
monies, and joined their voices with the mul- for sin," or a " prerequisite for baptism," but
titude, in response to the words of Pilate, an Abrahamic disposition, resulting from be" Bihold your King /" saying, " W E HAVE NO lief of the promises made to Abraham,
KING BUT CJESAR:" thus repudiating the counted in putting on the name of his seed,
claim of Jesus to the crown of his father by baptism.
David.
11. There is nothing parallel to the faith
6. The Holy Spirit, through Peter, joined and practice of these Pentecostians among
issue with them upon this point, and showed the "orthodox " or " heterodox " denominathat David had predicted his Son's resurrec- tions of " Christendom;" and the approved
tion in Psalm xvi; and that David foresaw among them " continued steadfast" in the
that this resurrection was for the purpose truth which formed the basis of their immerof placing him on his throne at some future sion. They do not shift about with every
y
period not mentioned there; so that, not
Cccsar, but David's Son and Lord, Jesus of wind of doctrine, like our contemporaries,
Nazareth, wa3 the rightful " KINO OF THE but made an enlightened and Abrahamic,
JEWS"—terse 30. Such was the Spirits' baptismal, outset; and with the father of
the faithful, went on to perfection, his faith
pentecostian testimony for Jesus.
being made perfect by his works—verse 42 ;
7. The shedding forth of the Spirit was James ii. 22.
evidence that God had raised Jesus from the
EDITOR.
dead, and and exalted Him to His right
Feb. 20,1856.
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME..
"And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up Λ KINGDOM which shall never perish,
and
k DOMINION that shallnot be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall stand for ever.'»—DANIEL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

NEW YORK, APRIL, 1856.

LECTURE ON PBOPHECT,
By

"Dr.

WIUJAM ANDERSON," United Presbyterian

Minister, Glasgow, Scotland.

SUBJECT—THE RESTORATION OF THE THEOCRACY THE HOPE OP THE WORLD.

THE lecturer read the dream of Nebuchadnezzar concerning the metallic image, as
given and interpreted by Daniel, chap. ii. 27
—44, after which he proceeded to say,—" the
characteristic doctrine of that system of
prophetic interpretation which it is the design of the present course of lectures to explain and establish is, that the heavens must
receive Christ only for a short time ; and

that as the nobleman who has gone to a far
country to receive for himself a kingdom,
that is, the title of authority to the kingdom,

he will return to put that title into force,
and set up and administer the kingdom of
the millennial age as its manifested, visible
king. Briefly, instead of our feeling that
he may delay his coming so long as the end
of the Millennium» we expect that he will
come and introduce the Millennium and continue to regulate it. While those of a contrary opinion expect a Millennium without
Christ's presence, except such spiritual presence as is just now enjoyed, we on the other
hand contend that his personal manifested
presence will be the great secret of all the
happiness and glory, and that without it a
Millennium of joy could not possibly have
any existence; for this obvious reason that
in absence of the bridegroom the bride must
mourn. We have Christ's own express
authority for maintaining that his personal,
manifested, visible presence is necessary to
constitute the presence of the bridegroom,
for which no merely spiritual presence can
prove an adequate substitute. You who
think that you enjoy that spiritual presence,
are you quite satisfied with it ? If you are,
your satisfaction convicts you of self-delu-
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sion ; for a principal evidence of the spiritual
presence being enjoyed is that it excites an ardent longing for the personal presence, when

the saved shall behold his glory and see him
as he is. Is not that your expectation, all of
you, that you shall one day see Christ, see
him of whom you have heard so much, and
on whom you have thought so much, on
whom you have depended so much, of whom
you have felt, I trust, so much ? Oh! that
you shall yet see him in the glory of his majesty, in the grace of his love—see him to
be saluted by him so familiarly as his wellloved brethren who have been faithful to his
cause, and welcomed to abide with him for
evermore. Is not that your hope for the far
distant heaven? Until you have attained
to the realization of this hope you feel that
you will never be completely satisfied, that
you must see him as he i&. And yet how
many reprobate us as carnal in our hopes ?
Once they called us sensual, but in their
great charity they have mitigated the accusation these two or three years and are now
in the habit of calling us only sensuous.
When we believe and hope that the same
beatific vision of the glorified Redeemer
which you expect will enrapture you far
away up and distant in that neaven ; when
we expect that when the New Jerusalem
comes down from the heaven, the heaven will
be transferred to mother-earth,—Christ's
mother-earth as well as my mother-earth,
for his human nature is taken out of motherearth—in that day when the tabernacle of
God will be with man; not less must you
than we be implicated in the charge of sensuousness, since it is the same God we
both desire, the seeing of Christ personally.
You expect all that billions of billions of
miles and the intercommunion with Christ
away from mother-earth—we expect it down
here, and if we be sensuous you are sensuous
too. How pretentious the men are to die-
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criminate impartially in the utterance of
their revilings! Let them abide by the old
English and say carnal, and then let the matter be tried by that issue. Whose hope is
the most carnal ? Theirs. What is their
hope ? That the millennial church will be
happy and glorious without the presence of
the divine bridegroom, and that she will
manage the household very well in his absence, by the agency of her pastors and the
princes of the earth ; being only needful of
the influences of the Spirit sent from that
distant country whither ne has gone, where
let him abide ! Our hope is that he himself
will come and be present, manifested in his
glory; and instead of the kings and emperor3 of this world, replenish the offices of
power with his glorified saints, for he has
not subjected the world to come to the angels but to the saints. I demand which of
these hopes is the less carnal ? Christ coming to take the kingdom of the whole earth I
That is spirituality. The church can manage the world well enongh in his absence!
That is carnality.
In this statement of the characteristic
of our system, I have been led to repel an
objection which is frequently plead against it
with much offensiveness of imputation, of
grossness Jto our brotherhood, and not less
offensiveness of affectation of a sanctified
concern about the spirituality of Christian
faith, which they say they are constrained to
defend against our millennarian sensuousness. There are a number more of these
objections which I should like very much to
have an opportunity of discussing, more
especially these two,—novelty of our faith,
that we are innovators on the church's faith,
—and the other that it is a degradation of
Christ to bring him back to this world.
With respect to the firs.t, it may be a novelty
to some of you but it has been no novelty to
the church. We have the testimony of
Justin Martyr that this was the orthodox
faith of the church in the year 150, those
who held opposite views being regarded as
heretics ; while the chief men of the Westminister Assembly, with the Moderator, Dr.
Twiss, Mr. Marshall, the great advocate of
Presbyterianism, Dr. Godwin, the champion
of Independency, Mr. Palmer, who drew up
the Shorter Catechism, and twenty more that
might be named, held my faith and the faith
of my brethren who appear on this platform.
It is nothing to me what Dr. Twiss believed,
but there are some poor weak popish minds
who need to be told that the gods of their
idolatry hold our faith. With respect to
the manner in which our doctrine is stated
to degrade the Son of God by bringing him
back to this world, I have simply to say that
I question very much if the man who makes

that an objection to our faith believes in
his first advent. It is not one-half the wonder that he should come to take his own
blood-bought kingdom into his possession, as
that he should have come the first time as a
" man of sorrows and acquainted with grief"
to make the purchase of it.
The dream of Nebuchadnezzar, as interpreted by the prophet Daniel, has been expressively and beautifully characterized by
the great Joseph Mede as being the sacred
calender, the great almanac of prophecy,
by the guidance of which all our millennial
calculations must be conducted if we would
conduct them successfully. The image
viewed as a whole is emblematical of that
system of human power—infidel, idolatrous,
or antichristian, principally affecting the interests of the children of Abraham and the
disciples of Christ which should have dominion from the time of the captivity of
Judah to the era of the establishment of divine power under the reign of the Son of
God. Observe the chronology of the prophecy. God had reigned in the Shekinah
over the kingdom of Israel. That kingdom
was overturned by Gentile power and taken
into captivity. Gentilism succeeded. It is
in reference to this that the disciples said,
"When wilt thou restore the kingdom?"
Did Christ say that kingdom would never
be restored? On the contrary he says by
implication, There is to be a kingdom, but it
is not for you to know the times or seasons
of it. There is a great work to be done before that. God's kingdom shall be restored
in more than its ancient glory. Remark
then the chronology of the prophecy—the
time of the dream and its interpretation.
Just when the kingdom of God had been
overturned in Israel, and Gentilism had taken possession of the kingdom, the prophecy
is given to explain how .long this Gentilism
is to continue, and when the kingdom of
God shall be again restored.
When examined more particularly, we find
that this Gentile power should consist of a
series of four successive kingdoms, monarchies, or empires, exhibited respectively under the emblems of gold, silver, brass, and

iron, the latter under two conditions—first
pure and afterwards mixed with clay. The
prophet himself expressly determines for us
that the monarchy symbolized by gold was
the empire of Babylon. After this the process for determining the application of the
other symbols is very simple. It is simply
to interrogate history, to read Rollin, and
ask the question—What power overturned
or succeeded that of Babylon ? The answer
is, the Medo-Persian, which consequently
corresponds to the silver. The Medo-Persian
was succeeded by the Grecian, represented
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by the brass; this again was succeeded by seriously think on the subject, it does not
the Roman, symbolized by the iron. As the appear impossible; we venture to say it is
Roman power descends it becomes mingled not unlikely that before the end of time
with clay. Prophetic expositors agree that Rome shall fall too. And is this the amount
this was verified in the irruption of the of your patriotism for the church ? is this
Gothic and other barbarous tribes from the the expression of the ardour of your hope
north, their settlement in the midst of the for the happiness of the world ? Oh! how
Romans, and the partition of the empire of much you have yet to learn of the character
Rome into the various principalities of mod- of God as a God of holiness. You have
ern Europe. ' And here we are called to yet to commence the study of his purposes.
remark with admiration, the superiority of He has declared, so as to leave no room for
the Bible in its politics to the speculations uncertainty in the mind of any believer,
of uninspired men. Gibbon discourses of that as Babylon, Medo-Persia, and Greece
the Roman empire having fallen under this fell, so shall Rome fall also ; and that another
eruption, whereas Scripture prophecy repre- empire, even the fifth in, the order of dosents that empire as having only undergone minion over the world, shall be advanced to
a modification; with what singular pro- her place long before the time when you
priety, let the philosophical historian judge. imagine the earth shall be blotted out of
At all events, whatever may be the views existence. This is not one of the points
taken by others this must be the view of the which is left to the higher probability, for
scriptural politician,—that we are now the " the dream is certain and the interpretation
Roman empire in that condition of being is sure."
mingled up with the Gothic clay. Here is
It is at this point the controversy comsomething in which we are directly interest- mences ; and though little confident in my
ed. The prophecy has a bearing on our- own powers yet greatly confident in my arselves as being a part of the kingdoms of gument, I submit for examination the followEurope. What are our rational prospects ? ing series of propositions deduced from the
Let us not deny ourselves the inquiry. It prophecy:
is conduct only for a child to cover its eyes
I.—The whole of the present dynasty of
with its hands and imagine that it is hidden
from danger, because the danger is hidden Roman Europe shall be demolished in order
from it. The part of wise men is to aquaint to the establishment on the earth of the emthemselves with the approaching evil that pire of the stone. Not only shall the power
they may be prepared. For this deadness to of the house of Bourbon or Napoleon be
inquiry there would bo some excuse were demolished, but that of France; not only
there nothing but the fallacious oracles of that of the house of Brunswick, but that of
worldly politicians ; but when God has given Britain ; they shall be no longer known and
us a " sure word of prophecy," it is worse remembered as independent kingdoms.
than foolish, it is deeply criminal to remain
II.—The abolition of the Roman power
contented in ignorance of what is coming shall be accomplished with violence. The
on the earth. Shall this Roman empire, stone was seen by Nebuchadnezzar to smite
then, of which we form a constituent part, the image on the feet of iron and clay, and
continue to stand forever ? No, surely, say break it to pieces. There can be little doubt
many ; there will be no Roman empire, you it was principally by this scene of vengeance
know, in eternity, after the world has been that Nebuchadnezzar's mind was so much
burnt to nothing and scattered as the dust troubled, otherwise the dream was such as
of a cinder, and when we have been all car- a king's fancy might be delighted with. It
ried up to heaven. I turn from such imbecility was the breaking of the image which
and shape the question for the thoughtful— afflicted him. Although the kingdoms and
Shall Rome stand much longer? Do you churches of Europe were all as pure as the
think she shall stand another century? strictest of Presbyterians or Independents
When Babylon, Medo-Pcrsia, and Greece could desire, yet would the Lord come and
were overturned, has Rome any plea to ad- abolish the system and supplant it with one
vance for exemption from the common fate of surpassing glory. Although Israel had
of empires ? Can the kingdoms of Europe remained faithful to the law, yet would the
of which Rome is now composed—Can Bri- Redeemer have made his first advent, and
tain show good cause before the judgment- \ introduced a new dispensation. The Jews
seat of God in the conduet of her rulers or had no greater reason to expect a change
her people of her dominion having been so · than we have. How stand the scripture
righteously exercised that Britain should, ! promises? Are we not given the prospect
any more than Babylon, the night that it ! of something called the binding of Satan,
was sacked by Cyrus, be continued another >the u first resurrection," the reign of the
hour ? Well, after all, say some, when we martyrs, the " coming of the Son of man,'7
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the "kingdom of God?" Let this pros- <.the government of that religion for which
pect be allegorized as much as men may, they have long legislated,—when such is our
still would it not only amount to the im- proclamation, wherein is it invidious ? Do
provement, but to the supplanting of the they not all confess that they are Christian
present system with a new one—as new, princes holding their thrones from heaven,
compared with the one under which we and as the lieutenants of Christ, ruling for
live, as this dispensation is compared with his glory ? And when they perceive that
what existed in the days of Saul and Da- their efforts for his cause are so unavailing,
vid. And, Oh! what need this cold world and when crime and other evils are so
has of something new. The Lord knows much on the increase, how weary one
his own, and his own he will reward. To should think they must be of their royalty,
Europe he will come as an avenger of how welcome the proclamation that the
wrong, and these words shall be fulfilled,— master himself is coming! An easy task
" And the kings of the earth and the chief would it be ? It were harder than was
captains and the mighty men, hid them- Daniel's. There are kings in Christendom
selves in the rocks of the mountains; for whom the report of the appearing of the
the great day of his wrath is come, and Son of God would trouble as much as the
who shall be able to stand."
report of the first advent troubled Herod.
III.—The Roman dynasty having been And as for their subjects, there are millions
abolished, no earth-born power shall suc- on millions of them shouting the church
ceed it. All interpreters agree that the is in danger, or loudly vociferating about
stone being cut without hands is descrip- liberty and the rights of the people, who
tive of its heavenly origin. No invasion would rather have Nero or Domitian for
from China or any other quarter of the their king than the Christ of God ; and yet
world can meet the demands of the pro- come he shall to take the kingdom to himphecv. No, Rome has this honor and dis- self. The event indeed is yet in the womb
tinction reserved for her pride that, though of futurity, but it is nigh its birth. The
doomed to destruction, she shall not fall by word of God labors with the burden of its
the hand or be succeeded by the power of prophecy—" Be wise now therefore, Ο ye
any earthly rival. The stone is of God. kings;17 be instructed, ye judges of the
There is a striking perfection in the sym- earth.
bols of the dream. Four metals of the
V.—In the days of the stone, the church
mineral kingdom, all that were then or are shall not only exercise the power of which
now known as metals of strength, are em- she is at present possessed, in a greater
ployed in the construction of the image. degree of strength, but shall be invested
These being broken and dissipated, there with additional power of a different nature.
is no other metal of strength with which At present the whole of the genuine power
you can form a fifth kingdom. The of the church is spiritual, being exercised
mines of the earth are exhausted and for only on the conscience. When she calls
another dominion you must look on high. on kings to levy taxes for her support, to
And down it comes in that adamantine enforce observance of her sabbaths, to disstone from heaven's territory, and of franchise the heretic, or to incarcerate the
heaven's own cutting and fashioning.
infidel for his blasphemy, so far does she
IV.—The stone is the church, with Je- act the part of apostasy and harmonize
sus Christ consequently as head of that with the man of sin. And yet the church
church, the sovereign king. All interpre- is decreed to execute a work of violence
ters are still thus far agreed, the contro- on the image, to smite it and break it to
versy being agitated as to the nature of the pieces. This is evidently a work unsuited
reign, whether spiritual or also external. for the exercise of the power she at preIn the mean time with this proposition be- sent holds. The gloomy night of error is
fore us assented to, I remark that surely descending on the world when there will
ours must be an easy task. Had we receiv- be something more substantial for them
ed a commission such as Daniel's was, when than an appeal to conscience. The church
he was ushered into the presence of the will then be invested with authority greater
king of Babylon, our hearts might have than that usurped by Popery in its worst
failed us. But though it were directly into time. It will not explain the terms of the
the presence of the princes of modern prophecy to say that the church as a spiriEurope, since our proclamation for them tual power shall, in virtue of the light emaand their councils and cabinets is, that the nating from her, christianize the governSon of God by one kind of advent or ano- ments of the earth. This would be an
ther is on his way to be the individual suc- accidental work, whereas the work of the
cessor of them all, himself to administer stone is a violent work, and one of direct in-
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tention. It assails the image with full purpose to destroy it. The time assigned in the
prediction for the appearance of the stone
shows that the church in its present state
is not the instrument of the image's destruction; for the destroying agent does
not appear till the feet of the image were
manifested in the condition of iron mixed
with clay; whereas the church was established when the legs of the image had
only reached the development of pure iron.
Again, no sooner does the stone appear
than it proceeds to demolish the image; but
as a spiritual institution the church has existed for eighteen centuries. The continuance of the image is altogether inconsistent
with the growth and prosperity of the
kingdom of the stone. It further appears
evident from the prophecy that the kingdom of the stone shall be invested with all
that power previously possessed by the
various empires symbolized by the image.
But some may ask, Is such a measure of
church-power a hope for the world ? Has
there ever been any power so destructive
as church-power ? Look at the church of
Popery, or the bishop of Exeter ? Would
you not rather have any infidel power imaginable for the happiness of the world
than church-power? But the church in
what state ? With its head present—under
the great theocracy—when the Son of man
shall have come. Not under the administration of men in the flesh. My hope for
the earth is the saints of the olden time—
the Abrahams, Davids, Isaiahs, Johns, and
Pauls, with all who shall be "accounted
worthy to obtain that world and the resurrection from the dead ; for the kingdom and
dominion and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven shall be given
to the people of the saints of the most
High, whose kingdom is an everlasting
kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and
obey him."

From Tait'e Magazine.

THE JEWISH SUBJECTS OF THE EUSSIAN
CZAR.

MUCH interest was awakened, a short time
ago, by an account in the daily papers of a
visit paid by Sir Moses Montefiore to what
were called his Russian co-religionists among
the prisoners of war brought home by our
ships. The interest felt would no doubt have
been greater still, had the history of the Jewish communities to which these individuals
belong been better known. This history, in
a consecutive form and in a philosophical

spirit, remains to be written; but in the
meanwhile a few jottings relative to the past
and present condition of the Jews among
whom Russia recruits her fleets and her armies, may prove acceptable.
The indiscriminate application of the name
of Russian to the various peoples under the
dominion of the Tzar, is one among the many
indications of how imperfect a knowledge we
have hitherto had of the true constitution of
the colossal empire with which we are at present engaged in so close a struggle. In no
case is the denomination more inapplicable
than in that of the Israelites who live under
the sceptre of the Tzars, but who have never
been tolerated on Russian soil. From the
early times this people was denied the right
of establishing themselves in the Russian dominions, and to this day they are not allowed
to sojourn for any length of time in Russia
proper; and it was not until Poland was
brought under subjection to the Russian
Tzars, that the latter ever counted any Jewish communities among their subjects. Poland, on the contrary, may be considered the
home of the Jews in Europe ; for in that
country their numbers amount to that of a
nation, and they hold α position which, however degraded it be, gives them a certain
weight in the State, and could under present
circumstances be filled by no other class. In
every town throughout the countries which
once constituted the independent kingdom of
Poland, all handicrafts, with the exception
of that of the smith and the carpenter, all
branches of trade, be it en gros or en detail,
are in the hands of the Jews ; and no business, be it of the most important or the most
insignificant nature, can be transacted without their aid. Through the mediation of a
Jew the nobleman sells the corn grown on
his estate to the skipper who exports it; and
through the mediation of a Jew the serf sells
his pigs and his fowls to the consumer in the
town. Through the mediation of a Jew the
upper classes engage their servants, and sometimes even the tutors and governesses for
their children ; and through the mediation
of a Jew the voiturier settles his contract
with the traveller who requires his conveyance. Through the mediation of the Jews
landlords settle conditions with their tenants,
and housewives lay in their winter provisionp.
Iu short, whether you would eat or drink,
rest or travel, change your lodging or renew
you toilet in Poland, you must have recourse
to the Jews, who divide among themselves
houses, inns, lands, and every description of
property belonging to the Christians; so
that each Jew has t»s prescribed field of activity, from which he may draw as much
profit as it will yield, while he is strictly prohibited from tresspassing upon the hunting-
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grounds of his neighbors.* The Jews swarm
The consideration which the Jews enjoyed
in the streets of the towns throughout all in Poland during this period is by popular
the Polish provinces, and are met also in /tradition attributed to the influence of the
great numbers in the villages and on the beautiful Esterka, or Esther, a Jewish maihigh-roads ; ever busy in turning a penny, den, who for a time held captive King Casibut almost invariably presenting a picture j mir's fickle heart. But although Esther's
of squalid misery, and mental and moral de- influence may have been great, in consequence
gradation painful to behold, and in strange of her having bestowed two sons* on the
contrast with their importance as the mono- king, who had no legitimate children, and
polizers of almost all the industrial activity may have been exercised in favor of her
in the society amid which they live, and race, Casimir's extension of favor and prowith their numbers, which amounting to up- tection to the industrious and persecuted
wards of two millions and a half, must give Jews was too much in accordance with the
them a certain weight in the State : and the general character of the system of wise and
stranger inquires, with startled curiosity, how beneficent policy which acquired for him
it is that a people has so multiplied on a soil the surname of the " King of the Peasants,"
which seems to deny them every comfort of whom also he protected from the oppression
life.
of the nobles, to need any such inspiration ;
There are, perhaps, few instances in history and as long as his spirit continued to aniin which we can trace in such unmistakable mate the Polish rulers, the country was
evidences the elevating influences of just prosperous and powerful. Cardinal Comlaws, and the debasing effects of lawlessness mendoni, the Pope's legate in Poland during
and persecution, on communities as well as the reign of the last of the Jaghellons in the
on the individuals who compose them, as in 16th century, expresses as follows his surng the Jews in that country
the case of the Jews of Poland. At a very prise at finding
early period of Polish history, when in other enjoying the rights and well-being of rehil iin other
th parts
t off EuE
Christian countries the commonest rights of spected citizens, while
humanity were denied to the Israelites, they rope they were only able to purchase a conenjoyed in Poland the protection of the laws; temptuous toleration at the cost of immense
and in the 14th century, when the most atro- sums of money :—
cious persecutions drove them from all the " There are in these provinces a large numwestern countries of Europe, they flocked in ber of Jews, who are not despised as elsethousands to the banks of the Vistula, where where. They do not live on the vile profits
the Polish king, Casimir the Great, afforded of usury and service, although they do not
them an asylum, and extended to them privi- refuse such gains ; but they possess lands,
leges commensurate with those of his other are engaged in commerce, and even apply
subjects. Invested with the rights of citi- themselves to literature and science, partizens, the Jews soon became such in the best cularly medicine and astrology. They are
sense of the word, and Casimir reaped his almost everywhere entrusted with the levyreward in the rapid development of the pros- ing of customs and tolls on the import and
perity of his realm. The people of Poland and transport of merchandise. They posswere divided into two classes : the nobles ess considerable fortunes, and are not only
and the peasants ; the first of which consider- on a level with gentlemen, but sometimes
ed the pursuit of commerce or of the useful hold authority among them. They do not
arts as beneath their dignity, while the sec- wear any mark to distinguish them from
ond occupied themselves exclusively with the Christians, but are even allowed to wear a
tillage of the soil. The Jews thus proved swrord and to go about armed. In short,
most useful in filling up the gap between the they enjoy all the rights of other citizens."
two; and during Casimir"s reign already
But with the extinction of the Jaghellon
seventy towns arose on the banks of the Vistula, and commerce and industry were devel- dynasty matters took another turn in Poland.
oped and flourished, these branches being en- The monarchy, which had until then been
tirely in the hands of the Jews ; who, enjoy- elective in name only, now became so in fact,
ing the protection of the laws, and being free and the reign of anarchy commenced. The
to follow their religious convictions unmo- kings, holding the crown by the suffrages of
lested, soon ceased in all other matters to the nobles, ventured not to restrain their undistinguish themselves from the people of lawful proceedings ; and, fanned by the Jewhich they formed a part, and proved them- suits - whose disastrous influence in Poland
selves as estimable as patriots as they were
• The'extraordinary tolerance with which the Jews
useful as citizens.
must have been regarded in Poland at that time, is
evidenced in the fact, that although
a t h o g h their sons were
* This strange custom is called Chazack. and, ) educated in the Christian faith, the daughters whom
though now prohibited by the law, continues in a great Esther bore to the king were allowed to follow their
measure to prevail, χ
mother's religion.
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also dates from this period—the superstitious
and fanatic hatred of the Jews, which the
Polish Christians shared in common with
those of Western Europe, though it had
been held in check, now burst forth with indescribable fury. Forbidden thenceforward
the privilege of bearing arms or of serving
the country in a civil capacity; forced to
take up their abode in the lowest and dirtiest quarters of the town, apart from all the
other inhabitants, and to wear a distinguishing badge of infamy on their vestments;
fleeced by all kinds of taxes and extortions,
and impeded in every way from gaining
openly an honest livelihood, the persecuted
race soon sunk down morally and materially,
to a level with their oppressed brethren in
other countries, and became deserving of the
repugnance they inspired; while the prosperity of the towns, the centres of the industry, commerce and riches of the country,
declined, and with them the power and independence of Poland, which, invaded and partitioned, fell a victim partly to the anarchy
of the nobles, partly to the influence of the
Jesuits.
The numerous laws concerning the Jews
which emanated after this period, having
merely reference to their relations with the
Christians, while all transactions between
themselves were left to the jurisdiction of the
rabbis, who even possessed the right of pronouncing sentence of death or of exile, the
Israelites of Poland were thrown back upon
the Books of Moses and of the Talmud for
their Iaw3. Jewish customs in their most
rigid form became in consequence their rule
of conduct; and thus the chasm between
them and their fellow-citizens grew wider
and wider; and what was at first merely a
religious difference, became a strong national
antipathy, and Jew and Pole, though remaining necessary to each other, became animated by mutual hatred, disgust, and contempt.
The strong prejudices which have always
characterized the Hebrew race, being not
only strengthened by the injustice and persecution of their antagonists, but by the study
of the works, which were to them the sole
fountains of law and justice, they sunk
deeper and deeper in the scale of civilization,
while their brethren in other lands were
slowly emerging from the bondage in which
the religious fanaticism of the people and
the mistaken policy of the Governments had
held them; and the great mass now represent, in a hideous picture, the degrading influences of popular fanaticism and exclusive
legislation.
The rabbis—who have much to answer for
in relation to the degraded state of their coreligionists—having held the threat of anathe-

ma over those who learnt the Polish language,
or who adopted the dress or manners of their
Christian countrymen,—the greater number
of the Polish Jews understand no other language than the corrupt German, which has
always been their spoken idiom; and they
are thus excluded from such culture even as
they might pick up in their business intercourse with the educated classes. Indeed,
all studies, except that of the Talmud,—the
Zoar, and the Commentaries upon these, are
held in utter contempt among them; and
the Jew, who, emancipating himself from
the trammels of strict orthodoxy, attempts
to raise himself to the level of the age in
which he lives, is scouted as a traitor to Israel. He who would enjoy the esteem of
his co-religionists, on the contrary, must dress
strictly after the Jewish fashion; must let
his beard and his vcysi, or long side-locks,
grow; must go at least twice a day to the
synagogue; must every morning exhibit
large thephilin* on his forehead and on his
hand; must remain a long time before
Chemona Ethra ;f must pour water over his
hands, or rub them on the ground, every
time he has touched anything, be it only his
hair ; he must shun even the neighborhood
of a Christian temple ;J take care that the
zizesses, or tufts attached to the skirts of his
caftan in memory of the commandments of
God, be of the orthodox length ; and kiss
the mesures, or words of the law engraven
on his door-posts, each time he enters or
goes out. He must, moreover, when rising
in the morning, wet his hands three times
with water, to drive away the evil spirits
that settle upon the nails (the evil spirit of
dirt being alone left unmolested), taking care
that the ewer containing the water be of the
prescribed form, and that he begin with the
right hand ; and if he would have a reputation for piety, he must three times a day repeat various prayers, and read passages from
the Talmud, the Mishna, the Zoar, and other
holy books, written in Hebrew or Chaldean,
of which languages he most likely does not
understand a word; and he must pare his
nails every Friday, and carefully burn or·
conceal the parings, and then make a notch
in his table or his window-post, to mark that
it has been done, lest after death he should
be condemned to return to earth to fetch the
spoils.
Such, and many more, are the observances
which occupy the leisure time of the Jews in
* Words from the Scriptures, worn thue In literal
accordance with the words in Deut vi. 6.
t The fourteen benedictions of Esdraz.
X As late as 1884, some Jews who had followed the
funeral of a Polish nobleman, whose virtues had made
him beloved by all classes of his countrymen, wer·
anathematized by their Rabbi, because of their haying
entered A Christian church.
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Poland, and which are considered necessary
for peace with God; and it is plain that the
violence done to the religious feelings of those
who serve in tjie armies and navy of Russia,
must tenfold aggravate all the other sufferings
they have to endure. Well may Sir Moses
Montefiore have been greeted as an angel of
consolation, when he brought to the poor
prisoners the means of celebrating one of
their most important religious festivals. To
how many of these poor Russian prisoners
will not, in every respect, captivity in England seem liberation from the house of
bondage!
The strict orthodoxy that prevails among
the Polish Jews is farther evidenced by certain cords or wires, called aireph, or Sabbath-cords, which run from roof to roof across
the openings in the streets in the quarters of
the town inhabited by the Jews, and which
have so much puzzled travellers in Poland,
and given rise to so many absurd stories. The
origin of these cords is derived from the law
which forbids the Jews to carry anything in
their hands or about their persons on the
Sabbath, and which being attended with
great inconvenience, mothers being even interdicted to carry their babes in their arms,
it became necessary to invent some lawful
means of evasion. The aireph marks the
boundary within which the law may be
transgressed without sin ; beyond these precincts, however, the Jew must not even carry
his handkerchief in his pocket on the Sabbath ; but if he cannot do without such useful appendage, must tie it round his arm or
wrap it round his hand, in which case it
passes for part of his vestments, so well has
Jewish ingenuity known how to evade the
inconveniences of Jewish orthodoxy. Whoever destroys an aireph is severely punished.
The fact of the destruction or disseverance
of such a cord, in whatever manner it may
have Qccurred, is made known in the synagogue, and until it be repaired, the encircled
precincts cease to enjoy the immunities it
conferred. Happily, children under the age
of thirteen do not come within the ordinances
of the aireph law ; and by their aid the inconvenience is in some measure mitigated.
The reknitting of the broken line cannot be
performed by a lesser personage than the
rabbi of the place. If it be a rope, it must
not be mended by the application of a knot,
but an entirely new cord must be provided ;
if it be a wire, the dissevered parts may be
linked together again by means of a hook
and eye Among the things interdicted on
the Sabbath are also driving in a carriage,
or walking to a greater distance than 2000
ells from the house in which they dwell,—
which distance may, however, be doubled, if,

on the preceding Friday, a fresh wheaten
loaf be deposited midway on the rope.
The customs here alluded to no doubt are,
or, at least, have been, common to the Jews
all over the world; but the distinction between thePolish Jews and their co-religionists
of the West, is that the former adhere to them
in the present day as rigidly as in the middle
ages, and mix them up with as numerous
superstitions. Scenes are of daily occurrence
in Poland, and attract no attention, which
would excite the greatest wonder in other
parts of Europe were they exhibited there.
At full-moon tide, for instance, you may, in
any Polish town, come upon a crowd of Jews
in the street, performing what looks very
much like worship of the moon, some gazing
at the luminary with fixed glance and murmuring indistinct prayers, while others make
obeisances to it and cry out in a loud voice:
others again, in long, white flowing robes
bordered with black, grouped around small
reading-desks on which their holy books lie
open, read in these by the light of lanterns,
and from time to time lift up their voices and
smite their foreheads.
When observing the rigid orthodoxy of
these stagnant Israelites, one cannot help regretting that among the religious observances
so staunchly adhered to, there are none that
enforce cleanliness; for the reverse of this
virtue is so prominent a quality in the Polish
Jews, as to make them Objects of almost unconquerable repugnance, and the filth and
discomfort in their dwellings is as great. The
dirt, the misery, the squalor, and the extreme
poverty of the great majority of the two millions and a half of Israelites who inhabit the
Polish provinces, is the more surprising as
they are addicted neither to drunkenness,
gambling, nor idleness ; and it must, therefore, in a great measure, be attributed to their
extreme ignorance, and to the fanatic zeal'
with which their rabbis and congregational
superiors have resisted every reform and innovation proposed by the Government; for
however many sins the Poles, as all the Christian nations of Europe, may have to answer
for as regards the Jews, it cannot be denied
that during the present century at least, a
great part of the nation has sincerely desired
to ameliorate their position. Even the Emperor Nicholas, at one period, made a pretence of wishing to enforce enlightenment
among them. He invited Dr. Lilienthal, a
learned German Jew, to St. Petersburg,
to assist with his advice a commision instituted for the purpose of devising means for
diffusing light among hie Jewish subjects.
The advanced minds among the Jewish population in the Emperor's dominions hailed
these preparations as the dawn of a new day;
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but the orthodox Jews fasted and smote their
breasts, and prayed, fearing that a fatal blow
would thus be levelled against Judaism.
Happily for them, according to their own
ideas, Nicholas seems to share the views of
the great Catharine, who, writing to the
governor of Moscow once, on the subject of
schools, said : " If I institute schools, it is not
for us but for Europe, where we must maintain the rank we hold in public opinion ;
but the day that our peasants evince a desire to become enlightened, neither you nor
I will remain in our places." Dr. Lilienthal
sojourned in Russia many years, enjoying a
high salary, but the schools that he was to
organize were never established.
Even when not discriminated by their filth
and rags, the Jews are distinguished from the
rest of the population by their dress, which
is of a decidedly Oriental character; but
among themselves the similarity is so great,
that in travelling through the Polish provinces from the Black Sea to the Baltic, one
might fancy oneself pursued by the same individuals, the illusion being further encouraged by the similarity in the size and figure
of the men, who are almost invariably tall
and thin, and distinguished by the pallor of
their countenances, which seems more a
characteristic of the race than the result of
individual suffering. Their complexion is
clear and transparent, their eyes dark, their
features delicate and chiselled, and their hair
and beards dark, curly and glossy, their
hands being remarkable for great delicacy
and elegance of shape. The contrast between
the beauty and noble expression of the countenances of these men, and the abjectness
of their character and meanness of their
pursuits, is a source of constant wonder to
the stranger. As some one has strikingly
remarked, it is as if you beheld King David
or King Solomon engaged in the pursuits of
hucksters and peddlers, or the patriarchs
committing petty roguery. If nature be not
a deceiver, how much nobler destinies might
not these men have worked out for themselves, had not bigotry and persecution done
their worst against them ! In Lithuania, in
particular, some travellers aver that every
Jew is a handsome man ; and the meekness,
mildnes3, and gentle melancholy expressed in
the countenances of the younger men especially, is described as singularly touching.
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Jewish ladies encircle their brows on festive
occasions, harmonize well with their dark hair
and brilliant eyes. Altogether, however, the
male attire, consisting of a long, dark caftan,
fastened round the waist, with a broad, silk
sash, and a high, conical, fur cap, is more
striking than that of the women. But when,
in summer, the fur cap is exchanged for a
low-crowned, broad-brimmed hat, the digni-.
fied Oriental sinks down into the commonplace Jew. Says a traveller, who visited
the country lately:—
14
The hundreds of thousands of the poorest
Jews in Poland would afford an excellent
study to any one who should desire to ascertain the minimum of nourishment on which
the human body can be sustained, or to what
perfection the art of making a whole garment out of innumerable rags can be carried,
or in how far the air inhaled by human beings
may be loaded with pestiferous smells without becoming deadly, or how children may
be reared without clothes, without water,
without soap, without comb, without brush,
without medicine, without instruction, or
without care of any kind. . . . The misery,
the want, the sickness, the hunger, the suffering of all kinds that reigns in the damp,
filthy, pestiferous dwellings of the poor Jews
in Warsaw, Cracow, Lemberg, Mittau, Wilna, and Odessa, where half a dozen families, all richly blessed with children, live in
one wretched cellar, amid dirt and rags, with
little light and less heat—the squalid figures,
the many-colored tatters, worthy of being
exhibited in an ethnographical museum,
which may be seen in the Polish marketplaces, only those can picture to themselves
who have read descriptions of the Esquimaux, of the New Hollanders, or of the inhabitants of Terra del Fuego."
This is a distressing picture, and it is not
viewed with indifference in Poland : but the
hands of the nation are tied by the tyrannical
despotism which weighs upon Christian and
Jew alike.
Towards the close of the last century,
when the Polish nobles were in every way
exerting themselves to retrieve the errors of
the past—while their weak king, the minion
of the worst enemy of his country, was unconsciously preparing its downfall, strenuous
efforts were also made to ameliorate the condition of the Jews ; and a " project of reAs a general rule, the women are less hand- form" relating to this subject was drawn up
some, and are much inclined to a degree of in a just and liberal spirit, by a member of
embo7ipoint which oversteps the limits of thethe Diet, and would no doubt have passed
beautiful; however, their turban-like head- into law, had not the partition of the coundresses, formed of gaudy-colored handker- try intervened. According to this project of
chiefs, give them a certain picturesqueness of reform, the Jews were once more to be adappearance ; and the rich coronets of pearls mitted to all the rights of citizens, while
and precious stone3 with which the wealthy their duties to the country were not made to
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interfere with their liberty of conscience. It
was enacted that as citizens of the State they
should learn the language of the country, and
should send their children to the national
schools, but at the same time their religious
rights were secured, and all honorable careers
were opened to them. But the vultures that
were to rend Poland asunder, were already
hovering over the doomed land, and these
noble efforts at self-reformation, which might
have served as an example to the freest and
most enlightened nations of the times, only
hastened the action of its enemies, lest the
nation should grow too strong before the
blow that was to fell it to the ground was
levelled. The Israelites, fully aware of the
sincerity of the intentions of the Polish patriots in their favor, proved by gratitude in
1794, when the people flew to arms in despair, by freely mingling their blood with that
of their Christian compatriots; and they
fought with bravery for the independence of
the country which promised once more to become a true home to them.
Those among the Polish Israelites who in
consequence of the partition were transferred
to Prussian rule, were the most fortunate.
They have obtained many privileges they did
not before possess ; and they have in consequence abandoned their distinctive garb, and
have lost many of their distinguishing features. Under Austrian rule, the influence
of the Jesuits, who had contributed so much
to their sufferings and degradation in Poland
continued to be felt; and the Jews of Gallicia still maintain all their characteristic features. But it was the Israelites transferred
to Russian dominion that were the most to
be pitied. They were left entirely at the
mercy of the caprice of the governors of the
provinces, and other ignorant, barbarous, and
rapacious officials, who all hoped to make
their fortunes by despoiling the Jews, whose
riches they conceived to be boundless. If
the victims refused to deliver up the gold
which in reality they did not
tyrants put them to the tortun
from them. The underlings
example of their superiors ; even the Russian
soldiers—poor miserable slaves, ill-treated
and trampled upon themselves—when they
met with a Jew, played the masters for a
while, and added their share to the misery

also the right of lengthened sojourn in any
of the populous cities.
In 1807, when the Grand-duchy of Warsaw was constituted, equality before the law
was proclaimed for all citizens, and the Jews
among the rest; but this liberal constitution
remained a dead letter under the rule of the
House of Saxony, and the Jews continued
to be burdened with exceptional taxes, administrative decrees depriving them of the
rights which the organic law accorded to
them. All attempts to transform the Jews
into Polish citizens were abandoned, and except that the additional hardship of performing military service was added to their other
burdens, they remained what they had been
for centuries. To relieve themselves from
this to them most hateful service, they offered to pay an annual sum of 700,000 Polish
florins to the Government, and under pretext
of raising this sum, a tax called kosher,* was
imposed in 1810 on all meat consumed by
the Jews. This odious and vexatious tax,
which weighs most heavily on the poor, is
farmed out every year (for the Russian government most unjustly continues the tax,
though the exemption from military service,
for which it was a commutation, has been
withdrawn) to the highest bidder ; and it is
but too often Jewish speculators who come
forward to bid, in the hope of enriching
themselves by the oppression of their brethren. However, the extraordinary tenacity
and perseverance of the Hebrew character
has frequently been exhibited in resistance
to this tax, whole communities having for
six months together abstained from eating
meat, thus reducing to bankruptcy the heartless framer of the tax At the same time
that this tax was imposed, the right of keeping taverns or public-houses in the villages,
was withdrawn from the Jews, and a great
number of families thus reduced to a state
of perfect destitution.
The

the people were delivered over to arbitrary
rule, and this time to that of a capricious
and tyrannical despot; for while the Empe™Γ Α^™^
»t St. Petersburg planned

on the
of monopolies, by increased taxation, and by ί , r
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The Jewish Subjects of the Russian Czar.
alties attending detection. This led to the
establishment of a regular system of extortion, having for its object to despoil the rich
Jews for the benefit oi' their denouncers, who
shared their gains with General Rozniecki,
the Chief of the Secret Police. The word
of a single spy was sufficient to cause the incarceration of the most respectable citizen,
and whether innocent or guilty, there was
no escape from such captivity except through
means of a golden key. The poor Jews,
against whom no political plottings could
possibly be invented, were made to follow
their Polish fellow-citizens to Siberia, under
pretext of being guilty of smuggling. At
this time also (1823) the Jews were again
forced to separate from the other citizens,
and to take up their abode in distinct quarters of the town ; and, upon the whole, their
condition became more intolerable than ever.
An incident, closely connected with an
arbitrary measure, from which the Jews, in
particular, suffered very severely, will suffice
to show how constitutional government was
understood by the Russian masters of Poland.
Monopoly in the distillation and sale of spirits and beer was suddenly introduced by the
Minister of Finance, Lubecki. The monopoly being, however, restricted to the towns,
the price of the two commodities soon rose
enormously in Warsaw, and other populous
cities, as compared with the price in the villages ; and many poor Jews, who had been
deprived of every honest means of subsistence, were induced to smuggle spirits into
the towns, though many lost their lives in
conflict with the custom-house officers.
At length, the citizens of Warsaw finding
themselves great suiferers by the ephanced
price of the two necessary articles, drew up
a petition to the Emperor, couched in the
most respectful terms, but representing that
the introduction of this monopoly was a violation of the rights guaranteed to the Polish
people by the charter. The day after the
petition had been sent in to the government
office at Warsaw, the six respectable citizens
whose names stood first among the signatures, were dragged from their homes, conducted to an open square in the city, and
there made to cart earth in wheelbarrows,
like common malefactors, in the presence of
an immense concourse of people, who looked
on in profound and melancholy silence One
of the sufferers on this occasion, a venerable
old man with silver hair, was Mr. Czynski,
who had served as Captain under Kosciuzko,
and whose son has distinguished himself
among the Polish emigrants, in Paris, by
his generous efforts in behalf of the Polish
Jews. Among the means resorted to, at this
period, for extorting money from the Jews,
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were also threats of displacing their cemeteries, and of pulling down their synagogues ;
and the unhappy people, already reduced to
great privations, imposed long and severe
fasts upon themselves in order to raise the
sums required to bribe the authorities to desist from these plans. So great was the terror inspired by the Grand-Duke Constantine,
that, it has been observed, not a single
Israelite at that time ventured to inform his
co-religionists abroad of the dreadful oppression they were subjected to in Poland.
One only of Alexander's benevolent and
wise measures in favor of Jewish reform was
carried out, at least partially. A commission
was instituted at Warsaw to inquire into the
condition of the Jews and to propose ameliorations ; but the only permanent fruits of
its labors, was the establishment of a school
in Warsaw for Jewish rabbis, with a view
to forming tolerant and enlightened teachers,
capable of exercising a salutary influence on
their co-religionists ; and the suppression of
the Jewish authoritative bodies called cahal,
who exercised a most despotic and tyrannical
rule over their fellows by means of the anathema which they had the power of pronouncing. These two measures have at least
emancipated a great number of the younger
generation of Polish Jews from the thraldom
of ignorant orthodoxy in which the rigorous
Talmudists endeavor to keep their people.
For the Emperor Nicholas was reserved
the distinction of levelling against his Jewish subjects the most cruel blow which has
ever yet fallen upon this much-oppressed
people. Shortly after his accession, being
desirous of creating a powerful navy, and
being advised that the Jews, hitherto exempt from military service, possessed peculiar aptitude Tor naval service—by the
stroke of a pen he caused 30,000 children
to be torn from the arms of their parents
and transported to the coasts of the Black
Sea during a most rigorous season. Many
perished on the road, others succumbed to
the cruel discipline of the Russian navy ;
and, if we are to believe the Jewish archives,
a few years afterwards there remained only
10 000 young men alive of this first levy of
Israelites. From one point of view the military service imposed upon his Jewish subjects by the Emperor Nicholas may be considered a step in advance, as it places them
on an equal footing with the Christians,aud
as such it is indeed represented ; but we
mast not forget that this equalization as to
burdens has not been accompanied by any
equalization as to rights, and that the Jews
continue to be excluded from serving the
country in any other capacity, and to be
burdened with many exceptional imposts.
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But ehould the Tzar ever sincerely desire to
place the Jews on a level with his Christian
subjects of the same rank, he would only
be making them the equals of serfs and
slaves. However, the sufferings the Jews
are exposed to by being subject to military
conscription are also of an exceptional character.
By far the greater number of the Jews
born in the Polish provinces do not understand the Polish language, and much less
the Russian ; the position of the Russian
Boldier, as is now well known, is ope of indescribable hardship and privation. He is
badly fed, badly paid, badly housed, and illtreated by his superiors from the sergeant
to the commander-in-chief; but added to
this the Jewish soldier has to bear the hatred
and contempt of mYcomrades in arms, who
look upon him with abhorrence as belonging
to the race who crucified their God; and
such being the case, it is no wonder that
these unhappy creatures resort to the most
desperate expedients to evade a service
which is also most repugnant to their unwarlike tastes and habits. A few years ago,
a sledge with ten corpses was brought into
Wilna one morning: they were the bodies
of ten young Jews, who had preferred death
from cold and hunger in the forest, to life
among the barbarous Russian soldiers and
officers. Such tragedies are of daily occurrence in Russia; but in 1843, a tragedy of a
new character, and on a grander scale than
had ever before been witnessed, was got up
by order of the Emperor. In that year an
ukase was published ordering all the Jews
dwelling on the frontiers of Prussia and
Austria to remove fifty wersts further into
the interior: and thus a population of no
less than 200,000 souls were suddenly uprooted from the soil on which their fathers
had been established for many centuries,
and cut off from their accustomed sources
of livelihood.
The Jews exerted themselves to the utmost to avert this dreadful calamity. They
sent deputations to St. Petersburg to prove
to the Government that not one in a thousand of them had been guilty of the smuggling which served as a pretext of this tyrannical measure ; they offered to renounce
entirely all participation in the frontier
trade, or, if any of their members took part
in it, to make all responsible for each ; but
the Emperor, who no doubt had ulterior objects in view, remained inflexible. Animated
by the reforming spirit of his great ancestor,
Nicholas has also declared war against the
beards and caftans of the Jews, as Peter did
against those of his Boyars. It is not, however, European civilization which Nicholas

wishes to introduce, but that perfect uniformity which would render the power of his
colossal empire more easy to wield. The
idea of a wholesale conversion of the Jews
is not either foreign to Nicholas, for he cannot renounce the hope of embracing these
two and a-half millions of his subjects also
within the arms of the orthodox RussoGreek Church, which are eventually, according to his plan, to encircle all the nations that dwell within the shadow of the
Muscovite sceptre. That the Russians are
fully aware that hitherto persecution and
oppression have only strengthened the faith
of the Jews, is proved by the oath that is
administered to them on entering the army
or the navy: they are made to swear not
to abandon the Emperor's banners even
when the Messiah appears.
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Dr. T.'e zeal for the discovery of something new
and diverse from the sentiments of all christtmfom
has carried him into a eyetem of theological ultraisms."—Dr. Field of Jeffersonville, Indiana.

Elvis.—My dear^friend Josedec, how do
you do ? It is quite an age since I had the
pleasure of seeing you in the sunny South.
I have heard from you quite regularly ; yet
after all, a tete-a-tete is oftentimas more profitable, and to be desired ; as more can be
accomplished orally betwe3n friends than by
whole volumes of manusci ipt.
Josedec.—I thank you, dear Elpis, for the
gratification I enjoy, from the assurance of
the pleasure our meeting confers. Pen and
ink is of necessity the chief medium of communication ; but unavoidably very brief, because the demands upon us professionally
leave us but little time for correspondence.
Of late, I should have been much gratified
by an oral interchange of thought; as certain topics of mutual interest could have
been more satisfactorily considered in sancio
et privatim. .
Elpis.—That is true. I should have liked
to talk with you about the onslaught
of our rather impetuous friend, Dr. Jeffersonville ; in which he tumbles over from the
towering heights of his alpine liberalism
like a sweeping avalanche upon that exclusive personage, Ishmael Procrustes, ironbedstead manufacturer to the Pope ! And
then again, there is the restless zeal for controversy of our quasi amiable friend Critonus with that same Ishmael Procrustes,
whose teaching seems to be a disturbing influence on every side. A little information
upon the merits of this case would have been
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enlightening. And besides these, there is, bedstead manufacturer, I should like to know
lastly, though not least in interest and im- what else Dr. Jeffersonville says concerning
portance, our friend Expositor's speculations, him.
(he will excuse the word, for merely such do
Josedec.—You will find the Doctor's
they appear to me) upon the details of the "personal severities" in the Expository p.
principle sufficient to constitute a dipping in 152 ; and though they appear in that paper,
water the " One Baptism " of primeval the editor remarked on p. 166, that he ofChristianity. A little conversation upon fered his decided objection to all unkind or
these details would no doubt tend very con- discourteous personal allusions in communisiderably to dissipate the mists which seem cations designed for his pages. He hoped
to hang over the subject in the estimation of that none of this character would be furnished
some.
for that «purpose ; for he would not publish
Josedec.—The three " preachers of the them. The object of his sheet is the candid
word," Dr. Jeffersonville, Ishmael Procrus- investigation of the truth ; and therefore ho
tes, and Critonus, you refer to, 'Elpis, " I hoped that no one would try to transcend
highly esteem as brethren and faithful fellow that rule in future ; and that if they did, he
laborers in the cause of our common Mas- would feel much tried in his inner man.
ter. They are men of sterling worth, and
Elpis.—The rule is agood one if imparhave sacrificed much for the cause of truth :
yet they are not infallible, neither do they tially applied. But is it not a little curious
agree on all points of the word. Each is that personal severities upon Ishmael appear
confident he is in the right, and speaks and on p. 152 and 166, and an impersonal rewrites with confident zeal, and sometimes buke on such writers between them ? Would
with seeming severity, when defending what it not have been more consistent with the
is sincerely believed to be the truth."—Ex sentiments of the rebuke to have excluded
Dr. Jeffersonville and Elder Critonus, " perpositor, p. 324.
sonal allusions " altogether ; or if they must
Elpis.—I am personally acquainted with be inserted to pacify the writers, to have
them all; but most intimately with him, balanced their insertion by that of the Pope's
whom Dr. Jeffersonville supposes to be an mechanic.?
iron bedstead manufacturer of the Pope. I
Josedec.—The suggestion is not without
have known him for many years, and I am
intimately informed of all he believes, teaches, force. But editors are sometimes so persepractices, and aims to accomplish But of cuted by the scribbleomania of some ot their
Dr. Jeffersonville and Elder Critonus, I particular friends at hand, that the scales of
cannot say as much. In regard to them, rigid justice no\v and then tremble in the
your knowledge infinitely exceeds mine. As balance ; and a good natured fellow elsemen, I have found them both estimable; and where gets a little the worse of the rule.
if thej have no objection, I hope still to be Procrustes is not quite so much of an Ishregarded by them as a friend : for I know maelite as some regard him.
nothing to the discredit of their char acters ;
Elpis.—I guess not; but what said Dr.
and if anything of the kind exists, (wkich Jeffersonville ?
I do not suppose) I do not wish to know it.
Josedec.—Well, he has a whole page abou^
I am glad to hear you speak so highly of him. He says, that "after many years °»
them; for, from my intercourse with you, labor he has manufactured an iron bedstead"
I do not believe you would certify other which Dr. Jeffersonville, who considers him"
than your convictions of the truth.
self quite a connoiseur of couches, does not
Josedec.—I do not consider any of the approve. lie does not consider it wide
three infallible ; but I believe their inten- or long enough. As this is a day of leatherbed Christians of extremely liberal growth, he
tions are good.
is satisfied with no bedstead that is not large
Elpis.—Did either of them ever put in a enough for Og, king ol'Bashan—Deut iii. 2;
claim to infallibility?
and adapted to the liberal spirit of the GosJosedec.—I am not aware of the fact, if it pel.
exist. Dr. Jeffersonville intimates as much
Another item of accusation is, that "• Ishof Ishmael Procrustes, in saying, " Certainly mael
made out a hobby on which he inhe cannot suppose that his friends can admit tends has
to
ride
the leader of a new, and exhis infallibility ;" and again, " if they claim clusive sect,"as He
says " he presumes his
to be infallible, we want to know it."
intentions are honest; but that Ishmael's
Elpis.—Well, that seems as though Ishma- zeal for the discovery of something new and
el and his friends had set up such a claim, diverse from the sentiments of all Christenwhich others were not disposed to allow. dom has carried him iuto a system of theoBeing rather interested in this reputed iron logical ultraisms.
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Elpis.—That is, I suppose, that Ishmael's . Elpis.—That is my judgment, also. You
conclusions are in advance, or beyond, Dr. | see then from this, that this charge against
Jeffersonville's ? Is that a crime ? But pro- \ Ishmael in respect of the iron-bedstead, is
ceed.
\ untenable; and that if such a thing exist,
Josedec.—I think not. The Doctor says, his
{ evidence in the case cannot be admitted,
that Ishmael is " on extreme ground, utterly 1 seeing that he cannot describe it. A man canuntenable, when explored in the light of; not describe what he has never seen ; and
facts and apostolic precedent."
\ this is the doctor's predicament.
Elpis.—That, then, is the Doctor's de- J Josedec.—The doctor's intentions are good ;
cree f la there no appeal to a higher court but he is afraid of things " new and diverse
in the case ? It is not impossible that Ish- <from the sentiments of all Christendom."
mael may know something about " facts and : Elpis.—True, my dear friend ; but you
apostolic precedent," that hath not yet oc- know that a certain place, not to be named
curred to Dr. Jeifersonville, which will go to \ to ears polite, is said to be " paved with
show that the ground, however extreme, is · good intentions." Dr. Jeffersonville should
not only tenable, but impregnable also. not only intend to speak the truth, but be
Pray what does he define Ishmael's ground j very careful to see that he does it. As to
to be ? Perhaps, he does not know what it " Christendom," is that a pure and holy
is?
] thing, enlightened by the word, that we
Josedec.—He ought to know it; for he \ should be particular to hold nothing new to
has been a reader of Ishmael's writings for \ it, or diverse from its sentiments? Res non
many years : especially ought he to know \v verba quatso. " Christendom" is a mere
it, seeing that he has undertaken to define name, not a reality ; signifying Christ's doit, and to pass sentence upon its scriptural- minion. Where is Christ's dominion? It
ity. He says concerning it, " It is not is not that thing called " Christendom."
enough that a man shall believe in the Lord The true Christendom will appear in the
Jesus Christ as the Messiah, the Son of ; Age to Come ; the Christendom of to-day
God, and keep his commandments as a con- ] belongs to " the Devil and his Angels." For
dition of salvation or fellowship—but he this and its sentiments, so revered by Dr.
must believe in the kingdom, understand all Jeffepsonville, his friend, Ishmael Procrustes
the details of its future organization, the has no respect. Aiming to be a scribe, inplace of its location, citizens, subjects, ad- structed for the kingdom of the Heavens, he
ministration, <fec, &c, before he can be called bringeth forth out of his treasure things new
a Christian. He must, in a word, be per- and old.—Matt. xiii. 52 ; nor is he at all
fect in knowledge, a graduate before he en- solicitous whether they harmonize with the
ters the school of Christ. Upon Ishmael's sentiments of all Christendom, or not.
principles there is no room for improvement Christendom and its gods are sold under
m a knowledge of the Gospel from and after sin ; and the doctrine and works of sin they
approve. No independent mind, and inimmersion."
genuous student of the word, can join conElpis.—Well Josedec, my friend, that out clusions with it Its wisdom is mere foolishHerod's Herod! However much Dr. Jef- ness, and its sentiments perverse.
fersonville may have read Ishmael Procrustes' writings, he has evidently read them to > Josedec.—I do not think that things are to
very little purpose. There is no one ac- be disputed because they are new New
quainted with those writings b3tter than I things have made this generation rich ; and
am, a3 you also know ; and I testify for yet newer things will bring great blessedIshmael, that Dr. Jeiforsonville does not ness to men. The doctrine of Peter was
state the matter correctly ; and that, if-all , new to all the world on Pentecost.
his statements are as loose as this before us, \ Elpis.—Verily, Dr. Jeffersonville is the
his decrees and opinions concerning other ; last man that should reproach his friend
men must be received with great caution. Ishmael with the novelty of his teaching.
Have you ever heard from Ishmael, or read, When better acquainted with him than I
from his pen, such a statement as you have am now, he was head over ears in novelties
quoted from Dr. JeiFersonville ?
of the most grotesque figure! ί irst a CampJosedec.—Candidly, I have not. I never >
;bellite ; what he was before I trow not;
!
saw from him the sentiment that a man must >then a Millerite; and now, I know not
be perfect in knowledge before he enters the what: in all these phases of opinion, how
school of Christ; and that there was no \ did he stand related to " the sentiments of all
room for improvement in the knowledge of Christendom ?" He had then read the Bible
the gospel from and after immersion. Dr. twenty-seven years " with as much imparJeifersonville has certainly no right to make ; tiality as any man living "—but what did
such a statement.
\ his reading bring him to ? To Millerism!—
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a term equivalent to the repudiation of " the of things hoped for; the elenchos of thing8
exceeding great and precious promises of unseen"—styled by Paul, "the full assurGod." He denied the restoration of Israel ance of faith," and " the full assurance of
to Palestine; the reign of the Saints with hope." There is no doubt in " full assur
Jesus over the natural Israel, and the na- ance " Two and two make four. That
tions of the earth; and of necessity, there- is infallibly true; and he that knows it is
fore, rejected the kingdom of God, beloved infallible, and speaks with an air of infalliJosedec, as you and I believe it now. Now bility on that point. Those who have knowI ask you as an honest man, what is a man's ledge enough to perceive that two and two
Bible-reading .worth that does for him no make four, admit the infallibility of him that
affirms it: but if they are ignorant, they
more than this ?
either refuse to admit it, or admit it upon
Josedec.—Truly I can sympathize with authority. Those who assent to the Pope's
Dr. Jeffersonville in his experience of 1843. infallibility, receive it upon authority as a
We were then all infidels of the truth. We thing they know nothing about. Dr. Jefferwere in Babylon, and Babylon was in us ; sonville's friend Ishmael pretends to no such
for we were confused, and in confusion worse infallibility as this ; nor does Ishmael expect
coufounded. When I look back upon that Dr. J. to admit his infallibility upon any
dark and gloomy crisis, I shudder ; and " my point of faith, as he has yet to learn (having
hair stands almost on end, like quills upon the had·no personal acquaintance with him for
fretful porcupine." We were intoxicated thirteen years) whether the doctor has atwith the wine of Millerite abomination ; tained to the demonstration in gospel science
and though honest, and sincere, and well- that two and two make four infallibly. Ishintentioned, it was the virtue of-a drunken mael expects his friends to hold on to " their
man, who is most pious when he least knows reasonings, researches, and conclusions," unwhat he is about! Our Bible-reading puffed til they get knowledge enough to let them
us up, and made us arrogant and presump- go. He expects no one to receive his teachtuous. We saw something in the Bible more ing because he himself has full assurance of
than our ignorant brethren of the denomina- its truth. He believes, and therefore he
tions saw ; and from this we bounded to the speaks ; he speaks confidently of the gospel,
conclusion, that we were the only wise, and because he has confidence in the word; and
all the world besides mere wicked ones and is certain that that word is as logically and
fools.
demonstrably true, as that two and two make
Elpis.—I remember 1843 well; and four.
though happily not enthralled by '43ism, I
Josedec.—The doctor does not intend to do
was a good deal among persons who were. Ishmael injustice ; though it cannot be deI can therefore abundantly certify the. truth nied that he has done it. He says, that " he
of your statement. You were truly a stiff- makes his interpretations and expositions of
necked and perverse generation; doggedly the Bible the platform of Christian union ;"
and swinishly determined to consider nothing and that he goes through the land urging
that threw a doubt upon your infallibility. every one to be reimmersed upon pain of
You had said, that Christ was to come and non-fellowship by him and his associates!
burn up the world in almost no time ; and All of which I know to be untrue. I have
so you would have it, and nothing else. Dr. heard him often and can testify that Dr.
Jeffersonville was highly infallible.
His Jeffersonville is mistaken. Indeed, the doc*
forehead was like brass upon the subject; tor writes as if he had doubts of his own
and his neck an iron sinew. Tenacious of accuracy; for he says, " If I misunderstand
his own infallibility, he is naturally very zeal- Ishmael's present position and views, I wiflh
ous against other people's. In those days to be corrected."
he thought himself infallibly right; but time
has proved that he was infallibly wrong; so . Elpis.—Your testimony is true. Ishmael
that you see there are senses in which infal- shows the people what Jews and Gentiles belibility may be properly affirmed of men lieved and practised in apostolic times ; and
But, human infallibility has been brought exhorts them to go and do likewise. He
into disrepute by His Roman Holiness as- contrasts the apostolic teaching with the
suming it as one of his attributes. To get rid " sentiments of all Christendom ;" and shows
of his assumption, his enemies have roundly that they are totally different, and mutually
affirmed, that the human mind cannot be in- destructive of each other; and that through
fallibly right on any point. This, however, the doctrine and institutions of Christendom,
is more specious than true. Without the there is no salvation. This is the head
ability to decide without fail or error, which and front of his offending. He takes his
is infallibility, no' man could please God ; stand in the primeval time, regardless of all
for the faith he recognizes is " the hypostasis fellowships but that which comes from
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" walking in the light, as God is in the light" < him commiseration and a smile. They pass
—1 Jno. iii. 7. It matters not to him by by him as the idle wind which he regards not.
whom he is repudiated, or by whom de- He endeavors to be faithful to the truth, and
nounced. His course is onward, and no man to maintain a conscience void of offence ;
can interrupt it. Truth has no terrors for and then, says he, " let come what will." It
him, and appear before him in what form is the wounded only that shriek upon the
battle-field.
she may, she is always welcome.
But, my dear friend Josedec, a thought ocThirteen years ago, he was likejiis friend
Dr. Jeffersonville, groping for he wall. At ; curs to me here which I will mention to you, as
length he reached it, and crawling along, may be, you can help me out of the diffifound the door at last, which flew open, and culty. What do you mean by styling Dr.
he entered in ; leaving the dark and wretch- | Jeffersonville, Ishmael Procrustes, and Eldei
ed prison of the dead in trespasses and sins ' Critonus " preachers of the word," and
to those who prefer society in bondage to '* faithful fellow-laborers in the cause of their
the glorious liberty wherewith the truth common Master ? " What sort of a word
emancipates her own. He " intrudes " upon do they preach in common ; and in what
none ; going, only where he is invited. common Master's cause to they labor
When he writes he pens what he believes together ?
is true; when he speaks, he speaks the
Josedec.—They preach the law and the
same : some rejoice in what they learn, and testimony in promotion of the cause of Christ.
become obedient; others repudiate it, and { Elpis.—With the premises before us, I really
stir up a dust to blind the people lest their I cannot see how that can be. They both of
own nakedness appear. Dr. Jeffersonville's them agree in repudiating the doctrine set
friend, Ishmael Procrustes, is before the pub- forth by Ishmael; whom the one accuses of
lic as a teacher and expounder of the Scrip- making iron-bedsteads on which the feathertures. All they need of him is, that he bed Christians of the day—professors of libeconscientiously and candidly show them the ral-gospelism—cannot stretch themselves out;
truth they set forth; and all he wants of of being the inventor of a religious hobby
them is, that they understand, believe, and which he loves, which in scripture terms sigobey it: if they want a man to echo " the nifies, one who loves and invents a lie—Rev.
Sentiments of all Christendom ; " to preach < xxii. 15 ; of being stranded " into a system of
to them the Gentilisms of " the schools ; " to [ theological ultraisms ;" of occupying utterly
chant lullabies of peace and safety, when he
ground ; as setting forth a new
knows that destruction is at the door; to ;, untenable
condition of salvation—which is equivalent
sear their consciences with smooth things ; to
being a setter-forth of strange gods; of
to establish them in a false peace by teaching teaching
the re-immersion of Christians; of
salvation by dipping irrespective of " the J<repudiating
all the knowledge of the gospel
faith ;" if they want a man to do one, or \ he had thirteen
ago, and at present
any, or all, of these villanies, Ishmael Pro- endorsed by Dr. years
Jeffersonville as gospel ;
crustes is not the tool for them to work with. of being an intruder;
as being a quasi-claimLiberal gospellers, and sectarian sophists,
of infallibility ; and of wishing to reesmay stigmatize him by what epithets they ant
popery in some form or other.
please. Hard names break no bones. My tablish
Such are the counts of Dr. Jeffersonville's
friend asks no quarter from priests, editors, indictment
his fellow laborer, and
doctors, or people. If he is to be subdued in the causeagainst
of
one
and the same master 1
into silence, it is not by hue and cry; but And Elder Critonu3 comes
out on the same
by heavy and mortal strokes of the Spirit's side, seeking to do interminable
battle with
sword, which is the word of God, propheti- his
co-preacher of the word ; because of
cally, apostolically, historically, and logically the exclusiveness
IshmaePs doctrine, at
applied. In the expression of these senti- which he "laughs of
aloud;" and for the manments, it is to be hoped that he will not be ifestation
of which as an existing evil, " gramisunderstood.
titude to God arises in his heart." Thus,
Josedec.—I do not think he will. I think» these two " preachers of the word " comhowever, that his expressions are sometimes bine against their " fellow-laborer ;" who,
severe ; but we are none of us perfect; and in turn, repudiates their doctrine interpreted
I highly esteem him as a fellow-laborer in a by their practice. He does not believe in
good and noble cause.
their-Christianity—he denies that such an
Mp is.--The severity of an expression is in abomination can be found in the word, exproportion to its truth, and the sensitiveness pressed or implied, as is defined in the pracof the conscience of the sinner. I have tical illustration of their doctrine—a practice,
heard Ishmael say, that the many hard which teaches that a man may be an imthings published against him only excito in mersed anxious bench-proselyte of the pan-
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Christendom sentiments ordinarily enunce- ciples he advocates as a sort of touchstone
ated from Gentile pulpits, notoriously ig- to the foundation of their Christianity, that
norant of Moses and the Prophets—he torments them. If Ishmael would admit
may be this to-day, and to-morrow, he may the soripturality of their position, they
repudiate it all as a Campbellite, and re- would not have a word to say against him ;
duce his creed to the latter clause of Malt. and I feel justified in saying this, inasmuch
xvi. 16 ; and Acts ii. 38 ; and the third day as there are many, to the theory and practurn around upon Campbellism for its con- tice of whose Christianity Ishmael would
tempt of the old Testament, and embrace not object, whom Dr. JefFersonville and CriMillerism, which makes the word of God tonus do not denounce, being under the imof none effect by its monstrous and absurd pression that these co-believers with Ishtraditions; and on the fourth day, renounce mael admit them to be Christians as well as
Millerism as an impiety, and receive into his themselves.
bosom with fraternal hug sprinkled semiElpis.—Verily, my dear friend, that is
Methodistic Storrism, and on the fifth day doubtless the head and front of Ishmael's
begin to question them all in favor of Car- offending. It is the old issue between the
nal Judaism, as he once styled the restora- flesh and spirit revived—OBEDIENCE. It is
tion of the Jews, and Christ's reign over easy enough for men to get along together
them in Palestine on David's throne ; and in religious peace and fellowship upon the
on the sixth day, admit that Carnal Juda- principle of the " liberal spirit " so congenism is the gospel; but a gospel, however, ial to the flesh. Let us agree that we are
requiring no distinct obedience ; but libe- all good Christians ; don't call that in quesrally tolerant of the anxious-bench, or Gen- tion for a moment; and then advocate what
tilistic dipping, which it fellowships as you please that is not very unpopularly opobedience to itself, when the proselyte was - posed to u the sentiments of all Christendom,"
as ignorant of it as a horse! These six and all will be well! This is what Ishdays' works of a professor makes up the mael calls afellowship of iniquity; and howChristianity of multitudes; by virtue of ever profitable in a pecuniary and honorary
which they pass current for liberal Christians sense it might be to him, I have often heard
of Pan-christendom sentimentality. We him say, that he would rather sink into social
need not ask of such a definition of their nothingness than be found co-laboring with
faith in relation to their dipping. Words with it. Jle will not consent to stultify himself by
such a totality before us are but air; we admitting that men are justified by the " one
take a comprehensive view of the practice f a i t h j » a n d b y C ontranous systems, called
from the dipping to the present hour : and « f a i t h ρ w h i c h i g n o r e i t > o r indirectly, or
" the Christian," from head to foot, stands < flativ d e n v j t < fje has devised no new
out in bold relief. Now Ishmael maintains t e r m 3 o f c hristian fellowship; all he underthat " a Christian " of such a type, is not the \ ^ β 3 to do, is to show what was believed
antitype of the Ethiopian, the Thyatiran <a n d practised by those whom the apostles
seller of purple, and the Philippian Jailer, i enlightened
l i h d and
d made
d Christians
Chii
d as h
; and
he
A immersedd pan-christendom
An
hd
sentimentall has " full assurance of faith " for himself
ist is not the disciple, true believer, or Chris- (not for others) that he understands their
tian of the New Testament. If such a Gen- teaching (or that two and two make four
tile would become a Bible-christian he must in scripture as well as in numbers), he concease from the works of his six days mysti- tends earnestly for it, as all the faithful are
fication, as God also rested from his—Heb. commanded to do—Jude. 3. Let God be
iv. 10 ; Let him enter on a seventh day, true, though every man thereby be made
resting from his pan-christendom sentiments a liar. What has the " little flock " to
by " believing the things concerning the whom it is the Father's good pleasure to
kingdom of God, AND the Name of Jesus give the kingdom, to do with u t h e sentiChrist," and being baptized thereon as ments of all Christendom ?" All they need
the Samaritans were—Acts viii. 12; that care to know is, what is the truth? and what
in due time he may enter into the rest of doth that truth require to be none ? If this
the Seventh Period, which God has ar- be ascertained, a fig for Christendom and
ranged for the nations, when in Abraham its sentiments, one and all, if not in harand his Seed they shall become his peoples mony with it When the spirit made men
and be blessed.
Christians through apostolic teachers, and
Josedec—When I reflect upon the words they were well made, '· they continued steadin apposition with the facts, I must say that fastly in the apostles' doctrine ;" and not like
they are not in strict accordance with the Ishmael's denunciators, Dr. Jeffersonville,
truth. It is not so much the things taught Elder Critonus and others, chopping and
by Ishmael in#the abstract, that excites their changing about as divers winds of doczeal; but it is the application of the prin- trine happened to take their sails aback!
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When will men learn to do justice to il the independence, and integrity of the Giaour—
the sword of the Moslem is for the hearts of
truth, though the heavens fall ?"
idolators and unbelievers. To what, then,
Feb. 2, 1856.
EDITOR.
can be attributed the self-martyrdom of
France and England upon the altar of Mohammed ? It was not sympathy with the opPEACE, WAK, AND POLICY.
pressed, or they would have manifested some
PEACE is silence, quietude, tranquillity, sympathy with the Italians, Hungarians
rest; war is thunder and lightning, roaring aud Poles. It is attributable to nothing else
and rushing torrents, deluge,confusion, blood- than to intense commercial selfishness and
shed, and destruction. The cessation of vain ambition. The French Emperor let
all this is peace. Peace and war and the inac- out the secret before the alliance was thought
tivity of policy, which is the " wisdom of the of. When President of the Republic, he
Serpent," without the harmlessness of the declared, that the interests of France redove. Peace alone, war alone, policy alone, quired that the Mediterranean should become
can effect nothing when the carrying out of a French Lake! But how could these ina predetermined purpose is desired. Policy terests be gratified while Russia was omnidirects war to a certain end ; when that end potent in the Black Sea; or, worse still,
is reached, war must cease in that direction, enthroned in Constantinople, and lord of
or policy will be defeated by its own war.
Asia Minor ? The annihilation of the naval
But war in a given direction developes re- power of the Muscovites in the Euxine, was
sults not expected by the policy which com- necessary to Gallic ascendancy in the Medimenced it. These results modify or change terranean ; and the pretence of fighting for
the policy, or, as the phrase is, create compli- the integrity and independence of the Ottocations, which change the direction of the man, afforded a convenient mask to veil the
war. This sometimes causes an armistice, policy from the jealous scrutiny of England.
or suspension of arms, which is the transi- The policy of the Frog-power always tends
tion period of war from one object to an- to, and ends in, mischief to the other powers.
other—the stopping and backing of the
But the most remarkable incident of the
craft, that she may head off in a new direc- situation is, the subserviency of England in
tion, or come to moorings in loco, which is promoting a policy as destructive of her
called peace.
commercial interests in the Mediterranean as
While we write, every thing is redolent of if Russia herself were enthroned in Constanpeace. The great war, we are told, is about tinople. England would be as ill at ease in
to come to an end ; for Russia is humbled, beholding the Mediterranean a French lake,
and Turkey saved. This was the policy of as if it were a Russian ; for France and
the Allies. They did not want to destroy Russia have more sympathy for one another,
Russia as a power, but so to adjust things than for England. They both hate Probetween Russia, Turkey, and the rest of testantism, Constitutionalism, her Free
Europe, that no one power should be a ter- Press, her maritime ascendancy, &c.; and
ror to the rest, with the ulterior view of would joyfully make her riches a spoil,|and
being the lord of the situation. They pro- transfer her commerce to themselves. Rusfess to believe that they have crippled Rus- sia and France could do without England.
sia, and that, in another campaign, they She is an intruder, and regarded as such,
could almost annihilate her; bit that this and is only courted by Continentals when
they do not wish, and will not attempt, if her interference is feared, or her assistance
Russia will be reasonable, in their sense of coveted to serve a turn. She would not
the word.
have permitted France to attack Russia in
Inspired by this policy, England arid the Black Sea, without her co-operation and
France formed an alliance which they pro- restriction. Louis Napoleon perceiving this,
claim is eternal! Only think of eternities invited her to unite with him. The true
between the powers that be ! It is eternal policy of England (we speak apart from the
until one party or the other finds it to be its purpose of God) would have been to involve
interest to withdraw. The treaty which Louis Napoleon in a contest with the facbound these two powers in eternal alliance, tions at home, and the Austrians abroad;
also bound them to make no territorial ac- and to have taken upon herself the defence
quisitions for themselves, but to tight for the of Constantinople. She could easily have
integrity and independence of the disciples destroyed the Russian navy in the Black Sea,
of Mohammed and their dominion. Disin- and have rendered all its ports useless by a
terested and orthodox philanthropists! strict blockade. In this way, she might
Would Turkey do the same for them ? Not have foiled both France and Russia, prea bit of it; for never did the sons of the served Turkey, and placed the Mediterranean
prophet draw their sword for the perpetuity, at her own absolute disposal.
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But with peace at home and abroad, agriculture and internal improvement. As
would France have consented to look on as long as Turkey exists and needs assistance
a spectator, while England was establishing to maintain its integrity and independence,
her dominion over the Mediterranean ? By \ the enemies of Turkey are the natural foes
no means. The Mediterranean, or Great I of England. England cannot, therefore, be
Sea, belongs to Daniel's Four Beasts, which satisfied with the mere neutralization of the
arise out of it," as the result of " the four Black Sea; this may do for France; but
winds of the heaven " striving upon it. No England requires more indeed. Nothing
element of these Beast-dominions will stand less ought to satisfy her than the withdrawal
by in peace, and behold a sovereigntyestab- of the Russians beyond the Caucasus.
lished there by another power. England
From these considerations the reader
could not move against Russia alone, with- will perceive that the grounds of the antiout being involved in war also with France, Russian policy of England and France are
which she was not prepared for. If Russia unequal, and that in this inequality lies the
were, therefore, to be fenced off, England and germ of disagreement between them—we
France were of necessity compelled to unite ; may say, the certainty, at sorne future iimp
first, for peace between themselves; and of the dissolution of the alliance. Now, t
secondly, for a repressional defence of Tur- how does it happen, that at this particular
key.
crisis, when England has become fully wakHence, the alliance is not one of affec- ened up, and is preparing fora desperate ontion, but of policy ; so that when the ends slaught in the Baltic, that a cry of peace
of the policy are attained, the alliance is dis- arises on all sides, with every appearance of
solved. England's policy, like that of consummation? Our answer is, that not
France, is anti-Russian, but on different Austria, but the Frog-power, is the instigator
grounds. England has no sympathy with of the cry—the wire-puller of the situation.
Napoleon's idea of converting the Mediter- The truth is, that the end for which Louis
ranean into a French lake. She does not Napoleon entered on the war is attained.
desire to repress Russia in order to exalt Russia is no longer a present obstacle in the
France, but to make Turkey strong against way of the Mediterranean becoming a
Russia, because Turkey is the better cus- French lake. Why then should France contomer for her wares, a free-trader, and in no tinue the \var ? What interest has she in
condition to rival her in arts, commerce, upholding Turkey, or what is it to her that
manufactures, or arms. Russia, though a Russia has become paramount in Persia
customer, is less enriching, and a rival of and the East? Let England see to that.
boundless ambition. Turkey is " England's This is what the war has accomplished for
old and faithful ally," with whom she is well- France and England—it has destroyed the
satisfied, so long as by the counsel of her jealousy between France and Russia, and
"demon" at the Ottoman court, she can made Russia more an object of jealousy to
shape the Sultan's policy to suit her com- England than ever, without making Turkey a
mercial interests. What is it to commer- wht stronger thayx before. Napoleon's end
cial England whether the Jews are treated is attained; England's is not. If, then,
like dogs in Jerusalem and Constantinople, or France continue the war, it will be for the
the Greeks enslaved : her sympathies are \ sole purpose of assisting England to conbowelless for the oppressed, if her trade, > summate her views. This would be too
commerce, and manufactures flourish by the much to expect of France and Frenchmen,1
favor of the oppressor. Prove, however, till 1853 the "natural enemies and rivals'
that these would be doubled by the indepen- of England.
WTe believe, then, that the Frog-power
dence of the Greeks, and the emancipation of
the Jews,the case would then be marvellously has been indirectly and secretly working upon
altered ; and the cotton-politicians of Man- Russia, with a view to stop the war, having
chester and Liverpool would be as eloquent nothing more to gain by it in its present difor a war-policy to that end, as they are now rection. Russia, Austria, Germany, and
for a peace policy for the promotion of free- France, all seem to understand one another
trade. Turkish policy, inspired by the on the point. They all desire peace, and
English Ambassador, is the " sick man," seem to think it within their grasp. It cerabout whose articulo mortis the Czar Nicho- tainly does appear useless to carry on the
las was so deeply concerned. Turkey is the war, contemplating it from the French point
commercial vassal of England, yielding to of view. As it never was popular witn the
her a tribute of over £3,000,000 per annum ; French people, and has become burdensome,
and which would be indefinitely increased, if it is not surprising that Napoleon should deshe could so far invigorate and reform the sire to put an end to it. But then, these
administration of the empire, as to make it powers are only instrumentalities in the hand
safe for capitalists to invest their funds in its of God to fulfil his purpose. Their purpose
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are not his. They may combine for peace; arise from the present labors of the tongue·
but then, what becomes of the problem, Then will be Russia's opportunity. The
" the gathering of all nations to battle against war, in its second stage, is the transition
Jerusalem ?" Peace will not accomplish which the nature of the case demands.
this. How then are we to interpret the
EDITOR.
present situation of affairs with respect to
Feb. 23,1856.
that inevitable consummation ?
The Eastern question is a Gordian knot,
"WHY!"
that can neither be cut nor untied by " the
DR. J. THOMAS.—Why do you continue
powers that be." They cannot carve out its
solution by the sword, neither can they un- to call us Campbellites, knowing that we
tie it by the diplomatic skill and sagacity of unanimously repudiate such designation ? I3
their representatives. They have cut their it because you wish your views to be called
way in, but find it impossible to cut their Thomasism, and your coadjutors Thomasway out of the difficulty ; so the tongue is ites? "Whatsoever ye would that men
appealed to, to do what the sword is impo- should do to you, do ye even so to them."
Yours respectfully,
tent to effect. But " the tongue is a fire, a
*
•
*
world of iniquity ; boasts great things ; sets
on fire the wheel of nature ; and is set on
BECAUSE!
fire of Gehenna. It is untameable; an unruly evil; full of deadly poison." To this
THE above emanates from one of the corps
mischief-making agent nave the powers ap- editoriel; but as the note from which it is
pealed, to devise means for returning the copied was marked " private," we have supsword to its .scabbard, with honor and profit pressed both the name of the inquirer, and
to all concerned!
his local habitation. This will meet all that
privacy requires; but as we have very litBut, " there is no peace for the wicked, tle time for private correspondence, and
saith Jehovah." He has decreed the tri- others of our Campbellite friends may conumph of Russia; and the stamping of the cur with the inquirer in his desire to know
residue with the Brazen - Clawed Feet the " Because11 of his " Why,11 we have conof,the Fourth Beast—in other words, the cluded to record it for their gratification in
chaining of Europe to its chariot wheels. the columns of the Herald.
Peace cannot accomplish this; so that
And first, we would remark, that
the words
we may safely say, there will be no per11
manent peace. Neither can war, hewing its of Jesus with which the " Why is rounded
way in one direction, bring it to pass. Rus- off, are excellent, and ought always to be
sia, on the defensive, as for two years past, present with us; and its admonition had in
delays the crisis. She must be released from lively exercise, especially by editors. It is,
an attitude of defence, and made aggressive. however, surprising, yet truly gratifying, to
But to do this the present situation must be find it emanating from such a source. We
changed. Continued blows would only are surprised that the Lord's admonition
cause her, like the tortoise, to retire more should be administered to us by a Campbelldeeply into the recesses of her shell. She ite editor, who complains of our doing what
must be withdrawn from thence. New is so common for his particular brethren to
questions must be mooted, and new combina- do. They have bestowed epithets upon us
tions formed, by which she may become to which we in no wise respond. We would,
ideutified in policy with other powers, which therefore, offset the admonition by another,
shall " agree, and give their power and namely, " Physician heal thyself." But on
strength to her, until tlie words of God slixill the ground of honest-heartedness, we prebe fulfilled "—Kev. xvii. 13—17. The first sume that they have done to us what they
stage of the war is passed ; and diplomacy would we should do to them—they have apmust now prepare the second. An armistice plied to us names we do not accept, that we,
will perhaps be decreed, during which di- according to the rule quoted, might give to
plomacy will be indefatigable; and having them a name they say they repudiate. Our
its head-quarters at Paris, the inspirations inquirer's party should work by the rule
of the Frog-power will incessantly direct its first; and then they may with a good grace
operations according to the qourse prede- begin to preach to us by example as well as
termined and delineated in Rev. xvi. 13,14. precept.
We are gratified, however, in being reInteresting and stirring results may be
minded of the golden rule by a Campbellite
looked for ; for the effluences are
"
the
Spirits
of Demons working miracles.11 Troubles for editor, who, we are disposed to imagine, is
with it
Austria and the Papacy, involving, conse- willing to act more in conformity
11
quently, Germany and Italy, will probably than the " Magnus Apollo of his denominar

Why? and Because!
tion. On this hypothesis, it is a hopeful
gign, signifying, we trust, an ultimate return
to the candor, independence, and love of
truth, which characterized the friends of the
" Christian Baptist1' before the immersed
Presbyterian divine of Bethany placed " a
bridle in their jaws" (Isai, xxx. 28,) and a
saddle on their backs, to ride them with
whip and spur to the goal of his ambition.
As to the why we continue to designate
Mr. Campbell's coreligionists by his name,
notwithstanding their unanimous repudiation
of it, we reply, because debt is one thing, and
repudiation of debt another. That is the
reason, pure and simple.
Though we never graduated at Bethany
College, nevertheless we know Campbellism,
as the saying is, " like a book." For seven
months after our first acquaintance, in 1832,
with what as then styled " Reformation"
we say it as the sin of our ignorance, that
we studied the " Christian Baptist" very diligently, yea more so than the Bible. By the
hearing of the ear, and the seeing of the eye,
the mysteries of Bethany became familiar.
"The three kingdoms," "the three salvations," " the three facts," " the ancient gospel," " the ancient order of things," " the
Coronation of Jesus," " baptism for remission of sins," " the operation of the Holy
Spirit," &c, &c, &c, as distilled from the
pens and tongues of Messrs. Scott and Campbell, are familiar all as household words.
While a student of these mysteries, and ignorant of the apostolic and prophetic writings,
circumstances forced us into the advocacy of
them. We became thoroughly grounded in
them, but happily, not rooted in them, nor
enslaved by them. Twenty-two years ago
we taught them with considerable acceptance in Virginia; and had we been contented to stand still, and preach "Christian Baptistism," modified by theMillennial Harbinger
to suit the times, instead of being " everywhere spoken against," we should have been
highly popular, and have reaped the harvest
of popularity which has lined the pockets of
our successors. But, God be thanked and
praised forever! his word became our teacher ; and in proportion as we acquired an understanding of it, our hold on the traditions
of immersed PresUyterian anti-creedism relaxed, and was finally abandoned.
Now, we have recited these things in support of our saying thatwe know Campbellism
like a book ; and to show that we have the
advantage of our Campbellite friends in
knowing their system as well as themselves ;
and in knowing besides what the candid
among them confess they do not know, namely, Moses and the prophets, and the Psalms,
which Jesus says, all testify of Him. And
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here we would say, that it is a fact worthy
of remark, that in proportion as we advanced
in our knowledge of the Scriptures, in the
same ratio were we spoken against for heresy,
and disowned! And that, too, by a people
professing to be in pursuit of truth. The
more truth we found the more they reproached us! This was before our inquirer's dajt;
nevertheless the evil is in full force, to the
injury, however, only of those who practice it.
Now, from these premises, we consider
that we are a better judge of the scripturaHtu
of the claims of Campbellism than Campbellites, be they laymen, evangelists, or supervisors and editors themselves. They only
know Campbellism ; we know Campbellism,
and the doctrine of Moses and Jesus too. Is
it not perverse and presumptuous in them,
seeing that they admit their ignoronce of the
" Old Bible" for which they have doctrinally
no use than for occasional reference to the
fifty-third chapter of Isaiah to show that Jesus Christ must needs be a sufferer ; or, to
the twenty-fourth Psalm for the scenery of
Christ's coronation in their transky-kingdomian Jerusalem—is it not strange, yea
"passing strange," that they should close
their eyes, and stop their ears against our
earnest testimony that the Scripture condemn
their system totally! Jesus said, " If ye be-'
lieved Moses, ye would believe me; for he
wrote concerning me. And if ye believe not
his writings, how shall ye believe my words ?"
—Jno. v, 46. Hence the doctrine of Christ
Jesus is in rigid harmony with the teaching
of Moses; and is as much contained in his
writings as in the New Testament: that is,
this book and the Pentateuch are in strict
accord. We say, then, knowing as we do
the doctrine of iVloses, that Campbellism, in
the light of his testimony, is anti-Mosaic, and
therefore anti-Christian—it is neither in conformity with the writings of JVloses, nor the
words of Jesws.
Again, " the great teacher," as many call
him who pay no more regard to his words
than they do to Moses writings, says, " Imagine not that I come to nullify the law and
the Prophets ; I come not to nullify, but to
fulfil. For verily I say unto you, until tliat
the heaven and the earth pass away, one iota
or one point can in no wise pass from the
Law, until that all things come to pass"—

Matt, v., 18. Now, Campbellites do not
profess to be acquainted with 'Meses and
David, (and the writings of the latter were
sometimes comprehended by Jesus in the
term "law"—Jno. x. 34,)—how, then, can they
tell what things predicted have come to pass,
and whit others yet remain to be fulfilled ?

The thing is impossible They cannot tell.
But we who study Moses and David can;
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and we can, and do, bear.demonstrative tes- j are not the same as Paul's; for they are igtimony, that a large proportion of what they j norant of the things he believed ; almost enprophesied concerning Christ (which things tirely ignore the "old Bible;" and in their
belong as much to Christianity as those of preaching, do not expound Moses and the
their writings already fulfilled,) is yet unful- Prophets. Would it not, then, be a miracle
filled prophecy. Campbellism is as innocent for Campbellism to be in harmony with the
of these things as a babe ; and therefore has doctrine of the Apostles, who preached Mono more faith in them than a puling infant: ses and the Prophets in preaching Jesus,
hence, it cannot understand the New Testa- seeing that it has been invented and promulment ; four divisions of which treat chiefly gated by men notoriously and confessedly igof the words of Jesus in harmony with the norant of the prophets ? These spake as God
writings of the Law.
moved them by his Spirit. Alexander
Campbell, Walter Scott, ourself twenty
Campbellism is equally condemned by the years ago, and our colaborers, as we were
doctrine of the Apostles as by the words of moved by reason perverted by tradition—"the
Jesus and the Law. Paul, the apostle to thinking of the flesh." But the flesh and the
the Gentiles, proclaimed the identity of his Spirit of God arc at enmity ; and the former
faith and teaching with that of Moses and cannot penetrate the arcana of the latter :
the Prophets—" I believe all things," says he, especially when first biassed by tradition, it
" which are written in the Law and in the then begins its Bible studies at the end inProphets: having hope toward God, which stead of at the beginning of the book. This
(hope) they (the Jews) themselves also expect, was our mistake ; and continues to be the-fathat there shall be a future resurrection of tal error of Campbellites and all other secdead ones, both just and unjust"—Acts, xxiv. tarians. The system, and schism, or ism,
14, 15. And in another, place, he says, which is conveniently designated by the
" Having obtained help of1 God, I continue name of the professor of the divinity taught
unto this day, testifying to small and great, at Bethany College, is anti-Mosaic, and antisaying nothing except the future things whichprophetic, and therefore anti-scriptural, antithe Prophets and Moses declared to be : that Christian, and anti-apostolic, in all that disthe Christ suffer ; that he shall be first of a tinguishes it from other systems of faith and
resurrection of dead ones to proclaim light practice whose names end in ism. We know
to the people, and to the nations."—Acts that it does not teach the way of salvation.
xxvi. 22. 23. When, therefore, Paul preach- We say this in kindness and full assurance of
ed his gospel, " He expounded and testified faith. It does not teach the way Jesus and
the kingdom of God, persuading concerning his apostles taught. We know this way,
Jesus, both out of the Law of Moses and the and know them to be diverse and opposite—
Prophets."—Acts xxviii. 23, 31. Hear also mutually subversive of eacl other. How,
what he says to his brethren in Rom. xvi. then, can we honestly speak otherwise than
25.—Now to Him who is of power to estab- we do ?
lish you according to my gospel ,· and the
But what has all this to do with the quespreaching of Jesus Christ, according to the
revelation of a mystery concealed from the \ tion ? Much every way. Our inquirer says
times of the ages ; but now made manifest, we know that his fraternity unanimously reand through the writings of the Prophets pudiates the name of" Campbellism" for its
made known to all the nations for obedience views, and " Campbellites" for their adherof faith, according to the commandment of ents. It is true, we are aware of the reputhe God of the Age — τον αιώνων Οεον : diation. When we were a part of the frato God only wise, to him the glory in the ternity, we protested against the names also:
because we then assumed what we now see
ages through Jesus Christ."
we could not prove, namely, that we were
Now, can the Bethanians say with open disciples of Christ, and believers of the anface, that they believe with Paul all things cient gospel, and in the practice of the anwhich are written in the Law and the Pro- cient order. For this cause we did not like
phets ; and have hope in common with the the names ; for, in the use of them, it was a
Jews?—Acts xxvi. G, 7. Can their evangel- practical rejection of our pretensions by
its, college bred or otherwise, say honestly, those who applied them to us.
that in their preaching they testify nothing
But, if A owe Β a thousand dollars, and
except the future things which the Prophets
and Moses declared? Or, do they in their he repudiate the debt, docs his repudiation
ministrations, expound and testify the King- satisfy Β that A owes him nothing? Prove
dom of God out of Moses and the Prophets? the debt, and the repudiation is purely and
If they were to answer these questions affir- simply dishonest. We have proved that the
matively, they know they would not speak community to which we belonged in times of
according to truth. Their faith and teaching ignorance, at the head of which Mr. Camp-

Why ? and Because!
bell has placed himself, or been placed by
circumstances, is in faith and teaching not in
accord with Paul and his brethren. Secondly, it is notorious that the community is a
schism from the Baptist denomination mainly produced by the writings of Mr. Campbell, and that therefore he did not receive
his views from the community, but the community from him. Thirdly, Bethany College has been endowed by his brotherhood,
which accepts the youths whose ideas he
teaches to shoot in the direction of his theology, for its orators and spiritual guides. And
fourthly, when outsiders wish to know assuredly the sentiments of the brotherhood, they
consult his writings, such as the " Christian
Baptist," " Millennial Harbinger," " Christian System," "Life and Death," &c.; not
the writings of Moses and the prophets, &c;
which writings of his are very barren of expositions of the Word. Here, then, is the
debt—the community is A, and owes its all
that distinguishes it from others, not to the
Bible, but to Mr. Campbell, (not to mention
Mr. Walter Scott, from whom he plagiarized
much that he published, as Mr. S. himself
informed us in 1839,) President of Bethany
College, who is B. Now this being incontrovertible by fair showing, Inquirer and his
unanimous repudiators are dishonest and ungrateful in their repudiation. But for Mr.
Campbell's ism, the editors and evangelists
of his school would not now be shearing the
wool of his fold, or rather fleecing in many
instances, the silly sheep, who, with the rich
pasture of the word at hand, consent to be
starved on Bethany philosophy oracularized
by boys! If you adopt the views, seeing
they have no place in the Bible, receive them
reverently in their proper name, and be not
ashamed of names which only designate the
truth.
In opposition to these names, the repudiators say we are " Reformers," " Christians,"
or " Disciples." But how can we consent to
give them the names they claim, seeing that
we deny them the things represented by the
names ? If we were to style them " Reformers," it would be with mental reservation ; for instead of reforming they have
abandoned the little reformation they had attained to when we first knew them. How
can we oall them " Christians ?" To do this
would be to condemn ourselves as infidol rejectors of what we should be thereby admitting was able to make them Christians. This
Would be giving up the very point at issue.
A faith like that of Campbellism, which
does not embrace " the one hope of the call-

ing,11
cannot make immersion the " one baptism11 or the subject of it a Christian. We
cannot therefore, concede to them the name.
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Show us the genuine article and its name will
be readily bestowed.
Neither can we style them " Disciples," if
by that name they mean Disciples of Christ,
How can men reasonably claim to be his disciples who do not regard his words ? He
preached Moses and the prophets in preaching the gospel of the kingdom ; and that gospel the Bethanians in general know nothing
about; or where they have heard it, or heard
of it, few of them regard it, and still fewer
honor God and bless themselves in obeying
it. With our views of matters it is impossible, however disposed from friendliness
we might be to gratify them, to style them
" Disciples of Christ. They learn the things
they profess not from the Bible, for they are
not there, but from the writings and preaching inspired from Bethany, and seek to impose upon themselves the delusion that they
are learning of Christ!" But we cannot bo
a party to such a deception. If we could
find their faith and practice in the Old and
New Testaments, we would have no objection to
admit their discipleship, even though they acquired their creed through Mr. Campbells in-

strumentality. But this we cannot do ; we
therefore refuse to style them by any of the
names they covet; for clearly they have no
scriptural title to the same.
Our inquirer will therefore perceive at a
glance that we disregard the repudiation,
not because we wish our views to be called
Thomasism, and our coadjutors Thomasites ;
but because of the reasons before the reader.
If what we teach cannot be demonstrated
from the Word, then call it by what name
you please, it matters not to us ; but if what
we teach be proved to be the teaching of
God by Moses, the Prophets, Jesus, and the
apostles, then call it Thomasism at your
peril; unless by Thomasism you mean a system of doctrine taught by the apostles John
and Thomas : but even then you might select for it a more appropriate term. But if
this be not your meaning, then call God's
system of truth by our name at your peril.
You have nothing to fear from us, who, all
told, are but a " little flock'1— (Luke, xii.32.)
The fearful looking for of judgment contemplates the indignation of Him who magnifies
his truth above all his name—Psalm,
exxxviii. 2.
If then you are ashamed of the names, we
counsel you forthwith to repudiate the
things. This is an honest way of getting rid
of the annoyance. We do not call you
Campbellitcs, and your chief's views which
you fellowship, Campbellism, to irritate and
provoke you or him, but because we do not
know how otherwise to designate you and
them according to truth. There is the thing,
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and there are you believing and practising strongholds of the deceiver; and to cast
it. It is not in the Bible ; it is in Mr. down imaginations, and every high thing
Campbell's writings. He did not learn it that exalts itself against the knowledge of
from you; but you manifestly, directly or in- God.—2 Cor. x. 4, 5.
directly learn it from him. For the life of
7. To keep them whom the truth has sane"
us, then, we cannot see what better name to tified informed of the Signs of the Times;
give it than Campbellism ; and they who pa- that they may know where they stand in
tronize it Campbellites: which with all re- relation to the appearing of the Lord.
spect and good feeling we shall continue to
do.

EDITOR.

Feb. 20,1856.

EDITOR.

TOE HERALD'S MISSION.
IGNORANCE.
" V ignorance be bliss, 'tis folly to be wise."
IT is a fashion of our day to assign to
everything a mission; so that there is no
PAUL says to the " enlightened," " Walk
impostor or enthusiast from 4< my uncle's not as other Gentiles walk, in the vanity of
nephew" to the humblest sorceress of the their mind, having the understanding darkJudge-Edmondite fraternity, but claims a ened, being alienated from the life of God
mission from the " Spirit-world I" The through the ignorance that is in them, because
Herald claims no such mission. The mis- of the perverseness of their hearts, being
sion of the Herald of the Kingdom and Age past feeling."—Eph. iv. 18.
to Come originates from the full assurance
Speaking of Israel's watchmen,
Isaiah
of the editor's faith and hope; which repuu
blind; all igdiate the CHRISTIANITY OF THE APOSTACY, testifies that they were
styled by the partisans of that system of norant, all dumb dogs, that cannot bark,
G-entilism— ' Thesentimtnts of all Christen- talking in their sleep, lying down, loving to
slumber. Yea, greedy dogs which cannot
dom."
have enough, shepherds that cannot underThe editor, then, and those who co- stand : they all look to their own way, every
operate with him, send the Herald forth,
one for his gain, from his quarter."—
1. To open the eyes of Gentilists by ex- Ivi. 10. Highly descriptive of Jewish Rabpounding and testifying to them the King- bis and Gentile ministers of this enlightdom of God, thereby persuading them con- ened day!
cerning Jesus, both out of the law of Moses,
" I would not have you ignorant, breththe prophets, and apostolic writings.—Acts ren."—Rom.
i. 13. "They have a zeal of
xxviii. 23, 31.
God, but not according to knowledge. For
2. To turn Nineteenth-Century " Chris- they being ignorant of God's righteousness,
tians" from the darkness of their three-fact and going about to establish their own
gospelisrn to the light of the glad tidings of righteousness, have not submitted themthe glory and kingdom of the Christ.
selves unto the righteousness of God."—
3. To turn them from the power of Oenlile Rom. x. 2, 3.
Theology endorsed by public opinion (which
Eschew ignorance as a dangerous and
is the Satan the truth has to contend with fatal evil. If ignorance were bliss, God
in the Union-section of the Western Hem- would not have troubled himself to reveal
isphere) to the obedience of God, evinced in so much to make us wise.
the precepts
and examples of the New TesEDITOR.
tament : li that they may receive remission
of sins, and a portion among the sanctified
by a faith (which inducts) into Jesus."—
KNOWLEDGE.
Acts xxvi. 18.
THE new man is made new again by ex4. To increase the knowledge and the act knowledge-e7uyyo>(7£V-after the image
faith of those already sanctified by the truth, itself of the Creator —Col. iii. 10.
that they may be edified, or built up ; that
" Grace and peace be multiplied unto you
they may be no more babes tossed to and
fro. and carried about with every wind of through the knowledge of God and of Jesus our
doctrine, by the artifice of men, by crafti- Lord, according as his divine power hath
ness with the art of the deceiver.—Eph. given unto us all things that pertain unto
life and godliness through (he knowledge of
iv. 14.
him that hath called us to glory and virtue:
5. To solve all questions presenting them· through which (knowledge) are given unto
selves as obstacles to sincere inquirers after us exceeding great and precious promises:
the truth.
that through these ye might become par6. To besiege and raze to the ground the takers of the divine nature."—2 Pet. i. 3, 4.

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish,
ani
A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdom f,
and itself shall stand for
ever."—DANIEL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

NEW YORK, MAY, 1856.

The Seventh Head of the Beast of the Sea.
BY THE EDITOR.

IN treating of the Seven Heads, John says,
" One is, and the other is not yet come; and
when he cometh he must continue a short
space." The existing one's duration in
Rome continued three hundred and sixty
years after John wrote. It was, therefore,
all that time before the Seventh Sovereignty
was established upon the Seven Hills.
Augustus was the first, and Augustulus
the last, of a long catalogue of emperors
who administered the power of the Sixth
Head in Rome. Of the latter Gibbon remarks, " Augustulus, the son of Orestes, a
youth recommended only by his beauty,
would be the least entitled to the notice of
posterity, if his reign, which was marked by
the extinction of the Roman Empire of the

West, did not leave a memorable era in the
history of mankind." With the banishment
of this beautiful and inoffensive, but helpless, youth to the Lucullan villa, the authority of the Sixth Head ceased to reside
imperially on the Seven Hills. Odoacer,
the bold leader of the confederate barbarians,
had inflicted a blow upon the imperial power
by the sack and pillage of Pavia which compelled its vanquished representative to implore his clemency. He spared the life of
Romulus Augustulus, dismissed him and his
whole family from the imperial mansion, and
settled upon him an annual allowance of six
thousand pieces of gold ; but instead of assuming the title and insignia of the Augustan
Order, resolved to abolish what he considered
α useless and expensive office : and though

saluted by his troops with the title of King,
he abstained during his patriciate from the
use of the purple and diadem.

In abolishing the imperial office, Odoacer
made Augustulus the instrument of his own
disgrace. " He signified," says Gibbon, " his
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resignation to the Senate ; and that assem*
bly, in its last act of obedience to a Roman
prince, still affected the spirit of freedom and
the forms of the constitution. An epistki
was addressed by their unanimous decree, toi
the emperor Zeno, the son-in-law and successor of Leo, who had lately been restored,
after a short rebellion, to the Byzantine
throne. They solemnly "disclaim the necessity, or even the wish, of continuing any
longer the imperial succession in Italy ; since
in their opinion, the majesty of a sole monarch
is sufficient to pervade and protect, at the same
time, both the East and West. In their own

name, and in the name of the people, they

consent that the seat of universal empire shall
be transferred from Rome to Constantinople ;

and they basely renounce the right of choosing their master, the only vestige that yet
remained of the authority which had given
laws to the world. The republic might
safely confide in the civil and military virtues
of Odoacer ; and they humbly request, that
the emperor would invest him with the title
of PATRICIAN, and the administration of the
DIOCESE of Italy."

The deputies of the Senate of Rome were
received at Constantinople with some marks
of displeasure and indignation; and when
they were admitted to the audience of Zeno,
he sternly reproached them with their treatment of the two emperors, Anthemius and
Nepos, whom the East had successively granted to the prayers of Italy. " The first," con·
tinued he, " you have murdered; the second,
you have expelled; but the second is still
alive, and whilst he lives he is your lawful
sovereign." But the prudent Zeno soon
deserted the hopeless cause of his abdicated
colleague. His vanity was gratified by tha
title of sole emperor, and by the statues
erected to his honor in the several quarters
of Rome; he entertained a friendly, though
ambiguous, correspondence with the patrician
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Odoacer; and gratefully accepted the imperial ensigns, the sacred ornaments of the
throne and palace, which the barbarian was
not unwilling to remove from the sight of
the people."
Odoacer was the first barbarian who
reigned in Italy over a people who had once
asserted their just superiority over the rest
of mankind. After an interval of seven
years he restored the consulship of the west;
and which, though modestly, or proudly, declined by himself, was still accepted by the
emperors of the east. Their laws were
strictly enforced, and the civil administration
of Italy was still exercised by the pretorian
prefect and his subordinates. The government of Odoacer, which was in the main
administered with prudence and humanity,
continued fourteen years. These formed, as
it were, a transition period in which the
^5ixth Head was yielding to the ascendancy
f the Seventh. Odoacer was the emperor
f Constantinople's patrician of the diocese
β
jpf Italy, which he governed in his name.
Jrhe emperor accepted him with reluctance ;
and was therefore not slow in embracing a
favorable opportunity of cancelling the bond.
In 489, Theodoric the Goth offered his services for this purpose. " Italy," says he,
" the inheritance of your predecessors, and

C

Jlome itself, the head and mistress of the world,

bow fluctuate under the violence and oppression of Odoacer the mercenary. Direct me,
with my national troops, to march against
the tyrant. If I fall, you will be relieved
from an expensive and troublesome friend :
jf, with the divine permission, I succeed, I
shall govern in your name, and to your
glory, the Roman Senate, and the part of
fhe republic delivered from slavery by my
victorious arms " This proposal was accepted, and is supposed to have been suggested
by the Byzantine court; whose ambiguous
pommission, or grant, left it doubtful whether
m the event of success Theodoric should
feign as the lieutenant, the vassal, or the
ally of the Emperor of the East.
I In many obscure, though bloody encounters, Theodoric cut his way through Dacia
and Pannonia; and surmounting every obstacle, at length descended from the Julian
Alps, and displayed his invincible banners
on the confines of Italy. His Ostrogoths
gave Odoacer's mercenaries (the fragments
of many tribes and nations) th^ee terrible
defeats. Theodoric reigned by right of these
victories from the Alps to the extremity of
Calabria: the Vandal ambassadors surrendered the island of Sicily as a lawful appendage of his kingdom ; and he was accepted as
the deliverer of Rome by the Senate and
people, who had shut their gates against the

flying usurper. Ravenna alone remained to
Odoacer, whose fortifications afforded him
an impregnable asylum for nearly three years.
A treaty of peace was at length negociated
between Theodoric and Odoacer, who agreed
to rule with equal and undivided authority
the provinces of Italy. But in ten days
after Odoacer was treacherously slain, and
Theodoric reigned over the fairest portion of
the western empire without a rival, having
been proclaimed King of Italy by the Goths,
with the tardy, reluctant, ambiguous consent
of the Emperor of Constantinople.

March 5, 493, is then the date from which
the Seventh Head, in its continuance for " a
short space" takes its beginning. Though
the chiefs of this sovereignty were Goths,
the constitution of the state was Roman,
Theodoric's genius did not display itself in
legislation ; for " while he indulged the
Goths in the enjoyment of rude liberty, he
servilely copied the institutions, and even
the abuses, of the political system which had
been framed by Constantine and his successors " He declined the name, the purple,
and the diadem of the emperors; but he
assumed under the hereditary title of king,
the whole substance and plenitude of imperial

prerogative. His addresses to the eastern
throne were respectful and ambiguous ; he
celebrated in pompous style the harmony of
tlie two republics, applauded his own government as the perfect similitude of a sole and
undivided empire, and claimed over the kings
of the earth* the same preeminence which he
modestly allowed to the person or rank of
the emperor of Constantinople. Such pretentions became the founder of the seventh
sovereignty of the Seven Hills.
The reader can now see the import of the
words, " I saw one of its heads as if slain unto

death.1' Fourteen years before the fall of
Odoacer, an emperor resided in Rome and
reigned over Italy as the colleague of the
sovereign of Constantinople and the east.
He was deposed, and banished from the city
by an usurper, during whose ascendancy
there was neither king nor emperor in Rome.
This, however, was not slaying the sixth
head. Imperialism still ruled on the Seven
Hills in the person of its Patrician. It was
to receive the stroke of " a sword" which
would be almost fatal to its future existence.
" The wicked are the sword of the Lord,1'
and in this instance the sword was Theodoric
the Goth, who destroyed the imperial patriciate ; so that when his work was done, the
Sixth Head was completely superseded by
the Seventh.
· · · The Woman which them saweet is that great city,
which reignelh over the kings of tbe earth.—Rev. xvii.

The Seventh Head of the Beast of the Sea.
The Seventh Head, then, having come
1
A. D. 493, " He must,' says John, " continue
a short space." The Spirit, however, did not
reveal to him the number of years this short
space was to contain»; we can therefore only
discover it in the history of the Gothic kingdom of Italy.
Thirty-four years after the establishment
of the Seventh Head, Justinian ascended the
Byzantine throne. This event brings us to
A. D. 527, which introduces us to a reign of
thirty-eight years, seven months, and thirteen
days ; a period during which by war, pestilence, famine, and earthquakes, a visible decrease of the human species was produced,
that in some of the fairest countries of the
globe has never been repaired to this day.
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ers. Apprehensive of a fate like that of
GeHmer, king of the Vandals, who had recently been led in chains through the streets
of < onstantiuople in the triumph decreed to
Belisarius, the Napoleon of his age, he signed
a treaty by which " it was stipulated that in
the acclamations of the Roman people, the
name of the emperor should be always proclaimed before that of the Gothic king ; and
that as often as the statue of Theodatus was
erected in brass, or marble, the Divine Image
of Justinian should be placed on its right
hand. Instead of conferring, the king of
Italy was reduced to solicit the honors of the
Senate ; and the consent of the emperor was
made indispensable before he could execute
against a priest or senator, the sentence
either of death or confiscation. He resigned
the possession of Sicily ; offered, as the annual mark of his dependence, a crown of
gold of the weight of three hundred pounds;
and promised to supply, at the requisition of
his sovereign, three thousand Gothic auxiliaries for the service of the empire.''

JUSTINIAN may be classed with Constantine, Theodosius, Charlemagne, and Napoleon
the First; all of them being the notables of
remarkable and important eras in the history
of mankind. His government was illustrated by conquest, legislation, and theology ;
while he himself was a barbarian spoiled by
The successful agent of Justinian, satisfied
luxury and excessive superstition. His contemporaries of Africa, Spain, Italy, and the with these extraordinary concessions, set out
West in general, regarded him very much as for Constantinople. But he had not proFrance and England now do the Autocrat ceeded far before he was recalled in all haste
of All the Russias. This appears from the by Theodatus. " Are you of opinion," said
representations of the Gothic ambassadors he," that the emperor will ratify this treaty?"
from the king of Italy to Chosroes the king Perhaps. " If he refuses what consequence
of Persia. " We stand before your throne," will ensue ?" War. "Will.such a war be just
said they, " the advocates of your interest as or reasonable ?" Most assured y : every one
well as of our own. The ambitious and should act according to his character. " What
faithless Justinian aspires to be the >ole mas- is your meaning ?" You are a philo opher—
ter of the world. Since the endless peace Justinian i? emperor of the Romans: it would
(made seven years before in 533) which be- ill become the disciple of Plato to shed the blood
trayed the common freedom of mankind, of thousands in his private quarrel: the sucthat prince, your ally in words, your enemy cessor of Augustus should vindicate his rights,
in actions, has alike insulted his friends and AND RECOVER BY ARMS THE ANCIENT PROfoes, and has filled the earth with blood and VINCES O F H I S E M P I R E . " T h i s r e a s o n i n g
confusion. The Moors, the Vandals, the completely subdued the weakness of TheoGoths, have been successively oppressed, and datus, who consequently entered into another
each nation has calmly remained the specta- treaty, (which, however, was not to be protor of its neighbor's ruin. Embrace, Ο duced unless the former were rejected) in
King! the favorable moment; the east is which he agreed to resign the kingdom of
left without defence, while the armies of Jus- the Goths and Italians, and spend the retinian and his renowned general are detained mainder of his days in the innocent pleasures
in the distant regions of the west. If you of philosophy and agriculture, for the poor
hesitate and delay, BELISARIUS and his vic- equivalent of a pension of £48,000 sterling.
torious troops will soon return from the Both treaties were intrusted to the ByzanTiber to the Tigris, and Persia may enjoy tine ambassador ; who, regardless of his oath
the wretched consolation of being the last to the contrary, delivered them at once to
Justinian ; who, of course, selected the most
devoured."
advantageous to himself, and required and
^ His treatment of Theodatus, the reigning accepted the abdication of the Gothic king.
king of the Seventh Head, justified these
But in the interval between the siguing
complaints. Theodatus, though descended
from a race of heroes, was ignorant of the and return of Justinian's agent to Ravenna
art, and averse to the dangers, of war. with the ratified treaty, two Roman generals
Avarice and fear were the predominant cha- had been defeated and slain by the Goths in
racteristics of his mind, spoiled by the study Dalmatia. This success converted the blind
of the philosophy of Plato and kindred writ- and abject despair of Theodatus into ground
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less and fatal presumption; and caused him
to receive with menace and contempt, the
ambassador of Justinian, who claimed his
promise, solicited the allegiance of his subjects, and boldly asserted the inviolability of
his own character. But the march of Belisarius dispelled this visionary pride; and the
invasion of Italy inaugurated the second year
of the GOTHIO WAR.

This Gothic war destroyed the Seventh
Head of the Roman empire, and restored
the ancient provinces it had subdued to the
imperial sovereignty of Constantinople.
Theodatus having been assassinated, Vitiges assumed the diadem of Italy with the
unanimous consent and acclamations of his

bered two hundred thousand warriors, and
that the city would have to sustain a siege
in the spring against the powers of the
Gothic monarchy, the joy of tne senate, clergy, and unwarlike people was turned into
fear and trembling. The Sixth and Seventh
Heade both claimed Rome as the throne of
their Western dominion. It was not, therefore, to be expected that either Sovereignty
would relinquish it without a contest. The
Seventh had acquired it after a sanguinary
struggle, and it was not to be doubted that
with an army of one hundred and fifty thousand within a few miles of the city, it would
commence a war that should terminate only
I in the abrogation of its power, or in the final
~ extinction of Roman Imperialism over Italy.
uinary contest

the presence of a victorious enemy, to delay
till the ensuing spring the operations of sent the same antagonist sovereignties. It
continued sixteen years, ending March, 553,
offensive war; and to trust Rome to the faith
ι
r ri
^-ττ i n i ~·α> +ι. Α Ρ i
e ·* · ι, νΛ + u υ 4-»
+1, ν.· ι I when +the Seventh Head fell with the defeat
of its inhabitants. " But, says the histo- < e m · 4.v ι * * ·• ι ·
ν ι •ι·

Γ

He
They furiously exclaimed that the apostolic ^
the
throne* should no longer be profaned by the ι
triumph or toleration of Arianism, (which, j dom of Italy after sixty years continuance
as opposed to the Trinitarianism of the \ was no more."
Athanasian Catholics of Constantinople, was s
the creed of the Seventh Head,) that the I With the fall of the Seventh Head fell
tombs of the Caesars should no longer be £ also the renowned SENATE, whose audience
trampled by the savages of the north; and, >six hundred years before had been solicited
without reflecting that Italy must sink into a < by the kings of the earth as its slaves or
province of Constantinople, they fondly hailed s freedmen. This institution founded by Romthe restoration of the Roman emperor as a ? ulus had continued to exist as the contemnew era of freedom and prosperity. The I porary of all the Seven Crowned Heads of
deputies of the Bishop of Rome and the ? the Beast and Dragon. Ten years after the
clergy, of the Senate and people, invited the I entrance of Belisarius into Rome it was relieutenant of Justinian to accept their volun- <taken by the Goths after a siege of seven
tary allegiance and to enter the city, whose s months. This siege, in which the sufferings
gates would be thrown open for his recep- of all classes were intense, was the death of
tion." Belisarius accepted their invitation, the Roman Senate. The Gothic king reand having fortified his recent conquests, proached it, as the vilest of slaves, with the
advanced to take possession of the Seven perjury, folly, and ingratitude of its memHills. After a march of a hundred and bers ; sternly declaring that their estates and
twenty miles without combat, ho entered honors were justly forfeited to the companRome on Dec. 10, 536. As he passed ions of his arms. He consented, however, to
through the Asinarian gate the Gothic gar- forgive their revolt, and the Senators repaid
rison departed without molestation along the his clemency by despatching circular letters
Piaminian way; and the city, after sixty to their tenants and vassals in the provinces
years servitude, was delivered from the yoke ;of Italy, strictly to enjoin them to desert the
of the Seventh Head. Mutual congratula- standard of the Greeks, to cultivate their
tion and public joy characterized the cele- lands, and to learn from them the duty of
bration of the ensuing Christmas by the obedience to a Gothic sovereign. Against
catholics of Rome, but when they came to the city which had so long delayed the
learn that the Gothic forces in Italy num- course of his victories, he appeared inexorable ; one third of the walls, in different parts,
were demolished by his orders; fire and en&<* I™?™* \ consume and subvert the
was then held by Vitiges the Goth, who was an Anan. < most Stately Works of antiquity ; and the
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world was astonished by the fatal decree, that the Constantinopolitan forces under Narses,
Rome should be changed into a pasture for cat- the successor of Belisarius, revived their
tle ! The firm and temperate remonstrance hopes ; but their premature return to Rome
of Belisarius suspended the execution of this was prevented by the furious Goths : and all
decree. The general of Justinian besought the fortresses of Campania were stained with
him not to sully his fame by the destruction patrician blood. After a period of thirteen
of those monuments which were the glory of centuries the institution of Romulus expired ;
the dead and the delight of the living; and and if the nobles of Rome still assumed the
Totila was persuaded by the advice of an title of Senators, few subsequent traces can
enemy to preserve Rome as the ornament of be discovered of a public council or constihis kingdom. When he had signified to the tutional order."
ambassadors of Belisarius his intention of
With the fall of the Gothic Head of the
sparing the city, he stationed an army at the Dragon, Rome lost her dominion until the
distance of fifteen miles, to observe the mo- appearance of the Eighth Head upon the
tions of the Roman general. With the Seven Hills! Till that event Rome was
remainder of his forces he marched into without majesty. Neither the conquests nor
Lucania and Apulia. The Senators were the legislation of Justinian " healed the
dragged in his train, and afterwards confined plague1' which deprived her of the imperioin the fortresses of Campania : the citizens pontifical sovereignty she had enjoyed under
with their wives and children were dispersed Augustus and his successors. At the rein exile; and DURING FORTY DAYS ROME quest of the Bishop of Rome, the civil state
WAS ABANDONED TO DESOLATE AND DREARY of Italy, after the agitation of a tempest of
twenty years, was fixed by a pragmatic sancSOLITUDE.
This was the Day of Judgment upon Rome tion of twenty-seven articles promulgated by
and its Senate before the rise of the Papacy, the emperor. Justinian introduced his own
which belongs to none of the Seven Heads, jurisprudence into the schools and tribunals
but to THE EIGHTH only : that is, it is not of the West: he ratified the acts of Theocontemporary with the Seven, or with any doric and his immediate successors, but every
one of them. Down to the crisis before us deed was rescinded and abolished which
there was no " POPE" in Rome. The eccle- force had extorted, or fear had subscribed
siastical chief there was only Chief Bishop, under the domination of Totila. The throne
aud subject to the Sixth and Seventh Heads of the Gothic kings was filled by the Exarchs
as they happened to get the ascendancy for of Ravenna, the representatives in peace and
the time. During the forty days or more war of the emperor of Constantinople. Unthat the " Eternal City" was a solitude, there der the exarchs, ROME WAS DEGRADED TO THE
was no " church of Rome ;" for this phrase SECOND RANK. The date of the Sanction
in those days applied only to the Catholic was Aug. 15, 554 A long period of 246
congregation inhabiting the city. The bish- years followed the settlement of Italy by
op, the church, and the Senate were all dis- this instrument. Though the times were
persed. Belisarius, however, at the head of stormy, and the ire of the Italian Catholics
a thousand horse, cut his way through the greatly stirred up against the Image-Breakarmy of observation, and once more erected ers of Constantinople, the moderate counsels
the Roman standard on the Capitol, and of the Roman Bishops delayed and prevented
sent the keys of the city a second time to the election of a new emperor, and the
Justinian. But it was retaken again by Italians were exhorted not to separate from
Totila A. D. 549, who retained it till July, the body of the Roman monarchy. The
A. D. 552. He no longer entertained the exarch continued to reside within the walls
wish of destroying its edifices, but respected of Ravenna ; and till the imperial coronation
it as the throne of the Gothic kingdom. He of Charlemagne the government of Rome
restored the Senate and people to their and Italy was exercised in the name of the
country, the former having yet a brief space successors of Constantine.
ere it closed its eyes in dfith forever. " The The reader will be able to discern from
fate of the Senate," says Gibbon, " suggests this' exposition that though the events of a
an awful lesson of the vicissitude of human prophecy may be ordinal, they are not,
affairs. Of the senators whom Totila had therefore, immediately consecutive. That is
banished from their country some were res- to say, the Seventh Head comes after the
cued by an officer of Belisarius and trans- Sixth, and the Eighth after the Seventh ;
ported from Campania to Sicily ; while but neither the Seventh nor the Eighth apothers were too guilty to confide in the pear immediately after their predecessors.
clemency of Justinian, or too poor to pro- Transition periods-must therefore not be
vide horses for their escape to the sea-shore overlooked in the correct interpretation of
Their brethren languished five years in a prophecy and its sign-numbers. By transistate of indigence and exile; the victory of tion period, I mean the time occupied in the
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passing away of the things of one state to
Office, and the recognition of the emthe establishment of those of another. Ignoperor of Constantinople as the sole imrance of this leads to signal and mortifying
perial ruler of the empire, A. D. 479
blunders. Thus, on the supposition that 10. A transition period under Odoacer, which
Mr. Miller was right in saying that the
continues fourteen years, and terminates
2300 days terminated in A. D. 1843 of the
in the occupation of the "Apostolic
vulgar era, he was wrong in rushing to the
Throne" by the Seventh Head of the
conclusion that what was styled in the ComDragon.
A. D. 493
mon Version " the cleansing of the sanctu11.
Justinian
undertakes
to
recover
Rome
ary," was therefore immediately to ensue.
and Italy from the Seventh Head ; Italy
A transition period, styled " the time of the
therefore invaded by Belisarius : Rome
end" ought to have been taken into the
opens its gates to the imperial general,
reckoning, during which things would work
who enters it,
Dec. 10, A. D. 536
and mature into the cleansing of the sanctuary, or properly, " THE AVENGING OF THE 12. Rome recovered by the Seventh Head
and reduced to a vast and dreary soliHOLY" Land and City, as at this day.
tude for 40 days or more ; the Roman
In concluding this article, it may be as
Senate led into captivity, and its memwell to present the reader with the dates
bers scattered among the fortresses of
scattered through it chronologically arrangCampania,
Dec. A. D. 546
ed. He will then see at a glance the things
13.
Rome
after
being
again
lost and won
elaborated herein concerning the Sixth and
continues in the possession of the SevSeventh sovereignties of the Queen of Naenth Head till
A. D. 552
tions enthroned on the Seven Hills.
14. The Sixth Head recovers Rome; Teias,
DATES.
the last king of the Seventh Head, slain;
and the Senate expires after having
1. Home founded on the banks of the Tiber
existed 1300 years
; termination of the
by Eomulus,
B. C. 752
" sfort space'1 of the Seventh Head's
2. The Sixth Form of Sovereignty estabcontinuance.
A. D. 553
lished in Rome by Augustus Caesar
consequent upon the victory of Actiuni 15. Italy, after a tempest of twenty years, in
which several millions lost their lives
gained,
B. C. 29
by the calamities of the times, settled
3. JESUS CHRIST born in the 29th of the
by the Pragmatic Sanction of Justireign of Augustus; this is the true era
nian ; the seat of government transferred
of his birth.
A.D.I
to Ravenna ; and Rome reduced to a
4. Augustus dies after a reign of 43 years,
provincial town of the second rank in
being also the first year of the sole
the empire of the Sixth Head.
reign of Tiberius.
Feb. 1, A· D. 14
Aug. 15, A. D. 554.
5. The 15th of the sole reign of Tiberius,
16.
The
majesty
of
the
Seven Hills in that
" The word of the Lord came unto John
" third part1' subjected to the Seventh
in the wilderness," this being the beHead, and for years previous to this
ginning of the last of the 70 weeks, or
date contemporarily subordinate to the
483 years from the 20th of Artaxerxes,
Sixth Head, and Ten Horns, smitten
John being 28 years and 9 months old,
into darkness; so that the day of its
and Jesus 6 months younger. A. D. 29
majesty shone not forth "for a third
6. One year and nine month after John bepart of it, and the night likewise11—be<£an to deliver his message to Judah,
ing a period of 240 years, in which
Jesus was immersed by him in the
Rome continues a provincial town under
Jordan.
A. D. 30
the dominion of the Sixth, and previous
7. Five years and three months after his imto its becoming the imperial throne of
mersion, ending Nisan 490 years after
the Eighth Head. The appointed pe20th of Artaxerxes, being the concluriod of the eclipse of Rome's firmament
sion of the Seventy Weeks, Tiberius
ende
A. D. 794
Caesar having reigned twenty-one years, 11. A transition period of six years, at the
Jesus Christ is crucified by the Sixth
end of which Rome again becomes imHead of the Dragon, being thirty-five
perial by the revival of the Roman
years and three months.
A. I). 36
Empire of the West under Charlemagne
8. The apostle John an exile in Patmos
and the Pope :—the plague of the smitunder the Sixth Head,
A. D. 96
ten head healed, in the restoration of
imperio-pontifical sovereignty to the
9. The plague which ultimates in the seemSeven Hills,
Dec. 25, A D. 799
ing death of the Sixth Head commences
with the suppression of the Imperial April, 1855.
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itely wise, and most gracious and eternal
purpose, as revealed in the Bible, relative to
the peaceful and everlasting reign on the earth
of his well beloved Son and his immortal
NO. 2.
What is necessary to be believed before Immer- saints—l Cor. xv ; Gal. iii. 8; i. 8, 9; Rev. v.
10; xx. 4, 6"—Expositor p. 21.
fion to constitute it the Obedience of Faith.
Elpis. That is all excellent. Now do I
Josedec. I am happy, my dear Elpis, in
meeting you again; and in having leisure to rightly understand you, that " a true believer
the gospeU is in your mind equivalent to
resume our conversation. As time, however, in
u
with all the leisure we can command, is pre- abeliever of the gospel"; and that a man being
cious, I will at once refer to the subject upon a believer of the gospel, is thereby constituted
which I should like to interchange some " a true believer ? " There is a real distinction,
thoughts with you. You are aware, I sup- you know, in the phrases " of the gospel" and
pose, that we have mutual friends whose " in the gospel." · The latter is never a ffirmed
ideas are somewhat peculiar to themselves of the^mmersed but only of Paul, his fellow
on the question affecting the validity of im- laborers, and their brethren, all immersed
believers in Christ—Rom. i. 9 ; 1 Cor. ix. 18 ;
mersion ?
Elvis. I am; but as you are more inti- 2 Cor. viii, 18 ; PhiL i. 5; ii. 22; iv. 3 ; 1
mately acquainted with them than I, I should Thess. iii. 2. A true believer in the gospel
prefer the expression of them in your words is therefore an immersed believer of the gosrather than in mine; and as you are exactly pel—one who believed " God's infinitely wise,
of their opinions, you can defend them where and most gracious and eternal purpose" as
you consider an objection that I may suggest, you have stated it first; and influenced by
that faith, or belief, demanded to be immersis not admissible, or cannot be sustained.
ed, that he mig-ht be like the men and women
Josedec. We hold, then, that no immer- in Philippi," in the gospel" with the apostle.
sion is valid unless it has been administered To be " in the gospel" and " in Christ" are
to a true believer of the gospel.—Mark xvi. the same thing. The true believer in the
15,16., Expositor p. 21.
gospel, therefore, requires no re-immersion
Elpis. Then you admit the principle of under any circumstances ; for Christians
re-immersion ; in other words that a profess- should not be immersed a second time. Hence,
ed believer, if not a true one, is equivalent to it is important that I should understand what
an infidel; and that the immersion of such you mean by " in the gospel"; for if you use
professed believer, but real infidel, is invalid ; the words in their scriptural sense, then you
or as President Campbell expresses it, " No affirm, that " No immersion is valid, unless it
better than a Jewish ablution," and therefore has been administered to a true Christian" ;
not the " One Baptism ? "
which is teaching the re-immersion of chrisJosedec. Verily, my dear friend, our words tians, instead of the one immersion of sinners
will admit of no other construction. A true who believe the truth that they may put on
believer, we hold to be the only proper sub- Christ. But, I presume, this is not your
meaning, but that you intend to say, " No
ject for immersion.
Elpis. I am glad to hear you say that. immersion is valid, unless it has been adminThus far, then, we are perfectly agreed ; for istered to one who truly (or scripturally) bewithout that faith defined by Paul in Heb. xi. lieves the gospel; and as you have defined
i., no one can please God ; " for he that comes what you mean by the gospel, I understand
to God must believe, because he is, and be- your words to declare that, " No immersion is
comes a rewarder to them who diligently valid, unless it have been administered to one
seek him " ; and without his good pleasure, wlw at the time believes God's infinitely wise
and most gracious and ettrnal purpo>e, as reor approbation, no man can be justified.
vealed in the bible. Now, to this, I respond
Josedec. Yes, that is doubtless the correct " Amen" with all my heart; and am happy
definition of the faith Paul preached, and by to say, my dear Josedec, that between me
the profession of which the ancient worthies and you and our friend of the Expositor,
acquired so much renown. There are but there is no difference on this important sub" One Faith" and " One Hope of the calling" ject.
both of which the apostle includes in his deJosedec. I admit the distinction you have
finition ; they are the glad tidings or the
gospel, called " the faith," because they are pointed out. A man may have knowledge of
the subject-matter of faith or belief; and "the the existence of a house ; its exterior form
hope," because the believer embraces them and decorations and interior arrangements,
as the things promised of God, which he may be all distinctly before his mind accordhopes to obtain. So that, " the Go9pcl we ing to the plan he has studied. He is then
believe to be the proclamation of God's infin- said to have knowledge of the house ; but he
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is not therefore in it. But, I rather suspect,
you have not apprehended cur idea exactly,
Do you, my dear Elpis, believe, that a man
must be perfect in knowledge before baptism ;
50 ί/κζ* after he can add nothing thereto ? Dr.
Jeffersonville, you know, affirms this; is he
correct.
Elpis. The man that believes in the necessity of such a perfection of knowledge or
its attainability by the dull students of this
crooked generation, would hardly expect to
witness a single immersion all his days. /
do not believe in the prebaptismal perfection of
knowledge, as necssary to the validity of an
immersion.
I have never thought, dreamed,
believed, or said such a thing. As far as
it is attributed to me, the report is merely a
weak invention of disingenuous people. If a
man's knowledge were required to be prebaptismally perfect, what could Peter mean
when he exhorts the baptized to add ίο their
faith knowledge ?
Josedec. Exactly so. I rejoice to hear you
say this " The apostles at the time of their
baptism were imperfect in their faith"—Exp
p. 154; " we do not conceive that a person
must be perfect in his faith in this gospel, to
make his immersion valid"—p. 21. The gospel is made up of many particulars. They
are the things concerning the kingdom and
name of Jesus Christ. I t is not necessary
to know all these things to fit a man for immersion. Now some of these things were delivered " first of all" such as, that Jesus was
the Son of God ; That he died for sins, and
rose again for our justification. These were
part of the gospel of the kingdom ; and in
believing them, that gospel was believed,
though not perfectly.
Elpis. Excuse me interrupting you here;
but by what rule do you define how many of
these things of the gospel maybe absent from
a man's faith without so far impairing it as
to destroy its just fying p&iver, which is equivalent to leaving his immersion invalid ?
Josedec. The rule is th* effect produced.
" If the subject have a sufficient degree of
the right kind of faith to cause him to die to
sin and to live to God"—Speech at Slash
Cottage ; and Expos, p. 22.
Elpis. Here I perceive, is an issue grown
up between us. I understand your propositions to be,
1. That a man is justified by the smallest
amount of truth believed ; provided the
little he believes cause him to die to sin and to
live to God ; and
2. T/iat that minimum of truth must comprehend the items, that Jesus is the anoin ed
Son of God, died, was buried and rose
again for the forgiveness of his sins who believes this minimum.
But to these propositions I object, that the

minimum they define has never yet " caused
a man to die to sin and live to God. " Sin is
the transgression of divine Commands; and
one of these commands is " Hear ye him!"—
Matt. xvii. 5. This is Jehovah's commandment concerning Jesus. Now Jesus preached the gospel of the kingdom before he died
and rose again ; and said before he suffered,
" H e that rejecteth me, and receiveih not my
words, hath that which judgeth him; the
word that I have spoken (" the gospel of the
kingdom'1) the same shall judge him in the
last day—John xii. 48. What doth it matter if a man confess that Jesus is the Son of
God, but " receiveth not his words.1' From
whatever cause, no matter, he doth not do
what is required to be done; and therefore does
not live to God ; but continues dead in sin,
which breaks out from time to time in the
leprosy of Campbellism, Millerism, Mormonism, Spiritualism, and any thing, but are
earnest and enlightened obedience to the
gospel.
Josedec. But you have admitted that it is
not necessary to know every thing as a qualification for immersion, how much is required ?
Elpis. Jesus and his Apostles require,
that the gospel as a whole, be understood and
believed. It is nowhere written, " H e that believes a part of the gospel, and is baptized,
shall be saved" ; but the command of Jesus
is, " Repent ye and believe the gospel"—·
Marki 15. To believe (especially as ignorant Gentiles profess to do) that Jesus is the
Son of God, that he died for sins, was buried,
and rose again, is not " the assurance of
things hoped for, and the conviction of things
unseen," " which are eternal" ; and therefore
not the faith which justifies
The gospel is
a whole made up of divers elementary parts ;
so that faith in an element thereof is no more
belief of the gospel, than the knowledge of a
part is the knowledge of its whole.
Josedec. How would you define the gospel
as a whole in the fewest words ?
Elpi*.
In the words of P a u l , " God will
justify the nations by faith"; or in their
equivalent by Moses, " In ihee, Abraham
s'.all all nations be blessed11—Gal. iii. 8 How
much do panchristendom sentimentalists who
j say that Jesus is the Son of God, &c, believe in such a gospel ?
Josedec. I t must be confessed, not much.
But then we hold that " the plain prerequisite
to immersion demanded by the Scriptures,
is not perfection of faith, but faith in Jesus
ChFist as the Son of God, the promised
Messiah—Acts. viii. 37. The plain literal
word should be our guide in this case"—
Expos, p. 21.
Elpis.

So it should, and therefore I am
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the more astonished that after such an ad- providence of God, it came to be announced
mission you do not walk under its guidance. to you, did you not all for a time reject it as
The right kind of faith " is the understanding mere " Carnal Judaism," opposed to the truth
of the word of tL· kingdom in the sense of of God ; which in your " imperfect faith" you
God's teaching heartily believed in honesty and
supposed (mere scepticism) to teach, the burngoodness—Mitt. xiii. 23 ; Luke viii. 15. ing up of those nations, so that both they and
You talk much about imperfection of faith, the earth should be annihilated; and of
as if the Scriptures demanded an imperfect Adam's sons, only the saints should escape
faith for justification. Imperfection of faith to a new earth, where they would be with
is Sceptic'sm. A man whose faith is imper- Abraham's seed forever. You will not now
fect is in doubt; and cannot obey the apos- call this Abraham's faith, dear Josedec ; for
tolic exhortation to " draw near with a true you are too enlightened for that. No, such
heart in full assiirance of faith"; to " hold was not the faith of Abraham ; and as you
fast the confession of the hope without were, at your immersion according to your
wavering" ; and to show diligence to the full own showing not a believer with him, but a
assurance of the hope to the end—Heb. x. 22, believer of what he had never heard of—that
23 ; vi 11. Abraham was justified by the Jesus was his seed, died and rose again for
faith defined by Paul in Heb. xi. 1.—the sins—you were not of the faith of Abraham ;
faith by which all his children by adoption and though dipped into "iL· names" your
can alone be justified. Their faith must be dipping could not make you a son of his and
the same in " kind" but greater in amount joint-heir with him of the matter of his faith,
or " degree''; for they have not only to be- an inheritor of the earth and nations ; which,
lieve what their adopted father believed, but if your old faith had prevailed, you would
to believe also the " things concerning the have consumed as the fat of rams into evername of Jesus" which he knew nothing lasting smoke away!
about.
Josedec. But the " kind of faith;" our faith
Now, my dear friend, first reflect upon the was like Abraham's in kind. He believed a
" plain literal words," description of the na- part of what is now " the truth," as a whole ;
ture, or " kind of faith," the father of the we also believed a part of this whole; and
Mth-ful (not of mere creedists) had, when the part we believed we beleved it sincerely
his faith "pleased G d.v Hear Paul, who and honestly as he.
says, that " the promise that Abraham and
Elpis. I was coming to that: but, I pray
his seed should be THE HEIRS OF THE WORLD, you, my Josedec, bear with me in saying, that
the heirship is of faith, to the end that the I regard the imperfect faith you talk about,
promise might be sure to them who are of as being equally as unabrahamic in kind as
the faith of Abraham." These are Paul's in degree. In defining the kind of faith he
words condensed from Romans iv. 13-16. had when justified, Paul says, that " AbraNow, from them, you cannot fail to perceive, ham against hope believed in hope that he
that the heirship of the world without limita- might become the father of many nations
tion, is promised to those " who are of the * * * and being not weak in faith, he stagfaith of Abraham" who believe the promise gered not at the promise of God through unhe believed) and something more. Will, belief ; but was st ong in faith, giving glory
you venture to affirm in face of this " plain to God,aud beingfully persuaded that what he
literal word," that panchristendom sentimen- had promised, he was also able to perform : and
talists dipped or sprinkled—such as in the THEREFORE it was imputed to him for rightemass, their leaders not excepted, are defined ousness," or remission of sins—Romans iv 18
by the terms " Church of God, the Christians, -22. Now, compare this faith with our
tL· dimplfs of Christ"—epithets prostituted friend's faith, which is also yours. " Josedec
by Dr. Jefferson vi lie to the designation of believed with all his heart that Jesus Christ
the Gentile pietists of this stiff-necked and is the Son of God ; and fully and unfeignedly
perverse generation ; will you affirm, that repeuted of all his sins; and was then imthese are of the faith of Abraham? That mersed with the understanding that in the
they came to the waters because they believed act he put on Christ, confessed him before
with Abraham, that they should be with him the world, manifested his faith in his death
the heirs of the world of nations.—PsaL and resurrection, took on him the badge of a
cxi. 6. Did you, or elder Critonus, or Dr disciple, separated from and died to the
Jeffersonville, or your imperfect believers world, and unreservedly consecrated himself
for the validity of whose immersion you plead to Christ to hear, believe, and follow him,
—did you, my dear friend, and they, believe and none other," Expos, p. 156. Now, what
this, when you were immersed, or even for a meagre affair is this by the side of Paul's
an age after? On the contrary, were you account of the " kind of faith" Abraham had
pot all, not only ignorant of such a promise as the basis of his justification! You, Josein its literal sense to men ; but when, in the dec, my friend, believed an isolated proposi-
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tion; sorrowed for your sins ; and were dipped into certain "names"by which you understood very erroneously certain things;
for upon such premises, you could not " put ;
on Christ;" and failing to do this, you really j
only assumed to do what you honestly
thought you were doing.

Bible. Their understanding of these things,
is THE APOSTACY IN ITS FAITH AND PRACTICE.

Many of them have been burned for their
understanding of the Bible ; but their martyrdom did not transmute their erroneous and
word-nullifying understanding into "the truth
as it is in Jesus." Every form of human
abomination has its martyrs in which it
Look again, at the kind of faith Paul glories; but what of that ? " If I give my
preached for justification—strongly believing <body to be burned and have not" that
in hope, with the full persuasion that /he things
·
"charity"
defined by Paul in 1 Cor.
promised, however improbable, and believed,
xiii., \ " it profiteth me nothing:" now that
God is able to perform. This was the kind { charity does not substitute sincerely believed
of faith Abraham had; and is styled by Paul <error for sincerely believed truth, for justifica" believing God," and " believing upon God," ' tion ; it requires that professors " rejoice in
Romans iv. 3, 5, 24.
the truth, believe all things, and hope all
Jixedec. If these things, Elpis, be so, who things." Hence Paul's teaching is, that, if
then can be saved ?
a man give his body to be burned, but do
Elpis. What have I to do with that ? It not rejoice in the truth, believe all things,
is our business, my friend, to discover the and hope all things, it profiteth him nothing.
truth ; and when found, to let our fellow-men Body-burning even is not accepted in lieu of
know what the Scriptures teach; that they the truth believed, not in part, but as a whole.
may believe and do. It is no use then swell- He that beliereth not the gospel of the kinging into towering indignation, and crying dom shall be condemned; Mark, xvi 16.
out about iron bedsteads and popery; there These are the words of Jesus—" Hear him!!"
is the truth, and they have got to embrace
Jos-dec. But the apostles were so fundait or encounter it as foes.
mentally imperfect in their faith, that the
Josedec. But what is to become of those vision of the sheet was given to teach them
" thousands of pious people in the sects, who ί the truth relative to one important doctrine
have sincerely believed in the God,the Christ, ίof the Gospel; nevertheless we have no acthat this defect in their faith rendered
the Spirit, the Church, the Kingdom, in a count
<
word, the Gospel OF TH;E BIBLE, viz.: that their immersion invalid." Expos, p. 21.
all has been, is, and will be, just as God has
Elpis. The admission of Gentiles to a
revealed it in that book ; and have joyfully joint-heirship with Jesus and the >aints, of
submitted to his requirements as they understood them The faith of such persons has ; all nations blessed in Abraham and his seed,
been as perfect in kind as the faith of Abra- ;.was not preached to the apostles as an eleham ; but in degree it has been imperfect. If, ment of the faith that justifies They were
for the last reason, their immersion is not not, therefore, fundamentally imperfect in that
valid, whose is? Let him answer whose faith , faith. Jesus himself cleansed them by the
is perfect in degree."
j word; and perfected his work in regard to
them by washing their feet; which could not
Elpis. Then Josedec,' I undertake to an- •be dispensed with in their case, under pain
swer you ; for when I was immersed in 1846, of everlasting exclusion from the inheritance
I could read Romans iv. as an account of —" Ye are clean through ttie word that I have
what I believed aad understood. I believed spoken to you; that is, the gospel of the
the same things Abraham believed, and other kingdom, and " If I wash thee not, thou hast
things the apostles taught that he had not no part with me"—John xv 3 ; xiii 8. The
heard of; and 1 was, and continue to be, as apostles believed all Abraham believed, and
fully persuaded of them as it was possible for more too ; and were, therefore, of the faith
him to be. Others there are among the of Abraham, which panchristendomites are
living, who, doubtless, can honestly testify not. Obedience is not rendered nugatory by
the same. Their numbers, however, in this not believing what God purposely conceals
dark and cloudy day, are not legion ; still until the time arrives for its manifestation,
there are sufficient to stand shoulder to shoul- There are yet a law to go forth from Zion.
der by Noah, and by their Abrahamic faith and a word from Jerusalem ; but our not beto condemn the religious world for its unbe- lieving this will not invalidate immersion
lief, Hebrews, xi. 7.
j
predicated
on belief of what is revealed for
Your pious people in the sects believe noth- faith. The admission of Gentiles upon the
ing aright.
"God," "Christ," "Spirit," same principles with Jews to joint-heirship of
" Church," " Kingdom," " Gospel," as thy . the Kingdom oflsrael,wasnot the gospel; but
understand them, are not the God, Christ, , " the Fellowship of the Mystery which from
Spirit, Church, Kingdom, and Gospel of the ages had been hid in God."—Eph. iii. 6, 9.

What constitutes Immersion ikt Obedience of Faith.
Josedec. But we are not expected to believe the promises of God for justifications ;
but only that Jesus is Son of God, as is clear
from the case of the Ethiopian : the promises
can be learned afterwards.
Elpis. In that I differ from you altogether.
Paul says, that what was written about Abraham's faith and justification thereby, " was
written for our sakes to whom faith shall be
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covers not less than fourteen verses; and you
are satisfied to found an argument in defence
of jouv justification by assent to a few histori-

cal facts at most, on a solitary sentence insulated, from the whole. Now look at the following points,
1.

The Ethiopian was a worshipper according to the temple service in Jerusalem, viii. 27;
imputed, if we believe on God who raised
up Jesus from the dead, who was delivered 2. He was a student of the prophets,ver! 26;
for the offences of believers on God, and 3. He was reading about the Son of God
raised again for their justification." Now,
in his sufferings, versus 32, 33 ;
you say, that you believed that Jesus was 4. He was reasoning with himself whether
Son of God; well," the demons believed that
what he read in Isaiah referred to the
and trembled ;" but when you attained to as
prophet or to some one else, verse 34 ;
much faith as they, by your own showing,
5.
Philip in explanation " preachad to him
you did not also " believe on God who raised
Jesus" from the prophet, verse -35^
him" in the sense explained by Paul in Ro6. Philip being the same who had been
mans iv.
preaching and baptising in Samaria;
Josedec. I believed in his existence.
and having but one gospel to preach;
Elpis. So did Mohammed. For a man to
in preaching to him Jesus, could only
believe there is a God only saves him from
have announced to him the same· as
being a fool; for " the fool has said in his
stated in verse 12 ;
heart there is no God." But to believe on
7.
Philip
convinced him that Isaiah speaks
God and on his Son Jesus Christ is more
of the Son of God.
than to believe in their existence ; it is to believe what the one• premised, and the other 8. Isaiah was not then divided into chapters and verses; and though we are told
preached ; which ancient and modern demons
at what place of the prophet Philip bedo not do. God sent Jesus to evangelize
gan to expound, we are not informed of
his prom ses to Israel—Acts x. 36, 37 ; which
he began to do in Galilee, Matt. iv. 23.
the limit of his exposition ;
He told his apostles that those promises 9. On the supposition, that he did not go
should be preached to the Gentiles, Matt.
beyond the fifty-third chapter, even that
xxiv. 14 ; and that whosoever should believe
chapter speaks of the military prowm* of
them and be baptised should be saved, Mark,
the Son of God. "Therefore I will
xvi. 15, 16. The.apostles fully executed
divide him a portion with the great, and
their mission, Colios, i. 23; so that all
he shall divide the spoil with the strong,"
who honestly professed to believe that Jesus
verse 12.
was God's Son proved it by " receiving his 10. The details of Philip's discourse are not
words," and being immersed. They believed
given; but the question put by the
in God's messenger, and evinced it by also beEthiopian shows that in preaching to
lieving his message. The gospel of the kinghim Jesus, he preached obedience as
dom was that message ; and he that gave
well as faith—"What doeth hinder me
heed to it, was alone recognized as " believto be baptized ?
ing on God" and his Son Jesus Christ.
11. Philip did not say, " if thou believest
Josedec. But you have forgotten the Ethiothat Jesus is Son of God thou mayest;"
pian ; he only professed faith in the Mesbut " if thou believest with all thine h art
senger.
thou mayest11—believest what! Hear
Elpis. Nay, my friend, I have not forgotJesus 1—the gospel, or good news.
ten him. Do you mean to say, that the Ethio- 12. What the Ethiopian believed wa3 glad
pian, and a piously disposed religion-getter
tidings, and must therefore have been
of our day, are of like intelligence in Scripmore than the sentence. u Jesus is Son
ture?
of God ;" for he went on his way rejoicJosedec. So it appears to me, judging from
ing" in hope of the glory of God.—Rom.
the Ethiopian's reply.
v.2;
Elpis. But in deciding upon a case ought 13. His confession " I believe, that the Son
you not to take into consideration all its cirof God is that anointed Jesus"—is the
cumstances ?
key to Philip's discourse ;
Josedec. Unquestionably.
14. The Ethiopian being a disciple of Moses
and the prophets, was acquainted with
Elpis. They why do you not ? The story
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what they teach about the Son of God baptized.—Expos, p. 463. " It is necessary
in his glory; in other words, with the to be understanding^ and sincerely immersed
hope of Israel, before Philip joined com- into the nam^s of the three} to make the ordipany with him : it was what they testify nance valid." p. 21.
of that Son's sufferings—the mystery hid(To be continued.)
den from the ages and generations (Rom.
xvi. 25 ; Eph. iii. 3, 4, 5;) which they
The Trumpet of the Kingdom Blown in
themselves, nor the Ethiopian, were able
Washington.
to unravel (1 Peter i. 10-12) that puzzled him ; and caused him to say " How
AT 11 A. M., March 14th, we arrived at
can I understand except some man the Washington Depot, D. C, where we
should guide me ?
were received, not by a deputation of honor
15. As the result of the whole he was im- seeking to glorify themselves in lionizing us,
but by three working men, almost as poor
mersed, verse 36.
as Jesus of Nazareth and the primeval disNow produce me any Gentile as intelli-, ciples, but " rich in faith, and heirs " of the
gent, and subject to like circumstances, as ; poor man's kingdom, which God hath prothe Ethiopian, and on hearing him make the \ mised to ι hose that love him, keeping His
same confession I will agree, that there is no \ testimonies and commands.—James ii., 5,
good reason why he should not be baptized, j Rev. xii, 17 ; xxii., 14. These three worand his immersion considered valid.
\ thy men, constituting as many elements of
Josedec. That is an enlarged view of the jwhat Dr. Barclay, ex-Campbellite missionary
Ethiopian's case, which, I confess, had not oc- j to Jerusalem, and Pastor of the Bethanians
curred to me. I am much obliged to you, ; of the Capital, elegantly and courteously
Elpis, for the trouble you have taken of re-; styles "a mouldering rabble," (a titular epicording these points, and shall certainly con-' thet of cousin-german relationship to that of
sider them with all the candor possible. " I \ the " off scour ing oj all ihings" bestowed uphave no favorite dogma or theory to defend ; ; on Paul and his associates by the enemies of
no sectarian party to please ; no selfish interest \ the truth) —these three, we say, received and
to subserve, applause of friends to court, nor j welcomed us to Washington with that warm
frowns of enemies to fear. My whole aim is \ cordiality which can only be exchanged betL· tuth in reference to this matter, as it is ' tween those who know and appreciate the
revealed in the infallible word of inspiration, j truth.
regardless of the opinions or actions of others," ί
Expos, p. 462.
j Having refreshed the outward man, and
spent an hour or so in conversation upon the
Elpis. If I had not believed this of you, I j politics of the Kingdom, and Dr. Barclay's
should not now weary my flesh in laboring to j theological discomfiture by the Word, in the
convince you of what I believe is the truth Ί hands of the unlettered, we visited the Navy
of the matter. Neither you nor I have any j Yard, in one of the departments of which
other interest than to know and do the truth. Bro. Boarman, in whose hospitality we
In my intercourse with you, I have found j shared during our sojourn in the Capital, is
you without prejudice^ and swift to hear— ! foreman. He conducted us over the estabready to prove all things, and to hold fast j lishment, and explained to us in general
what is good, when you perceive it. To deal \ terms, the arts and mysteries of the Yard.
with such is a real pleasure; for in contend-; There are over a thousand men at present
ing, it is not for victory, but that truth may j engaged in the fabrication of cannon, shells,
be evolved.
j bullets and stores, &c, &c, &c, by means of
the u SOVEREIGN PEOPLE" propose to
Josedec. Our esteem, I believe, is mutual which
j
and sincere, and not at all diminished by dif- \ guarantee their peculiar liberty and indeference of views, which a few years ago, were I pendence for ever! Nothing seems more
wide as the poles asunder, but now converged ; feasible to them ; nothing more consummatealmost within striking distance of the truth. ly foolish to the "heirs of God," and " jointWhether your position or mine is that focus heirs" of H's glorious Son. The " material
God's testimony must decide. For " I hold guarantees" of their sovereignty they so
that the plain word of God is the only basis trustingly confide in, are certainly formidof true Christian faith. If we cannot read able, and their use of them scientific and exour faith in the Bible without the note, com- pert. Indeed, there seems to be no chance
ment, inference, or affirmations of erring mor- for hostile ships of equal force but mutual
tals, we may be very certain that it is not a destruction, all hands going to the bottom,
genuine one. For "faith comes by hearing" and leaving none to recount the disaster.
the word of God. This is as true of baptism Modern warfare, aided by science, is more
and its pre-requisites, as it is of the high and massacre than combat. Shells charged with
Holy Ones into whose names the believer is powder and onehundred-and-eighty bullets,
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grape shot and canister plunging with incessant fire into batallions of flesh and blood,
would seem to afford no chance of escape.
Were I a general, I should not waste time
in pyrotechnics ; but sword or bayonet in
hand, make for the batteries, and put their
science to sleep. He that can silence the
guns makes the victory his own ; at least, so
it appears to me.
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with grape# and shell, ready to open fire upon them; clouds of cavalry threatening
their flanks and rear; and whole batallions
of infantry, with bayonets fixed, ready to
move down upon them aupas de charge, for
close and deadly encounter. A spectator,
prognosticating the issue from what appears,
would certainly expect Israel to be devoured. But their faint-heartedness will then be
gone, " for the Lord is with them," and they
Men who have great faith in military and neither tremble nor flee; for " Jehovah is a
naval science, and can boastfully point to man of war: Jehovah of armies is his
their millions of cannon, balls, shells and name ;" " whose strength is in the clouds."
bullets, and at the same time, know not the —Exod. xv. 3 ; Ps. lxviii. 34. A little arScriptures, regard with scorn and contempt my with the artillery of the clouds at its
the proposition, that t/ie saints and their command, though armed no better than
people shall wrest the -world's soveregnty David, with sling-stones (Zech. ix. 15) will
from those who now possess it and monopolize have no cause to tremble before the destrucit themselves. How, say they, is such a thing tive machinery of modern warfare. Let Ispossible ? Are not all the arms and muni- rael stand still and see the salvation of Jetions of war in the hands of the govern- hovah, who will fight for them as when he
ments? What can naked, unarmed men, fought in the day of battle in former years.
raised from the dead, at the head of coward- —Zcch. xiv. 3. Hark ! What is that crashly Jews, effect against an iron and leaden ing, brattling roar, that shakes the earth and
hail from the cannon's mouth ? Why, the heaven ? Not a cannon booms from the
armies of the nations would eat them up Gentile batteries, yet infaivtry, artillery, and
like bread, and scatter their bones as lime cavalry are all in wild commotion ! Oh ! It
upon the fields It is indeed true that there is Jehovah thundering in the heavens, and
is no power extant in the earth equal to the the Highest giving forth his voice. He is
work expressed in the proposition. But a j raining upon them hail and balls of fire,
true believer " walks by faith and not by j scattering them with his arrows, and discomsight," and is therefore not at all discou- j fiting them with his lightnings.—Ps. xi. 6 ;
raged in his hope, because the means of its $ xviii. 13-15. Now, let Israel to the charge,
establishment do not appear. He knows that aa the sword of the Lord and of Gideon ! As
the Jews are cowards ; that they flee when hinds they pursue the foe and overtake them;
no man pursues, being faint-hearted, and neither turn they till they are consumed.
chased by the sound of a shaken leaf. But They cry to heaven for help, but there is
this only strengthens his faith ; for it is ex- none to save them ; even to the Lord, but
actly what Moses wrote concerning them in he answers them not. Then doth Israel beat
the latter days, over three thousand years them small as the dust before the wind ; and
ago.—Dew. xxviii., Lev. xxvi., 26. Existing cast them out as the dirt of the streets.—Ps.
facts compared with his predictions having xviii. 37, 50 ; and the words of Moses are
established his faith in Moses, he believes fulfilled, that " Five Jews shall chase an
the good as well as the evil he foretells of hundred, and an hundred of them put ten
Israel. Ί he present cowardice and power- thousand to flight ; and their enemies shall
lessness of the Jews is only temporary, for fall before them by the sword."—Lev. xxvi.
"the people shall rise up as a great lion, and 8. Dent, xxxii. 30.
lift up themselves as a young lion; Israel
A warfare of this character and with
shall not lie down until he devour the prey,
and drink the blood of the slain."—Numb. these results is no fiction of the imagination.
xxiii. 24 ; " He shall eat up the nations his It is a warfare abundantly illustrated in the
enemies, and shall break their bones, and history of that wonderful people, the Israelpierce them through with his arrows, and do ites ; and more abundantly predicted of their
future by the prophets. After a few such
valiantly."— Ch. xxiv. 8,18,
battles in the lands of their enemies, they
It is true that all the armies, fleets, and will have no lack of weapons of war. They
munitions of war are at the disposal of the will have more than they will need, for
enemies of Israel, and of their princes, the " they shall burn the weapons with fire,
Saints ; but this fact by no means dismays and they shall spoil those that spoiled them,
the true believer. By the light of prophecy, and plunder those that robbed them, saith
he sees the kings of the earth and their ar- the Lord God." What defence have the gomies in battle array, defying the armies of vernments provided for their armies in the
Israel, as the Philistines did of old. He field against the artillery of the clouds?
sees their death-dealing batteries, shotted Hail stones and balls of fire ? Or what can
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fleets do against a people whose commander, in the days of his flesh, even, could walk
upon the water, and command the winds and
the waves to be at peace, and they obeyed
him ? It is manifest, then, from the Scriptures, that the occupation of all Navy Yards
and Arsenals will be gone when the time
comes for " the Saints to take the Kingdom
and dominion, and the greatness of the
Kingdom, under the whole heaven." {Ban.
vii., 27,) Sevastopol and Silistrias will be
no defence against Israel then ; for these
are only a defence against missiles in parallel
projection with the ground. Earthworks
may breast these off, but against " a burning
tempest " from above, they are no defence,
but utterly untenable. Hence, " they shall
move out of their holes like creeping things
of the earth." (Mic. vii. 17.) " They shall
fade away and be afraid out of their close
(or fortified) places."—Ps. xviii. 44. Unable to keep the field or weather the stormy
sea, and their fortifications useless, what becomes of the dominions of the old and new
worlds ? They become the kingdoms of
Jehovah and of his Christ.—Rev. xi. 15 ;
and the sovereignty of the people, and all
other sovereignties but His, fall to rise no
more.
On Saturday we visited Alexandria, Va.,
in fulfilment of a promise to a friend to let
him know when we might lecture in Washington. The Potomac being still closed
with ice (a very unusual thing for that
latitude), we took the stage to Alexandria, which is distant about seven miles
from the Capitol
Though our friend
was not in the city, we were fortunate in applying to the right place, the Episcopalian
book store, for information concerniug him
They told us that he was studying divinity
at the Theological Seminary, about three
miles from Alexandria, and would be ordained a minister of the Episcopal Church in
the spring. We were profoundly sorry to
hear this, for he is greatly in advance of the
whole Episcopal bench and its clergy, in his
knowledge of the Scriptures. They can add
nothing to his proficiency in these, and as to
the theology of Queen Victoria's church,
which is also that of the Episcopal Church
of the United States, it is not worth a moment's consideration. We were in hope
that our friend, who, by his long residence
in Jerusalem in connexion with the AngloPrussian bishopric, is intimately acquainted
with the corruption of episcopacy in its
most pious manifestations, would have renounced what we regard as the Anglo-Hibernian daughter of the Mother of Harlots,
(and if the State Churches and their colonies
in Europe and America, be not the " Harlots " and defiling " Women,"—Rev. xiv., 4,

xvii., 5—the Daughters of Babylon the
Great, there is nothing in " Christendom "
answerable to them), and, having obeyed the
Gospel ot the Kingdom he is looking for,
have commenced a firm and uncompromising
testimony for the truth against the systems
of spiritual pride and vanity by which
all nations, without exception, are hoodwinked and beguiled. We were, therefore,
much grieved at the words of the bibliopolist that he was going to be ordained. We
were incredulous, and hoped he was mistaken, especially as he added, that our friend
was going to erect several houses in the city
in the exercise of his profession of an architect, when the spring opened. This is an
honorable profession, but that of a clergyman is mere " humbug." The reader will
we trust, excuse the word, but we know of
no other word in our mother tongue so expressive of our sense of the imposition practiced on the world by the clerical profession.
Only look at it for a moment. A boy is
sent to a college or seminary to learn how
to preach the traditions of his father's sect,
so as not to offend its creed or hurt the feelings of his patrons. He is to thunder forth
damnation against sins which they have no
mind to ; but to be exceedingly cautious, under the pain and penalty of the loss of their
patronage, how he questions received opinions, or rebukes sins which they approve.
He goes, therefore, to the school to learn the
Art of Trimming, or of navigating his craft
between the Scylla of the creed, and the Chary bdis of their peccadilloes. This is no easy
matter. If a man boldly throw the Bible
overboard, and make the " authority of the
church " his compass, there is no difficulty.
He can then lash down the helm and let her
drive. He will pass the rocks in safety, and
be applauded as a skipper wonderfully skilful and expert. But, if he be too naturally
conscientious to adopt the orthodox system
of navigation, and propose, like Pius ix., in
1847, to manage his people upon Bible principles, there will be no end to the vexations
of his life. A boy, licensed by his patrons
to " cure souls," dare not, as he values his
living and standing in the sect, preach the
truth. He cannot do it, for the art of trimming is not the art of preaching the truth ;
and the former is the only art he was apprenticed to. But, under the supposition
that he know the truth, we repeat, that he
dare not preach it; for the "vested interests,"
and policy of sects are opposed to it. Ί he
truth believed and obeyed, would dissolve and
abolish all the Sectg of Christendom ; that
; is, Christendom itself, which is anything but
| Christ's dominion.
! But, the grand imposition in the case, is,
]
that the licensed boys issue forth from their
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doleful places, pretending to cure diseased
souls! Now, this is sheer pretence, arrant,
unmingled imposition ; for they cannot tell
what a soul is, nor can they give a scriptural answer to the question, " What must a
soid do to be saved ?" Is not, then, this clerical profession a bald imposture, by which a
singularly gullible generation is befooled ?
All other forms of knavery and empiricism
are eclipsed by this. They may ruin a man
for life ; but the clerical " humbng," binds
him to eternal ruin—a condemnation from
which redemption never comes. But our
friend is not a boy; but a sober-minded and
reasonable man, with all the courtesy and
good feeling of the best civilization extant.
We hoped, and still do hope, that he will not
suffer himself to be degraded from his present honorable and independent position of
an architect, by episcopal ordination to that
of a curer of souls, according to AngloAmerican clerical prescription. In this hope
we left a message with the vendor of books
for our friend, informing him where we might
be found, should it he convenient for him to
visit Washington. It was now about 1,
P.M., and the stage did not return till 3,
P.M., and after that there was no more conveyance. What could a stranger do in such
a dull, uninteresting city as Alexandria—a
sort of Necropolis, for two long hours ? For
time is long, and only fit for killing, when a
man has nothing, and can contrive nothing,
to do, but saunter through dirty and deserted streets. We concluded, therefore, to occupy the time in pedestrianizing towards the
capital. Ί he day was springlike, but windy,
and the road tolerably good. It was spring
above, and winter below and quite a day
for exercise. The walk was pleasant, but
without variety ; the pleasure being mostly
derived from muscular action, and the contemplation of the future destiny of Washington and the valley of the Potomac, when
the Saints shall possess the dominion "under
the whole heaven," and the sinners who now
inherit it shall be bound over to keep the
peace for a thousand years. At twenty
minutes to four we reached our place of
rest, after a walk of nine miles, being quite
indisposed to any further exertion for the
day.
But, in fine, concerning the report of our
friend's ordination. We were favored by a
visit from him the ensuing week, when we
dined and spent two or three hours together.
We informed him of the Alexandrian bibliopolist's report, which we supposed was a
mistake. But ho certified us that it was
not altogether so. He was not going to be
ordained ο priest of the Episcopal order, but
a deacon. We inquired what advantage he
expected by such an ordination ? He re-

Ill

plied that he felt it his duty to « preach the
Word " without pay. But that in the
church to which he belonged, he could not
preach without ordination, and that, as he
thought he could do more good there than
elsewhere, he concluded to become a deacon,
who received no pay for preaching, and who
had no right to administer ordinances as a
priest; and to continue the exercise of his
profession as a means of support. This was
a shade better than we had feared. Still we
regard it as a degradation. Every man who
understands, believes, and has obeyed the
Gospel of the Kingdom, has a right, and is
bound in duty and honor, as far as he hath
ability, to preach it, or say, '· Come !" The
words of the Spirit are," Let him that hear*
eth say, Come/" Rev. xxii., 17.

Come to

what ? Come to God'e Kingdom and glory.
—1 Thess. ii., 12. When a man obeys the
truth, he is, in so doing, ordained of God,
to go to all that will listen to him, and to
invite them to become heirs of God (and
joint heirs with Jesus Christ, of the coming
Kingdom and glory ; and to administer to
them the ordinance of baptism. He may
also administer the Lord's supper to his
brethren in Christ, without further ordination, if they request him
" Bishops of
Virginia," however, have neither ability nor
right to preach and administer ordinances in
the house of God ; and, consequently, they
can confer none. However learned in Episcopal theology, argumentative, and voluble,
they may be, they have not the ability to
preach the word, or to " say Come." They
do not know how to say " Come ;" nor do
they understand what to tell their hearers to
come to. Our friend, we believe, will not
dispute this. In other words, if a man do
not understand the Gospel of the Kingdom,
he cannot preach it; and no man understands
that Gospel who believes in the heaven and
hell dogmatized in the Papal and Protestant Christendom. The Bishops of Virginia and their clergy, (and we particularize
these only because our friend is about to
subordinate himself to their unhallowed
lordship) are not only unable to say "Come,"
but they have no right to do so. Understanding, faith, and obedience, must precede
the right to officiate in things holy. They
are without these, being like Isaiah's watchmen, " Shepherds that cannot understand."
ch. lvi., 10, 12 ; and, therefore, their assumption over men is unhallowed usurpation.
Our friend is mistaken in the idea of his
ability to do more good in the Episcopal
Church than in opposition to it. We know
that, as he says, he does not agree with us in
all things: but we know, also, that he
agrees with the prophets and apostles too
much to be able to do any good, in the
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Episcopal sense, if he preach their word
faithfully.
The faithful preaching of their
word will inevitably exclude a man from all
"the churches " of Christendom ; because
such preaching convicts their Christianities
of falsehood. If he be not prepared for
trouble, as a valiant man, let him not essay
to do good by preaching the word from an
Anglo-American " sacred desk :" but if he
have courage let him do it earnestly, and
make the best of his opportunities, with the
assurance that when the conclusions of his
premises are discerned, winged-serpents full
of deadly poison (James ill, 8) will beset
him, and he will have no rest for his soul till
he and his diaconate are formally divorced,
with all the degradation ecclesiasticism can
inflict upon him. To do good we must work
with God, with his saints, with his word, and
against the enemy ; of which Anglo-Episcopacy, in England, Ireland, and America, is
an element, blind, obstructive, deadly, a political antagonism to a Romish monopoly of
the loaves and fishes, nothing more
On the Lord's day after our arrival, we
spoke twice in the Methodist Protestant
House, near the Navy Yard. The congregation usually assembling here may average
about thirty. In the morning it is supposed
there were three hundred, and at night the
house was full to excess. We spoke on the
subject of Heaven's message to the world—
to the Jew first; and afterwards to the nations at large. We showed what this was,
—a m ssage of peace from God to his people
Isra I, to be enjoyed under the governme >t of
David's S η ; to which administra'ion, all,
both Jews and Gen ties, were invited, who believe God's promises concerning it, and do tlie

truth. During the week, our discourses,
expository of the " things concerning the
kingdom of God and the name of Jesus
Christ," were addressed to earnest and respectable audiences of working men, in the
Odd Fellows' Hall. People of all sects lent
us their outer ears, and not a few, we were
told, their inner ones also. We spoke every
night except Saturday night, to quite numerous assemblies, save on one occasion, on
account of a snow-storm. The audiences
were non-clerical; that is, instead of being
constituted of nearly all fashionably attired
females, dotted here and there with sleeklooking gallants; three-fourths were the hardy sons of toil, accustomed to think for
themselves, and to call in question the temporal and spiritual optimism of the day.
The other fourth were women, who considered that heads were given to them for a
nobler purpose than to be worn merely in
advance of the occipitals, or rather cervicals, humorously, we presume, styled " bonnets ?" The Gospel of the Kingdom is for

thinking men and women, and it is only such
that can comprehend it. Hence, if we begin
our discourses with a plus of weaker vessels,
before the end is reached, it turns into a minimum ; although we are careful, as far as is
consistent with faithfulness to the truth,
not to offend the occipital organs of their
heads. We speak to the frontal and sincipital regions of both sexes ; while the clergy speak to the inferior parietal and basilar. The world being chiefly in accord with
these, the world hears them, and as the propensities in these regions are more active in
females than in men, the majority of the
world that hears them is composed of wo*
men, through whom they control the men.
This seems to us to be the philosophy of the
case, which we offer in explanation of the
question put to us, namely, "How is it that
the greater part of your audiences are cornposed of men ?" We cannot divine any other
reason ; and suppose, that, if we were to
speak comfortably to the flesh, and proclaim
a heaven peopled with all our blood relations, where all the affections of "this mortal
and corruptible " shall be gratified in its reunions, the feminine element would be numerically orthodox.
On Lord's day, March 23, we continued
our discourses at the Odd Fellows' Hall,
morning and evening. This was our last
night in Washington, and cloeed a series of
nine discourses on God's message to the
world. We have reason to believe that our
endeavors will have gained more students for
the Scriptures in Washington that it can
have boasted of since it became a city. We
do not say readers, but studen s ; who
alone can hope to be " taught of God"—
Jno. vi. 44, 45. The hearts of brethren have
been encouraged and confirmed, and they
themselves stirred up to continued and greater efforts than before. We have planted,
others may water; but it is God only that
can give the increase. So then, neither is he
that planteth anything, neither he that watereth ; but God, that giveth the increase.—
1 Cor. iii., 8. The following letter from a
brother in Washington to another in New
York, will convey, perhaps, more to the
reader's mind than we can, the impressions
of things as they are consequent upon our
meetings there. The writer says :
" DEAR BROTHER,

I know you will be anxious to hear how we
have progressed in this place since Bro. Thomas' visit. He arrived here on the 14th
inst., at 11, A. M., and was welcomed at the
depot by myself and two other brethren.
And you may depend upon it that the sight
of his venerable countenance made me "feel
good," as the Methodists express it. I spent
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all that day with him ; and, in the evening, the preparation of the Bride for the Brideall the brethren surrounded him, anxious to groom's return. Let us see to it, that we
hear him converse on the things we are do not hide our talent, whatsoever it may
hoping for, and expect soon to realize. His be, in a napkin. Jehovah works by means,
conversation was edifying and soul-reviving. and in preparing, as we learn the truth, Μ
I spent all the time I had to spare in his us show it to others ; and so much the more,
company.
as we see the day approaching. I hope you
He commenced his discourses on Sunday will let me know if Brother Thomas gets
morning, in the Methodist Protestant Cha- safely home. Be good to him,' for he is a
pel. We obtained this liberty through Bro- noble soldier. Remember me to all our
ther Boarman, who is pretty well acquainted brethren.
with some of their chief managers. He obHoping that we may all continue in welltained their consent on condition that the doing, seeking for glory, honor, incorruptipreacher had no objection. We are all well bility, and life. #
acquainted with him (he believes a good
I remain yours, in Israel's Hope,
many things with us), and he was also acALEXANDER CAMPBELL.
quainted with Brother Thomas when he
Washington, D. C,
lived in Richmond, Va ; so that, dispositions
March 25th, 1856.
being all friendly, he was willing that the
lectures should be commenced in their place
On our return we passed a pleasant evenof meeting.
ing with Brother Lemmon, in Baltimore.
I am sure had you been there you would The affairs of the HERALD would not allow
have marvelled mightily, and have been no us to tarry here, so we pushed on next mornlittle amazed to have seen Brother Thomas ing towards home. But in making for this,
on a Methodist platform, sitting alongside of we had need to visit Newark, N. J. Therethe preacher ! A stranger might have sup- fore, on arriving at New York by steamer
posed that one of the Ancients had appeared from South Amboy, at 8 p,m., we retraced
in rebuke of Methodism, this being as beard- our course to Newark. We staid there that
less as the Doctor's is luxuriant. Generally night and the next, speaking according to
speaking, there are not more than thirty previous arrangement, on the latter evening.
meet at this chapel from week to week ; but Upwards of thirty persons met in a private
on this occasion there were about three hun- house, where Brother McDonald is in the
dred. And you may depend upon it their custom of expounding the Scriptures to them
attention was rivetted. All eyes were fixed every week. There are some six brethren
on him, and many with open mouths. In the there, who have declared for the Gospel of
evening, the house was crowded, some stand- the Kingdom, and we hope by their instruing at the door. We took a hall for him to mentality there will soon be more. They
lecture in during the week The meetings lave invited us to address the public, and as
were as successful as on Sunday ; and con- their mouth-piece on the occasion to say,
sidering how little people are disposed to at- "Come !" This we have consented to, and
tend "religious meetings " in the week, more expect to commence operations there on the
so. Many were anxious for him to remain 13th inst., in the afternoon.
EDITOR.
here three or four weeks longer. To sum up
the whole matter in few words, I never saw
so much interest displayed as on this occa(ffpisto I ar i a .
sion. The word of the kingdom was faith- 2 l n a U c t a
fully sown by our dear brother. At present
we cannot tell how many will obey the truth ;
but we know this, however, that there are a The Do^ and his Master, or the Gentile and the
Jew.
good many who have fallen in love with it.
We are going to rent a hall here for the pur- Dear Brother Thomas :
pose of giving everybody a chance of acI recollect to have possessed in my youth
quiring with us a participation in the glo- some pictures called the " Perverse World."
rious hope we enjoy.*
Jnder the different representations, showing
We desire the brethren in New York to he corruption of our time, there was one
t
join with us in praising the Lord for the which struck me particularly. It was a big
door which has been opened here. It is the dog sitting on a well served table, whereon
Lord that is doing it. There must be a peo- was set a large piece of meat, and eating
ple taken out for his name. The work for- thereof continually ; while a poor-looking
merly begun by Peter must be completed in man was bowed down on the ground, looking
steadily on high, to see if he could catch
*The hall has been taken—Anacosta Hall, near the some crumbs from the dog's mouth. Seeing
Navy Yard,
that the animal was not willing to give him
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anything, he commenced to talk about it
with him, and said : " Don't you know that
I am the man through whom you are so big
and strong, and that I have given you food
for a long time ?" The dog replied, that it
was true, but that he had served him a good
while, and oftentimes had received stripes
The man continued to reason with him, saying, " Don't you know that according to
divine appointment, I am your master?"
The dog answered and said that, "this has
been in former days, under an old constitution ; but that this is now all changed, and
all were now equal." The master replied,
that "if that was the case, he might at least
give him some of the meat." The dog could
not resist any longer, and said, "1 am willing
to share with you under condition that you
don't talk any more about the old preference
above me.'' And he gave him a dry bone,
from which he had already appropriated all
the meat to himself.

but on a Christ, who once was crucified for
our sins,in order that we may live in a better
state of things, and in more comfort in this
world ; and that our souls, after death, may
go tc him into Heaven, where he is, and for
ever shall remain.
I don't know whether you will find it proper to give these few lines a place in your
HERALD, or not, as perhaps not being profitable to your readers, or because of the language itself, being written, as you know, by
a foreign Jew, unlearned in the English
tongue, being but a short time a sojourner in
the United States.
If it should happen to be inserted, I will
try to furnish you hereafter with some
fact3 which will plainly illustrate what I
have affirmed, and show that through experience I am justified in using such language
in regard ta those who claim to be teachers
of the Gospel, and to those Jews, who, unfortunately, are satisfied with their gifts, and
However perversed this state of things re- believe as they have been taught by them.
presented by the " Dog and his Master "
I remain, yours in the hope of Israel,
seems to be, it is but a shadow from the
perverseness and corruption of mind existing
T. MITCHELL.
in the world in regard to the Gospel of the
New York, March, 1856.
Kingdom of God, and especially in reference
to the Jews and Jesus of Nazareth, as being
REMARKS BY THE EDITOR.
their brother according to the flesh.
In delivering Jehovah's message to the
In the days of old, or rather under the Jews, the Lord Jesus, in speaking of the
Mosaic institution, every Gentile who would Gentiles, styles them " dogs," and his own
share in the commonwealth of Israel, must countrymen, " the children," and " the chilof necessity, become a Jew, and was in this dren of the kingdom." " It is not meet,"
way adopted as a proselyte. The same was said he unto a woman of Canaan, " to take
according to the doctrine of Christ and his the children's bread, and to cast it to the
apostles. In our days, when a Jew confesses dogs. And she said, truth, Lord ; yet the
that Jesus of Nazareth is the promised dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from their
Messiah, he must become a Gentile, or (as it master's table,"—Mat. xv. 26. Br. Mitchis illustrated by the above picture), he must ell's fable is strikingly illustrative of how
cease to claim his rights as the chosen and completely things are perverted and reversed
appointed one of God, and dare not talk any at the present time. If a clergyman get
longer about his original position, and the hold of a Jew, and succeed in proselyting
mastership connected with it. Only by do- him into the barren confession that" Jesus
ing so, and by accepting the new doctrines is Christ," he makes a dog of him; and
of those who call themselves " reverend di- throws him a bone to gnaw (not to pick, for
vines," and representatives of Christ, he will the bone is dry) at the foot of a table or alreceive some dry bo· es, that is to say, that tar of Gentilism. His theology turns a Jew
he obtained the promise that his soul, equal into a Gentile, instead of the Gentile into a
to theirs, immediately after death will go to Jew, as the Apostles did. This single fact
Heaven ; meanwh le, those " servants " are is enough to prove, that Protestantism and
nourishing themselves from the very " meat Popery, in all their names, denominations,
or Word of their master," and make them- and schisms, are not Christianity, or the sysselves for the time being, as comfortable as tem of faith and practice taught by those
possible, although their master, even Christ, Jewish celebrities, Jesus and his Apostles.
in his days had not a place where to lay his The great burden of their ministry was not
head; and whenever he shall make his ap- to turn Jews into Gentile dogs, but to make
pearance, and claim his right and title as both Jews and Gentiles " Jews inwardly "
" KINO OF THE JEWS," and to take back and " Abraham's Seed," in a higher sense
to himself his Kingdom, they will say to him than that of the accident of birth, which
that "all that was under the old constitution, "profits nothing " in regard to reigning with
and that we don't believe on such a man, Messiah for ever over Israel and the nations.
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nor aud emoluments, unless he first become
an American citizen by adoption ; so, also,
no Gentile, who is by birth of necessity an
" alien from the commonwealth of Israel,
(Eph. ii., 12) and a stranger from the covev
nants of promise can inherit the Kingdom,
when restored again to Israel, in its glory,
honor, incorruptibility, and life, unless he
first become a Jew, or " Israelite indeed," by
adoption, through Jesus of Nazareth, as
King of the Jews. Let this principle be
well considered, and it will not be difficult
adoption through Jesus. Christian Gentiles, to discern the force of that King's words,
therefore, become Jews in the adopted sense; —"SALVATION IS OF THE JEWS."
while all who are not adopted by belief and
obedience of the glad tidings of the Kingdom to be restored again to Israel, remain
The Gospel Obeyed in Washington.
dogs and swine, and shall not be partakers
of "' the children's bread," therefore Jesus
Bro. Thomas—We have reason to be
said to the Apostles, before the " fellowship thankful to the God of Abraham. Through
of ih* My*tery"was announced to Cornelius your efforts and since your departure from
and his friends, " throw not your pearls be- this city, I have to communicate to you the
fore swine; and give not things holy unto pleasing intelligence that we have immersed
the dogs."
four persons who were formerly believers in
There are many Jews in this Empire the Kingdom said to be set up on Penticost,
City who confess that Jesus is Christ ; but (by the Campbellites and those of other
marvellous to tell, they become more intense- sects), but after having had their attention
ly Gentile than the Gentiles themselves. We called to the Gospel of the Kingdom, which
cannot get rid of the conviction that they Gospel Paul affirmed in Gal. iii. 8 17 was
Gentilize for the sake of worldly gain. We preached to Abraham 430 years before the
know some who profess to believe the Gos- Law of Moses was given and also that that
pel of the Kingdom, and have been dipped, law cannot disannul these promises for they
and yet have gone to study Gentilism, that were expressly concerning Christ, and must,
they may be able to preach it at certain the- therefore be fulfilled by him.
ological doggeries, under dumb and greedy
Hear the testimony of Paul concerning
dogs that cannot bark, and that can never tliese promises ; he says Acts, xiii. 32, 33,
have enough.—Isai. lvi., 10, 11. These are " We declare unto you glad tidings. How
Jews in needy circumstances. There are that the promises made to the fathers. God
others of them, preachers of Gentilism, that hath so fulfilled the same in that he hath
deny the restoration of Israel, and proclaim raised np Jesus from the dead."
a heaven among the stars! while others,
The four persons to whom I have refera^ain, are members of sectarian churches, ence Berean like, searched the Scriptures bebelieving they wijl be whizzed off to glory at lieving that in them was eternal life and that
death like a whistle sound by steam ! What eternal life is a promise ; for says Paul to
can be done with such a people ? We answer, Timothy, 2 Epistle, i., I was made a minisNot much, until the Lord comes; for "blind- ter " according to the promise of life," and
ness in part has happened to Israel, until that life is now made manifest by the apthe fulness of the Gentiles be come in. Ί his pearing of Christ, " who abolishes death,
was the teaching of a celebrated Jew 1800 and brings life and incorruptibility to light
years ago, and experience proves that the through the Gospel." Seeing these things
veil is yet untaken away Gentiles are dog- they gladly received them as being sustained
gish and swinish enough, but a hundred by the language of Paul to the Hebrews in
Gentiles can be enlightened for one Jew, ch. vi. 18, concerning the promises made to
which shows that the " fulness" is not yet the Fathers, speaking thus " that we might
complete. If the Lord, however, delay his have a strong consolation who have fled for
coming much longer, the Gentiles will be- refuge to lay hold on the Hope set before us,
come as impervious to the Gospel as the which hope we have as an anchor to the
Jews. Both races are stiffnecked and per- soul, both sure and steadfast, and which
verse, and neither, as without sin, can un- entereth into that within the vail."' Paul
dertake to cast the first stone at his neigh- then consoles the Gentile element of the
bor's sknll.
Ephesian church in chap. ii. 19, 20, by inNo foreigner or " alien from the common- forming them that they shall be fellow heirs,
wealth of New York can inherit official ho- and of the same body, and partakers of liis
Jews, then, on becoming Christians, do not
cease to be Jews ; but, on the contrary, become more intensely Jewish, that is, they are
Jews in two senses ; first} by natural descent
from Abraham ; and, secondly, by becoming
Christ's. As to Gentiles, they are " not a
people ;" therefore the Scriptures do not recognize them as having " fathers" for whose
sake they are beloved. Their descent is not
from Abraham ; still they may become
Abraham's children by becoming Christ's.
It is in this sense they become Jews—by
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promises in Christ by the Gospel: and also
tells them in ii. 12, that they were " once
Gentiles, and that at that time they were
without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, and strangers from the
Covenants of Promise, having no hope, and
without God in the world, but now in Christ
Jesus, ye who were sometimes far off, are
made nigh by the blood of Christ." May
we all see this hope consummated ; and may
we hear the voice of the great multitude in
Rev. xix . 6, and of the mighty thunderings,
saying—" Alleluia For the Lord God omnipotent reigneth." Why ? Because the
kingdoms of this world have become the
kingdoms of our Lord and his Christ, and
He shall reign for ever and ever, Rev. xi. 16.
In hope of eternal life, I remain,
Yours affectionately,

where the public are invited to come and
learn. This nucleus will grow; for it has
the truth, and is endeavoring to improve
itself and to diffuse it. In Washington, there
are now ten. They also rent a hall for
meeting at 2i P. M. every Lord's Day.
Since we left, Bro. Lemmon of Baltimore
visited them, and discoursed on two occasions, and, I believe, baptized the recent converts to the faith.
Next Lord's day, we occupy the Baptist
Meeting House in Elizabethtown, morning
and night; and the three succeeding nights
at the same place. As doors open we
walk in ; tell the people the message God
sent to Israel and the nations by Jesus and
the apostles ; then retire, and leave the rest
to God, whose seven eyes penetrating into
all the earth, are ever on the truth.—EDITOR.

R. A . BOARMAN.

Washington, Ό. C, April, 1856.
The above will be gratifying to
many of our readers as well as to us. The
gospel of the Kingdom is advancing, though
not with rapid strides. This is not to be
expected. It will, however, progress in spite
of all obstacles, and accomplish the pleasure
of him who gives the increase, where the
increase is of any account. The time yet to
elapse before the appearance of the King of
Israel is too brief for a great deal to be
effected. The time and means are unequal
to vast results. All that can be done is t$>
finish the work began by Peter in the house
of Cornelius, Acts xv. 14. By the time
this is perfected, the Sin-powers will have
congregated their armies in Armageddon ;
and the Lord will be at hand to build again
the tabernacle of David, which is fallen
down and prostrate—a work to be inaugurated by their signal overthrow.
We pen these few words between our visit
to Newark, New Jersey, and to Elizabethtown in the same State. At the former
place we have just concluded six discourses,
of which five were spoken in Oration Hall to
respectable and attentive audiences. Circumstances were rather unfavorable, in that
the city was darkened by a cloud of locusts
filling the air. The Methodist Conference
was sitting ; and all the pulpits, as we heard,
save those of the papists, anglo-episcopals,
and Jews, were filled with special pleaders
for John Wesley's heresy. Our audiences
were, doubtless, affected thereby. Still by
no means discouragingly so; but quite the
contrary. We all felt encouraged ; and are
of opinion that some will ere long declare
themselves on the side of Israel's Hope.
There are half a dozen brethren in Newark
who meet in Monument Hail, Broad street,

Word From Afar.
My Dear Friend—Upon a review of the
many events characteristic of the rapid fulfilment of prophecy in these " latter days,"
none appear to me to be more prominent
than the universal perversion by professing
"Christians," of the pure "doctrine of Christ;"
showing the fearful amount of " gross darkness" that now prevails amongst people
boastful of their spiritual light. None deny
that our Lord commenced his ministry by
preaching " the Gospel of the kingdom"—Matt iv : 23 ; Mark i : 1 ; and many admit
that his parables, &c, were the amplification
of that particular doctrine in its obvious
meaning—" Thy kingdom come that thy will
may be done on earth as in heaven." And
further, that immediately preceding his ascension, he commanded his disciples to
" preach the glad tidings to every creature,"
a doctrine they then expounded as " that
blessed hope," (Tit. ii: 13) " the Faith which
was finally delivered unto the Saints," (Jude
3) the « One Faith" (Eph. iv. 5) and without which " it is impossible to please God "
—Heb. xi. 6. They also warned men that
" in the latter times some shall depart from
the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and
doctrines of demons" (1 Tim. iv . 1) " after
the commandments and doctrines of men"—
Col. ii. 22 : Mark vii. 7. Nevertheless, the
doctrine of the glad tidings of the kingdom
of God, which reveals to fallen man the
alarming contrast between his present perishable condition, and the glorious immortality, or eternal life, which he is commanded
to " seek" (.Rom. ii. 7) through Christ in
that long promised kingdom on earth renewed, as paramount to the ordinary requirements of natural life, (Matt, vi. 33) is universally construed to mean, a spiritual king»

Joy in the presence of the Angels.
dom of Christ now existing on earth, although
in his " good confession" before Pontius Pilate he exclaimed, "(My kingdom is not of
this world," {John xviii. 36.] It can only
arise contemporaneously with the " New
Heavens and New Earth," when he will
" make all things new."
Nor is this " gross darkness" diffused by
the " blind leaders of the blind," the less
excusable in the teeming multitudes who do
not " acknowledge the Lord," but prefer
their condition as idolators of Mammon.
" Lovers of pleasures, more than lovers of
God," who in their eagerness to amass wealth,
resort to the most dishonest means of gain
by " false balances," and deteriorating almost
every article of human food ; and deluging
the market» of the world with spurious manufactures, whilst the more distinguished
class of once honorable traders, have degenerated into fraudulent bankers, swindling merchants, reckless railway jobbers, and dishonest contractors; to which catalogue might
be added numerous deep-stained evils immediately engendered by " the Prince of this
world;" and who, forsooth, it is falsely alleged, reigns contemporaneously with the
" Prince of Peace, the Everlasting Father."
That the weapons of your warfare, which
are not carnal, may prosper mightily through
God, to the casting down of sectarian " imaginations and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God,"
until you are privileged to receive your
heavenly reward, that inestimable gift, " the
Wedding Garment" of immortality—for
" this mortality must put on immortality"
ere we can attain the likeness of our risen
Lord; and that you may thus enter his
glorious presence with triumphant songs of
everlasting joy, is the heartfelt prayer of
Yours very faithfully, " looking for that
blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of
the great Uod, and our Savior Jesus Christ,"
RICHARD ROBERTSON.

89 Grange Road, Bermondsey,
Surry, England; Jan. 29,1856.
' We thank our valuable friend for
his kind wishes, which we heartily reciprocate. The morafity and scriptural intelligence of " respectability" in this new world,
are not at all behind the darkness and hypocrisy of its brother in the old. The
" gross darkness" predicted by the prophet
is confined to no nation or particular locality ; but as he said it would before and at
the redemption of Jerusalem, " darkness covers the earth, and gross darkness the people."
Protestantism is less shocking to reason and
humanity than Catholicism and Popery ; for
this distinction is. now extant; but in regard
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to its knowledge of " the gospel of the kingdom," it is in all its forms equally with them,
" darkness visible." But the time is at hand
for the Lord to come out of his place to punish the inhabitants of the world for their
iniquity, for it is very great. May it be
ours to escape with our lives, and to rejoice
in the kingdom of God.—EDITOR.
Joy in the Presence of the Angelf.
Dear Sir.—I should be gratified in receiving some information on Luke xv. 7
and 10. How is there joy in heaven ? It
reads, <; Joy shall be," not " Joy «;" but in
verse 10, we find it, "There is joy in the
presence of the angels of God." Is their
habitation in the presence of the Eternal
Father ?
I could fill pages with questions; but
they would be tedious to you. Answer
this one at present, and you will oblige
yours, in the u one hope of the calling."
J. M. STONE.

Henderson, Ky.f Jan. 11, 1856.
" I say to you, that likewise there shall be
joy— χαρά εσται —in the heaven—εν τω
ονρανω —over one sinner that repenteth,
more than," &c.: and in verse 10, " So I
say to you, joy comes into existence—γίνεται
not εστί —in the presence of the angels of
God over one sinner who repents.'—
Luke xv. But, at what time ? When the
Son of Man shall confess him before the
angels of God.—Luke xii. 8. When will
that be ? When he comes in the glory of
his Father with his angels.—Matt. xvi. 27.
Where ? In the heaven, when the repentant meets the Lord Jesus " in the ar"—.
1 Thess. iv. 16, 17. He descends from
heaven; and the resurrected and transformed
ascend to the heaven. The ascent and
descent find their conterminus for a brief
space " in the air" as illustrated in Luke ii.
8—15, where " the gathering together unto
him"—2 Thess. ii. 1—occurs. Here are
the time and place of the joy and confession
in the presence of the angels, after which
Jesus and his saints descend in company to
Mount Olivet, (Zech. xiv. 4 ; Acts i. 11, 12)
whence they proceed to Mount Zion.—Rev,
xiv. 1.

EDITOR.

Peace and Safety again!
The plenipotentiaries, or " Demons" of the
Sin-Powers, are said to have signed a treaty
of peace. In this the disciples of Mammon
rejoice greatly; and are screwing up their
fiddles to their old song of " Peace and Safety." The reader, however, who knows what
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God has revealed in the word, and who does
not interpret it by the intelligence of the
last steamer, (which would be to walk by
sight and not by faith) will not be thrown
off his guard by such a syren melody. The
elements of discord created by the war are
too many for the present interruption of it to
terminate in an assured and permanent peace.
The present situation created by the " Un11

clean Spirits

is a transition—a passing from

the attack and defence of the Euphratean
power to a work to be developed in the
heart of Europe. The events of the last two
years have rendered certain the entire and
speedy evaporation of the Ottoman Power.
Turkey in the hands of France and England
will not be long in attaining her " manifest
destiny." The details of the process are not
revealed ; but the end is certain, and the interpretation thereof sure. Turkey is doubtless doomed to partition among its friends
and faithful allies ; for what so natural as
that a man's estate should be inherited, not
by his enemies, but by his friends! France
and England are in the Sultan's house, and
have hinted their intention of making themselves as comfortable there as possible for
some time to come. This is what they propose ; but will God dispose events to suit
their purpose ? Nay, verily ; as will soon
appear.
The drying up of the Euphrates, then,
being secured, the second " chapter of accidents" is now opening to the world. What
do we read there as the conclusion to be
tried? The formation of EzekieVs RussoGogian Confederacy. This is the solution

of the problem set forth in the words—" The
ten horns receive power as kings one hour
with the beast (the Eighth Head). These
have one mind, and shall give their power
and strength unto the beast. For God puts
in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to agree,
and give their kingdom to the Beast, until
the words of God shall be fulfilled." When
this is perfected, Daniel's Fourth Beast will
be complete, and ready for the two-edged
sword and burning flame. The continuation
of the late war in the direction of the Crimea
could not have developed this result. Hence
its interruption, and that the powers may
find scope for operations more conducive to
the fulfilment of the words of God.—EDITOR.

The End Approaching.
ALL over the East, the Mohammedan
power is wasting away, and, like all doomed
things, begins to be conscious of its approaching end ; insomuch that they say, the Ottoman Porte is paralyzed with prophecies of
its speedy end; a notion which one of my

school companions,, who travelled lately into
Central Africa, found to be spread abroad
among the Mohammedans there, though he
was the first Christian who had conversed
with them face to face. They continued to
say, " But our religion is to come to an end
within thirty or forty years. Is it not so writ-

ten in your book ?" And what is very remarkable, another friend of mine, who stood
upon the Himalaya Mountains of India, by
the," Most Holy Pool,11 where never Christian
had dwelt before, found there also an expectation spread abroad of a religion from the
West, which, in the short space of thirty or
forty years, was to possess the earth. Both
of which reports they made to me with their
own lips."
The above is extracted from page 446 of
a "Discourse on the Prophecies of Daniel and

the Apocalypse" by Edward Irving written
in 1826. Thirty years added to this date,
gices 1856, or forty, 1866-an interval of ten
years, which, from present appearances bids
fair to develope into reality the apprehensions of the Mohammedan world.
EDITOR.

Collateral Testimony·
The London Quarterly Journal of Pro-

phecy testifies that ; " All classic myths relative to the expected era of bliss, announce
a Mighty one to come. Sibylline verses,
deriving their name from a Chaldee word,
which signifies 'to prophecy,' are traditional
predictions, and as we have them presented
by Virgil, they point us to an 'age to come,'
and 'a new birth of nature ' and at the same
time, link the glorious kingdom they depict
with an exalted Personage, who would, tney
say,' reduce all mankind into a single empire.' "
The Encyclopaedia of

ReHgious Know-

ledge informs us that the Mohammedans, all
believe in a general resurrection and future
judgment, adding : " The time of the resurrection they allow to be a perfect secret to
all but God alone—however, they say the
approach of that day may be known from
certain signs which are to precede it."
Sir Paul Ricaut, in his work on the "Ottoman Empire," published in the seventeenth
century says : " There is a sect of Mohammedans called Haictites, who believe that
the Messiah took a true natural body ; and
that being eternal, he became incarnate, as
the Christians believe." " Wherefore," says
Ricaut, 4< they have inserted this article in
their confession of faith, that Christ shall
come to judge the World at the last day. For
the proof whereof, they cite a text out of the
Koran, ia these words, * Ο Mahomet! thou

Collateral Testimony.
shalt see thy Lord, who shall come again in
the clouds 1' They affirm that this is foretold of the Messiah, and confess that this
Messiah can be no other thaji Jesus, who is
to return into the world with the same flesh
which he assumed."
Robert Hort, A.M., in the seventeenth century, in a sermon on the millennium, wrote
as follows : " In Plato's dialogue, the philosopher having spoken of the first happy condition of the world, and its fall, adds : 'But
in the end, lest the world should be plunged
into an eternal abyss of confusion, God, the
author of the primitive order, will appear
again, and resume the reins of empire ; then
he will change, embellish, and restore the
whole frame of nature ; and put an end to
decay of age, sickness, and death." Hort
again continues: "Plutarch having related
the doctrine of the ancient Persians concerning the evil introduced into the world
by Arimanius, concludes it thus : 'But there
will come a time appointed by fate, when
Arimanius shall be entirely destroyed and
extirpated ; the earth shall change its form,
and become plain and even ; and happy men
shall have one and the same life, language,
and government.' According to the authority of Strabo, the ancient Gymnosophist3
had a similar tradition, and believed in a
time when ' the ancient plenty shall be restored.' All the heathen nations believed
that the renovation would be brought about
by some divine hero. Virgil, in his fourth
ecologue, describes the renovation both of
the physical and moral world, in a manner
very little differing from the sacred writings ;
and the Chinese philosophers entertain the
same notions concerning the corruption, and
the future renovation ot the world."
Dr. Joseph Wolffe. From his travels in the
east we gather the following traditions, current among the Asiatic nations :
In ARABIA, the Jews of Yemen, the Rechabites, and the Children of Israel, of the
tribe of Dan, expect the speedy arrival of
the Messiah in the clouds of heaven. The
children of Rechab say : "We shall one day
fight the battles of the Messiah, and march
toward Jerusalem." Rabbi Alkane, one of
the Jews of Yemen, said : "We do expect
the coming of the Messiah * * There
is war in the wilderness unprecedented in
our memory."
In THIBET, one of their chiefs said: "When
you shall see corn growing upon my grave,
then the day of resurrection is night at
hand." The people of Cashmere assured
me that corn had begun to grow upon his
grave, and therefore they considered my
words to be true, that Jesus will come.
THE JEWS IN PERSIA say the world is to
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exist six thousand years, and that the Messiah will appear, and the sabbatical year
shall have its commencement. One of their
Rabbis read to Mr. Wolffe, from Maimonides,
that " The King Messiah shall rise to make
the kingdom of David return to its former
condition and power," that whosoever does
not hope in his coming denies the words of
the prophets and the law of Moses," that in
his days the Messiah shall rule alone, and
only he," that " on his arrival the battle of
Gog and Magog shall be fought," that " we
must wait for his coming," and that, " at
that time there shall be hunger and war no
more, and envy and anger shall cease among
us."
THE GUEBERS of India and Persia who
worship fire are acquainted with the history
of the fallen angels, and believe in the deluge, and that a time is coming when the
world will pass away and another will be
created. The Mussalmans, the worshippers
of Ali and Mohammedan Jews and Mullahs,
many of them believe in the coming of a
deliverer called " Mohde," (translated from
Shiioh) who shall restore all things before
the day of judgment, and be proclaimed sovereign ; a messenger going on before him.
They told Wolffe that they were glad to
find he expected the speedy arrival of the
Messiah Jesus; for the signs of the times
prove that Mohde must soon come, one stating to him that she had discovered by the
book called " Khorooj Namah," that Christ
will come again in the year 1861. " They
derive," says Wolffe, " most of this from
their Hadees or traditional prophecies."
THE HINDOOS have a tradition that Vishnoo is to destroy the world for a season, a
belief analogous to the advent of Christ to
judgment. They have also a record of the
submersion of the world by a deluge.
The following dialogue occurred between
Mr. Wolffe and a Persian Dervish.
Wolffe.—What will become of this world ?
Dervish.—The world will become so good
that the lamb and the wolf shall feed together, and there shall be general peace and
fear of God upon the earth ; there shall be
oo more controversy about religion, all shall
know God truly; there shall be no more
hatred, &c.
Wolffe.— Who then shall govern the
earth ?
Dervish.—JESUS.
Dr. Wolffe says they got this from their
1
Hadees; and he adds, that in his opinion
• more light is to be found among them than
j among the most learned neologists and infidels in Europe.
g
In Yemen (Teman of Scripture) a Rabbi
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told Mr. Wolffe that his tribe did not return
to Jerusalem after the Babylonish captivity.
When Ezra by letters invited their princes
in Tanaan to return, they replied, " Daniel
predicts the murder of the Messiah, and another destruction of Jerusalem and the temple ; therefore we will not go up until He
ehall have scattered the power of the holy
people—till the 1290 days (meaning years)
are over. * * * But we do expect the
coming of the Messiah," &c.
Seller, a German spiritualist opposing the
faith of the ancient Jews in relation to a personal reign of the expected Messiah, makes
the following admission :—" Concerning many things they formed erroneous conceptions, some of the prophets themselves not
excepted. * * * They expected it—
the kingdom of God—to arrive earlier than
it did. They fancied that God would subdue the heathen by miraculous punishments.
They had no conception of supersensuous or
heavenly happiness, and therefore as being
persons whose notions were entirely sensuous, they could not conceive of a kingdom
of God otherwise than as possessing a visible
king, ruling on earth in splendid majesty."
Nevertheless this kingdom will come. It
will be a literal kingdom. Immanuei will
reign on David's throne " in splendid majesty" forever. He will be a " visible King,''
making " all things new." Ο those will be
happy times 1 We are confidently expecting
them, and they are at hand.—Millenial Adv.
Future Destinies of Italy.
A RECENT number of the Unione, Turin,
Sardinia, contains an extraordinary leader,
headed " Political Equilibrium and Italy,"
from which we give some extracts which appear to us most noticeable :—" The cutting
of the Isthmus of Suez will change the political conditions and Equilibrium of the
world. By reconducting to the Mediterranean international life, this undertaking,
which will give the character to the age in
which we live, will change the relations between different nations, and will substitute
the stable equilibrium of nature for the unstable and artificial equilibrium of diplomacy-—To bring India nearer to Europe now
that by means of the cutting of the Isthmus
of Panama, America is brought nearer to
the Indies, is for England a necessity of international policy, if the iear which would
urge her to it on the one side does not restrain her on the other. . . England, however, fears this undertaking ; and little wonder, when she is accustomed to depend solely on the artifices of diplomacy But let
Us allow the work of nature freely to proceed,
and the European equilibrium, having lost

its centre in Austria, will find it in Italy.—
The revival of Italy will become the point
of intersection of the new movement of the
world, and Italy, once more a rich and potent nation, will serve the interest of all far
better than ever Austria has done. Italy
will be the vanguard of the Latin races,
which will close the way to the Oriental races,
as she before did for so many ages. Italy
a maratime power between France and
England, will be a counterpoise to both,
and will create, by a natural equilibrium,
the neutralization of the Mediterranean,
which is of far greater interest than the
neutralization of the Black Sea. The cutting of the Isthmus of Suez will cause the
civilization of the North.to descend towards
the South, and the centre of oscillation must
follow this descent, and also descend from
Austria to the great Peninsula of the Mediterranean. To make divided Italy the
battle-field of their ever renewed and eternal
wars of arms and diplomatic influences, or to
make united Italy the equilibrizing power of
the world ; such is the problem that the cutting of the Isthmus of Suez offers for the solution of the statesmen of Europe, If they
will not attempt to solve it, it will be no
matter of surprise, for the statesmen of our
day are little and mediocre ; and such are the
preoccupations of the moment, and individual and family interests, that they clip the
wings of all great political aspirations But
whether they take heed or not, great worldwide events, and the inevitable revolutions of
nature, will pursue their course independently of them. . . Even at present, English
diplomacy, if it had any perception whatever,
must perceive that it is not Austria which
maintains the equilibrium of the world. It
is the weight of Italy and Italian menace
which has withdrawn Austria from the Russian embraces, and made her, by force, not
the faithful ally, but the timid handmaiden
of the Western will. Let the Isthmus be
cut, and that very day, the word of nature,
imposing silence upon the imprudent Babel
of the mediocrities of the age called statesmen, will say to all, either Italy or eternal
war between you. It will say to England,
either Italy or French supremacy in the
Mediterranean. It will say to France, either
Italy or constant threats from the North
against your civil and political progress. It
will say to Germany itself, either Italy, or
your division, and the dualism which lacerates and holds you in restraint ; and the
men of Frankfort will learn that Austria,
dominant in Italy is dominant in Germany,
and that the days of the riches and liberty
of the Hanseatic cities were the days of commercial prosperity, and the political and independent life of the Italian Republics."

HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM ANDAGETO COME.
"And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and
A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and iUelf shall stand for « « - . " — D A N I E L .

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]
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MILLENNIAL PILGEIMAGE OF NATIONS. ; pulchres of Nineveh down to the present age,
All nations shall flow unto the mountain of Jehovah'·
house.—Isaiah.

THE kingdom of Christ having been established upon earth by force of arms, it will
afterward be confirmed and conducted with
judgment and mercy. In the present dispensation, or times of the Gentiles, the character assumed by the Lord Jesus Christ is that
of " the Lamb slain from the foundation of
the world." He is now solely employed as
High-Priest to the House of God, but when
he shall appear in the clouds of heaven, he
will come as " the lion of the tribe of Judah,"
laying aside for a period all his attributes of
peace, and assuming that terrible power, that
ineffable majesty which belong to him as the
king of kings. Again, after he has asserted
and established his claim to universal dominion, he will assume a third character—combining the two that went before. He will at
once be the lion and the lamb—full of grace
toward all his faithful subjects, but full of
terror toward the disobedient and disloyal.
His kingdom will be at once the most beneficent and the most despotic that the world
has known; permitting no opposition, and
yet exercising no arbitrary oppression.
During the whole period of the Millennial
Reign, it is scripturally evident that Jerusalem will be the capital of Israel, as in the
time of David ; and it is equally certain from
Isaiah lx, that Israel will be the foremost
people of the earth. But in addition to this
it must be remembered that as the Lord
shall be king of all the world, it will become
necessary it) establish some centre of union,
some unJKersal metropolis which shall serve
to bind alii nations into one, and be regarded
as the capital of the world. Every great
empire of history has possessed its central
point, and its capital city. From the days of
Nimrod and Babel; from the stupendous se-

we find traces of the capitals of departed empires. Babylon, Susa, Seleucia, Home, Constantinople, Paris, have each in turn been
the central points of imperial power, and of
discordant nations. Tribes and races, hostile in temper, and distinct in complexion
and habits, have met together in peace within
the walls of these centres of union. It was
not the union that created the centre, but it
was the centre which gave birth to the union.
If Rome had been suddenly destroyed, the
Roman empire would have been suddenly
broken up. In order, therefore, to form a
grand centre of union, the Lord will erect
Jerusalem into the CAPITAL OF THE WORLD,

and make it the seat of the first and last universal empire. Again, in doing this, he will
adopt the method which human reason has
pointed out in all ages as the best. He will
institute a centre of attraction within the
centre of empire. The common sense, or
penetration of ancient times, pointed out long
ago the wisdom of this method. The Olympian games of Greece, the games of the circus celebrated at Rome, the Golden Idols of
Jeroboam, were all designed as centres of
attraction within the centres of union. The
three great festivals of the Jewish law were
evidently appointed with reference to national combination as well as national religion.
The whole civilized world flocked to the
Olympian or Circcnsian Games; and the nations of Greece or of the Roman empire were
taught a lesson of fraternity. But the garb
of peace was stained with the violence of
war. The fierce encounters of the Olympian
competitors, suggested ideas of personal violence, and physical superiority. The Roman
games, the most atrocious scenes in the history of man, covered the amphitheatre with
blood, and filled the heavens with cries of
vengeance—and that cry was heard. But
the kingdom of Christ will admit of no deeds
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of blood; its political and social combinations will be effected by a system of attraction equally original and divine.
" And it shall come to pass, that every one
that is left of all the nations that came
against Jerusalem, shall even go up from
year to year to worship THE KING, the Lord
of hosts, i^nd to keep the Feast of Tabernacles." This prophecy of Zechariah describes
in a few words the great religious and political engine by which the empire of the Son
of man shall be consolidated into one. The
Feast of Tabernacles will form the attraction
through which all nations shall be brought
together in perpetual fraternity; and Jerusalem as the place appointed for the Feasts,
will become the centre of attraction, and the
gathering point of all nations of the earth.
It will thus be made the capital of the world,
and supersede those capitals of commerce or
fashion which have been so long the centres
of attraction alike to the frivolous and the
wise.
The introduction of the Feast of Tabernacles during the whole continuance of the
reign of Christ, is, in every poiut of view,
one of the most remarkable and interesting
subjects which is to be met with in Scripture.
It is one that has hitherto been almost overlooked ; and yet it offers itself alike to the
consideration of the politician, the philosopher, and the spiritually minded. There is
nothing that takes in so wide a field of view,
and presents such a variety of objects. It
may not inaptly be called the main hinge of
the Millennial Kingdom. A politician when
he first hears of the Millennial Reign will
naturally ask by what means, without a succession of miracles, can all the world be
peaceably united under one emperor ? The
political economist will call for statistical reports, and ask—what will be the condition
of the people during the Millennial period ?
The Feast of Tabernacles affords an answer
to both inquiries at once. It gives us the
political machinery and the statistical report
at the same time. If we consider it statistically, it gives us the exact measure of the
state and the prosperity of the world. It is
a common question, indeed, with all prophetic
inquirers—what will be the condition of the
people at large during the Millennial Reign ?
And in what way arc we to measure the
material prosperity of that period? The
Feast of Tabernacles furnishes the measure
and the estimate. " All nations shall come
up from year to year to Jerusalem." But
Jerusalem is situated in the centre of the
world, at an immense distance from the
greater part of the nations, even if we include only the inhabitants of the ancient continents, or of the prophetic earth. But it is
not only said that all nations shall come up,

but that every one that is left shall come up.
Here is, then, a universal pilgrimage of
mankind, of rich and poor, from the furthest
extremities of the earth to Jerusalem. Such
a pilgrimage as was never conceived before,
and still less carried into effect from age to
age. We boast now of the increased prosperity of the world—of the means of conveyance, which exceed all the conceptions of
former times—of our miraculous advance in
the power of locomotion ; and yet, what after all is the result ? A voyage to Jerusalem is an undertaking which no poor man
ever dreams of, except through absolute necessity ; which even many rich men consider
as too costly ; which is attended with difficulties and even dangers sufficient to deter
the feeble or timid. The idea of whole nations going up to Jerusalem would be considered as the dream of a lunatic ; it would
indeed be physically impossible, since there
are not sufficient means of conveyance, nor
resources for defraying so vast an expense,
nor are there supplies in the Holy Land, or
throughout the whole district of the Syrian
coast, to enable such an assemblage of mankind to hold together for a month. It was
considered a kind of miracle that the working men of England alone were conveyed from
our provincial towns to the London Exhibition at a rate of charge the poorest could afford. But what would be thought of the
conveyance of the working men of England
to the shores of Palestine? And of the
working population of France, or Germany,
or Holland, at the same time ? Such a thing
would be impossible in the present state of
the world. All our improvements in steam,
by sea or land, would be unequal to the task;
yet in the Millennial Reign it will no longer
be impracticable. The pilgrimage of the
Eastern nations to Mecca and Medina is perhaps the greatest movement of mankind in
modern times ; at least, it is one which most
nearly resembles the future pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, being conducted on the largest
scale, and being annually carried on from
the earliest periods. The first crusade was
also an immense movement which carried
forward the population of Europe upon Asia.
But these vast emigrations were attended
with hardship and loss of life, which can never be imagined during the reign of peace.
The pilgrims of Mecca perished in the desert.
Half the first crusade was extinguished before it reached the confines of ^sia. But it
will not be so in the Millennial <Reign. All
nations shall go up to Jerusalem* observes
Zechariah in one verse, but in tub; next he
speaks of those who come up. ^A\ that go
shall come. There will be no destruction by
the way ; nor «an we have any faith in the
Millennial Reign, or in the goodness of God,

Millennial Pilgrimage of Nations.
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if we imagine that the pilgrims of the Feast large bodies of men to quit their own counof Tabernacles will be allowed to perish by ] try, and leave it open to the enemy ; or to
the way like the Mussulmans or Crusaders. : permit the passage of whole nations through
Let us reflect upon the subject in a statis- \ intervening kingdoms. Pillage, violence, and
tical point of view. In the first place, we ; bloodshed, have invariably accompanied
are struck by the evidence which it affords great movements of maukind, however
of the immense progress of mankind in the peaceable their original intentions. The
arts of locomotion, so as to render so long a consciousness of numbers has encouraged the
journey secure, convenient, or even possible, wandering hordes to indulge their love of
when the multitude of travellers is consi- spoil; and the apprehensions of the nations
dered. In the next place, it is proof of the whom they approached, have called forth
wealthy and prosperous condition of all clas- every feeling of hostility. But, under the
ses of the people. What working man would reign of Christ there will be no more hostilnow be able to take a journey to Palestine ? ity—nothing to interrupt the intercourse of
How much less could he bring his family nations, or to deter the most timid from venalong with him, or provide for their support turing upon the longest journey. There will
during his absence. Again, what \yould be be then no peace society to stir up war, and
the effect of a general emigration in suspend- to encourage men to revolution and massaing the agricultural and manufacturing in- cre. No benevolent society to take the part
dustry of nations ? The world could not go of murderers and pirates against the interon—the course of society would come to a ests of true men. The government of Christ
stop—public and private misery would en- and of his saints will be one of perfect upsue, and the human race would sink into rightness as well as of absolute power. He
universal insolvency. The present state of will proclaim peace first, and afterward enthings is so artificial, so complicated, and so force the proclamation with honesty and
liable to mutation, that it could not endure, decision, so that they shall no longer hurt
year after year, the attacks of these vast in- nor destroy. Nothing less than this, indeed,
terruptions. The whole fabric would be would enable so great a multitude from the
shaken to pieces by this annual movement of ends of the earth to go up in safety to Jeruits supporting columns. But not so during salem ; and thus the very existence of so
the reign of Christ. What is impossible or vast a movement as that foretold by Zechadangerous now, will then become practicable riah is a certain indication of the general
and safe. The stability of the divine go- tranquillity of the world. It is also an indivernment will prevent all mutation—the cation of the general diffusion of wealth and
presence of the Great King will shed fertility prosperity, which will enable men of every
and wealth upon all the earth—whatever is rank to undertake so remote a pilgrimage.
done shall prosper, and none shall make them The Feast of Tabernacles serves, therefore,
afraid. When the Lord shall be King over for a standard of measurement by which the
all the earth, he will fulfil the long delayed political economist may estimate the social
promise of the seventy-second psalm :—" In condition, and the material progress of manHis days shall the righteous flourish, and kind during the Millennial Reign ; and as
abundance of peace so long as the moon en- such, it is one. of the most remarkable produreth." Thus every man shall prosper in phecies in Scripture, full of meaning in every
the work of his hands, and possess both the point of view ; expressive of a complete renmeans and the courage to undertake the pil- ovation of society, and of an entire revolugrimage to Jerusalem. Whole families will tion in all the conditions of human life. Difunite together—whole neighborhoods vie fusion of wealth, universal prosperity, unwith each other, with a holy emulation in broken peace, and mutual good will, are all
contributing either to the numbers or to the implied, as they are involved in this one preexpenses of the pilgrims. For the first time diction : " All the nations that are left shall
since the creation, mankind shall be aroused go up from year to year to Jerusalem." And
to universal movement without the scent of the extinction of Peace Societies, with all
blood! The vile thirst of gold, which now their knaves and dupes, is a further blessing
agitates the world, shall be changed for a which may give comfort to every honest
nobler passion—the desire to behold THE mind.
KINO in his glory. And every man who
But we must now consider for a moment
lingers at home, will be reproached as insen- the limits and exceptions of this great movesible to his highest privilege, and be shamed ment. It is not to be supposed that literally
into compliance with the world-wide im- all the world will go up to Jerusalem at one
pulse.
time. The prophecies of Scripture are always
This universal pilgrimage is also an evi- to be interpreted according to the rules of
dence of the peace and security of those times. right reason; for before God sent us his word
At present, it would be equallv unsafe for he endowed us with rational faculties to pre-
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pare us to understand it. He deals with statistical measure of the general condition
men as men, and not as children, in all cases of the world during the Millennial Reign.
not strictly spiritual. The prophecy of
TORQUAY, ENGLAND ; Nov.,
1851.
Zechariah is, therefore, to be interpreted
with the usual allowance which right reason,
ordinarily styled " common sense," would
Colloquial.
suggest. It is not to be imagined that every
individual person will go up to Jerusalem at
all; or that more than a very few will go up
above once or twice, or that any individual
No. 3.
will go up year after year, or that all mankind will go up at the same time. Neither Immersion into Three Names—Disciples—Know
in Part—The Mirror—The Enigma—The Jailis it certain that this prophecy extends beor—The Whole Gospel.
yond the limits of the ancient world, or, per(Continued from onr lait)
haps, of the four prophetic empires of Scripture. These limitations must be observed in
Elpis.—On a little reflection, Ϊ think you
the first place: and while they still leave will modify what you have said. You canroom for an immense movement, they ex- not expect " the plain word of God," to do
clude every idea of impossibility. The true more than it did in the primaeval time The
meaning of the passage is this—that all the plain word of God required the notes, comnations (at least of the prophetic earth) will ments, inferences, and affirmations of Philip,
be impelled by a general desire to visit the for the guidance of the Ethiopian. But
Holy City, to witness the glory of Jerusa- Gentiles and Jews are not now as intelligent
lem, to see the spot of which the Lord hath in the word as he ; by so much the more
said, " Son of Man, the ρ'nee of my throne, then, do they require guidance in a similar
and the place of the soles of my feet, where I way. God's agency for the production of
will dwell in the midst of the children of Is- faith is testimony and reason, styled " the
rael for ever." Impressed by this desire, word of their testimony,"—Rev. xii. 11.
multitudes out of every nation, and from Paul %t reasoned with men out of the Scripevery rank of life, will undertake the journey tures." The word is truly the basis of true
to the land of Israel, and select the Feast of Christian faith ; but God has appointed that
Tabernacles as being the most suitable occa- it should be reasoned into men by their felsion for the assemblage of Gentiles at a Jew- low men It does not follow that a man's
ish festival, as being in fact, the only festival faith is " not genuine" because it has been
of which no Jewish ceremouics are an es- reasoned into him by all the appliances of
sential part ;* and which is therefore the that operation. " Erring mortals" may bebest adapted for Gentile participation. And come " mighty in the Scriptures" and therethus from year to year there will be a gene- by wise unto salvation"—2 Tim iii. 15.
ral and pervading feeling through the world, When this is the case, they are " corrected,
leading men to turn their steps towards Je- and instructed in righteousness ;" and berusalem, precisely as the Mussulman nations come, " workmen that need not to be
at present direct their steps to Mecca—not ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth"
every individual man, but all that can make —2 Tim ii. 15. In the knowledge of salit possible at least one time within their vation they then cease to be " erring morlives. Within these limitations there is no tals ;" while in many other things they may
absurdity or impossibility in the case; and be deficient. They have learned that two
therefore, the objections which have been and two make four, and in that knowledge
urged by some spiritualizing interpreters are they cannot err. The notes, comments, inas idle and unfounded as they are in every ferences, and affirmations, of such mortals
case where \te have to deal with spiritual- are valuable ; and of great use to " the unizers. The same tree will always bear the skilful in the word of righteousness" to guide
same fruit; and if the tree is but a shadow, them in the way.
its fruit will be equally unsubstantial.
But not to dwell longer on this point. I
The phrase " all nations " is also an evi- would call your attention to the fact, that in
dence of the universality of the movement, as the apostles' days true believers, or those who
not being confined to one class of men only— had been " taught of God1' (and all that come
to the rich, the great, or the learned ; but as to Jesus, Isaiah says, shall be so taught—
extending to all classes alike—to the poor Jno. vi. 44, 45 ; Isai. liv. 13) were not " imand unknown equally with the wealthy and mersei into th° names of the three." Such an
powerful; and thus it constitutes a precise immersion in those days would not have been
regarded as " understanding^," however
" sincerely," done. There are not three
"This is a-mistake» for sacrifice is connected with the
celebration according to the Jewish law.—ifci. Herald, names given for men to be immersed into.
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There is but one only; and that is, the even a baptism into three divine names, in" glorious and venerable NAME ipnja trur-i stead of a baptism into one name manifested
FIK aitk Ythowah Elohaikah, THE I SHALL in a mystery. But, I console myself with the
BE THY GODS."—Deut. xxviii. 58. In Scrip- reflexion that '· It will not do to say that a
ture, every god is associated with a distinct person must be fully taught, and that his
and separate name—" Be circumspect and faith must understandingly grasp the whole
make no mention of the names of other gods" gospel before he is qualified for baptism ; for
—Exod xxiii. 13. Plurality of Names at the time that he submits to this ordinstands for a plurality of gods, independent ance, his discipleship commences. He is
of each other ; but where there is but ONE then a child in Christian knowledge and faith.
NAME, though there may be a plurality of His baptism is the ceremonial act that inGods, their worship is no violation of the ducts him into the name, the body or church
law, " There shall not be to thee other gods of Christ, where his religious instruction
(elohim) in preference to me"—Deuf. v. 7; and gospel faith increase and are perfected.
or of the sayings, " Hear Ο Israel, the I New and elevated lessons in the gospel of
SHALL BE our Gods is ONE I SHALL BE."—Deut. the kingdom are taught to, understood and
vi. 5 ; and " There is One God and Father believed by, him, after being baptised.
In a word, there must be a limit to his inof all."—Ephes. iv. 6.
Israel did not understand " the MYSTERY struction and faith in the gospel before being
of Godliness, God manifested in flesh ; God baptised."—Expos, p. 463.
Elpis. The discovery of truth is alarming
vindicated by the Spirit; God visible to
messengers; God preached among the na- when that truth condemns us ; but it is
tions ; God believed on in the world; God strengthening and encouraging when we find
taken up to glory."—1 Tim iii. 16. They ourselves in harmony with it. The alarm,
did not understand this, though it is revealed however, need not become a panic, so long
in Moses and the prophets. They do not as there is scope for obeying the truth. Acunderstand it now ; nor do the Gentiles : cording to your proclamation, I have not
therefore it is that Jews talk of panchristen- myself been validly immersed ; and cannot
dom sentimentalists worshipping three Gods; therefore, be in Christ, in the gospel, or in
and that pious theologians deny the validity his school, upon your premises ; for I was
of immersion, if the subject thereof have not baptised only into the one name of the I
SHALL BE OUR GODS ; but you say, my dear
been immersed into three names !
ι
" I shall be thy Gods11 is One Name, and friend, that no one is validly baptised who is
equivalent to the Father MANIFESTED through not understanding^ and sincerely immersed
the Son BY the Holy Spirit; and expressed into Three Names. I am by this condemned ;
in the formula, " the Name of the Father, so that if you will prove to me that " the
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit,"— plain word of God" requires me to be imMatt, xxviii. 19. Matthew is the only wri- mersed into three divide names, I will forthand demand this,' threeter that has registered this formula ; because with pay you a visit
1
he wrote more especially for Jews ; who re- name immersion at your hands.
But, on the other hand, if this Trirominal
cognizing but one name of God, not three ;
yet knowing that " the Memorial" (Exod. iii. Bapt>sm prove to be only the latest inven13-15) embraced a plurality of Gods, would tion fabricated in the school of panchristenneed special instruction concerning them, dom discipleship, then you and I must change
before they could be brought to submit to places; my baptism into the One Glorious
Jesus without incurring, as they supposed, and Fearful Name will remain good—but,
the guilt of idolatry by admitting into their my Josedec, what becomes of yours ? "Will
system of faith, the Name of Jehovah, the you be willing to continue content with a
Name of Jesus and the Name of the Spirit baptism nowhere found in Scripture? If
—-three names instead of the one and indi- you still hold on to Trmominalism, you will
visible name delivered to their fathers for have to go through the Bible pen in hand,
their descendants of all ages and gener- and wherever you find the word " name" in
connection with "Lord" and "God" you
ations.
Josedec.—My dear Elpis, your exposition must add an 5, and read it names. Just try
begins to excite in me thoughts of a very the experiment with your concordance, and
disturbing character. If what you set forth see what strange work you will make of " the
be scriptural (and I am not prepared at pre- plain word of God,"' as the basis of " true
sent to say that it is not) the conclusion of Christian faith."
the matter would seem to convict us of J You say, my dear friend, that disciple*
idolatry—worshippers of names of Gods, in- ί ship commences with immersion. If by
stead of the " Glorious and Fearful Name:' \discipleship you mean the state of being a reYou seem also to have fastened upon us,) cognised learner} I have no objection to ad"Another Baptism;1 than the' One Baptism," i mit it; but if you intend to say, that the
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beginning to learn commences with immer- pled were prepared, like the Ethiopian, to go
sion, I reject the idea in toto. The commis- into a far distant country and disciple others
sion you refer to, and " the order of which" —" instruct them for the kingdom of the
you " fully assent to," reads "Go, μαθητεύ- heavens;" a very different sort of disciple,
σατε, all the nations, baptising them into you perceive, to those, who, when they come
the Name, &c.; διδάσκοντες them, &c." up out of the water, can only tell the specIn the common version, these two Greek tators, that " Jesus is Son of God ;" and that
words are both rendered " teach ;" a word, they were very sorry for their sins; and
however, that does not convey to the mind that because they " had experienced a hope
the force and distinction of the originals that they were forgiven," they had gone into
The first is used in Matt. xiii. 52 ; as, "Every the water to follow the example of Christ.
scribe μαΘητενθεις instructed for the king- A miserable beginning of discipleship is
dom of the heavens, is like, &c.;" the " Go this! It begins in darkness, and in confusion
teach" them, has the force of " Go open ends.
their eyes, and turn them from darkness to
The apostolically discipled " continued
light and from the power of the adversary steadfastly in the teaching, (τη διδαχή) of
to God."—Acts xxvi. 18. This was the first the apostles."—Acts ii. 42. You seem to
thing to be done, and the operation is ex- have a notion that a mathetes when manifespressed by the word matheteusate. When ted in baptism was as an ignorant child enthey were thus matheteuthized, they were tering upon his a, b, c, after he had crossed
" instructed for tlie Kingdom,1' to which theythe threshold of the schoolroom. This may
had been invited by the preaching of the very well describe Trinominalists ; but it will
apostles. This operation was carried on be- by no means fit the case of an apostolical
fore baptism; and until a separation ensued mathetes, or disciple. This class of persons
among the listening crowd, it was not known was prepared in the primary department
who were being matheteuthized and who without the pale of the church, or college of
were not. The operation continued upon the professed. That primary department
some minds for weeks, until its results were was " without the Temple."—1 Cor. iii.
manifested. They might be mathetes, learn- 16 ; and in the Court of the Gentiles."—
ers or disciples, and they might not; it could Rev. xi. 2. But, when they had become
only be known by their doing as the Ethio- sufficiently enlightened to understand the
pian did, and inquiring wfuit hindered that kingdom of the heavens, and to turn
they slundd be baptised.'* This question would
from the sentiments of all Christendom,
bring them into personal communication which prevail in the Court, and are venewith the apostles, who would ascertain whe- rated by the members of it; they went
ther they were matheteuthized for the king- to the laver and the altar, and so endom ; if satisfied of this, they would do as tered into the temple, of which they became
Jesus commanded, " baptise them/' " that a part. The teaching within the Temple difthey might receive remission of sins, and fered from the teaching without the Tempart among the sanctified, by faith, which ple ; the latter being the expounding and
(inducts) into Jesus."—εις εμε—Acts xxvi. testifying of the kingdom of God to sinners,
18 : and it is not all sorts of faith that leads persuading them concerning Jesus, both out
of the law of Moses, and out of the prointo him ; but the " one" only.
phets.- -Acts xxviii. 23; and the former, the
When instructed for the kingdom, and διδασκαλία or preceptive direction, which is
baptised, they are manifested by that act as delivered to their brethren by official men,
disciples. But, I do hope, my dear friend, who are commissioned to enforce the comthat you would not reduce them to a level mands of a superior—διδάσκοντες " teachwith pious panchristendom sentimentalists ing them to observe all things whatsoever I
just dipped. The two classes will not bear have commanded you."
comparison. You scarcely find any of the
moderns, dipped or sprinkled, " instructed
Such is the difference between the two
for the kingdom" to the day of their death. Greek words as used in the last two verses
They have little to do with the scriptures, of Matthew. None were admitted into the
which they call " a dead letter' (dead enough Temple who were not " instructed for the
to them) and what they read they do not kngdom" to begin with : but after their adunderstand, and their teachers are like them- mission, they did not say that they knew
selves, blind gropers towards the ditch. In- enough about their inheritance. They
stead of expecting to find such pietists searched all the documents continually that
"fully taught," he will be deceived who ex- they might increase in knowledge and
pects to find them taught at all, save in the strengthen their faith. All our past and
quackery of the schools.
future was before them, the study of which
Being baptised, the apostolically disci· afforded them ample scope for the activity

Knowing in Part,
of their minds. The prophets did not un- tation of the Spirit through the Spiritual
1
derstand "the Mystery * that was revealed Men of the congregations ; which consisted
through them ; and so there were the pro- of those to whom the Spirit severally divided
phecies of Isaiah, Daniel, Zechariah, Ezekiel, the gifts as he pleased (xii. 11 ;) and the
John, &c, that afforded inexhaustible riches ΐόιωτοι idiotoi, or those " occupying the
for the acquisition of those who worshipped room of the private person," or plebeian;
in the Temple of God.
rendered " the unlearned" in ch. xiv. 16.
Josedec. Then you do not consider it ne- These two classes of the Temple of God, the
cessary to understand all the prophecies be- public, and the private, brethren, having
fore a man can be regarded as qualified for been all, by the spirit's teaching through
immersion ? It was my impression that you the apostles, baptised into one body (ch. xii.
did.
13) constituted that body in Christ; out the
Elpis. The impression was a very errone- public brethren were " the members in partious one. What I say is, that the doctrine cular" the foot, the ear, the eye, the hand,
and examples of " the plain word of God/' the nose, the tongue, &c,—of the whole ;
clearly show, that a man must understand and constituted thus by the special gifts,
the glad tidines as a whole " the truth as it called " spiritual."
is in Jesus," the gospel of the kingdom in his
This was an imperfect state of the " One
name, as the subject matter of the " One j Body," whose prophesyings, faculty of
Faith" and " One Hope of the calling," as ! speaking foreign languages, and revelations,
a qualification for admission into the Tem- were individual, or " in part," and not geneple by immersion into the One Name.
ral. But there is a time approaching, when
Josedrc. But an inspired apostle has said το τελειον perfection will have come; and
" We know in part.'
then theBody of Christ will no longer " know
Elpis. He did not say, " We know the
gospel in part before baptism," as you in part, and prophecy in part" as in aposquote those words out of their connexion, tolic times; but all the individuals then
to prove.
The apostle is discoursing composing it, will, without exception, be
about " spiritual gifts" such as, " the qualified in a higher degree than the aposword of wisdom," or " prophecy," " kinds tolic " members in particular ;" so that the
of tongues," and " the word of know- least in the kingdom of the heavens will be
ledge."—1 Cor. xii. 10; xiii. 8. These were endowed with greater accomplishments than
coveted by the members of tjie " One all the Spiritual Men of Paul's day put toBody ;" some of whom only were privileged gether. In the apostle's day, even with the
to possess them for the benefit oi all—xii. bpirit's manifestations through a part of the
7. He pointed out the best of the spiritual body, or " members in particular," they
gifts, and exhorted them to seek after those, could only say, " We see at present by a
nevertheless, he would show them a way more mirror in an aenigma, but then (when the
excellent than even the possession of the best reality is manifested) face to face; now I am
of the spiritual gifts—verse 31. This way, skilled γενωσκω (speaking for the Body,)
which should abide when the gifts " failed," εκ μέρους (by mirror-like partial manifesta" ceased," or " vanished away," consisted of tion) but then (when perfection is come) I
as also
" Faith, Hope, and Charity; the greatest shall know perfectly επιγινωσομαι
of which ie charity."-—xiii. 13. He then I shall be known perfectly," having then atdefined what he meant by " charity;" (and tained perfection by resurrection unto inaccording to his definition of it, the most corruptibility and life.—Phil. iii. 11, 12 ;
loving pietists of the churches of the Gentiles Luke xiii. 32.
are utter strangers to it;) and said " Charity
Can the miserable abortions, my dear
never faileth;" but that " prophecies," Josedec, that pass current for Christians in
" tongues," and " knowledge." would fail, our day, say, that they see by a mirror in an
cease, and vanish away. He then gives the cenigma—" with unveiled face beholding in
reason why these gifts should be withheld ; a mirror the glory of the Lord"—do they
and after which withholding, faith, hope, see the image of that glory there, being
and charity would continue: " because," transformed into it, " from glory," compresays he " we know in part, and we prophecy hended by faith, " to glory," inherited when
in part; but when το τελεών perfection perfection is attained.—2 Cur. iii. 18 ; Col.
comes, then το εκ μέρους that which is in iii. 10 ? What sort of a school of Christ is
part shall be annulled."—xiii. 9.10.
that you talk about, where the pupils after
Now, εκ, μέρους rendered " in part" does all the ' new and elevated lessons in the
not bear the sense you attach to it. It is gospel of the kingdom," they are said to rethe same phrase as in 1 Cor. xii. 27, is ceive, are as ignorant to their latest breath,
translated " in particular," and refers to the of the Image of Glory mirrorized in the goseame thing ; namely, to the partial manifes- pel, as if there were no image there ? Will
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you be content to remain in that school of were in the faith, they beheld with unveiled
the Outer Court, the professors of which face, as in a mirror, the Image of Glory
have nor yet attained to the great principles there, " in an cenigma"—ch. i. 25-27.
of the truth ? If I could, I would seize you
Josedec. I am deeply interested ; but
by the hand as another Lot, and bid you to what doth the apostle mean by saying, "We
escape to Zoar, nor look back at your old see by a mirror in an aenigma," What is that
gloomy and dingy cloisters, at the peril of aenigma ?
your life.
Elpis. I have been explaining to you
Josedec. The things you bring to my ears how " we see by a mirror;" I will, therefore,
interest me greatly ; and in proportion as I now, according to your request, show how an
perceive their import, I confess, I lose my apostolically taught disciple saw by a mirror
admiration for the things which are behind. in an aenigma; and in so doing define the
Will you be kind enough to add a little more aenigma.
in connexion with the mirror ?
When Miriam and Aaron spoke against
Elpis. With great pleasure. When you Moses, Jehovah summoned the three before
take up a position before a mirror, you see him, and addressed them, saying, " If there
delineated thereon by the rays of light pass- be a prophet among you (Israelites), I, Jeing from real objects, a beautiful aud exact hovah, will make myself known unto him in
representation, or image, of the landscape a vision, and will speak unto him in a dream.
behind you. You study it artistically ; aud Not so my servant Moses, who is faithful
the more you consider it, and dwell upon over all mine house. I will speak with him
it, the more is your admiration heightened mouth to mouth, even in sight and not in ridand the more you appreciate its excellencies, dles , and the Image of Jehovah shall he beuntil by this operation the picture is trans- hold"— Numb. xii. 6-8. " Not in riddles,
ferred, as it were, from the mirror to the and the Image of Jehovah shall he behold,"
" fleshy table of your heart," mind, or sen- is rendered by the King of Egypt's seventy
sorium ; which becomes to you a mirror, translators, " not through cenigmas and the
upon which also an image of the original is glory of the Lord shall he behold." By vivividly impressed.
sion and dream was the aeuigmatical mode
Such is the process by which realities that of revelation in which Jehovah communicahave existed, do exist, and shall exist, are ted his truth to the prophets, much of which
stamped, written, engraved, or impressed, they could not unravel. It was too aenigupon the heart of man. The fleshy tables of matical for them, and even for angels—1 Pet.
the heart, the way of access to which is or- i. 10-12. This aenigma was the salvation of
dinarily by the five senses, {extraordinarily lives in connection wi'h the sufferings of the
by the direct operation of the Spirit upon Christ, and the glory that should follow. The
" tlie tables " themselves) are in the aggregate Image of Jehovah came into Moses' sight
the mirror. Now through the apostolic on the Mount of Transfiguration ; Moses
ministry of the Word, the Spirit of the li- spake with him mouth to mouth, of his deving God, impinged " the light of the glad- cease, which he should accomplish at Jerutidings of the glory of Christ, who is the salem—Luke ix. 31. This was the basis of
image of God," upon that mirror. In the aenigma ; for without that decease there
this way it u shone into " the mirrors of the would be no salvation of lives, or souls, no
unmanifested mathetes. The beauties and joint-heirship with the Christ in his kingdom
magnificence of the Christ's glory fixed their and glory. Isaiah, in vision, saw Jesus,
attention, and they began to contemplate " the King, Jehovah of armies," as contemthem artistically ; until becoming so capti- porary with " the whole earth being full of
vated with "tke image,'1 its attributes began his glory"—ch. vi. 3-5 ; John xii. 41 ; xiv.
to shine forth from within them, and " they 9 ; but he did not see him in glory at the
were known and read (or recognized) of all head of his armies, in the anigma of his demen," who themselves understood the truth. cease and resurrection for the remission of
the sins of those Jews and Gentiles who should
—2 Cor. iv. 4 ; iii. 11.
In this way, the Image of God, which is share with him in that glory. It was revealthe Christ in his glory and sufferings, was ed to Isaiah and the rest of the prophets,
depicted upon the fleshy tables of their that their diligent search for a solution to
hearts, and so long as it remained there, he this aenigma, was in vain ; inasmuch as it was
" dwelt in their hearts by faith." (Eph. iii purposely hidden from them ; but would be
17.)—" the hope of glory "—Col. i. 27. revealed at a future time.
Josedec. This was the reason, then, why
Here was a new man formed within them by
the creating spirit, and what they now had the unsolved enigma is styled by Panl, " the
to do, was to put on this new man by bap- hidden wisdom of God in a mystery, which
tism into him —ch. iii. 10. When they God ordained before the ages unto our glolooked into their own hearts to see if they ry"—1 Cor. ii. 7 ?
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Elpis. It is. And in another place he xii. 1,3, 7 ; xiii. 15 ; xv. 7, 8,21; xvii. 5, 8;
styles it, the mystery of the Christ, which in xviii. 18 ; xxvi. 3,4 ; xxii. 17,18 ; xxviii. 4,
other generations (γενεάς) was not made 13, 14; 2 Sam. vii. 12,16; 1 Chron. xvii. 11,
known to the sons of men as it is now re- 14; as "the heir of all things," and that, as he
vealed to the holy apostles and prophets by was " God manifested in flesh," this decease
the Spirit EpL iii. 5 ; " and made manifest was the death of THE TESTATOR of those
to his saints ; to whom God would make Wills, which came into force thereby, and
known what is the riches of the glory of this acquired a sanctifying efficacy" for him and
mystery among the Gentiles, which is Christ his joint-heirs—Heb. ix. 16, 17 ; x. 10,14 ;
in you the hope of glory."—-Col. i. 25-27.
Matt. xxvi. 28. Sanctified by the covenant
Before the sending forth of the apostles with Abraham, inaugurated and made puri" the Mystery of the Christ " was not made fying by the death and resurrection of his
known as they preached it; and when they seed, this federal person and all in him, when
announced it, they set forth the riches of its that all is filled up, entered, they perceived,
glory, which, when believed, became the on the possession of the kingdom and glory
hope of the believer. By their word, or by resurrection from among the dead, or by
teaching, the Spirit of the living God, da- transformation if living contemporary with
guerreotyped the Mystery of the Christ upon the event.
Here, then, were the kingdom and glory
the fleshy plates of their intellectual and
moral sentiments and faculties, styled hi the set forth in an aenigma, styled by Paul, my
aggregate " the heart." They saw that the gospel—Rom. ii. 16; xvi. 25, 26. Those
purpose of God was to set up a kingdom in upon whose minds his declaration of the
Judea, which should have dominion over the testimony (1 Cor. ii. 1) and reasonings (Acts.
whole earth : and that its administration ' xvii. 2 ; xviii. 4,19 ; xix. 8) daguerreotyped
should be justice and righteousness. They his aenigmatical gospel, having searched the
saw the Son of God, the Lord (eUt-Adonai) scriptures daily to see if it accorded with
highly exalted, sitting upon the throne of the what was written there ( Acts xvii. 11) and
kingdom, which was Jehovah's Davidian finding it in strict accordance with Moses
throne, in the enjoyment of omnipotence, and the prophets, believed. If you do as the
and riches, and strength, and honor, and glo- Bereans did with the scriptures I have
ry, and blessing, for ever more—Rev. v. 12. quoted, you will comprehend their faith,
They saw Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and which was something worthy of the name.
all the prophets, and many from the four It was " true Christian faith based upon the
corners of the earth (Luke xiii. 28) associa- plain word of God," which they could not
ted with him in his kingdom, and ascribing read for themselves, until the aenigma it conglory, and honor, and thanks to him, because tained was expounded by the apostles unhe had redeemed them out of all nations, der the guidance of the Spirit. To such
peoples, and tongues, and had made them believers with their eyes truly opened, the
God's kings and priests to reign on earth apostles presented an invitation, or call to
with him—Rev. iv. 9 ; v. 9 10. They saw the kingdom and glory they beheld with unthat both the King and his Associates were veiled face in the mirror of their hearts—
clothed in robes which had been made white 1 Thess. ii. 12. Joyfully thev accepted the
and free from all spot, wrinkle, stain, or ble- high vocation (Eph. iv. 1; Acts xvi. 34) bemish, in the blood of One slain as a lamb in ing ready to do any thing commanded by
sacrifice (Eph. v. 27 ; Rev. vii. 14,) and de- the apostles. We do not read of any sorclared to be all undefiled, guileless, and with- rowing for sins; they had fallen in love with
out fault before the throne of God (Rev. xiv. the righteousness, and the goodness of God ;
3, 4, 5) ; and well-fitted therefore, to rule and rejoiced in hope of his glory; and there
the nations with a rod of iron, (Rev. ii. 26) repentance evinced itself in their joyous obein righteousness, as their own peculiar and dience to " the truth as it was aenigmatically
absolutely exclusive inheritance—Ps. ii. 8, set forth " in Jesus."
Josedec. In what do you consider that
9 ; xxv. 13 i cxi. 6 ; Isai. liv. to the end.
When they contemplated the Spirit's Da- their acceptance of that invitation to God's
guerreotype artistically, they saw that the Palestinian Kingdom and glory consisted ?
Elpis. In being immersed into the one
King, sitting upon the throne high and lifted up, was no other than the deceased Na- name into repentance and remission of sins
zarene, named Jesus ; and that he was, J through Viat name. This is " obeying the gostherefore, Son of David and Son of God. j pel," " obeying the truth," as he only can
They perceived that he attained to his high \ obey who believes it; for the obedience reexaltation over the mundane system, as the quired is the " obedience of faith." But you,
heir of certain wills and testaments made by my dear friend, teach baptism into three
Jehorah, the God of Israel, with Abraham, names; tell me, I pray you, through which
Isaac, Jacob, David, and their seed—Gen. of the three come repentance and remission
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of sins ? I thought there was but one name day we need not be surprised, that it is the
under heaven given among men for this pur- general rule now. The Spirit daguerreotyped the word of the kingdom by apostolic
pose?
Josedec. I beseech you, my dear Elpis, agency much more quickly upon some fleshy
don't say another word about that three- plates than upon others. The Spirit was
name immersion or Trinominalhin, as you effective, and the agency good, yet both ofterm it; for, I confess, I am beginning to ten failed, because of the extremely corroded
get ashamed of it. It was the baptism condition of the plates ; and their consequent
wherewith I was baptised, and I do not like insusceptibility of polish. But in our day,
you to handle it so unceremoniously ; for al- the Spirit is inoperative ; the agency decidedthough my esteem for it is diminished, yet ly bad and inefficient; and the plates rusthaving no other baptism, my respect for it eating, soft, and intensely dim. The daguerreis not altogether gone. I would rather put otyping power of the Spirit is still in the
you on the defensive, and bring forward an- word ; but it is not read, and where read, it
other objection to your position, by saying, effects but little, because the plates, or tables,
that the faith you have defined (and which of the heart, are dimmed by other impresI admit is the true faith) can hardly have sions. The agency that undertakes to carry
been that professed as a qualification for bap- on the work of the apostles, " the ministry,"
tism ; seeing that the jailor at Philippi was as it is called, is worthless ; being ignorant
fitted for the ordinance in the short space of of their gospel, and the nature and design of
an hour—Expos, p. 463 ; and it would take religion, and utterly incapable of expounding
much longer than that short time to learn it. the scriptures intelligibly. Such are your
Elpis. Can you inform me, my dear friend, professors, or pulpit orators, into whose
whether the Jailor heard Paul for the first hands your " disciples," and " Christians,"
and " true believers," fall for graduation and
time in the prison ?
*
perfection in the gospel! From such schools,
Josedec. It does not say.
Elpis. Paul was " many days" in Philippi pedagogues, and disciples, may the Lord efbefore his arrest; may not the Jailor have fectually deliver the people by a speedy and
often heard him when showing to the people glorious apocalypse !
Josedec.—But I cannot get over the diffithe way of salvation ?
Josedec. He certainly may; for as Paul culty that if all the gospel is to be believed
" exceedingly troubled the city," it is quite to qualify for immersion, in this day, at least,
probable that the city-jailor may have there would be none baptised or saved.
Elpis.—That difficulty is obviated by the
mingled with the crowd to hear him, expecting to have him some day in safe keep- fact, that many do believe all the gospel, and
have been immersed in consequence. But,
ing.
Elpis. Does the account say, that he alas, what a generation must this be, that
learned all he knew in the short space of an cannot attain to the belief of the whole goshour?
pel before immersion! One would suppose
Josnlec. It does not.
that it was as difficult as to commit the whole
Elpis. Why then do you so affirm ?
of Euclid to heart. Is there any difficulty in
Josedec. I infer it from the words, " He understanding,
took them the same hour of the night, and 1. That a kingdom once existed in the Holy
washed their stripes."
Land, consisting of the Twelve Tribes of
Elpis. I thought you were opposed to the
Israel, nationally organized under the Siinferences of erring mortals ; and that if
naitic Constitution ; whose Royalty was
you cannot read the plain statements, "we
forever established in the family of David,
may be very certain that it is not the genuof the tribe of Judah ; and the throne of
ine one." I am willing to take you at this ;
the dominion inseparably attached to Jeruand working by your own rule, regard your
salem as the everlasting capital of the
inference as incorrect until a more convenkingdom ?
ient season,*
2. That this Kingdom existed there for many
Josedec. But surely in the few brief mo- centuries, under the administration of men,
ments which probably ejapsed he could not
who, being mortal, left the Kingdom to
have heard, understood, and believed all the
other people ?
gospel ? It takes years to do that.
3. That this Kingdom, and all pertaining to
Elpia. That is our experience, and more
it, was Jehovah's, and therefore it is styled
also ; namely, that most are "ever learning,
the Kingdom of God ? and,
but never able to come to a knowledge of 4. That, though the country, the subjects,
the truth." This being the case in Paul's
the capital, and the Heir of the Royal
House of David, all existed, though widely
separated, the Kingdom and throne, are
* We have an article written upon the Jailor's case,
Which causes us to dispose of it here in brief.
abolished and trampled under foot?
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Are these four points difficult to under- 2. Unto thee, and unto thy Seed will I give
stand, and do they require a long, deep, and
all the land of Canaan, from the river of
tedious search to discover ?
Egypt unto the great river, the river EuJosedec.—By no means. They are obvious- phrates, for an everlasting possession.
ly set forth in the Bible-history of the He- 3. Thy seed shall be as the stars for multibrew nation ; so that he who runs may read,
tude ; for a father of many nations have I
and understand.
constituted thee.
Elpis.—Exactly so ; and he that has the 4. In Isaac shall thy seed be called : but
information, and believes it to be true, has
take now thy son, thine only son Isaac,
historical faith in the Kingdom of God.
whom thou lovest, and get thee into the
Now, I would like to know if it be more
land of Moriah; and offer him there for
difficult to understand the following propoa burnt offering upon one of the mountains
sition—
which I will tell thee of. On the third
THE KINGDOM, WHICH FORMERLY EXISTED
day he laid the wood of burnt offering
I N T H E H O L Y L A N D , G O D W I L L AGAIN ESupon Isaac his son ; and bound him and
TABLISH THERE, UNDER A NEW AND BETTER
laid him on the altar upon the wood to
CONSTITUTION ?
kill him ; but a substitute was ordered
Josedec.—It is not difficult to understand and slain on the Mount of Jehovah ; and
the affirmation of the proposition, which is
Abraham received him from the dead in a
assuredly true, but biassed by the general
parable. In a voice from heaven the
views of religion, and the obstacles in the
second time, " By myself have I sworn,
way, it is almost impossible for people to
saith the Lord, because thou hast done
believe it.
this thing, and hast not withheld thy son,
thine only son ; that in blessing I will
Elpis.—Even so ; you admit its truth ;
bles3 thee, and in multiplying I will
and that, consequently it is revealed in the
multiply thy seed as the stars of the heaBible, which reveals it with the plainness of
history; but the difficulty lies in the little
ven, and as the sand which is upon the sea
faith people have in what the Bible says of
shore; and thy seed shall possess the gate
the future: and the tenacity with which they
of his enemies: and in thy seed shall all
hold on to their traditions. Now, these peothe nations of the earth be blessed; bople are your pious gospel-believers in the soncause thou hast obeyed my voice."
ship of Jesus; and by immersing them into
Here, then, are other four points set forth
three names, you would blot out all their past in Jehovah's Will and Testament to Abrasins, and recognize them as disciples of Christ, ham and his seed, as federal persons. The
infidel of all he preached about his Kingdom. whole gospel of the kingdom in an aenigma,
My dear friend, " the church " that such in- is therein set forth; as,
fidelity inducts into is no heritage of God; 1. The great and mighty nation descended
and no place for learning the way of the
from Abraham, planted on the land of
abundant entrance into any kingdom, but
Canaan permanently—the kingdom :
that of the beast and his image ; whose sys- 2. The Seed represented by Isaac, as the fee
tem is pious ignorance, and unbelief of the
simple proprietor of the country—its King:
Kingdom of God.
3. The world of nations of which Abraham
Josedec.—The proposition you have stated is father—the dominion :
is simple enough; but from what you have 4. The Seed to be slain and rise again the
already said, I should conclude, that you
parable or (Enigma:
would not be satisfied with the faith that 5. At some time after his resurrection, the·
comprehended no more, as a qualification for
Seed to conquer his enemies—'he sec&nd
baptism.
appearing :
Elpis.—Truly not. But besides what it ex- 6. All nations then to be blessed in Him—
presses, is it a long, abstruse, and difficult
time when the gospel takes effect:
process, to come to the knowledge of " the 7. All predicated on obedience—" because
Covenants of Promise " i n which that propo- thou hast obeyed my voice."
sition takes root ? The biographies of AbraJosedec. But even this amount of knowham and David are fascinating stories ; and ledge would not satisfy you. It is all very
cannot be attentively read without knowing plain so far; but still you want more.
all that those Covenants decree. Thus, the
Elpis. Of course, all this little amount of
Covenant with Abraham, says,
knowledge believed would leave a man's
1. I will make of theea great and mighty na- faith defective. He might believe all contion ; and I will bless thoe, and make thy tained in the four historical points, and in
name great; and thou shalt be a blessing : the four covenant points, and his faith be no
and I will bless them that bless thee, and further in advance than the faith of John's
curse him that curseth thee ; and in thee disciples, who were familiar with the things
shall all nations of the earth be blessed.
adduced; a faith, however, which we know
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for certain, was not sufficient to make im- foolishnesses that makes the acquisition of
mersion the " One Baptism :" for in twelve this gospel of the kingdom as a qualification
cases the faith had to be perfected, and im- for immersion, so herculean and impossible a
mersion to be repeated, to put the believers j preparation! But all who would be the
upon the true foundation—Acts xix. 1—7. subject of the " one Baptism" must have this
In reflecting upon the covenant made with " one faith" and " one Hope," in the underAbraham, you would, perhaps, not readily standing and love of them.
determine, apart from the apostolic writJosedec. But in this summary of the whole
ings, whether Abraham's Seed was to be gospel, you have said nothing about the
merely a Son of Abraham, or Son of Abra- proposition, that "Jesus is the Son of God";
ham and Son of God; nor could it by that what place does it occupy in the system of
covenant be settled, in which family of the truth ?
great and mighty nation, the sceptre should
Elpis. You make it the system itself, as if
be established. This made another cove- there were nothing else proposed for faith ;
nant necessary—the everlasting Covenant for if a man profess to believe this, and bewith David. This provided,
come very lugubrious and lachrymal over
1. That his family should be the Royal his sins, and be dipped in one, or, as our
House of Jehovah's kingdom for ever ;
friend says, three names, you proclaim him
2. That one of his sons should be resur- to be a good Christian and true ; although
rected or " raised up" to sit upon his in your church-school of Christ he may remain ignorant of the kingdom, the covethrone—Acts ii. 30 :
3. That David's throne thus occupied should nants—in a word, of the every thing else but
that proposition in the Gentile-theological
be established for evermore ;
4. That said resurrected Son of David sense thereof, to the end of his days.
should be Son of God ; and,
But in the gospel of the kingdom, that
5. That He should build a house for Jeho- proposition occupies a terminal position.
vah.
Suppose there be daguerreotyped upon the
These covenant promises as a whole are fleshy plates of a man's heart the gospel
styled in Isai. iv. 3, and Acts xiii. 34, in the summary before us as enumerated in t/ie precommon version " an everlasting covevant, ceding items, does it not occur to you, that
the sure mercies of David," or sure gracious the questions, presenting themselves in the
things of David. These are promised to natural order of things, would be, Who is
" every one" who " inclines the ear, and that Seed of Abraham represented by Isaac 7
hears," or understanding^ believes. The and, Who that anointed king or Christ, of the
word ^fa© shimu, signifies to listen atten- house of David, that was to be at once Son oj
tively, to understand, to obey. The things of David and Son of God ? But, in whose
the covenants or " of the kingdom of God," minds would such questions arise if they
which are the
same things, are the " wine and were ignorant of the gospel of the covenants
milk" and u fatness" offered to all, who are —" strangers" as Paul says, " from the coveinvited to come to the waters and partake of nants of promise ?" Ignorant of these, the
declaration that " Jesus is Christ, the Son
the gospel by faith.
Now, the additional things of this cove- of the living God," only excites in a cogitanant complete, or supply, the deficiencies of tive and candid person, the inquiry, " What
the first. They show that " the Lord God does ' Christ' signify ? It certainly refers to
of Israel chose David to be king over Israel a man, because it is in apposition with
for ever; for he hath chosen Judah to be ' Son'; but why is this Son called Christ ?
the ruler ; and of the house of Judah, the Is it the name of his father ; and therefore a
house of David's father, and among the sons part of his own patronymic ?" He goes on
of his father he liked him, to make him king in his reflections, and says, " There is no
over all Israel: and of all David's sons (for doubt that there was such a person ; for all
Jehovah had given him many sons) he chose Christendom avers it; and what everybody
Solomon to sit upon the throne of the king- says must be so. I have grown up into that
dom of Jehovah over Israel"—1 Chron. creed, and cannot tell when I did not believe
xxviii. 4, 5. Are these things mysterious it. On this ground, then, I believe in Jesus
and incomprehensible, requiring years to dis- Christ; but whether he was Son of God, I
cover and learn? Is it necessary to pass cannot tell. Our preachers, who say they
through the mazes of Baptistism, Christian- are successors of the apostles, and ambassaism, Campbellism, Millensm, and innumer- dors of Christ (which I suppose is so, though
able other phases of Gentilism, as disciples I have never seen their credentials; still the
in the church of Christendom's god, before sentiments of all Christendom acquiesce, and
the understanding of the gospel of the cove- it is not for the like of me to dispute such
nants can be mastered? Nay ; it is the universal authority) say that he is; though
befuddlement of men's intellects by these it is a rare thing to hear the testimony and
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reasoning in proof; for they do not consider
it necessary to prove what they say every
body believes. However, not being a theologian, it is not expected of me to be able to
prove what I assent to, nor is it necessary ;
I suppose, »indeed I may say, I believe, Signior Jesus Christ is Son of God."
This is the general condition of the minds
of panchristendom sentimentalists from the
pope to the meanest African-Methodist—of
all not hostile to the Bible, whether professors or not. The theological system of the
day is fo excite the non-professing believers
(!) that " Jesus Christ is Son of God," to
repent of their sins as it is termed. To do
this, all the Gentile church-machinery is set
to work under high pressure. The terrors
of hell, the groans of the damned, surges of
melting pitch, and burning brimstone, the
eternal torture of immortal souls, ae the immediate punishment of those who die unpar- i
doned, are the bolts thundered from the pul- !
pits at the people, to scare them into the
schools of the clergy to learn the gospel!
In the fulness of their ignorance of the
scriptures, certain excitable minds, supposing that this pulpit rhodomontade is a correct account of the matter, or may possibly
be so, become alarmed, and conclude to place
themselves at the disposal of the theologists,
and to do their bidding. These, like themselves, ignorant of the way of truth, ascertain
their feelings and wishes, and report them fit
for church service. If the door into the
church be immersion, they are dipped into
one or three names ,· if sprinkling, and they
were not sprinkled in unconscious babyhood,
they are sprinkled, and perhaps signed with
the sign of the cross on their foreheads, " the
mark of the beast;" and so become pious
Christians, good and true, their creed being
of the smallest possible dimensions, namely,
that " Jesus Christ is Son of God !"
In the gospel system of truth this proposition occupies a very important place ; for
if Jesus be not the Christ and Son referred
to in the covenants, then those covenants
have never yet been brought into force ; the
Abrahamic covenant has no sanctifying efficacy ; there is no remission of sins through
the name Jehovah Elohainu; immersion is
of no use. But, Jesus is the Christ, the Son
of God ; and therefore the foundation corner
stone of the whole gospel superstructure.
He is the " glorious and fearful name, Jehovah Elohim "—the Father and the Son One

Jehovah; the " who was, and who is, and
who is to come, the Almighty."
Now, Jesus, the filial Eloh of this Name,
commanded men to " seek first the kingdom
V God and his righteousness." He did not
say, " seek first the righteousness of God, and
hie kingdom," because " the righteousness of
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God " is only for those who have sought Vie

kingdom and found it. But your system reverses, or rather destroys, the divine arrangement. In effect, you say, never mind
the kingdom; you can obtain God's righteousness, or justification, or remission of
sins, without it! But in this you deceive
yourselves. It is faith in the covenants of
promise, and the name, which is counted to
a man in obedience through baptism for remission of sins; and not assent to the abstract article of faith, " Jesus is Son of God,"
and hell-fire excited sorrow for sins—sorrow,
not for committing sins displeasing to God,
but for being liable to eternal torture for the
same : fear brings torment, and is no part of
repentance unto life.
You see, then, the distinction between
" the truth" and " the truth as it is in Jesus.*'

The prophets and disciples of John the Baptizer, believed the truth ,· while those taught
by the apostles, believed it " as it is in Jesus."
But one who merely believes that " Jesus is
Son of God," though the proposition is true,
do not believe " the truth " in him or out of
him ; therefore an immersion on such a basis
is not valid ; for in baptism we are justified
by faith in the truth, and by that truth as it
is Jesus.
But, on the other hand, he that understands the covenants of promise, and from
an examination of the apostolic writings,
confesses, that Jesus is the Son of God, and
both Lord and Christ; and is immersed into
the One Name (not into three), is validly baptized ; and should not be, under any considerations, immersed again. Was this your
case, my Josedec, when you were immersed
believing that Jesus was Son of God, and
were so very sorry for your sins ?
Josedec.—Nobody ever thought in those
days about covenants of promise. I made a
lumping business of it, " believing that all
has been, is, and will be, just as God has revealed it in the Bible," (Expos. 22) though,
I honestly confess, I knew very little about
what was there.
Elpis.—Suppose you were to be immersed
now upon your present faith, which Josedec
would you prefer to be—him of the one-article creed, or him who might no,w believe the
whole gospel ?
Josedec.—Without question, I would rather be the one immersed upon the belief of
the whole gospel.
Elpis.—On the supposition, then, that you
now believe it, you perceive the practicability
of understanding all the gospel before immersion, though a man may not understand
all the book contains. I have set it before
you in a conversation that would not take
you more than a hour, at most two, to read;
and I am sure, you have easily comprehen·
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ded me. The difficulty is not in the subject j petual voice of prophecy since the world
abstractly; but in the ignorance of those began; what do these dreamers of poetical
who undertake to lead, and the inability of ί and sentimental fancies—these good-natured
the people to teach themselves. In what you \ despoilers of Christian charity whereof they
call " the school of Christ," that is, " the affect the reverence, say to the awful and
church " in the Gentile sense, I have learned overwhelming debt of justice, which the enenothing but that nothing is to be learned mies of Christ and his church have contractthere aright. Because of this, a want of ed upon their unbelieving and persecuting
proper teaching, you strayed like our friends \ heads? Or, is Christ a king no more ? And
Critonus and Jeffersonville, into all sorts of \ hath he forgotten to be a deliverer of his
crotchets aud conceits, you are now ashamed \ people ? And is God no more " a man of
of. I hope, however, that you have at last \ war," and hath " Jehovah of armies" peased
got through the bush, though with garments I to be his name ? And shall his dealings
all tattered and torn ; and that you will not j with his saints no longer be justified in their
rest contented until you are panoplied from \ sight, and in the sight of all the nations
head to heel in one new wedding suit, that j round about? And what! shall he allow
you may appear splendidly apparelled among S his children to be captive for ever, and for
the sons of God. Being sincerely your friend, \ ever to hang their harps upon the willows,
and believing you to be an honest man, which | and mourn for Zion which is desolate?
is " the noblest work of God," I address you ί Shall the remnant which still remaineth
with great plainness of speech, being assured j scattered among the nations, and oppressed
you will receive it according to the intent. ! with scorn and cruelty, remain a despised
j and rejected people ? And shall the names
with which they rail against us not be writte
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Apology for Plainness of Speech.
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ι which they served out, be returned upon
" But before concluding, I beg, for what j their own heads, and their cursings return
I have set forth, to apologize to the soft and \ into their own throats, and their prosperity
effeminate spirit of this generation of saints \ perish, and all their glory and their strength
whose uutempered edge I must oft have in- \ be scattered like chaff before the wind ?
jured—and to the political and expedient j Then hath the Lord forgotten to be gracious,
spirit of this generation of saints, whose zeal and his covenant is no longer sure ; and
for congressional and parliamentary ques- \ there is no more a judge over all the earth
tions I must oft have taken aback—and to who doeth righteously. Call they this hardevery spirit of loving-kindness for the ene- ness of heart ? that the wicked should perish,
mies of Christ, and of compromise with the > Call they this unmerciful ? that the nations
powers of this present world, to whom my which forget God should be cast into hell,
discourse must have been like gall and What would these soft-hearted fools ? That
wormwood. To all such spirits sorely tried \ God should cease to be holy ? That Christ
by the above discourse, I have my apology j should cease to be the manifestation of love
to make, before I leave the subject of this > and holiness in embracing communion ; of
stroke of doom—which I make by referring \ mercy and justice in sweetest accordancy ?
them back to the history and enumeration That the Holy Spirit should cease from

which I made of God's former dealings with j being named holy, and true, and comforter?

the impenitent generations of men since tJie \ That there should be no separate people—

world began ; therewith preparing the way j no εκκλησία, or elected church ? No aposto the unwelcome strain which I had to j tate and perishing world ? All things resing. But, if they will not be satisfied with i turned to chaos again, all things confused
the analogy of the doings of the Lord, nor j and intermingled ? As the Lord liveth, and
interpret his future purposes by the past, | hath testified for what he liveth, they are
then I have in the next place to make this \ ignorant, and blind, and foolish, and wicked,
other apology for my unsavory discourse— \ who pervert the minds of men with such
that it sticketh close to the letter of the Word \ wretched imaginings of short-sighted good
of God, not magnifying that which the holy \ nature, of all-tolerating injustice.

and true word hath to the utmost magnified; ! " To the soul of every truly spiritual man,
nor imagining in more terrible forms, that j who hath been made a partaker of the
scenery of destruction which the spirit of \ divine nature, there is nothing but the most
truth hath exhausted the whole machinery \ blinded error, and ill-directed spirit in that
of terrible imaginations to body forth. But \ puling pity which sigheth, and weepeth, and
if they will not take these my two good and | raaketh lamentation over the poor souls
sufficient apologies—if they will not be en- \ whom the papal superstition doth oppress,
lightened by the past history of truth, natu- ) and whom the son of infidelity doth gall unto
r£l and revealed, nor give ear to the per- \ death ; but while it sighs, and weeps, and

Apology for Plainness of Speech.
makes its pitiful lamentations over the captive and imprisoned souls, will lift no voice
of hatred and rebuke, utter no withering
curses, and bring no effectual blow against
those evil powers which have caught the
sinner in their iniquities, and by their iniquities continue to secure them in their
fearful hold. If they have faith in the doctrine of Christ, and the all-prevalency of his
kingdom, why do they not set the battle in
array against these his enemies, who maintain so mighty a head against him ? As I
live, it is because I love the souls of men
that I hate these oppressors of their souls.
If their lives were not dear in my sight, I
would not be moved with horror against
those who consume souls by thousands and
tens of thousands. If the liberty of the soul
were not glorious, I would not thus be
grieved by the captivity of so many millions,
or rejoice that the day of their redemption
draweth nigh. The Lord judge between me
and those soft-hearted optimists, if I love
not the souls of men better than they ; and
endeavor to frame my discourse according to
his word, more exactly than they. But if I
utter any malice to the person of any man,
or wish any wish but redemption to any
man, while I hate the oppressors, and rejoice
that their rod is to be so soon broken, the
Lord forgive me, lor I mean it not so, and
do only desire to be the mouth of his holy
prophets who have prophesied since the
world began, and of his Son Jesus Christ,
whose testimony is the spirit of prophecy.
" These apologies for that which I have
set forth concerning the last catastrophy of
divine wrath, I make as to a generation of
Zion's children, whose travail in the prophecy
is small, and whose faith of it is therefore
faint; who have forsaken the promises which
God hath given, and are leaning unto the
broken reed of state policy and power, and
look for their salvation from ungodly and
unbelieving statesmen, of whom many will
be found themselves underlaying the captivity of superstition, on the wide-spread sore
of infidelity. But the true apology is to
teach them what this battle of Armageddon
is, if indeed they will be taught; which I
count to be no less than the last crisis of the
strife between Good and Evil, which hath
been waged upon the earth since the world
began, whereof the event is to determine,
whether Satan or Christ shall have it, and
hold it for ever : when in their true sense
and full significancy, all the promises made
to the saints, which have but budded, or
shown tender and delicate shoots, shall flourish like the cedar of Jxibanon, and all the
prophecies fully ripened, shall shed fruit
everywhere ; and the weary, way-worn house
of Christ shall begin to enter into rest, and
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its labors be accomplished; and Canaan
shall no longer be a figure, and Christ's
Kingdom shall no longer be a figure, the
resurrection shall no longer be an expectation, but a reality; and there can be no
more scepticism, when the faithful people
are standing in their lots—Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, and all the patriarchs—Job,
David, and Daniel, and all the prophets.
And let no man calling himself a Christian,
go to sicken the life of these conclusions
from the faithful word of God by his puling
sentiment concerning this miserable earth,
and his desire to escape from it as fast ad
may be. Who art thou ? A man! that
speaketh so of this earth, to reclaim which
the Lord of glory came down, and was a
despised and rejected servant! And what
are thy sentiments, thou fallen reptile, to set
them up against the true and faithful book
of God ; which, forsooth, thou wilt foreclose,
because thou hast a sentiment ? Perish thy
sentiment which thus veileth one word of the
everlasting truth. Of which, before one
iota shall pass, heaven and earth, and thou
too with all thy sentiment, shall likewise
pass. But if thou wilt bring thy meagre
mind, and more meagre faith to take a moment's thought upon the subject, wilt thou
please to answer me this question—If this
earth was deemed of God worthy to be the
place of the contest between Christ and Satan,
why should it not be worthy to be the place of

the triumph ? If saints are regenerated on
earth, and on earth maintained in their warfare, why on earth should they not have tjie
rest, and the victory ? Thou and thy sentimentality are hateful to God, and pitiful in
the sight of true and sufficient reason.
But besides this childish sentiment of the
mind, there is another of the heart widely
prevalent in " the church" (if I might call
that heterogeneous mixture of worldly wisdom and divine wisdom, of human fancies
and faithful doctrines, of form and expediency, by the holy name of church) that
these judgments of the Lord upon the nations in general, and the papal nations in
particular, are not to be spoken in charitable
ears ; and that the man who broacheth such
doctrines, is a hard-hearted fanatic, and
blinded iipostle of his own maliciousness.
Ye tender-hearted objectors to God's most
righteous judgments, what say ye to the
holocaust of a generation at the Deluge ?
What to the smiting of Egypt's first-born of
man and beast ? What to the root-andbranch destruction of the Canaanitish nations? And to Saul's cutting off because
he spared any creature of Amalek which
breathed the breath of life ? And what say
ye to the five city-fulls of men who were
consumed with fire from heaven ? And
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what say ye of all the burdens of the
prophets ? Nineveh had but sixty days for
repentance. The nations of our system have
had 1200 years. Oh! but the Lord will not
send such as you to do his errands! Fear not
that your tender hearts will be wounded.
Ye who cannot hear his messages shall not
know his works. Now, was not Jesus of
Nazareth as tender as you, who wept over
Jerusalem, yet brought on it that destruction which maketh the ear still to tingle?
Weep, yea, weep; and because you pity, cry
aloud like Jonah. I t is a weighty commission, but flee not from it, ye who bear the
name of prophets; lest the Lord overtake
you in the way, or swift destruction demolish
you. Ye lovers of your natural tastes, and
your natural feelings, more than of the revelation of God ! Ye disbelievers of his holiness and his truth ! Ye intolerant indulgers
of heresy, and the arch-heretic ! Ye disguised lovers of the Mother of Harlots!
Fear greatly, fear, I say, lest ye be overwhelmed with her. But take not on you
the name of God's prophets, call yourselves
no longer preachers of Christ, if ye dare not
declare his fearful messages. Let others
stand forth to be the videttes of the camp,
the watchmen of the holy city, if ye will
speak favorable words, and hold out signals
of peace to the enemy. The promises shall
be taken from you, and ye shall not enter
into his rest, by reason of unbelief. Fear,
fear, lest a promise being left you of entering in, any of you should seem to fall short."

Interpretation of Prophecy.
From the Journal of the Bey. Joseph Wolff, LLD.,
Missionary to the Jews.

IN revising my arguments with the Jews
of Palestine, and their objections to the Mes-,
siahship of Jesus from prophecies unfulfilled,
I came to the full conviction that the mode
of interpretation generally adopted by Christian divines, of interpreting fulfilled prophecies literally, and giving to the unfulfilled
prophecies a so-called spiritual meaning, will
be and has already been most fatal to the
whole system of Christianity, and has been
the nursing mother of infidels like Voltaire
and Diderot. For what is prophecy ? It is
a prediction of history. If prophecy is a
prediction of history, and history a revelation of political events that have passed in
the world, then time must fulfil the political
events predicted and thus turn prophecy into
history; and therefore the events must come
to pass according to the grammatical sense
of the word. Moses himself has laid down
this rule for discovering whether a prophet

be true or false, Deut. xviii. 21, 22, " And
if thou say in thine heart, how shall we know
the word that the Lord hath not spoken?
When a prophet speaketh in the name of the
Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to
pass, that is the thing that the Lord hath
not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it
presumptuously ; thou shalt not be afraid of
him." Also Jeremiah declares chap, xxviii.
8, 9, " The prophets that have been before
me, and before thee of old, prophesied both
against many countries and against great
kingdoms." The prophets, according to Jeremiah, were predictors of political events, of
war, evil, and pestilence. " The prophet who
prophesieth of peace, when the word of the
prophet shall come to pass, then shall the
prophet be known that the Lord hath truly
sent him." Also Hab. ii. 3, The vision may
be " for an appointed time, but at the end it
shall speak and not lie ; though it tarry, wait
for it; because it will surely come, it will
not tarry." Zech. i. 5.—" Your fathers,
where are they ? and the prophets, do they
live for ever?" (no, their bodies have mouldered into dust.) 6th verse—" But my words
and my statues which I commanded my servants the prophets (now departed) did they
not take hold of your fathers (just as the
Lord had spoken,) and they returned and
said, " Like as the Lord of hosts thought to
do unto us, according to our ways and our
doings, so hath he dealt with us." Therefore
after the reiterated assurance of the Lord
that he would perform according to all he
had said ; I say, that to aver after such repeated assurances that some events shall take
an historical fulfilment according to the grammatical meaning of the words, and that others
shall not, is downright infidelity. But men's
eyes are blinded when they read those passages which speak of the future restoration
of the Jews and their conversion at the
glorious appearing of the Lord Jesus Christ
upon Mount Zion. The greater part of the
Christian church has swerved from the plain
sense of scripture, and turned to the phantomising system of the Budhists, who believe that the future happiness of mankind
will consist in moving about in the air. These
blinded minds suppose that when they read
' Jews1 they must understand * Gentiles? and
when they read ' Jerusalem1 they must substitute the ' church1 and if it is said ' earth1 \t
means * sky1 and for ' the coming of the Lord*

they must understand the progress of missionary societies, and going up to the * mountain
of the Lord's house,1 signifies a grand classmeeting of methodists! !
Ο fools, and slow of heart to believe all
that the prophets have spoken! JESUS.
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to produce the utmost good, all things being
taken into consideration.
We are not yet in possession of the official report of the commission ; as an acciPalestine and its Prospects.
dent, which happened to Sir Moses after his
WILL our readers who are in possession of return to England, has prevented him, up to
the eleventh volume of the Occident^ refer to the latest accounts which reached us from
three articles on Palestine in the December, England, to publish an official statement;
January and February numbers? They consequently it could not be expected that
will see there what views we entertained of Mr. K. would of his own behalf, furnish
the feasibility of bringing the ancient wast- jj an account without the concurrence of hia
ed fields again under cultivation. These pa- <venerable associate. But this much we
pers were indicted before the benevolent learned from Mr. K., and he authorized us
Touro, in his last days of mental strength, to state it especially in his name, that the
endowed so liberally our ancient patrimony common opinion entertained that the Jews of
with the means of relieving the sick and suf- Palestine are indisposed to toil, is erroneous in
fering ; it was before the cry of starving every sense of the world, that on the contrathousands was wafted across the waters, and ry, they are willing to labour for the merest
echoed and re-echoed over the Atlantic, Pa- pittance, so as to provide for themselves and
cific aud Indian Oceans, wherever a feeiing families the means of subsistence from their
heart beat in the bosom of a true son of own earnings.
Israel, and all poured forth their means with
Mr. K. tried them in various ways, and
almost unheard of liberality, to satisfy the purposely bargained with them before he enhungering soul, and to cheer the drooping gaged them as guides, or in other work.
spirits of those fainting for lack of food. And what will the public think they were
No doubt many thought we were writing willing to run for on foot over hills and
merely some high-colored editorials only to mountains, in a hot August sun ? Just fivt
fill up the pages of a popular magazine, for piasters, or a sum of from 20 to 25 cents per
the purpose of creating a sensation by the day ; and they were grateful for the employstartling novelty of an impracticable theory. ment thus conferred.
It will readily be perceived that it waa
But though two eventful years have since
elapsed, though a new face nas been placed from no motive to save a few pennies, or to
on things by events following each other underbid them, that Mr. K. acted so; but
with marvellous rapidity; we have had no to convince himself whether they were wilcause to change our views, or to be induced ling to labor, and whether their being unto doubt the practicability of converting the employed is not the fault of circumstances,
idle and impoverished Jewish population of and no crime of their own ; for crime it
Palestine into contented and industrious me- would be if a whole population should stand
chanics and farmers, if the proper means about at the corners of streets, and expect to
would be only employed, and if the right be fed by other's bounty. Mr. K. moreover
men could only be found to carry into prac- informed us that men asked him to give
tice any well-digested plan which might be them employment, which request he complied with as far as the circumstances permitadopted.
In the articles referred to, we maintained | ted him, which of course, as his stay was but
that we did not believe that the people were \ a few weeks, and stranger as he was, could
voluntarily idlers, or that their chiefs, the \ not extend very far.
Rabbins, discouraged habits of industry, so as 5 But it is to be hoped that the commenceto make all dependent on charity which they i ment now made to employ Israelites only,
dole out. And we are happy to be able to con-1 to the number of forty, to labor on the hosfirm the opinion, formed upon the best data j pital which is to be erected out of the Touro
at our command, by the actual observation J fund, and through the other institutions enof an intelligent traveller, who has just re- \umerated in the " News Items," will graduturned from the Holy Land, and spent a few } ally pave the way for the accumulation of
days in our city on his return to his home. ) capital in the hands of some, so that they
We allude to Mr. Gershom Kersheedt, who, may again employ others, and thus by deas executor of Mr. Touro's will with regard grees bring about what is so much desired,
to Palestine (among other matters), went j the cessation of general pauperism in Paleslast spring to England, for the purpose of j tine. We would mention in this connection,
repairing, in company with that well-known j that it is probable that an annual contribuphilanthropist, Sir iVIoses Montefiore, to Pa- j tion will be needed to maintain the hospilestine, to devise measures for the relief of> tal when it is completed ; and we trust that
the people, and to lay out the bequest of \( American congregations and individuals will
be ready to become regular contributors
Mr. Touro in the most useful manner, and >
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whenever they will be called upon by those
duly authorized to place the subject before
them.
This much, however, is deducible from the
hints we have received from Mr. Kursheedt,
that it will not be difficult to engage the Palestine Jews both in agricultural and mechanical employments, the moment they see
that there is a prospect for them to exert
themselves for their own benefit, and not for
the advantage of tyrannical rulers and rapacious officials, and when they tind the ways
of industry, agriculture and commerce opened to them the same as they are to all others.
Hitherto no Jew, we think, as also no
foreigner of any kind, could obtain the title
to landed estate in Palestine; we are not
quite sure that we are right; but there
were certainly great difficulties in the way ;
the Jew, moreover, was absolutely under the
control of any and every Mussulman ; liable
to be maltreated and plundered at all times,
and harassed with all manner of exactions. But by a decree issued not many
months ago by the Sultan, all rayahs, nonMussulmans, are placed on an equal footing
in the whole Turkish empire ; wherefore,
the arbitrary rule of Sheiks and Pachas has
been ended ; and it is now to be seen what
effect this more enlarged field of freedom
will have on the Jewish population.
Those who imagine, however, that the result will be a sudden transformation of the
people into citizens and farmers, without capital and without proper instructors, must
decidedly have a very limited knowledge of
human nature ; since national foibles require
the same patient eradication as those of untutored children ; and you must furnish both
means and teachers to induce grq.wn men, no
less than children, to cast aside ancient, and
assume in their stead, new and better habits.
Men may deeply feel that they are in a
wrong position ; the prisoner may sigh to
enjoy the bright sunlight, a single beam of
which penetrates through a grated window
into his gloomy cell; but, without a chauce
to change our painful position, wfe must remain cramped and constrained, no matter
how distressing and odious it be ; and, if
no one comes to unlock the prison door, the
poor captive within will sigh in vain for
the solar light and the fresh air of heaven.
It must also be observed that nearly «,11
the Israelites who inhabit Palestine, are
either natives of the country, or are emigrants from states where no political privileges are accorded to Jews. The larger portion came from Russia and northern Africa,
where contempt and oppression are the
daily portion of Jacob's sons. Few only
have gone to Palestine from Germany, and

these are mostly old men, who have resorted
thither from motives of piety, to spend their
last days on soil consecrated by a thousand
miracles and a thousand memorable events in
our marvelous history.
If, therefore, any good effect is to be produced, the impulse must come from abroad ;
but the movement must be initiated by those
in whom the people can have confidence,—
those whom they feel sure come to uphold
our holy religion, not those who mean to destroy or weaken it.
Distress hitherto has driven many to seek
shelter and to ask for aid in the hospital
erected and maintained by missionary funds
collected in England presided over by a missionary bishop, appointed by the King of
Prussia—conjointly with the Queen of Great
Britain ; while it is also superintended by a
missionary physician, aided by an apostate
apothecary and renegade nurses. But let it
be said to the credit of the sufferers from
disease and famine, that few indeed have
succumbed to the persuasion to forsake their
faith addressed to them in moments of bodily
ailment and mental weakness ; and that the
poor have shown heroic constancy and a noble disregard of worldly interest which few
in higher life practise so thoromghly, though
all must admire.
It is therefore, quite iu character with the
highest object of universal benevolence and
the strengthening of faith, not less than to
superinduce a better social state, to open, as
the first step, a Jewish hospital, founded by
Jewish means, attended by Jewish physicians
and nurses, and embracing within its circuit
a Jewish house of prayer, that those who are
sick and dying, as also those who are convalescent, may always breathe the air of
pure religion, and be refreshed by words of
hope and kindness, while the heavy hand of
disease is laid upon them. Not to encourage
dependence, not to stimulate to wastefulness
in days of health, as they will find a comfortable home in case of sickness ; but to show
them that the Jews all over the world are
not less sedulous " to seek the peace of Jerusalem," than are the Christian and Mohammedan states of Europe, Asia and Africa, and, as even from America pilgrims
come there to admire the lovely land of Israel, and even to aid in reclaiming it from
its state of barrenness and desolation into
which it has been plunged by ages of
warfare, barbarism and ruthless persecution.
It would certainly be a woful spectacle to
see, that the Jews who (let their reason for
being there be what it may) live in the ancient patrimony of Israel shall be more exposed to temptation in a country now ruled
over by Mohammedans to become Chris-
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tiana, than are those living in any other part of high intellectual endowments busy themof the world, simply because the benefaction selves, as elsewhere, with contemplation and
of Protestant England has provided a house study, the ablebodied, and those whose mind
of refuge for the sick, and furnishes also la- is not capable of doing more than retain
bor, and thus independence, in a limited de- them as tyros forever in religious inquiries,
gree it is true, for those who have been re- shall, as a prerequisite to public sympathy,
stored.
—endeavor at least to earn their subsistence
Hitherto, indeed, the ancient spirit of by the labor of their hands.
conformity has protected our brothers and
Let the poor of Palestine be convinced
sisters against the fell demon of self-interest that in their toiling they are regarded with
and worldness. But suppose the love of a deep interest by their brethren abroad,
change, which has almost ruined the religi- that they need not resort to false friends in
ous mind in America, Germany and France, the hour of distress : and we at once make
should seize on them also, which is to be ex- them feel that independence to which they
pected by the more frequent intercourse with have been so long strangers. They will have
the western nations; owing to the rapidity the strongest incentive to make the best of
of steamship communication, more and more surrounding circumstances, seeing that Isextended every year : how will the case then raelites elsewhere are only enabled by these
stand ? may we not hear, under such circum- very means to come to their help ; since
stances, that those now staunch have by de- were it that in other hands too the hand ο f
grees lent their ear more and more to the industry would be checked by a self-imposed
voice of the seducer ? We say, therefore, unlaboring life, or stayed by the power of
that it is wisely done, to supply a Jewish outward pressure, all would be sunk into prehospital as a means to infuse a spirit of re- cisely the same poverty and indolence which
ligious pride, so to say, into the heart of afflict them.
the Israelites of Palestine ; for they will be
Nothing is so powerful a preacher as exabl£ to point to its ample halls and well-sup- perience ; you may talk and reason to the
plied wards, clean beds, and the religious air end of time, but you will fail of making a
which breathes through all its departments, solitary convert, if theory is all you have to
with a sincere satisfaction, as an evidence offer. But make an experiment which all
that the Jews all over the world will not per- can understand, show that you and yours can
mit, if money can effect it, the voice of flat- do, if only one thing, even at first, as well
tery and deceit, even whilst bringing healing as others, and you have inspired confidence
to the sick and gifts to the needy, to with- in your counsel in other matters, and have
draw the poorest of us from the path of sal- convinced the bystanders that there is somevation.
thing more in you than mere speech-making,
Besides this, by such a means alone have which will tire public patience at length, if it
those of us who look farther into the matter 3e ever so fine. Such a hospital, moreover,
than the mere surface the right to tell to the will give some employment to various indihitherto unemployed able hands, " Go and viduals, as gardeners and laborers in the
work." But while their distresses are dis- garden which ought to be attached, and no
regarded, and their grievances unredressed, doubt will be, to the institution ; and those
we should like to know what right we have who have learned this ennobling science of
to tell them that they must change their horticulture will soon be enabled to cultivate
mode of life, and adopt what is called Euro- on their own account, small tracts of land,
pean civilization in lieu of oriental or rather for the purpose of producing vegetables of
Turkish indolence, which places the high- all kinds, which entering as they do so largeest attainable happiness in the largest ly into the consumption of families, if they
amount of and the longest continued idle- can be procured readily and at a moderate
ness.
cost, will both be remunerative to the produYes, when we have shown the sufferers that cers, and tend to cheapen food to those able
we are not indifferent to their woes, that it <willing to buy. No one knows how far
was not merely the spur of an evanescent >such a chain of internal relief may extend.
burst of humanity which provided bread for If people see that their companions, formerstarving hundreds, but a sincere desire to ly as poor as themselves, have become small
ameliorate their physical and measurably capitalists from the mere useful employment
their spiritual condition permanently : then of their leisure time, which formerly was
can we come with well-matured plans for ef- spent without furnishing them with any
fecting a revolution in their domestic habits J thing but tediousness and enervation: they
and regulations, and tell them, " All study* will hasten to become like them, self-reliant,
which is not accompanied by labor must at ί useful and happy, through industry.
least be destroyed and produce sin ;" then < Let it not be imagined that Palestine even
can we insist that, while the aged and those ί now is what it was twenty years ago ; on
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the contrary, many changes for the better
have taken place already, and the arts of
European civilization, and the requirements,
luxuries and comforts attending them, are
gradually making their way, at least in Jerusalem. We have just learned from Mr.
Kursheedt, that the Austrians have purchased a piece of ground in the Holy City, and
are engaged in erecting a hospice on it, for
the accommodation, we suppose, of travelers and the reception of sick strangers.
Other structures have also been erected
of late years, and all in a style of strength
and permanence more becoming forts than
ordinary public buildings.—The wails are
erected there to last, like the city itself, to
endure for ages, not in the tumble-down fashion which is so often witnessed elsewhere,
as though those who erect the house expect
to enjoy it but a brief season. And it must
not be overlooked that, with the erection of
every new house, more capital in the shape
of money is put in circulation,—while at the
same time the value of the ground is measurably enchanced.
That our brothers cannot be permanently
excluded from the benefits arising out of
the means of wealth which are produced
around them, is too self-evident to require
any argument. Only let them have an opportunity to enter the race of competition,
let them see that they can labor without
fear of being plundered by their temporal
rulers : and we have every reason to suppose that they will enter the struggle for independence with the ardor which distinguishes them elsewhere, and their success will
not long remain problematical.
We do not wish to be understood that the
hospital alone can effect this ; but that it is
a step in the right direction, and a happy
idea to commence with it, so as to assure
those who wish to labor that they shall not
be excluded from public protection, because
they are plain, hard working people, and not
learned in the law and mere idle students;
that labor no less than learning is honorable,
and that both must go conjointly if a people are to be prosperous and happy.
It is evident that a hospital cannot become a nursery for idleness, nor that any one
will remain there longer than is necessary
for his recovery, since simple fare for convalescents and the strict bodily care there
requisite, are both too severe a discipline for
those who are well. No one need therefore
to apprehend that, unless disease stares them
in the face elsewhere, the wards of the hospital will be filled with proper subjects only;
and for these surely none will contend that
it is not a noble offering from the Israelites
of the West,—through a benevolent founder
and liberal supporters, to maintain a home

for the sufferers by the pressure of illness,
where they can remain long enough, and no
longer, to recruit their exhausted strength if
medicine and skill have yet the power to
ward off a fatal doom, or to prepare for
them the soothing comforts to make their
last days at least easy and free from care, as
respects their means of support, if the stroke
of death cannot be averted. .
That this is a great object gained in working a reformation both of habits and
thoughts in a people, is not to be denied
for a moment, and many blessings will be
poured out upon the heads that contrived
and the hands that shall carry out the plan.
The other requisite measures for the promotion of industry have already been partially
illustrated in the articles written some time
since, and other points will be probably discussed hereafter, so soon as we deem it expedient to enter upon the topic more at
length.
In conclusion, we will merely comprise all
we have said in a few words :—The Israelites of Palestine are willing to work, if they
are furnished with means to exercise their
industry and ingenuity ; they are unwillingly
idle ; the land itself is gradually improving by
the extension of a more intimate intercourse
with the West, the accumulation of capital,
and arrival of useful immigrants; and that
it is the first duty of Israelites to prove to
the Jewish inhabitants of the East that they
regard them as friends and brothers, in whose
well-being all feel a lively interest, since they
occupy the soil which was given to use as an
inheritance while the heavens are extended
over the earth.— The Occident for February,
a Jewish Monthly Periodical, Philadelphia.
PALESTINE.

We hear from various quarters that Sir
Moses and Lady Montefiore, with their traveling companions, Dr. L. Loewe, Mr. G.
Kursheedt, and Mr. and Mrs. Hyam Gedalia,
lately established at Jerusalem, first, a hospital, the corner stone of which was laid on
the 1st day of Elul (the 14th of August);
secondly, a girl's school, opened on the same
day, under four female teachers, two German
and two Portuguese, with the attendance of
82 scholars; thirdly, a society for bestowing small loans, to be paid gradually without interest; fourthly, a weaving establishment ; fifthly, a sewing and washing institution for the employment of poor women;
and sixthly, a lying-in society for the protection of indigent women and their children
for a limited number of weeks.
In addition to this, forty Jews are to be
employed in the erection of the hospital.
We hear also that Sir Moses has purchased

Who govern* Europe ?
the farm of Rabbi Levy, of Jaffa, and employs Jewish laborers thereon; and we think
that a number are also to be furnished with
similar work about Jerusalem. By a firman
from the Sultan, Jews are allowed to erect
the hospital and to hold real estate in Palestine.
No official report has yet been published
by the commissioners, and hence we do not
deem it proper at this time to offer any opinion, or to copy non-reliable details ; but Israelites may rejoice in the meanwhile that
brighter days are dawning" for our brothers
in the Holy Land, and that their days of
compulsory indolence will soon be at an end.
We learn farther from the Jewish Gazette,
that Mrs. Herz, of Vienna, whose maiden
name was Von Laemel, has devoted the sum
of 50,000 florins, or say $25,000, in U per
cent. Austrian State Loans, for the foundation of a Foster Home for Jewish children
at Jerusalem, at the same time poor Christian and Mohammedan children are to be
admitted. Dr, L. A. Frankl, the poet, has
the merit of having counselled this benefaction. In case the plan should prove impracticable, the money is to be equally divided
between the congregations of Vienna and
Prague for the objects of benevolence.—The
Occident.
4

'Who Governs Europe 1"

THE talk is of republican and monarchial,
of constitutional or absolute government.
The people ask for liberty of which they do
not always appreciate the value; princes are
jealous of a power for which their individual
capacity is insufficient; but Europe is governed neither by liberty nor by absolutism,
but by the Jews. A hundred of these legitimate descendants of the tribe of Reuben,
who a half century ago wandered about the
streets wj^h 4<a bag of rags on their backs,
and crying O'clo," have possessed themselves of all the floating capital of Europe,
are at the head of all the banks, of every
exchange, and of every so-called credit institution. They command both governments
and people, and enrich themselves exorbitantly on the spoils of both. Around these
usurious chiefs move minor capitalists, like
satellites around their planet. Lending their
pecuniary aid, they help the audacious speculations of their chiefs, and in recompense for
their loans receive a portion of the gains.
Emperors, kings, princes, and even the Pope,
are all in the hands of the Jews. Five per
cent. - the new doctrine of the plutocracy->regulates the conferences of diplomacy, inspires the notes of ministers, directs their protocols, amputates the legs of their soldiers,
and makes the people die of hunger. In our
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days we are proceeding towards a revolution
of equality—All governments, in consequence of governing ill, are indebted to such
an extent, and rendered so completely the
slaves of the Jews, or of the autocracy of
the exchange, that they cannot arrange their
affairs otherwise than by failure. They
speak of credit and loan societies, but credit
has been abused until it has become a fiction,
which has created an exorbitant capital that
has no real existence, and of which the
slightest breath of suspicion may in a moment destroy the whole value. Can this
state of things continue ? Society is already
beginning to weary of it. In eight years
prices have risen to an onerous extent,
while neither labor nor merchandise is augmented in proportion. The public taxes are
doubled, and are laid in preference on the
most useful and productive classes. Everywhere political ordinances are more or less
vicious; religion is of no force, or is made
use of to serve party purposes ; governments
see in the people only the material life, and
believe that they have satisfied every want,
because there are banks, exchanges, telegraphs, railways, and enormous speculations.
But intellectual life, suffocated on the one
side, seeks to exert itself on the other.
Hence existe a permanent struggle between
matter and spirit, between the intelligent
and suffering multitude, and the oligarchy of
the privileged parasites of Society. Ί hus
Europe stands upon a volcano, which from
time to time utters menacing sounds foretelling irruption, and the Jews, at present
masters of the world, will A)t long be able
to suppress it, and may themselves shortly
be engulphed within its burning abyss.—
Crusader.
Effects of the War on the Jews in Palestine.
" Your readers will rejoice to learn that
the war has already given promise of great
results in favor of liberty.—Nothing, however, is likely to interest them more than the
news from the Holy Land» where Sir Moses
Montefiore, an enlightened aud benevolent,
though not Christian Jew, is diligently occupied in carrying out measures for establishing his despised race in numbers over the
face of their own land. Under the protection of a firman obtained a few months since
from the Sultan, the Jews are now entitled
to settle there as farmers and husbandmen,
already several colonies are planted with
good prospects of success. Can this be the
first decided movement towards the accomplishment of prophecy relative to the historv
of this wonderous people ? We will watch
its progress with intense interest."—Presbyterian.
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The Great Mosque in Jerusalem.

ί suffer from different forms of the same malady Despotic Government and priestly inIt is now becoming a regular practice for terference ruin and taint everything from the
travelers to visit the interior of the Great > A l p 3 t o S i c i i y , N o improvement has taken
Mosque, pn the site of the Temple. The \ p i a c e d u r i n g long years of peace; on the
Pasha of Jerusalem went so far as to offer j contrary, the Governments are everyday beto the Jews to enter the Mosque, in order j coming more narrow in their principles, more
to pray for rain; but they refused for two , r i g i d j n t h e i r discipline, more relentless in
reasons ; first, because they were all ceremo-; their resentments. The Sardinian statesniously unclean; and secondly, they might \ raen h a v e therefore felt that the time has
have put under their feet the words of the \ c o m e w hen t a e w n o i e m a t t e r should.be dislaw,t which they believe to be buried under JCUs3ed and a remedy applied. No one can
this Mosque. The Jews, however, went to j b e i i e v e t h a t t n e p r e s e n t state of things is
the tomb of David to,pray for rain, which permanent; and, if reforms be not adopted,
came the next day.
t there ca;i be no alternative but fresh convulI sions,, succeeded byy even more grinding
tyrgg
y
» η»η η?η ?· Confident
A Pasha Attending Church.
<,
Confidentmmher
herposition
positionSardinia
Sardinia
A letter from Jerusalem states that on a has resolved to speak out, and it is difficult
formanimates
too highthe
a notion
of the put
boldness
recent Sabbath, his Excellency, Kiamil to
which
State papers
forth
Pasha, attended the English service, in com- by her plenipotentiaries. Certainly neither
pany with Tiis two secretaries, and followed the statesmen of liberal England nor demoas far as the door by a long train of ser- 5-cratic France have ever inveighed in such
vants. Who would have anticipated such i plain terms against the corruptions of any
an occurrence a few years since!—the Eng- 5 foreign Government. Things are indeed
lish church bells ringing in the Holy City, 'called by their right names in the Sardinian
and^a Turkish Pacha walking gravely to s memorials, which, if responded to by the
the church.
> Allies, must be the commencement of a new
^ ,,, mm
ι period in Italian history.
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Or, Sardinia inspired by Louis Napoleon, pre- s the Liberal and Absolutist principles in
l e a s t ? t r 0 U W e ί 0 Γ Λ β F a U e P r o p t e t a a d Λ β I Europe, Sardinia is anxious to range herself
< and her sister States on the side of freedom,
IT is but natural that those evils in the ί as represented by France and England.
State of Italy to which we have called at- < Austria she considers as only temporarily
tention should/ interest the Italian Power ( and by chance the opponent of the Czar,
which has not long ceased to suffer from \ The Emperor of many disjointed provinces
many of them. The King of Sardinia, be- < and discordant nationalities can only rule by
fore he entered on a war with Russia, had \ the full supremacy of the autocratic princifought a long battle with foes nearer home, ί pie, and by that cunning refinement of it
The domination of Austria and the privi- { which is expressed in the maxim, " Divide
leges of the priesthood were clearly seen to J and govern." The Sardinians therefore bebe the chief impediments to prosperity both lieve that the Western Powers will do well
in Piedmont and the States of the Penin- t > encourage such an amount of national insula. By a course of policy both bold and dependence and political liberty in Italy as
cautious, the Sardinian statesmen freod their j will unite in some degree the various States,
country from these obstacles They have ($ and place them for the future on the same
given their sovereign the right to speak in ( side which Sardinia has taken in the late
the name of the whole Italian race, and I conflict. The matters brought before the
have insured him allies who will listen with ? Conferences relate to every part of Italy, but
the fullest sympathy to his remonstrances, i the chief importance is given to the deplorWe have heard with great pleasure, there- \ able condition of the Papal territories,
fe^e, that the State of Italy has been .for- < Nothing that a Protestant Assembly in
mally brought before the Conferences by the s Edinburg or Belfast could say. of the GovSardinian Plenipotentiaries. To a rep'orted \ ernment of Pope Pius IX. would go beyond
exclamation of the French Emperor, of the diplomatic representations which a
" What can one do for Italy ?"

Count CA-

Catholic and Italian State now makes solemn'

vouR has answered by a memorial which lu in the presence of Europe It is urged
states the principal grievances of Italy in that the temporal supremacy of the priestgeneral, as well as of the individual States, hood is an evil which human nature can
The Milanese and Venetian territories, the > no longer bear; that even the Government
Papal States, the kingdom of Naples, all \ of the sword is better than the Government

Italy and the Frog Power.
of the surplice ; that the ecclesiastical ruler
of 3,000,000 of Italians is .only kept on his
throne by foreign troops, and would again
be driven forth if his subjects were released
for a week from foreign repression. The
character of the priesthood is spoken of in
severe language, and its incapacity for its
high functions boldly declared. Then comes
the practical part of the matter. The Allies
are invited to deliberate on the reconstruction of the Roman Government. Sardinia
totally repudiates the position that temporal
power is necessary for the Pope in order that
he may fully exercise his spiritual authority.
She considers that his functions might be
wisely restrained to ecclesiastical matters,
or, if his rights as a temporal sovereign be
deemed inalienable, it might be insisted
that he should entirely distinguish between
his duties as head of the Church and his
duties as an Italian Sovereign; and that,
while ecclesiastical posts are held by Cardinals and Bishops, all that concerns the population which is subject to him should be
committed to responsible Ministers, chosen
from the laity, under the safeguard of new
and salutary laws.
While Rome is held by French troops the
Legations are under the control of an Austrian General. This section of the Papal
territory formed part of the kingdom of
Italy, and at the downfall of NAPOLEON received With reluctance the old system. As
the people are bitterly opposed to the Papal
sway, which has condemned them to years
of foreign occupation, Sardinia proposes that
they should be at once released from it and
dissevered from the States of the Church.
The territory so constituted should be placed
under the Government either of an hereditary House or a Viceroy nominally dependent on the Pope, but appointed under conditions sanctioned by the Allies. Austrian
occupation should be strictly prohibited, the
Code Napoleon introduced with such modifications as might be necessary, and the administration by the clergy entirely abolished: These measures Sardinia considers of
the highest importance, and necessary for
the peace of Italy.
with respect to Naples the Plenipotentiaries are very outspoken. They look
on the state of that kingdom as a disgrace to the Italian name, and suggest
the intervention of the Allies, and the
establishment of guarantees for a just administration. The case of POERIO is alluded
to by name and he is declared to be the victim of a Government which seeks to crush all
that is noble and healtKy in Italy. When
Sardinia comes to speak of the direct Austrian dominion it is, of course, necessary to
proceed with caution. The plenipotentiaries
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state that circumstances will not allow them
to discuss the separation of Lombardy and
Venice from the Austrian empire.
Any
change in this direction must arise from the
eventualities of the future. However, they*
assert that these provinces form part of Italy
and are inseparably united with their own
country and the rest of the Peninsula.
They complain of the political proscriptions
which have taken place, and the unsatisfactory nature of the so-called amnesty. The
obstacles interposed between Lombardy and
Piedmont are mentioned. High duties, it is
said, are placed on Fiedmontese productions,
and pass-ports are with difficulty obtained
by Austrian subjects, and needlessly scrutinized when a Sardinia^ would cross the
frontier.* The discontent which prevails in
the Austro-Italian States is noticed, and
declared to be the effect of an oppressive
Government. For all these wrongs Sardinia
asks redress. Some acknowledgement of a
national unity in Italy is considered by the
statesmen of Turin to be the first step in
insuring prosperity and peace. A Customs'
union, it is alleged, would develop the resources of the country and facilitate, that
intercommunication which is so much wanted. Material improvements would follow
the removal of political oppression: * The
whole state of Italy, is recommended to the
care of the Plenipotentiaries now assembled
in Paris, who are reminded that the Congress of Vienna did not scruple to interfere
in the affairs of every nation, and to settle
questions relating but little to the war which
then ended.
We have laid before the public this sketch
of the questions which have grown out of
the late conflict, believing that they will not
possess less interest than the terms of the
pacification itself
We cannot but be surprised and gratified at the courage with
which a small State has ventured to appeal
for justice in the face of Europe. A spirit
and a language almost new in diplomacy,
seem to augur changes which may astonish
Old World statesmen.
Every Englishman
will await with interest the result oi these
new discussions.—London Times,

Eight Direction for the Gogueship.»
THE energies of the Russian government
are said to be now devoted to three objects,
namely,yirsf, alliance with France; secondly,
completion of the great railways; and
thirdly, the manufacture of Russian feelings
on the Continent, especially in Germany.

Serald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.
From th· Ν. Υ. Evening Post
Is the Prince of Algiers Heir to the French
Throne.
THAT an heir to the house of the present
Emperor of France is born is known by this
time throughout the civilized world, but the
question will be asked—is he heir to the
throne of Prance? Most of our readers
have probably forgotten that the three most
considerable of the continental powers of
Europe, exclusive of France, some time since
settled that question for themselves. They
determined, four years ago, that no male descendant of Louis Napoleon should be regarded as the heir-apparent of the crown.
The Empire, according to this arrangement,
was to be Louis Napoleon's only t for life;
when he died, Russia, Austria and' Prussia
pledged their word to each other " to restore
the legitimate heir of the throne," and to recognise no other.
The treaty in which this declaration was
embodied, and these pledges made, was signed
at Warsaw in 1852 by Austria, Prussia and
Russia. As it has not been published in
this country that we are aware of, we lay it
before our readers:
" In the name of the Holy Trinity—
"Their Majesties, the Emperor of Austria, the King of Prussia and the Emperor
of Russia, considering that the laws of concession to the throne form the basis of European order, and that in this respect a community of responsibility and interest exists
between all European States
" And, furthermore, considering that so
far as France is concerned, the House of
Bourbon is the embodiment of the principle
of hereditary sovereignty, and the Count de
Chambord the present head of this house;
" That the power exercised by Monsieur
Louis Napoleon is a power de facto, which
cannot even be supported upon the plea of
the apparent right of the Emperor Napoleon, since the latter, in the first article of the
Peace of Fontainebleau, voluntarily resigned,
for himself, his decendants and successors,
and likewise for all the members of his family,
all rights and claims to the sovereignty and
government of FrancS, or of the kingdom
of Italy, or of any other country;
" That furthermore, the origin of the present power of the President of the French
Republic is a negation of the principle of
hereditary monarchy;
" For these and many other reasons which
it is superfluous to account, the signers of
this compact regard it as their duty unanimously, to assert beforehand the attitude
which they would assume in case any of the
following contingencies should arise:
"If Prince Louis Bonaparte, now President of the French Republic, should be

named Emperor for life, by the voice of
universal suffrage, the powers will only recognize this new form of the elective empire,
after having demanded from Prince Louis
Bonaparte explanations of the signification
of this new title, and after having drawn
from him the pledge—first, that he will respect existing treaties; second, that he will
not seek any increase of the territory; and
third, that he will forbear any pretensions
to found a dynasty.
" In case Prince Louis Bonaparte should
declare himself hereditary Emperor, the
powers will not recognize the new Emperor;
but will send to the French and all the other
governments a protestation, grounded upon
the principles of public right, and the literal
interpretation of treaties.—They will then
according to circumstances, consult upon
new measures.
" In case that a rising of the people or army
shall overthrow the government of Prince
Louis Bonaparte, or in case he should die,
the powers pledge themselves to favor the
restoration of the legitimate heir of the
throne by all means in their power, and to
recognize in future no dynasty but that of
the Bourbons."
" IN sectarian phraseology * religious prosperity' means the secular advancement of a
sect in proportion to its worldly conformity ;
so that true religion is a desperate struggle
with the insidious corruption of professed
allies."
EVERYWHERE political, ordinances are
more or less vicious ; religiqn is of no force,
or is made use of to serve party purposes;
governments see in the people only the material life, and believe they have satisfied
every want, because there are baeks, exchanges, telegraphs, railways, and enormous
speculations. But intellectual life, suffocated on the one side, seeks to exert itself on
the other. Hence exists a permanent struggle between matter and spirit, between the
intelligent and suffering multitude, and the
oligarchy of the privileged parasites of society.
DEEP, sympathizing, effectual . benevolence, does not find its way often into ostentatious lists.
Neither does it go about in
mysterious melodramatic disguise, on purpose to be found out and be all the more
blazoned ; but, with unostentatious earnestness, gives its intellect and its time, as well
as its money, to the needy and suffering. It
discriminates, inquires, and affords judicious
help rather than unqualified alms; which
though it may bless the giver, seldom blesses
the receiver; unless in cases of utter helplessness.
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
u
And in their days, even of those kings, the God of hcaoen shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish, and
A DOMI.VIO.V that shall not l*e left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdornxt
<ind itself shall stand for eoer.''—DAXJKL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]
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The Feast of Tabernacles.
> °f Antichrist; every year more calamitous
^,
m ι
ι . τ ·, ι . > than before, and one judgment crowding upr
THE Feast of ^ Tabernacles is described in \on another. But when Antichrist has fallen,
Lev. xxm. It is there commanded to the j ^ the Lord has begun his reign, then the
Sons of Israel, saying, « And ye shall take F c a s t o f Trumpets shall conclude; the inyou on the first day the boughs oi goodly {strumcnts
f war shall be succeeded by those
o
trees, branches of palm trees, and the j o f p e a c c > T h e F c a g t o f T a b e r n a c i e s s h a l l
boughs of thick trees and willows of the then b e g i n > t o C()n tinue year after year
brook ; and ye shall rejoice before the Lord \ through the Millennial Age. The feast, in
your God seven days. And ye shall keep it \i t s d i ; } s designed for the people of Israel esa feast unto the Lord seven days in the year. < p e c iallv, if not solely. " All that are Israels
It shall be a statute for ever in your genera- \i t e s h^m s h a l l d w d l in tents." Yet this
tions. Ye shall celebrate it in the seventh \ beautiful display of the mercies of God to
month. Ye shall dwell in tents seven days ; \ ! s r a e l i s l l o t t o b c l l i d den from the Gentiles,
all that are Israelites born shall dwell in > A 1 1 n a t i O ns are invited, and even commandtents: that your generations may know that ; e d to attend ; and severe judgments are deI made the children of Israel to dwell in 110Uuced against those who refuse the invitatents when I brought them out of the land ( tion.
of Egypt; I am Jehovah, your God."
j A ' f ter the close of the dreadful scenes of
Such is the Institution of the Feast of i the Day of the Lord—after the restoration
Tabernacles. It was appointed to be com-) of Israel, the pacification of the world, and
menced upon the fifteenth day of the seventh [ the repeopling of Jerusalem—the Millennial
month, the very next day that followed the j Reign of the Son of Man shall begin over
conclusion of the FEAST OP TRUMPETS. There s all the earth, having its centre on Mount
can be little doubt that the Feast of Trum-! Zion. The Temple shall be rebuilt accordpets was intended as a prophetic type of the } ing to the magnificent designs of Ezekiel ;
day of the Lord. The Trumpet is a military >
; the land of Israel divided again among the
instrument, and is always significative of ·> tribes by a new arrangement, quite different
war. The trumpet was to sound for fourteen ΐ from the first. Universal prosperity shall
days, expressing the duration and the tumult i spread over the whole land, until it has beof the Day of the Ijord. Nor is it impos- ί come the glory of all lands. Jerusalem shall
sible, as some persons have conjectured, that s be chosen as the capital of the King of
the fourteen days of the Feast of Trumpets i Kings.—" This shall be my rest forever ;
may indicate the continuance of the Day of i here will I dwell, for I have a delight therethe Lord fourteen years. But, however this 1 in." It shall also be the centre of universal
may be, the Feast of Trumpets was to s empire, and send forth its omnipotent debe immediately succeeded by the Feast of \ crees to all the nations of the globe. There
Tabernacles. And this may be considered Uhe New Jerusalem Municipality shall be
beyond question, as a prophetic type, repre- \ centred as a perpetual guard over the Holy
senting to us the progress of those great j City. In the midst of this community the
events which are now fast approaching Lord shall dwell, and shall make it the
Suddenly, as a thief in the night, the Day of court of the great King, and the council
the Lord shall break out upon the world, chamber of the terrestrial empire. Beneath
and shall run its disastrous course to the fall! its shelter and within its light, all nations
m
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shall be blessed ; but Israel, as being the sons of Tubal, shall pour forth their manynearest, shall be the most blessed u( all. \ gifted tribes, uniting the deep melancholy of
From this heavenly city, messengers radiant \ thought with the vehemence of passion,
with glory, shall go forth to transmit the \ Elam, and Ashur, and Aram, shall be there;
decrees of the King of Kings ; to enforce his and the dark-haired race of Ham from becommands; to distribute his mercies ; and yond the mountains of the east. Every
to execute his judgments—for the reign of mighty chief of the primaeval world shall be
the coming age is a reign of judgment. At represented in his posterity. All the disstated periods, the King of Glory shall re- tinctive features which have come down
veal himself to his subjects at the eastern through ages from the original parents of
gate of the Temple—the brightness of his the race, shall be seen in the countless mulpresence shall till the precincts of the house, titudes, lighted up through every shade of
and be visible, no doubt, to all the multi- complexion, with one common feeling; and
tudes of Jerusalem, whether Jews or Gen* all as friends. There shall neither be slave
tiles. " And behold the glory of the God \nor master, conqueror nor conquered. The
of Israel came from the way of the east; '<Prince of Peace is the King of Freedom;
and his voice was like the sound of many the city of Peace is the centre of eternal
waters ; and the earth shined with his glo- •:brotherhood. Philosophers have striven in
ry." Ezek. xliii.
vain even to classify the races of mankind.
At such a time as this, multitudes from Statesmen have striven more vainly to unite
all the nations of the earth shall be found as- them. But the reign and presence of the
sembled at Jerusalem. They have come up 5Son of Man will accomplish both these ends
to keep the Feast of Tabernacles. The peo- by one master-stroke of policy. The Lord
li
hi universal
i l
f t and all the
ple of Israel will have already made prepa- \W l 1ill1 proclaim
his
feast,
rations for the feast. The branches of the ί mw o tr bl ed i rs h a 1 1 b e divided and united—divided
palm trees and the willow of the brook will i
respective tribes, but united in their
have been brought in. They will have been i worship. ·· Liberty, Equality, and Fraterηι
t h e ldle b o a s t of
arranged with oriental taste in the form of <t h eΨ>"
revolutionists, shall
tents, and beneath their shade, the silver and j n b e realized—by a revolution trom above,
gold, the massive plates of that wealthy peo- j It appears, from xliii., that the Ezck.
pie, is seen in glittering profusion. The \ Lord will visit, at stated times, the Temple
priests and the sacrifices are ready. The \ of Jerusalem, and that the house shall be
clouds of incense arise within the Temple ; \ tilled with his glory. We may therefore supand without, the eight tables of sacrifice are j pose that so great an occasion as that of the
prepared. The courts of the house are filled j Feast oi Tabernacles will not be overlooked,
with the Israelites, who have assembled from j When all nations are assembled at Jerusaall quarters of their land. The streets of / lem, this manifestation of Divine glory will
Jerusalem and the neighbouring villages are undoubtedly take place and complete the
crowded with innumerable strangers ; men > grandeur and brightness of the scene. It
of every climate and complexion ; of every < appears also from Isaiah, that some remarkrank of life ; of every variety of tempera- j able display of Divine Power will be made
ment and manners, are gathered into one, by \ in providing for the wants of so vast a mulL
' - ' - I?-'1
----*-- <+:i~i~ It occurs at first sight at least, to a
a common impulse which creates an unafiec- J tidude.
d brotherhood. All the mighty rivers that ί/ γνιιυιν,αι
political economist, that it will be imposted
ilowed
down from Ararat to till the world > sible for the land of Israel to sustain so imhave hare their representatives; the sons of ! mense assemblage. Such a concourse of
Gomer, the conquerors of the west, are nations, and still more from year to year,
here; the sons of Javan, the inventors of would be sufficient to exhaust the most fertile
poetry and the arts; the terrible race of ί country, and to drain it of all its resources.
Magog, from the forests of the north, and ί But, independently of the increased producfrom the awful solitudes of Central Asia— tiveness of the land, there is a remarkable inthose warlike tribes who have subdued and < dication of some supernatural provision to
civilized the world, shall meet in harmony \ be found in Isaiah xxv. There it is written,
with the once accursed race of Ham—the J " And in this mountain shall Jehovah of arsons of Cush, Mizraim and Canaan—the ί mies make unto ALL PEOPLE a feast of fat
most oppressed and pitiable of mankind. things, a feast of wines on the lees, of fat
The mysterious curse will have been remo- things full of marrow, of wines on the lees
ved—freed from the bondage of 4,000 years, well refined." This chapter is immediately
and have been admitted to the glorious li- preceded by that terrible description of
berty of the Sons of God. The oppressor judgment which occupies the whole of chap,
shall meet on equal terms with the oppress- xxiv. There can be no doubt that these
ed—the warlike with the feeble—and all as two chapters are as consecutive in time as
brothers! The wild Sclavonian race t^c they are in arrangement, and that the 24th
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foretells the tremendous judgments of the j the assembled crowds, composed of every
Day of the Lord—the great tribulation— > variety of the human race, from the western
while the 2f>th describes the period of pros- sons of Gomer to the dark-haired race of
perity and blessing which is immediately to Mam. The soft air breathing through the
follow. This being the case, the Feast leaves of a thousand bowers : the blue trandescribed in verse 6, may be taken literally quileity of the sky. All this is peaceful and
an exercise of Divine Hospitality on a beautiful: but it is far from being the whole ;
scale worthy of God. The Lord himself has ! the I/ml himself will appear in the midst of
ivited
Jerusalem \ his subjects,
subjects attended by the thousands of
invited all nations to meet him at Jerusalem.
They all assemble as his guests; and the his saints. He is to assume his place as Son
preparations for their reception will, no of David and King of Israel, and to fill the
doubt, be worthy of the Host. A feast, on Temple with his glory. The wonders of his
n scale that the world has never witnessed or ; presence will be revealed to all the multiconceived, will be provided for the guests of \ tude ; and all the natural pleasures of the
the Lord. It is said that Caesar entertained <feast will be sanctified by his approbation.
the whole multitude of the Roman people at \ In that great day the Lord of lords shall
a single feast; and he defrayed the expenses > be the Host, and all mankind his guests.
~
out of the spoils of the world. But
the He whom the Heaven of Heavens cannot
Lord Jesus, the successor of Caesar, will en- contain, will be seen on that speck of his
tertain all the nations of the earth in annual creation which is occupied by the Temple.
succession, and without the spoil or oppres- What a sublime answer to return when u
inquires,
" Who is your
King?
sion of the humblest of his subjects. At stranger
g
q ,
y
g
this stupendous feast, " wines on the lees "
Who is The
the master
himform a prominent item of the entertainment, j self!'
Creatorofofthis
thefeast
ends?—God
of the earth
Wine, which the Scripture extols as one of I stands, in human manifestation, upon one
the most precious gifts of God, and which < narrow spot of his creation. lie who feeds
the Lord has commanded to be received as oceans with waters and volcanoes with fire,
the symbol of his covenant blood. This sig- condescends to spread a feast for feeble, sinnificant and appropriate symbol has long ful men. The grandeur of the thought;
been discredited by intemperate pietism. \ the beauty of the scene ; the beneficence of
Hypocrisy hates the symbol of the blood of the Lord of the Land, shall fill the whole
Christ as it hates the blood itself; and it has earth with admiration. Every man, as he
therefore raised up certain zealots to decry returns to his native city, shall proclaim the
the use of wine, and to pronounce it to be marvels he has witnessed; and thus, from
sinful Now that the time is drawing near mouth to mouth the glories of the Feast of
sinful.
when the Lord himself shall drink wine with <Tabernacles shall be published throughout
his disciples, in the Kingdom of God, fanati- >
j the earth! All nations shall be awakened
cism is more especially aroused; and it has j by the same holy desire to witness the propersuaded even a few of the Lord's own peo- ί sence of the Lord, and to go up to Jerusaple to condemn what the Lord has so ex-ί lem. "The Gentiles shall come to thy
pressly commanded. But in that great fes- light, and kings to the brightness of thy ristival of the nations, the false morality of a ing/' " therefore thy gates shall be open
fleshly pietism will be swept away for ever, continually;" " they shall not be shut night
and men shall drink wine, as well as " eat nor day; that men may bring into them the
bread in the Kingdom of Heaven;" and thus wealth of the nations, and that their kings
the divine hospitality of the King of Kings \ may be brought." " Thy sun shall go down
shall provide for the wants of all the nations no more ; neither shall thy moon withdraw
of the earth, when they assemble at Jerusa- itself; for the Lord shall be thine everlasting
lem, without the danger of exhausting or light; and the days of thy mourning shall
impoverishing the land.
ί be ended." A bond of perpetual union
sha11 b e
The aspect of Jerusalem, under the reign \
woven at Jerusalem, and diffused
of the Age to Come, presents to us the most through every heart. All men shall be
perfect picture of felicity and beauty that bound together by a common interest and a
the earth can offer, and one in every way common pride ; for all that glory shall glory
adapted to its end. The magnificent city, in the Lord. And Jerusalem shall be made
fifty miles in circumference, (the present cir- the Capital of the World, and become the
cumference of London—Editor of the Her- \ c e u t r e of empire by becoming first the cenold), and perfect in all its building; the tre of attraction.
Temple raised above, on the precipice of > How beautiful, yet how irresistible is the
Mount Moriah ; the Feast of Tabernacles mechanism of Godl Men, for three thousand
prepared in the streets and courts of Jem- years, have labored to drive each other into
salem : the boughs of goodly trees, fresh union by penalty and laws. Philosophers
have waved their wands and have brought
from the forests (newly created—Editor'
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forth frogs ; yea, even in the king's cham- ·, o'f invincible militant power. The evidence
ber. Spiritualizers have mangled and dis- j which satisfies our friend's miud of the accutorted Scripture in order to heal and rectify < racy of his views is contained in the followmankiud ; but all in vain ! ! But the Lord s ing paragraph :
comes in at last, and sets before the mind his ; « i t j s predicted of Israel as follows : " Bedivine conceptions. A nation of saints, a •
' \l0\(\j j w i n m a k e thee a new sharp threshing
city of palaces ; a festival of unrivalled ; instrument having teeth ; thou shalt thresh
T confederacy
grandeur ! the King of Kings descending to < the mountains—ha ι. xli. 15. The
Jerusalem, then a ; o ff twelve
tribes
we understa
his subjects; the light of Jerusalem
l
ib
understand to be the
Heavenly City, radiating glory into the \ « tlireshing instrument," and the teeth, the
skies ;; the presence
of the Prince of Peace ; tt r jj || ) e s w n jj c h
constitute
p
constitute this
this confederacy,
r
)es
wn ch
ifi
th wilderness
ild
ti ; and
d th
pacifying
the
off creation
thus ; ^ ] i e y w n j v e t so gain the ascendancy in miliwithout violence he takes possession of the <t a r v p o w e r a s t o *t n r e s n t } i e mountains/ or
avenues of the heart, and shuts out every tu- ; c o n q u c r all opposing kingdom. According
multuous passion. " For in THIS PLACE will j t o this view of the meaning of the figure of
I give peace, saith Jehovah."
must refer in his symbol of
( t e e t h , Kzekicl
TORQUAY, ENGLAND, ΝΟΥ., 1851.
' six teeth to the members of a national conj federacy which would be engaged in drawing
t
< (log back in the latter years. The members
11
An H o o k w i t h Six Teeth."
\ of that confederacy must be six.
Just six
GOG TURNED BACK.
i nations have signed the terms of peace by
, T .... 41 . .
. ., , . . 4. ! which the Czar of Kussia has been drawn or
t. .

'•And I will turn thee bsck, and put hooks into thy , ,
, ,.
,.
.. .
, c ,
Ί ,
jaws, and I will brin? thee forth, and all thine army, < turned back trom the accomplishment ot deAc."— Ezek. χχχνϋΐ. "4.
\ signs which moved him to engage in this

UNDER the above caption and text from \ war. France, Great Britain, Turkey, AusEzekiel, the Expositor for April 15, submits < t r i a ' Sardinia, and Prussia are those six
some remarks to the reader, written, we sup- j nations: they are the six teeth, we think, of
pose by the editor, (for there is no signature) \th? confederacy which turns Gog back at
for the purpose of showing, that Gog ΰ now this time."
turned back in ihe check Russia has experienced
Being satisfied that this is the interprei'n the Bleak Sea, which has been perfected in tation of " Gog turned back," our friend
the peace concluded in Pans.
\ predicts that the " turning back will be only
His words are, " The fulfilment of the im- \ o f short duration :" for he says, " we are told
m t n o vei
portant prophecy of which this text is a part, \
7 n e x t sentence which speaks of the
was to take place " in the latter years"—ver. < turning back-^-that Gog shall be brought
8.
AVe are now in those years.
The < " f o r t n a n d all his army"—which will be conRussian power,—the Czar, is the Gog spoken < stituted of all the nations of Continental
of. Possession of Palestine seem3 to be the Europe, Asia, Ethiopia, and all Russia. God
predicted object which was to move him to • l l a ^ promised so to bring forth his mighty
war in " the latter years." Instead of sue- ^ ° 2 power, " like a storm" or " whirlwind,"
ceeding in his first attempt, he was to be ί conquering all before him, until he " shall
11
turned bad." This appears now to be fully < P l a n t the tabernacles of his palace between
accomplished by the peace recently concluded ! the seas in the glorious holy mountain,' or
of s
,
g
Ezek. xxxix. 2, reads."
ί j t is a t all t i m e s a m a t t e r of
^
Having as.sumed that the " hook of six j we cannot agree with honest - hearted and
teeth," which is the marginal reading of j sincere students of the word. We believe
chap, xxxix. 2, is more correct than that f that our friend of The Expositor is one of
of the text, " a sixth part ,·" and that said these ; and as such, we want to see eye to
marginal reading is the true equivalent or eye with him, and to stand shoulder to shoulparallel of chap, xxxviii. 4, '· 1 will put hooks der'also, in doing battle for the truth against
into thy jaws ;" and having assumed also that J all who do, and will prevail against it " until
one hook of six teeth, is the same as six hooks ; \ the Ancient of Days come." Faithfulness,
and that these are " political hooL·" existing ξ however, to that truth will not permit us at
at this present in the jaws of Gog;—having ] present to occupy so desirable a position,
assumed all this, our worthy friend goes on j Nevertheless, we fondly hope that the time
and essays to prove, that - hooks" or " teeth," ί is not far distant when all discrepancies will
supposed to be the same, are political, by be cleared up, and " the unity of the Spirit"
showing that the twelve tribes of Israel in / —-" the unity of Iho faith, aud of tho knowtheday of their ascendancy, are twelve teeth ! le.l^eoftlu: Son of God,1—will alone prevail.

.1 Hook, icith Λ'ΰ; Tcclh.
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la noticing, Uicn, our friend's (not Kzekiel's) ; drawing or turning him back, but for draw"
"hook of six teeth," we would remark, that \ ing out—Ezek. xxix. 3, 4 ; but when prunhis interpretation is without foundation in ί ing hooks are used they are for lopping off,
the word, and unsustaincd by the events and \ cutting down, and slaying, as Isaiah predicts
circumstances of the times.
5 of Gog in the above quotation ; for of him
In the first place, the Gog power docs not \ l i a v e »" t h e prophets spoken -Ezek. xxxviii.
uet exist: and cannot therefore have been / 1 ' ·
.
ed back. Tt is the .ppaa L l h e h o ??k s *> be put
p into Gogs
g Dragonhooked and turned
aw
are
313 Μ*Π <ty? «rrfs /wm-Jfog·^, TIIK ίί J * '
for
the
purpose
of
foxing
f
the
u
o
s
e
of
foi and to
EMPEROR OF THE GERMAN FATHERLAND, that [forth from his place in the north parts,
all
[fth

f

h

l

n the north prts

a

is the subject of the prophecy. At present, his a™y ™lt1{ km> ιψι the power may be. caP'
u
there is no such emperor, how then can he j *?™\ a)\i ^ ^
P?n £e mountains of
Γ1 118 l s fishl u
have been turned back, and hooks be fastened **rael'
.
.
S
the Dragon that is in
Γ
in his iaws? But the c K S j^ica W€St-J the seas—-feat. xxvn. 1. Adonai Jehovah is
ΑκΛ, THE PRINCE OF THE RUSSIANS, is iii op- \ « * * * « > with hw hooks armed with a bait
position with Gag, and will be one and too t]™\ h™ ηο™Γ ξ" c d o f b / n >f n £ lll> h e L e '
same power ? Granted ; but let us be con- viathan family of the sea to the mountains of
tent to wait for the execution of the sentence Israel—Possession and dominion over Jerusauntil the Prince of Rosh becomes the Empe- lem and her land. The Lord will draw him up
th( re wi th
ror of Magog in tho fullness of his power.
l
,his h o o k s 5 a ! l d " ™th. . h i * s0.rte>
t
°
and great
and tstrong sword punish him with
Kzekicl's prophecy of Gog relates solely a wound he will not recover for a thousand
to the invasion of the Holy Land by that t y e a r s
power; to the antagonism presented by the < r | n " , ,,
, Γ ,. ., , .
British ; to the overthrow of the invader by , l h e ^ e t h ,a™ a P a r t o f ^ 1 C threshing inthe Lord Qod-Admai Yehowah,—aad to *1™™1* ; a ^ t h e r e t o r e each tooth bears part
the subsequent restoration of "the whole \ m the threshing process This being so, we
house of Israel." There is no evidence of 5 ^nnot accept our friend's similitude as an
two attempts of the Gog-power against the i ^ r a t i o n of the character of the Peace
Land of Israel. When it moves in that di- Conference at Paris. That conference is not
rection there will be no turning back by six a threshing instrument or fanning mill in
nations; for the Lord says, « I will bring $ a1 ?^ s e n f · J 1 1 S n o t / " . ^ w ^ h
*}x**ih\
w h o s e
eth
a r e re
lth
thee against my land that the nations may
^ ,
f ^
the blood of Gog s
know me, when I shall be sanctified in thee, i JsaiTa *s A f r i!na e Τd s 7ΐ^ΙΛ ^ Τ
Α
Ο Gog, before their eyes.- The invasion will
Φ* + " f, through the war ; and
be consunimated, and the- first attempt" will \ frespectful
to
the
Allies
only
so
far
as
they
be the last
< e a r e ^ them. The Conference is a company
,.
\
.
.
.
..
.
,
< of Avily diplomatists, who, instead of threshT
In the next place, there is no evidence that \ ; R u 9 s i a > h a v e b e e n o u t w i t t e d b v that
the hooks are the- political hooks" indicated S p o w e i % ω w i l l b e s e C n by all men'before
by our friend Hooks are used in the pro- ^
Besides
T m o n t h s h a y e
p a s s e d a w a v
phets to signify Jehovah's judicial policy in \ h o w c a n that Conference be a confederacy to
regard to the people of his curse. Phus, he £ h o o k R u g g i a ) w h c u H u s s i a i s ^ m u c h a m e m .
saysι to Israel, » Ihe Lord God hath sworn t b e r o f t h e Confederacv as any of the six ?
by his holiness, that, lo the days shall come, \ R u s s i a > A u s t r i a > a n d pVvissia, three-seventlis
upon you, that he will taxe you away with ^oi-thQ
Conference, have no contrarious inhooks, and your posterity with fish-hooks"- t e r c s t s a n d a r e therefore as one : Turkey and
Amos iv. 2. I his taking away with hooks \ Sardinia, as nothing more than represeiitaIS illustrated m the deportation of the tribes ^t i v e s o f t h e I t a l i a n a n d E a s t e r n q u e 3 tions to
from the Holy Land by their Assyrian m- <b e s e t t l e d b y t h o s t r O ngest. England and
vaders.
s France remain as the members of an alliance,
Again, " Before the harvest, when the bud <; hated and feared by Russia, Austria, and
is perfect, and the sour grape is ripening, ^ Prussia. Hence the whole heft of these powthere shall be a blossom, he shall both cut it $ ers is to dissolve that alliance. France being
off as sprigs with pruning hooks, and take ί continental, despotic, popish, and revolutionawray and cut down the branches. They shall ? ary, has to be won over, and separated from
be left together to the fowls of the moun- \ a power that is constitutional, Protestant,
tains, and to the beasts of the earth ; and the and the European protector of civil, literary,
fowls shall summer upon them, and all the and religious liberty. England, Sardinia,
beasts of the earth shall winter upon them," and Turkey, are doubtless well disposed ; and
—hat. xviii. f>, G. Hooks in the jaws, are wrould willingly put hooks in the jaws of all
to draw out the power owning the jaws from the other powers, and thresh them too if
the ^ waters in which it swims, as the uivat < they were able. Bnt this is not their mission.
Leviathan or Dragon. They are not. for i Sardinia will be swallowed, and Turkey dried
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up, im the end ; and England, with all her j —all existing in the latter days (ver. 28,)as
faults and shortcomings the only respectable j the kingdoms and dominions of the Habitpower of the old world, will find herself in j able. Of the fifth horn of the goat it is likeher natural position, continentally distrusted wise said, " He shall stand up against the
Prince of princes ; but he shall be broken in
and proscribed.
But, we reject our friend's interpretation pieces without help"—Dan. viii. 25 ; xi. 45.
as being founded upon words not found in ] Now, the image of the latter days, and the
EzekieVs prophecy of Gog. The original text jfifth horn when it stands up against the
of chap, xxxix. 2, says nothing about " a j Prince of princes to be broken ; and the
hook with six teeth," or a hook at all. Gcs- j King of the North, who comes to his end at
enius renders, tpfifctEJΕΠ Tpfi^llPtTl TpEDuin j the smiting of the image and the catastrophy
we-shovavtichah, we-shisshaithichah, we- j of the great horn, are all identical with Gog»
hauhthechah, " I will turn again and will The breaking of them to pieces is therefore
lead thee and will bring thee up.'' This j the breaking of Gog when he " falls upon
shows that he is not satisfied with the ; the mountains of Israel." Wherefore it is
common rendering of the text ; &ύώ | that Jehovah says to him, " J will break
thasha, rendered leave a sixth part, in the ; thee:" for he is enticed to invade Palestine,
English version, is explained in the Septua- j not to be " turned back," but to be broken
gint by the word καθοδηγήσω I will lead ; and to fall, and to rise no more for a thouin the Vulgate by educam, u I will bring sand years.
out;" and in Targum by ?p3>t3& I will
We see, then, the importance of having the
seduce thee. "The signification of leading," translation verified, before we proceed to insays Gesenius, " is quite clear from the con- terpretations. Had our friend known that
text. But the ancient interpretation which " a hook of six teeth" was not in the original,
refers it to Piel nigio ishsshah, to sixth, he would not have found in the Parisian
t. e. to divide into sixth parts, does not suit Conference an interpretation of Ezek. xxxix.
2. We would suggest, that he forbear to
the context."
Boothroyd renders this text, " And I will insist on Russia's present position being
" turned back." He is not to be turned
turn thee and lead thee about when I cause
back, but broken : ?prQ^EJm wa' hashivthee to come up from the north quarters, and othicah , " and I will cause thee to return"
bring thee upon the mountains of Israel." bad-derek asher-batha bahh4< by the way in
In chap, xxxviii. 4, he renders the word, which thou earnest," is the form of words in
shovavtichah, " I will turn thee back." It is 2j Kings xix. 28, rendered in the common
the same word in both places, only Masoret- j version, " I will turn thee back." It is easy
ically modified by writing i^j instead of j to perceive that wa-hashivothicah and weEl which cholem, I conceive, has no busi- ',shovavticah, though distantly related, require
ness there at all Bishop Newcome, D.D., j a different rendering into English. Senrenders it, " I will turn thee back, and leave ! nacherib was turned back by the way he came,
but a sixth part of thee when I cause thee to and
Ί the Assyrian power continued still to
come up from the north quarters,
fyc."
jexist ; but when our modern Assyrian Gog,
But, neither of these versions appears to j " shall be visited after" the " many days," his
me to be the meaning of the Spirit's words overthrow shall be the affliction of Asshur,
by the prophet. I should translate the pas- which is perdition unreprieved—Numb, xxiv.
sage " Ana I will break thee ; yea, I will en- 24. The two words, in their several contice thee and cause thee to ascend from the texts, express this diversity in the fate of the
uttermost parts of the north; and I will cause ancient and modern invaders of the land.
thee to come in against the mountains of
Had the Millerites been careful to verify
Israel"—to be broken there, as amplified in translations before they proceeded to interverses 3—5. This passage is exegetical of pretations, they might have been preserved
Ezek. xxxviii. 4. " And I will break thee; and \ from much foolish speculation in writing and
I will put hooks into thy jaws, and will cause Ίspeaking. No text was more insisted on
to come forth thee and all thine army, §*c.
than Dan. viii. 14 : " Then shall the sanctuary
I have rendered iprQSUI we-shovav-be
', cleansed." Concluding that the 2300 days
tichah, " I will break thee," as more correct | ended 1843, they were very positive that
than " / will turn thee back," and also as in \immediately they ended, the sanctuary would
strict accordance with the fate of Nebuchad- j be cleansed. This came of interpreting
nezzar's image, and of the Fifth Horn of \ " then" in the English sense of instantly ; not
the Grecian Goat. Of the image, it is said, \ knowing that it meant subsequently, without
Λί
A stone smote the image upon its feet of \ fixing the time. Another blunder they made
iron and clay, and brake them to pieces"— }was in supposing that " sanctuary" signified
Dan. ii. 34, 35, 44, 45. The breaking is \ what Gentiles very absurdly style" the
mentioned four times here, and is affirmed of \ church ;" and that" cleansed" meant to purify
the feet, legs, thighs, trunk, arms, and head '
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or justify believers, and burn up the wicked ter of introduction from a medical friend,
in a general bonfire of the world? Had formerly of England, but now of Buffalo
they known that tznp pTOi we - nitz- < New York :
dak Jcodesk signified " AND THE HOLY SHALL\ Dear Sir:—I beg to introduce to you the
BE AVENGED," they never would have fallen ; Rev. Dr.
, of controversial notoriety
into such an absurdity. Thus, 2300 years ( with Cardinal Wiseman of London, in 1851.
were to elapse from the going forth of a cer- \ He separated from the Church of Rome in
tain decree concerning Jerusalem till the ar- ' 1842; since which time he has been an earrival of " the time of the end," which would ! nest seeker after litrht and truth connected
be marked by the King of the South push- j with the word of God ; and I know of no
ing at the power which divides the land of • person better able to guide him in his reIsrael or the Holy, for a price—Dan. xi. 39, search than yourself.
Yours faithfully,
40. The time of the end having arrived,
R. W. N.
the covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and
Buffalo,
Ν.
Y.,
Dec.
15.
1855.
Jacob, and the Holy were to be remembered.
We see at this day that God is remembering
the laud, and is preparing to avenge it.
We had read the life of this gentleman
What else is signified by the rising fortunes whom we shall for the occasion term Dr.r
of Palestine, and the drying up of the Eu- Ayaccio, as well as some of his more recent
phratean, or Ottoman power, that has for adventures in Rome, and in London subseso long itensified the desolation of the Holy quently to his liberation from the Inquisition.
Land, city, and people ? The Eastern ques- The simple annunciation of his name, theretion, more remote from settlement by the six fore, would have secured him a cordial receppowers than ever, is big with the destinies of tion ; much more, however, when he presentthe Holy. It has created a Western ques- ted himself with an introduction from our
tion, which can only be solved by the mani- friend as " an earnest seeker after light aud
festation of Gog; who, when in gorgeous truth connected with the word of God." Exblossom, will seize the baited hooks, enticing tending our hand, we bid him welcome, and
him to plunder and spoil the Holy. He will bowing him into a seat, we were soon engaged
swallow the bait with all-devouring greed, in earnest discourse upon topics the most inbeing insatiate, and of boundless ambition teresting it is the privilege of the human
and pride—Hab. ii. 5. He invades the Holy mind to contemplate. It would, however,
and takes Jerusalem ; but " tfie day of ven- have afforded us increased gratification, if
geance and the year of recommences for the we could also have been favored with the
controversy of 'Lion'1 comes ; the blossom is presence of the doctor's friends, Mazzini,
cut off; it falls upon Israel's mountains; Gavazzi, and others of his Italian compatri" and the Holy is avenged." Seven months ots, who are his co-workers in the praisethe house of Israel bury the carcasses of the worthy, but impossible labor of " Italian Inslain, that they may ·ρ η&ΓΓΓίΚ ^ΠΌ tahhair dependence and Unification." But this is hueth-ha-aretz, cleanse the land. But all thingsmanity-like; there are no enjoyments,however
Jewish were ignored by Millerism. Like a agreeable, but it desires something beyond its
perverse and fro ward thing it would have its reach to perfect them. Let us then be conown conceits, or nothing. It despised transla- tent for the present with such as we have ;
tions that destroyed its crotchets, and as a and in default of a conversazione on a more
natural consequence, became the laughing- extended scale, renew the gratification of our
stock of the world. Let all take warning tete-a-tete by relating to our readers the infrom the past, and beware of reasoning out terchange of ideas that passed between us.
from assumptions interpretations of pro- And this we shall now proceed to do, as
phecies which have no existence, save in the nearly as we can remember, in the colloquial
ideality of nervous and sanguine tempera- form hereafter presented for their perusal.
ments.
EDITOR.

Colloquial.
Conversation with an Ex-Professor of Roman
Theology on the Bible aod Italy; an Italian
Catholic Church; Popery as it is in Italy;
Mazzinianism; the Destiny of Sardinia.
THE other day we were agreeably surprised
by a visit from a Roman celebrity of the
ecclesiastical order. On entering our apartment, he presented us with the following let-

Editor. It gives me great pleasure, Dr.
Ayaccio, to make your acquaintance through
our friend Dr. Ν
; 1 am not a little
astonished, however, at the incident, being
quite unaware of your presence in the United
States.
Doctor A. Indeed ; I have been in the country about two years ; and am now living in
retirement at Μ
, that I may be the
better able to pursue, without interruption,
the great work of translating the Old Testa-
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ment into the Italian language, about which more terrible than the present; and put to
I am engaged for the New York Bible death, for the existing generation at least,
Union.
the liberty and happiness of your beautiful,
Editor. But is it not already translated ] but blood-stained and unfortunate land.
into Italian by Diodati ?
Doctor A, Do you think so ? The word
Doctor A. It is ; but Diodati's is more para- jof God is powerful.
phrastic than literal: my mission is to give to ; Editor. It is indeed, as the history of EuItaly the word of God as near as possible to \ rope since the days of WieklifF, Huss and
the original. This is the work Providence Luther abundantly proves. It is powerful
has called me to. I feel within me (drawing j for two things ; first, "for instruction in
himself up into a constrained position, and j righteousness, that the man of God may be
then suddenly relaxing his arms with impulse) \ perfect, thoroughly furnished to all good
an inspiration that impels me to the cxecu-; works;" and, secondly, for stirring up nations
tion of this great work. It is my mission. \ which imperfectly understand it, to combat
Editor. And when you have accomplished \ civil and ecclesiastical tyranny ; and thereby,
the translation, what then? The circulation \ if successful, to establish antagonisms which
of the Bible is interdicted in the Italian States: > mitigate, the despotism, and afford more scope
how are you to give your work to Italy, and for intellectual, moral and social developin so doing perfect your mission ?
. . .insurrection against arbitrament.. —
But. the
Doctor A. 1 am waiting for the Revolution. ry'power is often a failure. Even this, howThings cannot long remain in their present ever, is a good. The movements of an insurState. Popery is detested, Austria is hated, gent people whose ideas are in advance of
the people are republican, some of the Car- their oppressors, superinduce a repressive
dinals even are with us: such a state of things policy which works out the purposes of God.
cannot last, and when the movement begins, If peoples remain quiet, things become stagI return with the Bible, and circulate it nant. It is necessary to trouble the waters,
through the length and breadth of the land. and the Bible is powerful to do it. Officials
Editor. Are you acquainted with Mazzini, ? of church and state know this. Hence their
doctor ?
hostility to th<$ Bible, and its circulation
Doctor A. Intimately.
among the people. I wish you, therefore,
Editor. What does he, in sober earnest, abundant success in introducing your transpropose to accomplish for Italy ?
lation into Italy ; not that 1 expect it will·
Doctor A. Our watch-words are, " Away " instruct any in righteousness :" the day is·
with the Austrians ; down with the Pope ; passed for that in Italy ; but, that it may be
and one Italy!" These three items cover a means of still more agitating the waters
the whole ground of the faith and hope of j there, by which the policy of " the powers
Mazzini and his friends.
\ that be " may become more anti-French, and
Editor. The things you propose are cer- j consequently more pro-Russian and Austrian,
tainly very desirable; and, as a philanthro- ; that the words of God may be fulfilled
pist, unenlightened by the word of God, one j that says of them, " They shall agree and
might wish you God speed with abundant \ give their power and strength unto the
success. It is a very good work to give men Beast, with whom they shall receive power
the word of God in so intelligible a transla- as kings one hour, until the words of God
tion that he who runs may read. For your j shall be accomplished."—Rev. xvii. 12,13,17.
own sake, I wish you ample success in transDoctor A. But why may not Italians be
lation ; but I am by no means sanguine that instructed in righteousness, in Italy, by the
you will be able to give it to your country- Bible, as well as Italians and others beyond
men within the frontiers of their native land. its limits, say in England or the United
As you say, things cannot maintain their pre- j States ? How is the day of grace for Italy
sent state, nor is it desirable for the interests passed away ?
of humanity that they should. There may
Editor. I expected that my remark would
be a republican outbreak : it cannot, how- suggest these inquiries, which I will endeavor
ever, be permanent. There are no prophetic to meet. You are aware, Doctor, that
symbols in connection with the Roman the Scripture reveals, that during " the times
Beasts; that is, Daniel's Fourth Beast—and of the Gentiles " the unmeasured Court withJohn's Dragon, Ten-Horned and Two-Hora. out the Temple is occupied by them; that
ed, Beasts of the Earth and Sea—representa- while they occupy it, their civil and ecclesitive of a permanent Italian Republican astical organization in church and state in
Power of the Latter Days. A Mazzinian, the West, is represented by- the Beast of the
or rebublican revolution, effective of the three Sea, with " a Mouth speaking great things
points even, could only be transitory, like the and blasphemies ;" that, contemporary with
Republic you were contemporary with in } the existence of these Western Powers, there
Rome, in 1849. It would end ib a reaction , also exist " THE HOLY CITY," and the " Two
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Witnesses; styled also " Two Olive Trees," hood for all!" You are yourself, Doctor, a
"Two Lightstands," and " Two. Prophets,". denizen of this power; and a personal illus" which stand in ttie presence of the god of tration of the fate of its testimony. You
the earth;" that is,of the. Papal power : you havp circulated thousands of Bibles in Rome;
are also aware, that whatever particular and for a few months, your friend Mazzini
things these symbols may be intended by the and his colleagues would have protected any
Spirit to represent, they are representative man who would have preached the Gospel of
of a power opposed, or hostile to, the Western the Kingdom from the steps of the Vatican.
Governments; and that a state of war is the But there was in Rome no man to preach it.
condition of their parallel existence; for it The denunciations of the Bible were fulmiis written, " Unto the Beast it was given to nated against Popery; but there was no
make war with the Saints." Your acquaint- voice to preach " the Hour of Judgment" at
ance with history will, doubtless, suggest to hand; and the millennial blessedness of all
yfcii ample illustration of the character of nations in Abraham and his Seed, when that
this contest between the Papal powers doing "hour" shall have passed away. These
the will of their " god upon earth," as the tidings are not announced in Papal Europe.
Pope is styled and of the earth ; and the ad- The governments would not permit them to
herents of the Bible, with their allies, the be preached. The Bible is proscribed in
" advocates of civil and religious liberty" in Italy ; and even where circulated, its doctrine
all the countries of the Roman West. The for mlvation is made of none effect by the
Bible has ever been their inspiration—the traditions of men. The doctrinal testimony
oil of their Olive-lightstands, however lit- is finished in Italy ; IT IS NOT PROCLAIMED
tle, as in the present day, as friends of liber- THERE—cannot be; nor will it until Christ
ty, they may nave doctrinally understood it. shall come in power and great glory, and even
Now, you will please mark, the result of the then its proclamation will be rejected. The
warfare between these two antagonists : it is hearts of the people are like Pharoah's.
written " Unto the Beast it was given to conDoctor A. Then you expect the personal
quer them, and kill them."
presence of Christ again upon earth ?
Doctor A. But, when did the war commence
Editor. Yes, sir, with full assurance of
which results in their subjugation and civil faith and hope. But, may I here inquire of
death?
you with respect to that article of the reEditor, That is a very pertinent question, publican creed : " Down with the Pope,"
and necessary to be answered, that my re- when popery may have been abolished, what
mark may appear in force. The Scripture ecclesiastical system do you propose to subsays, " When they shall have finished their tes- stitute in its place ?
Doctor A. The Catholic Church. It has
timony the Beast shall make war upon them,
and conquer them, and kill them." Now, been found impossible to unite mankind upon
although the resurrection of the conquered is the principles of faith. There always will be
predicted to the terror of the Powers that differences of opinion ; we must, therefore,
put them to death, " their testimony" is not > allow faith to be perfectly free, and leave
revived. In England and the United States, 5 men to believe what they will. In Italy we
both beyond the limits of the apocalyptic ' want a large church with a great many doors,
" earth and sea," their death and resurrec- that men may enter through which they
tion do not occur. " Their testimony" in please, and all unite within doors upon the
these countries was not " finished" when the principles of love and charity. This would
war against them began : it is still borne be a large house that would contain all ; so
here with a loud voice to the great annoy- that if there were Episcopalians, and Presbyance of the despots of the Papal Earth ; terians, &c, who wanted churches in Italy,
though doctrinally, even in Protestant coun- they could have them ; and yet by love and
tries, " their testimony" is heard only in fee- charity belong to the Catholic Church of
ble whispers amid the confusion of tongues. Italy.
Doctor A, When do you consider tfcat the Editor. In a certain sense, I-could approve
resurrection of the Witness Power occurred ? of this scheme. Man being a creature enEditor. At the epoch of the first French dowed with moral sentiments as well as with
Revolution when " the Tenth of the City fell." intellectual faculties, he must be dealt with
Since that time you have seen a power at in legislation as in need of institutions adaptwork in the Roman West, to which all its ed to the development of all. A code that
revolutions are referrable. If you study its treats him as a purely intellectual being
character in Belgium, France, Spain, Portu- leaves his moral nature a desert to be oblitergal, Sardinia, Austria, and the Italian States, ated by passions of the fiercest and wildest
you will find its watch-words to be, " Down type. This experiment was tried and illuswith Popery, Sovereignty for the Peoples, trated by the legislation and terrors of the
Liberty of the Press, Equality and Brother- first French revolution. If you were to abol-
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ish Popery in Italy, and to substitute no mo- \ and Protestantism; and showing him his
ral system for the regulation of the manners mistake in preaching Constantinian Cathoof the people, you would soon have its last licity for primitive Christianity, which I
end worse than the first; for anarchy would briefly defined.
reign, and anarchy is brutality unrestrained.
Doctor A. I should like to see that letter.
Doctor A. That is true.
Did you hear any thing more from him ?
Editor. In the absence of Jesus Christ, it
Editor. I did not write under the expecis no doubt, impossible to bring mankind to tation that I should. The influences around
unity of faith ; but I conceive, also, that it him would scarcely permit him to attend to
will be as impossible to bring them to unity what was written. Gavazzi was a star so
in " love and charity" without that unity of long as he belabored Popery, and advocated
faith ; for the love of Christian fellowship is a Christianity no earlier than Constantine.
a fruit of the truth believed. If you could Had he assumed the ground marked out in
unite the Italians in love and charity it would my letter, he would have been a star fallen
be an improvement upon any thing that has to the earth into the darkness of utter isolagone before; but from observation of human tion, for in embracing the truth, he would
nature under the most favorable circum- have ceased to glorify his patrons, and to
stances, circumstances which Italy does not reflect their sentiments in his eloquent harafford, I confess I have no expectation of your angues. Before you leave, sir, I will give
success. " Love and charity" flowing from you a copy, which you can read, and adjudithe " one faith" will scarcely hold together cate for yourself.
in Christian fellowship the smallest society in
Doctor A. Thank you, sir, I shall read it
modern times; how much less likely a great with much attention.
Catholic. Church of twenty millions without
Editor. May I enquire, Doctor Ayaccio,
the faith; and but recently emancipated from what caused you first to become dissatisfied
the vile and debasing superstition of the with your ecclesiastical position ?
church of Rome! Are you acquainted with
Doctor A. While I was Professor of TheAlessandro Gavazzi, Doctor; he seems to ology, in the college at Rome, my mind behave a different idea for the ecclesiastical came disturbed on the subject of Transubunion of Italy ?
stantiation. I renounced this dogma at
Doctor A. I am very well acquainted with length ; and for my offence was put into the
him. He wants to unite Italians upon faith ; Inquisition there. On condition, however,
and to carry them back to primitive Chris- of resigning my professorship, and leaving
tianity : but I have told him often, that the Italy, Gregory XVI, who was my friend, orworld cannot be carried backward 1800 dered my release. I left the country ; but
years ; the tendency of things is progressive when Gregory was dead, and Pio Nono had
—it is a progressive age ; " progress" is a fled to Gaeta, I returned to Rome, where I
watch-word of the times : " love and charity," remained circulating the Scriptures until the
not faith, is the only possibility.
fall of the Republic, and the capture of the
Editor. Gavazzi was in New York city city by the French.
in 1845, lecturing upon the ecclesiastical inEditor. Did you not then think it necesterests of Italians. I did not hear him, but sary to beat a retreat ?
read reports of several of his addresses. I
Doctor A. Yes ; I went to Mr. Freyburn,
sympathized much with his idea of returning the British Consul, who ia a very sincere
to first principles. But he did not go far friend of mine, and asked him what he
enough back for me. He renounced the thought I should do ? He said, that the
Pope and Popery, and declined at the same Pope had not returned yet; and that he
time to be identified with Protestantism. thought I would be quite safe till then.
This was good, and in advance of Protestants This quieted my apprehensions, and I rethemselves. But then, the primitive Chris- mained. In the mean time, the Pope and his
tianity he rejoiced in as the faith of the officials appeared earlier than was expected;
Italian Church, was not the gospel exhibited and hearing that I was still in the city, they
in Paul's address to the Elders of the Jews' arrested me, and incarcerated' me in the Insynagogue, and in his letter to the Saints, quisition, where I remained six months.
at Rome ; but the system of things in Gaul My first imprisonment there was slight; but
and Italy which gave birth to an armed " De- this \vas very severe.
fender of the Faith/' Constantino the Great,
Editor. That is an evil place to be enwhom it recognized as a good Christian bishop tombed in ; how, my dear sir, did you escape
of the church, though a persecutor, tyrant, their clutches?
and murderer of his son ! I wrote a letter to
Doctor A. It is an evil place, indeed ; but
Mr. Gavazzi, which I published in the Herald j I owe my deliverance to the governments of
of the Kingdom for June 1854, encouraging j France and England. Before my release, I
him to maintain his independence of Popery \ was required through Mr. Freyburn to sign
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a paper agreeing to return no more to Italy.
He told me that the British Government required me to do so. I signed the paper, and
was not prevented from taking my departure. When I arrived in London, I called
on Lord Palmerston, to thank him for my
release, and told him of the paper. When
he heard it, he was very indignant, and said,
that no such requirement had been made by
them. I then wrote to Louis Napoleon, and
requested him to obtain permission for me
to reside in the kingdom of Sardinia. In
about three weeks I received an answer, in
which he stated, that he had consulted with
the Sardinian ambassador upon my case;
and that his government declined to permit
my residence in Sardinia, as they already
had too many difficulties on hand with the
Pope, to add willingly to the number by
receiving me. I am, therefore, excluded from
Italy till the revolution comes.
Editor. Are you personally acquainted
with the present pope ?
Doctor A. Not personally.
Editor. There is an idea abroad that he
was once a serjeant in the army of Napoleon, I. Is it a true report ?
Doctor A. Not at all. He was Bishop of
Imola, before he became pope ; and I am
well acquainted with all his family. As a
man he is good and well-disposed.
Editor. Is he French in his political tendencies?
Doctor A. He was in the beginning of
his career; but he got alarmed, and is now
decidedly Austrian. The Cardinals, who
are the princes of the Church, very dignified
and independent, are mostly Austrian in
principle. Austria is the pillar of the church
in Italy. Hence, the first thing is " Away
with Austria," and then, down goes the
Pope.
Editor. But the French emperor, it is
said, aims at Napoleonizing the Papacy ;
and as a first step to it, has garrisoned Home
with French troops ; and as a second, has
obtained a Cardinal's Hat for his cousin the
Prince of Canino. This ambition will no
doubt complicate affairs, and lead to important results ; but 1 have no idea that it
will succeed.
Doctor A. Success is impossible. The
Prince of Canino is an imbecile, with no
ambition, or influence apart from his cousin.
The French are distrusted, and out of Rome
they have no influence. The Romans know
that if the French were not in Rome, the
Austrians would be ; the Austrians are hated,
the French distrusted ; but the French are
better than the Austrians, so that they are
tolerated in hope of better times for Italy,
when the power of the foreigner will be
expelled to return no more.
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Editor. What sort of a man is Cardinal
Antonelli, the Pope's Secretary of State ?
Doctor A. I know him well; he is thoroughly Austrian, and a perfect tyrant.
Editor. Do you believe, sir, that the
Pope, cardinals, and priests, have any faith
in popery as a religion ?
Doctor A. Literally none; it is with them
a question of the loaves and fishes.
Editor. The Church of Rome is well
described by the Spirit as " the habitation
of demons, and the hold of every foul spirit,
and a cage of every unclean and hateful
bird." That men should uphold such a system of iniquity, knowing that it is a bald
imposture of the darkest ages, for the sake
of the wealth and power, and therefore of
the means of gratifying their brutal lusts
and passions, it places at their disposal, is a
deplorable, but striking, illustration of the
sinfulness of our common humanity when
abandoned of God to the dominion of its
propensities. Heartily do I respond to your
sentiment, " uDown with the Pope ;" and I
would add, Away with every vestige of
' Catholicity' from the earth." But there is
much to be done and suffered before this
consummation so devoutly to be wished,
shall become the rule of things in Italy. On
the supposition, however, that the political
regeneration of Italy be possible in the absence of Jesus Christ, it seems to me that
Mazzini and his friends aim at accomplishing
more in the present than in the nature of
things they have the ability to perform.
They proclaim " One Italy" in place of the
Sevenfold Italy as now existing ; and that
Italian Unit, a republic, one and indivisible,
on a territory where there shall be neither
Austrian nor Pope. This is grand in theory,
but with Mazzini's means, and the obstacles
opposed, impossible of execution. If the
Mazzinians were God's people Israel, I
should not talk about impossibilities ; for in
hewing out their future glorious destiny,
nothing is impossible. But they are not.
The Mazzinians are Jews in no sense ; but
the sons of their enemies, as anti-Jewish in
their principles as their fathers, who " made
\var upon the saints, and conquered them,
and killed them ;" and as sons worthy of
such a parentage, ever ready to renew the
war should the saints and their soldiery the
Jews, claim Italy for " THE KING OF THE
JEWS," in opposition to Italy for the Mazzinian republicans. I say, then, that the
obstacles opposed to the republican programme are too great to be overcome. If I
had Mazzini's ear as a politician unenlightened by the word of God, I should suggest
the expediency of an alliance with the Constitutionalism of Sardinia, as the basis of
the " Unification of Italy." This would se-
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cure the co-operation of England and France, * the smallness of its beginning, he styles " α
<(
which have guaranteed its independence of Little Horn" which he says, arose AFTER
Austria. Here would be a point d'appui them" This Little Horn arrested his espefrom which liberty, whose principles have cial attention ; because there was something
begun to vegetate there, might radiate peculiar about it, which the others had not.
throughout all Italy ; and when the country " It had Eyes like the eyes of a man, and a
had become " One Italy" under the king of Mouth speaking great things against the
Sardinia as " King of Italy," if the people Most High; with α look more audacious
were then dissatisfied with monarchy, a con- than its fellow horns." This is no other
vention of their representatives might be than the Papal Power—a power constituassembled in Koine for a revision of the ted, not of pure and simple Popery, but of
constitution, and its adaptation to the then the two abominations under which the Italprevailing republican ideas. But, to start ians groan, the Imperial Military and the
right off" the reel with republicanism and Pontifical. The Imperial Military and Pon' no Popery," as Mazzini proposes, is to op- tifical Powers in Italy united by Concordat,
pose unarmed and impoverished people J was shown to Daniel in the Little Horn beagainst the disciplined battalions of Austria, $ fore us. It comes up after the foundation
France, England, and Sardinia, backed by ? of the kingdoms existing upon the Roman
the treasures of church and state, and the > earth. Now, mark what the prophet says
demoniac fanaticism of the priests.
\ of its relation to three of them ; and then
Doctor A. Sardinian constitutionalism is \ look at the facts which obtain—" Three
a sham. Mazzini has no iaith in it. He s of the first horns were plucked up by the
says, there are so many inveterate and in- j roots before the Little Horn ;" and if it be
curable political abominations in Italy, that > inquired, "How?"—the prophet answers,
the only remedy for the people is that they > " The Little Horn shall conquer three." In
should rise in mass and destroy them—abol-1 understanding this, we must keep our minds
ish them at one sweep.
\ intent upon the Roman territory, that being
Editor. Instructed by the word of God, ? the area of the Fourth Beast; and on the
I admit that Sardinia to the republicans ; western division of it,, that beingg the area
would prove what Rabshahkeh said of Egypt, ^ occupied by the Saints of the Most High Ones
if they should trust to it—" It is the shaft of ι in their conflict with the Little Horn. What
a broken reed, whereon if a man lean, it <then do we observe in the Roman West
will go into his hand, and pierce it;" so is ; answerable to-the prophetic scene ? We see
Victor Emmanuel, kingO of Sardinia,' to all ;\ Hungary
up
by«/ the roots,"
arid
CD
·/ " plucked
X
—X
—,
that trust him. But Sardinian (Jonstitu- ? we see Lombardy " plucked up by the roots,"
tioiialism is a fact, and of
of possible
possible improveimj
apoleon I.
\ whose iron crown Napoleon
I. wore
wore as
as King
King
incut; republicanism only a theory impossi- of Italy ; here are two of the three horns
ble of realization. " A bird in the hand is " plucked up by the roots," but where is the
worth two in the bush," and that is the third ? You say, Doctor Ayaccio, that
advantage of Sardinianism over Mazzinian- Sardinia cannot stand. Doubtless it cannot.
ism ; both of them birds, however, that the Sardinia's present policy, which is anti-Aushand cannot retain.
trian and anti-Pontifical, is preparing her
Doctor A. Sardinia cannot stand ; its for a flay of judgment, when she also will be
present strength is not inherent; but derived " plucked up by the roots" by the power she
from the power of the Allies and their exist- now defies under the protection of the Angloing relations with Austria.
French alliance.
Editor. That is doubtless correct. The
From this, Doctor Α., you may perceive
destiny of Sardinia is to be " plucked up by the destiny of so much of Italy as is comthe roots" by Austria and its allies that will prised in the Lombardo-Venetian, Sardinian,
be, as Hungary and Lombardy have been and Pontifical States, with the Duchies debefore it. I believe that this is its fate pendant on Austria. This, in truth, is all
indicated by the finger of God. No doubt, Italy save the kingdom of Naples, and the
Doctor Ayaccio, you remember what is little Republic of San Marino. By studywritten in Dan. vii. 8, 24. In that chapter ing the chapter in question, you will find
a Gentile Power, or rather System of Powers, that there is no resuscitation of the Three
is brought into view under the form of a Horns. They are eradicated by Imperial"dreadful, terrible, and exceedingly strong ism—u plucked up by the roots," not by
beast," styled there " a Fourth Beast." It Democracy, nor for it ; but by the power
appeared to Daniel with Ten Horns, which, that upholds by its sword the Eyes and
you know, are representative of Ten Regal Mouth of its Imperialism.
Powers. He considered these Horn-Powers,
Doctor A. What you say about the exand while he was considering them, he saw tirpation of Sardinia is very likely. The
an Eleventh Horn-Power, which, because of dissolution of the Anglo-French alliance
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evangelical denominations, from which he
can get license, unless he will subscribe the
creed of that^ denomination. In other
words, the Protestant evangelical denominations have so tied up one another's hands,
and their own, that, between them all, a
man cannot become a preacher at all, any
(To be Continued.)
where, without accepting some book besides the Bible.
It is true, each denomination says, " We
inflict no penalty—we only decline to reThe Protestant Ministry.
ceive into our ranks one who does not
BY REV. C. BEECIIER.
agree with us." And this is so specious, it
Who are the Protestant Ministry ? How sounds so reasonable, that it might deceive
the very elect; but it is the most consummate
are they ushered on the stage?
They generally go from the bosom of stroke of infernal craft, and doubly-distilled
the family to college, without seeing the Jesuitism.
It is like Rome handing over the victims
world at all. There they are secluded for
four years, which seem, in after-life, like an of the Inquisition to the civil arm, charging
elysian dream. Thence they step directly it to do them no harm, and then piously
into the Theological Seminary; and thence, lauding her own lamb-like disposition. It
after three years more of seclusion, into the is true, the denominations do not do the
candidate any harm; they only silently
pulpit.
What chance have they4 to know the leave him to his inevitable fate.
world ? All they have known is ΠΟΜΕ, and
Unlicensed, without moral affinities with
seven years' study. What do they know the minor sects, alone, before he has formed
of business ? What do they know of men, the self-sustaining habits of a man, before
and things, and the stern struggles of life? he has yet tried his armor, self-distrustful,
They go forth, in a majority of cases, ba- generally poor, often in debt, inexperienced
bies in worldly wisdom; rich, perhaps, in —he finds an invisible, intangible POWER
literary lore, in piety and purity; but, ah! has entangled and enveloped him hi comwholly unaccustomed to buffet the wide plicate, writhing folds. The frown of soworld's waves. The severest crisis of their ciety is upon him, public sentiment is
whole life is, when they are beginning the against him—the public sentiment of good
lesson of practical life. They are depend- men, yea, of the best and most devoted!
ent, hopelessly dependent, on their profes- He is whispered to be unsound, unsafe,
sion. Like new-fledged birds, they have heretical. He is called by every sectarian
never fairly tried their wings. Sensitive, name most frightful to ears evangelical—
sincere,"timorous, naturally anxious for suc- right or wrong; and yet, nobody does it.
cess, in suspense, \the least professional He is smitten; he looks here and there,
failure strikes like an knell at their heart.
behind and before; he can see nobody.
I have heard my father say, that when And thus he is politely, and respectfully,
a situation was first offered him, he felt as and silently, and invisibly CRUSHED. He is,
though, if he failed in that, he never should in the religious world, what a broken-down
candidate is in the political, dead.
have another chance as long as he lived.
Now, there never was a torture of the
And all this, you will perceive, is but the
Inquisition more exquisitely suited to exnatural effect of their training.
Now, what sort of an ordeal is prepared tort conformity from an agonized victim.
for them in society ? i. e., religious society, Not the body, but the mind is on the rack.
Every most noble feeling is tried to the utfor they know no other Let us see.
The religious world has what is called a most. His natural need of livelihood, his
public sentiment of its own ; and this is care of family and of friends, his sense of
formed chiefly by the great evangelical de- reputation, his honest ambition, his tastes,
nominations.
Other denominations are, his intellectual habits, his hopes of usefulowing to their paucity of numbers, less ness—yea, the very inmost, sacred emotions
perceived. By one or the other of these s of his devotional experience—are here tadenominations, the first fact is, the young \ ken hold of, in the dark, by an unseen,
candidate is to be licensed; for public sen- j ruthless hand, and are wrung, and racked,
timent has settled, that an unlicensed | and wrenched to the last extreme of mental
preacher is no preacher at all. He must <· torture. And there is no eye to pity, nor
have license, then ; all his hopes centre on \ arm to save. The public will not hear him.
that._ But there is not one of these great j lie is nobody; an outcast; a madman.
would be fatal; especially in the event of
war between France and Austria. Lying
between the two powers in Italy, it would
be involved in the conflict, and in the end
absorbed into the dominions of the victor,
unless preoccupied by the revolution.
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This, my friends, is the PENALTY which
good men, out of good motives, unconsciously, yet really, are proposing tothe eyes
of every candidate for the ministry—this
intense spiritual martyrdom. During seven
years, it stares him in the face; during the
whole forming-time of his opinions. And
for what ?
For daring to say, " I do not receive your
creed as containing the system of doctrines
contained in the Bible." And for daring
to say what God has said: " With that
Bible alone, I am perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works." For repeating and holding on upon this declaration
of God, he falls a spiritual martyr. And is
not that an apostacy, then, that martyrs
him ? And is not the Protestant church
apostate ? Oh, remember, the final form of
the apostacy shall rise, not by Rome's
aggressive march ; not by the Pope's long
arm outstretched to snatch our Bible ; not
by crosses, processions, baubles. We understand all that. Apostacy never comes
on the outside. It devehpes. It is an apostacy that shall spring into life within us—
an apostacy that shall martyr a man who believes in the Bible ever so holi ly; yea, who
may even believe what the creed contains,
but who may happen to agree with the
Westminster Assembly, that, proposed as a
test, it is an unwarrantable imposition!
That is the apostacy we have to fear ; and
is it not already formed ?
Accept the Bible and the book, and you
may put your own private construction on
both, as every one does. Accept the Bible,
and put your own private construction on
that—the great paw of the beast is on you.
This is what I call taking the Bible out of
the hands of the ministry.
Will it be said that these fears are imaginary ? Imaginary? Did not the Rev.
John M. Duncan, of Baltimore, in the year
1825-6, or thereabouts, sincerely believe
the Bible ? Did he not even believe substantially the Confession of Faith ? And
was he not,1 for daring to say what the
Westminister Assembly said, that, to require the reception of that creed as a test
of ministerial qualification, was an unwarrantable imposition, brought to trial, condemned, excommunicated, and the pulpit
declared vacant ?
There is nothing imaginary in the statement that the creed-power is now beginning to prohibit the Bible, as really as Rome
did, though in a subtler way. During the
whole course of seven years* study, the
Protestant candidate for the ministry sees
before him an authorized statement, spiked
down and stereotyped, of what he MUST

find in the Bible, or be martyred. And
does any one acquainted with human nature need be told that he studies under a
tremendous pressure of motive ? Is that
freedom of opinion ? " the liberty wherewith Christ maketh free?" Rome would
have given that. Every one of her clergy
might have studied the Bible to find there
the pontifical creed on pain of death. Was
that liberty ?
Hence I say, that liberty of opinion in
our theological seminaries is a mere form.
To say nothing of the thumb-screw of criticism, by which every original mind is tortured into negative propriety, the whole
boasted liberty of the student consists in a
choice of chains—a choise of handcuffs—
whether he will wear the Presbyterian
handcuff, or the Methodist, Baptist, Episcopal (or rather Evangelical) handcuff. Hence,
it has secretly come to pass, that the ministry themselves dare not study their Bibles.
Large portions thereof are seldom touched.
It lies useless lumber; or, if they do study
and search, they dare not show the people
what they find there. There is something
criminal in saying anything new. It is
shocking to utter words that have not the
mould of age upon them.
For, through the ministry, the same spirit has been conducted to the people. The
same penalties hang over them. The denominations are so nearly balanced, the
strife for power is so keen between them,
that every fancied departure from that
creed is seized to make political capital, as
really as in any political campaign. Houses
must be built; salaries must be raised.
This requires wealth: wealth requires
numbers and patronage. This creates a
servile dread of novelty; for every thing
that another party can get hold of, strikes
at the gold. Therefore, the people watch
their minister, and the minister is afraid of
his people. For, if he study independently,
if he go outside of the book, if he slip the
handcuff, the people tremble; it will not
please; the opposition will seize it; we
shall be unpopular; we shall not succeed.
Oh, woful day! oh, unhappy church of
Christ! Fast rushing round and round the
fatal circle of absorbing ruin 1 Thou sayest I am rich, and increased in good:*, and
have need of nothing; and knowest not
that thou art poor, and miserable, and blind,
and naked!
Thus are the ministry of the evangelical
Protestant denominations not only formed
all the way up, under a tremendous pressure of merely hnman fear, but they live,
and move, and breathe in a state of things
radically corrupt, and appealing every hour
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to every baser element of their nature to Him, whose eyes are as a flame of fire, on
hush up the truth, and bow the knee to the whose head are many crowns, who is
power of apostacy.
clothed with a vesture dipped in blood,
Dimly does every one now and then see whose name is called THE WORD OF GOD 1
that things are going wrong. With sighs For '' behold! a king shall rei^n in righdoes every true heart confess that rottenness teousness, and princes rule in judgment, and
is somewhere: but ah 1 it is hopeless of a MAN shall be as a hiding place from the
reform. We all pass on, and the tide rolls wind, and a covert from the tempest!"
Even so, Lord Jesus! Come quickly.
down to night.
The time has come when men, having AMEN !
itching ears, and forms of godliness without the power, are heaping to themselves
What is Prophecy 1
teachers, when they will not endure sound
doctrine, but are turned aside unto fables.
PROPHECY is a revelation of God's will and
And the whole has come about stealthily, designs in relation to man, and the governnobody knows how, among good men, out ment of the world.
of good motives 1
Prophetic truths are presented in various
Was not this the way things went with forms, suited to the varied circumstances and
Rome? Are we not living her life over conditions of those addressed.
Prophecy may include doctrine, instrucagain ? And what do we see just ahead ?
Another General Council! A World's Con- tion, warning, entreaty, expostulation, or
vention ! Evangelical Alliance and Univer- whatever Jehovah has been pleased to reveal to man.
sal Creed!
But specially and principally, Prophecy
And what, then, is to be done? I
know not what others may say, but if ever is the foretelling "of future events. It is a
I shrink from declaring that the Bible, delineation of the fate of cities, nations, kingthe whole Bible, and nothing but the Bible, doms, and empires; sometimes with all the
is the perfect and thorough furniture of the minuteness of historic record.
To reveal future events is solely the preChristian minister, and the Christian church,
then may my right hand forget her cunning, rogative of Him who " sees the end from the
and my tongue cleave unto the roof of beginning ;" with whom all things are present—nothing past, nothing future.
my mouth.
God accomplishes his purposes through
Brethren, you see the standard that has
been unfurled this day. What will you do ? various media. Sometimes he " makes the
It is the standard of the Cross. It is the winds his messengers, and the lightnings his
banner of the Spirit of the Lord I Rally ministers ;" the sea hears his voice, and exaround it. Away with your fears of other ecutes his high behests; the earthquake
the solid earth, and cities fall; voldenominations ! Away with false policy ! heaves
canoes belch forth their flames and fiery
Rally around this central principle, look to floods,
and consternation and devastation are
the Lord, and you are impregnable. The
around.
waves of the coming conflict which are to spread
But man is the medium through whom
convulse Christendom to her centre, are God
has been pleased to reveal the purposes
beginning to be felt. The deep heavings of his will; and those through whom he thus
begin to swell beneath us. " All the old communicates are called Prophets.
signs fail. God answers no more by Urim
and Thummim, nor by dream, nor by pro- CHARACTERISTICS OF A TRUE PROPHET.
phet/' Men's hearts are failing them for
A TRUE prophet is one who is under the1
fear, and for looking after those things that
are coming upon the earth. Thunders mut- direction of the Spirit of God. Without
ter in the distance. Winds moan across this Spirit he could as easily invade heaven
the surging bosom of the deep. All things and scale the throne of the Eternal, as to lift
betide the rising of that final storm of Di- the thick vail of futurity and unravel its
vine indignation which shall sweep away dark mysteries. Yet aided by that Divine
the vain refuges of lies. When " the Lord afflatus, he records with unerring precision
shall cause his glorious voice to be heard and the destinies of nations and kingdoms, even
shall show the lighting down of his arm, before they exist.
with the indignation of his anger, and with
In his revealings he uses no mummeries—
the flame of a devouring fire; with scat- no incantations—no cabalistic signs—no mysterings, and tempest, and hail-stones ;" in terious knockings. He invokes not the aid
that day, what shall save us? For judg- of familiar spirits-—neither does he pretend
ment will begin at the house of God. What to read the destinies of men and nations by
shall bewour defence ? Put your trust in the configurations of the heavenly orbs*·
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He makes no pretensions to superior sagacity Wild Beast—A roving, warlike power of a
or foresight, nor to greater holiness. Neither
character and disposition akin to the repdoes he boast of the possession of intellectual
resentative beast.
powers and literary attainments higher than Wings—Speed. When attached to a beast,
other men.
irresisible and rapid conquest. SomeWhen God makes choice of men to fill
times they denote shelter and protection.
the Prophetic and Apostolic offices, he passes Horns—Power—Strength.
by the reputed wise, learned, and honorable Darkening of Sun and Moon, and Falling of
among men, and chooses " the foolish things
Stars—The overthrow of thrones and
of the world to confound the wise; and the
princedoms, and the extinction of nobility,
weak things of the world to confound the
by reducing them to the level of the
things that are mighty," &c, and this he
people.
does " that no flesh should glory in his pres- The Rolling up tlte Heavens as a scroll—The
ence," 1 Cor. i. 27—29.
rolling up and laying aside of a parchment,
A true Prophet faithfully reports or reupon which the constitution of a nation
cords what God has revealed to him while
is engrossed, when no longer in use.
under the Divine influence. If the things The passing away of the Heavens and the
come to pass which he has spoken in the
Earth with a great noise—Great debate,
name of the Lord, then we know assuredly
clamor, and uproar among the people,
that the Lord has spoken by him.
consequent upon the extinction of their
constitution and the loss of their nationSometimes, when under the afflatus, ihe
ality.
Prophet heard, as it were, the voice of God
speaking to him, directing him what to do New Heavens and New Earth—A new Conand what to say—as," Thus saith the Lord ;"
stitution and arrangement of things, which
"The word of the Lord came unto me,
will effect a complete change in the charsaying."
acter of the people.—Millennial Advocate,
Sometimes in dreams and visions of the
night, things and events were portrayed before them with all the minuteness and vividThe Jew.
ness of reality—a daguerreotype likeness of
THE Jew still walks the earth and bears
things before they transpire; as, for instance,
the prophecies of Isaiah are represented as the stamp of his race upon his forehead. He
" visions of things which he saw concerning is still the same being as when he first wanJudah and Jerusalem ;" also the vision which dered forth from the hills of Judea. If his
Peter, James, and John saw on the mount of name is associated with avarice and extortion,
transfiguration, representative of the glory and spoken of in bitterness and scorn, yet in
which Jesus and the saints will have in the the morning of history it gathers round it
future age; and also, the vision of things recollections sacred and holy.
The Jew is a miracle among the nations.
beyond the power of utterance, which Paul
A wanderer in all lands, he has been a
eaw and heard in Paradise, &c.
the great events of history for
Again, symbols are sometimes employed to witness ofhundred
years. He saw classic
represent nations, kingdoms, empires, peoples, eighteen
Greece when crowned with intellectual trigovernments, powers—Heaven's heraldic umphs.
He lingered among that broken
feigns of things to come, represented by the but beautiful
architecture that rises like a
Sun, moon, stars, heavens, earth, seas, &c.
tombstone, over the grave of her departed
splendor.
PROPHETIC SYMBOLS.
The Jew saw Rome, the " mighty heart"
Sun, Moon, and Stars—Symbolic of kings, of nations, sending its own ceaseless life's
princes, and nobles. _
throb through all the arteries of its vast
The Heavens—-Symbolic of the Political Con-empire. He, too, had seen that heart cold
stitution of a nation or kingdom. As the and still in death. These have perished, yet
constitution of a nation is the basis of law the Jew lives on—the same silent, mysteriand government, so the heavens are said to ous, indestructible being. The shadow of
rule.
the Crescent rests on Palestine, the signet of
The Earth—Symbolic of the People upon a conqueror's faith—still the Jew and his reliwhom these heavenly constellations shed gion survive. He wanders a captive in the
their glory.
streets of his own once queenly Jerusalem, to
The Sea—The People in a state of agitation. meditate sadly and gloomily on the relics of
Earthquake—A Revolution-—a change of i ancient power. Above him shines the clear
Government—a turning of things upside I sky, fair as when it looked down on the
towers of Zion, but now, alas, beholds only
down.
a desolate city and unhappy land. The
Hail—Invasion.

What are we Looking for ?
World is his home. Trampled on and exiled,
his name a badge of infamy, he still lives,
full of ancestral pride. The literature of
the ancient Hebrew triumphs over all creeds,
and schools, and sects. Mankind worship in
the sacred songs of David, and bow to the
divine teachings of Jesus of Nazareth, who
also was a son of Abraham. Such is the
Jew. His ancient dreams of empire are
gone. How seldom do we realize, as we see
him in our city streets, that he is the creature of such a strange, peculiar destiny.
Neither age, nor country, nor climate have
changed him. Such is the Jew, a strange
and solitary being, and such the drama of
his long and mournful history.—Ν. Y.
Evangelist.
What are we Looking for 1
THE term we, is here applied only to those
who have upon a belief of the Gospel, put on
the name of Christ in baptism,—and not the
sect, or world generally. Were, I, indeed, to
attempt to give a list of the varied speculative fancies and idle dreams of men of the
present day, in regard to the prospective
future, I should impose upon myself an
arduous task.
Thopsands there are who cherish the belief that could the doctrines of Swedenborg,
or the New Jerusalem Church, be spread
throughout the earth, her people would at
once be raised to a perfect standard of morality. And a hundred other schemes are propagated for the world's redemption. But
these, we know, always fail. None, save that
grand scheme, planned by God himself, will
ever prosper. Then brethren, let me ask,
what are we looking for ?
1. We look for a time which is near at
hand, when Jesus of Nazareth shall descend
in the clouds of heaven, invested with unlimited power, and great glory. Acts i. 10,
11 ; Matt xxiv. 30.
^ 2 . At that time, all who have died in the
faith will come forth from their graves, and
all who are living, and love his appearing,
will be changed, " in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye," and both possessing immortal, incorruptible bodies, will ascend into the
air to meet the Lord of glory. Having met
him, (and what a glorious meeting that will
be!) they will return together, crowned with
honor, and filled with joy. 1 Cor. xv, 51,
52 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16, 17.
3. This being accomplished, and the colossal power of Gog (Russia) being broken on
Israel's mountains, Ezek. xxxix. 4, the Lord
will establish his kingdom in the Holy Land,
and proclaim it to all the kingdoms of the
earth, calling on them to submit. Those who
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are obstinate, and refuse to obey his mandate, will suffer his vengeance. Ps. ii. 7-12.
While these scenes are being enacted, God's
ancient people Israel, will be restored to
their former possessions, and be brought
forth from among the nations, never more to
be cast out. The day of their exaltation
will have come, and they will be the chief
among the nations of the earth. Isa. xxx.
10 ; Ezek xi. 16,17 ; xxxix. 25-29 ; Micah
ii. 12.
4. When the nations are thus subjected
to Him " whose right it is " to reign, the
glorious millennium so long spoken of, will
commence, and the earth will be blest with
abundance of peace. Ps. xxix. 11; lxxii. 7.
In Mount Zion, the hill of the Lord's holiness,
will sit the Son of David, enrobed in dazzling light, and surrounded by glorious messengers. Isa. xxiv. 23 ; Micah iv. 7. Those
saints who are made kings will go forth to
govern the people in righteousness and justice, Dan. vii. 18, 27 ; Rev. i. 6, while many
of God's chosen ones will go to the ends of
the earth, proclaiming the everlasting Gospel
then promulgated.
These, brethren, are the glorious events
which we are looking for, and hoping to attain unto. These are the sure words of prophecy, unto which we do well to take heed.
Ours is a living hope—one which we can lay
hold of, and not the vain hope that at death
our winged souls will rise, through seas of
ether unto the throne of the everlasting God,
in the -heaven of heavens, there to float
forever, an intangible, unseen nonentity.
Away with such vain philosophy.
When the resplendent glory of that golden
age bursts forth in all its grandeur, the earth
will shout with gladness, and it may be truly
said, that—
14

One song employs all nations; and all cry, 1
4
Worthy the Lamb, for ho was slain for ue,
The dwellers in the vales and in the rocks
Shout to each other, and the mountain tope
From distant mountains catch the flying joy ;
Till nation after nation taught the strain,
Earth rolls the rapturous hoeanna round."
—Gospel Banner.

DR. CHALMERS says, a time will come
when "God's own truth, expressed in
God's own language, will form the universal creed of intelligent, and harmonized,
and happy Christendom. When men's
faith and their affections will come into
more direct contact with heaven's original
revelation ; and the spirit of good will to
man, which prompted heaven's message,
will be felt in all its freshness and power :
when the uproac of controversy is stilled,
and its harsh and jarring discords have died
away into everlasting silence."
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A Sign of Messiah's Approach.

" Thou, Ο Gentile, etandest by faith. If thou continuest not in the goodness of God thou Shalt be cut
off AS was Israel"—Paul.

" Now, in that which I am about to say,
I be very singular, nevertheless, such is my
conviction of its truth that I will declare it,
that never since the Reformation of the
16th Century, was there a period of weaker
faith in the Church than at this present
time, and I say so in the face of all the exertions which are making at home and
abroad for the spreading of'the gospel.'
In proof of which it is well known, that
among the Protestants of the continent of
Europe, there has, for the last century, been
such a decrease of faith, that every mystery
of the gospel hath been entirely exploded,
and the Christian revelation hath died away
into a system of morals, its miracles explained
away into juggling tricks, or deceptions of
unlettered men, its prophecies set at nought,
and its doctrines disputed and generally rejected ; its discipline obsolete and foregone,
and a thin, cold, meagre, nakedness hath
come, instead of the warm and glorious apparel of Christ's doctrine and righteousness,
with which the church was arrayed by the
Apostles. The question might certainly be
at this present time well asked of Christendom—When the Son of Man cometh, shall
he find faith upon the earth ? And," saith
the Presbyterian Divine, whose writing this
is, " with respect to ourselves, the best way
of ascertaining the present condition of our
churches compared with what they have
been, is to take up the standards which were
composed by the Reformers as the forms of
their faith ; and by these measure the knowledge, the discourse, and faith of modern
times. The larger catechism of our church,
upon which the ministers were wont to
catechise the people of Scotland, is become
like a great oak casting its leafless branches
athwart the half of heaven; but, alas!
stripped and bare, or happily with a few shoots
or sprigs of tender green, in certain nooks
and crevices of his mighty growth, and these
rather aftergrowths, or chance grafts, rooted
by the weather in his clefts, than any portion of his original vigor.
" And again, in the sister church (the
Anglo-Hibernian Daughter of the Babylonian Mother) the forms of her service book,
BO devout, so deeply theological, are become
a continual rebuke to the Wank voice, blank
ears, and blank understanding which they
now entertain. Baptismal and communion
services, comminations, fastings, and festivals, ordinations, and all the other revered
forms of the Latin Church (to which she
hath modelled herself rather than to the

primitive church being but hollow spectres
of their former selves ; like the ancient armor of our fathers, they mock their puny
children, and leave us breathless, even to
conceive the manly strength which once endured them, and with giant might did wield
them to and fro. And time would fail me
to show how faith, which heretofore was the
strong trunk round which every muse did
wreath her garland, hath become despised
of them all; so that poetry, history, science,
moral philosophy, law, and policy, and every
thing else, whereby a people doth express
the spirit it is of, have refused to be sustained
any longer by religion—'They have forsaken the fountain of living waters, and
hewn out to themselves broken cisterns,
which can hold no water.'
" And even among such as are Spiritual,
there is a thinness, meagreness, and insufficiency of faith, a constant appeal to the
useful, to the visible fruits, to the good that
is done; and, above all signs of weakness,
there is a glorying in one another, and a
praise of the age, which go further than almost I dare express, to show men into what
a misery and poverty we are come in respect
of primitive faith. The intellect hath be
come all-sufficient. And such an intellect!
We must preach from the intellect to the
intellect, instead of preaching from the
Word of God to the faith of his children.
No one will believe, in fact, more than he can
understand; and that is generally as much
as he can see the good of.

As

an

instance

whereof, this doctrine of Christ's second appearing, which was wont to shine so bright
in the eyes of the church, that they were always plunging forward to reach it before the
time, hath become, through the decay of
faith, almost forgotten ; was, I really think,
altogether forgotten, till, within these few
years, some of God's faithful ones have
made a strong effort to revive it again. And
in general, the prophecies, which are the great
test of faith, as being unseen, are given up
by this clear-headed, sound-minded generation of believers! And the doctrines by
which our fathers articled the church, are
become unapproachably high. And the
whole organ of the world they have turned
to the same flat key. So that, taken all for
all, this last sign of Messiah's coming, drawn
from the state of the Protestants, is always
as strong to my mind as the three former,
drawn from the aspect of the Catholic and
Mohammedan powers."
The above is a true testimony against
Babylon and her Daughters from the pen of
a talented and popular " divine," whose discourses a few years ago, moved the heart of
Britain from the Court of St. James' to the
tappery of John O'Groat's.
EDITOR.

The Good Time Coming.
1

The Good Time Coming."

IN the September Number of the " Banner" for 1853, is an article with the above
head, and- a few remarks in the next one on
the following extract therein contained.
" The United States belong to our Lord,
the Pope, and are his property; and the
time is coming, Christians—before long too
—when the Roman Catholic Religion will
be the only one allowed among the people.
" Our church has had eighteen hundred
years' experience—she is right, and has decreed it. She is infallible, and therefore
cannot be wrong. We are all working to
produce so desirable a result. Our religion
must, can, and should be supported by government."

Truly, the above are monstrous assertions,
and will probably never receive their accomplishment ; yet, there is no doubt, but that
the Catholics are gaining a firmer foothold
in this country than most people are aware
of. No doubt but they look forward to the
time when, not only the United States, but
all the earth will be once more subject to the
rule of the Pope. I think we may safely
say, this never will be. The very thought
is enough to chill the blood of every human
heart. Popery has had its day, and such a
day of dark superstition and bloody strife,
it is to be hoped will never visit us again.
When we look back on the time when licentious Popes had full power, being worshipped as gods ; making kings, emperors,
priests and all subject to their will; committing thousands of their fellow beings to the
flames, and many thousands more to the
cruel tortures of the Inquisition ; I say to
look back on these things, and think of their
again obtaining a supremacy among us. is
enough to make the blood run cold. No !
my dear friends, Catholics may look for this
as the good time coining, but Christians
look for a better time. They look for the
time when righteousness shall spread over
the earth, and peace to the ends of the
earth. I think it will be well briefly to
contrast the two periods: the world us it
was under the protecting arm of the Church
of Rome, and as it will be under the protecting arm of the Redeemer of Zion. I
will make a few extracts from u Dowling's
History of Romanism," the first of which
describes the terrible slaughter of the inhabitants of Beziers, who would not submit to the religion of Rome, but when the
Pope's Legate sent to them to submit,
they said, " Tell the Legate, that our city is
good and strong—that our Lord will not
fail to succour us in our. great necessities,
and rather than commit the baseness demanded of us, we would cat- our own
children."
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After this, their enemies entered the city,
and found themselves masters of it, before
they had even formed their plan of attack.
The knights learning that they had triumphed without fighting, applied to the Pope's
legate, Arnold Amalric, to know how they
should distinguish the Catholics from the
heretics; to which he made this reply :
" Kill them all, the Lord will know well those
that are his /"

Though the stated population of Beziers
was not over fifteen thousand persons, yet
the influx of the people from the surrounding districts, especially women and children,
was so large, that not less than sixty thousand persons were in the city when it was
taken, and in this vast number, not. one
person was spared alive!' The terrified and
defenceless women, with their babes, as well
as many of the men, took refuge in the
churches, but they afforded no protection
from these blood-thirsty popish zealots.
Thousands were slain in the churches, and
the,blood of the murdered victims slain by
the holy warriors, drenched the very altars,
and flowed in crimson torrents through the
streets. When the crusaders had massacred the last living creature in Beziers,
and had pillaged the houses of all they
thought worth carrying off, they set fire to
the city, in every part at once, and reduced
it to a vast funeral pile. Not a house remained stauding, not one human being was
left alive!
Does not this speak well for that pure,
holy, guiltless church ? Pure indeed ! She
is corrupt from the Pope to his meanest
vassal. How speak the lives of Pope
Sergius III., John X., John XL, John XII.,
Benedict IX., and a host of other Popes?
With reference to the last named we give
the following : " He was placed on the
papal throne at the age of eighteen years,
A.I). 1θ33. His vicious life can only find
a parallel in that of the most debauched
of the Roman Emperors, Heliogabalus,
Commodus, or Caligula. The Romans,
shocked at his daily public debaucheries,
more than once expelled him from the city,
but by means of the emperors, or some
other powerful friends, he was as often
restored. Finding himself, at length, an
object of public abhorence, on account of
his flagitious crimes, he finally sold the
popedom to his successor, Gregory VI.,
and betook himself to a private life, rioting without control in all manner of uncleanliuess."
Of course this man claimed to be God's
Vicegerent on earth. Oh, thou " Mother of
Harlots," where does thy corruption end ?
The following are a part of the maxims
of Gregory VII., who probably held more
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power over the kings and emperors than Then those who have prospered by her
any other Pope.
evil devices shall stand afar off, saying,
1. The Roman pontiff alone should of " Alas, alas ! that great city, Babylon, that
mighty city ! for in one hour is thy judgright be styled Universal Bishop.
2. All princes are to kiss his foot, and ment come," Rev. xviii. 10. O, thou
wretched, bloody city, thou who hast spilt
pay that mark of distinction to him alone.
3. It is lawful for him to depose empe- righteous blood, then the hour of thy judgment shall have come, and " the cup which
rors.
thou hast filled shall befilledto thee double."
4. He is to be judged by no man.
5. His judgment no man can reverse, but Thus shall this mighty abomination of past
and present ages, be utterly swept from the
he can reverse all other judgments.
6. The Roman church has never erred, face of the earth, to make way, as it were,
nor will she ever err, according to Scrip- for the glories of the Future, or Millennial
Age. Christ shall then rule the world in
ture.
These maxims serve to show what pre- righteousness and peace for one thousand
years. Then " his name ghall endure for
posterous ideas these base men had.
I will make a few extracts showing the ever, his name shall be continued as long as
absolute subjection of kings and emperors the sun, and men shall be blessed in him;
to the will of the Pope. The first instance all nations shall call him blessed." And to
is that of the Emperor Henry IV., who was those who have suffered trial and persecurather obstinate, but who finally did penance tion for his name's sake, he will grant honor,
at the gate of the Pope's palace. " At power, and immortality.-— Gospel Banner,
length, after continuing for three successive
days, from morning till evening, in a woollen
shirt, and with naked feet, and fasting, in
The Present Condition of Turkey.
the cold month of January, the humbled emperor was admitted into the palace, and
"THE Eastern war is ended; peace has been
allowed the superlative honor of kissing the formally declared ; yet the problem still rePope's toe."
mains unsolved. What is to become of TurAnother instance is that of King Henry key ? The philo-Russian party, outside of
II. of England, and Louis VII. of France, the dominions of the Czar, admit, that the
meeting Pope Alexander and at once dis- unlimited extension of the provisions of the
mounting and holding each of them, one of treaty of Kainardji, demanded in 1853 by
the reins of his bridle, walked on foot by his Prince MENSCHIKOFF, and the subsequent
side, and conducted him in that submissive refusal of the Court of St. Petersburg to
withdraw the army of invasion from the
manner into the castle. .
King John, also, another obstinate man, Principalities, excepting on conditions that
was brought down low. He surrendered would have annihilated the independence o£
his kingdoms to the Pope, and gave his Turkey as an Empire, were two gross bluncrown on bended knees to the Pope's le- ders, which Russia has had to expiate severegate, receiving all back as fiefs of the holy ly, and which have introduced inextricable
confusion into the Eastern question. NeverSee.
Thus we see how kings and kingdoms theless, there never has been a moment in the
submitted to the will of his Holiness, the history of Turkey when Cossack prognostiPope, but rejoice to think that the time is cations and the prediction of NICHOLAS connear at hand when this Man of Sin shall be cerning " the sick mail" were in more comdestroyed by the brightness of the Lord's plete process of verification than at present.
appearing; when he shall conic the second The more recent events of the war ; the terms
time, not as the despised Nazarene, but as a upon which peace has been concluded, and
Mighty Conqueror, to subdue the nations. the preliminary Constantinople Conferences,
And when " that great city, which reign- demonstrate the enlightened wisdom of the
eth over the kings of the earth," (Rome) Court of St. Petersburg in forming their poshall receive her plagues in one day, even litical premises, however hasty may have
" death, and mourning, and famine ; and she been the conclusions to which they led.
" The deplorable state of decay into which
shall be utterly burned with fire, for strong
is the Lord God who judgeth her." " For Turkey has fallen is most evidently shown by
her sins have reached unto heaven, and God the failure of every attempt of the Allies to
hath remembered her iniquities." She is galvanize it into life. Its cohesive power is
" drunken with the blood of the saints, and gone, and it crumbles even where it was exwith the blood of the martyrs of Jesus." pected to retain elements of solidity and
And on her forehead is a name written, strength. The puerile jealousies and avarice
" Mystery, Babylon the Great, The Mother of OMAR PACHA have shown how little reliof Harlots and Abominations of the Earth." ance is to be placed upon its ablest command·

Present Condition of Turkey.
ers ; the corruption of MEHEMET ALI PACHA
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idea may be formed of the unsettled state in

and of RESCHID PACHA betoken the state of which peace will have found the Ottoman

the Divan; south of the Balkan the admin- dominions.
istration of local affairs has virtually passed
" Of the finances of Turkey, little has been
under French dictation, and civil war is only known of late, excepting that in spite of the
averted from the Principalities by Austrian £5,000,000 Turkish loan, (which, it is acoccupation; Asia Minor is divided among knowledged, was spent most discreditably,
scores of petty despots; and the Sultan has notwithstanding the promise of the English
partially yielded to the encroachments of the and French ministers that it should be proRayahs, whom he fears and hates, and hopes perly employed, under the supervision of the
to betray. It was predicted, when the war Allies,) public and private confidence is debegan, that such a sight as tens of thousands stroyed, and the Empire is reduced to absoof the bravest troops of England and France, lute bankruptcy. The disorders of the last
assembled from such vast distances to defend year have enabled those occupying high
her coasts, would have aroused a spirit of places at Constantinople to peculate to a demartial enthusiasm throughout the length gree, beyond all former precedent, and the
and breadth of the Turkish Empire. It was local Pashas have followed the example of
believed that ABDUL MEDJID would emulate the Court. The wheels of Government could
the valor of MAHOMED, the Conqueror—gird not revolve without foreign assistance, if no
on the war harness, and, as the Father of the other obstacle existed, and the continued ocFaithful, preach a crusade against his Cos- cupation by the French of Constantinople,
sack oppressors, in which he would himself as well as other strongholds of Turkey, may
take the chief and boldest part. All honor be looked for, as security for the payment of
to the heroes, native and foreign, who have the debts which have been and will continue
bled in Asia, on the Danube, and in the Cri- to be incurred.
mea ! But what has been done by the effemi"The concessions which have recently been
nate being who inherits the sword of AMUR- made by the Sultan to the Rayahs are, we
ATH, the Cruel ? He has permitted rivers fear, very much exaggerated in importance
of blood to flow in his defence ; has flattered by those who do not understand the condithe Cabinets who have served him ; and pre- tion of the Christians of Turkey. The fact
sented Arabian horses to the monarchs of is, that Christians have, for several years past,
England, France, and Sardinia ! He has not enjoyed every practical advantage which is
adopted a single independent measure, nor allotted to the Turks, while the restrictive
displayed any desire to participate in the laws of the Empire have been so interpreted
dangers which others have undertaken in his as to exempt them from military duty and
behalf. In the midst of military movements various social annoyance to which Mahomeand diplomatic negotiations, the seraglio has tans are subjected. A significant proof of
continued, as in days of yore, to be the scene the light in which Christians in Turkey look
of palace intrigue : and \vhile three hundred upon the interference of the English and
thousand men have died at the foot of his French in their behalf, is to be found in the
throne, the Sultan has recalled, by his licen- protest of the Armenians against the late
tiousness and debauchery, the darkest days decree of the Sultan. The oily Armenians,
of the most unscrupulous Pashaliks.
whose cruel persecutions by the Turks have
"At the commencement of hostilities, the been wept over by our philanthropists, foreTurkish force, with its Egyptian contingent, see an end to their monopoly of loans, the
numbered 240,000 men.' Of this number, reversion of Government offices, and those
over half have been lost by the fevers of the rich pickings which they have hitherto enDanube and Balaklava, and the reverses of joyed ; and they consider the so-called future
the Asiatic Generals ; but while England " privileges" of Christians a by no means, deand France have quadrupled their troops who sirable result of the present war. Roman
had been destroyed by disease and war, Catholics and Protestants may be*, under the
the Turkish conscriptions have produced protection of consuls, gainers, and the power
fewer than 40,000 raw, undisciplined youths, 'of erecting new Churches and propagating
to patch out the remnant of their army. The Christianity is not to be despised ; but the
short-lived enthusiasm of 1853 had disappear- political effect of these changes cannot but
ed before the iniddle of the ensuing year, and hasten the dissolution of the " sick man."
the aggregate of Turkish, Egyptian und
"Had NICHOLAS had patience as well as enTunisian forces amounts now to less than > ergy, prudence in the same proportion as zeal,
150,000 men. If it is remembered that a j the descendants of OTHMAN would have been,
large portion of these are disaffected, that [ in time, replaced at Constantinople, by montheir leaders cannot be trusted, and that re- {archs of the house of ROMANOFF, without the
volt everywhere threatens, from the northern \ sword having been drawn from the scabbard.
boundary of Armenia to the Pruth, some \ As it is, Turkey is saved from Russia; but
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its internal condition is worse than it ever has
been ; and notwithstanding the present peace,
it will remain a dead political carcass in the
midst of European States, and perhaps the
breeder of wars for generations yet to come.
—JV. Γ. Paper.
Louis Napoleon's Fixity of Purpose.

give the author if he endeavors to rescue
from oblivion anecdotes so eminently illustrative of the fixity of purpose which is the
most remarkable feature in that very eminent
man's character. This idea of destiny, of a
star, or a mission, which are only different
words for the same thing, will be found to
have been a fixed belief in most men who
attain to ultimate greatness. Whether it is
that the disposition of mind which leads to
such a belief works out its own accomplishment, by the energy and perseverance which
it infuses into the character, and which enables its possessor to rise superior to all the
storms of fate, or that Providence darkly
reveals to the chosen instruments of great
things:—' the vessels of honor,' to which the
working out of its purposes in human affairs
is intrusted—enough of the future to secure
its accomplishment, will forever remain a
mystery in this world."

THE following is from ALISON'S new volume
of the History of Europe, in relation to
Louis NAPOLEON'S belief that he would one
day rule over the destinies of France. It
appears as a foot note in ALISON :
" The idea of a destiny, and his having a
mission to perform, was throughout a fixed
one in Louis NAPOLKON'S mind. No disasters shook his confidence in his star or his
belief in the ultimate fulfilment of his destiny. This is well-known to all who were
intimate with him in this country after he
returned from America in 1837. Among
other noble houses the hospitality of which
he shared was that of the duke of MONRussia.
TROSE, at Buchanan, near Lochlomond, and
the Duke of HAMILTON, at Brodick Castle,
" RUSSIA, disabled at last, can no longer
in the Island of Arran. His manner in both threaten and injure Turkey ; she has lost
was grave and taciturn; he was wrapt in likewise, her influence over the Christian popthe contemplation of the future, and indif- ulation of that country; and, moreover,
ferent to the present. In 1839, the present Alexander II. has surrendered his ancestral
Earl of W
, then Lord Β
, came to policy regarding the Ottoman." Such are
visit the author, after having been some days the triumphant dicta of European publicists,
with Louis Napoleon at Buchanan House. belonging to the Allies, in their comments
One of the first things he said was,' Only on the Treaty of Paris ; but they seem to be
think of that young man, Louis Napoleon. marked by no very profound or far-seeing
Nothing can persuade him he is not to be wisdom. Nor, indeed, could the philosoEmperor of France. The Strasburg affair phic truth on the subject be expected from
has not in the least shaken him ; he is think- such a source, under the present circumstaning constantly of what he is to do wheu on ces. The recent ensanguined foe must rethe throne.' The Duke of Ν
also said main a bitter opponent even after the battle
to tho author in 1854, ' Several years ago, is over ; besides, the necessity of persuading
before the Revolution of 1848,1 met Louis the people of the West that the war has
Napoleon often at Brodick Castle, in Arran. been worth all it has cost, renders exaggeWe frequently went out to shoot together ; ration quite natural on the part of these
It becomes, then, so much the
neither cared much for the sport, and we soon writers.
sat down on a heathery brow of Goatfell, more proper for us, at this distance from the
and began to speak seriously, lie always I scene of conflict, to consult the light of imopened these conferences by discoursing on ( partial facts and of history respecting these
what he would do when he was Emperor of allegations, and to endeavor to ascertain
France. Among other things he said he whether Russia has really sulfered any vital
would obtain a grant from the Chambers to ! injury, which can avert or much hinder the
drain the marshes of the Brius, which you } normal development of her career.
Undoubtedly Russia emerges from the
know, once fully cultivated, became flooded,
when the inhabitants, who were chiefly Pro- war with ghastly gashes ; wounded, too, in
testants, left the country on the revocation her pride and prestige. But the treaty closof the Edict of Nantes; and, what is very ing this drama has, more forcibly than many
curious, I see in the newspapers of the day ; preceding it, a material and moral view, and
that he has got a grant of two millions of > in each a transient and permanent side.
francs from the Chambers, to begin the | The losses of Russia—even the reduction of
draining of these very marshes.' All that the sovereignty over her shores—at the
belongs to Louis Napoleon is now public ! worst for her, count only as material dimiproperty, and these noble persons will for- j nutions ; but such a huge and vigorous po-

Russia.
litical tree, after being clipped and hedged
in, must sprout anew, with health and
strength undiminished. The new state of
things created by the peace for Turkey and
the Christians there, may apparently diminish the Russian influence over them during
a short time, but in the long run it may
throw these same Christians more fully into
the arms of the Northern Power. The political, and, still more, the religious current
so powerful among the Eastern nations of
old, uniting them with Russia, cannot at
once be diverted, much less absorbed. Traditions and recollections are not easily destroyed in the popular heart. Besides, it
will be very easy for the partisans of Russia, between Cape Matapan and the Pruth
—and they are very numerous—to represent
to the people that all the concessions and
rights, as well as the administrative ameliorations, conceded to them in the Principalities and throughout the Ottoman Empire,
result from the efforts and sacrifices of Russia. They may be made to perceive that
but for the war all this would not have been
wrested from the Porte; and that the contest originated solely in the demand of Russia concerning this object. Without this
provocation neither France nor England
would ever have taken any decided step in
the matter.
Moreover, the Greek Catholic Chuch
which, during centuries of oppression and
martyrdom, consoled the Christians of Turkey while preserving their religious and national sentiments, will now be exposed to
new trials and dangers. The Rtimanism and
Protestantism of the West under the protection of France, Austria and England, are
preparing for a campaign of propagandism
in the heart of that communion. Their missionaries will seek to make converts more
among the Eastern Christians than among
the Mohammedans. But the ties of the people to that Church will not be easily sundered, or her influence destroyed ; and her hope
of temporal salvation will lie in being drawn
more closely than hitherto to the bosom of
her secure and powerful sisters in Russia.
Under these circumstances the influence of
the Czar over the immense majority of the
Christian inhabitants of Turkey being fostered by the Greek and Slavonic clergy, will
still overshadow that of his Western antagonists. Though Alexander II. may wish to
abandon the so-called hereditary policy of
the Empire from the time of Peter the Great,
it will be beyond his power.
Only those wholly unacquainted with the
laws which give life and development to nations—as diplomats and politicians generally are—consider this policy as of personal origin, and hence capable of being destroyed by
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an individual fiat. But the Russian tendency and march toward the south, toward
Constantinople, is as old as the existence of
the Empire ; it was, it is, and will be until
fulfilled, a necessary condition of its material
and immaterial growth and development.
The greatest rivers of Russia running through
her richest territories, point to the south,
and make a national contact with the Mediterranean indispensable for commercial
purposes. Destiny seems to have traced out
this policy from the beginning, long centuries ago, indeed. It began, probably, in
the fifth century with the city of Novgorod,
the commercial link between the North of
Europe and the Orient, and was distinctly
pronounced in the ninth century, immediately on the foundation of the empire on the
Dnieper by the Varaegnes. Their heathen
progeny poured around the Euxine, overflowing its shores to the Caucasian slopes,
stormed the gates of Constantinople, and
shook the thrones of the Porphyrogenes.
The nation, christianized, did the same
thing afterward. The domination of the
Tartars temporarily arrested this current, but
it resumed its course so soon as that yoke
was broken. The Ivans pushed simultaneously toward the Baltic, toward the Black
and Caspian Seas, and the North Pacific
Ocean. Under them, religion became identified with this policy, and a marriage with
an heiress of the Moslem destroyed the Byzantine throne and gave a certain documentary legality to their aspirations. The Romanoffs, under Peter and his successors, have
only carried out what had been for centuries
the mainspring of the national life and action.
Transient events may arrest this movement
for a time, but it will constantly seek to be
renewed aud with increased force. Can
any man, qan Alexander II., divert or destroy it ?
It is now evidently the interest of Russia
to protract, as long as possible, the agony of
the Ottoman Empire. Time, ever the best
ally of Russia, will work for her. The
death and decomposition of Turkey will occur about the time when Russia has
healed her wounds, and unfolded more fully
her recources with the lights of civilization,
turning to profit the experience for which
she has now so dearly paid. What she loses
in a naval and military point of view by the
neutralization of the Black Sea, she will
gain in a different manner in other waters
and on new fields. No one supposes that
she will meekly cross her hands on her lap.
She will immediately go to work and avail
herself of fresh resources. The old battleships sunk in the bay of Sebastopol will reappear, more numerous and powerful, as
steamers and screw-propellers, on other wa·
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ters. Navy-yards will be built at Archan- tions and aspirations, will then possess a
gel on the White Sea, and the mouth of the comparatively much higher degree of mental
Amoor on the Pacific; both having better culture than the present generation. Nets
materials for the construction of vessels than of railroads will cover their territory, runthe ports of the Euxine, while to the Amoor ning, not through solitudes, but through
machinery may be easily forwarded from the animated and cultivated regions. Russia
United States. This new basis for a power- will acquire a power of elasticity, of conful navy is sure and independent, no Dar- traction and expansion, centupling her
danelles being there to impede the move- gigantic forces. Such a mass, well organment of ships.
ized and endowed with normal life, must
The war, it is true, has been with disaster unavoidably—for good or for evil—wield a
for Russia. But disasters have always proved momentous influence in the policy or destiadvantageous for her growth. One is aston- nies of European States. Russia, like a
ished in taking a bird's eye view of her his- steadily rising tide, may be momentarily
tory, and comparing it with that of most checked ; but it will overflow with renewed
other nations, past or present. Indeed, the force any artificial dam. Should, therefore,
history of Russia, in its development, bears the relations of nations for the future be
a similitude to the various epochs of the geo- guided by the old spirit of rivalry and jeallogical formation of the earth. Russia has ousy, should the force of mutual prejudice
stood already about twelve centuries; a and disparagement still overcloud higher imlapse of time during which many other em- pulses, then it is easy to comprehend the
pires, for example Persia, and above all pang of fear thrilling through European
Rome, were born, rose, shook the world and politicians at the sight of the huge form of
fell; or during which others, of modern Russia and her vast growth and capacifame, though chronologically posterior, have ties.
reached seemingly the limits of their geographical extension as well as of their internal material development and population.
Immersion into Three Names.
Russia, in this respect, has scarcely entered
IN
the
last number of The Expositor that
upon her youth, and her limitless resources
are as yet mainly untouched. As geological has come to hand, its editor expresses an
history is marked by epochs of life-destroy- earnest desire that we will state, what we
ing convulsions and revolutions, so in the consider the word of God requires of men
history of Russia the invasion and long do- to qualify them for immersion, so as to conminion of the Tartars, the invasion of the stitute that use of water the " One BapPoles in the seventeenth century, and the in- tism." Our conversation with " Josedec"
vasion of 1812, threatened to destroy her upon that subject was written and printed
independence and nationality. And so, after off before his request arrived. We hope,
the terrific convulsions of the globe, nature, however, that he will find his request fully
resuming her powers, bursts forth in new complied with ; and that nothing will reand more perfect creations, so Russia, after main, but for him to renounce his old sectaeach of those prostrating events, has always rian immersion into THREE DIVINE NAMES,
risen more vigorous, active and expansive. on the basis of a joint-belief with the old
So will it be now. After all, this war has demons, who " believed and trembled ,·" and
been a salutary and purifying tempest for without delay, to arise, and be baptized, on
an enlightened Abrahamic faith of the Gosher and for the world. It has shown to the pel,
or glad tidings, of the Kingdom of God,
ruler and the nation that power or greatness into the ONE SOLE NAME under heaven givis not encompassed wholly by military or- en among men, in, by, and through, which,
ganization, but must repose on industrial they can alone be justified unto endless life
and intellectual development penetrating all and blessedness in the Kingdom of God.
the popular strata. The war has been an This hope relates not to him exclusively,
electric spark, awakening powers of mind but to all preachers and writers, who have
and national resources hitherto hidden.
been dipped into the three Divine names, or
Long before the end of the present century into denominational names, or into any traunder the action of general statistical lawc ditions other than those delivered through
the population of Russia, even in her ρκ>- the prophets and through Jesus and his
eent limits between Germany, the Pruth, and apostles, for obedience to the faith, which ie
the Pacific Ocean, must naturally reach one one and inseparable from an unmistakable
hundred millions, or nearly half the popula- call to the Kingdom and glory of God.
tion of the rest of Europe ; and this on an
EDITOR.
area where five times that number can live
May 14,1856.
and move comfortably. This mass of people
of one and the same creed, language, tradi-
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them, He will thea extend their kingdom
from the Nile to the Euphrates, fulfilling at
THE Feast of Tabernacles having been last the promise made to Abraham so many
adopted as the means of attraction, and all J years before ; and in doing this, he will nenations being politically gathered together cessarily subdue all those lawless tribes, the
to Jerusalem as the centre of dominion, the sons of Ishmael, Ammon, and Edom, who
kingdom of the Son of Man, will have been now under various names, occupy the Syrian
established upon earth, and the prophecy of deserts. He will also divide the Mount of
Isaiah fuliilled—" Behold a king shall reign Olives by an earthquake, and from the hidin righteousness, and princes shall rule in den springs within the recesses of the mounjudgment. And a Man shall be as a hiding tain, he will produce a fountain of " living
place from the wind ; as a covert from the water," which shall flow east and west across
tempest;" " as rivers of water in a dry place ; the land of Israel, fertilizing the districts
as the shadow of a great rock in a weary j through which it flows, and changing the biland."
j tuminous waves of the Dead Sea to life and
After the descent of the Lord upon the freshness. He will also revive and purify
Mount of Olives, it is evident that the king- the surrounding climates and the barren soil,
dom of Christ will not be immediately set and thus the promised land will become more
up, for " Judah shall fight at Jerusalem," fertile and beautiful than any other district
and the sons of Zion shall be raised up of the world ; and the promise in Isaiah
against the sons of Greece.—Zech. ix. xiv. shall be fulfilled—" The wilderness and the
A period of war shall immediately precede the solitary place shall be glad for them, and the
seoond appearing. (The present war is the be- desert shall rejoice and blossom as the rose."
ginning or first stage of that period.—Editor " The glory of Lebanon shall be given unto
Herald.) In the course of this war-period it; the excellency of Carmel and Sharon."
Messiah will appear, and call into operation —ha>. xxxv. ; Ezek.; Gen. xv.
The land of Israel having been from the
the military qualities of his people. The
Feast of Trumpets being accomplished, the earliest ages, the hereditary kingdom of MesLord Jesus will begin to reign as King of siah, will at all times be the principal object of
Israel, and occupy the hereditary throne of his care.' During the reign of the Age to Come,
David. The mock inscription affixed to the it Avill become, as it were, the Garden of Eden
cross shall then be realized and made good. (that is,PARADisE—Editor) in the midst of the
When Pilate answered the remonstrances of earth—perfect in its soil, its aspect, and its
the Chief Priests by saying, " What I have climate, and all but perfect in its occupants.
written I have written," he little imagined " Thy people shall be all righteous," is the
that he liad spoken a divine truth ; that the promise made to Jerusalem, when the proimmutability of his purpose was a symbol of phet Isaiah speaks of the Millennial Reign :
the immutability of the inscription, and that > " Violence shall no more be heard in thy
the whole creation in the heavens and the > land ; wasting nor destruction within thy
earth, should for ages bow before that title— j borders; but thou shalt call thy walls salva" THE KINO OF THE JEWS !" As king of j tion, and thy gates praise." That remarkIsrael, lie will reestablish Jerusalem, and > able description of earthly felicity, which is
divide the land among the twelve tribes— j given iu the latter part of Isai. lxv., unEzekiel. Haviug completely reestablished doubtedly refers to the land, and the people
(Transcribed and corrected for Hie Hrrald )
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of Israel; and it is highly improbable that and himself the only man in his universal
it has any reference to the world at large empire. He fell; and from that day no uniduring the Age to Come, as some writers versal empire has been allowed. Cain and
suppose. It seems to be confined to Israel Adam divided the earth between them ; not
alone, as being the hereditary people of the as monarchs, but as patriarchs. Then sucMessiah ; and therefore the objects of his es- ceeded the patriarchal government of Noah
pecial care. Thus Jerusalem will become in a new world, rescued from the flood. Then
the capital city, and the land of Israel the the kingdoms of Nineveh, of Egypt, of Sicyon, and all the oldest monarchies of the
garden of the world.
But while the Lord reigns over Israel as world. Then followed the republican govthe son of David, he will also reign over the ernments of Greece and Rome. Then arisearth at large as the Son of Man, and as the tocracies, oligarchies, and hierarchies. All
Redeemer of the whole terrestrial creation. of them failed. Even the theocracy of IsObedient unto death, he has, with his blood, rael, having God himself for king, even this
purchased a!l things to himself; from man to could not stand so long as mortal men were
the meanest insect, and to the herbs of the field. administrators of its law. To the present
Therefore a day must come, in which lie hour, no form of government can last beshall assert His sovereign right over all ter- yond a limited period. Corruption, the love
restrial creation : not ody in his secret prov- of money, and the contending interests of an
idence, but in His visible supremacy. He increasing population, deprave the hearts of
must at some time exhibit an open authority men, and render them incapable of self-govas the Son of Man, the purchaser. For this ernment. We may observe that at present,
purpose He will assume the sovereignty of both in England and elsewhere, every man
the whole earth, and everything therein ; un- cries out for a share in the government;
til the time when he shall " deliver up the while there is not one man in a thousand
kingdom to God, even the Father." Be- who would not govern, or rather misgovern
tween the assumption and sacerdotal abdica- the whole nation with no other object than
tion of this earthly kingdom, there is an in- his own narrow interests. Having thus left
terval of a thousand years; which consti- man to himself for nearly G000 years, which
tutes the reign of the Lord as Son of Man has proved his utter insufficiency; the proand Son of David, distinct altogether from bation has extended to the last stage of endurance ; the Lord will, therefore, descend in
his reign after the millennial period.
The annual assemblage of all nations at person to revoke all government into His
Jerusalem, will form a permanent bond of own hands. But this very revocation of
union between the Lord and His subjects, government implies a revolution, and a revoand the manifestation of His glory in the lution implies a period of judgment. Old
Temple, will in itself be sufficient to bend systems are to be broken up ; old habits
mankind to his authority. Yet it appears conquered ; rebellious nations to be coerced ;
from Scripture, that he will permit existing reluctant minds to be controlled. All things
kingdoms to continue during the Millennial are to become new / Accordingly we need
Reign, with Monarchs, but not mortal ones, not be surprized to learn from Zachariah,
to govern the nations in the character of His that some nations of the earth will refuse to
Lieutenants. An independent sovereignty go up to Jerusalem to keep the Feast of
during the reign of Christ, is not to be ima- Tabernacles. And as that Feast will congined ; but it is easy to understand that stitute the pivot of the kingdom of Christ,
Princes will occupy thrones as Viceroys of to refuse to attend it, will amount to a deHim as their Chief. The Lord Jesus will be claration of independence. For this reason,
the head, and the kings of the nations, His the heaviest judgments are threatened against
viceregal and fraternal associates. Submis- all who refuse their presence at that feast.
sion to the Son of Man by gospel obedience The principal judgment will consist in withbefore His appearing, being the especial holding rain from the refractory nations;
to choose between
condition upon which monarchiai power and thus compelling them
faipine and obedience1—" And if the family
may be attained in the Age to Come. "
It is sometimes imagined that the Millen- of Egypt go not up (which, in the course of
nial Reign will be a time of perfection, both nature, does not require rain) there shall be
in nature and in man. This opinion, however, the plague wherewith the Lord shall smite
is contradicted by many passages of Scrip- the nations that come not up to keep the
ture, which prove that the whole of the person- Feast of Tabernacles—Zech. xiv. These
al reign of Christ is a period ofjudgment. The words clearly prove that during the Millenworld has been tried under every form of gov- nial period there will be refractory nations,
ernment, and has failed under each. It was and national judgments. And hat., Ixv.,
placed at the first under the supremacy of equally proves that sin and death shall still
Adam, who was king of all living things, be found upon earth, even in the most fa-
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in

vored countries—" The child shall die an minded " Christian" is always the first to
hundred years old ; but the sinner being an preach to others less worldly than himself!
hundred years old, shall be accursed." The Of all the iniquities of the present state, this
reign of Christ is in fact, a period of transi- appears the most flagrant—for the unbetion: it is a transition from the government liever can only prosper for a few years ; his
of animal men to the government of God. time will come. But a true believer will
The Old Ma < has governed the world for prosper through eternity. But if he have
nearly 6000 years, and everything has be- sacrificed his Christian principles for the sake
come worse and worse unto this day. After of worldly advancement, is there to be no rethe Millennial Reign,a new system will arise, quital for this ? Assuredly there will be ;
in which God shall be all and in all; and for God is just! The kingdom of the Son of
then everything will be perfect, as well as Man provides a compensation for all inequaleverlasting. But in the interval between ities, and a retribution for the ill doing of
the two, the reign of Christ comes in, which the members of the body. Our Lord himis a period of transition, and therefore com- self has promised that those who lose for
bines some of the imperfections of the former His .sake, mid the Gospel's, shall receive an
state with the perfections of the latter state ; hundred fold. And this recompense will
and partakes partly of the nature of things undoubtedly be majde in the distribution of
purely human, and partly of that of the the honors and decorations of the kingdom
kingdom of God : the imperfections, we need of Christ. Those who lose anything in this
scarcely say, being in the persons governed, world for the truth, shall gain a hundredfold
not in the Governor himself. For this rea- in the Age to Come ; not in the imaginary
son the Millennial Reign is not assigned to glories of an unknown heaven, but in the
the supremacy of mere man, nor administer- real authority of the Millennial Kingdom.
ed by God only, but as a transition state, it While those believers of the one-talent class
is bestowed on one who is the divine fulness will be bound hand and foot, and driven out
bodily manifested—the Man Jesus the an- from the presence of the King into outer
ointel. Tue twofold nature of the Sove- darkness among the enemy. On the one
reign corresponding to the twofold character hand some will be made rulers over " ten cities," others over " five ;" while those who
of the period itself.
The fitness or propriety of this divine con- have held the gospel of the kingdom as subception is easily discovered. Were the world ordinate to their worldly advancement, will be
to pass abruptly from the government of the excluded from the glory, honor, and domiOld Adam, to the immediate government of nion of the kingdom. The imaginary heaGod, the change would be too great to be ven, which is the common hope of professors
sustained. Men would be overwhelmed and affords no standard of reward ; it offers no
stunned by the awful presence of the Divine tangible object by which we can estimate the
Majesty revealed without one interposing distinction between the diligent improver of
cloud. The terrors of the godhead would talents, and he who carefully hides his trust.
overpower the exercise offree wll, and there We cannot form a conception of the place
coald be no moral principle displayed where itself; and therefore we can form no concepfear alone would predominate above every tion of its rewards. And it is for this very
other passion. But the Son of Man unites reason that we find the so-called " Christian
the form and the feeling of man with the om- Church," sunk so low that it is impossible to
nipotence of G )d. " As God of the whole distinguish the believer and the unbeliever.
earth," he can do what he will ; but his re- But the kingdom of the Son of Man is a
lationship to man lays a restraint upon His tangible object; it is perfectly holy, for it is
power. It is a principle of law, that every the kingdom of the Holy One of Israel. It
man must be tried by his peers. Were a man is heavenly, for its constitution is heavenly.
to be tried by one infinitely different from It is spiritual, for it is indestructible, and rehimself, this maxim would be violated. But gulated by the laws, and by the love of
when he is placed under the government, and Christ. And yet it is a visible reality, which
when he is brought before the judgment seat all may comprehend with their mind, and
of Christ, the principles of equity are estimate with their senses. For it is an aumaintained. " All things happen alike thority exercised by saints over mortal men
to all." The wicked are the moat prosper- upon the earth. And thus the Millennial
ous ; and what is still more trying to human Kingdom presents us with a scale of retribureason, we observe that the people of God tion which all may understand ; and accord(as they are supposed to be) who act with ing to which obedient believers will attain to
inconsistency themselves not only prosper in proportionate exaltation and distinction; and
their worldly schemes, but are the very first the disobedient and indolent meet also with
to censure others who have acted with great- their deserts.
The dominion will have been taken from
er honesty than they ; and the most worldly
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the hands of men, and revoked into the
hauls of tha Son of God. In that new
kingdom, the art, the policy, the violence,
t'.i3 fraid, of mere worldly government will
hi forever thrown asids. The Lion of the
Triba of Judih is too m'ghty to require the
aid of artifice. Η 3 rules by sublim i wisdom
and by invincible power, and into His governrn3nt no m3ati3r qualities shall enter. He
is also in'initeiy just, an 1 rewards " every
man according to his works." Disobedient
unb3li3vers of the world, and b3lievers who
make friends with the world, which is the
enemy of Gxl, are cast into outer darkness,
and there all their thoughts perish! The
true believer has a throne in the heavens
which have become Jehovah's and His anointed^—and no ideal thvonc either. The
dominion of tha saints will be as political and
real as the throne of Britain ; but those who
have renounced the world, and have been
content to renounce it, will be promoted to
the exclusion of those who preach against
the world to others, and yet seek after it with
all diligence for themselves !
Again, in that great day some forgotten
saint will arise alone in the deserted cemetery amidst ruined walls and lonely woods.
Hi3 companions and friends still sleep around
him, and he is only counted worthy of the
resurrection of the ju3t. The fields in which
he toiled are possessed by strangers ; the
horn? where he lived and died, with all its
touching recollections is trodden into dust.
As the hills and vales, and rivers of his birthplace present their well-known forms, the
ehidow3 of departed ages steal across hi3
breast. The sports of childhood, the passions
of youth, the cares of manhood, the tranquility of age, are all associated with the scene
before him. With no unholy thought, he
turns backward to the scenes of the past;
and still feels a natural interest in all natural
thing3. His resurrection, though it has
equalled him with angels, has left him still—
a m%n. The brightness of the present does
not quite efface the long-loved melancholy of
the past. How appropriate would it be were
he now glorified to be appointed ruler over
the very spot where he once dwelt—were he
to govern where he once served ; to be honored where once he was despised. Were the
incorruptible to show forth his power where
the corruptible was struck down. Were the
immortal to live where once the mortal died!
That the saints shall rule over and upon
the earth is so plainly asserted in Scripture,
that it is only by the usual artifices of spiritualizers, that this divine conception has been
obscured. A spiritualizer will sooner annihilate the Word of God than give up his favorite prejudices. " The kingdom and dominion
under the whole heaven shall be given to the

people of the saints of the Most High Ones "
Such are the words of Daniel. And surely
" under the heaven " cannot mean above it.
If the saints were only to reign in h av n, or,
were there no earth for them to govern, it
would in that case be said that the dominion
should be given to them in the heavens, or
above the heaveu ; but not under the heaven.
Nor, again can this be applied to the sp ritual reign of Christ, for it happens to be
found in Dan. vii., which expressly describes
the coming of the Lord to judgment. And
what is still more remarkable, the same passage which describes the judgment informs
us that the first three empires of Daniel are
to continue even after the coming of the
Lord. It is, therefore, self-evident that this
prophecy cannot relate to the end of the
world ; since the first three empires are still
to exist even afte the judgment. Nor can
it refer to a supposed " heav nly " jurisdiction
of the saints since it expressly foretells that
dominion shall be given them " under the
whole heavens " of the Four Beasts, to say
nothing of what is beyond.
The physical perfection of the kingdom of
Christ is described everywhere as equal to
the moral, and the moral perfection is consistent with the physical. The ph}7sical perfection is described in Ps. lxxii., and evidently extends far beyond the limits of the land
of Israel to the ends of the earth. The moral
perfection is described in Ps. ci., in which
the Lord, as Son of Man, unfolds the grand
principles of his government, and publishes
his manifesto, which the mightiest sovereigns
must obey, or perish from the way.
Although the Millennial period will be
far better than the present, it will not be a
time of a actual perfection. Perfection belongs only to " the New Heavens and Earth"
after the millennnial shall have passed away.
The nations of the earth having been first
subdued will afterwards be enlightened ; for
the knowledge of the Lord will spread everywhere. But it appears that the enlightenment will not be universally perfect in its
results, since some nations will refuse to
come up to the Feast of Tabernacles ; and
yet it must be general. The appointment
of the saints as priestly govenors of the
world is also an evidence of imperfection ; for
in a state of perfection no sacerdotal machinery of government would be required. It
is also threatened in Isaiah lx., that " the
kiugdom and nation that will not serve Israel shall perish"—which is another proof of
resistance and of compulsion during the Millennial Reign.
The government exercised by the saints
during the Millennial period, or Age to
Come, is, however, a subject too remarkable
to be passed over slightly :—nothing is more.
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galling to the mind of a mere worldly man.
At present all the powers of government are
committed to the ungodly. The idea of ruling the world according to the will of God
is too hateful to be endured. Every ignorant upstart; every adventurer ; every infidel, is listened to in preference to the Oracles of God. And above all, it is now the universal feeling that the1time has nearly arrived when " the people ' are to govern themselves ; and every man is to be a king,
though without a kingdom. What would
be the surprize and indignation of " the Sovereign People," were they told all their
schemes are in vain. That in a few years
more, the government shall be taken forever
from the multitude, who are incapable of
conducting it, and given over to the very
persons to whom no one now would vouchsafe to entrust it—to the Saints of the most
High. The government which the multitude has tried in vain to conduct shall be
entrusted to those who shall then be fitted to
conduct it. The statesmen, warriors, philosophers, and orators who alone are now depended on, shall then be laid aside, and the
saint who had been made wise unto salvation, shall sway the authority of which the
man of the world was not worthy. " All
power is given unto me in heaven and earth,"
was the declaration of the Lord Jesus after
his resurrection. This authority he will fully assume in the Age to Come ; and from
Him as tiie centre of authority, the Saints
shall derive their commissions as his lieutenants in governing the world ; and shall be
endued with force which no man will be able
successfully to resist. The saints shall judge
the earth daring the whole Millennial period ; during a thousand years, and their
powers will no doubt be fn proportion to
their empire.
This entrusting of government to the
saints, though looked upon as incredible
even by the "religious world," as it is called,
is so far from being imaginary, that it is the
only means we have for explaining the precepts of the gospel. We find there, that
many virtues are carefully impressed upon
the minds of true believers, which, at first
sight, seem to have no connection with their
eternal state. For example, temperance, patience, self-command. But, in a perfected
state, there will be but little use for such
virtues ; since they necessarily belong to a
condition of imperfection, or to an imperfect
world. Why are they so oftenlinculcated
as duties belonging to the saints ? Because
the saints are to govern upon earth; and
therefore they will require the exercise of all
these virtues, not among their companions of
the heavenly community, but in carrying on

the government of the men of the earth. A
saint in heavenly society does not require the
exercise of temperance, patience, or selfcommand, because he has no temptation to
the contrary ; but a saint governing earthly
nations will evidently require the exercise of
all these graces, and of many more, which
have scarce any field of exercise in their own
heavenly association. The attributes even
of God are often enumerated in scripture
as bearing upon his office as Governor of the
world. And for the same reason, the saints
acting as his vicegerents are required to
possess a similar character. It is not merely
for parade that Christian graces are required,
but for practical employment; and self-government is called for in the present life in
order to fit men for the government of
others in the age to come. We may observe
how much the precepts of the gospel are
enhanced in value when we regard them in
this light; and what additional force is
given to the exhortation of scripture, when
they are viewed, not as abstract speculations, but as a system of morals, to be called
into their fullest exercise during the long
period of the Millennial reign.
We must now, at least for the present,
take our leave of this subject, which, however, is far from being exhausted. And we
conclude, by pointing out the necessity of
reviving the hope of the second appearing of
Christ, if we desire to revive Christianity
itself. Look at the fallen condition, not
only of ''Christendom" at large, but of the
so called -Evangelicals" themselves. Professing to be altogether spiritual, they have
become so intensely worldly as to excite the
wonder and the censure even of the ungodly
and the profane. To depart from evil is
now to make yourself a prey, not to the
carnal, but to the "spiritual." If you have
sacrificed your worldly interests for conscience sake, or from a principle of truth,
you must expect to be attacked by all ; but
especially by the Evangelicals. They at
once misrepresent your actions, and misinterpret your motives. They accuse you of
seeking after those things which you have
most notoriously relinquished ; and which if
you had sought for them no man could ever
have taken from you! So long as you meet
the advances of the world you escape all
censure, even from the Evangelicals ; but if
you shun the advances of the world, you
must expect to be run down with unmitigated resentment. This is not a casual
observation. It is founded on repeated experience which admits of no mistake!
When the church is so fallen that it cannot
believe even the existence of self-denial, it is
evident that spiritualizing interpretation is
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too feeble a counterpoise ; and that it requires some more salid hope to outweigh the
world.
Torquay, England, Dec, 1851.

pose of God in regard to the earth, and the
world of nations, tribes, tongues, and peoples that inhabit it. It informs us what He
created them for; and the relation that you
and I, and others of this, and past, and
future generations may sustain to the world
No. 5.
if we will, when he shall have practically
Conversation with Dr.' Ayaccio.
' developed his purpose respecting it.
{Conclude^ from our last.)
( Doctor A. What do you consider that purpose is?
T H E H O P E OF ITALY ; THE PURPOSE OF
Editor. Paul, who preached the Gospel to
GOD ; JERUSALEM'S DESTINY ; THE N E W the Italians—a gospel which they have long
JERUSALEM ; THE GOSPEL ; THE INVISIBLE since forgotten like the rest of the world—
CHURCH ; THE CHURCH'S RELATION TO says, that "God has made known unto us the
JERUSALEM ; CARNALIZING THE SCRIP- * secret of his will which he hath purposed in
TURES ; THE JUDGMENT OF EUROPE PRE- ? himself" Whose fault, then, is it, if we be
CEDING ITS RENOVATION ; DESTRUCTION OF > ignorant of the Divine purpose
Manifestly
THE ITALIAN HARLOT BY JEHOVAH'S I N - ! our own, not his. " He hath declared it to
VINCIBLES; THE TERRIBLE FUTURE OF S his servants."
But what 13 it? The same
ITALY ; THE SACK OF ROME BY THE P A - \ apostle tells us what it is. He says, that
PAL POWERS ; EXALTATION OF GOG OVER I God's purpose is to " gather together in one
THE ROMAN WEST.
I (ανακεφαλαωσασθαή all things under the
Editor. It is evident, Doctor Ayaccio, I Christ, both the things in the heavens, and
that the hope of Italy, and the hope set \ the things upon the earth, under him in the
before Italians in the Gospel, are very differ- $ administration of the fulness of the times
ent and opposite hopes The hope of Italy • appointed."—Eph. i 9, 10. The things in
is the expulsion of the Austrians, the sup- ? the heavens he defines as " thrones, dominpression of Popery, and the establishment of £ ions, principalities, and powers"—Col i. 16,
popular sovereignty, with a catholic church t which leads us to understand, that " the
based on love and charity without resrard to \ things upon the earth " are the " people,
faith. The continuance of this indefinitely \ nations, and languages" over which they
would be Italy's Millennium, beyond which \ rule. This interpretation is sustained by
Italians see no destiny. It is the gospel ac- ] Daniel; wh) tells us in the seventh chapter,
cording to Mazzini. But, while I admit ί that he saw in vision one like tiie Son of
that it is an improvement on the destiny | Man, to whom there were given three things
proposed for Italy by Austria and the Pope, \ by the 4ncient of Days; first, domin on;
1 am bound to say that it falls far short of ί secondly, glorij; and thirdly, a kingdom;
what is desirable, and according to the ] and that these heavenly things were given to
truth. We have in the United States all \ him " in order that all people, nations, and
Mazzini would giye the Italians ; and yet we <languages should serve him." But this is
are not satisfied. Nothing is more talked of i not all; for he says that" all dominions shall
here than " love and charity " among re- \ serve and obey him."
ligionists ; but it is practiced no further than '
Here, then, you perceive, Doctor Ayaccio,
is found compatible with the interests of^ that God's purpose is to " set up a kingsect. It would be so in Italy after the Aus- <dom" which shall " rule over all." Now, he
tro-Papal pressure should have been re- <has said of the dominion that it is everlastmoved.
] ing ; and of the kingdom, that it shall never
The real truth of the matter, Doctor >be destroyed—an everlasting and indestrucAyaccio, is this — the Christianity of the •tible universal imperiality is the economy or
Bible is not understood Its nature and de- ( administration under which he purposes to
sign is not even suspected by those who pro- £bring ali mankind and their governments ;
fess to teach it; how, then, can the people i so that the time will come when it shall be
be expected to know ? Christianity never said, " The kingdoms of this world are become
was designed for a system of national eccle- the kingdoms of Jehovah and of his Anointsiastical organization. It affords no scope ed."—Rev. xi. 15.
for national policy, national ambitions, paI would here invite your attention to one
triotism, and an energetic devotion to world- particular of great importance. It is dely pursuits; neither does it provide a system clared that this administration " shall not be
of worship for nations, by which nationals, left to other people" Ban. ii. 44. All other
as patriots and Christians, can offer through throne3, dominions, principalities, and powclergymen and priests acceptable worship to ers, are left to other people. G regory left the
God.
papacy to Pius the Ninth ^ and the whole
Bible-Christian doctrine reveals the pur- generation of kings leave their thrones to

Jerusalem's Destiny.
other people, their successors.
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Here then, round about Jordan, and were baptized of

is an everlasting administration of human John, confessing their sins" (Mat. iii. 5) ;—
affairs to be put into the hands of people who this is a case in point. But then, the city
are to have no successors. Must not such comes down from heaven, what community

is that?
people be immortal ?
Editor. The Saints in their glorified state.
Doctor A. There can be no doubt of it; I
These are styled by Paul, " A glorious conpray you proceed.
Editor. The revealed purpose of God, then, gregation, not having spot, or wrinkle, or
is to " rule the world in righteousness," by any such thing ; but holy and without blemimmortals at the head of whom he places ish"—Eph. v. 27. He»also informs us how
Jesus Christ. Acts xvii. 31; Rev. v. 10; ii, they come to be in the heaven from which
26, 27 ; xx. 4, 6. Daniel tells us this in the they descend—they are first raised from the
plainest language—" The kingdom and the dead at the coming of Jesus; and with
dominion," says he, "and the greatness of their living brethren, who to that time may
the kingdom under the whole heaven shall not have tasted death, and are transformed
be given to the people of the Saint3 of the by the Spirit in the twinkling of an eye formMost High"—the very people conquered and ing two classes merged into one?—they are
all caught up to meet the Lord in the air—
killed by the Beast of the Sea.
Doctor A. And when this administration 1 Thess. v. 13-17. This is how they get
might be established, where do you consider <to the heaven from which they descend
" coining down from God." John saw them
it would be seated ?
Editor. In the present Jerusalem redeem- there in vision, as " the Bride, the Woman
ed from the power of the enemy; for it is of the Lamb," (Rev. xxi. 9), upon every
written, " At that time they shall call Jeru- individual constituent of which is written,
salem the throne of Jehovah ; and all the " the name of the city of Jesus' God, which
nations shall be gathered unto it, to the is New Jerusalem, that cometh down out of
Name of Jehovah, to Jerusalem; neither the heaven from his God — Rev. iii. 12.
shall they walk any more after the imagina- When he saw this community in vision, he
tion of their evil heart. In those days the foresaw that its manifestation would be at
house of Judah shall walk with the house of a time of great rejoicing to all the members
Israel, and they shall come together out of of the corporation; and at the time when
the land of the North to the land that I have the kingdom should begin. This is evident
given for an inheritance to your fathers"— from the fact that he puts into the acclaJer. iii. 17, 18. There can be no doubt of mations of the exulting multitude the reason
joyous ascription of praise to Jehothis referring to the future. Take Italy, for of their
44
instance, as an illustration :—the Italians are vah— Alleluia!" they exclaim " FOR the
now walking alter popery, the imagination Almighty God reigns Lord : Let us be glad
of their evil hearts; and the Jews are scat- and rejoice, and give the glory to him ; FOR
tered among all nations, exiles from their the marriage of the Lamb comes, and his
native land. This will not be when the Woman hath prepared herself." It then
goes on to say, " And to her was granted
throne is placed in Zion.
Doctor A. But Jerusalem is sometimes that she should be arrayed in fine linen, clean
used figuratively in the scriptures; thus we and white : FOR the fine linen is the rightread of the " New Jerusalem coming down eousness of the Saints"—Rev. xix. 6, 7. Now
this testimony proves five things ;
from God out of heaven."
1. That the Almighty One begins his
Editor. That is true, Doctor; and New
York is sometimes used in a figurative sense ; reign as Lord, at the time of the rejoicing,
still we have no idea that Philadelphia is which is manifestly future
2. That the beginning of the reign and the
meant or some community having v.o connexion with the literal city. " New York," Lamb's marriage, are events of the same
in its primary sense, stands for the material epoch ; for the rejoicing refers to both;
3. That a period of preparation on the
city; in its secondary, for the municipality,
, &c. If one should say that " he saw New part of the Woman, which is consummated
York descend from heaven," we should have by the state of being ready, precedes the
no difficulty in understanding that he meant, marriage, and the commencement of the
not the material city, but its body-corporate, reign, or Kingdom;
or citizen-municipality. In such a say4. That this preparation consists in the
ing the term " New York," would be used Woman arraying herself in righteousness—
figuratively; nevertheless, the figurative use " the righteousness of God ;" and,
would be representative of a literal thing
5. That the Saints are the Woman; belocalized by the material city.
cause " the fine linen, clean and white," is
Doctor A. True : " Then went out to him the apparel common to them both.
Jerusalem, and all Judea, and all the region
The Woman thus apparelled becomes
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thereby as prepared for a Bride. Her
adorning is subseq'ient to, and consequent
upon, her scriptural preparation previous to
her ascent, " to meet the Lord in the air."
When he saw her in vision there, John styles
her, " The Holy City, New Jerusalem, coming d )wn from God out of the heavens, prepared as a Bride set in order (κεκοσμ7}μενην,
kikorntmmm) for her husband"—Rev. xxi.
2. In an other place, he styles her, " That
Great' City," whose freemen are " they who
are written in the Lamb's book of life;"
who inherit the glory and honor of the nations ; over whom they reign during the ages
of the ages—-R?v. xxi. 10 : 2 <", 26 ; xxii. 5.
John saw her in the air, before he saw her
descending. II3 saw her constituents standing upon a transparent sea mingled with fire,
having the harp3 of God—Rev. xv. 2. From
this position he saw her in the act of coming
down; and when descended, Ii3 saw the
Lamb, the light and glory of their community, standing upon Mount Zion, in the midst
of them—Rev. xiv. 1. This Mount Zion is
here below ; for the Lamb afterwards in
concert with them, engages in war with the
kings of the Gentiles, whom he destroys with
the Papacy — Ver. 8-11; xvii. 14; xix.
11-21.
Doctor A. But the New Jerusalem is represented as composed of gold, and pearls,
and preciou3 stones ; how then can it be
constituted of the Saints.
ElUor. Truly so. The scriptures style
Messiah " a precious stone," and " a living
stone;" aud his brethren, " living stones
built up a spiritual house, a holy priesthood,
a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a
holy nation a purchased people"-lPgi. ii. 4-9
The precious stone to which the Living One
is likened by the Spirit, is "a jaspor clear as
crystal," the •" most precious stone," of the
city—Rev. xxi. 11. What the Elder Brother
is all his brethren are. You see that Peter
styles them " living stones;" and you well
remsmber that Paul compares the sam3 class
of p3rson3 to " gold, and silver, and precious
stones," in 1 Cor. iii. 12. He is there writing to persons to whom he says, " Ye are the
temple of Go I." He says also, that " as a
wise masterbuilder he laid the foundation,"
in Corinth upon which they were built; and
that no other foundation corn3r-stone will do
for such a temple than that laid, which was,
that Je3us is the Christ. He then cautions
all teachers to beware what they build on
that basis; and compares their work to
"gold, silver, precious stone3, wood, hay,
stubble." Here is a diversity of materials
to which he likens those who profess to be
built on the foundation of the "spiritual
house" or temple. You will observe, Doctor
Ayaccio, that they are combustible and in-

combustible ; now what constitutes the difference? I reply that the difference is a
matter of faith and perseverance. Paul says,
that " the fire shall try every man (or teacher's) work of what sort it is"—professors
were to be subjected to a fiery trial of their
faith : and Peter addressing some of them
under trial, says, " Now for a season, ye are
in heaviness through manifold afflictions;
that the trial of your faith being much more
precious than of gold that perisheth, though
it be tried with fire, might be found unto
praise and honor and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ"—1 Pet. i. G, 7. Now,
the rule which Paul lays down in such cases
is, that if a teacher's work abide the fire,
that teacher shall receive a reward ; but if
his work be burned, " he shall suffer loss;
yet he himself shall be saved ; but so as by
fire; that is, provided his own faith do not
fail in the day of persecution and trial. The
work that abides is composed of the fireproof materials he terms, " gold, silver, and
precious stones" Jehovah's jewels — Mai.
iii. 7 ; the work burned, of " wood, hay, stubble"— combustible materials that find no
place in the New Jerusalem.
The saints, then, are the gold and precious
stones of the New and Holy Jerusalem ; and,
as such, are the pillars an! foundations, the
battlements, gates, and walls of the State, or
Commonwealth of Israel, when the kingdom
is restored again to that people. Therefore
the Spirit, in addressing Jerusalem, trodden
under foot of the Ottoman, says to her in
Isaiah, " Ο thou afflicted, tossed with tempest,
and not comforted, behold, with eye-colour
will I lay thy stones, and thy foundations
with sapphires; and I will make of rubies
thy battlements; and thy gates of carbuncles;
and the whole circuit of thy walls shall be
of precious stones. And all thy children shall
be tau 'ht of Jehovah. And great shall be the
prosperity of thy children. In righteousness
shalt thou be established; thou shalt be far
from oppression ; yea, thou shalt not fear it;
and from terror, for it shall not come near
thee"*—Isa. liv. 11-14. Such is the purpose of God revealed in the Christianity of
the Bible—the restoration of the kingdom
again to the twelve tribes of Israel, which
shall inhabit the Holy Land under " THE
KING OF THE JEWS" and his brethren, the

glorified Saints ; to which kingdom shall be

* Tobit, who lived at the destruction of Samaria and
Nineveh, in speaking of the final restoration of Israel,
describes the foundation of the Commonwealth in
righteousness, when the king shall re.ign in righteousness, uni his princes in equity, saying; " F o r Jerusalem shall bo built of sapphires, an 1 emeralds, and precious stones; thy walls, and towers, and battlements,
with pure gold. And the streets of Jerusalem shall be
paved with beryl and carbuncle, and stones of Ophir.
And all her street? shall sny Alleluia; and they shall
praise him, saying, Blessed be God, who hath extolled
it for ever/'—thapt. xiii. 16.

The Gospel; and the Invisible Church.

m

attached dominion over all nations upon alities, and the organization of them theoearth—a kingdom and dominion founded by cratically. It is impossible to turn ih:m from
the sword in the hand of the Jews, marshalled their evil imaginations to the truth, until the
kingdom which the God of heaven shall set
by Messiah and the Saints.
Now, here is a great work to be performed; up shall break in pieces and consume the exa work which will ultimate in the regeneration isting governments of the world. You yourof Israel ; the overthrow of the Gentile go- self, Dr. Α., see clearly that there can be no
vernments and their armies; and the emanci- regeneration of Italy-- no abolition of popery
pation, enlightenment, and blessedness of the —until the dominion of Austria over that
nations. Will not such a work, Doctor, re- country is broken to shivers as a potter's
quire a great company of people to exe- vessel. Hence,u the first article of the Mazzinian creed is, Away with the Austrians!"
cute it?
D dor A. It cannot be denied. So great as a preparation for the second, " Down with
the Pope !' And so it is on a grander scale.
an enterprise would require a multitude.
Editoi\ Well, Sir, the Gospel is an invi- If the nations are to be blessed in Abraham
tation to you, to me, and to all to whom it and his seed, we must " away with their gomay come, to become one of that great com- vernments and armies;" and then we can
pany, who, under the direction of Christ, is " down with their superstitions/' that they
to have the honor and glory of executing the may be turned from Satan unto God.
Doctor A. But have not nations been conpurpose of Jehovah in the time appointed.
It invites us to this high destiny, on condition verted to Christianity ?
Editor. Yes, Sir, to Romish and Protesof our believing what he has promised, and
the things concerning the name of Jesus ; be- tant Christianities; but not to the Chrising baptized into the Divine Name; and of tianity of the Bible. Of this, they are
being rooted and grounded in the faith, and ignorant to the present time. ' "The superstinot moved away from the hope of the Gospel tions they profess are merely systems of eccle—Mark xvi. 15, 16; Acts viii. 12 ; CuL i. siastical police, which contribute to the order
22, 23. This invitation was given to the Jews of society; and without which the social
first, and afterward to the Gentiles. Peter fabric would fall into ruins. The terrorism
carried it first to the Gentiles of the circum- of the pulpit is a wholesome restraint upon the
cision ; and Paul to those who worshipped ignorant, who, but for their apprehension of
idols. The invitation of Gentiles to the torment in hell, would fill the world with
kingdom of God began at the house of Cor- violence; and chaos would come again.
nelius ; and has been sounding through the Darkness will cover the earth until the Sun
habitable globe ever since. The proclama- rises upon Jerusalem, and it shall be protion of Bible-Christian doctrine for the past claimed, " The Lord is there !"
Doctor A. All you say about Jerusalem
1800 years, ha3 been for this purpose ; nothing else—" To take out of the Gentiles a might be very easy to perceive, if wherever
people for God's name"—Acts xv. 14. The Jerusalem occurs we were to read Church.
Editor. That depends, Doctor Ayaccio,
conversion of whole nations during this period
was not contemplated, nor provided for. The upon the system of opinions which governs
time has not yet come for this ; nor will it, the mind of the reader. It would be imposuntil Christ Jesus returns: for, says he, by sible for me to perceive the truth of what I
the prophet Amos, and the Apostle James, have been saying, if I were to use the word
" After this I will return"—After what ? Jerusalem in the Gentile sense of the word
After the work of taking out of the Gentiles ! Church. Where is the Church to which
a people for God's name, shall have been \ what is said of Jerusalem will intelligibly
finished, I, the Lord Jesus, will return. What apply ?
Doctor A. There is an invisible Church,
will he return to do ? Hear him; I will
build again the dwelling-place of David you know.
Editor. I admit that there exists the
(Zion) which kas fallen down; and I will
build again the ruins thereof, and 1 will Church, or body of Christ, which is {/visible
set it up, as in the days of old." This to the religious world ; but I know of no
is declaring plainly, that he will set up such invisible Church as is supposed by theoDavid's throne and kingdom, and redeem Je- logians to exist. That is, an aggregate of
rusalem and Israel from their present down- true believers (by which I mean obedient betrodden condition. And for what purpose lievers of the truth) to be found scattered in
will he set up the kingdom ? That they who and among the sects of " Christendom."
inherit the kingdom may possess the residue With the Bible definition, in fact, of a Chrisof Edom, and of all the nations to whom my tian before my mind, 1 should never think of
name is proclaimed, saith Jehovah that doeth searching within the pale of State and di: this— Amos ix. 11-15 ; Acts xv. 16, 17. seutiug organizations for the children of
This is the time for the conversion cf nation- Zion, or Jerusalem. If one should be dis-
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covered there, he would be one who had been
made a Christian by believing and obeying
the truth ; but impatient of persecution, unpopularity, or worldly embarrassment incurred by open adhesion to the truth, had
taken refuge in the enemy's camp. Such
might be found. But what are they better
than the enemy ? They are British and Sardinians fighting in the ranks of the Muscovites—deserters from Zion's banner to the
ensigns of the aliens. And, as to the Churches
of the Gentiles in this matter, they are as
powerless for the production of Christians,
or members of " the invisible Church," as
British institutions are to generate American
citizens. They do not know the truth and
the obedience it demands, and cannot, therefore, teach and administer it. They are convenient pro tempore police establishments;
but as " pillars and supports of the truth,"
and thereby efficient for the salvation of men
in the kingdom of God, they are worse than
useless—they are hindrances in the way.
The " Oae Boly" or Church of Christ,
Doctor Ayaccio, is the aggregate of Zion's
children—'· the sons of God, whom the world
doth not know"—Jno. iii. 1-3. 1 admit that
Ckurc'i and Zion or Jerusalem, in regard to
them, are terms of mutual and intimate relationship. Paul, who was one of them, contrasting Jerusalem as she was in his day,
with what she will be in the day of Christ,
Bays/' Η ανω Ιρρονσαλημ. the exalted Jerusalem is free, which is the mother of us all,"
both Jews and Gentiles who become sons of
God. These are also said to be already
"some to Mount Zion, and unto the city of
the*living God—the heavenly Jerusalem"—
Heb. xii. 22. These are Paul's words, who
also says, " We walk by faith, not by sight."
Now, if a man in New York would get to
this Jerusalem, he must walk there. If he
have faith, he may get there; but if
this be deficient, all the " love and charity"
in the world will not be able to transport
him. There is no ra lroading to this city ;
a patient, and oftentimes a painful pedestrianism alone can reach it.
Allow me, Doctor Ayaccio, to emphasize
this point. " Love and charity" may do for
a worldly, ecclesiastical organization ; but
without faith men have no claim upon the
maternity of the Free Jerusalem, when she
assumes her exalted position as the Sarah, or
Princess of Nations—Gen. xvii. 15 ; Gal. iv.
26. "Without faith it is impossible to please
God." Men become Sons of the Free Woman by believing the good news concerning
Jerusalem in her exalted and glorious state.
They may believe all that is said of Jerusalem
while under the Mosaic constitution, and all ,
that was done in her from that day to this, j
All that is her history ; and the belief of it

gives the believer no right to citizenship in
her when she is hereafter exalted. He futu •' is ma ter of prophecy. Who knows it,
who cares for it, who believes it? And believing, who obeys " the law of faith," that
he may inherit with her? The sons of Rome,
of Wittemberg, of Geneva, &c, care nothing
for the future of Jerusalem. It would not
disturb their faith or hope, if she were to lie
prostrate under Ottoman tyranny for eternal
ages. Her fortunes are no element of their
faith or hope. Rome, Wittemberg, and Geneva are their Jerusalems ; and their several
sects, their Zions. If they believe in any
Jerusalem or Zion beyond these, they point
to regions ' beyond the skies" for their locality !
But it is not so with the sons of the Free
Woman. Their language is, "If 1 forget
thee, Ο Jerusalem, let my right hand forget
its cunning. If I do not remember thee, let
my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth ;
if I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief
joy."—Ps. cxxxvii. δ. And to these lovers
of Jerusalem, Jehovah saith, "Ye that are
Jehovah's remembrancers, keep not silence,
and give him no rest, till he establish, and
till he make Jerusalem a praise in the earth."
And that it is the city now in the hand of
the Ottoman is manifest from the next
verse, which testifies, that "Jehovah hath
sworn by his right hand, and by the arm
of his strength, saying, surely, I will no,
more give thy corn to be meat for thine
enemies ; and the sons of the foreigner shall
not drink thy wine, for the which thou hast
labored ; but they that have gathered it
shall eat it, and praise Jehovah ; and they
that have brought it together shall drink it
in the courts of my holiness. * * * And
thou shalt be called, sought out, a city not
forsaken."—Isi. LXII. 6-12.

The sons of the Free Woman, believing*
what is said concerning Jerusalem when she
becomes free and exalted, come to her now
by faith, and are then free themselves.
"Mount Zion, the city of the living God,
the heavenly Jerusalem"—Rev. xi. 2 ; but
only in the sense of being elected, on a principle of faith in the revealed future of Jeri*salem, to be the glorified body corporate of
that city in its exaltation, when that body,
with Christ as its head, shall rule Israel and
the nations with an omnipotent and righteous
dominion.
But this, Dr. Ayaccio, you will perceive
is a relationship between "church" and Jerusalem, or Zion, which does not obtain
between that indefinable thing called church
by theologians, and the Jerusalem of Holy
Writ. I object, however, %n toto to this
"spiritualizing" of the word, as it is termed.
It is the old pharisaic practice of "making

Carnalizing the Scriptures.
the word of God of none effect by traditions." The scriptures to be understood
must be studied after the same manner and
spirit as a sincere and earnest inquirer after
knowledge would study the principles of human science. Such an one would begin with
the humble conviction that he kneAv nothing
—with the simplicity and teachableness of a
little child. He would allow the books
he used to define their own terms ; nor would
he coin interpretations after his own suppositions, and call it "spiritualizing," and then
seek to make his books speak in the language of his vain hypotheses. Such is the
practice of theologians by which they
make the scriptures unintelligible to the
people, and lead themselves into the most
incongruous and contradictory conceits.—
Their transmutation of the word should not,
however, be styled "spiritualizing." It is
anything but converting letter into spirit.'
It is the very opposite. It is transmuting
letter and spirit into flesh, and should therefore be termed carnalizing. To spiritualize
the scriptures is properly to interpret them
by the principle and doctrine of the spirit
they exhibit, while to carnalize them is to
study Romish or Protestant theologies,
which are the mere devices of the carnal
mind, and to interpret the divine oracles by
the rules they approve. In this way the
scriptures are made to testify to anything
the theological alchemist may invent ; and
thus it has passed into a proverb, that "anything may be proved by scripture," which
is a libel upon the wisdom and veracity of
God. The carnal mind is "the thinking of
the flesh," or brain, unenlightened by the
word, and perverted by tradition. It conceives that such and such things ou^ht to
be ; and it assumes that whatever doctrine is
contrary to its assumptions, cannot be true.
When, therefore, it reads the Bible, and
encounters declarations which, if taken in
their grammatical and contextual signification, teach contrary to its prejudices, it
rejects the teaching ; and by changing the
meaning of the words to suit its conceits, it
tortures the Bible into its .own conclusions.
In this way it is carnalized by Gentiles and
Jews, who, so long as they construe it by
the jargon of their schools, will be "ever
learning, but never able to come to the
knowledge of the Bible." The Bible, Doctor
Ayaccio, must not b$ carnalized if we would
".be taught of God." Carnalizing the scriptures can spiritualize no one. It may mystify, but it cannot spiritualize. If we would
be spiritualized, we must "believe what the
spirit saith to the congregations." We must
not pervert what he says ; but receive his
teachings as we find it grammatically and
contextually exhibited in the word. When
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a man thinks, believes, hopes and acts, in
harmony with this, he is spiritualized, converted, or "taught of God"—Jno. vi, 44 45;
and then, but not till then, in preparation
for the kingdom of God, whose inheritors
are to possess the nations, and Italy among
the rest, with all the glory and honor which
to them belong.
Doctor A. I have heard something of
this before. You do not believe then'in the
regeneration of Italy ? This is strange !
Editor. Not more strange, Doctor, than
scriptural and true. A regeneration of
Europe before the apocalypse of Jesus
Christ, and the resurrection of his brethren,
"the saints," is utterly impossible. The
judgment of Europe must precede its renovation and benediction.
Doctor A Judgment! For what should
Italy be judged ?
Editor. For the blood of the righteous it
has poured out like water upon the earth.
No doubt, Doctor Ayaccio, you are acquainted with Milton's Sonnet on the massacre of the Waldenses in Piedmont.* It
celebrates but an incident of a long series
of cruelties inflicted by Italians and their
rulers upon those who protested against the
abominations of the triple-crowned tyrant
of Rome, and the system that sustained him.
Italy and all the countries of papal Europe
are deeply implicated in the same crime,
which is summarily expressed in the words
of scripture, "They made war upon the
saints, and overcame and killed them." The
scriptures also saith, "Precious in 1he eyes of
Jehovah is , the death of his saints." The
murder of God's saints by the powers <aTui
peoples of "Babylon the Great" demands
vengeance, and the demand is not made
in vain ; for while their blood is
represented as crying, "How long, Ο Lord,
•As many of our readers may be unacquainted with
Milton's writings, we reproduce the Sonnet here for
their perusal: it is entitled,
"ON THE LATE MASSACRE IN PIEDMONT.'
Avenge. Ο Lord, thy slaughtered eainti*, whose bones
Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold ;
Evn them who kept thy truth so pure of old,
When all our fathers worshipped ktocke and stones—
Forget not I In thy book record their groans
Who were thy sheep, and in their ancient fold
Slain by the bloody Piedmontese—that rolTd
Mother with Infant down the rocks.* Their moans
The vales redoubled to the bill?, and they
To heaven. Their martyr* d blood and ashes sow
O'er all the Italian fields, where still doth sway
The triple tyrant, that from these may prow
A hundred fold, who having learned thy way
Early, may fly the Babylonian woe
*Sir S. Morland, Cromwell's agent for the Valleys of
Piedmont, relates in his history, that. "A mother was
hurled down a mighty rock with a little . infant in her
arms : and three days after was found dead, with the
little child alive, but fast clasped between the arms at
the dead mother, which were cold and stiff, insomuch
that those who found them had much ado to get the
young child o u t "
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ho'y and true, dost thou not judge and < of the Papacy in its church and State o r
avenge our blood on them that dwell on the j ganizations, and the restoration of the
earth ?"—the spirit promises them redress, kingdom again to Israel, that they may
saying, ''Rejoice over that great city Ο ί possess the remnant of Edom and all the
heaven, and holy apostles and prophets ; for Ϊ nations to whom Jehovah's name shall be
"God hath avenged you" on her ; for by her ι proclaimed. Till this power appears among
sorceries were all nations deceived. And in ! the powers, Doctor Ayaccio, the Papacy
her was found the blood of prophets, and \ will oppress Europe, and Italy will be unof saints, and of all that were slain upon redeemed.
the earth"—Rev. vi. 10, xvm. 20, 23, 24.
Doctor A. And how long do you think
Hence, so long as the precious blood of will elapse ere that consummation be atGod's slaughtered people remains una- tained ?
venged, a terrible retribution impends over j Editor. The best evidence points to
Italy, and the residue of the Roman Beast. \ 1866, or thereabouts. It is not to be supThis is the scriptural philosophy of the suf- > posed, however, as is sometimes imagined,
ferings of its nationalities. Their fathers j that there will be no more Pope or Emperor
slew the "two prophets ;" and they would \ after that year ; that Annus Domm> only
now feign build their sepulchres, but cannot; > indicates the termination of the Little
thereby testifying in their present zeal for j Horn's prevalence against the saints ; in
liberty, that they are the sons of those who ; other words, the epoch of the resurrection, and
killed them. It is no use, Doctor, trying to : the commencement of "the great day of God
mike "0ii3 Italy" of these. It cannot be \ Almighty." The present extraordinary situadone ; nor is it desirable that it should be j tion of Europe and Asia, created by the
accomplished. Something better is in store [ agency of the French Democratic Imperialifor Italy and the nations of the Roman ί ty, is preliminary to the inauguration of that
earth when the "indignation shall be over- \ terrible day. The hand of God is in it, and
past.—Isa. xxvi. 20. Till then, your friends \ leading on the nations to a crisis they begin
cannot neither permanently expel the Aus-1 to find inevitable. Things in Europe, and
trians, nor away with the Pope. Indeed, \ especially in Italy, will become more and
it is not for them to accomplish either. The \ more complicated ; but the end will not be
power that is appointed to effect it, is to be \ there immediately. On the mountains of
found neither among the "nationalities," nor j Israel is the place where the image of Nebu"the powers that be." The power has been | chadnezzar's empire falls in the latter days,
sown in the dust, and at the right hand of \ "I will break the Assyrian in my land,"
God. From heaven will it descend, and \ says Jehovah, " and upon my mountains
from earth will it spring forth, and confound ] tread him under foot," and again, " I will
the wicked ; for "Jehovah Elohim will cause j gather all nations against Jerusalem to
righteousness and praise to spring forth \ battle ; and the city shall be taken"—Zech.
before all nations."—Isa. LXI. 11. When the \ xiv. 2. This gathering takes place under
earth has cast out the Lord's dead (Isa. xxvi. the Assyrian, which is, and can be, no other
19) a power will spring forth fully adequate than Russia. Present events are preparing
for the work of punishing the world, and } for this crusade. Russia has indeed met
redressing all its ills. Jesus from heaven, with disasters; but they have only been
tha saints from among the dead, the already } because she was heading in the wrong diliving faithful, and Israel scattered all over \ rection. At the right time, she will break
the earth, when combined in their operations j forth with a deluge, and overflow even to
by the all-pervading energy of the spirit of ί the neck ; and "the stretching out of the
God, will constitute a power, as represented I wings of his armies shall fill the breadth of
in the symbols of Rev. xix. 11-16 ; xvii. j thy land, Ο God with us!" This is the ora14 ; the invincibles of the God of heaven, j cle concerning him, and none can reverse it.
whom no confederacies of nations and kings, > When he is broken in Jehovah's land, the
however numerous and well appointed in < flood will then roll back on Europe ; and
arms, will be able to withstand. They are ? the work of destroying the Papacy will
JEHOVAH'S INVINCIBLES of whom Moses has \ begin. This will be a terrible day for Italy,
said, "Ye shall chase your enemies, and they \ whose land—the land of the Beast and the
shall fall before you by the sword. And ] False Prophet—will become "a lake of fire
five of you shall chase an hundred, and a \ burning with brimstone" in which both dohundred of you shall put ten thousand to J millions will be consumed—Dan. vii. 9-11:
flight ; and your enemies shall fall before \ Rev. xix. 20 ; xiv. 9-11! Glorious, howyou by the sword."—Lev. xxvi. 7, 8 ; \ ever, will the day be to the invincibles of
Deut. xxxii., 29, 30. Their mission is, not) Jehovah, who will then and there "tread
the establishment of a great Catholic church ί down the wicked ; for they shall be ashes
with many doors in i t ; but the demolition \ under the soles of their feet."—Mai. iv. 3,

Sack of Rome by the Papal Powers.
They will joyfully obey the exhortation,
"Reward Babylon even as she rewarded you,
and double unto her double according to her
works ; in the cup which she hath tilled fill
double unto her. How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliriously, so much
torment and sorrow give her ; for she saith
in her heart, I sit a queen, and am no
widow, and shall see no sorrow. Therefore
shall her plagues come in one day, death,
and mourning, and famine, and she shall be
utterly burned with fire ; for strong is the
Lord God who judgeth her—Rev. xviii. 6-8.
When this work shall be finished, Austria
will be no more ; Popery will be defunct ;
and Italy, the ancient seat of Caesar's empire, the conquered province of "another
kin£, one Jesus."—Acts xvii. 7.
Doctor A. But why do you consider
present prospects so little favorable to
Italy ?
Editor. Because, Doctor Ayaccio, Italy
is the home of the woman, styled "the
Mother of Harlots and Abominations of the
earth ;" and said to be "drunken with the
blood of the saints, and with the blood of the
witnesses of Jesus"—Rev. xvii. 5, 6. She
rides upon the powers by whom she is
courted and maintained ; which powers are
supported and strengthened by armies raised
and paid from the people. Hence, she is
said to "sit upon many waters," or peoples,
multitudes, nations and tongues.—vs. 1, 15.
She holds a cup in her hand full of lies and
abominable superstitions—" the wine of her
fornication."—vs. 2, 4. Of this wine all
Italy drinks to the present hour. Her
priests and peoples (save a few Waldenses
and Jews) whether they have faith in the
Pope or not, like the liberal monarch of
Sardinia and others of "advanced ideas,"
all proclaim themselves "Catholics," and
with a semblance of sanctity worship in the
papal temples, where throughout Italy they
profese to eat their god created by the pr ests.

In this way, Italians, and all other peoples
of the scarlet-colored beast, drink from the
golden cup of Babylon the Great, by which
"they have been made drunk," and continue
drunken; and must therefore share with her
in the wrath due to her fornication—Rev.
xvii. 2 ; xviii. 3.
This communion and fellowship with the
Babylonian mystery identifies Italy with the
disasters of the drunken Harlot. The mark,
name, and number of the beast.with which
she is identified, is upon all it* peoples ; and
this is an unerring indication that the wrath
coming upon Rome and her system, is also
coming upon them. Hear what the scripture saith upon this point—"If any man
do homage to the beast and his image, and
receive the mark upon his forehead, aiid
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upon his hand, the same shall drink of the
wine of the wrath of God, which is poured
out without mixture in the cup of his wrath,
and he shall be tormented with fire and
brimstone in the presence of the holy messengers, and in the presence of the Lamb"—
Rev. xiv. 9, 10.
Now, it is testified concerning the drunken
Italian Woman, that her lovers " the powers
that be," shall have a terrible quarrel with
her. "They shall hate the Harlot, and shall
make her desolate, and naked, and shall eat
her flesh, and burn her with fire"—Rev.
xvii. 16. The fate of the south part of Sevastopol is an illustration of what is here
predicted of the Harlot city. The papal
kings shall hate her, and make her desolate,
and level her walls, and by their sword devour the flesh within her, and lay her in
ruins with their artillery. This shows that
Italy will become the seat of Avar, and that
Sardinia, Naples, and other powers represented by the Ten Horns, will be in alliance
against a power in occupation of the States
of the Roman church. This war upon the
Roman city docs not imply that the papal
kings hate popery and the Pope ; but only
that they hate the power in occupation of
the city, which it will be the object of the
war to expel from Rome and Italy. This
hated power may be of those whose creed is,
"away with the Austrians; down with the
Pope ; and one Italy"—strengthened by the
British Lion. In that case, the ruin of the
Harlot city by the kings, wotrid be subsequent to the fall of the Napoleon dynasty,
and the plucking up of the third horn by the
roots. One thing that renders this probable
is, that the ten powers (of whom the Bourbon dynasty is one) are then confederated
with the Eighth Head, which embraces
three of the kingdoms in its own imperially.
If this be incorrect, (and the hated power in
occupation of the city is revealed no further
that that it is not one of the Ten Horns)
there would seem to be none other than the
Napoleonic French. The evidence, however, appears to me to favor the former view
of the matter. British troops have garrisoued Rome in defence of the Pope in former years ; and events may place them there
again, but this time in defence of revolutionary "love and charity," against Gog and
his new confederates of the west.
The presence of the French, however, in
the Harlot city at the present time is necessary to the creation of the situation which
approaches. I believe that Providence
placed them there in 1849 with reference to
the coming crisis in the Italian peninsular.
They went under pretence of restoriug the
Pope, but really to "look after French interests." These interests are in rivalry with
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the interests of Austria and the Pope. They of the saints and witnesses of Jesus. It is
restored the latter, but they still hold on to this system of powers that is taken away by
the place of his throne. The rivalry be- the spirit of Jehovah's mouth, and destroyed
tween these powers grows out of their su- by the manifestation of his presence. — 2
perstition, their ambition, their fears and Thess. ii. 8. Some of these details may not
their commercial interests. If the political obtain, but, as a general outline of the
system of the Roman West admitted of two future, I believe it accurately defines the
L ttle Horns, and each of them decorated case.
with distinct ecclesiastical appendages, or ; Doctor A. Well, sir, we shall see. Things
"eyes like the eyes of a man, and mouth cannot remain as they are. I am looking
speaking great things," the spiritual rela- for revolution Light and heat are very
tions between France and Austria might be good. We can live without light, but we
accommodated. But this is not the case. cannot live without heat. Love and charity
There is but one Italian Harlot, the mon- can alone give union and peace to Italy.
opoly of whose favors is sought by two im- But, I am much gratified at the pleasure of
per al route. If she show favor to the one, this interview ; and shall be happy to see
she offends the other, and affords them you at ΛΙ
. If you can spare a copy of
ground for mortal strife. Which of her your letter to Alesaandro Gavazzi, I shall be
imperial suitors will she crown "by the hand glad to take it with me, and to read it. I
of her god, the great and pious emperor of know him well; and should like to see what
the Romans "—Charlemagna's successor, you have said in regard to his idea of a
which Napoleon the Great proclaimed him- return to the faith of eighteen hundred years
self to be ? Here is an issue awaiting solution, which the recent concordat between
the Emperor of Austria and the Pope indiHaving complied with the Doctor's recates will not be rendered voluntarily in
favor of the Emperor of the French, the de- quest, and added a copy of Anatolia, and
fender of the "Pagan Turk," and the "eter- some numbers of the Herald for 1855, our
nal ally" (!) of excommunicated Sardinia, interview, which lasted from two to three
hours, closed, and Doctor Ayaccio departed
and heretical England.
Herein, then, is sorrow for Italy, the to his own.
Jan. 10, 1856.
EDITOR.
prospective battle-field of Austria and her
allies of the north, against France, England,
Sardinia, <fcc. for the "balance of power"
Depart and bo With Christ.
and European independence of "Gog of the
land of Magog, the Pr nee of Rosh, Meshech " For I am in a strait betwixt two, having a
and Tobl." The prophet Ezekiel shows that desire TO DEPART, and to be with Christ;
France and Sardinia, occupying the country which is far better "—Philippians i. 23.
of "Gomer and his bands," will be absorbed
This is one of the strongest texts appealinto his dominion. The "eternal alliance" being dissolved, Britain may appeal to the ed to by those who believe^.) and advocate
revolutionists as a last resort. Having ac- the " Immortality of Souls," " Purgatory,"
cess to all parts of the peninsular and coast " Intermediate State," and a variety of other
of Italy by her fleets, the war in its second un-scriptural nonsense ;—opinions held by
stage may yet be prolonged in that country, Catholic and Protestant, subversive of the
and a formidable defence maintained of the Word of truth. 11 ad the above passage
"eternal city." But, as we have seen, the been a correct rendering of the words of
more obstinate the defence, the more certain Paul, and not perverted by human w sdom
and complete the ruin. The city must fall; and folly, it would have been clear and free
and with its desolation are laid waste the from that obscurity which envelopes others
hopes of the Italian peoples for thirty years of a similar character.
The above is a fair specimen from our
at least. The groans of Europe will be
stifled; the Pope will be reinstated and author zed version of the Sacred Oracles,
strengthened, and the strife transferred to the calculate to mislead the simple and unwary
mountains and vales of Palestine by the evil into the same tenets or principles held by
policy of Gog, who will seek to annex to his those employed by king James to give to the
widely extended realms the countries of the people a correct translation. No one, howeast still independent of his rule. At this ever bigoted, but will admit that fallible men
era of the future, the symbol of the civil are likely to commit errors in such an underand ecclesiastical organization of the Roman taking.
Our text / urports to give the import of
West, is a blood-red colored beast with its
Eighth Head and Ten Horns ; upon which the Apostle's idea when writing to the Holy
beast a prostitute sits, drunk with the blood Ones at Philippi. This it fails to do ; his

Depart and be with Christ.
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words when correctly rendered are in unison self as preparing chaste virgins or Holy

Ones for his bride, and exhorting them to
with the whole tenor of his teachings.
"But I am perplexed because of the two, wait for their Lord or Master until his aphaving the earnest disire/or the RE TUR- pearing in his Kingdom—and John, in his
ING (to analusai) and for the being with \ apocalyptic vision saw the grand consummation, the union or marriage of the Lamb
Christ, (which is) very far better."
The same ..verb aruiluscii translated i{ re- and the Bride.
turning'' only occurs in one other place in
The return of the Lord was the hope of
the Greek Testament, namely, Luke xii, 36, the primitive disciples, and pre-eminently so
1
where it is properly rendered "return. '* of the apostle Paul. This was founded on
Here Jesus was discoursing with his disci- the positive declaration of Jesus himself, as
ples on the Kingdom and his return.
the following passage proves :— u I will come
" Fear not, little flock; for it is your Father's again and receive you to myself; that where
good pleasure to give you the Kingdom. I am, ye may also be."-John xiv. 3. This
* * And be ye yourselves like unto men that affirmation is corroborated by angelic testiwat for the^r lord, when he shall RE- mony ; "And while they looked steadfastly
TURN (analusai) on account of the mar- toward heaven as he went up: behold; two
riage ceremonies (toon gamcon, gen. plural), men stood by them in white apparel. Which
that when he cometh and knocketh, they may also said; Ye men of Galilee; why stand ye
open to him immediately"—Luke xii.432, 3G gazing up into heaven? this same Jesua
This waiting for their lord was the alti- which is taken up from you unto heaven,
tude of Christ's disciples, and also of the shall so come in like manner as ye have seen
apostle Paul. Their minds were not fixed him go into heaveu."-Act8 i. 10, 11. And
upon their ouls leaving their mortal bodies, confirmed by Paul in many passages, which
and "winging their mystic flight to future might be quoted from his writings, of which
worldsi' no, but they were waiting for the the following is to the point : " And the
returning of the lord to celebrate the nup- Lord make you to increase and abound in
love one toward another, and toward all,
tails with his bride.
"While the bridegroom tarried, they all slum- even as we toward you : to the end he may
bered and slept. And at midnight, there was stablish your hearts unblameable in holiness
a cry made, Behold, the bridegroom cometh; before God, even our father, at the COMgo ye out to meet him. * * And while they ING of our Lord Jesus Christ with all his
went to buy, the bridegroom came ; and they Holy Ones."—1 Thess. iii. 12,13. The above
that were ready, went in with him to the criticism, and the whole tenor of the New
subject, show that
nupt>als (tous gamous;) and the door was Testament writing on this
1
emit."—Math. xxv. 5, 6, 10. "'For I am Paul's "earnest desire ' was not for death, or
jealous over you with godly jealousy ; for I for the intermediate state of the sects, but
have Ε SPOUSED you to one husband, that for the return of his Lord. But why did the
1 may present you as a chaste virgin to apostle desire "the returning 7" Hear his
Christ."—2 Cor. xi. 2. "So that ye come answer,—" and to be with < hrist." This was
behind in no gift; waiting for the coming of that for which he ardently labored, and suffered the lose of all things. It constituted the
our Lord Jesus Christ."—1 Cor. i 7.
" And to wait for his Son from the heav- acme of his hope—the glorious prize of his
ens."- 1 Thess. i. 10. "For our citizenship high calling. " To be with Christ!" When
(politeuma) in the heavens begins ; from and where I Of course, at death and in heawhence also we WAIT for a Savior, the ven, if the common idea be correct. But
Lord Jesus Christ."—Phil, iii 20 " Let us what communion or enjoyment could there
be glad and rejoice, and give honor to him ; possibly be between Paul in his unclothed
for the marriage of the Lamb is COME, state and Christ in his resurrected state?
and his wife has made herself ready. And Then again, Jesus positively told his discito her was granted that she should be ar- ples before he 1left them. " Whither I go, ye
rayed in fine linen, clean and white ; for the cannot come, ' John xiii 33 The apostles
fine linen is the righteousness of the saints. tell us that Jesus ascended into the heavens,
And he said unto me, write, blessed are they and is now a t " the right hand of the throne
which are called unto the marriage supper of of God." Was Paul moreh ighly favored than
the rest ? Could he be with < hrist in heathe Lamb."-Rev. xix. 7-9.
These citations are sufficient to show that ven, and his brethern he excluded ? Imposthe leading idea is the analusai or return of sible. Besides it is said, "No man hath asthe Lord. He is the bridegroom—his disci- cended up to heaven, but he that came down
ples the bride. In Matthew he is repressented from heaven," John iii. 13 As the High
as the Bridegroom coming, and the virgins Priest under the law entered the Holy Place
in a waiting position—Paul represents him- alone, so Jesus, our Great High Priest, has
entered heaven, the Holiest of Holies, for us,
• Bee~Herald of~the~Fature~Ago^Vol. iii. p. 181.
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and if for us, then no one of Adam's race
can possibly enter with him.
Paul looked forward to the resurrection
at the coming or returning of his Lord
when, as he wrote to the Thessalonians, he

however, he admits was undesigned on our
part.
In composing the dialogue, we first collected all the numbers of the Expositor containing our friend's articles on ' Valid 1mand they would be " ever w.tk Vie Lord.1' mersiun," and read them in the order of their
Let Paul interpret his own words and he publication ; and as we read each of them
will be found consistent with himself. There underscored the points they seemed to conis another passage in Paul's second letter to tain. These points we put into the mouth
Timothy, wherein he speaks of his departure of Josedec with all the force on his side the
being at hand ; his words are; according to question they seemed capable of, und identithe authorized version, "The time of my de- fied them as his by quotation murks, and.
parture is at hand, * * henceforth there is references to the Expositor, that the reader
laid up for me a crown of righteousness; might know them to be our friend's, and not
which the Lord, the righteous Judge, shall our version of his words. By this course
give me at that day," 2 Tim. iv. (>. -The the reader would only hold him verbally reGreek word here rendered departure is sponsible for the quotations ; and logically
anilusis, or analysis, which signifies, to un- responsible for the conclusions, if he thought
loose, to dissolve, to resolve any thing into our reasoning good.
its constituent parts. Hence when a man dies
There is nothing unfair in this. If a man
and is decomposed into "dust and ashes," he makes a statement, that is his affirmation or
has become the subject of the analusis. From proposition, to be logically received or rethis, then, it will be seen that Paul told Tim- jected according to the evidence and right
othy that his dissolution was at hand, and reason in the case. Aflirmation or assertion
not his departure to heaven, as is asserted by is no proof. Propositions must therefore be
some. He looked for his crown at some fu- thrown into the crucible'of intellect in order
ture time. It is "laid up" or reserved, un- to ascertain their worth. They may be all
til that day—the day when Christ "shall fine gold ; but they may also be all dross.
judge the living and the dead, at his appear- Our dialogue is the colloquial crucible into
ing and his kingdom,"—when his Lord will which we cast our friend's propositions,
give it him.
when we subjected them to the white and
The Scriptures when properly translated glowing heat of divine testimony ; which we
and understood, afford no succor to those also believe though in this he differs from
who believe in disembodied ghosts, " never- us, we had "a moral right to* do."
dying souls," and immortal spirits, being
Our friend has great dislike to " inferborne aloft on angels' wings to the presence ences." He wants " the plain word of God
of the Uncreated One. His abode is beyond without affirmation, inference, figures, or
the ken of mortal eye, or the range of human change in the least respect, just as God has
rolition—in the "light which no man can ap- revealed it." This, he adds, " is the only
proach unto : whom no man hath seen, nor ground of our faith." This reminds us of
can see." Let those who are carried away the dispute between Luther and the Swiss reby such mental illusions and vain philos- formers about the " sacrament," as they
ophy, abandon their speculations, and " re- styled it. Luther affirmed that the bread
ceive with meekness the engrafted word, was the flesh of Jesus in the sense of cowwhich is able to save their souls."
substantiation ; while the Swiss denied it,
Geneva, III.
OMEGA.
and affirmed that it only symbolized or represented the flesh. Here were two contrary
affirmations or propositions, both of which
Josedec and the Plain Word of God.
could not be true. Luther, like our friend,
OUR friend of the Expositor, in speaking said that he took the plain word of God as
of our dialogue between " Elpis and Josedec" the only ground of his faith; and that the
says, " We do not endorse a large portion of plain literal word, which was his guide, said,
what we are represented as saying in this " This is my body." His opponents affirmed,
dialogue. Some of our words, it is true, are argued, inferred,declaringthat the phrase was
correctly given, but they are presented in grammatically representative of the reality;
certain instances in a manner calculated to that is, that the bread was representative of
convey a different sentiment from what we the body or flesh of Jesus; and for various
hold."
reasons inferred that " is " in the text ought
Now, from this it would appear that only to be rendered signifies, as, " this bread siga sprinkling of our friends words were to be rvfies my body.' No, said Luther, and so
found in the part of the conversation as- also say the Papists, we adhere to the plain
signed to Josedec; and that the rest was a literal word of God as the only ground of
misrepresentation of his sentiments, which, our faith, with no change in the least re-
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spect, and that word says, " this bread is my J saved !" But what is the scriptural or (docbody." This is Josedec's theoretical posi- trinal import of these sayings? " 0, we
tion in the work of patching new cloth into dont care about doctrines and imports, v,c
old garments; but, strange to say, practi- stick to the plain words !" So it is. It is
cally he is with the Swiss, the only ground the words, not the theory, of scripture set
of whose faith was not the plain, literal word forth in the word, that such delight in.
Their foundation is mere words ; the true
of God!
Inferences are conclusions from previous believers is " things hoped for and unseen."
arguments, and are of two kinds — correct
Men who ignore affirmations, figures, inand incorrect. They are the decision to ferences, and such like, will never come to
which a man comes from the examination of the understanding belief of the truth thema subject. If his decision be correct, his in- selves, nor be able to teach it to others.
ferences will be found in harmony with " the Scripture must be compared with scripture,
spirit of prophecy which is the testimony for seeming contradictions harmonized, and the
Jesus—Rev. xix. 10: but if incorrect they meaning extracted in keeping with the
will not be in accordance therewith.
whole apostolic and prophetic word. The
Inferences are arrived at by reasoning ; meaning extracted is an inference or concluand without it " faith " is mere credulity. sion ; and when affirmed becomes a proposiLuther's faith in consubstantiation was an tion, and a divine one too : and he that reassumption illogically endorsed by the wordsjects it, rejects the word in its teaching,
of scripture; and therefore mere credulity. though he may cling to words in the word.
He dared not permit himself to reason upon
Paul proceeded thus He came to the conthe subject, for he perceived that his assump- clusion from all the premises before his mind,
tion, though endorsed by the words of scrip- that the Christ revealed in the prophets was
ture, would be exploded. He would have to suffer death, and rise agahk He therefore
only the literal without reason, and therefore went into the synagogues, and preseuted his
missed the true faith.
conclusion in the form of a proposition or
This is characteristic of error—an unrea- affirmation, saying, " The Christ1ought to sufsoning adhesion to the w rds of scripture. fer and to arise from the dead. ' The Jews
The odious papacy is founded upon this evil did not say with Josedec, " there is no such
principle. " Thou art Stone, and upon this saying in the plain literal word. It is only
Rock I will build my Church." This was a theory made up of a certain arrangement
spoken by Jesus to Peter, whose name sig- of different passages of scripture, together
nifies Stone. Papists stick, they say, to with inferences drawn from the same."
the plain literal word ; and all the testimony They waited for the proof, which they exand reasoning brought against their assump- amined, before they pronounced upon Paul's
tion that the church of Christ is built upon \ inference from the prophets. Now in provPeter, is rebutted by a dogged appeal to I ing it, he did not coufine himself to a bare
the plain literal word !
ί quotation of scripture words, without makBut they who would be candid and devoid \ ing points, and establishing them by reasonof the spirit of the Old Harlot, ought not to j ing ; on the contrary," he reasoned with them
work by this rule. They ought to reason as from the scriptures, explaining and proving
well as read. It is no use reading and hear- it;" so that when it was perceived that the
ing unless we reason upon what we see and reasonings and proofs established his propohear. To read and hear without reasoning tion as the teaching of the word, some of his
is to eat and drink without digesting. The hearers believed
reasoning is the mind or brain's process of
In the Expositor for June, '56, and page
assimilation. When we assimilate or di- 16, onr friend makes the extraordinary degest what we see and hear, we understand claration that " a controversy in the form
and believe it;; and there is no reasoningg of a dialogue,
g or in anyy other shape,
p is totally
y
without analysing, comparing, and inferring. \ useless in endeavouring to arrive at a knowThe scriptures invite us to subject them to i ledge of the foundation of faith !" This, we
1
this process. " Why even of yourselves,' \ say, is a most extraordinary declaration in
says Jesus, "judg» ye not what is right ?" \ view of the labors of the apostle Paul, whose
and there is no judging without conclusions ί official life was one of controversy in laying
arrived at by reasoning from certain premis-; the foundation. He found it necessary to
es. " Come now, let us reason together, saith \ dispute, and to "speak the Gospel of God
Jehovah.'1 " 0, no," say they in whom the ) with much contention," before he could
spirit of error find* place, we want no rea- ] get the foundation laid in Jew or Gentile,
souings ; the plain words of scripture are > But our friend of the Expositor has found a
enough for us·—" This is my body ;" " On 1 more peaceable way of getting along. " All
this rock I will build my church ;" " Believe i we find it necessary to do in this case," says
on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be \ he, " is simply to read and believe the word
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of the Lord, and direct others to do the this article to show that the larger portion
same."
of the part of the dialogue assigned to JosSimply to read and believe, and to direct! edec is quotation from printed articles pubRead and believe, " this is my body." Lu- lished in the Expositor. Time and space
ther read it and believed it; was his faith will not at present allow us to do this, we
an intelligent belief of the true meaning of must therefore defer it till a further opporthose words ? In regard to him our friend tunity, contenting ourselves at this time
Marsh, we doubt not, will unhesitatingly with requesting the reader to note the quotaanswer, " No !" But Luther did as you tions ; to make all the allowance for col" direct others to do ?" If in so doing his loquial mechanism ; and then to judge for
faith was not belief of the truth, do you not himself on the case. "Josedec" is the quotasee that your direction may be wrong, and tions individualized and speaking for themthat read and believe may bring men to the selves. Elpis represents " the word of their
adoption of error as easily as to the confes- testimony"—Rev. xii. 11.
sion of truth ?
Whether in our presentation of our friend's
" Read and believe" is an unscriptural words they are made to bear a different senprescription for the attainment of the truth. timent to what they express, the reader must
The Ethiopian read, but was puzzled what determine for himself; we believe not:
to believe : he read, but did not understand ; that " in certain instances" what we believe
and therefore could not believe whether they logically express, is different to what
what he read related to the writer or to he holds, he himself declares: in the main,
some other person. " How can I under- however, we shall be fourd to have been
stand," he exclaimed, "except some man both accurate and impartial.
EDITOR.
should guide me ?" But, had friend Marsh
June 23, 1856.
been with him Jje would have said. " simply
read and believe!" Such a direction would
What the Kingdom of God is.
have prevented him from following Philip's
THE kingdom of God is a heavenly incourse in pointing out the true meaning ;
for in so doing he would have been violating stitution to be superintended by a king from ,
his own rule. Philip by reasoning pointed heaven, Psalm lxxxix. 28, and ushered in
out the person Isaiah referred to, namely, to with power, when the Lord Jesus shall be
the Christ; and showed him also that that revealed from heaven, to take to himself the
Christ was Jesus. This was demonstration government of the kingdoms of this world,
which is a reasoning process—a guidance to in the future age Luke iv. 19, 43 ; xx. 35;
understanding of the word. Read and be- Heb. ii. 5. It is called by Paul, "the dislieve is errors rule ; read,think,understand ; pensation of the fulness of times," Eph. i.
or mark, learn, and inwardly digest, is the 9, 10, which he also terms the times of
scriptural direction to the attainment of Christ, 1 Tim. iv. 15. It is, in fact, the
the one faith and hope of the Gospel of restoration of the kingdom again to Israel,
when its metropolis, Jerusalem, shall have
God.
No truth, much less the truth in whole ceased to be trodden down of the Gentiles;
or part, has been established in this world Acts i. (J ; Luke xxi. 24 It is thus seen
without controversy. So long as error ex- to be one of the "all things"restituted at the
ists controversy must continue It is indis- appearing of Jesus Christ, whom the heaven
pensable not only to the overthrow of er- has received until the times of restitution
ror, but to the preservation of the truth. shall arrive. Acts iii. 21. Jesus came as
Error must be disputed. This is a duty en- the heir of this kingdom, Luke xx. 14, and
joined upon all true believers by scrip- he declared he was sent to preach (not to
ture, which says, " Co tend earnestly for the set up) the kingdom of God, and to confirm
fa th once for all delivered to the sai/ts." The the promises made to the fathers. Dan. ix.
faith and practice of the 19th cent, are not 27 ; Rom. xv. 8. This is that great salvathe faith and practice delivered to them : but tion which, at the first, began to be spoken
those of the apostasy from it. By contro- by the Lord, and was afterward published
versy the difference between " the faith," and throughout the Roman Empire. Compare
counterfeits is made conspicuous; and un- Matt xxiv. 14, with Col. i. 23. He that
derstanding is imparted to them that think believed this gospel, and was baptized,
as. well as read. Reading without under- would be saved, if he did not let slip "the
standing what is read is loss of time The hope." and held firm unto the end ; Heb. x.
untaught read and believe alter a fashion; 23. Faith in this gospel, then, is the means
but the wise understand the word of the of justification; and the possession of the
kingdom, and bring forth fruit to eternal kingdom, the reward of obedience. 2 Thess.
ii. 22 ; Col. iii. 24.
glory and honor, in the same.
The Jews were blinded that they should
But, we intended to adduce evidence in
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not see, on account of their hardness of Most High. Ezek. xxi. 27 ; 1 Cor. xv. 50;
heart; "but as many as received him (Jesus), Daniel vii. 26.—Gospel Banner.
to them gave he power to become the sons
of God, even to them that believe on HIS
NAME." John i. 12; Horn. xiii. 17. Now $ η α I e c t α ( f r p i s t o l a r i c u
there was a mystery or secret connected with
this glad tidings, which was not and could
Sky-Kingdomism Defended.
not be made known till the day of PenteDEAR SIR :—I am an occasional reader of
cost. There was also the fellowship of this se your periodical, the " Herald," and I undercret, which was not made known till some stand from that, as well as other sources,
years after Pentecost. It must also be un- (my reading is acknowledged to be desultory,)
derstood that the apostles were the stewards that you ridicule the idea of a " Sky-Kingof these mysteries, which pertain to the dom ;" but under what limitations with
kingdom of God. Matt. xiii. 11 ; 1 Cor. respect to either subjects or extent, you coniv. 1. After Simon Peter had made the fine your views of the Messiah's future reign,
good confession of the Name, Jesus promised I do not pretend to understand. But, beto give unto him the keys of the kingdom longing to that class who wish to be enlightof heaven, which, it is clear, had relation to ened, you will permit me to notice, very
the loosing of sins; Matt. xvi. 10; 1 Pet. respectfully, some objections to your theory,
i. 12. Now when the day of Pentecost was as I understand it, and which, I think, furcome, we find Peter (who held the keys) nish grounds for strong argument, to the
preaching repentance and remission of sins advocates of a " Sky-Kingdom."
in the name of Jesus. This was the revelaThe first I shall notice, is, popular opinion ;
tion of the mystery which had been hidden which, in the rase before us, (perhaps, in all
from the beginning of the ages, but then cases,) is entitled to profound respect, in as
made known to the Jew first, and afterward much as it originated from a profoundly
to all nations for the obedience of faith respectable, if it did not, as I incline to think
Acts x. 42 ; Rom. xvi. 25. Making it it did, from a divine source. Well, now for
known to the Genfiles is styled, by Paul, the proofs, in the estimation of us who can
the fellowship of the mystery, Eph. iii. 9,— draw from a depth no greater than that
the Gentiles were, by that name, made fel- contained in the English translation. Jesus
low-heirs, with the Jews, of God's kingdom Christ descended to earth, from heaven—a
and glory, Eph. ii. 13. Here then is "the place, according to the unlearned or vulgar
gospel,"—"the things concerning the king- notion, of undefined, ethereal or sky nature ;
dom of God, and the name of Jesus Christ." and the heavenly messenger, sent on errands,
Acts viii. 12. From this, and much more under a former dispensation, it strikes us,
that might be said, it will be clear, that the came from the same place, and when they
work of the apostles was not that of teach- returned, ascended, as did the angel who had
ing the things concerning a kingdom, said been sent to announce the birth of Samson ;
to be set up on Pentecost by many at the and when Elijah was taken to heaven, we
present day; but the work of taking out, read, " he went up by a whirlwind into heafrom Jew and Gentile, a people for the name ven."
This very forcibly impresses our
of the Lord, who should attain to glory and minds with the idea of sky-regions.
honor, in the kingdom and age to come.
But Jesus taught his disciples, that his
Acts xv. 13-18.
kingdom was not of this world ; and when
The prediction of Jesus, Mark ix. 1, could about to leave it, he comforted them, by the
not have been fulfilled on the day of Pente- assurance, that in his Father's House, were
cost, because no one then saw Jesus coming many mansions—that he was going away to
in his kingdom. Matt. xvi. 28. But some prepare a place for them, and that he would
standing there with Jesus (viz. Peter, James, come again and receive them to himself,
and John) did see a representation of that that where he was, they might be also.
event: this is clear from the words of Now, where was this place Jesus was going
Peter,—"For we have not followed cunning- to prepare for the reception of his disciples,
ly devised fables when we made known unto if it was not the heaven to which he ascendyou the power and coming of our Lord Jesus ed, after his resurrection ? It surely was not
Christ, but were eye-witnesses of his majes- that diminutive portion of this earth, which
ty, . . .
when we were with him in the he was about to leave. But, in my view, a
holy mount." There is but one kingdom still stronger point, in favor of a ** skyspoken of in the gospel, and that is the king- kingdom," is presented by the great apostle
dom of Israel, which is to be established un- of the Gentiles, when, in writing to the
der a new covenant, when the kingdom, and Thessalonians, he comforts them by the prosthe dominion under the whole heaven, shall ! pective and sublime, and perhaps, inconceivbe given to the people of the saints of the ζ able spectacle, of a commingling of the
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living with the newly-risen saints—to be heaven, the Son. of Man being in the heaven
caught up together, to meet the Lord in the —Jno. iii, 13. This is conclusive. Wherair, and to be ever with him. But it may ever Enoch, Moses, and Elijah may be they
be asked, where ? Well, since I do not per- are not in the heaven where Jesus is ; nor is
ceive, in the whole context, any intimation the heaven where they are, the heaven to
of a return to earth, I conclude the locality which the gospel invites believers. The
to be somewhere in the upper regions, which, heaven where Jesus is, and the heaven where
at least as far exceeds the earth in glory» as they are, are heavens for bodies, and not
the second temple, did the first.
" sky-regions" for ghosts. The angels have
I have made a selection, thus far, from a their own heaven to which the sons of Adam
mass of materiel, which, I think, in skilful have no right or title. " The meek shall inhands, might be employed with effect, on herit the earth" says Jesus, and that will be
the question under consideration ; but your heaven enough for them, when God shall
very superior knowledge of the Scriptures, have rooted the wicked out of it, and have
may lead you to regard all that I have ad- finished it at the end of " the administration
duced, as irrelevant idatter. I will, however, of the fulness of the times."
with all due respect, and still in the characJesus taught that his kingdom was not of
ter of an inquirer, notice one more objection this world.—True ; but he did not teach
to your theory, on this subject, as I have that it was not of this earth. The earth and
understood it. If the theory contemplates that world are not the same. The world is the
all the saints, or redeemed, from Adam down social organization upon the earth. His
to the last purchase of the great Atonement, kingdom did not belong to that civil and ecshall be gathered together in the " Holy clesiastical constitution of Judah and Rome
Land," or land of Palestine, how is this to be then existing—a world that does not now
reconciled, or made to harmonize with that exist. The kingdom belongs to " the fulness
great number in the apocalyptic vision—so of the times" now closing.
great as to exceed the calculating powers of
In his Father's house are many mansions.—
man ? Could that comparatively small tract The Father's house referred to is his kingof country contain so vast a multitude ? Or dom in which are many places for the faithis the passage a hyperbole ? How is it to ful. He has been engaged in the work of
be disposed of to the satisfaction of the preparation for eighteen centuries past. He
" common people ?" I know that fanciful will remain there until he has reconciled all
writers—Addison, among others, have ex- to the Father " who are of the truth," and
pressed the belief, that this earth may be for whom he prepares the kingdom. This
subjected to such a purgation and transfor- work accomplished, the Russo-Assyrian Conmation, by a fiery deluge, as to render it a federacy matured, and its armies encamped
fit residence for the saints, in their glorified in Palestine, He comes again, and " receives"
state; but their idea seems to be, that it his brethren to himself from among the dead ;
will only enlarge the vast space necessary to that where he is then, they may be also :
contain so great a multitude as Christian that is, in the kingdom restored again to
charity leads us to hope, will be recipients of Israel.
the inconceivable fruition of the " redeemed
W^ere ?—u Thus shall we be always with
of the Lord." I seek information, and this is the Lord." Where he is—" that where I am,
my apology for taxing, to so great an extent, ye may be also." This question is answered
your time and forbearance.
in the last verse of Ezekiel; Jer. iii. 17 ;
Yours very respectfully,
Joel iii. 21 ; Zech. ii. 10 ; viii. 3 ; Ps.
J. C. II.
exxxii. 13,14—and in numberless other
Cuckooville, Louisa, Va. ;
places.
Feb.l,\8o6.
All the redeemed gathered together in the
Holy Land.—It is not so stated in the Word.
They are not all to dwell there at once.
B9ply in Brief.
The redeemed have all a common right to
Jesus Christ descended to earth from heaventhat land which gives them a right in com—and ascended there again.—That with mon to the kingdom to exist there, and to
which he was sealed descended at his bap- the dominion of that kingdom over all natism, and ascended with Jesus at his assump- tions. The redeemed will dwell in all parts
tion. This is true. But then Jesus said to of the earth where there are men to be
the disciples, " As I said to the Jews, governed and enlightened. They are the
whither I go ye cannot come ; so now I say leaves of the Tree of life—for the healing
to you"—Jno. xiii, 33. And as to any one of the nations.
Their number so great as to exceed the
else ascending to where he is, he said to Nicodemus, " No one hath ascended into the hea- calculating powers of man.—Not so. "A
ven, except he having descended out of the great multitude which no man could number,'

Selections from Correspondence.
declares simply that no man knew the
number; and not that the number was
great beyond the power of human calculation. The number will be relatively small,
though absolutely great—small compared
with all Adam's posterity ; great if no more
than a million ; for a million is a number
absolutely great. " Many are called, but
there are few chosen ;" yet that few will be
adequate to all the demands of the kingdom
and empire of the Age to Come.
June 23, 1856.
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True ; but not Jesus: for he says," Seek
first THE KINGDOM OF GOD, &c." " Christ"
and the kingdom of God are an inseparable
doctrine of the prophetic Word—one and inu
divisible. Jesus was the flesh of sin" through
which the Christ or " Anointing" manifested
himself.
EDITOR.

June 23,1856.

EDITOR.

Elpis and Josedec.
Dear Bro. Thomas—I have just read your
article in this month's Herald, on what is
necessary to be believed before immersion to
constitute it " the obedience of faith,' which
I think is unanswerable. If that does not
convince Mr. Marsh, and those of his opinion,
I am afraid nothing will. Your remarks,
especially in regard to the Ethiopian previous to his immersion by Philip, should for
ever " put to silence the ignorance of foolish J
men," who have the hardihood to say that he
only believed in the Messenger simply, as I
conceive, to justify themselves. We will
await with patience the result.
Yours in the one hope,

A Happy Desideratum.
Dear SVr,—I should indeed be happy if
you could reach Elder Marsh, of the Expositor, on the question of baptism. The most
of us in Southern Michigan and Northern
Indiana, who had received Protestant immersion at the hands of Baptists, Methodists,
Cainpbellites, New Lights, Millerites, and
what not, have years ago been re-immersed
by believers of the Gospel of the kingdom.
Yet some few hold back, and Elder Marsh
has quite an influence with them.
Yours in the Hope,
E. MILLER, Jun.
Mention, St Joseph*s Mich.

May 18, 1856.

WILLIAM OLIVER.

A regular reader of the Expositor.
New York, May 6, 1856.

Be Strong and of good Courage.
Dear Si** and B'Other,—I am using my
efforts to extend the circulation of the Herald
Gratifying.
Dear Brother,—It is not three months as much as possible ; even paying the price
since I commenced to study in reference to of subscription myself when there is some
the true Gospel; yet having begun with the certainty that the person will read it with
invaluable aid of Elpis Israel, I was not honesty of purpose. I regard it as a very
many weeks in gaining a pretty clear under- efficient means of dispelling darkness : that
standing of what the truth is. AVith grati- darkness which shrouds the tomb with such
tude to God I shall ever remember the author a gloomy pall, shutting out the immortalizing light of the Sun of Righteousness, blindof Elpis Israel.
I suppose you receive an occasional com- ing men's eyes, and causing them to fall into
muuication from Brother II. M. Chase, of that deep, wide ditch, dug by theological
Lawrence, Mass, but do not know his excel- hands.
lence from personal acquaintance. He is the
I feel it to be a duty as well as a privilege
only one obedient to the faith with whom I to second you in your efforts to extend the
am acquainted. It was from him that I re- knowledge of the kingdom of our exalted
ceived instruction, and the means of investi- Redeemer and King : but my efforts are
gating the truth ; and have been immersed weak, and my field of action limited. Hopby him. May we each instruct faithful ing, however, that the truth will act as
ones, " who shall be able to instruct others leaven, even though deposited by weak hands,
alsp."
, I am encouraged to go on in the good cause,
Yours in the faith,
J even though I should have to contend with
" principalities and powers, and spiritual
CLARA Β. Β.
Morrill, Me , June \), 1856.
\ wickedness in high places ;" believing that
there is a crown of righteousness laid up in
Christ a Doctrine.
ι heaven for me if I "endure harduess as a
Dear Bro. Thomas—CHRIST first is the \ good soldier," holding out faithfully to the
order of the Gospel, i. Cor. xv.
\ end. And not only for me, but for all who
Yours as ever,
{ love and serve God acceptably.
In conclusion, accept the Christian affecJOSEPH MARSH.
\
Rochester, New York, May 27, 1856.
\tion of an humble disciple of Christ, and
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believe me very truly yours, in the one hope was driven by two oxen, one of which was
of the Gospel.
j rather obstinate. At one time he would goad
JOHN W. PEARCE.
j the ox : that would make him kick and frisk
Clieneyvilfe, La., June
about; then he would twist his tail, so as to
9th, 1856.
compel him to go on. But all was useless.
] At lenth the ox stopped short—dropped his
[ ti
j head low down—slid back, and down came
Scripture Illustration.
t } i e v o k c . The poor fellow was quite enraged,
* Ierael elideth as a backsliding heifer."—Hosea. iv.^19 while I was so delighted with having this
circumstance to illustrate a portion of the
IN India the ox is generally used for la
bor. Heifers are sometimes used in the Bible, that I could not refrain from laughing,
plough and in the cart, but they are never \ T h e d n v e r h a d t o g e t o u t o f h l s c a r t a n d
preferred to the ox, as they are much weaker ) v o k e i n h l s o x a £ a i n » f o r t h e r e w a s D 0 getting
and harder to manage. They are more apt \ forward with one ox in and one out. So it
to be refractory, or to be frightened, and w a s w l t h I s r a c l l n t h e d a v s o f Hosea.—CA.
thus backslide, when they should pull stead- Repository.
ily forward.
The Asiatic ox differs from ours in form, j
Obstacles to the Truth,
and in consequence of that he is worked ) AMONG the obstacles to the prevalence of
in a different manner. With us the ox truth we may enumerate the following :
yoke is a heavy piece of wood, which is
1. Prejudice.—The judgment is often formlaid upon the necks of the oxen. A bow < ed without light:—without evidence. And
of tough wood, like the letter U, passes round j should the truth be presented to a mind thus
the neck of each ox ; the ends of these ; preoccupied before it can obtain a lodgment
bows pass through the beam which crosses there, it has an obstacle to encounter and
their necks, and is keyed fast so that they remove of a very formidable magnitude. The
cannot, by any means, throw it off. They strength of prejudice is amazing. Though
pull by means of these bows, which pass \ assailed by reason, and argument, and revelaaround their necks, and which press against *> tion, it often remains as deeply rooted and
their shoulders. It is not so in India; the vigorous as ever.
Nay, it is frequently
oxen there have each a large hump upon nourished by the very efforts which are made
{
the top of the shoulders, from six to eight for its destruction.
inches high. The yoke, together with the > o D . ; c
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letter T. The ox pulls, not by his shoulders, |
3. Authority.—There are but few minds
as our oxen and horses do, but by the hump j which think for themselves, and form their
on his shoulders. A hole is bored through ^ judgment independent of others. Whether
the gristle of the nose, or through one of the ) they will acknowledge it or not, almost every
horns, through which a cord is passed, and man has his Mignus Apollo, to whom he
by which he is guided. He is urged forward j listens as to an oracle. And whatever
by a goad. The ^oad is simply a stick with < changes the responses of his oracle may
a nail at the end of i t ; the driver beats him \ undergo, he changes with it, and echoes its
with one end and pricks him forward with ? latest dicta,
the other. Now, all that is needful for the ox
4. Education.—When the mind is in its
to free himself from the yoke, is to stop and forming state, it takes readily the impressdrop his head, and down must come the end ious which are made upon it, and retains
of his yoke to the ground.
them through after-life in all their distinctI one day saw a little incident, which ness and vigor
Hence erroneons impressbeautifully illustrated this passage in Hosea. ions early made are apt to be enduring.
It was this :—As I was crossing over And it is here that truth meets the firmest
the esplanade, which lies between the fort of j ^ u . u 1L l b 1J
Bombay and the native town, I saw a Hin- r e s i s i a n c u
doo driving a gardee, (a Hindoo cart, ) which ? 5. In'erest.—What
multitudes are gov-
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nourishment and proportionate exercise in
connection with the religion of Jesus Christ
(taught to man two thousaud years ago).
Thus :—the social propensities are hallowed
by the illumination of divine teaching ; the
6. Personal Attachments.—Man is a social otherwise dangerous powers of fight and desbeing and has his favorites, who insensibly truction are chastened, by enlistment into
exercise a control in the formation of his the service of higher principles ; the obseropinions.
ving faculties are educated by the survey of
7. Personal Aversions.—When truth comes the works and wonders of God. Reason
from the lips of those we hate, the resistance finds its proper exercise in proving all things,
to it is far greater than if it proceeded from firmness in holding fast that which is good.
a different source. Can any good thing come While the religious sentiments gather up the
out of Nazareth?
service of all—language, events, ideas, won8. Consciousness of Error.—This often der, music, hope—in one grand hymn to the
prevents men from coming to the light lest Author of being, "Bless the LORD, Ο my
their deeds should be reproved. They love soul; and all that is within me, bless his hodarkness rather than light, because their ly name."—Gospel Banner.
deeds are evil. And though conscious of
their error, they are not willing to confess and,
From the Ladies' Christian Annual.
forsake it.
The Popular Idea of Heaven Repudiated,
9. T/>e Dread of Ridicule.—How many are
BY JAMES CHALLEN,
prevented from entertaining the truth bePastor
of
the
Campbellite Church, Philadelcause it will expose them to the ridicule of
phia .
their companions ! They had rather endure
JERUSALEM is called by various subordinate
the pangs of a wounded conscience than the
names, as The Holy City, That Great City,
scoffs of the wicked.
City of the Great King, The Joyous City,
10. Exampl -.—Have any of the Pharisees The Lord is there, The Beloved City, The
believed on him ? The force of example is Holy Jerusalem, the New Jerusalem. The
great. And truth has often to make its way earthly city, which has furnished us the
in the face of the opposing multitude. From name of the heavenly, was situated in Judea,
these obstacles to its prevalence—and many, in the Holy Land. It was singularly famous
very many more could be given, is it marvel- for its beauty and strength. It was the joy
ous that so few embrace it ? The wonder is, of the whole earth ; and especially was it farather, that it should make any progress mous as the residence of the Great King,
amid such opposition.— C/iarleston Observer.
and for the sublime worship which was
offered him there by the tribes of the Lord,
in the Mount Zion and the Temple which he
Christianity and Man.
loved. It was the seat of his worship. , The
ONE very sure test of the truthfulness of symbols of his presence were there. There
the Divine teaching, is to be found in its were the set thrones of judgment, the thrones
perfect adaptation to the nature of man, ac- of the house of David. And there was not
cording to the very latest experience of his only the house of prayer for Israel, but for
true character and constitution. Systems all nations. It was called Jerusalem from
of philosophy and schemes of ethics have Jeru—they shall see—and Salem—peace.
often been devised, but always predicated They shall see peace. This, then, is also
upon imperfect knowledge of the character- one of its appellations, as it is one of its
attributes. " They shall see peace,"—peace
istics of humanity; and now only indicate within its walls—prosperity within its palthe strange whims and absurd follies of their aces. Like all cities, then, it has a name ;
projectors. The more careful analysis of and surely no city ever had one so approprimodern times is giving more accurate form ate and beautiful.
to the ever accumulating elements of the human knowledge, thus risiug toward heaven,
Some are ready to cavil and object to the
only affords us a higher point of view, above literality of the views we present on this
which towers that higher Alp, which the subject. We do but follow in the footsteps
God of heaven lias built; its gigantic pro- of the inspired writers, who have given not
portions opening into greater distinctness as only the name or names of this city, but have
we ascend. The teaching of God overtops entered into a minute and elaborate descripall knowledge. Every faculty which phre- tion of it; as much so as could have been
nology (the science of yesterday) points out j given of any material city on earth. We
as belonging to man, finds its appropriate cannot, therefore, err in adhering to the Ianerned by calculations of profit or loss, in !
forming their opinions ! And by habitually
acting upon these sordid principles, are given over to believe a lie !
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guage of Scripture in reference to the subject before us.
And what do we want more than to see
God in his own city, to dwell forever in his
presence, to mingle with the society of the
blessed ? And, if our first parents were
placed in a literal Eden on this material
earth, and would have found it an everlasting home of bliss and happiness—what more
may we need than to be admitted as citizens
of the Holy Jerusalem, in the Paradise of
God, to go no more out for ever and ever ?
Our bodies will need a local habitation,
for though they shall be spiritualized at the
resurrection, they will still be material bodies. Sin does not naturally attach itself to
matter. This is an old Pagan idea, which
has mixed itself up with all our conceptions
of spiritual bliss and enjoyment. God, at
the creation, pronouuced all things good. He
looked down on the works of his hands, and
saw nothing that offended him. Matter and
spirit alike were untouched by sin and undefiled by the breath of human transgression.
All was good—very good.
The popular idea we have of heaven, is
that of some aerial region, on the other side
of Jordan, in which the spiritual beings
which inhabit that etherialized world are
mysteriously wafted on unseen wings, or suspended upon invisible clouds, where every
vestige of materialism has passed away, and
all familiar scenes and objects, persons and
things, shall come into remembrance no more
again for ever. This, we conceive, is a metaphysical dream. It may be the heaven of
the poets, but not of the prophets ; the airbuilt castles of the enthusiast, but not the
warm and sensible abodes of the just made
perfect.
If, when God laid the foundations of the
earth and the heavens, " the sons of God
shouted for joy, and the morning stars sang
together ;" and " when he prepared the heavens," said Wisdom—the word that was with
God—" I was there ; when he sat a compass
upon the face of the deep; when he established the clouds above ; when he strengthened the fountains of the deep ; when he gave
to the sea his decree, that the waters should
not pass his commandment; when he appointed the foundations of the earth. Then
I was with him, as one brought up with
him ; and I was daily his delight, rejoicing
always before him. Rejoicing in the habitable parts of the earth ; and my delights
were the sons of men." Prov. viii. 27-31
If, amidst the wonders of creation and the \
garniture of the heavens and of the earth,
the brooding spirit also watched and hovered over, and employed his moulding hands to
bring theni into the inimitable forms of love*

liness and beauty, which everywhere appear ;
think not, that anything that God has made
is necessarily defiled ; or that a heaven and
an earth as solid and as material as our
own, and a city as absolute and real as any
one which our eyes have seen, would not be
a fitting abode for the redeemed of the Lord,
if he should choose it as our future and eternal habitation. The only thing that God
hates is sin ; and wherever this is" found, he
will pursue and punish it, under the heavens
of the Lord. The object of Christ's mission
was to extirpate this—not to annihilate the
sun, moon, and stars, and blot out from existence the handiworks of God. It was not
to wage a war of extermination against matter or against spirit, but to extirpate moral,
and thereby remove all physical evil from
his creature man. " For this purpose was
the Son of God manifested, that he might
destroy the works of the devil," not the
works of God!
Persecution in Sardinia.
AN ominous reaction is visible in Sardinia,
where an active persecution is going on, not
only against the liberal journals, but against
the freedom of religious thought. The member of a Catholic congregation has just been
condemned to six months imprisonment for
doubting the Immaculate Conception. He
affirmed what is unquestionably true, that
the mother of Jesus had other children after
him.
" While he yet talked to the people, behold, his mother and his brothers stood without, desiring to speak with him." And
again : " Is not this the carpenter's son ? Is
not his mother called Mary? And his
brothers, James, and Joses, and Simon, and
Judas? And his sisters, are they not all
with us?"—Matt. xii. 46; xiii. 55. Hence
Matthew's testimony is, that Jesus was not
the only son of his mother. It is easy to
perceive, then, where Matthew would be if
he lived and wrote under Victor Emanuel.
The dogma of the Immaculate Conception
proves that the Roman Virgin Mary, like
the Roman Jesus, her reputed son, are not
the Mary and Jesus of the New Testament.
The Roman Goddess is declared by her
worshippers to have had only one son, and
he of an immaculate flesh like her's ; the Bible contradicts this of the true Mary and
Jesus ; and teaches that she had many sons
and daughters; and that consequently the
flesh common to her and her son Jesus was
identical with that of all the descendants of
Abraham. The Roman goddess is a demon
of priestcraft, having no real existence, past
or present, in the universe of God.
EDITOR.

H E R A L D
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And intheirdays, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shallnever perish, and
A DomxiON that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall stand for ever.''—DANIBL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER, 1856.

Infidelity and Superstition.
"AT present there is a rest, during which
the spirit of infidelity is playing its part
most successfully, and hath obtained the mastery of every tning but the tyrant-thrones,
and the superstitious altars, for which the
terrible contest is about to be holden. The
whole science of Europe serveth infidelity.
I know not one name of note, who is not a
trustworthy champion of it. The whole
philosophy of Europe serveth infidelity,
which is also only grounded on utility. The
spirit of freedom and liberty, which is smouldering beneath her thrones and governments
ready to toss them on high, and shiver them
to atoms, serveth infidelity, and hath no end
but to destroy that which is established:
having no longer any reverence for constitutional charters, or royal promises, it is
crying deep in its breast, Raze it, raze it!
away with them! The spirit of the reformed
religion over Europe serveth infidelity; for
it hath set aside faith in the scriptures, and
builds upon the common sense or reason of
mankind and were better to acknowledge
Paine's Age of Reason, than the gospel, for
its standards. The spirit of poetry in Germany, where alone any powerful poetry exists, hath bowed to infidelity in the two bright
and potent stars of Goethe and Schiller;
and our Byron is becoming the poetical idol of
foreign nations; and all over Europe from
Russia to the isles of Greece, and from the
isles of Greece to the rock of Lisbon, our
Bentham, the apostle of expediency, hath
the upperhand of the lawgivers. And what
is left, I know not, but that these, the
chief and sovereign influences of the destinies
of men, religion, morality, philosophy, science, poetry, and law, who have joined themselves to infidelity, should dispense and disseminate their proclamations to the body of
the people ; which they are now doing by the
wonderful extension of education, circulation
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of the scriptures, &c; for as Satan can convert
himself into an angel of light, he will use
the scriptures also, to show the people the
monstrous superstition ; and, when the people
have seen it, and signify the same by any
audible voice, or sensible sign, then the superstition will lay upon them its heavy hand,
and lash them into madness. Oh, who that
hath an eye to behold the signs and causes
of events can fail to observe that the storm
is brewing in the heavens, and is ready to
burst over all the earth 1
And the calm which even now reigns is the
surest prelude of the deluge which is about
to burst forth, and the exactest fulfilment
of the prophecy, which, with one consent,
saith, that men shall be saying, " Peace,
peace!" when it shall come bursting upon
them in fury. All Europe is pleasing itself
with the imagination of peace. But let every
traveller who hath looked into the veins and
arteries of the constitution of every kingdom
thereof, say whether they are not throbbing
with the fever of passion, and every nerve
vibrating convulsively under the weight that
is oppressing it. Hear the exiles, who have
fled irom the face of the tyrannies to the
arms of our sheltering capital, tell of the ferment that is stifled in the bosom of their
several nations. And if ye would know how
ungodly and unchristian a ferment it is, take
those exiles as an example,who have ruled the
ascendant of popular feeling in their several
lands: and amidst all their zeal for liberty,
and hatred of tyranny, hear how ignorant they
are of all principles of religion, and sound
statesmanship ; how full their breasts are of
the boiling lava of hatred and revenge
against the authors of their wrongs.
Oh how can it otherwise be in foreign
parts, when it is so even among ourselves,
that expediency rides the chariot in this our
realm of England, so that faith is not regard-
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ed, even in our high plates as any thing beyjn 1 a word, and disinterested principle a
tiling to be sneered and laughed at! When all
the enthusiasm is turned away from the invisible powers of the human soul, and the invisible principalities of heaven, to earthly visiblethings; and legislationupon anypriuciple
but that of money-making, or money-saving,
hath gone to sleep, and science also is dumb
for God, and poetry most frequently raving
mad against him, and religion itself half sustained and only half sustained by the faith
of things unseen and eternal 1 Seeing what
I see at home, and hearing what I hear, and
knowing what I know, I conceive far more
powerfully than I can describe, how it must
D3 in those foreign parts which have none
of the restraining forces, and reclaiming graces, and meliorating influences of oar favored land. The noisome sore is spreading
again over all the men of the earth, and is
about to run blood. I dread its effusion
even among ourselves. I fear not for the
church planted on the truth,whose gates are
adamant and her walls fire. But fur our na:
tion I not a little fear lest she should also go
down under the evil influence of this horrible star, which is to rule the bloody ascendant of the bloody time. They positively
laugh you to scorn for propounding any other
ground or basis of human action, or political
government, than utility ; and I have lived to
hear the statesmen of this protestant nation
declare in the hearing of those walls where
heretofore the religious liberties of the land
were established by two centuries of debate,
that u there is little or no difference in creeds,"
or, in other words, that faith is little more
than a name; and I have lived to hear it
declared, by a high official authority, before
the senate of that university where John
Knox studied, which Melville governed—"It
is goae forth that a man is no more answerable
for his faith than for the stature of his perBon or the colour of his skin." How, then,
must it be on the continent of Europe,
where, in the universities, there is nothing
but rationalism in religion, and liberalism in
politics ; in the protestant churches nothing
but formality or persecution; where there is
no spiritual sentiment but to be laughed at,
no spiritual man but to be scorned; and
hardly any thing at all either of spiritual
sentiment, or spiritual life, intermingled with
the great fermenting mass of feeling ? Superstition hath driven infidelity to its stronghold, which is, diffusion and ramification.
And infidelity-hath driven superstition to its
stronghold, which is darkness and force.
And the friends of the new power exult on
all hands in the march of mind, in the
development of thought and feeling. But in
that developed feeling there is no faith; in

that mighty march of mind there is no religion. It is the natural man, unrestrained
oi Gid, fighting against the restraints of
man. it us Satan in one form fighting against
Satan in another form." — Selected for the
Herald.
The Faith of "Christendom" Unscriptural
and Anti-Christian.
In the Watchman and Crusader, a thoroughgoing anti-papal paper, published in
New York city, the " Rev. Nicholas Murray,
D. D.," known in the republic of letters by
the name of " Kirwan" occupies considerable space in glorifying Scoto-American
Presbyterianism (of which he is a ministerial
or clerical incarnation) under the caption of
the " History of Ehzabethtown, and Essex
County, N. /., from the first English Settlement t the present time." The principal hero
of "phapter viii." is a certain " successor of
the apostles' and "ambassador of Jesus
Christ,'> (as the members of the Presbyterian,
in common with other " orthodox " bierarchists are wont to proclaim themselves,) named
David Austin. This apostolic ambassador
was 4t Pastor," or shepherd, of " The First
Presbyterian Congregation of Elizabethtown," which at the time referred to was
under the lordship of " the Presbytery of
New York. Like the rest of his fellow
craftsmen, he was thoroughly imbued with
the conceit that he was the favored subject
of "the inward teachmgs of the Holy Spirit
of God,1' apart from the daguerreotyping
agency of the written testimony of the Sprit,
to be found alone in the writings of Moses,
the prophets and apostles. This crotchet of
the Apostacy reigns in the beclouded crania
of all its hierophants; in some, however,
more despotically than in others. It calls
them to the work of the ministry ; it guides
them in the choice of their texts ; works the
shuttle in weaving their texts into sermons;
blesses their word, which they style in their
addresses to it '• thy word" to the conversion
of sinners into Presbyterians, Methodists,
Anglo-Hibernians, Papists, &c. &c, as the
case may be, in giving them disposition and
faith in accordance with their traditions;
calls some of them from the receipt of a
thousand to fifteen hundred a year; and
others to the far distant isles of the ocean, to
be devoured by Fejees, and other dainty
epicureans of the abyss. All this, and more,
the carnal spirit of the Apostacy does for
the clergy of the church of Anti-Christ, and
for those, who, beimj ignorant of the teachings of God, are incapable of discerning
truth from error, or the Holy Spirit of God
from the Spirit that reigns in the body and
synagogues of Satan. All this it works
abundantly in the strongly deluded; but

The Faith of « Christendom1* Unscriptural and Anti-Christian.
this it rarely, if ever, effects—the translation
of a sleek and pursy ecclesiastic from a fat
living t> hard work and twenty pounds a
year!
Illustrative of the " inward teachings of
the Holy Spirit of God," in the anti-chnstiau
sense of the phrase, it may not be out of
place to narrate the following anecdote:
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ing heart-religion have been proclaiming to
the world what they say the Lord has spoken
to their hearts—their deceitful and wicked
hearts. These, they term * the speakings of
the Lord,' are incessantly contradictory of
each other, and opposed to the plainest precepts and doctiine of the Bible. We know,
therefore, that they are liars; and their utterances · the deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish.1 Have nothing to
do with them, uncle; Get your master to
read to you what the Lord speaks to men's
hearts in the scriptures: never mind what
parson A, or parson B, says it means; just
believe what it says, and you will hear the
speaking of the Lord.—Upon this we ceased,
and having refreshed ourselves with the cool
water from the spring, we righted ourselves
in saddle, and resumed the even tenor of our
way.

About twenty years ago. we were journeying in Eastern V irginia from Richmond to a
meeting in Lunenburg County Being very
hot and dusty we became very thirsty; so
that in passing by the gate of a Presbyterian
clergyman, at which was assembled a group
of negroes, we asked for some water to drink.
One, who seemed to be the patriarch of the
group, told a boy to run to the spring, and
fetch the gentlemen some water fresh and
cool. While we were resting in our saddles
we entered into conversation with our black
Our black uncle's " Lord speaking to my
"uncles" and "aunts." Addressing the
heart" is the synonym of " the inward teacholdest of them, we inquired, why they were
ings of the holy spirit of God" in the clerinot at work to day? Becaus· there was " a
cal or anti-christian sense thereof. The unbig meeting" and master had given them a
tutored Afro-American spoke as he had been
holiday for the good of tJieir souls. This was
taught by the theology of his master's
very kind ; and naturally suggested inquiries church ; and very naturally mistook the exconcerning their condition. " Uncle!" said halation of his own dark and evil heart, or
I, " are you a Christian ?" " Don't know, understanding, piously excited by the tradimaster; but I hope I am.1" " Don't know! tions of Presbyteriauism, for the inward
That is strange! If you are a Christian ought teaching of the Lord. It impelled him to
you not to know it ? If a man have been reject the Bible without qualification. He
sick, does he not know it; and if he have preferred his heart-impulses to the written
become well, does he not know that likewise ? word. In effect, the clergy do the same
We are all by nature sick, and when we be- thing, only with less honesty than their negro
come Christians, we are healed. Is it disciples. They pretend great respect for
not strange then, that you don't know the Bible; but they are not content to rewhether you are sick or well ?" " Don't ceive it, and work by it, and walk by it, apart
knowy master ; but I hope I am ; because the from what they ignorantly style " the inward
Lord lias spoken to my heart.1' True ; the teachings of the Holy Spirit of God." It is
Lord has spoken to all our hearts in the these so called " inward teachings " that genscriptures, " Yes, master; but I have no erate Presbyterianism, Mormonism, Anglobook-Jarnin' ; -Γ don't know wltat the Lord say Hibernianism, Romanism, Millerism, Moharain the book; but I know what he say to my medism, Campbellism, &c.; not the Bible.
heart.1' " But, uncle, suppose some one were This only leads honest and good hearts to that
to read to you from the book, and you heard " obedience of faith " which the Gospel of the
with your own ears that one thing ; and sup- Kingdom demands. If men would take the
pose at the same time you thought you heard Bible, and reject the "inward teachings, 1
spoken to your heart another thing; and the Apostacy would come to an end speedily;
suppose that these two things referred to the and mankind would then have either one true
same subject, but were contrary the one to religion, or no religion at all: but, whether
the other, which of the two would you obey V the world would be better off than now, de" Ahy master, I have no head-religion; I pends upon the question, whether no religion,
would obey w)wX the Lord speak to my heart" or false religion, al as superstition, are more
" But, uncle, we believe assuredly that the conducive to the civilization and social hapLord the Spirit" speaks truly in the Bible; piness of men. This is a question we do not
and the Bible describes the heart of man as undertake to discuss at present.
" deceitful above all things, and desperately
The " creeds " " confessions of faith," and
wicked." The Bible has been in the world
nearly two thousand years since it was com- " articlee of religion," peculiar to the Apospleted ; and during all that long time it has tftcy, are it* " inward teachings of the Holy
spoken the same thing without contradiction: Spirit of God," by which it makes the real
and for the same length of time men profess» teachings of the word of God of no effect,
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But what selfish people must John Giles'
This is the great crime of the clergy before
heaven—while they profess to believe the Bible have been, to overflow with tears and lamentthey nullify it by their contemptible the logies, ations on his going up to his reward in heavand rules of interpretation. The *• Rev. en ! They ought rather to have rejoiced
Nicholas Murray, D.D." is as guilty of this that he had gone to glory; and that conseblasphemy as the hero of our anecdote, and quently they had now got a glorified consul
the " Rev. David Austin," one of the heroes there, ready to give them an introduction
of his tale. The Reverend Doctor of Di- to court as they might successively arrive!
vinity, on writing of the death of Mr. Does not the reader see in this the essence
Austin's successor, says, " amid the tears and of that Romish conceit, " saints in heaven "
lamentations of his people he went up to his and tKe invocation of them ?" The " Rev.
Nicholas Murray, D. D." is very bitter against
reward in heaven /"
Now this is either true or false. If true, popery. The more hostile to that horrid
where is the evidence of its truth ? Does system of abomination the better. But in
the Bible say anything about the ascent of essence his theology is as Romish as that of
Presbyterian clergymen to any reward in Old Infallibility himself. His Presbyterianheaven at the close of their career? No. ism came from Rome, and with Rome it will
Then, did any person or persons at Newbury- perish ; and happy will it be for mankind
port Mass., whence John Giles, the Rev. when the world shall be well quit of them
David Austin's successor, is said by Dr. Mur- both. May heaven speed the day !
ray to have ascended on Sept. 28 1824, see
But, lest the reader should imagine that
him go up ? No. Did the " Rev. Nicholas our quotation of the words of the " Rev.
Murray, D. D.", who declares that John Nicholas Murray, D.D.7' was of words hastiGiles did go up to his reward in heaven on ly, or inadvertently penned, we will corrobothat day, amid the tears and lamentations of rate them as expressing his real sentiments,
his people—did that same Dr. Murray, we by another from the same column. Speakrepeat, behold him wing his flight to his ing of the " Rev. John McDowell, I). D.," of
reward beyond the skies ? No. Then if the the Central Presbyterian Church in PhilaBible testifies of no reward for the clergy in delphia," who has not yet ascended to
heaven, and nobody saw John Giles oscend, heaven, he says, that what might justly be
how dare Dr. Murray testify so circumstan- said in the history of Elizabeth town, " must
tially to his ascension and retribution ? He be left to his biographer to say, after the
tastifies of the " tears " and the " lamenta good fight he has been so long waging is
tions," and the " reward " and the " going terminated, and he has gone up to wear his
up!" What would be said of a witness in crown, and with those who have turned
court, who would give such evidence to al- many to righteousness, to shine as a star for
leged facts upon no better foundation. Why, ever and ever!"
that he was perjured, a fool, or insane The
Lord Jesus pronounces Dr. Murray's theolNow, if the words mean anything more
ogy to be fabulous. The Lord s words to than a compliment to a fellow-craftsman,
his brethren are, " Thou shalt be blessed; they express the Rev. Nicholas Murray, D.
for thou shalt be recompensed at the D.'s gospel hope; that is, the ascepding to
resurrection of the just."—Luke, xiv. 14; heaven of the incorporeal ent ties, cal ed John
and again, " The Son of Man shall come in Giles, John McDowell, and Nicholas Murray,
the glory of his Father with his messengers; to be crowned there; and thenceforth to wear
and THEN he shall reward every man accord- their crowns beyond the skies uninterruptedly
ing to his works,"—Matt xvi. 27; and yet for ever and ever, as a reward for turning
a^ain, " Behold, I come quickly; and my many to the righteousness of Presbyterianism !
reward is with me, to give to every man ac- These two quotations are quite enough to
cording as his Work shall be.—Rev. xxii. 12. prove, in the estimation of one who underV
O, saith the lying theology of Gentile scepti- stands the Scriptures, that Dr. Murray's
cism, the Lord comes to every man at his charges against the Rev. David Austin lie
death ; < and that being the day of his com- with equal force against himself, and that
ing, is therefore the time of his reward also. reverend lordship, the Presbytery of New
The Lord rebuke thee, Ο Satan; for thou York. They charge Mr. Austin with being
knowest that thy testimony is false : for he under " the powerful influence of enthusiasm
who is destined to hurl thee like lightning and delusion;" and solemnly caution all
from the heavens, and to chain thee in the against giving heed to any irrational and
abyss, declares, that the blessed, sJtall be re- unscriptural suggestions and impressions
compensed at the resurrection of the just! (from him) as delusions of Satan, the effects
Surely, Satan, knave though thou be, thou of a disordered imagination, tending to misart not fool enough to say, that the death and lead, deceive, and destroy the souls of men,
burial of the just is their resurection ! I
&c." This enthusiasm and delusion, Dr.
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Murray styles " a thick cloud that fell upon j and advocacy of these truths by many in
his intellect, which was never wholly removed \ our times, the Rev. Nicholas Murray, D.D.,
during his life."
| styles it, " the revived fanaticism of a personreign.
From the evidence Dr. Murray presents,
there is no doubt but that Mr. Austin was a \ With these irrefutable truths, irrefutable
deluded enthusiast; but it is equallyraani-Ί by' all the " D. D.s" of ahti-Christendom
fest from Dr. Murray and the New York extant, Mr. Austin, the Miller of May, 1796,
Presbytery's writings, that the sole differ- blended much " orthodox" and personal foolence between their cases and Mr. Austin's is, ishness, which he styled, " the inward teachthe enthusiasm—he was deluded with enthusi- ings of the Holy Spirit of God." He proasm, while they are as strongly deluded claimed that " as Joshua led the Jews into
without t. The element which set Mr. the promised land, and as John the Baptist
Austin's delusion on fire was light. Who was the forerunner of the Saviour, so he was
does not know that the sun's rays acting appointed of God to bring in the glorious
upon certain substrata will produce combi- millennial reign of righteousnes;" and that
nation with explosion ? Like those of the in conformity with this mission he intended
Rev. Nicholas Murray, D. D., and all the to establish a new church upon earth.
presbyteries of anti-christendom, the Rev.
This declaration stirred up the PresbyteDavid Austin's brains had been presbyterio- rians of Elizabethtown to great zeal for their
theologically indoctrinated, and thereby Diana. They requested of him a declaration
weakened, blighted, and strongly deluded : in writing of his intention. This he very
but in addition to this, the unfortunate Mr. promptly and frankly complied with, and on
Austin had a violent attack of scarlet fever, April 7, 1797, said," In respect to that part
from which he slowly recovered, and which of the paper read, which hinted at and comis supposed to have " very seriously affected plained of an avowed design of the pastor
his mind." Dr. Murray adduces no patho- to institute a new church, and to set up a
logical evidence of his insanity ; unless earn- new order of ecclesiastical concerns, " indeest convictions of the truth of certain views, pendent of Presbytery, of the Synod, or of
and a course of action in harmony with the General Assembly " it may be openly
them, be pathological evidence of the fact. answered, that such is my fixed and unalterThere is no doubt Mr. Austin's mind was able determination. For a warrant thus to
powerfully excited); for he lived in times proceed, reference may be had to Zech. iii.
when all men's minds were intensely moved, j and vi.; and to many other passages of
The excitation of " the Reign of Terror " \ Scripture
which foretell of these things and
Έ
was not confined to Europe. It made men of" these
days.
stand upon their feet in the tip-toe of expect" On the testimony of the Scriptures, and
ation. Mr. Austin was among tne number on the inward teachings of the Holy Spirit
of these ; and like many of his contempora- of God, and on the present aspect of Proviries, applied himself to the study of prophecy. dence, and on uncommon and extraordinary
«During the recovery," says Dr. Nicholas > r e v e l a t i o n s o f t h e m i n d and will of God to
Murray, "he commenced the •study oi the t h i s i n t d e p e n d e n c e i s h a d j n p r o o f of α
prophecies, and the effect was obvious in a , spe/aland
Jelignating call to proceed in this
mental derangement, from which he never solemn and interesting work.
wholly recovered ;" that is to say. though he
" Be it known, then, to the committee and
was considered a fit and proper person to
preach and administer ordinances with great to the congregation, and to the Presbyterian
acceptance and success, he never lost his Church, and to the world at large, that such
convictions of the truth of certain things extraordinary call I do projhs to Iiave receivtaught in the prophetic and apostolic writ- ed . . . and that implicit obedience to
ings, to the day of his death. This is what the voice of Heaven is my fixed determinaDr. Murray- calls " a mental derangement tion !
'Let this declaration be productive of
from which he never wholly recovered!"
mi
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•· S what coasequences it may, be it remembered

The light that shone from the " sure word . t h a t t h e a D t l c i p a t i o n s o f *Divine support are
of prophecy' into his Presbyterian dark- ί s o road a n d a \ m n d a n { t h a t t h e i S r u m 0 » t
ness, aud which thut darkness could not com-> o f t k / D i v i n e designs feels himself ready,
prehend, so as to harmonize it with the vain and professes himself willing, to meet all obtraditions of his Scotch divinity, was in rela- stacles, and to brave all dangers, in the protion to the restoration of the Jews, the com- secution of the noble object which Infinite
ing of Christ, his personal reign upon the Wisdom hath placed before him."
earth, and the commencement of the MillenOn this answer being returned, the comnium. These things the study of prophecy
convinced him of; and alluding to the belief mittee of his flock, who had recognized his
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call of God to preach and administer Presbyterianism and its ordinances, upon no better evidence than his own assertion, now refused to take his word, endorsed as he affirmed by Zechariah, for the extraordinary call
he so boldly declared he had received ! They
therefore applied to the Presbytery of New
York to eject him from the pastorate. This
request being granted, the Presbytery published their decision, and stated, that " for
more than a year past he had been under
the influence of enthusiasm and delusion,
evidently manifested by his giving credit to,
and being guided by, supposed revelations
and communications of an extraordinary
kind; his alleged designation and call to
particular important offices and services, his
undertaking to fix the precise time of the
commencement of the Millennium on May
15,1796, and to designate the circumstances
of its commencement," and so forth.

that " he had not ascended to his Father"—
xx. 17 ; and in contradiction also of the
doctrine of Peter, who, concerning what
constitutes David, publicly declared by the
Holy Spirit to three thousand persons on the
Day of Pentecost, that David, the prophetking, " had not even then," nearly a thousand years after his death, " ascended into
the heavens"—Acts ii. 34. How stupid, or
ignorant, must mankind be to be imposed
upon by such pretenders as the Rev. Nicholas Murray, U.D., and the rest, who have
the effrontery to announce themselves as
preachers of the gospel and ministers of
Jesus Christ! In Dr. Murray's prospective
apotheosis of the Rev. John McDowell, D.D.,
he makes no allowance for the resurrection
at all! He sends him up to heaven to be
crowned, and being crowned to wear Jiis
crown, and to shine there for ever and ever!
The Rev. Nicholas Murray, D.D., is the
present " Presbyterian true blue" representThe connection between Mr. Austin and ative of Yankee Scotch divinity in Elizathe Presbyterian congregation of Elizabeth- bethtown. He sprinkles unconscious babes
town being dissolved by the authority of the with holy water, in the name of the Lord,
Presbytery, he removed to New 'Haven, and calls it baptism! He styles the belief
from whence he believed the Jews would of the restoration of the Jews, of the return
embark on their return to the Holy Land. of Jesus to earth in power and great glory,
To accommodate them on this occasion, he of his reign here in person, " fanaticism ;"
very liberally built a wharf and houses, by and in opposition thereto affirms the incorwhich he involved himself in debt, and im- poreal existence and immortality of an indeprisonment for a time. " During his impri- finable something tabernacling in mortal
sonment," says Dr. Murray, " his mind flesh its ascent to heaven to abide and be
seemed in some measure to recover itself; rewarded there for ever ! Such stuff as this
but yet on the subject of prophecy it was he prints and preaches, in the Lord's name,
distracted." It was not prophecy, however, for feed and fame. Talk of such a man bethat "distracted" it, Dr. Murray, but the ing an ambassador of heaven, why he is not
Scotch foolishness you teach for gospel even a Christian; but, totally ignorant of
which prevented him from seeing it aright. what be the first principles of the oracles of
It was certainly very absurd of Mr. Aus- God. Mental derangement! Can any detin to imagine himself the chosen of God to rangement of mind surpass his; and should
introduce the millennial reign of righteous- the subject of it continue at large, and be
ness, and to restore the Jews; but the pre- deemed competent to transact the business of
tensions of Dr. Murray and his fellow-crafts- life! Nay; and when the Lord comes he
men to be " successors of the apostles" and will cast them from their thrones, and con" ambassadors of Jesus Christ," and to have sign them with Satan to the abyss.
as special a call of God as Aaron had to
But the Rev. Nicholas Murray, D.D., or
preach the gospel as such, though a more " Kirwan," is said to be a talented and emicommon pretence, is as presumptuous, un- nent writer ; and is, no doubt, a good and
scriptural, and insane a pretence. God calls respectable man in the estimation of the
none to preach the gospel who testify falsely world. While at Elizabethtown we read
in his name. Talk of men being ambassa- his visit to Europe, which shows that, though
dors of Jesus and successors of his apostles profoundly ignorant of the doctrine of
who deny their doctrine, as Dr. Nicholas Christ, he has a warm and whole-souled haMurray and his brethren do, is downright tred of the Roman Jezebel.
his is good—
blasphemy. Here are men preaching ascent potsherd versus potsherd till the Lord come,
to heaven at death as an event common to j and dash the mother and her harlot progeny
all saints in direct contradiction of the words to pieces! The only use of Presbyterianism
of Jesus, who saith, " N o one hath ascended in the world is as a system of ecclesiastical
into the heaven except he who descended police, and of antagonism to Romanism. It
out of the heaven, even the Son of Man, can save no man from his sins, nor impart to
who is in the heaven"—John iii. 13 ; who any a right to eternal life—it cannot Scripalso said to Mary three days after his death, turally answer the question, " What must
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one do to be saved ?" and when answered, \ strike off a few hundred copies of it in
prove that the reply is the oracle of God. tract form for gratuitous circulation among
It is a restraint upon its disciples by an ap- the parishioners of the Reverend D. D.s of
peal to their fears; in the words of one of Elizabethtown. We deem it, therefore, exour black " uncles," " shake 'em over hell, pedient and right that we not only try to
but don't drap 'em in!" But in the case of alienate the people from " the philosophy
poor Servetus, the founder of the craft did and vain deceit" of their blind guides, but
not strictly regard our " uncle's" advice, for that we also furnish them with some definite
he not only shook him over the furnace for idea of " the truth as it is in Jesus." For,
the good of his soul, but dropped him in, if this cannot be done, it were better to
and burned him to a coal! Ever since then leave them in the enjoyment of what, in their
it has been gloomy, heartless, and morose ; ignorance, they regard as blessedness; for
and all who patronize it seem as though
" Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise,"
they had " got the blues."
if that wisdom only reveal to us our disease
This blue-law superstition over-rides every- and the hopelessness of its cure; for to know
thing else in Elizabethtown, N. J., which that we are sick unto death, yet curable, but
may be styled the Paradise of Pharisaism. still ignorant of the remedy, is " torment be1
If ere that solemn stillness reigned," it was fore the time." We propose, then, in as few
during the five days of our sojourn tljere. < words as possible, to outline to the reader.
The weather was chilly, cloudy, raining; mud
Heaven's Message to the World.
reigned over the deserted streets, so that the
tout ensemble of the city was dolorous in the
The Message-Bearer is the Bethlehemextreme. It was the Via Dolorosa of the born King of the Jews, called Jesus of Nazr
gospel of the kingdom, which, for the time areth,
h andd styled
l d by
b the
h Holy
H l Spirit,
S i i " THE
T
being, is crucified, dead, and buried, if ever, J MESSENGER OP THE COVENANT." — 1Mai.
indeed, it had visited the place, which is I Hi. l.
doubtful. We only know of about half a j T h i s b
ine a m b a s s a d o r a n d a p o s t l e
o f
dozen in the city that have any respect for it t h e G o d o f h e a v e n w a g g e n t b ω £ to
or know anything about it. Indeed, until d a i m
to
t h e H e b r e w n/tion
t h r o { , g h
Presbyterianism receives " a heavy blow_and t h e . building up again of the kingdom and
great discouragement, the people will have < ·
- a r, °
°_
throne of David. This appears from the
no energy or independence to think for them· testimony of apostles and prophets, which is
selves, and examine its claims to their regard. in the strictest accordance with his own deImmersion is at a wonderful discount; so claration. Peter says—
that the Baptists can scarcely keep their
" God sent the word to the sons of Israel,
heads above water. Seventy members are
about the fulness of their numerical strength announcing the glad tidings of peace by
in a population of about 10,000. We spoke Jesus Christ, who is Lord of all," both Jews
in their house four times to very slim au- and Gentiles.—Acto x. 36.
Cornelius, the first non-Jewish man to
diences. Whether the Baptists there would
open their ears to the glad tidings of the whom that word of message was ever ankingdom cannot, from our recent experiment, nounced, was well acquainted with it, being
be now declared. Most of them, we believe, a Roman military officer in the Holy. Land ;
reside in the suburbs, where they found more through the length and breadth of which
inducement to remain than to wade through it was proclaimed to the Jews by Jesus
mud and water to get to hear what the Bible and his apostles, during several years before
taught about the kingdom and glory which b the Gentiles Were invited to its covenant.
God has promised to the faithful poor, j '· THAT WORD," or message, said Peter to
Whether tney would turn out in a genial > Cornelius, " Y E KNOW."—Acts x. 37.
and glorious moonlight to hear about that Jj He then told him where Jesus began to
faith Jesus and his apostles lost their lives deliver his message to the Jews, and at what
for, we cannot say. We hope thev would. ^ time. His words are, " I t was published
They certainly ought; for it was the faith \ throughout all Judea, and began from Galiof their fathers two hundred years ago. But S ^ after the baptism which John preached."
they are quite under the weather in Eliza-. N o w t u r n t o t h e a c c o u n t i v e n o f t h e
bethtown, and there they are likely to remain commencement of Christ's apostleship, and
so long as their fellow-citizens continue to ,
w i n n o t onl
find
t h e w o r d g o f *peter
be deceived by the traditions and hoodwink- S confirmed, but you will find also what Jesus
ed by the D.D.s of Presbyterianism.
] p r e a ched in announcing the glad tidings of
We might be content with this notice of SN peace to the Jews. Matthew says—
our visit to this dark and stronghold of Cal- s " Now, when Jesus had heard that John
vinism, but that it is probable we may N was cast into prison, he departed into Gali-
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lee"— Ch. iv. 12 ; and " From that time he them of low degree : fill the hungry with good
BEGAN to preach, and to say, Μετανοείτε
things, and send the rich empty away: and
ηγγικε γαρ ή βασίλεια τωγ ουρανών— HELP HIS SERVANT ISRAEL, in remembrance
Be erUig/tte ed, for the kingdom of theof his mercy; AS HE SPAKE TO THEIR FATHERS, to Abraliam and to his seed FOR THE
heavens has approached"—being preached to
them by its King—verse 17 ; " and Jesus AGE"—Luke i. 51-55. Read the biography
went about all Galilee, teaching in their syn- of Abraham by Moses, and Paul's comment
agogues and preaching THE GOSPEL OP THE upon it in Galatians.
KINGDOM"—verse 23.
Now when Zacharias, the father of John
Again, while at Capernaum in Galilee, the Baptizer, prophesied concerning Christ
the people urged him to become a " settled then about to be born, he said, " Blessed be
preacher" and physician amoug them, which the Lord God of Israel; for he visits and rehe refused to do, saying, " I must preach the deems his people, and raises up a horn of
kingdom of God to other cities also, for, salvation for us in the house of his servant
THEREFORE, AM I SENT"—Luke iv. 43 ; that David ; as he spake by the mouth of his holy
in preaching it sinners might be led to re- prophets, which have been from the begin1
pentance ; for " I came, said he, " to call ning of the age; that we should be saved
from our enemies, and from the hand of all
sinners to repentance."—Luke v. 32.
that hate us; to perform the mercy promised
Now, from these passages, it is easy to to our fathers, and to remember his holy
know what Jesus preached for gospel; when covenant THE OATH WHICH HE SWARE TO OUR
he began to preach it, and where. We pro- FATHER ABRAHAM—that he would grant unto
ceed now to remark that in preaching it to us, that we (Israelites) being delivered out
of the hand of our enemies might serve him
the Jews, he said—
" Blessed are the poor with the spirit" without fear, in holiness and righteousness
(ό/ πτωχοί τω πνενματι, i. e., as James before him, all the days of our lite—Luke i.
styles them, " th - poor of this world RICH IN 67-75.
FAITH"—Ch. ii. 5) for the kingdom of the
Here then, was a prophecy of peace to the
heavens is of them. Blessed are the meek, nation when it shall be delivered from all the
because they shall inherit the earth. Blessed Gentile oppressors by the Messrah, whom we
are they who are persecuted for righteous- believe to be "Jesus of Nazareth the KING OF
ness' sake; for of them is the kingdom of THE JEWS." In bringing peace to Israel he
the heavens. Now, I say unto you, that ex- is to scatter the proud, and to put down
cept your righteousness exceed that of the the mighty from their thrones. He was born
Scribes aud Pharisees (to which class the to be King of the Jews and to effect this naD.D's and other " clergy" and " ministers" tional redemption for them : and therefore it
of our time belong) ye shall in no ease enter was said to Mary, " Thou shalt bring forth
into the kingdom of the heavens." There- a Son, and shalt call his name ΙΗΣΘΤΣ
fore, " seek ye first the kingdom of God and Ye-sous; or in Hebrew, 3Π©"!ΓΡ> Yehoshua, a
His righteousness, and all these (promises) compound name from rr% Yah, or Π"ΙΓΡ> Υ*·
shall be added to you."—Mat. v. 3, 5,10, hovah, and 3ΠΕ3 shua to be mighty; hence in
20; vi. 33.
English, I SHALL BE MIGHTY. For it conAgain : in preaching his message of peace tinues, " He shall be great, and Son of the
Jesus said, " I am come to send fire upon the Highest One shall he be called : and the Lord
earth, and how I wish it were already kin- God shall give to him the throne of David
dled ! Suppose ye that I am come to give his father. And he shall reign over the
peace on eatth ? I tell you, Nay; but rather House of Jacob during the ages, and of his
division : for henceforth a man's foe shall be kingdom there shall be no end"—Luke i.
they of his own household."—Mat. x. 34; Luke 31-33. Thus, the peace he preached to
Israel is to come to them when they are rexii. 49-53.
established in their own land ; and are there
Then, it is clear, that although he is pro- living in holiness and righteousness under his
phetically styled " the Prince of Peace," government, as king for Jehovah on David's
when he began to preacfr about 1830 years throne.
ago, he did not come to bring peace, but
Now with this harmonize the words of
simply to preach it. He came to preach " the
acceptable year of Jehovah," on the arrival the prophet, saying concerning him, " Unto
of which there shall be " Glory to God in the us (Israelites) a child is born, unto us a Son
highest heavens, over the earth peace, and is given : and the government (of Israel)
good will toward men."—Luke ii. 14. To shall be upon his shoulder ; aud his name
bring this about, he will " scatter the proud shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the
in the imagination of their hearts : put down Mighty God, the Founder of the Age, the
the mighty from their thrones, and exalt Prince of Peace. Of the increase of his gov-
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eminent and peace there shall be r>o end upon Now, hear the words of Israel's prophetthe throne of David, and upon his kingdom, king, Ο ye pious Gentiles so wise in your
to order it, and to establish with judgment, own conceit! " He that rejecteth me, and
and with justice from henceforth, even for the receiveth not my words, hath that which
judgeth him; the word which I speak the
a-^e"—Isai. ix. 6, 7.
It is evident, then from these premises, same shall judge him in the last day'"—John
and from a multitude of others that might xii. 48. Do ye hear that? What do ye
be adduced, that it is the intention (f the God know about that " word of the kingdom'
of heaven to set up a kingdom in the Holy which Jesus preached before he was crucified
Land, whcse dominion shall supersede all ether to bring the sanctifying covenants into fcrce;
kingdoms, empires, and repubL cs; and that and rose from the dead lor the justification of
believers therein ? Literally nothing ! Ye
THIS KINGDOM WILL BE AN 1SRAELITISH, OR
HEBREW MONARCHY
Consult Jer. iii. 17, are therefore all in a state of condemnation,
18 ; vii. 7 ; xxxiii. 14-26 : Ezek. xxxvii. preachers and peop!e; for speaking of the
21-28 : Dan. ii. 44; vii. 14 ; Mat. xix. 27- gospel of the kingdom alter he rose from the
29: Acts i. 6; ii. 30; xv. 14-17. When, dead, he said ' H E THAT BELIEVETH NOT
therefore, Paul went to Ephesus preaching SHALL HE CONDEMNED"—Maik xvi. 16.
Hear, then, the words of the king, who
the gospel, he was occupied during three
months in ' disputing and persuading the declares that " SALVATION IS OF THE JEWS"—
things concerning the kingdom of God—Acts John iv. 22. " To my kinsmen according to
xix. 8: and when he afterwards wrote to the the flesh, who are Israelites," save Paul,
disciples there, he reminded them that " pertain the adoption and the glory, and
through the preaching of the gospel, " God the covenants, and the giving of the law, and
had made known the secrets of his will, ac- the service, and the promises; whose are the
cording to his good purpose which he had fathers; and of whom as concerning the
purposed in himself: that in the administra- flesh the Christ came, who is over all God
tion of the fulness of the appointed times, he blessed for ever"—i?om. ix. 3-5. But what
would gather together in one all things under is said of the Gentiles according to the flesh?
Christ, both which are in the heavens and " Ye are without Christ, being aliens from
which are on the earth, under him"—Eph. i. the Commonwealth of Israel, and strangers
9.10. Thus, prophets and apostles taught from the covenants of promise, having no
the same doctrine; and promulgated without hope, and without God in the world, walking
in the vanity of your minds, and having your
contradicticn the same truth.
understanding darkened, being alienated from
The glad tidings Jesus was sent of God to the life of God through the ignorance that is
announce to the Hebrew nation were all in you, because of the hardness of your
about this kingdom; and therefore his
preaching was styled "the Gospel of the hearts''—^Eph, ii. 12; iv. 18. Ye see, then,
Kingdom of God ;" and when referred to by the necessity of becoming identified with the
himself, " my words," or " the word that I Hebrew nation that ye partake of the salvation that pertains to it.
have spoken."
Now that salvation, called by Paul, " the
In speaking of the destruction o r Jerusalem and the approaching end of the Mosaic great salvation, which at the first began to
Economy, he gave it as a sign whereby it be spoken by the Lord," consists in the namight be known that that crisis was at hand, tional redemption of Israel, and the blessedness
that the word which he had spoken should of all other rtatio s in Abraham with them;
have been everywhere proclaimed in the do- and in their being possessed as a kingdom and
minion of the Romans. His words are, empire by immortal and righteous rulers—
" This gospel of the kingdom shall be Gal. iii. 8; Dan. viii. 18, 25, ,27 ; Rev. ii.
preached in all the habitable for a testimony 26 ; iii. 2 1 ; v. 9,10 ; xi. 15; xx. 6 ; 1 Cor.
to all the nations : and afterwards the end xv. 50.
shall come—Matt. xxiv. 14. And it was so
This NEW SYSTEM OF NATIONS, called in
preached to the full extent by the real the English version of the Scriptures, " the
apostles; for Paul says to the Colossians, world to come, is not to be subject to the
ye have heard the hope of the glad tidings, angels as the present syetem is; but to Jems
" which was preached to every creature which and his brethren. These are to be the rulers
is under heaven ; whereof I am made a min- and possessors of the world; and when the
ister"— ch. i. 23. So that, it is evident, we time arrives for, them to take possession of ·
have not to wait for the dumb dogs of this their inheritance, they will expel all popes,
generation who cannot bark, to preach the emperors, kings, priests, clergy, ministers,
gospel1 to all the world before the thousand from their thrones, great and small; and ocyears reign of Christ and his apostles begins cupy their places and riches themselves.
How can they preach what they know Writing to some of these then living in
nothing about?
Corinth, Paul says, " AH tilings are yours;
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the world, life, death, things present, or things righteousness of God." N o " D. D's" ex*
to come; all are yyurs; and ye are Christ's ; taut can show Preebyteriamsm, Methodism,
anu Christ is God's—1 Cor. iii. 22. And Anglo-Hi bernianism, Romanism, in short,
a*ain, the Scripture says " To the sinner God any of these schisms or systems, to be typigiveth travail to gather and to heap up, fied and delineated in the law and the prophthat he may give to the good before God ;' ets.
They cannot therefore make men
and again also, " The wealth of the sinner righteous; and consequently, cannot impart
is kid up for the ju3t"—Ecclea. ii. 2 6 ; Prov. to any " a right to eat of the tree of life, and
xiii. 22.
to enter in through the gates into the c i t y ' ~
Now this new system of Nations upon Re . xxii. 14. They are unholy systems of
the Asiatic and European Habitable—the abomination promising men rewards beyond
world of which Abraham and his Seed are the skies at their decease, whose doctrine is
the Heira—is to be ruled in righteousness 'subversive of the truth, and destructive of
by men acting for God, who shall not leave all that trust it.
their dominion " under the whole heaven"
Now the apostolic preaching was not for
to successors. This is declared in Paul's the purpose ot peopling " kingdoms beyond
proclamation to the polite and learned Athe- the skies" with dead men's ghosts—it was
nians ; and in the words of Daniel concern- not for saving these incorporealities from
ing the kingdom, saying, " It <$ an indestructi- eternal torture in molten brimstone and
ble kingdom, which hall not be Uft to other scorching flames, as the clergy and their
people, and shall sta d for ever"
I t is evi- gospel-nullifying theologies teach; but it
dent, therefore, that those who shall possess was for the noble and gracious purpose of
the kingdom when it shall " come to inviting men of the Hebrew nation first, and
the daughter of Jerusalem" (Mic iv. 8,) of other nations afterwards, to become heirs
must be immortal ki gs; for deathless men of God's kingdom and glory; so that when
can alone retain everlasting possession of the time should arrive for the establishment
any thing.
of the one, and the display of the other upon
It is clear then, that " the poor' who are earth, a people might be already prepared to
rch in faith," to whom the apostle James inherit them, and to administer the world's
says, God hath promised this kingdom, must affairs for God. Hence, to those who are
acquire a righteous ess unto immortality -or " in the Father and the Son," the apostle
eternal life: in other words, they must be- says, (rod h<%th called you t hs kingdom and
come the subject of the righteousness of God glory—1 Thess. ii. 12., which glory is attainattested by the law of Moses and the Pro- j ed, not at death, as the blind"guides of the
phets
h
; even the
th righteousness
iht
off G
God
d ] people
l teach,
h but
b at the
h appearing
i off Christ;
Chit
through Jesus Christ's faith for all and upon for the apostle saith to the same class, " Ye
all who believe."—-Rom. iii. 21. That is, are dead (to the world now lying under the
God has devised a system by the operation rule of the wicked) and your life is hid with
of which men who are sinners by nature and Christ in God. When Christ, who is our
practice, may be made what they cannot life, shall appear, THES shall ye also appear
constitute themselves—that is, righteous, with him in glory—Col. iii. 4.
justified, or pardoned and holy persons; and
The burden then of heaven's message to
this system, developed in the preaching and
the world is an invitation or call to God's
writing of the New Testament scribes, is
kingdom and glory. It was first sent to the
also typically foreshadowed in the Law of
Jews; but a sufficient number did .not acMoses, and set forth enigmatically in the
cept it to answer the necessities of the king*
prophets.
In this way it is attested or
dom; and therefore the invitation waff
" witnessed by the law and the prophets,"
graciously extended to people of other naand hath been devised for the purification,
tions. The Gospel, or message of invitation
or sanctification, of all Jews and Gentiles,
to God's Palestine kingdom and glory, was
who " believe the things of the kingdom of
delivered to these for the first time at the
Go I, and fthe name of Jesus Christ" (Acts
house of Cornelius, the captain of a hundred
Viii. 12 :) and for no one else ; for " he that
men in the Italian regiment then quartered
believeth not shall be coudemned."
at Cesarea, in Judea. As appears from
It is evident therefore from these premises, Acts x. 37, he was already acquainted with
that none of the Protestant and Romish sys- the glad tidings, or word, of the kingdom
tems of righteousness are purifying, sancti- preached by Jesus to the Jews; but he did
fying, or saving; and for the plain and sim- not know f Oenttle do s might eat of the
ple reason, that they are none of them " at- children's meat (Mat. xv. 56j, for he had
tested by the law of Moses and the prophets." heard that Jesus had said, tnat " He was
This attestation being deficient they are sent only to the lost she ρ of the Η-use of
none of them, in whole or in part, "the Israel" H e did not know that mea of other
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nations might become heirs of the kingdom kingdom and glory with eternal life, ON CONand glory to be established in the Holy DITION OF doitg what Peter commanded the
Land under the supremacy of the crucified jus a <d God-fearing Co nelius and family
King of Israel. He had heard that-same to do. And what was that ? Turn to Acts
king announce that " Salvation is of the x. 48, and you will there find recorded these
Jews ;" he was therefore at a loss to know words which you can only evade at the peif men of other nations might partake there- ril of your life—'* A id Peter commanded
of. The apostles themselves did not know them tO BE BAPTIZED IN THE NAME OF THE
i t ; for it was purposely hid from their eyes LORD."
until the time should come to give the inviNow these things being certainly true;
tation. The vision detailed in Acts x. en- what shall we say to " the sentiments of all
lightened Peter upon the subject, and made Christendom ?" There is but one inevitable
him willing to obey the command of the conclusion ; and that is, they are the eleSpirit to go with the servants of Cornelius. ments of that " ST ONG DELUSION," which
He went; and the rest of that chapter from Paul predicted would result from " the Mvsthe thirty-fourth verse, informs the reader of tery of Iniquity" beginning to work in nis
what he preached, and what he commanded time; and which would be all-pervading and
the devout Italians who believed, to do.
paramount at the appearing or Jesus CnAst.
Now mark well what they believed : they He styles them in the aggregate, " A LIE."
This is the scriptural designation stamped
believed,
1. The word of peace which God sent to upon the sentiment* of all Christendom
by the Spirit of G o l " The day of
the children of Israel by Jesus Christ.
Christ," says the apostle, " shall not come
2. That God anointed Jesus of Naza- except there be an apostasy first: for the
reth with the Holy Spirit, by which he be- mystery of the iniquity doth already work "
came the Christ.
But while the constitution of the Roman
3. That he was lifted up and hung upon a Habitable continued pagan, it could not be
tree; by which he came under the curse of politically manifested. Hence, in the early
the law.
centuries there was no " MOTHER OF HARLOTS
AND ABOMINATIONS;" and consequently no
4. That God raised him from the dead.
5. That Jesus is he whonvGod has or- "HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS," as ner peculidained to be the Prince of the living and ar progeny. But the constitution of trie Rothe dead who shall come to life again ; man Habitable has been long since changed
from pagan to catholic. That which h;nand,
dered the sovereign manifestation of the CA6. That remission of sins is through his THOLIC APOSTASY FROM CHRISTIANITY has
name.
been taken out of the way ; and we now see,
These are points which imply considerable in the decrepitude of old age, the " Mother"
intelligence in the doctrine of Christ; an and the " Harlots and Abominations," siintelligence far beyond that of the pious ting upon many waters'1 or reigning over
•ectaries of our day. The great secret en- many peoples. Tnis family of defiling wounciated by Peter for the first time on that men (Rev. xiv. 4), consists of what is aboccasion was that " WHOSOEVER believeth in surdly styled " Christendom," in its ecclesiJesus sluxll receive remission of $iv$ through astical constitution, and organization.
his name—that is. GENTILES AS WELL AS ROME is

the acknowledge " Mother of all

JEWS. Till this declaration was made, be- Churches" She is the Mother of Lutheranlieving Jews alone were admitted to repen- ism, Calvinism, &c, ecclesiasticized in the
tance and remission of sius through the State superstitions of Germany, Switzerland,
name of Jesus; and by consequence, to a Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Prussia, Engright to eternal life, which is implied in the land, Scotland, and so forth. The progeny,
forgiveness, of sins ; for the sins being par- is incalculable in all the family relationship;
doned, the penalty due to them, which is but may be eiisllu ident fied by the unscriptudeath, jg abolish d~-" Tie wages <f sin is *ral and Gospel-nullifying sentiments they
death."
hold in common. And " Because they reHeaven's message to the world, then, is ceived not the love of the truth that they
briefly this:—Ho every one that hungers might be saved; for ths cause" says the
and thirsts after righteousness, to yon is the apostle, " God shall send them strong deluword of this salvation sent! If ye believe sion that they abould believe a lie; that
what God has promised concerning his king- they all might be condemned who believed
dom and glory, and his testimony concern- not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteing Jesus, he invites you to become his sons ousness"—2 Thess. ii. Luther and Caton
and daughters, and if children then heirs of were papists, who reformed Romanism, but
God, and johit heirs with Jesus, of that left it Romish still. Their systems were
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the offspring of their intercourse with Rome.
against mankind; but that Jesus is able
They were the fathers and Romanism the
to pacify him by meekly encountering his
mother of German, Swiss, and British profury, which falls upon him instead of upon
testantism ; so that protestantism may be
men, to whom he at length succeeds in redefiued as Romanism modified by Romanists j conciling their offended God. This notion
is the foundation of all their superstitions
less Romanized than the papists they opand observances.
posed.
But, as we have said, the members of the 9. Believing in the great efficacy of water,
Romish family are easily identified by the
homceopathically connected or combined
spirit they breathe, and by the sentiments
with "pre" or "suovenient grace," they
they hold in common. The following is a
scatter it in drops upon the face of a
brief summary of the
baby, and call it baptism! This is simply absurd. But they profess to do it by
SENTIMENTS CHARACTERISTIC OF
the command of God, which is a palpable
THE APOSTASY.
lie, and a blasphemy in his name.
1. The children of the Apostasy believe* in 10. The leaders or ministers of the Apostasy
the existence of dead men's ghosts, which
"say they are apostles," and "ambassathey regard as the subjects of reward and
dors of Jesus Christ," " called of God as
punishni3nt apart from their bodies, and
Aaron was," to preach and administer oras immortal, or incapable of death.
dinances ; while, like Balaam, the son of
2. They believe that good or pious ghosts
Bosor, " they love the wages of unrighteare borne upon angels' wing3 to a heaven
ousness," and " cast stumbling blocks besomewhere beyond the skies, as the place
fore " the people.
of their reward, when divested of corpore- 11. They believe in a Millennium, which
ality at death.
they call t le invisible and spiritual reign
3. They believe that wicked ghosts descend
of Christ; meaning thereby the diffusion
into flaming brimstone at death, where
of the influences resulting from the skythey live in torment unutterable and inexkingdom gospel they preach, and which is
tinguishable ; or, till their deliverance, in
to be introduced by their ministrations!
particular cases, is effected by masses, or 12. They believe in the total destruction of
some other expedient.
the earth by fire at the coming of Jesus
4. Ghosts enjoying happiDess in a heaven
at the end of the Millennium ; which they
beyond the skies, they call salvaton ; and
call the second advent of Christ.
this salvation, in a vast multitude of in- 13. They believe that what they term " the
stances, they regard as attainable w tkout
Holy Ghost" strives with sinners, draws
fat'i, and consequently without the obedi- them to God ; convicts, converts, sanctience of faith.
fies, and brings them to God apart from
5. To this salvation, without belief of the
the testimony of the prophets and apostles ;
truth and the obedience it commands,
and that they whom they regard as " orthey assign the ghosts of babies, and of
thodox Christians," are filled with the
pagans philosophically, or socratically,
Holy Ghost· sent down from God! This
devout.
notion is the basis of all the fanaticism
which, among the Gentiles, passes current
6. They hold the damnation of the ghosts of
for the operation of the Spirit of God.
non^elect babies to fire and brimstone for
They say of what they style the Holy
ever.
Ghost, in relation to the Bible, that " the
7. Believing in a " prevenient-grace " salvaWord is too short without the Spirit;"
tion, without faith, they also teach a saland,
vation by a faith wrought into the embodied ghost by what they term "the 14. They believe in the saving efficacy of
what they term " death-bed repentance."
Holy Ghost," before, or even in the article
of death; the matter of which faith they
Such is a brief outline of the trasjiy medreduce to the smallest possible dimensions
—profession of belief that Jesus Christ in ley of sentiments by which the children of
the Son of God; which, in Scripture, is the Apostasy may be discerned. With the
said to have been believed by "the de- exception of the truth that Jesus Christ is
the Son of God, they are a tissue of absurd
mons."
thiukiugs of the flesh, out of which arose
8. They believe that, apart from Jesus Paganism, Catholicism, and Protestant sectChrist, God is irreconcilably enraged arianism. He that runs may read in the
foregoing points the general characteristics
•We use the word "believo" here in the sense of
unreasoning, pertinacious Assent» implanted by tradi- of the Apostasy from Bible Christianity.
And it is to perpetuate these fooleries in the
tion.

Teachings of the Oracles of God.
conscience of an ignorant and credulous
world,, on pretence of loving and saving
souls, that needy and ambitious men become
D. D.'s and reverend divines. There are,
indeed, honorable exceptions in the case of
those who honestly embrace their delusions
as the truth, and would incur any hazard in
their service. Their honesty of purpose,
however, leaves the system unchanged. That
system creates them, and blinds them; and,
these exceptions excepted, its advocates uphold it for feed or fame, or both, and the
long-eared public pays the costs to its own
destruction. They compliment the Bible,
for it is the fashion in anti-papal society so
to do; but they know well that they do not
understand the Scriptures, and that they do
not teach their traditions; and that, if they
were to allow it to be explained from their
pulpits, apart from their musty creeds, and
"inward teachings" of the "Holy Ghost,"
as they style the spirit of their Ghostly
Apostasy, confusion would fill their Zions,
and their craft would be endangered. This
is the secret of their combination against the
prophets, and of their calumny that " anything may be proved from the Bible." Hence
they declare, withQut a blush, that " if you
serve God and have the Spirit, they care not
what you believe;" as if it were possible to
serve him and have his Spirit, without believing and obeying the truth. As a general
rule, they all follow the example of the Rev.
Nicholas Murray, D. D., in attributing to
the students of prophecy, who profess to believe what they find there, fanaticism and
distraction. It is true, they may appear as
fanatical and deranged to them, as the Lord
Jesus did to certain of the Jews, who said,
" He hath a demon, and is mad ; why hear
ye him?"—but the reason is, that the clergy
and ministers of all the branches of the antichristian apostasy, called " names and denominations," are profoundly ignorant of
what the prophets teach; so that, when their
teaching is declared, they hear a doctrine
affirmed so contrary to, and subversive of,
their whole system, that, like the craftsmen
of Ephesus, they cry out incessantly against
it, and exclaim, in the spirit of the words of
an old pagan, " Thou art distracted, much
study hath made thee mad!" Shame upon
the men, who pretend to be the ambassadors
of heaven to proclaim salvation to the world,
but are so ignorant of prophecy which reveals it, that they know not in what it consists; and of the apostolic teaching, that
they cannot tell the conditions upon which
it might be attained! "Successors of the
apostles," indeed! If they were truly such,
they would tread in the steps of the apostles,
to one of whom the Lord said, " I send you
to open men's eyes, and to turn them from
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darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God;" instead of which, they seal
up their closed eyes against the " light shining in a dark place ; they make their darkness visible by intensifying it, and rivet the
chains of Satan upon the unhappy victims
who yield themselves to their direction ; for
all history goes to show that no city, town,
village, or country, is so dark, or redundant
of the deeds of darkness, as those where the
clergy rule without control.
But, though darkness reigns in their king"
dom, light happily shines in the sure prophetic word; where the gospel of God is
promised, even that gospel that was ministered by the apostles for the obedience of
faith. While, then, the sentiments of the
Apostasy, s!yled " the sentiments of all Christ-

endom" are a deadly poison, we have a
powerful antidote in '· the spirit of prophecy
which is the testimony for Jesus." This testimony is true, and overspreads the Bible.
It is the Spirit speaking concerning him,
and for him, to men of honest and good
hearts; and any pretended spirit that does
not testify the same things is a liar, and the
truth is not in it: thus, το πνενμα εστί
το ζωοποιονν: τα ρήματα α εγω λαλώ
νμιν. πνενμα εστί και ζωη εστί—the
Spirit is Ife-imparting: Spirit is and Life
is THE WORDS which Ispeak to you.—JOHN,
vi. 63.
In conclusion, then, and as an offset to the
sentiments of the Ghost of the Apostasy,
which operates upon its victims apart from
the written word, for which it has little or
no regard, we present the reader with the
following points as
TEACHINGS OF THE ORACLES OF
GOD.
1. Man is "a living" but not an immortal»
" soul."
2. Immortality is deathlessness, and is affirmed of incorruptible substance.
3. "God only hath immortality;" that is, His
substance is the only one in which the
death-principle, or elements of dissolution,
never existed.
4. Immortality is an investment, not a thing
invested. It is to be " put on" and is a
gift offered to men as a part of the recompense of reward for pleasing God; hence,
5. Immortality is only for those who believe
what God promises, and do what he commands ; aud can only be attained by them
in one of two ways—by rising from tlie
dead, or by being transformed without
tasting of death, as were Enoch and'Elijah; and, as Paul says, the living
saints will be who are contemporary with
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the appearing of Christ in power and
the world that he sent Jesus Christ into it
for its redemption; so that " he was in
great glory.
Christ reconciling the world to himself,
6. " The righteous shall be rewarded in the
not imputing their trespasses unto them."
earth; much more the wicked and the
This he did upwards of eighteen hundred
sinner." Prov. xi. 3 1 : " the righteous
years ago, while multitudes were his eneshall inherit the earth, and dwell therein
mies that afterwards became his friends.
forever." Psal. xxxvii. 29 ; so that, it is
The " word of reconciliation," he committed
uianifest that the heaven to which men
to the apostles, and sent them forth as
are invited is not beyond the ski<3S, but to
ambassadors in Christ's stead, to beseech
be upon the earth.
men to be reconciled to God. 2 Cor. v.
7. "The wicked shall not inhabit the earth."
18-21: so that, in writing to some who
Prov. x. 30 : " they shall perish as the fat
had become reconciled, Paul said, "God
of lambs; they shall consume; into smoke
commendeth his love toward us, in that,
shall they cousume away;" and " they
while we were yet sinners, Christ died for
shall not be." Psal. xxxvii. 20-10: so
us. Much more, then, being juttfied bu
that when the wicked shall have been
his blood, we shall be saved from wrath
annihilated from our globe by the judgthrough him. For if, when we were enements of Almighty God, heaven in full
mies, we were reconciled to God by the
manifestation will be on earth, and the
death of his Son, much more, being reconrighteous will possess it, and enjoy it unciled, we shall be saved by his life." Rom.
disturbed synch ronically with the years
v. 8. Pretty ministers of reconciliation
of God.
are the clergy who dogmatically reverse
8. SALVATION, in the largest sense of the
this whole matter.
term, is the deliverance of the human race
12.
The unity of the Spirit knows of bat
from si η and its consequences; so that
" One Baptism," which is not for nonbethere shall be on earth no more death,
lievers, nor for m/«believers, but for intelneither sorrow, nor lamentation, nor any
ligent believers of the, truth only. The
more pain, nor curse. Rev. xxi. 4; xxii.
apostles taught no other use of water in
3. In a proximate and more limited
connection with the " One Faith" and
sense, salvation is the deliverance of the
" One Hope of the Calling," than that of
Twelve Tribes of Israel from their subjection to the Gentiles, and the consequent! the immersion of the subject. And this
the reverend knaves of the Apostasy know
establishment of them as a powerful and
full well.
independent nation in the Holy Land,
13.
No truth is more plainly taught in the
called " THE KINGDOM OF GOD ;" and the
Bible than the restoration of the Twelve
contemporary deliverance of all other naTribes of Israel, and of the throne of Dations from the tyranny of the cruel, infidel,
vid in Jerusalem ; the personal and visible
and profligate governments that now opoccupation of it by Messiah ; and his
press them; so that, being subdued and
reign thereon over the Hebrew aation and
ealightened by their conquerors, they may
11
be all " blessed in Abraham and his seed. the Gentiles for " a season and a time" or
one thousand years.
In a still more restricted sense, salvation
is the deliverance of individual Jews and 14. The Gospel of the Kingdom is itself ο
Gentiles who believe the promises of God
prophecy unfulfilled of good things to
set forth in the prophets and in the teachcome, promised in the covenants made
ing of Jesus and his apostes, from all
with Abraham and David. These covetheir past sins, through the name of Jesus;
nants were dedicated by the blood of
and from the grave to the possession of
Jesus, who thereby made them purifying
glory, honor, incorruptibility, and life, in
and sanctifying to all who believe the prothe aforesaid Kingdom of God.
mises they contain, and are united to His
Name by " the obedience of faith," after
9. Without faith, which is the full assurance
the example of Cornelius and his houseof things hoped for, the conviction of
hold.
things not seen, and which comes by understanding the Word of God, it is impos- 15. The " One Body," or εκκλησία, termed
sible to please him, or be saved ; for men
" the church," is the aggregate of those
are "justified by faith," not without it.
who have been the subjects of κλησι,ς a
Ηώ. xi. 1-6 ; Rom. v. 1.
call εξ out of the Hebrew and other nations to God's kingdom and glory, and
10. It is impossible to worship God in spirit,
or acceptably^ except by worshipping him
who have obeyed the call in believing the
.in, or according to, the. truth..
glad tidings thereof and being baptized
into the ONE NAME of the Father, and of
11. God is not irreconcilably enraged against
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. These
mankind; on the contrary, he so loved
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or called out ones, are God's affairs, " may be understood and believed ; "

κλήροι clergy, lot, or heritage of kings
*nd priests ; and besides thtm, he has no
other clergy. All not of this class are
wolves in sheep's clothing, who, being
hirelings, would not spare the flock.
Their craft is the speaking of perverse
things to draw away disciples after them.
Of such beware!
16. In the days of Jesus, msn believed his
preaching ; nevertheless, the Holy Spirit
was not given to them. John vii. 38-39 :
therefore, the gift of the Spirit is not
necessary to work faith in them, or to
enable them' to believe.
17. The glorification of Jesus preceded the
gift of the Holy Spirit. When given, the
Spirit guided those who received it into
all the truth, and showed them things to
come. John xvi. 13 : hence it is styled
" the Spirit of truth whom the world cannot
receive." John xiv. 17. In the days of the
apostles, this Spirit was givea by God to
those who obey him. Acts v. 32. Men,
therefore, who are ignorant of the truth,
or who teach contrary to the truth, or
who are ignorant of the things to come,
or who do not obey the truth, or who
undervalue the written testimony for
Jesus, or who believe, or respect, the sentiments of all Christendom—whoever else
may have the Spirit, such practice deception upon themselves in imagining that
the Holy Spirit, " the Spirit of truth,"
resides in them, presiding over their
thoughts, words, and actions. The Ghost
of the Apostasy, which is the spirit of
Error, is the only spirit they possess.
Immersed Inflielity.
14

Some of the lees important " things concerning the
kingdom," in addition to those pertaining to Jesus
Christ, may be com ρ ι ebended and belie\ ed before baptism; the more the better: but we do affirm that the
gospel does not ne ensarUy require faith in them before that ordinance. But it does demand faith in
Q+rvA—in all the different attributes of his character."
—Expositor p. 519.

HERE is a new law, and, to our mind, a

perfectly incomprehensible one. The lawgiver divides the elements of the gospel into
more important, and " less important things;"
and pronounces " the things concerning the
kingdom of God,7' as compared with the
"things concerning the Name of Jesus
Christ," to be less important than the latter.
Having decreed the relative importance of
the elements of gospel-faith, he proclaims
what must be believed for justification, and
what may be dispensed with. The " less important things of the kingdom," which he
treats as very secondary and indifferent

but he adds, ** we do affirm that the gospel
does not necessarily require faith in them, before that ordinance."' Having settled this
point by proclamation, he then decrees what
is alone essentially prerequisite before immersion to make it valid, in other words, for
remission of sins in that act. " It demands,"
says he, " faith in Christ;" which faith he
elsewhere defines to be belief that Jesus is
Son of God.
We would hope that our valued and respected friend the editor of The Expositor is
not the author of what we can but consider
the crude speculations that appear in that
paper from time to time, on "Valid Im> erson. " We shall consider some incognto as
the writer, and the editor as the " medium "
merely through whom the unknown's imaginations find their way into the august presence of an " enlightened public!"
Now, from said II Sgnor

Incognito we

differ entirely upon the subject of his lucubrations ; nor do we think that he has much
faith in them himself, or he would not speculate so tortuou ly to satisfy himself, with
his own conclusions. The gospel, he says,
demands faith in Christ before the act, in order to make immersion valid baptism. But,
if II Signor Incognito be the person Madame
Rumor suggests, then we do know, on the
testimony of one of his most intimate friends,
to whom he made the declaration, that he
does not even deem any iaith before baptism necessary to make immersion valid. Upon his premises, the dipping of a non-believer, sorry for his sins, in water into three
names, is valid baptism. This, however, is
at variance with some things he has printed ;
but men's private admissions are not always
identical with their public declarations. He
and our imformant were talking about " the
Unity of the Spirit," styled also in the same
chapter " the Unity of the Faith, and of the
Knowledge of the Son of God " (Ephes. iv.
3, 13.) In the conversation, our mutual
friend directed his attention to the position
he occupied many years ago as a member of
the Ckrist-mn Sect, which was the so-called
" School of Christ" in which II Signor was
a disciple. His friend demanded of him
whether the *' One Lord " was the only lordly
element of the spiritual unity of that pretended school of Christ? Whether he did
not know that there were many lords in that
school; and that, as he valued his standing
in it he dared not go contrary to their
authority ? This being admitted, his friend
proceeded and inquired further, if the 'One
Faith " were an element of the spiritual unity
of that school ? '* Oh," said II Signor, " WE
HAD NO FAITH I " " What 1 " exclaimed his
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no faith! Which statement is to be received ?
friend, " no faith and your immersion valid ?"
II Signor started with suffused countenance, The printed or private one ? We take the
but made no reply! The mouth of the sack latter as mo*t in harmony with the mode in
being momentarily relaxed, the cat leaped which men who join sects " get religion." II
Signor puts J. B. Cook in the same cateout, and the bag was found empty.
Now, if the gospel demand faith in Christ gory with himself. No doubt with all probefore immersion to make it valid, as ap- priety. They were then religionized upon
pears in print, what becomes of the validity the popular principle ; and it is notorious and
of 17 S goofs immersion, who had no faith ? undeniable, that faith is a thing of tenth-rate
Truth, like murder, will out; an 1 we are be- consideration with sectarians of the day ; in
traying no c miidence in publishing it here ; truth, that in the scripture sense of the word,
for we are only doing what his friend sponta-III Signor is right, that they have no faith.
neously suggested, and REQUESTED US TO DO.
\ Ergo; from the premises, II Signor s testi*
We believe ll Signor's private admission, and ( mony is contradictory ; so that the discrethat when he was immersed and was a disci- pancies must be interpreted by what is
ple of that sectarian school, he had no faith. notorious in the theory and practice of all
This is his declaration, not oure; and is for us " Christendom" to which he belonged.
the key of all the contradictions and tortuosi- 4 " To make the subject more plain we
ties of the speculations found in the articles j will state it thus :
on " Valid Immersion. "
| a. A person cannot scripturally believe
Now behold how II Signor IN PRINT con- what he does not understand;
demns the validity of the immersion which
in private he confessed had no faith to rest b. He mast believe the gospel before
upon. " We hold," says he, " that no im- being qualified for immersion ;
mersion is valid unless it has been admin- c. Therefore he must understand the gos"
istered to a true believer in the gospel. "— pel before he can be a fit candidate for immersion "—Ibid, p. 104.
Mark xvi. 15, 16—Expositor, p. 21.
But the writer says he had no faith : thereBut, the same writer who holds this says
fore he did not understand : he did not
he had no faith ;
Ergo; his immersion is invalid, himself be- believe before he was immersed, for he says
he had no faith ; he was, therefore, not qualiing judge.
fied for immersion.
2. " I f the immersed were not sincere, and
Ergo, being him3elf judge, his immersion
did not die to sin and live to God in the ordinance, then their immersion was not valid. " was not valid.
—Ibid, p. 22.
But, leaving II Signor s condemnation of
But, the writer says he had no faith ; and his own immersion as invalid for want of
it is presumable that he will not say that a faith, we remark that we have proved in a
person dies to sin and lives to God who has previous article, that the gospel teaching
no faith ; for " without faith it is impossible does necessarily require faith in the things
to please God ; " and he that does not please of the kingdom before immersion. II Signor
Incogn to says he affirms that it does not;
him is " dead in trespasses and sins : "
Ergo; he being without faith was dead but that it does demand faith in Christ 1
in sin when immersed; and his immersion Now this is to us incomprehensible; and
was not valid, he being judge of his own amounts to it does and it does net, if the
Signor's words be tried by the doctrine of
case.
scripture. " The Christ ** is a phrase repre3. " Our experience, we presume, is in har- sentative of α doctrine. In Acts viii, Philip
mony with J. B. Cook's, &c. We believed is said to have gone down to Samaria, and
with all the heart that Jesue Christ is the "preached the Chr st to them. " Now, when
Son of God. We also fully and unfeigned!y the inquiry is made, what th ngs did he
repented of all our sins : then we were im- preach, and iv'iat things did the Samaritans
mersed, not into a sect, or the errors of a sect, beheve, when he preached the Christ, or Ano ntbut with the understanding that in the act el King, to them?— what other answer can
we put on Christ, confessed him beforo the be given than the statement recorded in the
world-that we manifested our faith in his twelfth verse ? The only answer that can
death and resurrection—that we took on us be given is, that when Philip preached the
the badge of a disciple—in a word, that we Christ, " he evangelized the things concernseparated ourself from or died to the world, ing the Kingdom of God, and t\e Name of
and unreservedly consecrate! ourself to Christ, the anointed Jesus. " This was preaching
to hear, believe, and follow him. Our will the Christ apostolically. It was preaching
u
was sweetly lost in his.—Ibid, p. 154.
the things" concerning those two grand
Bat the writer of the above says he had subjects—the Kingdom and the Name1—

Immersed Infidelity.
around which they concentred in rays of
light and glory What right has any man
to separate what God hath joined together;
and for the sake of shoring up his own rotten foundation, to subdivide them into more
and " less important," and to teach that )
this may be left out of faith,' and that may
be kept in; this is not so essential, and that '
is indispensable, &c. ? Who authorized II .
Signor Incognito to dispense with any, yea,
with all of these things ; and to say that the
only item absolutely indispensable to justification by faith in baptism is the belief of J
the paternity of Jesus ? Is it not extraordinary, that men will not be contented with
things as they stand in the Bible? Why
not accept them in the order and matter as
they appear ; and not be everlastingly tinkering the word of God to make it respond to
the contradictory and carnal dogmas and
commandments of men ? Can any unsophisticated and ingenuous man read the above
words, and affirm that the things Philip
preached were all resolved into the phrase,
" Jesus is the Son of God ? " Or, that " the
things of the Kingdom of God " were not
necessary to be known before baptism ?
The testimony interpreted in candor and
truth, chaces such conclusions into the outer
and rayless obscurity of the dead.
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but this is not having faith in the Christ,
for he may be ignorant of all the prophets
teach about the King. On the other hand,
thousands believed in the Christ, who rejected
the claims of Jesus to be that Christ. NonChristian Jews to this day declare with all
their hearts that they bel eve in the Christ ; but

does any one suppose that they mean, that
they believe therefore in Jesus? By no
means.
The Samaritans, like the moderns, needed
to be instructed in the doctrine concerning
the Christ before they were addressed in
reference to the Name of Jesus. Philip,
therefore, began with them about the kingdom of God; and when he had enlightened
them sufficiently upon this great, primary,
and indispensable element of the faith, he
proceeded to show them the relations Jesus
sustained to the kingdom of God. This
proceedure was modified in the case of the
Ethiopian, because, as // Signor admits,
this man was intelligent in the doctrine of the
kingdom ; or in other words, in the things
concerning the glory of Christ. Hence, Luke,
instead of saying that "Philip preached
the Christ" to him, as he states in regard to
the Samaritans, says, "he preached unto
him Jesus." He had faith in the Christ, which

was the basis of his Judaism; but he had
not faith in Jesus until Philip proved to
him that the Son of Mary was he.
But, my friend Incognito seems bent on
suicide. He says that the gospel not only
demands faith in Christ, but faith " in all
the different attributes of his character"—
faith in all that belongs to the scriptural
character called Chr st. This he teaches, in
the passage before us, is necessary before
immersion, to make it valid. We accept the
saying heartily. He is not content with
faith in the di&erent attributes, but he will
have it " in all the different attributes of his
God's system of righteousness is only for those character."
who believe his promises concerning tlie
Now, upon this, remark, that the man who
kingdom. Luke did not, therefore, write that
has
i'aith in all the different attributes of the
"the Samaritans believed Philip preaching
the things concerning the Name of the character called Christ, is ascribe instructed
anointed Jesus, and the kingdom of God." in all the things of the kingdom of God. It
This would have been to put the cart before is an attribute of the Christ that he be Seed
the horse, which has become the universal of Abraham, and heir with him of the Holy
practice of the world. He understood the Land ; it is an attribute, that is, it belongs
truth too well for this; therefore let no man to Christ, that he be Son of Judah, of David,
meddle with the text, for there lives not the and of Jehovah ; it belongs to him, that he
be King for Jehovah over all Israel, and the
man that can inprove it.
nations; it belongs to him, that he sit and
We remark, then, that the Christ cannot be rule upon David's throne, where priest never
preached without the things of the kingdom, sat before, as Priest of the Most High God
neither can men have faith in the Christ alter the order of Melchizedec; it belongs to
without having faith in the things of the him to be the founder of the world to come;
kingdom. A man may believe that Jesus it belongs to him to be the redeemer of
lived, died, and rose again in Palestine many Jerusalem, the repairer of the breach, and the
centuries ago ; and that he was Son of God : restorer of paths to dwell in ; it belongs to
For a man to be justified by faith in being
immersed, that faith must include the
kingdom of God and the Name. If it were
not necessary, Philip would not have sought
to develop such a faith in the Samaritans ;
nor would Luke have recorded the matter of
their faith as he has. But Philip preached,
and Luke wrote with their Master's words
well remembered—" Seek first the kingdom
of God, and his righteousness." lie did not
say, " Seek first the righteousness of God and
his kingdom," as men perversely read it. The
kingdom first, the righteousness after; /or
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him to appear before the nations in the heaven would set up a kingdom that should
character of Generalissimo of the armies of not be destroyed ; which kingdom shouJd
Israel; conqueror of nations is an attribute not be left to other people, as the kingdoms
of his character; righteousness as such, is of Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, and Rome
another ; for " in righteousness shall he rule have each suscessively been ; or as the ten
and make war :" it belongs to the character of kingdoms into which the Roman empire is
Christ to be divine—God manifested through at present divided shall be ; but a kingdom
flesh ; to have been the mortal Mediator of which "shall break in pieces and consume
the Abrahamic and Davidian Covenants; to all these kingdoms (of men) and itself shall
have been a suffering, wise, and guileless man, stand for ever." Dan. ii 44. Some years
to have been sacrificial, and so forth. Group subsequent to this, in the first year of the
ail these attributes together and you have reign of Belshazzar, the king of Babylon,
before yon "the Christ." Are all these different Daniel himself had a vision of the rise and
attributes affirmable of Jesus ? Do they yet fall of the great monarchies above alluded
all concentrate in him ? Do we read of their to. After view/ing them until their dominion
having been all manifested in his life? By no was taken away, in his account he says, "I
meaus. Some have been manifested ; but saw in the night visions, and behold, one
the manifestation of the rest has been deferred like the Son of man came with the clouds
till his appearing in power and great glory. of heaven, and came to the Ancient of days,
Now, the things manifested pertained to Jes- and they brought him near before him. And
us in his mediatorial and sacrificial char- there was given him, dominion, glory and a
acter ; and as High Priest over the priestly kingdom, that all people, nations, and lanhousehold ; while the attributes of the Christ guages should serve him ; his dominion is an
not yet manifested in the life of Jesus, everlasting dominion, which shall not pass
pertain to the kingdom of God in actual away, and his kingdom that which shall not
being.
be destroyed," vii. 13, 14. Mark! this perBut if the gospel demand " faith in all the son like the Son of man had given unto him,
different attributes" before immersion to dommion, GLORY, and a KINGDOM! There
make it valid,what becomes of the validity of will be no difficulty in proving that the inthe immersion of //Signor and his companions, dividual whom Daniel saw receiving these
who had no faith ! It is condemued by their high honor*,, was no less a personage than
own tradition. We are, then, after all said our Lord and £5avior Jesus Christ.
and done, perfectly agreed in this matter.
The reader will at once perceive an intiTaey have comdemned their own baptism ; far mate connection between this prophecy of
be it therefore, from us to breathe a syllable Daniel and a parable which Jesus spake to
in its defence. Seeing, then, that they have sunk: who thought that the kingdom of God
destroyed their own foundation as completely shou'd immediately appear." He said, "A
as the Allies have the dock of Sevastopol, it certain nobleman went into a far country, to
is quite in place for us without incurring the receive for himself a kingdom, and to return,"
charge of unuharitablenuss and presumption, &c, Luke xvi. 12. The "certain nobleman"
to exhort them, if they can now say they have designates Jesus,who was "born to be a king"
full assurance of faith and hope, in the words —the "far country" the heavens into which
of Ananias to Paul," Arise and be baptized, he ascended, and in which he will remain "unand wash away your sins, calling on the name til the times of the restitution of all things"
of the Lord." That we may hear of this soon —the "kingdom" that which Daniel saw given
is the wish of their sincere friend the
to him, and which the Lord God has promised
EDITOR.
to give him—and "to return" his coming
again, " in his glory, and all the holy angels
with him, when he shall sit upon the throne
Jesus, the Hair to the Throne and Kingdom of his glory," "and judge the living and the
of David.
dead at his appearing and his kingdom." No
"Call his name Jesus. He shall be great, one will deny that Jesus alludes to himself in
and shall be called the Son of the Highest; this parable, and that he teaches in it, that
and the Lord God shall give unto him the he was to possess royal dignity on his return.
throne of his fathej David ; and he shall reign This is no isolated doctrine of the Bible, but
over the house of Jacob for ever ; and of his is fully corroborated by the testimony of
kingdom there shall be no end."—Luke i. 30 prophets and apostles.
John the Bapist, the herald of the Messiah,
—32.
announced the approach of Heaven's King,
It was revealed unto Nebuchadnezzar, au(J declarecf that he was then in the midst of
king of Babylon, through the prophet Da- the people, and in order that he might be
niel? that in the "latter days," the God of made manifest to Israel, he had come immer-

Jesus the Heir to the Throne and Kingdom of David.
sing in water. (John i. 26-34Λ Jesus and his ;
apostles taught the nation 01 the Jews that j
the kingdom of the heavens had come nigh
unto them, and that they were therefore to
repent, or amend their lives. Jesus frequently
illustrated the nature of the kingdom by
striking parables and apt illustrations, and
declared who should and who should not
enter into it "Blessed are the poor in
spirit,' said he, " and those who are persecuted for righteousness' sake, for theirs is
the kingdom of heaven." " Except your
righteousness exceed the righteousness of the
scribes and pharisees, ye shall in no case
enter into the kingdom of heaven." Matt.
v. 3, 10, 20. " Whosoever shall not receive
the kingdom of God as a little child, he shall
not enter therein ;" "How hard it is for them
that trust in riches to enter into the kingdom
of God! It is easier for a camel to go through
the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to
enter into the kingdom of God." Mark x.
15, 24, 25. "Except a man be born of water
and the Spirit, he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God." John iii. 5. Such were
the teaching» of Jesus in reference to this
kingdom. "
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name which is above every name," even
" King of kings, and Lord of lords."
The future dignity and glory of the son
of Mary, is noted by the angel Gabriel in his
message to the virgin—" He shall be great,
and shall be called the Son of the Highest."
Did not the Father acknowledge him before
witnesses that he was his Son ? Did not the
mighty works which he performed, and to
which he frequently appealed in proof of his
Messiahship, also prove that he was the Soa
of God. And the apostle Paul says, that
" he was declared to be the Son of God with
power, according to the Spirit of holiness, by
the resurrection from the dead," Rom. i. 4.
The writer to the Hebrews says, that " God
hath in these last days spoken unto us by his
Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all
things." And alluding to his greatness he
says. " when he bringeth his first-begotten
into the world he saith, And let all the
angels of God worship him. * * Unto the Son,
he saith, Thy throne, Ο God, is for ever and
ever: a sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre
of thy kingdom ; thou hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity; therefore God, even
thy God, hath anointed thee with the oil of
He likewise intimated on various occasions gladness above thy fellows." Heb. i. 2., 6-9.
that the Son of man should administer the
We will now inquire, more particularly,
affairs of the kingdom of God—reward his ser- coucerning the throne and kinirdom which
vants, and punish his enemies. He also Jeeua will ultimately possess. We have alclaimed this kingdom as his own. Hence ready seen that the diadem of universal dohe promised the apostles that they should oat minion shall be placed upon his head ; tl.at
and drink at his table in h>s kingdom. Luke regal honors shall be given to him ; but as
xxii. 30. And when at Pilate's bar, accused yet we have not ascertained his riirht and
by the Jews of making himself a king, he did title to all this glory. This is hinted at in
not deny the accusation, but said, "My king- our text in the following words—''The Lord
dom is not of this world: if my kingdom God shall give unto him the throne of his
were of this world, then would my servants father David; and he shall reign over the
fight, that I should not be delivered to the house cf Jacob for ever."
Jews: but now is my kingdom not from
This language is sufficiently clear to show
hence. Pilate therefore said mi to him, Art
thou king then ? Jesus answered, Thou sayest that the kingdom which Jesus will possess is
it I am king. To this end was I born, and the kingdom of David—that the throne
Sbr this cause came I into the wor'd, that which he will occupy will be tht throne of
I should bear witness unto the truth," John David—that the subjects of his kingdom will
xviii. 36, 37. There are some who infer that be everlaatng—and that he is the legitimate
because Jesus declared his kingdom not to heir and son of David.
be of this world, that therefore it must be
In order to fully understand this important
out of the world. This is not correct. Lit- matter, we must refer to the covenant
erally he said, " My kingdom is not of this which Jehovah made with David, for he
kosmos—e, word which means order, arrange-made " an everlasting covenant with him,
ment, or constitution of things. His king- ordered in all things and sure.'7 This covdom will not be of the order of thiugs which enant is recorded in 2 Sam. vii. 12-16 : also
prevailed in Judea at that time, but will be in Psa. lxxxix.,'from which we make a few
arranged according to an heavenly consti- extracts. " I have made a covenant with my
tution of things. Hence it is styed " the chosen, " I have sworn unto David my serkingdom of the heavens." Jesus also said vant, Thy see*d will I establish for ever, and
that he was born to be king; and in conse- build up thy throue to all generations. * *
quence of witnessing this " good confession My covenant will I not break, nor alter the
before Pontius Pilate," suffered death. And thing that has gone out of my lips. Once
for "the suffering of death
he was crowned have I sworn by my holiness that I will not
with glory and honor,11 and has obtained "a lie unto David. His seed shall endure for
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ever, and his throne as the sun before me. It
shall be established for ever as the moon, and
as a faithful witness in heaven." v. 3, 4,-37.
Again, " The Lord hath sworn in truth unto
David ; he will not turn from it; Of the fruit
of thy body will I set upon thy throne.'* Ps.
cxxxii. 11. The Lord, by the prophet Jeremiah, reiterates this covenant. He says,
" Thus saith the Lord, If ye can break my
covenant of the day, and my covenant of the
night, and that there should not be day and
night in their season ; then may also my covenant be broken with David my servant, that
he should not have a son to reign upon his
throne," Jer. xxxiii. 50, 21.
The covenant requires then the heir to the
throne of David be of a character approved
by Jehovah. Hence we find this specified in
the last words of David in the following manner :—" The God of Israel said, the Rock of
Israel spake to me, He that ruleth over men
must be just, ruling in the fear of God. *
* Although my house be not so with God ;
yet he hath made with me an everlasting covenant, ordered in all things and sure : for this
is all my salvation, and all my desire, although
he make it not to grow," 2 Sam. xxiii. 3, 5.
David looked forward to the time when such
a righteous king should occupy his throne;
**who shall judge the poor of the people, save
the children of the needy, and break in pieces
the oppressor ;"—a king " in whose days the
righteous shall flourish ;"—a king who shall
have universal dominion, and before whom all
kings shall bow, and become tributary ;—and
a king " who shall live," or be immortal,
whose name shall endure for ever, and in
whom all men shall be blessed. See Ps.
lxxii.
And yet history shows that the sons of
David did not all of them walk in the steps
of their father, nor regard the God of Israel.
Even Solomon, the immediate successor of
David, and who is claimed by some as the
one referred to by the covenant, grievously
sinned against the Lord. And the house of
David became so corrupt, that Jehovah frequently warned the kings of Judah of the reBult of their wickedness. By Jeremiah he said
to them—" Ο house of David, thus saith the
Lord; Execute judgment in the morning, and
deliver him that is spoilt out of the hand of
the oppressor, lest my fury go out like fire,
and burn that none can quench it, because of
the evil of your doings," Jer. xxi. 12. And
because they repented not, but rather increased in wickedness, the Lord determined to deprive them of the royalty, and overthrow the
kingdom. Hence Ezekiel said to Zedekiah,
the last of Judah's kings, " Thou profane
wicked prince of Israel, whose day is come,
when iniquity shall have an end, Thus saith

the Lord God ; Remove the diadem, and take
off the crown; this (man) shall not be the
same : exalt him that is low, and abase him
that is high. 1 will overturn, overturn, overturn i t : and it shall be no more, UNTIL
HE COME whose RIGHT it is; and I will give
it him," Ezek. xxi. 25-27
This dreadful
catastrophe was prophetically seen by the
Psalmist. Hear his lamentation—"But thou
hast cast oft" and abhorred, thou hast been
wroth with thine anointed. Thou hast made
void the covenant of thy servant: thou hast
profaned his crown by casting it to the
ground. * * Thou hast made his glory to cease,
and cast his throne down to the ground," Ps.
lxxxix. 38, 39, 44. And the prophet Hosea
says, "The children of Israel shall abide many
days without a king, and without a prince,
and without a sacrifice, and without an image, and without an ephod, and teraphim.
Afterward shall the children of Israel return,
and seek the Lord their God, and David their
king ; and shall fear the Lord and his goodness in the latter days," iii. 4, 5.
And now let us pause to inquire, whether
that method of interpretation can be correct
which disregards the covenant which Jehovah made with David—a covenant confirmed
by an oath, and the concurrent testimony of
the prophetic word ? We think not. Nor
will it do to say the various items of that
covenant are fulfilled, unless a descendant of
David is now on his throne, reigning in his
kingdom, over the tribes of Jacob, who is
righteous, powerful, glorious, and immortal.
This cannot be ; for the kingdom and throne
are yet in the dust, and Israel in captivity.
And no one of Adam's race has yet appeared
who fills the character of David's Son and
David's Lord, exept Jesus of Nazareth. But
let us examine the testimony a little further.
Our text says, that" Lord God shall give
unto him the throne of his father David,"
from which we infer that he is the promised
son and heir, according to the covenant.
Jesus was "the son of David according to
the flesh." His genealogy, both on his father
and mother's side, proves it. He is frequently styled the son of David in the Gospels.
Zacharias, the father of John the Baptist, inspired by the Holy Spirit, designates Jesus
as the Messiah long desired by the Jewish
nation. He says, " Blessed be the Lord God
of Israel, for he hath visited aud redeemed
his people, and hath raised up a horn of salvation for us in the home of his servant
David ; as he spake by the mouth of his holy
prophets, which have been since the world
began," Luke i. 68-99. This horn of salvation is called " the horn of David" in
Ps. exxxii. 1 7 ; and " tlie horn of the house

of Israel" in Ezek. xxix. 21. A horn is an
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emblem of strength or power; behold, then,
The apoetle Peter also teaches the glory
how appropriate when applied to Jesus. The . and exaltation of Jesus. " Him hath God
angel of the Lord said to Joseph'"Thou shall < exalted with his right hand to be a PRINCE
call his name J E S U S ; for he shall SAVE his ϊ and a Savior, for to give repentance to Ispeople from their sins," Matt. i. 21. Hence > rael, and forgiveness of sins," Acts v. 31.
Paul says, " So all Israel shall be saved ; as " Let all the house of Israel know assuredly,
it is written, There shall come out of Zion that God hath made that same Jesus whom
the Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodli- ye have crucified, both Lord and Christ."
ness from Jacob ; for this is my covenant un- Acts ii. 36 And this exaltation to his
to them, when I shall take away their sins," father's right hand, is only for a set time,
Rom. xi. 26, 27.
—" UNTIL I make thy foes thy footstool."
Again, Jesus declares himself to be both This glorious consummation will take place
"the Root and Offspring of David,11 Rev. in the times of the restitution of all things,
xxii. 17, which throws us back on the pro- when God shall send Jesus Christ, to bless
phecy of Isaiah xi.;—"And there shall come Israel and the nations.
Without pursuing the investigation of this
forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a
branch shall grow out of his roots. * * And subject any further, we conclude by saying,
in that day there shall be a root of Jesse, that the testimony of prophets and apostles
which shall stand for an ensign of the people; agree in declaring Jesus to be the heir to
to it shall the Gentiles seek; and his rest David's throne, and that, having received the
shall be glorious," 1,10. This prophecy is royalty of his father, God, he will " return,
quoted by the apostle Paul and applied to and will build again the tabernacle of David
Jesus Christ, Rom. xv. 12 ; thus proving the that is fallen down, and close up the breaches
fact, that the Messiah was of the seed of thereof; and will raise up his ruins, and
David, according to his gospel, 2 Tim. ii, 8. build it as in the days of old," Amos ix. 1 1 ;
Acts xv. 16. That he will "restore the
Again, Jesus says that he has " the key of kingdom again to Israel," Acts i. 6 ; " make
David" Rev. iii. 7; and Jehovah says of her that was cast far off a strong nation,"
him by Isaiah, " The key of the home of Micah iv. 7; establish " Jerusalem as the
David will I lay upon his shoulder," lsa. throne of the Lord," Jer. iii. 17 ; and as "the
xxii 22. The word key signifies authority Ruler in Israel," and "Prince of the kings of
or government; this is evident from what we the earth," " shall stand and rule in the
read in lsa ix. 6, 7—"Unto us a child is born, strength of the Lord, in the maiesty of the
unto us a son is given : and the GOVERNMENT name of the Lord his God, and he shall be
shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall great unto the ends of the earth." Micah v. 4.
be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty
God, Tho everlasting Father, The Prince of
Peace. Of the increase of his government
Exposition of 1 Cor. xv. 3, 4.
and peace there shall be no end, upon the
For I delivered unto you .first *f all, that which
throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to I "also
received, how that Christ died for our sine acorder it, and to establish it with judgment cording to the scriptures; and that he was buried,
and justice, from henceforth even for ever." and that he rose again the third day according to tho
Compare this passage with the one at the scriptures "
head of this article, and it will be very evi- > A defect in the translation of this passage
dent that Jesus is the one who bears the key has caused some honest minds to conclude,
of David, and who will exercise the authority that the death, burial, and resurrection of
which it imparts. And Jesus declared be- Christ, were the first things which Paul
fore his ascension that " All power was given preached to the Corinthians, and therefore
unto him in heaven and in earth ;" aud Paul 1 the principal items of faith—in fact, the Gossays, "God hath highly exalted him, and pel. The apostle did not say, that first of
given him a name which is above every name: all, he presented these facts to them for their
that at the name of Jesus every knee should acceptance, but en prootois, in or among first
bow, of things in heaven, and things in'earth, ! things. MACKNIGHT, KNEELAND, BONQUEST,
ηηΛ
and
things
the earth
that
•^ϊ««« under
i«« +i—
—*i» ;· and
—ι +
»»·•*•every
«- ; \ a n ( j others so translate it and it is literally
tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is ;1 correct. Besides, on referring to the history
Lord, to the glory of God the Father," Phil. ;> of the introduction of Christianity into Corii. 9-11. Again he says, "God hath set him • inth, as recorded in Acts xviii. δ, we find
at his own right hand in the heavenly places, Paul " testifying to the Jews that Jesus was
far above all principality, and power, and \: the Christ. " And when writing to the dismight, and dominion, and every name that is <1 ciples
p in Corinth,, he reminds them of his connamed, not only in this world, but also in ; duct whilst he was amongst them, " deterthat which is to come. And hath put* all ! mined not to know any thing among them,
things under his feet," Eph. i. 21, 22.
save Jesus Christ, and him crucified."
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But mark ! it was not the death, or crucifixion, or cross of Christ alone, but " Jesus
Chirst AND him crucficd," which the apostle
made known to them. As a wise master
builder he laid the foundation on which he,
built, viz.:'Jesus Christ. Or, in other words,
he preached the glorious prophetic truth,
concerning Jesus being the Messiah of God.
Hence, he testified that Jesus was the Christ.
This doctrine also agrees with his letter to
the Ephesians, wherein he states that they
were " built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being
the chief corner stone. "—Eph. iii. 2. Now
what was it which constituted the foundation truth principle? Was it not what
Jesus declared he would bui'd his church
upon ? namely, the confession of Peter,
" Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living
God?"—Matt. xvi. 16.
It would have been strange conduct in the
apostle to have announced the death, burial,
and resurrection of Christ, without/rsi informing the minds of his auditors of the
character of the personage which he introduced to their notice. The apostle was always consistent with himself. With the
Jews, he labored to show from the scriptures
of the prophets, that Jesus of Nazareth,
whom they had put to death as an impostor,
was the Messiah whom they expected to deliver their nation, and to sit upon the throne
of David, and in proof of the same, declared
his resurrection from the dead. And when
preaching to the Gentiles, he proclaimed the
glorious truth that God had "appointed a day,
in which he will judge (or rule) the world in
righteousness, by that man whom he hath
ordained; whereof he hath given assurance
unto all men, in that he hath raised him from
the dead. "—Acts xvi. 31. Thus the apostle preached the resurrection of the Messiah
in connection with other glorious truths,
styled by him, the,"first things. "

Now in preaching " Jesus Christ and him
crucified" to the Corinthians, Paul proclaimed the same gospel which he did in
other places. At Ephesus, he "disputed
and persuaded the things concerning the
kingdom of God," Acts xix. 8 ; and this
controversy continued so long, that the historian adds, " all Asia heard the word of the
Lord Jesus, both Jews and Greeks, " v. 10.
At Rome also, in his own hired house, he
" preached the kingdom of God, and taught
those things which concern the Lord Jesus
Christ, with all confidence. "—Acts xxviii.
31. Therefore, in preaching Jesus Christ, he
had to speak of him as the King chosen and
appointed of God to inherit the kingdom
and throne of Israel—the heir of David—
" the minister of the circumcision for the

truth of God, to confirm the promises made
unto the fathers. " And amongst the things
which concern the Lord Jesus, his death,
burial, and resurrection, were of necessity
included. This then was the order of the
apostle's proclamation—first, Jesus Christ,
or the things concerning him as the Anointed King, and his
kingdom ; and second,
" him crucified,'1 or the things concerning his
name. These things are necessary to be
heard and believed before the law of faith
can be obeyed.—Mill. Adv.
The Unclean Spirits like Frogs as active
as ever.
Tuis great conspiracy has two centres,
distinct and independent, sometimes opposed,
but often working in harmony. The one has
its seat at Paris, where projects and systems
are devised ; the other at Vienna, the point
of union for the affiliated associations of Italy
and Germany. Geographically, the action
of these societies may bo traced apart, but
their principles are the same, and they have
recognized interests in common. It is pretended, when any public reference is made to
the secret operations of this political league,
that they tend only to counteract the influence of other occult combinations ; but their
real object is to assign the entire management of continental Europe to two or three
governments, to neutralize, altogether, the
policy of the secondary states, to constitute
and preserve a vast uniformity of despotism.
The rapid manifestations of this policy,
since the close of the Russian war, attrac t
little notice in England. But they assume
an alarming aspect when considered in connexion with the known designs of the French
and Austrian Governments.* Already, in
spite of the patriotic ejaculations of VILAIN
QUATORZE, Louis NAPOLEON has forced on

the Belgian Government a scheme for abridging the liberties of the press. An ominous
reaction is visible in Sardinia, where an active persecution is going on, not only against
the Liberal journals, but against the freedom
of religious thought. The member of a
Catholic congregation has just been condemned to six month's imprisonment for
* Provisionally\ the two Imperial horns of the
Beast of the Earth.—Rev. xiii.ll.--.fitf. Her.
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doubting the Immaculate Conception. The
proposal of a Concordat in Tuscany, and of
a Concordat in Naples, with the scheme,
avowed by the Austrian official press, of a
Concordat in Piedmont, spreads a gloom
over Italy; the Italians, so far from being
animated with hope by the protocols of
Paris, perceive that WALEWSKI and BUOL
were there the true representatives of European diplomacy.
The Austrian plan is, of course to revive
the Holy Alliance in such a deceptive form
that England may be drawn into its stipulations. The treaty of April is the first step
towards that result. It is invariably interpreted by the Vienna press, not as establishing a particular point, but as the declaration
of a European policy. It professes to guarantee the territories of the Ottoman Empire,
upon a principle according to which the territories and authority of all governments
ought to be guaranteed. Austria claims
the quid pro quo. She unites with the
other powers to serve their object; they are
morally, and by implication, bound to unite
in serving tier's. Thus Austria has gained,
not a security, but an argument. But she
has obtained another advantage. Her censored press is the medium of official falsifications. The people of Lombardy and
Venice, of Hungary and Transylvania, are
taught to believe that Great Britain and
France have guaranteed the German and
non-German dominions of Austria. So that
our Government is made the bugbear of nations aspiring to a separate political existence. Who, in the Austrian Empire, can
contradict the Austrian lie ? The three
Powers, it is affirmed, are agreed nowhere
and never to swerve from the Conservative
policy enunciated, in the name of the Triad,
by the April Treaty—and that policy is in
absolute antagonism to the policy of Sardinia. So clear is the Austrian view, indeed,
that her recent negotiations with Prussia
have had the aim of drawing Prussia into an
alliance guaranteeing the German and nonGerman territories of Austria. In that direction the Emperor's diplomatists are not
likely to succeed. Prussia, in the first place,
has a traditional interest in refusing the
guarantee, since, if the Austrian Empire,
German and non-German, were placed under
the protection of the public law of Germany,
the non-German territories might claim to
be admitted to the Confederation—a policy
which Prussia has always resisted. Moreo-
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ver, the insecurity of Austria in her Italian,
Hungarian, and Transylvanian dependencies
is favorable to the German influence of Prussia. To this, it may be added that, as we
foresaw when the cabinet of Berlin was least
popular in this country, Lord PALMERSTON'S
Government, in spite of its new Viennese relations, is reviving its intimacy with the diplomatists of Prussia, and seeking to restore
an influence which would always be exerted
O£itinst the consolidation of the Austrian authority in Italy.
What, then, is the position of Lord PALMERSTON'S cabinet with respect to Italy ? By
the treaty of April, the European authority
of Austria is undoubtedly strengthened. At
the same time, the avowed policy of the
British Government is favorable to Italian
progress. It seems to us that Lord PALMERSTON, afraid of the revolution, afraid of Austria, jealous of France, desires to play the
one against the other, and imagines that the
collusion of the three Powers would be less
dangerous than the collusion of two. The
policy of England, therefore, is at best, negative ; and it may be easily understood, that
while England acts as the drag, and France
and Austria pursue definite courses of their
own, the superiority lies with them. We
follow the trail, and watch, and perhaps interrupt, but Europe gains nothing from our
intervention. We do nothing but repeat the
hypocrisies ofTRAPPAuand LAYBACH. Meanwhile, the secret association of the French
and" Austrian Governments threatens to take
the form of a conspiracy against all the remains of political liberty, of national independence, of religious toleration in Europe.
This plot, among the most stupendous ever
conceived, has the apparent sanction of the
British Cabinet, and it is the more menacing
because it pretends to be based on the principles of peace, conciliation and humanity.
Suppose the military powers agreed to establish arbitration as the method of settling the
disputes of Governments, what is the effect ?
Nothing as regards the military Governments themselves, since they, the parties to
the contract, may dissolve it «at any moment.
But, as regards the lesser states, it amounts
to a confiscation of their political rights.
Under these circumstances, what becomes
of the national existence of Sardinia, of her
Italian nucleus, of her army? Her independent action is prohibited. And this is
the result of the war that was to set free
and civilize. France and Austria undertake
to manage the Old World ; England accepts
an ambiguous share in the business; Russia
and Prussia are invited to join. A suspicious facility of concession has been exhibited
by the Belgian and Sardinian Governments.
The French Imperial i error, we may infer,
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has extorted from Bslgium the flattery of
surrender But why has the scourge been
restored to the Jesuits of Turin ? Why is
the code of CARAFFA resorted to by the religious reformers of Piedmont to enforce respect to the amazing farce enacted last year
at the Vatican ?
What we witness now, as the sequence of
the Russian war, is the consolidation of despotism in Europe. Two vast parties divide
the Old World—the populations and the
Governments—which are more completely
at enmity on every social and political
ground than formerly. We, in England,
believing all the time that we are the champions of the oppressed, blink at the future,
and subside into repose, because gold and
pearl fire, red and green lustres, and a milky
way of light in the London basin saluted the
peace of Paris under our watery May moon.
—LEADER, June 7,1856.
Effects of the Concordat between Austria and
Borne.
THE Ecclesiastical Courts of the Austrian
Empire have just issued various instructions
with respect to the matrimonial law, by
which it is made still more apparent that the
Church ή fully privileged to override the temporal power whenever it pleases.

A new police ordinance against swearing
is about to make its appearance in Austria.
The tariff is fixed at fifty scudi for swearing
by the Virgin, the Great Goddess of Romanism ; and twenty-five scudi for irreverently
using the name of any other saint, the inferior deities of the same! The promulgation
of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception
has had its natural and legitimate result in
a great increase—not of graces—but of blasphemous and revolting conversation among
the lower orders of Vienna.
A " mysterious religious society " has been
discovered, according to the Frankfort Post
Zeitung, among the working men of infidel
Vienna. About a year ago the police received information that the manners of the
artizans and laborers in the suburbs had undergone a great change; that they were
more orderly and regular in their habits;
and that, although they did not go to church,
they read the Bible at home—this (strange
to say in such an intensely papal country)
not being against the law in Austria. Last
Whit-Sunday they were surprised by the police at a conventicle. The authorities then
discovered that the persons arrested, who
amounted in number to between sixty and
seventy, called themselves " Brethren of St.
John" and that they belonged to a new religious sect, which is supposed to have some
connexion with the Hungarian Protestants.

It is probable that a long time will elapse
before the men will be set at liberty. The
Roman Idolatry at once hates the Bible and
the good which its teaching generates.
Romish Zeal.
AN English Protestant lady, who recently
lost a daughher in Rome, desired to have cut
on the tombstone the verse from Matthew,
" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall
see the Lord." But, an officer connected
with the censorship, having obtained information of this, ordered that the latter half of
the sentence should be omitted, as he said it
was neither right nor just that heretics
should " see the Lord."—Leader.
PRINCIPLES OF INTERPRETATION.—Luther

says,—" You say it may be interpreted thus,
it may also be understood thus, it may also be
literally interpreted thus, it may be mystically interpreted thus:—away with all these
may be's. These, my friend Catharinus, are
all refuges of lies, mere loop holes of escape,
and evidently go to confirm the truths I
maintain. Speak thus: " This is the meaning of the passage, and it can be understood
otherwise." You will thus keep to one simple and uniform sense of Scripture, as I always do, and always have done. This way
of proceeding, is to be a divine ; the former
a sophist. For you know in every controverted subject we must abide by the literal
sense, which is uniform throughout the whoie
Scriptures."—LuVter's

Poj* Confounded.

MISPRINT.—It is stated, on high authority
that the words in the New Testament,
" which strain at a gnat and swallow a camel,"
contain a misprint which was passed over in
the edition of 1611, and has since been retained. The early translations say,—" which
strain out a gnat," which is the proper rendering.
"THY

KINGDOM COME."—Those

who

amass property and build magnificent mansions ; who strive after what this world can
give, and utter this prayer with their lips ;
resemble those huge organ pipes which incessantly sing with all their power in the
churches, without speech, feeling or reason."
—Luther»
1
The reason why people are soon offended, is only this, that they set too high a
value upon themselves; a slight reflection
can never be a great offence, but when it is
offered to a great person ; and if a man is
such in his own opinion, he will measure an
offence, as he measures himself—far above

its value."—Jones of Nayland.

H E R A L D
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And intheirdays,
even of tlwse kings, the God of heaven shall set up A KINGDOM which shall never perish,
and
A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall stand for
ever.''—DANIEL.

JOHN THOMAS, Ed.]
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New Testament Evidence of the Restoration of the sense of the word in the historical books
of Scripture. Gentile or heathen, ρ "η 3 or
the Jews to the Land of Israel.
nations, &*ΐ£$, included all those nations not
BT ALEXANDER MC CAUL, D.D.,
thus descended. The New Testament, both in
Trinity College, Dublin.
the historic books and epistles, retains both
The Old Testament abounds in passages these expressions in their original signification.
which, if taken literally, plainly predict the Thus our Lord says, Go, not into the way of
restoration of the Jews to the land of their the Gentiles, and into any city of the Saforefathers.
There are, however, many maritans enter ye not; but go rather to the
students of Scripture who reject the literal lost sheep of the house of Israel." (Matt.x. 5,
interpretation, on the professed ground that 6.) By the name of Israel the apostles generthis rule of interpretation is contrary to the ally address the Jews. Thus Peter says,
spirit of the gospel dispensation. It therefore " Ye men of Israel, why marvel ye at this?"
becomes necessary to examine, the New Tes- (Acts iii. 12.) And again, " Ye rulers of the
tament, with reference to this subject, both people, and elders of Israel." (Acts iv. 8.)
as to the spirit and the letter of its declaration, And here it is to be noted, that Peter thus
respecting the national distinctions and addressed them by immediate inspiration—
privileges of the Jews. This examination "Peter, filled with the Holy Ghost, said unto
will,( as appears to me,) lead to the same them." Again(ver. 27), we have this same
result as a grammatical exposition of the Old word connected with Gentiles—"For of a
Testament predictions. It will prove that truth against thy holy child Jesus, whom
Israel still remains a peculiar people, and that thou hast anointed, both Herod and Pontius
they are to be restored to their own land. Pilate, with the Gentiles, and the people of
The reasons which lead me to entertain this Israel, were, gathered together." Again
opinion, or rather to adopt this article of faith, our blessed Lord, speaking to Ananias, uses
are as follow :
the words in the same sense: "He is a chosen
I. That the New Testament preserves vessel unto me, to bear my name before the1
the distinctive appellations of "Israel'' and Gentiles, and kings, and the children of Israel.'
(Acts ix. 15.) In the 13th chapter of the
Gentiles"in their Old Testament sense.
II. That the New Testament asserts the Acts we have Paul's sermon to the Jews,
perpetuity of the Jewish national'privi leges. where he employs the same language in the
III. The New Testament Expounds lit- same way ; it begins, " Men of Israel and ye
erally certain passages of the prophecies, the that fear God, give audience. The God of
literal interpretation of which necessarily this people Israel chose our fathers," &c,
and at the end of that address we read.
implies the literal restoration of the Jews.
IV. The New Testament itself contains *' When the Jews were gone out of the
original passages leading to the same con- synagogue, the Gentiles besought that these
words might be preached to them," &c. To
clusion.
^ I. The New Testament preserves the dis- quote all the passages where the words
tinctive appellations " Israel" and "Gentiles" "Israel" and "Gentiles" occur in the Gospels
and Acts, would be as tedious as it is unintheir Old Testament sense.
The Old Testament sense was, that Israel necessary ; we therefore proceed to give a
meant the twelve tribes, the descendants of the few specimens from the Epistles. In Romans
twelve patriarchs. This is at least plainly ix.4, St. Paul, speaking of the unconverted
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Jews, says, " For I could wish that myself anything, but a new creature, i. e., that the
were accursed from Christ for my brethren, national privileges could do nothing for their
my kinsmen according to the flesh, who are salvation. When, therefore, he prays for
Israelites" In the same chapter (ver.30,31,) peace and mercy on those that are renewed
he says, " What shall we say then ? That creatures, he naturally adds a petition for the
the Gentiles, which followed not after righte- same mercy and peace, without which all naousness have attained to righteousness, even tional blessings are nothing, upon the Israel
the righteousness of faith. But Israel, which of God.
followed after the law of righteousness, hath
The result in £very case remains the same.
net attained to the law of righteousness." Even conceding this passage to the spiritual
Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer to God interpreters, it cannot be denied that the
for Israel is, that they might be saved." (Rom. i New Testament preserves the distinctive apx.l.) " But to Israel he saith, All day, long I pellations of Israel and the Gentiles in their
have stretched forth my hands unto a disobedi- Old Testament sense. I infer from this New
ent and gainsaying people." (ver. 21.) "I speak Testament usage two things—1st, that a nato you Gentiles, inasmuch as I am an apostle tional distinction is intended. If it had been
of the Gentiles." (xi. 13.) "Blindness in part the will of God to amalgamate the Israelites
is happened unto Israel, until the fulness of the with other nations in the Christian Church,
Gentiles be come in, and so all Israel shall be there could have been no more distinct intisaved"(xi. 25.) I have selected these pas- mation of this than the transfer of their nasages, because we have in them all one tional name to the Church generally, and the
striking featnre, and that is, that the Jews, non-application of the word " Gentile " to bethough unbelievers, are still called by the fa- lievers. But if we find it to be the uniform
vorite name Israel, and believers from am- practice of our Lord and his apostles, who
ongst other nations are still called " Gentiles." spoke and wrote by inspiration, to appropriBut this is not peculiar to this epistle; it is ate the word Israel to the literal Israel, and
the general style of the apostle. Thus in the word Gentiles to the other nations, even
2 Cor. iii. 13, the unbelieving Jews are still though believers, must we not infer that this
called " children of Israel." In Gal. ii. the is done, not by chance, but by design ? And
epithet Gentiles is applied to believers— if by design, what other design can there be,
" Why compellest thou the Gentiles to live than that which was manifestly the design of
as do the Jews?" And again (Eph. iii. 1), the Holy Spirit in using the same phraseolo" For this cause I Paul, the prisoner of Jesus gy in the Old Testament—to assert a nationChrist for you Gentiles." In the whole New al distinction, and to prevent a national
Testament, so far as I know, there is but one amalgamation. If this be admitted, then I
passage in which there can be any reasonable ask, if the Jews are not to be amalgamated
doubt as to the meaning of the word Israel. amongst the nations, what is to become of
In Gal. vi. 16, St. Paul says, "As many as them ?—are they to remain a distinct people
walk according to this rule, peace be on them, in the dispersion, or are they to be restored ?
and mercy, and upon the Israel of God." I ask, secondly, if Israel in the historical
Thi3 has been commonly received as signify- parts and in the fulfilled prophecies of the
ing the spiritual Israel as it is called. But Old Testament always signifies the literal Isis it agreeable to sound criticism to assign to a \ rael, and in the New Testament has the same
by what rule is it that in the
word in one solitary passage a sense which signification,
prophecies this same word Israel
it never has in all the numerous passages unfulfilled
a signification contrary to the usage both
where it occurs in the New Testament ? St. has
Paul universally, in every other passage of of Old and New Testaments ?
II. I do not mean to rest the belief in the
his writings where the word occurs, uses it to
signify his people according to the flesh, even restoration of Israel on this appellative diswhere he speaks of those in a state of unbe- tinction. I think it conveys a strong intilief. What reason, then, is there for asserting mation of God's purpose. But the New Testhat this word here has not the same signifi- tament furnishes other and stronger evidence.
It expressly asserts the perpetuity of the
cation ? Is it because this sense would destroy the beauty or force of the whole pas- Jewish national privileges.
Those who deny the restoration of Israel
sage? This cannot be pretended. Is it that
a prayer for the literal Israel would be at vari- affirm, that in the Gospel dispensation all naance with St. Paul's known feelings ? By no tional distinction has ceased, and that theGenmeans; for he tells us that his heart's desire tilesand the Jews stand on an equality as to
and prayer is that they may be saved. On privileges. In one respect I admit that Jew
the contrary, there is a peculiar propriety in and Gentile are on a perfect equality, and
his praying for Israel in this passage. He that is, as sinners, to be saved only by the
had just asserted that in Christ Jesus neither grace of God in Christ Jesus. Here there
circumcision nor uncircumcision availeth is no difference—the Gentile is nothing in-
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ferior to the Jew, and the Jew is as well off
as the Gentile. Neither Jew nor Gentile
will be accepted or rejected simply because
he is a Jew or a Gentile, " for God is no respecter of persons." But from this admission, it will not follow that there is no
national distinction between them, particularly when it is remembered that the New Testament expressly asserts the continuance of
the distinction. Before I produce passages
in support of this assertion, it is necessary
to consider two passages on which the asserters of amalgamation principally rest. One
is Colossians iii. 1 1 : " Where there is neither Greek nor Jew, circumcision nor uncir
cumcision, Barbarian, Scythian, bond nor
free; but Christ is all and in all." The other
is found in Gal. iii. 28 : " There is neither
Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor
free, there is neither male nor female; for ye
are all one in Christ Jesus." Here, it is said,
the apostle declares that all distinction between Jew and Gentile is at an end. No
doubt he does. But in these same passages he
asserts, 1st, that all distinction between Greek
and Scythian had also ceased. Do you then
mean to say that a believer' born a Greek
ceased to be a Greek? that a believer born a
Scythian ceased to be a Scythian? and that
now there is no national distinction between
them ? He asserts, 2dly, that all distinction
had ceased between slaves and freemen: do
you infer that a slave by becoming a Christian
ceased to be a slave, and that a freeman becoming a Christian ceased to be a freeman ? He aserts, 3dly, that all distinction had ceased between circumcision and uncircumcision: do
you believe, then, that a believing Jew ceases to
be circumcised, and a believing Gentile ceases
to be uncircumcised? He asserts, 4thly, that all
distinction hath ceased between male and female : is it true, then, that by faith the distinction of the sexes is done away ? You believe none of these things; you believe that
in Christ Jesus, before God, with reference to
eternity, all these distinctions have ceased,
but that in time, and in this world, the difference between Greek and Scythian as to nationality—the difference between bond and
free as to liberty—the difference between
circumcised and uncircumcised as to state—rthe difference between male and female as to
sex, all may and do continue. You therefore
prove that the national distinction between
Jew and Gentile in this world is not affected
by either of these passages. We may therefore, according to the true sense of the apostle's words, be all one in Christ Jesus, and yet
national distinction between Jew and Gentile
may continue. That it does really continue
will appear from the following passages, in
which the New Testament asserts the perpetuity of Israel's privileges.
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First, from Rom. iii. 1, &c, "What advantage then hath the Jew ? or what profit
is there of circumcision ? Much every way."
Here the apostle positively declares that the
Jew has much advantage, and circumcision
much profit. And it is to be noted, that the
declaration was drawn forth in order to
guard against a false conclusion from premises very similar to those which we have just
considered. He had asserted that " he is not
a Jew which is one outwardly; neither is
that circumcision which is outward in the
flesh ; but he is a Jew which is one inwardly; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the
spirit and not in the letter ; whose praise is
not of men, but of God." Inaccurate reasoners might conclude, Then a Jew has no
advantage, and circumcision is of no use—
yea, and that it never was of any use, for
the above-cited words were as true the first
day that circumcision was instituted as now,
1800 years after the introduction of the Gospel dispensation. Gentile Christians especially might infer, and have actually inferred from
these words, that all Jewish privileges have
ceased. The apostle therefore endeavors to
guard against such false conclusions, and says
"What advantage then hath the Jew? or,
what profit is there of circumcision?" and
answers, not in the language of the amalgamators, None at all, but " Much every way;"
and immediately gives an instance in the oracles of God. But the apostle is not content
with this declaration—he foresaw how it
might be, and actually has been, evaded ; he
knew that Gentile Christians might, and
would say; " Very true; the Jews mice had
great privileges by virtue of the covenant of
circumcision, but they have lost them all by
unbelief." Wrong again, says the apostle ;
you say that the Jews have not believed: I
grant that some have not believed. Well,
what then?—"what if some did not believe?
shall their unbelief make the faith of God without effect ? GOD FORBID ; yea, let God be true,
but every man a liar." The unbelief of individuals has nothing to do with Jewish privileges, nor with the profit of circumcision. These
things rest on the fidelity of God, which is not
to be shaken by the folly or the wickedness
fomen. Whatsoever, therefore, was the profit of circumcision, it still remains, because
the faith of God cannot be made without effect. But one profit of circumcision was the
grant of the land of Israel: that grant, therefore, still continues in force. Men may work
at the wording of the original covenant, and
make out, by dint of twisting, that everlasting covenant means a temporary covenant,
and everlasting possession a temporary possession ; but they cannot shake the force of
the apostle's language, " Shall their unbelief
make the faith of God without effect ? God
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forbid." Whatsoever was promised by circumcision remains secure. That the land
was promised in the covenant of circumcision
may be seen by referring to Gen. xvii. 7, 8,
&c, where God says, " I will establish my
covenant between me and thee, and thy seed
after thee in their generations for an everlasting covenant, to be a God unto thee and thy
seed after thee. And I will give unto thee,
and to thy seed after thee, the land wherein
thou art a stranger, all the land of Canaau
for an everlasting possession; and I will be
their God." If it be asked, how then is it
that the Jews have not had possession of this
land for 1700 years ? I answer, just as their
forefathers, to whom the land was promised
at the Exodus, never possessed it, but died
in the wilderness through unbelief. Though
that particular generation died, yet the land
remained the property of the nation, which
is not limited to a generation, and was in due
time given to them. Thus at present the unbelievers are excluded from the land, which
still belongs to the nation. The unbelief of
some does not render ineffectual the faith of
God to the whole nation.
Secondly, the apostle asserts in Rom. ix. 4,
that the Jewish privileges still belong to the
Jews in spite of their unbelief. Speaking of
those on whose account he had great heaviness and continual sorrow, i. e., the unbelieving Jews, he says, " Who are Israelites; to
whom pertaineth the adoption, and the glory,
and THE COVENANTS, and the giving of the
law, and the service of God, and the PROM-

ISES." In this long enumeration of privileges
there are two which call for immediate attention. He says that to Israel belong the covenants, and the promises. Christians will
grant them the Sinai covenant, but the apostle is more liberal: he says that theirs are
the covenants, and that without any limitation. Theirs is therefore the New Oovenant.
To my own mind the language of this single
verse is sufficiently clear to establish the fact.
But a certain vague opinion that the New
Covenant is not Jewish, makes it necessary
to confirm this interpretation by a few more
remarks. 1st, The Mediator of the New
Covenant was a Jew : " for it is evident that
our Lord sprang out of Judah." (Heb. vii.)
2d, His appearance is hailed as the salvation
of Israel. " He hath holpen his servant Israel, in remembrance of his mercy; as he
spake to our fathers, Abraham, and his seed
for ever." (Luke ii. 54,55.) Again," Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, for he hath visited and redeemed his people—to perform the
mercy promised to our fathers, and to remember his holy covenant—the oath which he
sware to our father Abraham." 3d, For
Jews primarily the blood of the New Testament was shed. " Being high priest for that

year, he prophesied that Jesus should die for
that nation, and not for that nation only, but
also that he should gather in one the children
of God that were scattered abroad." (John
xi. 51, 52.) 4th, With Jews exclusively for
some years the New Covenant was confirmed.
5th, By Jews it was communicated to the
other nations of the world. 6th, It is only
by being graffed into the Jewish olive-tree
that the Gentiles participate in the blessings.
(Rom. xi.. 17.) 7th, They do not inherit these
blessings independently of the Jews, but arc
only admitted to be "/e//ow-heirs, and of the
same body," they being the original heirs as
well as the natural branches. The Jews,
therefore, have not lost their privileges by
the New Covenant—on the contrary, it is
one of them.
But the apostle says also, that to them belong " the promises." What promises ? No
doubt the promises contained in the Old Testament. But some of these are promises of
restoration and national glory. With what
right, then, can the Gentile believers say that
these promises do not belong to Israel, but
to the Church, and that they will never be
fulfilled to those to whom they belong ?
Thirdly, the apostle asserts that God hath
not cast away his people—" I say, then, hath
God cast away his people? God forbid."
(Rom. xi. 1.) Now the only sense in which
Israel were God's people was national. They
were not elected, as the rabbies suppose, to
eternal life, but to be his " peculiar treasure,
above all people—a kingdom of priests, and
an holy nation." The rabbies, and with them
many Christians, have altogether mistaken
the relation in which Israel stood to God. The
grand feature was that it was temporal, first,
as the family of Abraham, and secondly as
the nation of Israel—both of which relations
exist only in time. The societies of men,
greater or smaller, are distinguished according to their families and their nations. Many
are the families into which the descendants
of Adam are divided. There is but one with
which God has condescended to enter into a
public and solemn covenant, aud that one is
the family of Abraham—" You only have I
known of all the families of the earth." (Amos
iii. 2.) Many are the kindreds, and tongues,
and peoples,and nations,but to Israel alone He
hath said, "Thou art an holy people unto the
Lord thy God: the Lord thy God hath chosen
thee to be a special people unto himself, above
all people that are on the face of the earth."
(Deut. vii. 6.) The descendants of Abraham
are a family like other families; their privilege is, that, as such, God has entered into
covenant with them. The nation of Israel
is a special people or nation unto the Lord,
but still a nation " on the face of the earth."
And hence it is tkat the blessings and the
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curses are temporal—the blessing, prosperity
in a particular country—the curse, temporal
affliction in a state of dispersion. The doctrine of existence after death, and eternal
life, may be plainly and satisfactorily inferred
from many passages of the law of Moses.
But eternal life could not be promised to a
whole nation. It is one of the sanctions of
the divine law as respects individuals whose
existence is eternal, but could not be a sanction of a national law, inasmuch as the national existence is only temporal. And thus
it is that individual Israelites may, by faith in
the Lord JesusChrist,become heirs of everlasting life, though their nation at large still remains under the national curse of temporal
affliction. Their individual faith saves themselves, but nothing short of national faith
can deliver the nation. And hence also the
believing Israelites, at the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, were involved in the
national calamity. Safe for eternity by their
personal faith, they were exiled from their
native land because of the national disobedience. As the relation, then,1 in which the
literal Israel stands to God is national, and
therefore temporal, we infer that the blessing
attendant upon Israel's national repentance
will be temporal also. And as the curse inflicted upon the nation for their rejection of
the Gospel was not amalgamation, but the
destruction of their city and exile from their
land, we naturally infer that the blessing consequent upon their reception of the Gospel
will be analogous, that is, that they will be
gathered from their dispersion, and restored
to their own land.
Fourthly, The apostle, when asserting that
the Jews are still beloved for the fathers'
sakes, lays down as a general principle " that
the gifts and callings of God arc without repentance." Now one of God's gifts to the
fathers, and through them to the nation, was
the land of Canaan. Nothing ever bestowed
upon them was more freely an act of God's
grace, or more solemnly confirmed by covenant, than the land of Israel. " In the same
day the Lord made a covenant with Abram,
saying, Unto thy seed have I given this land."
(Gen. xv. 18.) This grant was confirmed by
a second covenant in circumcision—" I will
establish my covenant between me and thee
and thy seed after thee in their generations
for an everlasting covenant, to be a God unto
thee and thy seed after thee. And I will
give unto thee, and to thy seed after thee, the
land wherein thou art a stranger, all the land
of Canaan for an everlasting possession."
(Gen. xvii. 7, 8.) The grant was renewed
to Isaac with a solemn reference to the oath
of God : " Sojourn in this land, and I will be
with thee, and will bless thee; for unto thee
and thy seed I will give all these countries,
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and I will perform the oath which I sware
unto Abraham thy father." (Gen. xxvi. 3.)
To Jacob the same promise was made. " 1
am the Lord God of Abraham thy father,
and the God of Isaac: the land whereon
thou liest, to thee will I give it, and to thy
seed." (Gen. xxviii. 13.) Now here is a
threefold promise made in the most solemn
manner to Israel—made not through the
law, but through grace—made without any
limitation or condition—though temporal as
referring to a land, yet nowhere said to be
temporary; but, on the contrary, called " an
everlasting covenant" to the seed of Abraham " in their generations." And here is an
apostolic declaration, "that the gifts and callings of God are without repentance." What
else, then, can we conclude, but that the gift
of the land is without repentance also, and
'that therefore when Abraham's children have
his faith, they shall have his land also.
I confess that to my own mind these assertions of the apostle amount to demonstration,
but the New Testament furnishes another
argument equally strong.
III. It expounds literally certain passages
of the prophecies, the literal interpretation
of which necessarily implies the literal restoration of the Jews.
To examine all the passages quoted in the
New Testament, and where literal exposition
would lead to this conclusion, would far exceed the limits which I have proposed to myself. I select three as quite sufficient to prove
my assertion.
First, in Rom. xi. 26,27, the apostle proves
the future national oonversion of Israel by a
citation from the 59th chapter of Isaiah—
" And so all Israel shall be saved; as it is
written, There shall come out of Sion the
deliverer, an"d shall turn away ungodliness
from Jacob: for this is my covenant unto
them when I shall take away their sins."
Now the manner and object of this citation
prove two things—1st, that this passage of
the prophet refers to the literal Israel. 2d,
that it refers to a time yet to come. But
what is the immediate context. "Arise,
shine : for thy light is come. . . . Surely the isles shall wait for me, and the ships
of Tarshish first, to bring thy sons from far,
their silver and their gold with them, unto
the name of the Lord thy God, and to the
Holy One of Israel, because he hath glorified
thee. . . . Violence shall no more be
heard within thy land, wasting nor destruction within thy borders." To separate this
whole 60th chapter from the two precediug
verses is impossible ; but, if it be connected
with them, then it refers, according to the
apostle, to some future period of the literal
Israel's history, and predicts their restoration to their own land. I do not enter into
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the chapter itself, because I wish to confine
myself to arguments furnished by the New
Testament.
Secondly, the apostle proves, in Rom. xv.
10, the call of the Gentiles, by a citation
from the 32d chapter of Deuteronomy:
" And again he saith, Rejoice, ye Gentiles,
with his people." This citation also proves
two things—1st, that Gentiles means Gentiles, and " his people," with whom they rejoice, means the literal Israel. 2d, That this
rejoicing of the Gentiles with his people was
to take place after the giving of the Gospel
dispensation. With these apostolic principles of interpretation, then, let us turn to the
passage itself: " Rejoice, Ο ye nations, with
his people ; for he will avenge the blood of
his servants, and will render vengeance to
his adversaries, and will be merciful unto his
land, and to his people," (I)eut. xxxii. 43,)
and we have it at once proved, that, after
the calling of the Gentiles, God will yet be
merciful to his land and to his people. What
else can this mean but a restoration of his
people to his land ?
Thirdly, The apostle (xv. 12) quotes the
xith of Isaiah also to prove the call of the
Gentiles: " And again Esaias saith, There
shall be a root of Jesse, and he that shall rise
to reign over the Gentiles, in him shall the
Gentiles trust." Here we have again a literal exposition : the root of Jesse is taken
literally—believers from amongst the nations
are called Gentiles. But when we turn to
the passage in the prophet, we find immediately after the call of the Gentiles another
prophecy relating to his people—"And it
shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord
shall set his hand again the second time to
recover the remnant of his people, which shall
be left, from Assyria, and from 'Egypt, and
from Pathros, and from Gush, and from Elam,
and from Shinar, and from Hamath, and
from the islands of the sea. And he shall
set up an ensign for the nations, and shall
assemble the outcasts of Israel, and gather
together the dispersed of Judah from the
four corners of the earth." (Isa. xi. 11,12.)
Who arc here meant by his people cannot be
doubtful. They are not the believing Gentiles, for of them, according to the apostle,
the prophet had already spoken. And the
words " his people," according to the same
apostfe's preceding citation, signifies the literal Israel. Here, then, after the appearance of the Messiah and the call of the Gentiles, we have a gathering together of all
Israel from the four corners of the earth.
These three passages, therefore, according to
the apostle's inspired interpretation, refer to
a future period, and predict the restoration
of the literal Israel to their own land.
IV. But besides this application of Old

Testament prophecies, there are original passages in the New Testament which imply the
restoration of the Jews.
First, Zechariah, the father of John the
Baptist, foretels the redemption of Israel
from the power of all his enemies—" Blessed
be the Lord God of Israel, for he hath visited and redeemed his people, and hath raised
up an horn of salvation for us in the house of
his servant David ; as he spake by the mouth
of his holy prophets, which have been since
the world began : that we should be saved
from the hands of our enemies, and from the
hand of all that hate us; to perform the mercy promised to our fathers, and to remember
his holy covenant; the oath which he sware
to our father Abraham, that he would grant
us, that we being delivered out of the hand
of our enemies, might serve him without fear
in holiness and righteousness all the days of
our life." (Luke i. G8, &c.) Here a temporal deliverance of Israel is plainly predicted. I do not mean to deny that the spiritual
deliverance is included, but I am quite sure
that a temporal deliverance in this life is
predicted. The concluding words of the citation put this beyond all doubt—" That we
being delivered out of the hands of our enemies, might serve him without fear in holiness and righteousness all the days of our life."
" All the days of our life," do not and cannot
refer to eternity, but to our life in this world.
Has this prediction, then, ever yet been fulfilled ? Is not Israel still in the hands of his
enemies? Has he ever, since the coming of
our Lord, been saved from the hands of them
that hate him ? Has he ever served God in
holiness and righteousness all the days of his
life? The plain and only answer is, No.
Then these blessings are yet in store, and the
prophecy is still to be accomplished. It is
vain to urge that the enemies here spoken of
are spiritual enemies, for even if this be admitted, Israel is not delivered from them until the punishment of his sin be removed.
But the punishment of Israel's sin was dispersion. Until Israel's dispersion cease, he
is still unredeemed as a nation, and except
as a nation Israel has no existence.
2dly, The angel Gabriel promises to our
Lord the throne of David ; " The Lord God
shall give unto him the throne of his father
David ; and he shall reign over the house of
Jacob for ever; and of his kingdom there
shall be no end." (Luke i. 32, 33.) As to
the place or nature of David's throne no one
can doubt: David's throne was in Jerusalem—" over Israel and over Judah, from
Dan even to Beersheba." (2 Sam. iii. 10.)
If, therefore, our Lord is to nave the throne
or kingdom of David, the kingdom itself
must first be restored—the twelve tribes
must be re-united in the land of Israel It
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cannot be pretended that David ever reigned <ment. I do not refer to the Revelation of
in heaven, or over any other kingdom than ^ St. John, because it is a prophetic book,
that of the literal Israel. Neither can it be and I wish to avoid passages which are comsaid that the language of the angel is am- monly considered obscure. But I reject his
biguous: he specifics not only the throne, interpretation of the judgment here spoken
but also the people—"the house of Jacob." of—1st. Because it appears to me inconsistThe expression Jacob, or house of Jacob, is ent with the circumstances of the last judgnever applied, either in the Old or the New ment. The twelve tribes of Israel will not
Testament, to gentile converts; and taken then be judged, and no sentence will be
in connection with the " throne of David," passed on the Jewish nation. The individuit must be interpreted literally. If so, this als, of which the tribes were composed, will
prophecy has never been fulfilled. We must then appear before the judgment-seat of
therefore expect its accomplishment by the Christ, and be judged; but it can hardly be
gathering together of the twelve tribes, and said fhat the nation will be judged, when the
the re-establishment of the kingdom of nation has ceased to exist. A national
judgment can only be in time. 2dly. This
Israel.
3dly. Our blessed Lord made a similar interpretation is utterly inconsistent with the
promise to the twelve disciples that they opinions of those whom our Lord addressed.
should judge the twelve tribes of Israel. The apostles, from their previous Jewish
"And Jesus said unto them, verily I say notions, could never have understood it in
unto you, that ye which have followed me in this sense. When they heard of sitting on
the regeneration, when the Son of Man shall twelve thrones, and judging the twelve tribes
sit on the throne of his glory, ye also shall sit of Israel, they would naturally think of Jephupon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tha, Samson, Samuel, and others who had
tribes of Israel." (Matt. xix. 28.) This judged Israel, and expect that in themselves
promise is given also on another occasion in should be fulfilled the prophetic promise, " I
St. Luke's Gospel—" I appoint unto you a will restore thy judges as at the first."
kingdom, as my Father hath appointed unto (Isaiah i. 26.) That they did understand
me ; that ye may eat and drink at my table these words in the Jewish sense appears
in my kingdom, and sit on thrones, judging clear from the next chapter of Matthew's
the twelve tribes of Israel." (Luke xxii. Gospel, where the mother of Zebedee's
29, 30.) In these two promises we have children asks that her two sons may sit, the
first to inquire who are intended by the one on his right hand and the other on his
twelve tribes, and then what is meant by the left in his kingdom. (Matt. xx. 21.) Now I
office of judging. Doddridge understands cannot believe that our Lord, who well knew
by the twelve tribes of Israel the Jewish the hearts of his apostles, would employ
nation and the professed members of the language directly calculated to confirm them
Christian Church, who will appear before in error, or that he would intentionally give
the throne of Christ after the resurrection ; them a promise which he knew they would
and by judgment he understands the final understand in one sense and he in another*
doom to eternal happiness or misery. He It would certainly be considered as inconsays, " In the great renovation of all things, sistent with common worldly integrity to
when all the children of God shall, as it make a promise to a servant, which might
were, be born anew from their graves; when lead him to suppose that the warmest wish
created nature shall put on its fairest forms and fondest expectation of his heart were
to receive them, and the Son of Man, pre- to be gratified, when no such thing was
siding over that august assembly, sliall sit on intended, and the master understood the
the throne of his glory, exalted above the words in an entirely different sense. The
highest angels of God, you also, my faithful language of a promise should be precise,
apostles, shall sit around me upon twelve ra- sacred, and free from all equivocation. 3dly.
diant thrones, judging the twelve tribes of This interpretation of Doddridge is at variIsrael; concurring joyfully with me in the ance with our Lord's own interpretation of
sentence which shall then be passed on the the words. He makes the promise of sitting
Jewish nation, aud on all the professed mem- on twelve thrones, and judging· the twelve
bers of my Church, as they have been sin- tribes of Israel, parallel with the appointcere or faithless in their profession, and in ment to a kingdom—" I appoint unto you a
the observance of those laws which you, by kingdom as my Father hath appointed uuto
authority from me, their exalted Sovereign, me, that ye may eat and drink at my table
shall have given them." (Sec. 137.) Here in my kingdom, and sit on thrones, judging
Doddridge acknowledges that twelve tribes the twelve tribes of Israel." The appointdo at least include the literal descendants of ment to a kingdom certainly implies the idea
Israel; and this he could not well avoid, for of rule and government, and that for a conit is the uniform sense in the New Testa- tinuance. This brings us therefore to the
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Jewish idea of judging Israel. And when
we remember that the throne which the
angel promised to our Lord was the throne
of his father David, over the house of Jacob,
it seems a natural consequence that the
apostolic appointment to judgment over the
twelve tribes of Israel should be considered
as a portion of that royalty.
4thly. Our Lord, when the question concerning the restoration of Israel was directly
put to him, intimated in his answer that in
due time Israel should be restored. The
apostles looked upon our Lord as the Messiah ; they therefore " trusted that it had
been he which should have redeemed Israel;"
and this hope must have been much confirmed by our Lord's promises to them that
they should judge the twelve tribes of
Israel. After our Lord's resurrection, " he
expounded to them in all the Scriptures the
things concerning himself"—"He opened
their understandings that they might understand the Scriptures"—for forty days he
continued " speaking of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God." And yet with
an opened understanding, and with all this
instruction, we still find that they hold the
same Jewish opinions, and ask, " Lord, wilt
thou at this time restore again the kingdom
to Israel." (Acts 1. 6.) We may fairly
infer, then, that during all this forty days'
instruction our Lord had not said anything
to show that their expectations were erroneous. He evidently did teach them that their
ideas of a merely glorious Messiah were false.
Their hopes concerning the restoration of
Israel were intimately connected with their
idea of the Messiah. Why, then, did our
Lord not set them right here if they were
wrong? But why, above all, when they
came to put the last question that ever
they could put upon earth, and this last
question was still concerning the restoration
of the kingdom of Israel, why did he not
then explain to them the baselessness of
their hope? Our blessed Lord gives an
answer calculated to confirm them in their
expectations—" It is not for you to know
the times and the seasons which the Father
has put in his own power." Now if he
meant that the kingdom was never to be
restored, he could not have used this language, for then there are no times nor seasons which the Father could put in his
power. The plain meaning of our Lord's
answer is—Israel is to be restored, but I
cannot make known to you the time. Such
at least would be the meaning conveyed to
those who expected to see our Lord on the
throne of David, and hoped themselves to
sit on twelve thrones judging the tribes of
Israel; and we cannot suppose that our Lord
would condescend to that most base and

cowardly breach of good faith, equivocation,
or mental reservation.
5thly. After the out-pouring of the Holy
Spirit, the apostle Peter still uses similar
language. Addressing the Jews he says,
" Therefore being a prophet, and knowing
that God had sworn with an oath to him
that of the fruit of his loins, according to the
flesh, he would raise up the Christ to sit on
his throne." (Acts ii. 30.) Here Peter is
speaking of the resurrection, and proving
that Jesus is Christ, but he still holds out
to the Jews the promise and oath that the
Messiah was to sit on the throne of David.
When speaking by the Holy Ghost, he does
not show them the crroneousness of their
general expectations, but only of their mistake as to the person. He proves that Jesus
is the Christ, but still refers to the hope of
Israel as to the kingdom of David.
Again, in chap. iii. 21, he refers to the
Jewish hope of the restitution of all things.
That the apostle refers to the Jewish hope,
is fully admitted by Lightfoot, who was no
Chiliast. He first proposes that the passage should be thus translated—" Repent,
therefore, and be converted, that (not when)
the times of refreshing may come, and God
may send Jesus Christ to you," and then
gives a paraphrase containing his reasons,
and showing how Peter met the objection
that would naturally occur to a Jewish
mind, namely, if Jesus be the Messiah, then
all our hopes of refreshment by him are
vanished. No,says St. Peter, " Repent that
the times, of refreshment may come from the
presence of the Lord." Jesus has ascended
into the heavens until the time of the restitution of all things, which God hath spoken
by the mouth of all his holy prophets since
the world began. In what sense his audience would understand this restitution άπο~
κατάοταοις cannot be doubtful. It is the
same word which the apostles employed
when asking, " Wilt thou at this time restore
άποκαθιστάνευς to Israel?" In what sense
his audience would understand the prophets
to whom Peter refers is equally certain.
There can be no doubt about their interpreting them literally. The minds of the Jewish people were at this time full of the hope
of the restoration of the theocracy. Peter
well knew the state of their minds : is it to
be conceived then that he would buoy them
up with a false hope, or use language directly calculated to confirm them in error ?
Upon what principle, then, can we explain
this fact that the New Testament nowhere,
not even in the epistles to the Gentile
Churches, declares that the Jewish hope of
the restoration of the kingdom of Israel is
fallacious, and that wherever it does speak
on the subject it speaks in language adapted
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them by fair logic, and by the only infallible
standard of truth—the Holy Scriptures.
1. If the kingdom and the church be only
different names to represent the same thing,
you may, by a well known rule of construction, properly substitute the one for the other
and the sense will be preserved. Applying
this simple rule to a few familiar passages of
Scripture in which the word " kingdom "
occurs and reading its substitute " church"
for it, we have the following results :
" Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit
the church prepared for you from the foundation of the world."
" Among those that are born of women
there is not a greater prophet than John the
Baptist, but he that is least in the church of
God is greater than he." Is it really inBeliever's Baptism.
tended to be urged that an infant in the
THE writer of the following pages, having church is greater than John the Baptist ?
been one of a large congregation who listen" It is easier for a camel to go through the
ed to the exposition of the question of eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter
Infant Church Membership, by one of the the church of God !! "
clergymen of Charlottesville, Va., in an
Is this consistent with our daily observaaddress recently delivered, in pursuance of tions and experience ?
previous public notice, it seemed to him and
If we reverse the use of the terms we do
to others who were present that the import- not help the argument—thus :
ance of the subject no less than obedience to
" Paul and Silvanus and Timotheus unto
the Divine injunction to " contend earnestly the kingdom of the Thessalonians."
for the faith once delivered to the Saints,"
" Paul, an apostle, &c, unto the kingdoms
required a (brief and candid notice of the of Galatia."
discourse, by way of replication and defence.
" John, to the seven kingdoms which are
It was the object of the speaker to prove in Asia," &c.
that Infants are proper scriptural subjects
Surely it is unnecessary to press the illusfor admission, by baptism, into the Church tration farther to show the fallacy which
of Christ. As the foundation of the dis- underlies the first proposition above.
course he selected the text—Mark x., 13—
How stands the second ?
" Suffer little children to come unto me, and
2. If the Jewish and Christian Church
forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom be essentially one, it seems difficult, if not
of God." To sustain his proposition he impossible, to escape the conclusion that the
argued :
rejection of the Jews, the evident displeasure
1. That in Scripture the kingdom of God of God with them, the afflictions and perand the Church mean the same thing—that secutions of Christians, and even the suffer" such" as children being in the one, they ings and death of Christ have been in vain
must belong to the other also.
and for nought! Why reproach the Jew
2. That the Jewish and Christian Church with unbelief and hardness of heart ? Why
being essentially one, infants being members seek to detach him from the law of Moses if
of the first must necessarily be entitled to his church and yours are essentially one ?
membership in the second.
But were all infants introduced into the (so
3. That baptism stands in the place of called) Jewish Church? This leads us to
circumcision, which last being the indispens- consider the third point above, viz.:
able rite for the admission of infants into the
3. That, as baptism is in the room of cirJewish Church, the former is also indispens- cumcision, infants who were entitled to the
able to Christian Church membership to the latter must also submit to the former rite in
same class of subjects.
order to be admitted into the church. But
4. Cases of household baptism in Scrip- the intelligent preacher seems to have
ture.
wholly overlooked one stubborn fact in his
5. The traditions of the Church, the path which is fatal to his argument. It is
testimony of ancient writers, " the fathers" that, on his premises, female church memberin its favor.
ship among the Jews was impossible, and, by
These conclusions the speaker urged with consequence (as baptism stands in the room
a zeal and earnestness which no doubt of circumcision as the initiatory ordinance to
spring from conviction. Let us briefly try the church), females cannot be members of
to strengthen them in that hope ? Zechariah the priest speaks of a national redemption. The angel promises to our Lord the
throne of David over the house of Jacob.
Our Lord himself twice promises the apostles dominion over the twelve tribes of
Israel. He intimates in his last words that
there is a time and season in which the
kingdom of Israel shall be restored. The
apostle Peter still holds out the hope of a
restitution of all things. How is it, I say,
that this language is adopted, and no one
warning against mistake vouchsafed, if the
Jews are not to be restored to the land
of Israel?
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the Christian church ! Is he prepared for | blind and superstitious reverence for the
> authority of the uninspired, ignorant and
this result ?
Again, if baptism be in the room of cir- ! often bad men—known as " the fatliers" of
cumcision and is intended to answer the i the church. If " the mystery of iniquity
same purpose, why was baptism administer- ) already wrought" in the days of the Aposed by John and the Apostles to Jews at all, tles, if " men arose even among themselves,
seeing they had all been circumcised ? And speaking perverse thiugs to draw away diswhy was Timothy, a Gentile convert, both ciples after them," if John, the last of the
Apostles, wrote to the seven churches of
circumcised and baptised ?
4. The household baptisms mentioned in Asia to warn them against the dogmas of the
Scripture, those of Lydia, the jailor, and Gnostics and " the doctrine of the JiicolaiStephanas, cited by the speaker, did not tans, which thing I hate,"* surely we need
include infants, as the context of the narra- not be surprised that very soon after their
tive shows. To make Lydia's household day, errors and heresies the most fundamenavailable for that purpose, it is incumbent tal were preached and practised by "the
fathers" themselves.
on the affirmative to show :
That Infant baptism is to be ranked among
1. That Lydia was a married woman.
the errors of this early period, the writer
2. That she had children.
will not undertake to affirm. It is altogether
3. That some of them were Infants.
4. That they were with her in Philippi, | probable it is an invention of a later day.
where the narrative shews—Acts 1G ch., v. 1 It is difficult to find any trace of it until the
15—she was only a sojourner, her residence third century. It is not pretended that the
being in another city, Thyatira. Besides, earliest "fathers" say anything about it.
verse 40th presents a strong implication BARNABAS, CLEMENS ROM ANUS, IGNATIUS,
against Infants being included in her house- POLYCARP and JUSTIN MARTYR, all flourished
hold. " And the Apostles went out of the previous to the second century. Neither of
prison and entered into the house of Lydia, them gives any account of it. Yet their
and when they had seen tlie brethren they com- very silence has been skilfully cited to susforted them and departed." Quere? Did tain the authority of the practice.
It was urged in the discourse referred to,
they comfort Infants by their discourse ?
A s to the jailor, it is said in verse 32, that its authority was not disputed in the
" the Apostles spoke the word to all that were early ages of Christianity—that of all the
in his house," and in verse 34, that " he re- early writers, immediately succeeding the
joiced believing in God with all his house"— apostolic age, none ever upbraided the
clearly then, the Infants were believers ! or church with baptising Infanta as an innovation, as if they could complain of a practice
there were none in his house.
The remaining citation is that of " Steph- which, at that early day, had no existence.
Of the early ecclesiastical writers within
anas and his household." This is equally
inconclusive, for, of them, it is testified—1 three hundred years after the Apostles, ten
Cor. 16 ch. 15—" they have addicted them- can be produced who never mention Infant
selves to the ministry of the Saints" which baptism for every one who alludes to it. But
what of this ? If the Bible is to be our
can hardly be truly affirmed of Infants.
5. On the fifth and last point, the testi- guide, if all the fathers pronounced it absurd
mony of the fat Jeers, it is hardly necessary and unscriptural, and we cau find a scripture
to dwell, for the speaker very properly and warrant for it, we should practice it in spite
candidly placed the success of his argument of their opinions or authority, and on the
exclusively on the Bible testimony. Having other hand, if they all approved and the
already tested the strength of the four main pil- Bible no where enjoined it, we should reject
lars of the edifice, we may regard the last like it. So we are shut up to scripture at last
the fifth wheel to a coach, as useless either for not only our faith but our practice in reto sustain the weight or to speed the motion ligion is to be regulated by the word of God
of the vehicle. " Tlie fathers," indeed ! What and by it only. Tried by this infallible
follies have they not invented ? If Protest- touchstone of truth how can a practice be
ants allow to Romanists the testimony of sustained and approved which is plainly intlie fathers, the traditions of the church, who consistent with such passages of Holy Writ
shall fix the limit to the abominations they as these :
" Without faith it is impossible to please
can fasten on the pure religion of the Bible.
Vows of celibacy, perpetual poverty, and God. He that cometh to God must believe
unlimited obedience to priestly rule, indul- that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them
gences, auricular confession, the invocation who diligently seek him."
" Go, teach all nations, baptising them."
•of saints, masses for the dead, clerical abso" He that believeth and is baptised shall
lution from sins and the blasphemous pretension of papal infallibility are all fruits of a be saved."
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" Repent and be baptised every one of Erie train at Dunkirk, where we were in conyou, &c.
sequence detained twelve hours. This inter" What hinders me to be baptise^ ? If ruption threw us out at Terre Haute, where
thou bchevest with all thine heart, thou we were delayed sixteen hours; and making
our arrival at Evansville 9.30 P. M., which
mayest."
i;
Many of the Corinthians hearing, be- necessitated a halt there also till next morning. At 8 A. M. the Louisville packet, "Allieved and were baptised."
" When they believed Philip preaching the vin Adams," received us on board, and in
things concerning the kingdom of God and about an hour after discharged us upon the
the name of Jesus Christ, they were bap- wharf-boat at Henderson, where we were
kindly welcomed by one of the few in that
tised, both men and women."
How natural and appropriate this place region who are " waiting for the consolation
to have added "children" so as to read, of Israel." Eighty-seven hours were thus
" men, women and children" had such a consumed in a journey which in return we
practice as infant baptism prevailed among accomplished in fifty-two.
Modern travel presents few incidents worthe Apostles ? Can the candid reader doubt,
for a moment, that it would have been so thy of note in the absence of a concussion
written in the narrative, had such a practice and smash of trains, and dashing over an embankment into an abyss. We have nothing
been in use ?
Take such testimony from the Bible as approaching such a catastrophe to relate for
this, which might easily be accumulated by the gratification of any love of the horrible
large additions, and remember that the most there may be in our readers' phrenologies.
zealous champion of the opposite creed can- All was common-place and in place. We
not produce from the Holy Scriptures one shot through countries upon the wings of the
single instance or example of baby baptism, wind, and seemed to have but little more to
and Surely a reader of ordinary intelligence do with them, or they with us, than as phanand candor ought not to pause as to the con- tasmagoria vanishing at sight. Our world
clusion that the authority for the practice was in train—a miniature of that without,
must be sought, not in the word of God, but \ with its passions in repose. Even Kansas, and
In the traditions of men.
j slavery, and presidential nominations, and
Reader, whosoever thou art, if not yet on legislative barbarians, did not disturb it. It
the Bible foundation on this question, pause, rushed on from station to station as though
examine, and so decide, that the reproach ad- these were the " unconsidered trifles" of andressed by the Great Teacher to the Phari- other sphere. Yet many were on their way
sees may not fall upon you. " Full well ye to the Cincinnati Convention, which has
reject the commandment of God that you since nominated Mr. Buchanan for that
may keep your own traditions : Howbeit in thorn without a crown, THE PRESIDENCY.
vain do ye worship me, teaching for doc- Even they were in repose; and though politrines the commandments of men."—Mark ticians, (which is but another word for prospeelers of the spoils,) they abstained from
vi. 9.
CEPHAS.
\ troubling the waters with their vain janglings and questions in which there is no profit to any but themselves. It is remarkable
Visit to the South-West.
in these " excited times," as they are considAt 5 P. M., May 27th, we set out from ered, how little excitement there is among
New-York City for Henderson, Ky., a dis- the people. One from Kansas direct told
tance of 1080 miles. We purchased a our informant that the greatest excitement
" through ticket" to Terre Haute, Indiana, about events there was beyond the limits of
the far western terminus of our route, whence that territory. The real agitation is in the
we wheeled south to the Ohio river, which newspapers and speeches of professional
The people are busy as J>ees
we touched at Evansville, This brought us spoilsmen.
^
to within about twelve miles of Henderson j subduing the earthand replenishing it. They
city on the left bank of La Belle Rivere. | care very little who is president, who capFrom New-York to Evansville is one con-' tiire the spoils, being convinced from experitinuous line of rail, which is traversable in 48 ence that all party-leaders are alike corrupt
or 50 hours, provided the vitality of the iron and untrustworthy when in office; let their
horsea is not suspended or impaired. Thus fields produce abundantly and themselves
it happened to ours east of Cattaraugus, N. grow fat, and " the Union" has nothing to
Y. The locomotive of the New-York and iear. The real enemies of the country are
Erie night express having become exceed- not abroad; they are the filibuster-spoilsmen
ingly asthmatical, gave out, and with much at home.
difficulty brought us to the station. The
Dunkirk is an uninviting town on Lake
time lost was fatal to our connexion with the Erie, of considerable railroad business. Our
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twelve hours* detention there was very tedi- themselves consequently sons of the apostasy·
ous. We inquired for the best hotel in the What fools are modern protestants to cher
place, and were directed to a large wooden ish such a viper in their midst. In Heuderbuilding near the station. It was pretty fair son they are about to erect a cathedral and
to behold, but it was like the generality of Protestants are aiding in the same. Then
such places, without comfort within. Two the priest must have a manse, and then a
large rooms on a level with the street were harem, which must be supplied with concuprovided with wooden chairs,*as though that bines by local conversions or importations.
were as much as travellers had any need of. To accommodate these a nunnery must be
In one of them was a large rusty stove in- established, and to supply the waste of life
crusted with inspissated ambier; and at the in these seraglios of the priests, girls' and orend a " bar" at which were dispensed cheap phan schools and asylums must be organized
liquors and bad segars to its thirsty worship- under worn-out duennas called "Sisters of
pers. The other room was without fire, Charity," " Sisters of Mercy," or " Sisters of
though the weather was damp and chilly, the Sacred Heart!" This is the blighting
and destitute of all furniture but a few seats curse preparing for Henderson under the
and a table. Beyond a few papers of no patronage of his right reverend godship,
value or interest, nothing was provided for Spaulding, Nuncio of the Italian High
the inner man. All who were expected to Priest for Kentucky, and to be fed by prodarken the doors were regarded as having testant victims and their funds! But what
need only of tobacco and liquor until meal folly will not a people be guilty of who take
times, when they would be gonged into an- their religion on credit—who become proother room for a bolting match against time! fessors in ignorance of the Bible! The study
It was in such a " Traveller's Home" as this of this book never made a papist or sectarian;
we were condemned to spend half a day, for it condemns them all as deceiving· and
doing homage to custom and an old stove in being deceived. It opens a man's eyes, turns
fumes of vile tobacco, in a liquor-temple of him from darkness to light, and from the
Dunkirk. But there was no help for it; power of the adversary to God. Such an
therefore we had " to make the best of it." one can never become a papist or sectarian,
The apprehension of a Londoner for picking nor be brought to sympathize with their unpockets, and the transit of some 400 Mor- hallowed schemes, unless he first become an
mons, part of a recent importation from apostate. Apostates have all their price.
England, on their way to the harems and They will turn anything, and promote anyseraglios of Utah, relieved the monotony of thing, for profit. On this principle christhings for a few minutes; but the variety tened paganism is patronized in Henderson.
soon passed away, and the old clock over " It will add buildings to the city and inthe bar became again the chief attraction of crease its population;" and by consequence
the place.
cause more goods to be sold at the stores,
At Terre Haute things were a little more and the price of lots to be increased. But
comfortable, for the weather was warmer; this bartering of the interests of posterity
and in the midst of misery where there is for vile pelf is not peculiar to Henderson,
warmth, misery, if not more comfortable, is whose citizens are of the average goodness
11
less miserable. This is " The Prairie City of of sinners in other parts of the earth. It is
the West, situate upon the Wabash, 109 miles a vice common to society at large. God's
by rail from the Ohio. It was formerly a principles are at a discount with mankind,
French settlement when that semi-barbarous who love evil better than good, because they
people could boast of their forts from Louis- are themselves evil. Hence in all their cities
iana to Montreal. In the hands of the An- they would rather abound in temples dediglo-America)! race the city and country has cated to the idolatry of Peter and Mary, the
attained a piosperous condition. The chris- Queen of Heaven, with all the sacerdotal
tened paganism of Rome having preceded all orgies and abominations thereunto pertainother forms of abomination has taken deep ing, than to have one scriptural house of
root among the people. In our walk about God, which is the pillar and support of the
the town we met two of its demons in priest- \ truth, and a standing protest against every
ly garb, whose corpulencies abstinence from ί invention of the carnal mind. Men love
meats and fastings seemed to have roundly Ϊ darkness rather than light, because their
developed! The spiritual intelligence of | deeds are evil. This is an old saying, but
peoples must be microscopically small where j characteristically true of all past and present
such creatures can perambulate the high- \ times. Popish establishments never put men
ways in sunshine without shame. " Forbid- to shame because of the shamefulness of their
ding to marry, and commanding to abstain deeds; hence it is, that the foulest sinks of
from meats" removes all doubt of their sys- iniquity to be found reeking under the sun
tem being a departure from the faith, and are the countries where Rome's diabolism is
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the exclusive and triumphant abomination. things holy unto dogs ?" Such an impression
It either finds men brutish, and therefore is anything but promotive of a right frame
ready for its fiendism; or it makes them of mind for reasoning with men of temperworse than wolves and tigers, and ready to ance, and righteousness, and judgment to
rend and devour whom it pleases to point come. Another class there is that will seem
out for destruction. The history of its past to listen with apparent interest to an arguproves this to be no fiction; and human na- mentative interpretation of the word, when
ture being as much " flesh of sin" as in Paul's suddenly, while you are laboring to conduct
day, Romanism, which is Sin's Mystery, is them to the conclusion in accordance with
as unchanged as flesh, and prepared for any the word and premises, they will hasten away,
villany it may find profitable and convenient virtually declaring that they care neither for
to practice. Henderson, like other places, God nor his testimony, whether they mean
will find this to its cost. If it will warm the this, that, or anything else. What's the BiSerpent into life, let it not cry out when its ble to them ? They got religion without i t ;
daughters are perishing in its coils, and its their preachers don't understand it; nor is it
fangs striking its sons with death. Its out- necessary to piety; why then should they
cries will then be " too late;" and they will perplex their brains with its mysteries!
fall, unwept and unpitied, the victims of " H e knows too much for me," say they;
and away they go to misrepresent what they
their own selfishness and unbelief.
While in Henderson county and city, we cannot, or will not, comprehend.
It is with pleasure that we are able to respoke about thirty hours at different places,
known as Zion, the Barrens, Pleasant Val- port an act of liberality on the part of the
ley, and " The Christian Church." The last Bethanians in Henderson. They have a
is in town, the others in the country parts. roomy and comfortable meeting-house in that
On the three Sundays of our course the con- city, which they placed at our disposal for
gregationg were inconveniently large; for every night in the week. It was quite a surthey contained many who came not to hear, prise to find ourselves contending for " the
but to see others and to be seen; so that faith once for all delivered to the saints" on
having no sympathy in common with those the same platform a few days before occuwho did, they became a disturbing element, pied by that celebrated anecdotist and disand an unmannerly annoyance to the more penser of traditions, J . T. Johnson, $he
civilized. During the week-meetings in " great western recruiting officer'* of what is
the country, these aboriginals were hap- technically styled "this reformation." He
pily absent, and we had the satisfaction of was careful to tell the people that " his Savspeaking to those who came to hear. We iour was not a fighting Saviour!" This is
boast of our civilization and the progress of doubtless true ; for no one intelligent in the
the age! If the conduct of the masses in word of prophecy would ever suppose that
in their public meetings be an evidence of the Saviour confessed by the advocates of
their progress and civility it is an exceeding- Campbellism is the Saviour who is to come
ly crawfish affair. The gravity and decorum to Zion, and to strike through kings in the
of the Red Man in public assembly is an his- day of his wrath; to judge among the natorical rebuke of the civilized turbulence of tions and fill their countries with dead bowhites in a like position, whose unfurnished dies ; and to bruise the chief of an extensive
heads are too volatile to think, and too ob- region, after the types of Moses, Joshua, and
tuse to learn. The city, however, which pro- David. Ps. ex. Theirs is " another Jesus,"
fesses to be more polished and civilized than of whom Moses and the prophets testify not;
the country-side, is less decorous than the and their gospel " another gospel" to which
country. They will sit until the busi- those holy men of old bear no witness. The
ness of the meeting begin, and a portion of \ Bethanian Jesus is a man of peace and colthe scripture is being read; but before it is leges ; who came to save ghosts from eternal
finished, they will start up and noisily evacu- life in molten and flaming brimstone, and
ate the house to the diverting of the atten- to translate all who believe that he is the
tion of the others, and the no little discom- \ Christ of God to kingdoms beyond the
fort of the reader ; who judges that if such j skies! The Jesus of prophecy is not such
are a type of those that remain, and they as he. He came to bring a sword and fire
treat the word of God with so much con-; upon the earth ; and by his doctrine to stir
tempt, he had better close the book at once, up foes at the domestic hearth. He comes
and dismiss them to their homes as unwor- \ to save bodies, not ghosts; to destroy the
thy of the words of eternal life, which invites 1 devil and his works; to redeem Jerusalem
men to God's kingdom and glory. If they ί and Israel; to punish the kings and princes
treat the word of God with so little respect, ) of the earth upon the earth; to subjugate
what need he expect but to find that he is ί the nations; to give them laws; to found
" throwing pearls before swine, and giving · the kingdom and age; to conquer peace, and
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to bless ail nations in Abraham for a thousand years. This is the work that is before
him; and the fruit of his labors is the reward
that is with him for his brethren and friends.
What a different Jesus is he whose testimony
is the spirit of prophecy! The <; great western" knows nothing of him, being profoundly ignorant of the sure prophetic word. "Jehovah is a man of war" says Moses, and the
Christ of the Bible is that same Jehovah
manifested in flesh; if Jesus therefore be
Christ, then is Jesus " a man of war," whose
mission is to rebuke the nations, and to dash
their power in pieces as a potter's vessel.
Five discourses delivered by the proscribed
of Bethany in a Bethanian meeting-house.
That is surely one of the marvels of the day!
And the principal man, too, admitting that
he could say yea and amen to all he heard
on these occasions! We spoke of the purpose of God as the subject-matter of the gospel which was preached to Abraham, who in
believing it, rejoiced to see Messiah's day
which is yet to come; we showed that the
church and the kingdom of Christ are in no
sense identical, unless it can be shown that
the heir of an estate is the estate itself/ We
denied the setting up of a kingdom on Pentecost ; and proved that it was the Mystery
concealed from the prophets, and not the
gospel, that was preached for the first time
on «that occasion. We showed that the gospel is not defined or declared in 1 Cor. xv.
3, 4, but in the whole chapter. We expounded the case of the twelve at Ephesus,
showing that immersion is not the " one baptism" unless predicated upon the " one faith."
And many more things we submitted there,
which, if admitted, destroy root and branch the
system glorified by Bethany and its friends.
" Union," said a highly esteemed citizen of
the place, " is what the reformation wants,
and you preach union: why then can you
not co-operate with it ?" We preach union
to the Christ of the prophets upon the basis
of the one faith and the one baptism. If the
reformation will embrace that faith and baptism we will unite with it; but upon no other
terms. We cannot go over to it; it must
come to us, and we will receive it with open
arms. Its Jesus, its gospel, its spirit, its
baptism, its hope, are not those of "the
Unity of the Spirit;" they are not ours : so
that if we were to consent to " union," it
would only be in appearance. No. We
occupy an impregnable position. One that
cannot be turned by any or all the powers
of Christendom combined. There can be no
compromise. Victory or death is the motto
of our enterprise. We may be prevailed
against as the saints have been prevailed
against by the Little Horn; but we die
fighting in the harness in hope of victory

through our Lord Jesus Christ. Campbellism has no temptations—nay, the world itself has none, that can shake our allegiance
to what we advocate. We embrace it with
full assurance of faith and hope, firmly believing that it is as true as God himself.
We read our faith in the book. We see it
in Moses, in Samuel, in David, in Isaiah, in
Jeremiah, in Ezekiel, in Daniel, in all the
prophets; in the discourses of Jesus, in the
Acts, the Epistles, and in the Apocalypse.
But where are Campbellism and the " sentiments of all Christendom?" In none of
them! Shall we then hold our faith in abeyance for union with them ? Nay, nay! Jjet
our friend, and we sincerely esteem him as
such, let him come out and take his stand
with us. We have no worldly inducements
to offer him, it is true; but what of that ?
The glory of a soldier is his sufferings in his
country's cause. We can promise him fellowship in these, in reproaches for the truth;
and if he suffer with that in righteousness,
he shall reign with Christ in glory evermore.
But we need not write these things that he
may know them; but because he knows
them, and to stir up his mind to decision in
the case. Let us save ourselves from this
untoward generation, and others if we can ;
ourselves at all events.
In conclusion, if the reader inquire, what
good was done by this visit ? We reply that
we do not know. We immersed an old
Campbeilitc friend in the Ohio; formerly of
Old Virginia, but for several years a resident of the State of Mississippi. He was
on his return thither from the Cincinnati
Convention, to which he had been sent to
assist in selecting a candidate for the Presidency. The wire-pullers of the party having dispensed with the attendance of many,
he vacated the arena, and in returning called
at Henderson bv the way. Bro. J. G. Jeffries, for that is his name, has been a reader
of the Herald for some time; and therefore
was prepared to understand and appreciate
what was laid before him. He heard several
discourses, and of his own accord inquired,
"What doth hinder me to be baptized?"
We knew of nothing, seeing that he believed
" the things of the kingdom of God, and the
name of Jesus Christ." He was accordingly immersed.
Besides this, the brethren who at our last
visit had obeyed the truth, were strengthened in the faith; and others heard it more
fully exhibited in the interpretation of portions of the word not expounded to them before. But what of our labor shall be manifested as good in the presence of the Lord, it
is not for us to say. Much depends on those
who have confessed the hope. If they are
saved in the kingdom there will be so much
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good done; but if they fall short of it, then
our labor will have been in vain, and our reward will be diminished.
Our work being done, nothing remained
but to leave the result to God, and to return.
We had sowed and planted, and the increase
will be of him in his own way. All who are
of the truth will hear its voice, and respond.
We have no anxieties about results.
June 17th. We set out towards the rising of the sun. Arrived in Evansville we
were again in train for New York by way
of Terre Haute, Indianopolis, Crestline, Pittsburg, Harrisburg and Philadelphia. Here
we failed to connect^owing to locomotive infirmity beyond Harrisburg. Finding that
our ticket would take us on the next day, we
accepted the invitation of some friends to
partake of their hospitality till then. We
passed a pleasant evening with them, which
we concluded in expounding the highly suggestive prophecy of David contained in the
second psalm.
In the days of our profound ignorance we
were to the Campbellites a very acceptable
preacher of the Bethanian Jesus in the same
" City of Brotherly Love." We resided there
eleven months, from May, 1833, to April,
1834, having an office at 90 Arch street,
and practising medicine for a support. The
Reformers then met in Bank street, and were
gratuitously instructed in Sootto-Campbellite traditions by the septuagenarian named
Ballantine and ourself. We published the
first number of the Apostolic Advocate there,
to which most of the members subscribedBut we concluded that there was a better
opening in Richmond, Virginia, for our
practice, and what in our ignorance of the
prophets we regarded as, the truth ; we announced therefore our intention to the friends
of removing to that city, which no little displeased them. Our determination, however,
could not be changed, whereupon they inflicted upon us the only punishment in their
power—the withdrawal of their names from
the subscription list to the Advocate. This
was our recompense for eleven months service in the cause of Campbellism! It shows,
however, that the fraternity did not wish to
get rid of us; but punished us because it
could not induce us to remain.
Those were the healthiest times of " this
reformation" in the Quaker City. In after
times they became more numerous and richer, but with their numbers and riches they
became vain and corrupt. They procured
au orator, and placed him in a pulpit of their
own at so many hundreds per annum, that
they might have a position and a name
among the Zions of Christendom. But their
hireling proved to be a great vagabond, and
their speculation failed.
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Their body ecclesiastic, however* is not
extinct. Jt has since rallied, and hired another orator. This is one whom we used to
know four and twenty years ago. His name
is James Challen, formerly a dentist and
Campbellite preacher in Cincinnati; but
now it would seem a bookseller and publisher in Philadelphia. He is also editor of the
Ladies' Christian Annual, which is in its fifth
volume. His brethren inform us that his
ministrations in Campbellism cost them a
thousand dollars a year, for which he does all
the talking necessary, and they do all the
hearing. This is the finality of Campbellism
in Philadelphia. It began upon the principle of the church edifying itself, and it has
ended in paying a thousand a year to a hireling for the purpose; thereby proclaiming,
that after twenty-five years profession of
"Ancient Gospelism," it has become a
dumb dog that cannot bark; a sleepy dog,
lying down, and loving to slumber! ScottoCampbellism in its beginning proposed a return to primeval Christianity—to the ancient
gospel and order of things. That was a truly reformation-idea, and entitled it to the epithet, "this reformation." But look at it
now! Behold what a miserable abortion it
presents! Look at Philadelphia, Cincinnati,
Louisville, Richmond, Baltimore, and New
York, for illustrations-—flocks of the hireling
teaching for doctrine the commandments of
men! A primitive Christianity ignoring Moses and the prophets! Primitive Christianity ending in weekly orations at a thousand
a year! Campbellism indeed lives, energetically fleecing the flocks and milking the goats
of thousands for " shepherds that cannot understand, and who all look to their own way,
every one for his gain, from his quarter;"
and for the endowment of colleges and chairs
to the immortalization of their founders
throughout eternity; this speculation flourishes in all the exuberance and vigor of the
rankest weeds; but " reformation" as expressive of a return to the first principles of the
oracles of God, is, in the hands of Alexander
Campbell and his hireling coadjutors," twice
dead and plucked up by the roots," and only
to be found with them who reject their traditions ; and out of Moses and the prophets
preach the gospel of the kingdom in the
name of that Jesus whom Paul and the
apostles preached as its sovereign lord, the
King.
As a man Mr. Challen is estimable; and as a
preacher of Gentilism superior to many. At
least this was the impression made upon our
mind when we were a fool, and preaching
gratuitously the folly now so profitable to
him and our successors in Richmond, Va.
He seemed then to be a sensible man; and
may be so now for anything we have heard
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to the contrary. May he prosper in seeing 5 blood, testifying, " I am Jesus of Nazareth
the error of his present way, and become I the King of the Jews; and that I might esobedient to the truth.
·
? tablish my claim to the throne and kingdom
At present, as far as we are informed, > of my ancestors, came I into the world as
Philadelphia contains not even a Noachic $the Christ of God." Reject this royalty of
number of true believers. There are secta-1 Jesus, or be ignorant of it, though you may
rians of every grade and color; but of be- have been immersed professing that the Jelievers in " the great salvation BEGAN TO BE sus of Christendom is Son of God, you reject,
SPOKEN by the Lara" before hi3 crucifixion, or are faithless of the truth confessed by Jethere are almost none. There are many one- \ sus, and for which he forfeited his life. No
idea-gospelists who reject the immortality ofman
S dies with him who confesses not the
the human ghost, and its eternal conflagra- \ truth for which He died, before he is buried
tion in brimstone smoke; 'and even believe I in the baptismal grave.
that the Jesus of Christendom will appear > But we must linger no longer in the slow,
on earth; but they do not believe the word \ self-righteous, and self-satisfied, city of Quaor message of Jehovah delivered to Israel by \ ker thrift and worldly love. New York is
the Jesus whom Paul preached. They re- \ said to be the brains and Philadelphia the
joice in Millerism, Storrism, Plymouth-Bro- \heart of the Union. At present, neither the
therism, and other forms of Adventism; but > brains nor the heart are to be envied by the
to believe that the God of heaven intends to I man whose eyes are open, and who has ears to
re-establish the kingdom and throne of Da- >hear the words of God. The brains are advid in Jerusalem and the Holy Land, with dled and the heart corrupt. May the Lord
Judah and Israel a regenerated, independent, come quickly and purify them both; for they
and powerful nation there, as its subjects; are tending rapidly to rottenness and putreand all other nations for its imperial domin-1 faction.
ion; to believe this, and that this is the king-? At 10 A. M., June 20, we left Philadelphia
dom of God promised to the heirs of salva- >in the steamer for the railway terminus on
tion with eternal life and glory—covenanted $ the Delaware, some miles above the city.
to Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, David, and their ] In four hours we were in New York, and
heirs forever; to believe this, and that these ! shortly after at Mott Haven, after an abcovenants were brought into force by the ^sence of twenty-four days, and a journey exdeath and resurrection of Jesus as their Me- ceeding two thousand miles.
EDITOR
diator and not till then; and that it is by
these covenants dedicated by his bloody that

" Seek First the Kingdom of God."
believers of the covenanted promises " are
washed, sanctified, and justified," in being
" Jesus is the first, the chief element of the kingdom
immersed into the one name of the Father, and He should, therefore, he first and foremost in the
of the everlasting Gospel."—Expositor^
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit—to the p.proclamation
619.
belief and practice of these things they have
The only place where the phrase "Evernot attained; and never will so long as they
surrender themselves to the teaching of the lasting Gospel " occurs is in Rev. xiv. 6. " I
blind guides who at present lead them by i saw," says John, " another messenger flying
N
αιώνων
the nose, and indoctrinate them in the fool- in mid-heaven, having ευαγγελων
ish speculations of men, who understood not (dispensational good news) to proclaim to
the spirit of prophecy in its " testimony for the dwellers upon the earth, and to every
nation, and tribe, and tongue, and people."
Jesus."
But if the Lord have any people in Phila- In the Common Version, aim "good
delphia he will open a door for the gospel of news," or " good news concerning the age,
the kingdom to enter there; otherwise not. or economy of the fulness of times," is renThe time, however, is short, and the people dered "the everlasting Gospel." In the
generally dull of hearing, and the means in next verse we are informed what the good
operation for their illumination very feeble, tidings are in these words, " Saying, with a
and the opposition well organized and strong, great voice, fear God, and give glory to him,
with all the sympathies of sinful flesh in full because the hour of his judgment comes, and
activity on its side. Still it is not by might, render homage to him who made the heaven
nor by power, but by the Spirit of Jehovah! and the earth, and sea, and fountains of
The spirit-words of Jesus which are life, waters."
though feebly ministered, will tell with all
Such is the testimony. Is Jesus " the
who are of the truth. " I came into the first and the foremost in this proclamation ? "
world"says he, "tluxt 1 might bear witness to God, a certain hour, and the approaching
the truth ; and every one that is of tJie truth judgment, are the chief elements of it. The
heareth my voice.11 That truth he witnessed name " Jesus," does not appear in the rebefore Pontius Pilate, and sealed it by his cord. The writer, therefore, of the passage
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at the head of the column must review his it as a reward for patient continuance in welldoing through much tribulation.
premises, and amend his conclusion.
The " Everlasting Gospel " is preached
But perhaps he does not mean the " Everlasting Gospel," but some other proclama- hereafter. The advent of Jesus will have
tion. If he did not mean it, he should not occurred before its proclamation. I say,
have written contrary to his meaning. The then, the apocalyptic " Everlasting Gospel"
" Everlasting Gospel," proclaimed by the has never yet been announced. In Rev. xiv.
messenger John saw, is not an invitation to 6, it is1 only prophesied that it will be
God's Kingdom and Glory, but a command to preached just before the inauguration of the
do homage to him, under pain of approach- judgment; so that if there be any nations,
ing judgment. The " Gospel of the King- or persons, like the contemporaries of John
dom of God " is an invitation to his King- the Immerser, desirous of escaping the imdom and Glory, as appears from th£ apostle's pending vengeance, they may do so by
words, who says to the subjects of the " one transferring their homage from " the powers
baptism," "We exhort, and comfort, and that be," to the theocracy that sends forth
charge every one of you, as a father doth his the proclamation. This is very different
children, that ye walk worthy of God, " who from Paul's message, inviting people to behath called you to his kingdom and glory," come " heirs of the kingdom." Paul's gosand " that ye may be counted worthy of the pel will not then be proclaimed. Ours, we
kingdom of God, for which ye suffer."—1 believe, is the last effort to bring men back
Thess., ii. 12; 2 Ep., i. 5. They were to his gospel. In a few more years it will
" called," or invited, to certain things which become like the proclamation of John the
became their hope; styled, therefore, by Baptizer after Pentecost, an affair of the
Paul, the " one hope of the invitation," or the past, which, having answered the purpose
calling; and elsewhere, " the Hope of the designed, had fallen into desuetude. Does
Gospel." The kingdom and glory of God the reader imagine that the gospel of the
were the hope of all new converts in Paul's kingdom will be preached after the kingdom
day, that he had to do with. For this " and " has come? The gospel was designed to
the resurrection he was called in question take out of the nations a people for that
(Acts xxiii. 6), and suffered the loss of all kingdom; but when the kingdom is come,
things that he might win them, for in win- all that remains is for that invited people to
ing them he won Christ. The kingdom and " take the kingdom, and to possess the kingglory being the hope of the Gospel, is the dom, a-iftb:? tib? w afcis-*!?, ad alma wereason why so much is said in the New ed alam almaiya, during the Age, even durTestament about them. All Christians in ing the Age ot ages.—Dan. vii. 18.
those days looked for the kingdom and glory,
Jesus, though " the truth,'» was not this
which constituted " the excellency of the gospel, but the Apostle of God, sent to
knowledge of Jesus, the anointed one and preach it. In his teaching he did not say,
Lord."—Phil. iii. 8.
" MakQ me first and foremost in the proclaWhen Paul went to a city, it was to tell mation of the everlasting gospel," but what
them about the kingdom of God, v and to he said was, " Seek ye first the kingdom of
make them an offer of possessing it, on cer-; God, and his righteousness, and tell no man
tain conditions, at the appointed time. Thus, that Jesus is the Christ."—Matt. vi. 33 ;
we are told, that Paul and Barnabas xvi. 20. When one said, " Lord, before I
preached the Gospel at Lystra and Derbe, follow thee, suffer me first to go and bury
cities of Lycaonia.—Acts xir. 6, 7, 21; and my father ; " Jesus said," Let the dead bury
that when they returned from Derbe to their dead ; but go thou and preach the kingLystra, Iconium, and Antioch, they exhorted dom of God."—Luke ix. 60. But had the
the disciples they had made to "continue in Expositor been present, we may suppose he
the faith," saying that " we must, through would have spoken what he has written, and
much tribulation, enter into the kingdom of have said, " Not so, Lord, tell him rather as
God"— Ver. 22. Continue in the faith of thou art the first, the chief element of the
that fc; which they suffered. Would they kingdom, that first and foremost he go
have endured " much tribulation" without and preach that thou art the Son of God."
faith in a well-defined hope? Could they Our friend will see that he has a weak standhave continued in the faith of that hope if ing here. He had better look to it, lest his
Paul had not preached it to them in the Gos- ) foundation slip from beneath his feet.
pel ? Nay, verily. They were exhorted to \ Jesus preached the gospel of the kingdom
continue in the faith of the kingdom he i for three years and a half to the Jews, and
preached to them in the gospel of the king- to them only. When his ministry was drawdom. They believed this gospel and obeyed ing to a close, he delivered his celebrated
it, but did not therefore consider themselves prophecy on Mount Olivet, and therein, realready in i t ; but they hoped to enter into ferring to the gospel he was preaching, he
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said, " This gospel of the kingdom shall be i 1. He first instructed them in the secrets
preached in all the habitable, for a testi- ί of the kingdom.
mony to all the nations."—Matt. xxiv. 14.
2. He convinced them that he was the
Hence it was the same gospel he preached King, or Anointed, and Son of God, and
before he became a sacrifice for sm that was demanded their confession of it.
to be preached to the Gentiles of the Roman
3. He then began to talk to them about
habitable. It follows, then, that on and his sufferings enigmatically; and
from the day of Pentecost, the same gospel
4. He explained the enigma after he rose
of the kingdom, preached by Jesus, was still from the dead, and breathed upon them.
preached by his apostles, with something ad1 IJe began his work in Galilee, by
ditional, which he only darkly hinted at, preaching the gospel of the kingdom.—Matt.
and his apostles, till after his resurrection, iv. 23 The discourse on the mount is a
did not understand. See our article on specimen*of hie preaching to the children of
"The Pentecostians," on last page of the the prophets.—Matt, v., vi., vii. He then
March number. There is proof there in print. worked great miracles, confirming it as the
Besides this, turn to Luke xviii. 31-34, " Be- doctrine of God.—Matt, viii, ix. After this
hold," said he to the twelve, " we go up to introduction, he selected from the body of
Jerusalem, and all things that are written by his disciples, twelve for a special purpose —
the prophets concerning the Son of Man Matt. x. He continued to preach the king(before he becomes Son of God with power, dom (for that he was sent to do—Luke iv. 43)
—Rom. i. 4, and de facto, King."—Matt. xxv. enigmatically to the people at lar^e, but ex34), shall be accomplished. For he shall be plaining his parables to the twelve in private.
delivered unto the Gentiles, and shall be —Matt. xiii.
marked, and spitefully entreated, and spitted
2. His doctrine and miracles convinced
on, and they shall scourge him, and put him them that he was the Christ, or King; and
to death; and the third day he shall rise Son of God; and when he considered the
again. And they understood none of these time had come, he demanded of them their
things ; and this saying was hid from them, conviction concerning him. Peter, for
neither understood they the things which himself and the rest, declared that they acwere spoken."
cepted him as " The Anointed, the Son of
It was the gospel of the kingdom, then, toge- the Living God."—Matt. xvi. 16.
ther with the things the apostles did not underIn the twentieth verse of the chapter last
stand concerning the sufferings of the Christ, quoted, Matthew says, " Then charged he
that Jesus commanded them to go and preach his disciples that they should tell no man
to Judah and the nations, when he said, " Go that he is Jehovah, Shua, the Messiah" or in
ye unto all the world, and preach the Gospel English, I shall be the Mighty, the Anto every creature."—Mark xvi. 15. There ointed ; and in Greek, Jesus the Christ»
is no sophistry can over-ride this. Now, we He then goes on to say, " From that time
pray the reader to mark well, that salvation forth began Jesus to show unto his disciples
is predicated on the belief of these two classes how that he must go unto Jerusalem, and
of things which constitute the one gospel, suffer many things of the elders, and chiefnamely, the things concerning the kingdom priests, and scribes, and be killed, and be
the apostles did understand (Matt. xiii. II). raised again the third day." " But they
and the things concerning the sufferings of understood not that saying, and were afraid
the King, which we have seen they did not to ask him."—Mark ix. 32. Still ignorant
understand till just before Pentecost, because of what our friend of the Expositor thinks of
God purposely concealed them from them, more importance than the things of the
as he had done from the prophets and angels kingdom (p. 519), three of the twelve were
of old time.—I. Pet. i. 10-12 : " H e that favored with a view of how Jesus will appear
believes the good news of the kingdom, and when he shall stand and feed Israel in the
is immersed, shall be saved; and he that be- majesty of the name of Jehovah, his God.—
lieves not the good news of the kingdom Mic. v. 4; Matt. xvii. After this, he talks
shall be condemned." This is the teaching to them about Elijah coming to " restore all
in Mark xvi. 15-16. They are " the whole- things."—" the Regeneration," in which he
some words of the Lord Jesus," and neither declares they shall sit upon twelve thrones
more nor less can be made of them.
judging the twelve tribes of Israel.—Matt.
Again, the divine order in which things xix. All this time they were in the dark
are to be presented to men for faith, is laid about the sufferings, death, burial, and resurdown in the example of the Great Teacher rection of " the Wonderful."
himself, and upon whose method we deny
After promising them royalty with himthat any one can improve. Take the method self, he represents his future, or premillennial
he adopted in teaching the twelve:
entrance into his capital, amid the acclama-
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tions of his subjects, by riding into Jerusalem on the foal of an ass. This future C&naittta (Eptetolaria.
entrance, he afterwards informed them,
would come to pass when " the times of the
How Long to Attain to a Scriptural
Gentiles should be fulfilled," and Jerusalem
should be free. Compare Matt. xxi. 9, with
DEAR BROTHER:—It gives me great
xxiii. 39 ; Luke xxi. 24.
pleasure to inform you that the seed of the
Having preached judgment against Jeru- good " word of the kingdom," sown by you,
salem and the Commonwealth, he directed while you were with us in Washington, has
their attention to the end of the Gentiles' taken root in a good many honest hearts.
times, when he should come in power and Last First Day we immersed four, of whom
great glory, to put them into possession of the three were Campbelites, and one a Methodkingdom, and punish the unjust in the judg- ist. We expect to immerse two or three
ment of the devil and his angels.—Matt. xxv. more on next First Day. Our number at preThe last three chapters contain the history sent is twenty. We have a very intelligent
of the sufferings and resurrection he pre- little society. All seem to be in love with
dicted, the meaniflf of which they could not the truth. We still occupy Anacosta Hall,
comprehend.
near the Navy Yard, and meet there once
4. After he rose from the dead," Jesus every Lord's Day. Our meetings are interbreathed upon them, and said to them, Re- esting, and when they are concluded, it
ceive ye the Holy Spirit: whose sins soever seems difficult for us to separate. The gosye remit, they are remitted unto them ; and pel is the power of God, and a power of
whose sins soever ye retain they are retained." attraction, when it is understood and heartily
—Jno. xx. 23. We believe that from this time believed.
they understood the meaning of the sufferings
One of our brethren came to a knowledge
of the Christ, and how believers in the gos- of the truth under peculiar and interesting
pel of the kingdom might obtain repentance, circumstances. He was a teacher in a Sunforgiveness, and eternal life, through his day-school, belonging to the Methodist
name. On the day of Pentecost, they were grandaughter of Mistress Babylon the great.
qualified to speak what they had learned in A son of one of our brethren was in his
the forty days (Acts i. 3.), in divers lan- class; but so soon as brother R. came to an
guages, and to confirm their doctrine by acknowledgment of the truth, he perceived
miracles. The spirit the Lord Jesus breathed that it was his duty to remove him from the
into them called all things to their remem- influence of that peculiar form of ecclesibrance, and its Pentecostian descent endued astical animal magnetism. The teacher,
them " with power from on high."
feeling an interest in the boy, visited his
Such is the Divine Method which our father, to make inquiry after him. His
friend of the Expositor is unwittingly seek- father explained the cause of his removal,
ing to subvert, in his articles on "Valid and also embraced the opportunity of laying
Immerison." He divides the preaching into the truth before him. The teacher had very
important and " less important" things. But little to say, and when about to go away,
waving the question just now of our friend's brother R. gave him two little pamphlets,
right to impose this divirsion upon the gos- with a request to read them. One of them
pel elements, we would ask, in the face was the " Summary of the Christianity
of what is before us, is it not manifest that taught in the Bible," and the other on " The
what he styles "the less important things con- Kingdom of God." He devoted that week to
cerning the kingdom," had the precedence in the study of them and the Scriptures. He
the preaching of Jesus ? He illustrated his then went to his minister, and told him to
own words, " Seek first the kingdom of God, erase his name from the Methodist Church
&c," in teaching it first to the disciples of book, and asked him, among other things,
his school. We like Christ's order better "What is the faith?" but the question
than the Expositor's. We arc contented remains clerically unanswered.
with it, and have neither respect nor fellowLord's Day after brother R. brought him
ship for any other. His method made to our meeting. That afternoon he applied
disciples of the genuine type. The Exposi- to us to assist him in putting on the name of
tor's method is that endorsed by all the the Lord. On making the discovery that he
schools of the Gentiles, from the Roman Pro- was deceived by Methodism, he followed the
paganda, to the Divinity Class at Bethany: example of the disciples in Ephesus (Acts
and according to the method, so are the xix. 19), and made a bonfire of the books of
disciples—all faiths by turns, according to spiritual sorcery, which he used to read iu
the breeze. The heirs of the kingdom come preference to the Bible. You would be
from better seed than this.
greatly surprised to see so intelligent a disEDITOR.
ciple in so short a time.
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We have now a good opening for the gospel of the kingdom, and I believe a good
hearing awaits you when you shall visit us
again.
Yours affectionately in the one hope,
ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.

Washington, D. C,
July 1,1856.

«We would commend the above-recited
case to the candid consideration of the
ingenuous. It is one among many others
that might be adduced. Some are " ever
learning, but never able to come to the
knowledge of the truth;" while others, with
some one or some thing to guide them, come
to the understanding and belief of it in a
week! There must be a reason for this.
What is it ? Here was an indoctrinator of
youth into the sorcery of Methodism, brought
by the study of the Scriptures, under the
guidance of a little book, to renounce the
delusion, and obey the truth, in a little over
a week ; while there are those that might be
named, who profess to have been studying
the Bible for twenty years, and stand before
the world as " guides of the blind," and yet
are manifestly as far from understanding it
as though they had never beheld it. Whence
comes this diversity? Hear what Jesus
saith :
" I am the good shepherd, and know my
sheep, and am known of mine." Then addressing certain Jews, he continued, "Ye
believe not, because ye are not of my sheep.
My sheep hear my voice, and I know them,
and tkey follow me ; and I give unto them
dispensational life (ζωην αιώνων), and they
shall by no means perish in the age, and no
one shall wrest them out of my hands. My
Father, who gave them to me, is greater
than all; and no one is able to wrest out of
my Father's hand. I and the Father are
one."—Jno. x.
And again, "Thou givest to the Son
dominion over all fleshj that all which thou
has given to him, to them he should give
dispensational life." " I have given to them
the words which thou gavest to me, and
they received them." And, " For this cause
came I into the world, that I should bear
witness of the truth. Every one who is of
the truth hears my voice."
Speaking of the truth in relation to Israel,
Paul says, " The election has ob'tained it,
and the rest were blinded (according as it is
written in Isaiah, God hath given them the
spirit of slumber, eyes that they should not
see, and ears that they should not hear),
until this day;" and there has been no
change for the better in their moral sense
since Paul's day.

Now hear what is testified of the " ever
learning." And Jesus said, " I thank thee,
Ο Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because
thou hast hid these things (he preached the
gospel of the kingdom) from the wise and
prudent (that is, in their own conceit) and
hast revealed them unto babes. Even so,
Father, for so it seemed good to thee."
And, Paul, also speaking of the same
" heady high-minded " class in the " last days"
of the Mosaic dispensation, in which he ministered the gospel of the kingdom, says, that
men, lovers of themselves, and covetous,
having a form of godliness, but denying the
power of it, and having great influence over
silly women, would, like Jannes and Jambres,
who withstood Moses, tliamselves also resist
the truth. He was mucii harassed by them,
who spoiled much of the work he had done,
and styles them " men of corrupt minds, reprobate concerning the faith." Men love
themselves and are covetous when they will
not risk their present interests and social
position for the naked truth. The minds of
such are in a corrupt state, deceived by
the deceitfulness of sin, and so long as this
influence reigns they are reprobate, and cannot see the truth. Minds so unhappily beclouded will ever resist it. . The study of the
Bible for a lifetime will be of little benefit to
them; while to those of an opposite or different mind, who become as little children, the
Christianity of the Bible may be learned in
a week, for it is therein " revealed unto
babes."

EDITOR.

Things in New Zealand.
DEAR BROTHER THOMAS :—I had

almost

despaired of hearing from you, when, on last
Sept. 25", I was gratified by the receipt of
your kind and interesting letter of March 29.
I am much obliged to you for sending the
twelve copies of Elpis Israel, and still more
for your reply to queries, which are quite
satisfactory. I have disposed of nine copiea
of the work, and have no doubt the remainder will soon find purchasers even in this,
mammon-worshiping colony.
The list of subscribers I have been able to
procure to your valuable periodical is, I
regret to say, particularly small. Some of
those who did subscribe, decline anything
further at present. I find it very difficult toget people to take an abiding interest in
Christian matters. Hot at first, they soon
become lukewarm, and sink into indifferentism. A purchaser of a copy of Anatolia is
offended at your quoting from the books of
Maccabees! Moreover he conceives that
\ such a pamphlet as Anatolia should not be
written, because the Bible is itself sufficient.
Doubtless it is, when understood; but I fear

Tilings in New Zealand.
there are but few who really do understand
it, and as the authorized version was not the
work of inspiration, and consequently not
faultless, it appears to me that we should
avail ourselves of all the assistance we can
obtain through the press or any other channel. Viewing your publications in this
light, I am anxious not only to read them
myself, but desire that others should do so
likewise ; and, acting upon this principle, I
have endeavored to promote the sale of your
works, in which I regret I have not been
more successful. A friend, now on his way
to Nova Scotia, and who intends returning
to New Zealand, has undertaken to procure
a hundred copies of the pamphlet entitled,
" The Wisdom of the Clergy proved to be
Folly," republished in Halifax, by brother
James K. Lithgow; so I hope they will find
their way here in due course.
Your idea that " it must be monotony
itself for a Christian so far removed from the
stirring scenes of the prophetic world,'* is
indeed most true, and is one chief reason why
I am desirous of turning my back on New
Zealand, and of living in a country where I
should not have to wait five or six months
for intelligence from Europe. I have no
desire to take up my abode again in England. The particulars you have been kind
enough to furnish as to expenses in New
York, are very satisfactory. The prices do
indeed seem cheap to us.
No ships sail from this port for New
York, and but few for England ; the latter
generally during the first three or four
months of the year. If all things favor, we
might leave this island in three months,
otherwise we must probably wait another
year, and cannot, of course, make certain
then. We shall hold ourselves in readiness
for the first opportunity that offers, with a
view to pitching our tent in the " Empire
City." But whether or not we shall be able
to carry our plan into execution, remains
with the Great Disposer of all, into whose
hands, after doing what we can, we must
leave it. Once in New York, we should not
be likely to leave it hastily, unless something
very unforseen occurred.
The church which is in my house numbers
only seven members, one of whom I recently
baptized. He was about ten years ago a
deist, glorying in his unbelief. About that
time he married, his wife being a consistent
member of the Church of England. After
much solicitation, she induced him to read
Butler's Analogy, which convinced him that
it required a greater amount of credulity,
which is the basis of scepticism, to reject
the Bible than to believe it. Some time
afterwards, Dr. Cumming's works fell into
his hands, the reading of which first interest-
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ed him in the study of prophecy. He then
read the Bible with attention, which *e confessed he had never done before. A spirit of
inquiry being in this way awakened, he
sought information from the clergy, but got
little that was satisfactory. Some of his
letters to these gentry, with their answers, I
have seen. The latter are of the usual
character, evasive and Jesuitical. Having
heard of our little association, he expressed
a desire to come among us, which, of course,
was readily granted, and he is now, I have
every reason to believe, a firm and consistent
believer. His wife, though considerably
shaken in her notions, still holds on to AngioHibernianism, giving at times good hopes of
better things.
Last month I ventured into public as a
lecturer. I endeavored to show the connection between the events of our times and the
prophetic word. The plan of the lecture was
very similar to that by Mr. Magruder, which
appeared in the Herald. I addressed about
three hundred people, for about an hour and
a half. A few were interested, and would
like to hear more. Some evidently came for
the express purpose of scoffing, and creating
a disturbance; and, I fear, a large number
were far too ignorant of Scripture to understand an argument based upon the prophetic
word. Having thus shown my willingness
to come forward and face an audience, I now
leave it to those who wish to hear more to
open the way.
Just about a year ago this settlement was
visited by a tremendous shock of earthquake,
some of the effects of which still remain in
various places. I wrote an account of the
catastrophe, which my father published in
his paper, the Jersey Times, which probably
you have seen, as a copy was sent across the
Atlantic by my sister. It has terribly
shaken our confidence in the stability of this
place, which indeed we did not think very
highly of before.
This so-called city! of Wellington does
not contain more than 8,500 inhabitants,
and the Hut District about 1,500 more.
The native population is about treble that of
the European. The great bulk of the former are located on the north end of tke
north island, and many of them drive a
thriving trade with the whites in fish, corn,
and vegetables.
There is little here that would interest
you. We have what are called " free institutions," but, to my thinking, the government of this province is a contemptible
oligarchy.
\
I take no interest in local politics, and
never attend any political gatherings. The
Bishop of New Zealand, named Selwyn, has
been lately " starring it," in the different
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The Truth in Hamilton, C. W.
provinces, " confirming" sundry lots of
" pious" young folks in their sins, and makDEAR SIR :—Observing on the cover of
ing "speeches about church government, and the Herald an intimation that you propose
the religious education of the natives, which visiting " Toronto, &c, in Canada West,"
I rejoice there is no act of the Provincial it has occurred to me that possibly HamilCouncil compelling me either to hear or to ton, from its population and convenience,
read. Morally, the missionaries have cer- might be reckoned among the " et ceteras."
tainly achieved something among the natives, Should your plans permit a visit, I gladly
but beyond it they are, of course, powerless. proffer such humble hospitality as we can
It is amusing to compare the clap-trap of afford, and all the aid in my power in making
Exeter Hall eloquence with actual results, the necessary arrangements for one or more
as witnessed on the spot. A protege of the public lectures.
bishop's, one of his own flock, is the bosom
It may not be out of place to mention,
friend of a man convicted of murder, and that your exposition of the law and the testiwho, if he had been a white, would some time mony has long commended itself to my judgago have expiated his crime on the gallows. ment, and that I took advantage of the first
The murderer is still at large, and the bishop opportunity to " fulfil all righteousness," by
protects his accomplice, because, forsooth, he being baptized.
belongs to the Church of England.
There are a few in Hamilton whose minds
A t a meeting not long since, his lordship are occupied with " the things of the kingmade a speech to the natives, in which he dom," but none that I know of who are fully
told them he was a man of peace, and had to persuaded to be like-minded. Non-essentialdo with the things of God and heaven. The ism is the favorite sugared opiate of the age.
natives answered (pointing to the skies),
Seeking to be accounted worthy of " that
" Then go up to heaven, and manage your world" for which you are laboring, I am,
heavenly things, and leave us to manage our dear Sir, yours faithfully,
own on the earth!"
WILLIAM SOMERVILLE.
So much for the result of clerical teaching . Hamilton, C. W., \
on this side of the globe—it is indeed " folly."
May 9, 1856. f
A clergyman of the Established Church,
'
A Dreary Region.
since returned to England, actually taught
his hearers that in the operation of infant
BROTHER THOMAS :—I see you have sevesprinkling, the moment the priest's finger ral visits in contemplation, north and south.
touched the infant's forehead, God worked a I should be glad if you could turn aside into
miracle in order to its conversion! Presenta* this dreary region, and try to stir up strife
tion to the Bishop of Exeter would surely among the sister harlots of the old mother,
obtain promotion for this gentleman.
concerning " the faith once for all delivered
Wednesday, March 5, 1856,—I have pur- to the saints." I am now alone, since my
posely detained this ,letter until the present wife fell asleep. I try, however, to present
time in the hope of being able to tell you the truth to the people when opportunity
something more definite as to our move- presents. I perceive that some effect is proments. We have determined to leave this duced, but still it is limited, for the truth is
place, and are about to set sail for Geelong, antagonistic, and so different to what is disPort Philip, Australia. There we shall pro- pensed from the " sacred desks" of the
bably have to remain some time. I live in Gentiles.
hope, however, of seeing you in the flesh, but
If in your tour you should pass this way,
if not, I trust we shall be found worthy to or near, please inform me, that I may have
meet together in the kingdom of God, when the pleasure of visiting you at some point.
the good time comes for restoring it again to
Yours faithfully,
Israel. It will give me great pleasure to
LANCELOT BELL.
hear from you, and in that case please direct South Fork, Christian, III,)
to me at the post office, Geelong. When there,
May 25, 1856.
j
I shall consider myself half way to England,
as indeed we shall be in effect, in comparison
j
Sectarian Appeal to a Grand Jnry.
with this isolated spot.
N o Heralds, I am "sorry to say, have I DEAR BROTHER THOMAS : — A S I have a few
reached me since those sent in the parcel with > leisure moments, I spend them with great
\ pleasure in writing to you. I truly hope
the copies of Elpis Israel.
In the southern hemisphere we therefore they may reach you safely, finding you in
good health, and growing in the knowledge
remain at present ex necessitate rex.
Waiting for the kingdom of God, I remain, of God, which, being understood, is able, in
the hand of faith, to pull down the strongholds
Yours affectionately,
of sin's power, which is very great, according
SAMUEL GEORGE HAYES.
to my experience in this vicinity. Without
Wellington, N. Zealand.
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Valid Immersion.
doubt the time has come that" they will not
endure sound doctrine." It is the case in
this part of the country. " They heap to
themselves teachers, having itching ears, and
have turned away their ears from the truth,
and are turned to fables." It is even so.
I went to hear a Methodist minister of the
name of Jones, the third Lord's day in May,
and for foolishness his doctrine exceeded
everything I had supposed possible. You will
find his text in Zech. iv. 6 : " N o t by might,
nor by power, but by my spirit, saith the
Lord of Hosts." I leave you to guess what
sort of a kingdom he set up ! He said the
word of God was nothing but " the sword "
of the spirit, and is unable to do anything at
all unless the spirit comes down (for they
say it is above) and takes hold on it, and
slays the wicked one—the devil! I was
anxious to speak, though I said nothing
until he was done, as I thought. I had the
Testament in my hand, and told him he had
" made the Word of God of none effect by
his tradition," and requested him to read
John 1 ; but this he refused to do, and then
said, If I did not like what he had said, I
could let it alone. I then said to the people,
that he had not preached the truth, and
that if they wished to know it to read the
Scriptures, and see whether these things
are so or not. The few words I spoke excited the people very much; notwithstanding there was no one on the truth's side but
myself, I felt tolerably strong. It is said
" large boats can venture more, but little boats
must hug the shore." My boat is small it is
true, but I did not feel much afraid to
launch it out upon the shallow sea ; which I
did, and got back without being wrecked.
The minister was very much ruffled in temper,
aud so were all his people. It is still " like
priest like people." Insult the priest and
you insult his people. They carried the
offence before the grand jury unknown to
me, for the purpose of making me suffer.
Though I have been told that they laid it
aside at that court; whether they will pursue the matter further I cannot tell. If they
do, you shall hear from me again. It is with
the rich and wise of this world that I contend with in a small way. I am a small
thorn in their side, and had I the education
that some of them have I should be a very
large one there. Dear Brother, come and
see me if you can, and if you have a will to
speak to the people, there is the Ebenezer
Academy, a large house, and free for all. I
have no doubt you would have a goodly
number, and a part of that number intelligent persons. If you cannot come, tell
brother Anderson or brother Passmore to
come. I feel very solitary, socially considered, being aloue ; but I have my Bible,

and the Herald, and your other invaluable
interpretations of Moses and the prophets
and apostles, which teach us the way to the
kingdom prepared for all the just, faithful,
humble followers of Jesus Christ, which is
all my comfort and joy, and where I live in
hopes of meeting you and all of the brethren.
Inclosed is my subscription, and a few
pence over. It is the best I can do. Accept
it freely, for I assure you it is freely given,
and had I the wherewithal you should never
lack for help in the glorious cause in which
you are engaged. I go out sometimes to
hear and see ; and I hear and see all sorts of
doctrines and practices except the doctrine
of Christ; but that they are ignorant of,
and even if they know anything about it
they are afraid to proclaim it, because their
craft is thereby endangered. I heard a
clergyman say not long ago, that the devil
was once a bright shining angel in heaven,
and enjoying all the blessings and comforts
of that glorious place; but he oflended God,
and He cast him out into hell; and that
ever since that time he has been going about
deceiving the people, and doing his best to
keep them from that place in which he was
once so happy. Upon which the poor
ignorant creatures declared that they had
never heard a better sermon in their lives!
Well, I conclude they are ignorant, and more
to be pitied than blamed, for it is the manner in which they are taught; but I cannot
forbear to tell them that they are wrong,
and blind, and will all fall into the ditch, and
there I must leave them. My book, Elpis
Israel, is in Amelia, and has been for a good
while. I told them when I left it there to
keep it as long as it would do any good ; and
I hope it is doing so, for it has not returned.
Γ hope the people are not so prejudiced there
as they are where I live. They call me a
great many sorts of names, such as no wellbred intelligent person would stoop to do ;
but I smile, and pity their hard and foolish
speeches, and assure them they are ignorant
of the truth, and so pass on.
In conclusion, I live in hope of seeing you
again within the limits of Old Virginia, and
I pray God to bless and preserve you, and
all the brethren, and that we may hold out
faithful to the end, and obtain the prize.
Pray for me, dear brother, for I am alone.
I remain, yours truly, in the hope of Israel,
JOHN D. DRAKE.

Sturgeonvilhj Brunswick, Va.t
June 15,1866.
"Valid Immersion."
DEAR BROTHER,*—I am

" Expositw"

a reader of

and of the « Banner."

the

With
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the latter I am well pleased, because it is a > first advent in the possession of the Chief
trumpet of no uncertain sound, and is blown Priests and Eulers of the Jews—Matt. xxi.
by one who evidently knows the truth, and 43. Take friend Marsh's proposition and
is not afraid to speak it. When such a interpret it by the words of Jesus, and the
trumpeter utters his voice the true soldier is absurdity will appear self-evident.
energized, and fears not to harness up for
He says again, " The first feature of this
battle. He delights in such trumpeters, for kingdom on which faith should take hold is
they do not harass him with all sorts of con- its glorious king. So Paul preached, and so
tradictory blasts which make the Christian the Corinthians believed." This is not corwarrior powerless in fight.
rect. Paul did not so preach. He was
I am, I say, a reader of " The Expositor." < reasoning several Sabbath days in the synaI have entertained the hope that, notwith- gogue at Corinth without saying one word
standing all the aberrations of its editor, it about Jesus. He preached the Christ, or
would at length come out right, and in an "the things concerning THE KINGDOM and
ingenuous and independent manner advocate THE NAME ;" but it was not till he was join" the gospel of the kingdom "first began to ed by Silas and Timothy, that Jesus and
be spoken by Jesus11 in Galilee, and which was the facts of his history were brought out to
afterwards " confirmed by them who heard view.
him." This was my hope. But at present
The first thing presented to Abraham for
it has thrown me all aback. It professes to faith was not the Seed, but the kingdom,
believe the gospel of the kingdom in one and afterwards the Seed. See Gen. xii. 1-3.
sentence, and to declare the necessity of that Here the gospel preached to Abraham is
belief in order to a " valid immersion;" and recorded and stated. " I will make of thee
in another, it advocates the sufficiency of the a great nation, &c : and thou shall be a
belief that Jesus Christ is the Son of God! blessing; and in thee shall all the families of
The demons of Judea believed this more in- the earth be blessed." So Jesus and Paul
telligently than nine hundred and ninety-nine set forth the gospel first, and the Seed afterten thousand of modern Gentiles, and trem- wards.
bled as orthodoxically as they, so that, I
Again, Mr. Marsh says, " The faith that
suppose upon Expositor principles, had they pleases God is the believing ' with all the
been immersed they would have been validly heart that Jesus Christ is the Son of God,'
baptized! They would, no doubt, have been and all of God's word, as it is revealed in the
as persistent as our contemporaries who are Bible." This is specious. He begins in
Christ-i&ns to-day, Millerites to-morrow, de- Heb. xi. 6, and slips off to Acts viii. 37, for
niers of it the day after, and nobody can tell an illustration of the faith God is pleased
what after that. What a " precious cause" with. \Vhy did he not take Heb. xi. 1, for
is that which such chameleon-like disciples the definition of the faith Paul was treating
represent! I by no means object to a man of ? Because it is evident, Paul's definition
abandoning his errors a thousand times; but did not suit his one-idea theory. There is
I do object to such an one placing him- no belief of " things hoped for" in the belief
self in the teacher's chair, and throwing that Jehovah is the Father of Jesus, and not
stumbling blocks in the way of others. Such Joseph.
a cause may be precious in its way; but it
I conclude, by testifying against friend
is by no means the cause of that " precious Marsh's sophistical course. Let us have
faith" confirmed by the apostles who heard more honesty of deed, and less profession of
the Lord.
honesty and candor: let him meet things
. I saw in the last Expositor an excellent fairly, and cease to entrench himself on mere
letter from brother Magfuder with notes by assertion when hard pressed. 'This will be
Mr. Marsh. These are anything but satis- satisfactory, and promote the discovery of
factory to one who Understands the scrip- the truth.
VIATOR.
tures. They are sophistical, and may prove
Geneva, III,
injurious to those who have faith in his expositions. He says, that " the first lessons
of a disciple of Christ in faith and obedience
POETS fared hard in the time of Henry
pertain to the first advent, death and resurrection of the Christ, the Son of God, repen- IV. It was enacted " that no mastertance and baptism." This is not true, and rymour, minstrels, or other vagabond, be in
he has not, and cannot show it from the any wise sustained in the land of Wales, to
word. Jesus says, " Seek first the kingdom make commoiths or gatherings upon the peoof God, &c.;" and " the first advent, death ple there." Hence, an old writer says:
and resurrection of Christ, &c.," are not that
kingdom: for Jesus elsewhere said, that the
kingdom the saints are to possess, was at the

"Beggars they are with one consent,
And rogues by act of Parliament11

H E R A L D
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And intiieirdays, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up Λ KINGDOM which shall never perish, and
A DOMINION that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdoms,
and itself shall standfor ever.''—D^NIKL.
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xiv. 18 ; Isa. xxii. 1; Ps. ex. 4 ; Heb. v. 5-10;
vi. 20 ; and the whole of chapter vii.
Brother Thomas :—Please set forth your
Jerusalem, the throne of God's High
views touching the Jerusalems presented in Priest, contemporary with Abraham, was
the Scriptures. If I apprehend your views to him a representation, or type, of the same
from reading, you seem to regard the Scrip- city, when it should be prepared of God
tures as teaching but two Jerusalems, both (Heb. xi. 16,10) for his seed, the Christ, to
literal cities built upon the same site. This reign there, as Melchizedec's successor, after
theme has beeu somewhat perplexing to me. the resurrection of the Saints. So that
Please reply to this soon, and oblige one Abraham will then be at once contemporary
searching for "the truth as it is in Jesus."
with his ancestor Melchizedec the First; and
Looking for the kingdom, I remain,
his descendant, Melchizedec the Second.
Yours respectfully,
2. That Jerusalem is next brought before
# * #
us ecclesiastically, as under the Mosaic Law.
In the reign of David she was chosen to be
Feb. 14, 185G.
Jehovah's Habitation.—Deut. xii. 5; 2 Sam.
Jerusalem the Holy City.
xxiv. 16,18; 1 Kings viii. 29 ; 2 Chron. vii.
" Jerusalem which ia above is free, and U the mother of na a'l."
—•PAUL.
12 ; Ps. exxxii. 13-17. She continued unTHE Jerusalems of the Bible are first, one der the Mosaic Constitution till about 74
city in different states, and under divers con- years after the birth of Jesus; when the
stitutions ; and secondly, the Glorified Body State was abolished by the Roman, or Little
Corporate of the city in its glory, under its Horn of the Goat, power.—Dan. viii. 11, 24.
This was a period of 1,094 years from the
future Melchizedec Constitution.
In studying this subject, the following foundation of the Temple. During this milclassification, we think, will greatly assist lennium of war and disaster, iuiquity and
the reader in obtaining the mastery over it. crime, she is scripturally regarded as in bondage with her children, or citizens, by virtue
We remark, then,
1. That Jerusalem is first referred to in of the Law; and is allegorically styled HaScripture as SALEM, which signifies peace. gar.—Gal. iv. 25. These children she was to
An individual supposed to be Shem, the lose ; and after their loss, she was to be left
second son of Noah, an ancestor of Jesus of alone.—Isa. xlix. 20,21; Matt, xxiii. 37, 39.
Nazareth, and a righteous man, was then The children of the bondwoman, or of Haresiding there as King and Priest of the gar, Jerusalem, were "shut up unto the
Most High God, possessor of heaven and faith" under the schoolmaster of Sinai, who
earth. He was, therefore, styled "Melchi- could give them no title to the inheritance
zedec, melek salem" or, king of righteous- covenanted to Abraham and his seed. The
ness, king of peace; that is, King of Jerusa- sentence against them was, " Cast out the
A Perplexing Theme.

lem reigning in righteousness, priest of the

Most High God. This was a typical order
of priesthood. He who officiated in it was
greater than Abraham, who paid tithes to
him, and received his blessing. These facts
are suggestive in a high degree, especially in
the light of the following testimonies.—Gen.

bondwoman and her soil." This the Roman

power accomplished politically; and the Law
and the Prophets spiritually : for " Cursed,"
saith the former, " is every one that continueth not in all things written in the book of
the law to do them;" and the latter saith,
" The just shall live by faith." Hence, the
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law, because of the weakness of the flesh, trodden holy city, who shall be presented
gendered only to bondage, shutting up its holy, and unblamable, and unreprovable in
children under the curse. Sucli was Jerusa- God's sight (Col. 1. 22, 23,) « will Jesus
lem, the Harlot, which killed the prophets | write upon him the name of his God, and the
and built their sepulchres—the persecutor name of the city of his God, new Jerusalem,
of Him that was of the Spirit.—Isa. i. 21, which cometh down out of heaven from his
24.
God ; and he will write upon him his new
3. We remark, thirdly, that there is a name, which no man knoweth saving he that
period in Scripture styled " the Times of the receiveth it.—Rev. iii. 12 ; ii. 17. So that
Gentiles"—Luke xxi. 24; and answering to the present apocalyptic holy city, cleansed
the symbol in Rev. xi. 2, termed " the Court from all that now defiles it, will be transformof the Gentiles" The times of this court ex- ed into a city in which there shall in nowise
tend to the resurrection of the Saints, and be found any one that defileth, or worketh
reappearing of the King of Israel. During abomination, or invents a lie ; but they only
this long period, Jerusalem is scripturally who are written in the Lamb's book of life.—
regarded as in her widowhood, or as a woman Rev. xxi. 27.
forsaken of her husband and children, a
4. But to return to the widowed, and
captive sitting upon the ground bewailing momentarily-forsaken Jerusalem, oppressed
her desolate condition.—Isa. liv. 4-8 ; xlix. by the Euphrateans, or Turks. We remark,
14-17; iii. 6.
then, in the fourth place, that when the times
While the city is in her widowhood, and of the Gentiles, or the forty-two months of
termed " Forsaken," (Isa. lxii. 4) as at the their oppression, shall be fulfilled, Jerusalem
present time, a community exists styled sym- will be redeemed. When that time, now so
bolically, " the Holy City ,·" (Rev. xi. 2) the near at hand, shall have come, it will be said
woman a fugitive, but nourished in the wil- to her, by her Redeemer, " Awake, awake,
derness, " Jews," <fec.—Rev. xii. 6, 14 ; ii. 9 ; stand up, Ο Jerusalem, which has drunk at
iii. 9;Eph. v. 23. This city is trodden underfoot the hands of Jehovah the cup of his fury :
of the Gentiles, and will so continue to be, awake, awake, put on thy strength, Ο Zion ;
until the time shall arrive for Jerusalem in put on thy beautiful garments, Ο Jerusalem,
Palestine to arise and shine ; because her the holy city : for henceforth there shall no
light is come, and the glory of Jehovah is more come into thee the uncircumcised and the
risen upon her.—Isai. lx. 1. The symbolical unclean. Shake thyself from the dust; arise
" Holy City" consists of those who are and sit down, Ο Jerusalem ; loose thyself
" sealed in their foreheads ;" who " keep the from the bands of thy neck, Ο captive daughcommandments of God, and have the testi- ter of Zion."—Isa. Ii. 17; Hi. 1, 2.
mony of Jesus Christ," " which is the spirit Here we have presented to us, ή ανω Ιερουσof prophecy ;" and are of" the faith of Jesus." αλήμ, the Exalted Jerusalem, rendered in the
—Rev. vii. 3 ; xii. 17 ; xiv. 12 ; xix. 10. English version, " Jerusalem which is above."
They are those who cannot endure impostors —Gal. iv. 26. It is sufficient to remark here,
(Rev. ii. 1 ;)who hate Nicolaitanism (ver. 6;) that it is stated in Parkhurst, that " the ad" who," says Jesus, " have not denied my verb ανω with the article, is used as a noun
faith" (ver. 13 ;) whose good works increase denoting what is afp-ve, high, exalted."—Lex.
(ver. 19 ;) who are watchful (Rev. iii. 2, 3 ;) When the present Jerusalem awakes, arises,
who keep the word of Jesus, and deny not his stands up, and sits down in peace and glory,
name (ver. 8 ;) and who are not lukewarm her position in rank and dignity among the
(ver. 15.) These are children of the Free cities of the world compared with what it is
Woman—" the children of the promise as now, will be above, high, exalted. She will
Isaac was ;" who BY FAITH—by belief of what then correspond to the hope of those who now
is promised in relation to Jerusalem in her fu- believe "the gospel of the kingdom." As unture glory—" are come unto Mount Zion, apd der the Law of Moses, which went forth from
unto the city of the living God, the heavenly Sinai, she was allegorically the bondwoman
Jerusalem."—Heb. xii. 22. It is because Hagar ; so under the law which is hereafter
they are come to these things by faith, and to go forth from Zion (Isa. ii. 3) she will be
thereby lay hold of them, as the hope set allegorically the Free Woman, Sarah, the
before them in the gospel, that they are princess or Queen, which shall be for Nastyled, " the Holy City ;" which, after the tions ; of whom also shall be kings of peoresurrection and transfiguration of its citi- ples.—Gen. xvii. 16. She Ϊ3 then " the Mother
zens, becomes " The holy city, new Jerusa- of us all," both Jews and Gentiles, who now
lem, prepared as a bride set in order for her believe the promises, or " glorious things
husband—the Lamb's Woman, that great spoken" of her by the prophets and apostles.
city, the holy Jerusalem."—Rev. xxi. 2, 9, —Ps. lxxxvii. 3.
10 ; xix. 7. Then, but not till then, upon
every one of the citizens of the now down- * In a certain sense, the Exalted Jerusalem,
though not yet in being, "is" the mother of

Jerusalem the Holy City.

ΪΪΛ

us all.
Jerusalem is now " barren and the Law"—the law which proceeds from tlic
bearethnot" yet she hath now in dispersion Holy One of Israel for that nation (Isa. li.
many more children for the Age to Come, 4 ; Jer. xxxi. 33) and for which also the
than she could reckon before she became a Gentiles shall wait.—Isa. xlii. 4. Thus the
widow, and was forsaken of her husband, King of Israel is revealed in the Scriptures
God. The obedient believers of the gospel as the " LAWGIVER," not of Judah only, but
of the kingdom, who shall be pronounced the of all nations. These things being admitted,
" blessed of tlie father" when Jerusalem is the following proposition is evident, namely,
exalted, will be the ROYAL MUNICIPALITY of that the existing laws and constitutions of the
the city—tL· New Jerusalem enthroned in thenations are all to be superseded by a Divine
exalted Jerusalem, when " they shall call her Law which is hereafter to be proclaimed from
the throne of Jehovah; and all the nations Zion. Hence, the establishment of this truth
shall be gathered unto it, to the Name of will be fatal to all the superstitions and imJehovah, to Jerusalem.--Jer. iii. 17. The perial, monarchical, and republican politics
exalted Jerusalem would be deficient of a of the world. Many direct testimonies can
principal element of her glory and power, if be adduced from the prophets and apostles»
the New Jerusalem, or Christ and his to prove this. It is, however, in this place,
glorified brethren and associates, Israel's sufficient to present the truth in this
Elohim were not enthroned there as " the Ad- form.
ministration of the fulness of times"—Eph.
Under the " Law from Zion," Jerusalem
1. 10. The " heirs of the kingdom" do not will be the Mother City of all nations ; for
claim Hagar, who gendered to bondage, for " all nations shall flow unto it." Rome is
their mother. She was mother only to Jews, now the Mother of Papaldom ; and Mecca of
who became such by circumcision of the flesh. Mohammedom : but in the age, or world,
Neither do they claim the widow and God- that is coming, Jerusalem will be the Mother
forsaken Jerusalem for their mother ; they of all, both Jews and Gentiles; for "they
abandon her to Turks, papists, protestants, shall no more walk after the imagination of
Greeks, and non-Christian Jews. These are their evil heart" (Jer. iii. 17 ;) " aud shall all
her lovers while divorced from Jehovah— call upon the Name of Jehovah, to serve him
paramours, with whom " the sons of the free with one consent" (Zeph.iii. 9 :) inasmuch as
woman" have no sympathy in faith, hope, " from the rising of the sun to the going down
or practice. Now, if Jerusalem in the past, of the same, Jehovah's Name shall be great
nor Jerusalem in the present, be their mother, among the Geutiles ; and in every place init is manifest that, if Jerusalem is to be their cense shall be offered unto his name, and a
mother at all, it can only be in the future. pure offering : for my name shall be great
This is the truth. Hence it is, Jerusalem as among the nations, saith Jehovah of armies."
she shall be is the mother of us all, the — Mai. i. ii.
Mother City of the Heirs of the Kingdom—
In Jerusalem, under the Law from Zion,
the Metropolis of the Kingdom, when the the Name of Jehovah will reside ; that is,
time comes that the Saints possess it, and the Jehovah's King will reign there as priest of
dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom, the Most High God after the order of
under the whole heaven.—Dan. vii. 22, 27.
Melchizedec. "Art thou greater than our
In those glorious days, Jerusalem will be father Abraham?" inquired the Jews of
the Married Wife, and the free and joyful Jesus. The answer is " Yes." Abraham
mother of the free born.—Isa. liv. 1. Abra- paid tithes to the King of Salem, who blessham, Sarah, and their seed, will be there ed the holder of the promises : and it is the
among the free—free from the bondage of less that is blessed of the greater. When
sin and death. Her husband will be her Abraham beholds the priestly King of Salem
builder and maker, even God—Isa. liv. 5 ; on David's throne in Zion, the kiug will
Heb. xi. 10 : and " all nations shall flow bless " the Friend of God," saying, " Come
unto it"—Isa. ii. 2 ; and bring their glory thou blessed of my Father, inherit the city
and honor to its princes, who shall reign for which hath foundations, whose builder and
the ages of the ages.—Rev. xxi. 26 ; xxii. 5. maker is God; and for which thou didst look
5. We may remark, lastly, at this time, that when thou didst sojourn in this then promised
the Palestine Jerusalem, in her future relation land, as in a foreign country, dwelling in
to Jesus of Nazareth, the Great King of the tents with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with
Jews; his ancestors, Abraham, Sarah and thee of the same promise." Will not AbraDavid; and his brethren, the Saints in gen- ham, then, who, being heir of the world then
eral—as the " Married Wife"—will be under enters upon his inheritance for the first time,
a constitution growing out of the covenants give him tithes of all ? Will he not be as
made with Abraham and David, and " the liberal to Melchizedec the Son, as to MelchiWord of the Oath ;" and styled « the Law zedec the Father ? And not to him only,
from Zion" : for " Out of Zion shall go forth but to all his seed ? Yea to all; for Abra-
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ham refused to be made rich at the expense
of his companions.—Gen. xiv 23.
But of the Melchizedec constitution of
things in Jerusalem, there are many things
to be said, hard to be uttered, seeing that
the ear of the Nineteenth Century is dull of
hearing. For when for the time it ought to
teach, it needs to be taught the first principles of the oracles of God ; being unskilled
in the Word of Righteousness. We have
labored, however, to be intelligible to babes.
We trust we shall have succeeded to some
extent. If difficulties still exist, let us know,
and we will do the best we can to remove
them. For the present we conclude, wishing
the reader much success in his endeavors to
understand the Truth, to the end that he may
obey it.

EDITOR.

Sociopolitical.
The Pro-Jewish Policy of Britain.*
" AT the annual meeting of the London
Society for promoting Christianity among
the Jews, the Earl of Shaftesbury stated
that being no longer under the seal of secrecy,

he might declare, that as long as two years
ago, a dispatch from the Foreign Office,
written with Lord Clarendon's own hand,
had been sent to Constantinople, urging upon
the representative of the British Empire to
do all that lay in his power to effect the
emancipation of the Jews, allowing them to
hold land, and to enjoy every civil privilege in Palestine.
So far as the Ottoman power is concerned
this emancipation has been effected—and
the facts in the case suggest to our mind two

preparation for the kingdom, when such overwhelming evidence as this of its near approach, is clearly presented before us."
The above is extracted from " The Expositor1' published at Rochester, but by whom
written does not appear. The italics are
ours to render more noticeable 'certain expressions in the article. The Earl's statement that he was " no longer under the seal
of secrecy," implies, that he is one of her
Majesty's privy council, whose members are
all sworn not to divulge the secrets of State
until they receive a royal dispensation to
speak, as in the case before us. The Earl's
revelation of the State secret with respect to
the Jews, shows that there is a party in her
Majesty's Council interested in the future destiny of the Hebrew natitn and country ; and
influential enough to make its future welfare
an element of the foreign policy of Great
Britain.
Lord Clarendon and Viscount
Palmerston (both possessors of Elpis Israel)
are of that party ; and have given a proJewish expression to the policy of Britain,
in the Eastern question. They have spoken
to the hereditary desolator of the Holy Land
in behalf of Israel, and in the name of the
Majesty of England, and their intervention
has been favorably received. The pouring
out of that determined upon the desolator
(Dan. ix. 27) thus far, has superinduced a liberal and merciful policy towards the conquered races of the Ottoman empire, and
among them towards the Jews. Hebrew
affairs (and whatever pertains to the Holy
Land is an Israelitish affair) are now part and
parcel of British enterprise and policy, springing from a desire for the independence and
regeneration of Turkey: not that the British
love Mahommed and his disciples ; or that
they wish the Ottoman to regain his old ascendancy, and to become as formerly the terror of " Christendom.'' They do not design
such an independence and regeneration for
the Turk. They desire his independence of
Russia and subordination to their own policy.
They wish to make him a respectable antiRussian power; and with John Bull " respectability" consists in being " well to do"—
a respectable English gentleman in Oriental
costume is the independence and regeneration
contemplated for Turkey in the wisdom of
British enterprise and policy.

highly important considerations, namely, that
Great Britain is the nation designated in
prophecy to take the lead in, if not the entire
work of the emancipation of God's ancient
people ; and secondly, that the time has
arrived for this work to be commenced.
If these things are indeed so—aud absolute facts would seem to prove that they
are—it necessarily follows that instead of God
now watching over the Jews, " to pluck up,
and break down, and to throw down, and to
destroy, and to afflict"—he has remembered
them and the land in great mercy, and is now
watching over them " to plant," or restore to
their own laud and promised privileges and
Egypt and the Holy Land are so geographiblessings. See Jer. xxxi. 28. Who can be cally situated with respect to BRITISH INDIA
unbelieving or remiss in the great work of as to make their destiny the Alpha and
* THEOPOUTICAL, the word at the head of this depart- Omega of England's policy with regard to
ment of our periodical, is derived from θείΟζ, dicins, the East. The sovereignty over those counand πολίΤίΚΟς, relating to public affairs ; and tries was conquered by the ancestors of the
signifies, that the articles inserted under it relate to Sultan, who as Mohammedan princes have
those curreut national affaire, whose tendency is to misruled them for ages. In the beginning of
develop the great political catastrophe God hath revealed in the Scriptures of truth. There are no politics their dominion, England had no more interest
equal to thie, whose wire-pulling is by the hand of God, in Egypt and the Holy Land than what the
which the student of Hjs word can alone discern.
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superstition of the Papacy infused into the ; might be stirred up against her, and her
heart of its people. This involved her in the j handful of Europeans be eaten up like bread.
disasters of the Crusades, which drained her j All access to India by the Mediterranean and
coffers and population in common with the ' Red Sea being cut off by the Constantinorest of Europe. But within thi* last century J poiitan power, her reinforcement could only
things have wonderfully changed with re-j be conveyed to India by the long and tedious
spect to Britain and the East. The estab-! navigation round the Cape of Good Hope,
lishment and extension of British dominion j This would be an element of weakness, and
over Hindustan, the Oriental Tarshish ; the inevitably ensure disaster and defeat. Under
geographical position of the Turkish Empire J such eventualities England could not mainin relation to India ; the necessity of the j tain her positon in the East, and the fate of
maintenance of that Oriental dominion to the j Portugal and Holland would be hers—states
existence of the British power in Europe— j which since the loss of their ascendency in
are considerations that make the destiny of the Indian Ocean, are of no weight or conthe Turkish empire, in whole or in part, of sideration among the powers of the earth.
more vital importance to Britain than to any
While these thing3 were transpiring in the
other power in the world. Russia, Austria, \ East, it would greatly facilitate.the policy
and France, can only desire Turkey as an ex- < of the Continental Despotism if it could
tension of their several dominions. The ex- j involve England
in a q
quarrel with the
g
istence of neither of these powers would be United States. Such an event would be
jeopardized by either of them being sovereign calamitous and ruinous to both parties,
p ,
of Turkey. Not so with Britain. Turkey though England would of necessity ffare the
th
under Russia, Austria, or France, would be worse, being
beset
the E
East and
bi
b t both
b t h in
i th
d
fatal to the manufacturing, commercial, and j West at the same time. Shut out from the
political, well-being of Protestant and Con- continent and India, and at war with her best
stitutional England. England is detested by customer in the West, her factories would then
all the governments, and her government dis- be necessarily closed, for having no customtrusted by all the oppressed nations of the ers she w*ould create no supplies. What
earth. Russia hates her, Austria and Rome would be the condition of Britain at war
hate her, and Louis Napoleon hates her, as with all the world, and with an expenditure
they all hate liberty civil and religious, rep- \ of perhaps a hundred and fifty millions
rcsentative government, and freedom of the < sterling per annum, with her factories closed,
press. Therefore place either of them on the and her commercial marine rotting in her
throne of Constantinople, and the imperial \ ducks without employ ? How long would
policy would be to blot out the British pow- j her constitution in Queen, Lords, and Comer from the political geography of the world. >
; mons, hold together ? What would become
As they are military and not maritime ^ of her rich men and merchant princes?
powers, Britain can successfully defend herself ;, Without employment, without bread to eat,
in her island-home against the world. To <? what could stay the violence of her famished
destroy Britain her factories must be stop- J myriads ? Truly " the burden of Tyre,'"would
ped, and tliR commerce of the sea dried up. become the burden of Britain, Tyre's daughThe continental despots understand this per- ter of " the latter day."
fectly well. They know, and British statesSuch is the hypothetical fate of Britain
men know, that if the factories were closed should the Turkish empire as a whole be octhere would be a revolution in a week that cupied by an European Despotism inimical
would shatter the " British Constitution" to England, before she could establish herself
into fragments, and make the commercial or her influence in such a position that she
world in all its provinces reel to and fro like could dispute the advance toward India of a
a drunken man But while Britain com- power enthroned in Constantinople. But
mands the sea, they cannot invade her and Turkey is not to be swallowed up entire at a
turn her half-fed and scantily-clothcd popu- single mouthful by Lion, Bear, or Eagle.
lation into the streets ;; but a Continental She is to dryy up—top evaporate.
This is a
p
Despotism enthroned in Constantinople, pos- \ gradual process, and will afford time for the
sessed of Egypt and the Holy Land, and in s creation of a situation in which the proconfederacy
with
Persia
and
the Tartar
Great B
Britain
be fully
fd
ith P
i
d th
T
! Jewish
J i h policy
li off G
i i will
ill b
fll
myriads of Central Asia, might bring her to developed.
the verge of such a crisis. By invading
From the hypothetical result above stated
British India from thence, (and what Alex- (which, however, will never come to pass,
ander the Great accomplished some three God having revealed a different consummahundred years before Christ, another Alex- tion of affairs) it is evident that Britain in
ander may aim to effect some eighteen hun- i battle for the integrity and independence of
dred years after) England's dominion might \ the Ottoman empire is fighting for her own
be overthrown there. Her subject millions < existence ; and that Louis Ν a
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sisting her, is really, though he meaneth not
so, doing good service for " perfidious Albion ;" for which he will obtain no more substantial recompense than he can extract
from the Parliamentary eulogia of his aristocratic and gentlemanly allies. The time to
begin to favor Zion having arrived as we
have often shown, that power whose policy
is pro-Jewish will gain the ascendency in
Turkish counsels; and by that ascendency
promote such enterprises and policy as will
conduce to the agricultural and commercial
prosperity of its provinces, especially of
Egypt and the Holy Land. The manifestation of this is a notable sign of the times,
and may be observed in the announcement of
" a line of railway through Asia Minor, and
along the banks of the Euphrates, and the
shores of the Persian sea to the capital of the
Bombay Presidency.11 This is called " The

Euphrates Valley Railway," and will communicate with Seleucia, a port of the Mediterranean Sea. Now in this country we are
familiar with the speedy beneficial influence
of railways through the wilderness even
where there is no great and wealthy empire
to be reached beyond. What then may not
be reasonably anticipated for those countries
traversed by such a railway as that of " the
Euphrates Valley," with Europe at one end
and British India at the other ? Depots
must be established and protected, and being
made safe, they will become the centres of
modern Assyrian towns and villages, and of
new agricultural districts. The property
being British the protectorate will be British

in all its route ; for Turkey has not the
ability, and Persia has not the will, to guarantee the security of life and property
against the hostility of the natives to the enterprises of the Giaour.
Things, then, which are already initiated
will in their developement necessitate an
intimate and practical union between England and Turkey. We do not say that
Britain will occupy Turkey as the sovereign
power ; but, that their interests will be so
identical with respect to Austria and Russia
and the internal economy of the empire that
their policy will be the same—the legislation
of the Divan will give expression to the
views and wishes of the British government.
Turkey will favor the Anglo-Indian policy
of Britain ; and Britain will throw the shield
of her power over Turkey to quench the
darts of any Greek or Latin machinations for
her overthrow. This will be the result of
the late war. Alone in the contest, Turkey
must in the end have fallen under the dominion of the Jew-hating Prince of Rosh, in
which case Egypt, Palestine, and Israel,
would have experienced no favor. The legislation of the Russian Autocrat from Con-

stantinople would have been anti-Jewish and
anti-Indian, and therefore anti-British. The
extinction of the Turkish dominion is therefore a formidable blow at the commercial
and industrial prosperity and stability of the
British empire in all parts of the world.
Hence the true policy of England is to maintain the integrity and independence of
Turkey at all hazards. Turkey has no policy
but to struggle for her existence; which
makes that power her most intimate and
necessary ally that would suffer most by her
fall. This power is the British. Her fall
would not directly or materially affect any
other ; for there is no other than the British
that has any stake in the countries beyond
the Euphrates and Red Sea.
But what will the Frog-Power capitalized
in Louis Napoleon say to British ascendency
in Turkey ? He may not like it; but it
will not be in his power to prevent it. His
mission is by his policy to create such a
situation of aflairs on " the earth" and " habitable" as shall result in the ascendency of
Russian imperialism in Germany and Italy,
and of British ascendency in Turkey. This
is not his intention; but it will be the result
of his policy. His intention is to found
a Bonapartian Dynasty in France, that
Frenchmen may be ruled through all time by
his descendants! But this is impracticable.
It is an enterprise in which he is doomed to
failure and disgrace. To succeed in his
scheme would be to falsify the truth of
God, and to convert the gospel of the kingdom into a cunningly devised fable. He will
accomplish the mission assigned to him, the
real nature of which he is entirely ignorant
of, and then his power and dynasty will disappear from the cerial as his uncle's did before
him, never, however, to be revived. What
real or substantial gain has he acquired in
the late war ? He may have delayed a
coalition of the Northern Powers for the restoration of the Bourbons by diverting their
attention to the Holy Shrines of Jerusalem;
but beyond this and the capture of the
Malakoff, he has accomplished nothing for
himself or France. The real gainers by the
war have been Turkey, Britain, and the
Jews. Turkey, in the delay of its overthrow
by the King of the North ; Britain, in her
increased influence over Turkish counsels,
and the opening of its provinces to her commercial enterprises; and the Jews, in their
emancipation and liberty of settlement in the
Holy Land. France, indeed, has its eye upon Egypt, where it is promoting a scheme,
that excites the jealousy of England, to wit,
the cutting of a grand maritime Canal across
the Isthmus of Suez, " to remain at all times
open as a neutral passage to every merchant
ship crossing from one sea to another, with-
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The probability is, that the British Govout any distinction, exclusion, or difference
of persons or nationalities." It is an un- ernment penetrating the policy of the French
dertaking on the part of the Vice-King of enterprise favored by Louis Napoleon, has
Egypt, who answers also for his successors; thrown the weight of its influence with the
while " the works are to be carried out by a Porte on the side of the Euphrates Valley
French Company, with an international pro- railway, as a rival to the Grand Maritime
prietary ; and the Company is to be named, Canal. Should the Canal be authorized
registered, seated, and governed in Paris." Britain would still have a more rapid comA'neutrality in the heart of Turkey under a munication by rail to India ; and in case of
Franco-Egyptian guarantee is by no means war, which must arise, could blockade the
satisfactory to British capitalists, nor to the entrance to the Indian Ocean by her impregBritish and Turkish governments, neither of nable fortress of Aden, which commands the
which have as yet assented to the practical Straits of Babelmandeb. Thus she might
developement of the scheme. Now without consent to the canal, and still command the
their recognition the project must continue Eastern passage against the world.
in abeyance. And there appears to be some
But French policy in Egypt will be neutralgood reasons for their reserve. The following ized by coming events in Germany and Italy.
citation from The Leader expresses these Its influence at present is to excite the acreasons in brief.
tivity of British policy'and enterprise to cir" But suppose," says an editorial in that cumvent it, the result of which will be favorpaper," England and France at war, would able to the material interests of Egypt and
the neutrality of the channel close it to the the Holy Land, and to the commerce of
hostile armaments of both nations, or open it Great Britain. The near future is pregnant
to both, or allow one to guard it against the with startling and terrible events, in the
other ? Or, supposing England at war with midst of which France will be fully occupied
France, and, at the same time, with Burmah, in defending the entrances to her own domain
would France enjoy the advantage, by virtue without devising schemes of aggrandizement
Then will be
of the neutrality act, of shutting up the in Egypt and the East.
Indian waters, and forcing England to de- Britain's opportunity for anglicising the
spatch men and stores round the Cape ? If Ottoman empire, to the full extent allowed
the canal is only to be a commercial chan- by Providence.
nel, an immense proportion of the benefits
But will that infusion of British spirit and
promised to England fall to the ground, enterprize into the Turkish counsels, which
since it would be of the utmost importance we perceive already to obtain there, permato her to be enabled to send troops and mili- nently secure the independence of the Ottotary provisions by the direct route to India. If, man empire ? Assuredly not; for the very
on the other hand, the canal be open to ships inspiration makes it dependent on Britain.
of war as well as traders, the first chance of \ The withdrawal of British influence from
an European conflict would send a squadron \ Turkish affairs, would leave it a certain prey
to Pelusium to blockade the Eastern passage. \ to the Eagles and the Bear, which have no
" We do not see any permanent or in- \ interest in its perpetuation. It is now in
superable objections to the cutting through <effect a dependency of Britain, whose misof the Isthmus, if it be practicable ; but we \ sion is, by her power for evil, and by her in·
are convinced that the project must be op- i fluence with the natural enemies of the Otposed unless the new Eastern highway is to toman empire, to perpetuate its indepenbe placed under the united guarantee of the dence of their domination, until her own proEuropean powers, with just and reasonable Jewish and commercial policy, expressed
provisions for the event of a war. An act through Turkish firman, shall have filled
of simple neutrality, construed as closing it Egypt with precious things (Dan. xi. 43) and
to all but merchant vessels, would not meet made the Holy Land a " land of unwalled
the case. We have an empire on the Indian villages, whose inhabitants are at rest,
coasts, and facilities of military communica- dwelling confidently," being undefended by
tion with that empire are as important as walls, and having neither bars nor gates"—
the commercial interests involved. But for Ezek. xxxviii. 11 12. This is the result to
no other powers do similar necessities exist. be worked out by Britain conjointly with the
Great Britain, it must be remembered, would Turkish government—the colonization and
to a great extent, sacrifice her South Af- improvement of two of its most important
rican colonies by diverting the Indian trade provinces, for the benefit of all concerned.
from the Cape to the Red Sea route. She The British government declares that the
would also, in all probability, be compelled object of the late anti-Russian war has been
to increase her fortifications and naval es- attained. The people, however, are not of
tablishments at Aden to preserve her pre- this opinion. But the government is right.
dominance on the Eastern Ocean."
T\IQ providential object of the war is attained,
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REMOVAL OP THE POPEDOM TO
and that was ίο convert the isolated Ottoman inJERUSALEM.
to an Anglo-Turkish, power with a pro-Jewish
and East reviving policy. This was Jeho*' The suggestion for separating the spiritvah's primary object in the war ; for the ual from the temporal power of the Pope
2300 days having expired (Dan. viii. 14) the gains ground, especially in Italy, and men
time came to " remember the land" (Lev. continue to talk and write about the transxxvi. 42) and to prepare for " avenging the ference of the chair of St. Peter from Rome
holy" — "ζπρ p-jSD nitzdak kodesk — to Jerusalem. The question is one of such
Dan. viii. 14. The British people had a dif- singular interest, and, if settled in accordferent object; while their government hardly ance with the wish recently expressed, might
knew what they wished. The former desired have so important an eftect upon the state of
to cripple Kussia, and hoped that something Italy, and the complications arising from
beneficial to the oppressed peoples of Europe foreign occupation, that we are induced to
would arise out of it; the latter, however, make some further quotations from the
putting the best face they could upon their pamphlet of the Abbe Michoii.
own disappointments, declare the object of
" He remarks that the idea of removing
the war to have been fully attained. They the Popedom to Jerusalem, has " so adcan at least congratulate themselves that the vanced at Rome, that last year the question
Prince of Rosh, Mesech, and Tobl is not yet of the separation of the temporal power was
enthroned in Constantinople; and that British formally mooted in full consistory by one of
commercial policy and philanthropy rule the most eminent men of the Roman Church,
the situation there. This is better than Cardinal Marini, who in a remarkable adthey had reason to expect considering the dress, to which no contradiction was given,
treacherous character of their ally, and their declared that the temporal power attached
own misadventures in the beginning of the to the spiritual sovereignty of the Pope was
war.
the great obstacle to the welfare of the
But while things are looking up with re- Church. The Cardinal examined the quesspect to the future of Israel and Judea, the tion from every point of view. He dwelt
superstition of European powers is not in- particularly on the fact that Rome, bemg
different to its own development in that the first power of the world in its spiritual
country and the Holy City. Coming events character, had become by its connexion with
cast their shadows before. Jerusalem has the temporal j authority a paltry state of
ever been a cherished object of superstition the fourth or fifth rank, that consequently
as well a3 of an enlightened faith. Blind this power only diminished its spiritual and
affection for Jerusalem moved all the papal moral greatness, and that the spiritual pownations of Europe in the middle ages to pour er did not in any degree exalt the petty sovtheir embattled thousands into Palestine to ereignty of which it supported the burden.
fight for her deliverance out of the hand of Indeed the Sovereign Pontiff is himself so
the Saracens; and though many ages have much imbued with these ideas, that in
elapsed since then, the zeal for Jerusalem has December 1854, during the Convocation of
only slumbered to awake with renewed ac- the Bishops for the proclamation of the Imtivity in the latter days. The City of Christ maculate Conception, and in. a secret meeting
is the goal of Antichrist's ambition, and the at the Vatican, at which only the French
tomb of his impiety. It is there the King Bishops were present, he expressed a wish to
of Babylon is to fall; for, saith Jehovah, know from them, if, in the event of being
" I will break the Assyrian in my land, and forced by political causes to quit his States,
upon my mountains tread him under foot"— he could count on a friendly reception in
Isai xiv. 25 ; Mic. v. 5, 6. The shadow of France. It is hardly necessary to say what
this event is cast before in the following the answer was. " France, where so many
speculation concerning the removal of the sincere Catholics are still found, would be too
throne of the Pope to Jerusalem ; who, happy to realize the engagement accepted in
though antichristian enough in all his char- her name by our venerable Bishops."
" Further on the Abbe states :—" In the
acteristics, is not the Man of Sin-Power to
be broken at Jerusalem "when the Lord Jesus course of the year 1855, while the war in the
shall be revealed in flaming fire." Italy, and East was in all its force, and when a com·
not Judea, is the place of the judgment of plication of affairs might be dreaded in Euthe Papacy and the Pope, who is not the rope, this solution was proposed to the PonKing," but the High Priest, of Babylon. tifical Government. Complete liberty of acWe extract the following in connexion with tion was guaranteed to the Sovereign Pontiff
this subject from The Leader of July 19, at Jerusalem, the means of maintaining in an
honorable manner his high dignity were
1856, under the head of the
secured to him ; while a railroad from Jerusalem to Jaffa, would raider the communka-
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tion of the Papacy with Europe as rapid as HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE called " Babylon the
from Rome itself.11
Great," represented by Nebuchadnezzar's

" Several high authorities in the Catholic Image, to which will appertain, when perChurch are quoted to show that the Pope is fected, Ten Toe Kingdoms, and Two Imperial
at perfect liberty to transfer the throne of his Feet, the Clay of which is the uniting element
spiritual government wheresoever he pleases. of the Iron parts thereof. Toes and parts of
It is remarkable that none of the Ultramon- the Feet which are of Iron are representative
tane papers have noticed the Abbe's pamph- ot the Roman, or Greek and Latin constituents, of the Image-Dominion in its Latterlet."
It is not at all improbable that the tem- day form, while the Clay is representative of
poral power of the Pope may be separated the Russo Greek element, or Gog-Power,
from the spiritual, in which event he will which establishes itself upon the Roman
cease to be " the Image of the Beast" even in Habitable, and with brittle union binds the
his present faint resemblance, and become iron parts into one. This divine arrangepurely and simply " The False Prophet" ment gives the political ascendency to the
wholly restricted to the spiritual functions of Clay-Power or the one Ferro-Brazen dominthe Pontificate. Should this come to pass, ion ; that is, to the " Prince of Rosh," or
it would leave the present Kingdom of the Autocrat of all the Russias, the throne of
Pope, commonly
called " The States of the whose ascendancy wilt* then be ConstantiChurch,7' lying between Tuscany, Naples, and nople, by which the power of which lie is the
Austrian Italy, without a temporal ruler. It chief becomes " Leviathan the piercing
is not to be supposed however, that such a Serpent, even leviathan the crooked serpent;
territory with Rome, " the Eternal City," the Dragon that is in the sea."—Isa. xxvii.
upon it, could remain without a master. The 1 ; Rev. xx. 1. 2.
words put into the mouth of the Roman
Two emperors, one Prophet, and ten kings
Harlot by the spirit as uttered by her before are the constitution of Babylon the Great
her final overthrow, are " I SIT A QUEEN ; when Nebuchadnezzar's Image is smitten
AND AM NO WIDOW ;" by which we under- upon the Feet. Two emperors the imperial
stand, that the city will be IMPERIAL in the pillars of one Image-dominion, of which the
judgment—the tlfrone of a civil and military Eastern Emperor, as in the days of Auguspower, which shall imperialize the West; tulus, is the acknowledged sovereign chief.
and which is represented b y " a ScarletHence the Russo-Austrian lmperiality to
colored Beast," with an eighth head, and ten the exclusion of France and the Republicans,
horns.—Rev. xxvii. 3,11,12. But this ter- will fall heir to the temporalities of the Pope
ritory and city even now, while the Pope is in Italy, while in spirituals he will be Prophking as well as high priest of the States of et of the West. But before this settlement
the Church, are in the occupation of foreign is effected a terrible struggle must ensue ; in
powers—of Austria in the Legations ; and of which Russia, Austria, and their allies,—the
France in Rome. Should the Pope cease to Beast and ten //on?*·—will " hate the Harlot,
be king, which of these imperialities would and make her desolate, and naked, and eat
become heir of his temporalities ; or would her flesh and burn her with fire."—Rev. xxvii.
they fall to the king of Sardinia as chief of 16, 17. The reason of which is obvious.
" a united Italy" ; or would they become France and the republicans with their allies
part and parcel of a Roman Republic ? Here will certainly not allow the Northern Desis a question resulting from the separation of pots to swallow up Italy without resistance.
the Pope's spiritual and temporal power, A determined stand will therefore be made
which is inevitable ; and all the parties to in the States of the Church against Russia
its settlement are hostile to its solution in and Austria—Russia aiding Austria in Italy;
favor of either of them. France, Austria, and Austria assisting Russia afterwards in
Naples, Sardinia, and the Republicans of all acquiring Constantinople and the provinces
Italy, are the parties who claim to be heard of the East : so that in the Italian conflict
in the matter. The question, however is a the struggle for the Papal temporalities
Gordian knot which will require an Alexan- ultimates in the separation of them from the
der to cut; for it cannot be untied. To our Pontificate, and in the fulfilment of *' the
mind the more than probable solution is, that words of God."
though contrary to present indications, Aus- As to the removal of the Italian Popedom to
tria in coalition with Russia will decide the Jerusalem,
our conviction Is that it will never
fate of Italy. In other words, that Russia come to pass.
We see by the quotation
and Austria, as the Iron and clay feet of from
the Abbe Michon's pamphlet that it
Nebuchadnezzar's Image, and the feet and has been
agitated in high places. AppreBrass Nails of Daniels' fourth beast, will
that Austria might declare for Rusimperially divide the Roman Habitable be- hending
which would have brought France, which
tween them. That is, there will be ONE sia,
has possession of the Pope, into collision with
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Austria in the States of the Church, the
Pope began to inquire of France where he
could be safe from war's alarms ? The
answer reveals the policy of the Frog-Power,
which continues of the same character as
that which caused the war. The war originated in the policy of Louis Napoleon with
respect to things in Jerusalem. He desired
to give the Latin division of the Catholic
Apostacy the ascendency in Jerusalem; now
after the war had began he proposed to transfer the Pope himself to Jerusalem ; and
consequently to make that city the ecclesiastical centre, the Mother City, of all Christendom. " Complete liberty of action was
guaranteed to the Sovereign Pontiff, &c."
The only powers that could guarantee this at
that time were France, England, and Turkey.
England and Turkey having no interest in
the Italian Impostor would, of course, only
guarantee liberty of action to him under the
inspiration of French policy. The guarantee must therefore have been of Louis Napoleon origin ; and prompted, doubtless, by
a desire to get the Pope out of Italy and
from under the influence of Austria, that he
might establish his uncle's purpose of finally
incorporating the Roman States in the
French Empire ; and confining the Pope to
the position of Chief Bishop of the Latin
Church. Louis Napoleon, however, in preparing a coup 'd'etat against the Pope's
Roman temporalities, in proposing Jerusalem
instead of Fontainebleau for his abode, would
appear to be animated with pious zeal for the
extension of the Pope's spiritual dominion. The
displeasure of Russia was not then regarded ;
and he, doubtless, felt free to give the Pope
a throne where he would seem to rule over
the whole Catholic world, Latin and Greek.
But the war is interrupted or suspended
for the present, and the Pope is still in Rome
in fear and trembling. But though he may
take refuge in a foreign land from the storm
impending over Italy, we are satisfied he will
never be enthroned in Jerusalem. Austria
would hardly consent to it unless she were
to inherit the Roman States, which
France and Italy would protest against. This
question would find Russia side by side with
Austria, for if she was incensed at Napoleon's
policy in respect of " the Holy Shrines,"
much more indignant would she be at
the installation of a Latin Pope where alone
she conceives the head of the Greek faith,
the Autocrat himself, ought to be. No, it is
Gog, not the Italian Prophet, that is enthroned in Jerusalem when the Image is
smitten upon the Feet. Ezckiel shows this
to the confusion of all other theories and
policies. It is interesting, however, to see
how the powers are burdening themselves
with Jerusalem—the Continental for pur-

poses of superstition and state-craft; and
Britain for the extension of her commerce,
the defence of her Indian possessions, and the
benefit of Israel. The originator of the
Jerusalem policy is the Frog-Power; and
though hitherto it has gained nothing in that
direction, yet its designs upon Italy may cause
it still to adhere to it until it has set all
Christendom by the ears, and Louis Napoleon finds himself in a fatality from which he
cannot escape.
The peculiar sign, then, of the present
time is the relation of things Jewish to the
policy of the powers. Latin interests in
Jerusalem originated the late war; Latin
difficulties in the States of the Church seeking
a solution in Jerusalem, may lead to its renewal ; and British defensive policy prompts
it to seek the good of Israel and the Holy
City. This sign of the time is revealed in
the prophecy of the drying up of the Euphratees or Turkish power. It is drying up
" that the way oftlie kings from the rising of
a sun may be prepared.'1
The kings at the

present time are mostly dead and buried ;
but " a Sun of righteousness is to arise with
healing in his beams ; and they" are to " go
forth" from their graves. The kings from
these risings are the heirs of the kingdom
which is to be restored to -Israel ; on the
throne of which " the King of the Jews"that
was crucified, " the Root and the Offspring of
David, the Bright and the Morning Star,"
is to reign in righteousness with his royal
associates. Would it not be singular if the
drying up of the political Euphrates, preliminary to the preparation of the way for them,
were unaccompanied with any political movement bearing upon Palestine and Jerusalem
the City of the Great King ? You see,
then, reader why the policy of the powers is
becoming Judaized. It is significant of
what is coming when the harvest of the earth
now ripening apace, shall be fully matured.
The writer of the extract from the The Expositor says, that present facts suggests to
him that Great Britain is to take the lead in,
if not to do the entire work of, emancipating
Israel. Facts are insufficient premises to
reason from in relation to the future. We
have shown before the facts existed, that the
British was the power whose policy and
interest would identify it with the Jews. See
Herald Vol. 3 p. 107, col. 1. And so it has
come to pass according to the testimony of
the EarlofShaftesbury. The "entire work,"
however, is not assigned to Britain. Neither
" facts" nor prophecy indicate this. The
King of Israel is to emancipate Israel. He
is to come from heaven for this purpose ; and
until he come, Britain can only use its good
offices in co-operation with the Ottoman in
behalf of Israel and their land. Britain will
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have no power to emancipate the Jews in
Russia, Austria, &c. It is for Jesus to command the North to give up, and the South
to keep not back. Anglo-Turkish policy
will make a beginning " in the midst of the
land," which will progress to the consummation we have shown before : but the restoration of all Israel by Gentile powers is impossible ; for the tribes are not to re-possess
the land until the rebels shall be purged out;
and the remnant shall acknowledge that
Jesus is Lord and Christ to the glory of God
the Father. This is a work which he alone
can do; a work that must be done before
Israel can occupy Canaan by virtue of the
Covenant made with Abraham and his Seed.
The writer of the extract speaks about
" the great work of preparation for the kingdom," but he tells us not in what the work
consists. It does not consist in patching an
old rotten garment with new cloth, which
only makes the rent worse than it was before.
It consists in procuring an entirely new suit
of [" fine linen clean and white." A man
must throw away his Babylonish garments,
and being cleansed by the word of the kingdom, have his body washed with pure water
(Heb. x. 22) in the name of Jesus, and so
put on the spotless robe. In brief, he must
" believe the gospel of the kingdom and be
baptized" ; and thenceforth " live soberly,
and righteously, and godly in this present
world; looking for that blessed hope, and
the appearing of the glory of the great God,
and of our Savior Jesus Christ." Such a
man is prepared for the kingdom and the
ylory of God.
Sept. 10,1856.
EDITOR.
VISIT TO CANADA WEST.
The Suspension Bridge; Hamilton; Toronto; The Issue Accepted; Satan's Ministers; Attacked in the
Globe; Defended in the Colonist; Put to the Question ; Queen Victoria a Usurper.

ON July 11th, at 12 M., we were in place
" aboard" the Hudson River Railway train
for Albany. Our destination was Toronto,
Canada West, to which we had been invited
by a friend, who was desirous that we should
lay before the Upper Canadians the great
and important truths in which he had become interested by reading Elpis Israel, Anatolia, and the Herald! He, now "obedient to
the faith," and another residing in Paris, but
formerly of Dundee, Scotland, and while
there a member of the Scotch Baptist
Church though now also of " the Household
of Faith," having laid hold of the hope
preached to every creature by the Apostles
-vthese two brethren, at their own particular expense, undertook that their fellowcitizens should hear the word of the kingdom,
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and be invited to its life and glory. In this
way the ball was put in motion; and we
were bowled out of Rowdydom into Rcbeldom, 530 miles apart, in twenty-seven hours
and a half. This was slow travelling", being
only about nineteen miles an hour. But we
were not in motion all the time. There were
delays at Albany, Syracuse, Rochester, Niagara Falls, and Hamilton, besides the ordinary stoppages at the numerous stations at
which even an express train "brings up."
We changed cars at each of the above cities,
the Hudson River road bringing us to Albany ; the New York Central to Syracuse;
the Rochester to Niagara Falls; and the
Great Western to Hamilton, Canada West.
The last contrived to bring us to Hamilton,
on Lake Ontario, an hour after the train had
left for Toronto ; by-which we were compelled to remain at Hamilton over four hours.
On our way hither we breakfasted at
Elgin, a village at the eastern terminus of
the Great Western Railway, and so named
in honor of the late Governor-General of the
Province ; but more worthy of note as the
place at which the Suspension-bridge spans
the Niagara, two miles below the Falls. We
crossed the bridge in the cars at a slow pace,
which afforded time for an up-stream view of
the Falls. " Its span is 822 feet, yet an engine, tender and passenger car, loaded with
men, and weighing about 47 tons, depressed
the long floor in the centre but 5i inches.
The bridge, with a loaded freight train covering its whole length, and weighing 326
tons, is deflected in the middle only 10
inches. This extreme depression is perceptible only to practised eyes. Delicate as
lacework, and seemingly light and airy, it
hangs there high between heaven and the
boiling flood below, more solid than the earthbeds of the adjacent railways. The concussions of fast moving trains are sensibly felt
miles off through solid rocky soil. In cities,
locomotives shake entire blocks of dwellings.
The waters of the Cayuga Lake tremble under the wheels of the express trains, a mile
away from the bridge. But a freight train
traversing this superstructure at the speed
of five miles an hour, communicates no jar to
passengers walking upon the carriage way
below.
" There are in the bridge 624' suspenders,'
each capable of sustaining 30 tons, and all
of them sustaining 18,720 tons. The weight
they have ordinarily to support is only 1,000
tons. But the engineer has skilfully distributed the weight of the burthens by the
means of' girders and trusses.7 These spread
the 34 tons heft of a locomotive and tender
over a length of 200 feet.
" The anchor chains are composed of nine
links, each seveu feet long, save the last,
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which is ten feet. The lowest link is made
of seven bars of iron, seven inches by one
and a half. It is secured to a cast iron
anchor plate three and a half inches
thick, and six feet six inches square. The
other links are equally strong·. The central
portions of the anchor plates, through which
the links pass is 12 inches thick. The excavations in the solid rock were not vertical;
they incline from the river. The rock on
which the works may rely on the New York
side of the chasm is 100 feet long, 70 feet
wide, and 20 feet deep. It weighs 160 lbs.
to the cubic foot, and presents a resistance of
14,000, exclusive of the weight of the superincumbent masonry and embankment.
" The towers are each 15 feet square at
the base, GO feet high above the arch, and 8
l'eet square at the top. The limestone of
which they are built will support a pressure
of 500 tons on each square foot without
crushing. Wliile the greatest weight that
can fall upon the tower will rarely exceed
600 tons, a pressure of 32,000 tons will be
required to crush the top course. There are
4,000 tons weight in each of the towers on
the New York side.
" The cables are four in number, 10 inches
in diameter, and composed of 3,640 small
No. 9 wires. Sixty wires form one square
inch of solid section, making the solid section of the entire cable 60.40 square inches,
wrapping not; included. These immense
masses of wire are put together so that each
individual wire performs its duty, and in a
strain all work together.
" So solid is this bridge in its weight, its
stiffness and its staying, that not the slightest motion is communicated to it by the
severest gales of wind that blow up through
the narrow gorge which it spans.
" Next to violent winds, suspension bridge
builders dread the trotting of cattle across
their structures. A heavy train running 20
miles an hour across this bridge, would do
less injury than would twenty steers passing
on a trot. It is the severest test next to
that of troops marching in time, to which
bridges, iron or wooden, suspension or tubular, can be subjected."
One mile below the bridge is the whirlpool, said to resemble in its appearance the
celebrated Maelstrom, on the coast of Norway. It is occasioned by the river making
a complete angle, and the current running
with such velocity as to cause a heaving of
the waters in the middle to a height often
feet. Another mile below, and the Devil's
Hole is reached. This is a deep, dark cave;
and is memorable as the scene of a bloody
massacre of the whites by a band of Indians;
the latter driving their victims into the
yawning abyss.

Having several times visited the Falls,
and penetrated all the mysteries of the place
(at least so far as they are open to the intrusion of the presumptuous; for we went
behind the Canadian Fall 150 feet), we did
not on this occasion visit it; but pushed on
to Hamilton. Here, as we have said, we
were detained four hours and a half. However, we did not so much regret it, as we remembered that there was one of the household of faith, and a subscriber to the Herald,
there, who had invited us to give him a call.
We accordingly sallied forth in search of
him, and found him at the city gas-works
engaged on the Company's books. Not being the busy time, he was enabled to bestow
a little attention upon a friend. He had seen
us before in Edinburgh, having attended our
lectures there, while he resided at Dalkeith,
a distance of six miles, which he used to
walk for the purpose. We only knew him
by correspondence ; but had now the pleasure of making his personal acquaintance,
and of partaking of his hospitality, and ciceronian services.
Our health being infirm, and having travelled all night, with but little sleep, we were
not very peripatetically inclined. But having
well washed out the train dust and ashes
from head, neck and beard, we felt so much
refreshed as to accept his invitation to see
the city, and to " ascend the mountain."
Hamilton is forty-three miles from the
Suspension Bridge, and £ince the opening of
the Great Western Kail way to Detroit, has
increased with a rapidity characteristic of
the West; and bids fair, it is thought, to
outstrip her sister cities of the Province in
the race for population and wealth. It was
laid out in 1813, and now has a population
of about 25,000. It is built on an acclivity
at the head of Lake Ontario, and extends
back to the base of the mountain, which
rises to a considerable eminence, probably
over two hundred feet, from the summit of
which a beautiful and varied prospect is afforded. The streets cross each other at
right angles, and many of them are quite
pleasant. The principal street is King
street, and extends the entire length of the
city. There are some fine buildings, constructed of freestone, which is obtained from
quarries in the rear of the town, which are
said to be inexhaustible. After a fatiguing
ascent we reached the upper level of the
country, styled there the top of the mountain.
This is a mountain only on the side facing
the lake; the upper level corresponding to
the upper Niagara; the lower to the lake
shore. The view from the top impresses the
spectator with the conviction that it was
remotely the almost perpendicular margin
of the lake, which then covered deeply the
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site of the town below. The view is extremely fine, embracing the bright waters
of Burlington Bay, and the Lake, the banks
of which are studded with elegant residences
and groves. Upon the whole, the exterior
of Hamilton is pleasing, and lair as a whited
sepulchre. Its inhabitants are intensely
loyal, both to Mammon and the Queen, both
of whom can be served without detriment to
either. Provincal Queendom is no longer
the rebeldom of former days. A change
has come over the spirit of the people, who
congratulate themselves on being provincials
of the British empire, rather than citizens of
the Model Republic. We were surprised at
this; but found the feeling general. The
country is prosperous, taxes light, British
capital flows in, and everything is looking
up. They want no more. Hence annexation to the Union, especially with the political troubles now looming in the future, is
deemed neither possible nor desirable. In
spirituals, the very light of Hamilton is pitchy
darkness. It has plenty of temples, but no
house of God. The gospel of the kingdom
is unknown even by name, as far as we could
ascertain ; nor is there at present any opening for it in Hamilton. Our friend is there
alone, like Lot in the midst of Sodom. If
he cap save himself and his house it will be
well; could he rescue others it would be better. He will, doubtless, try ; for when the
truth gets possession of one's inner man, it
will not permit him to hide his talent in a
napkin, and to return it to his Lord without
increase.
But we must not linger longer in Hamilton. Having dined with our friend, the time
drew near for us to resume our way to Toronto. At 2.10 P. M., having accompanied
us to the station, he saw us safely in the
cars for the capital of the province, a distance of 38 miles, which is performed in an
hour and twenty minutes. On arriving at
this place, we found our friend waiting to
convey us to his house, at the corner of
Yonge and Richmond streets. We found
the city keeping holiday, to some extent.
Orangism was gloryfying its political protestantism, in processioning and pistoling
the air. " Put your trust in God and keep
your powder dry," is the faith and practice
of the protestant ascendency-men, from the
days of William, Prince of Orange, to July
12th, 1856. It was a wholesome political
faith in the 17th century, when the bloodthirsty Papists of Ireland and the Continent
were plotting the destruction of the Witnesses throughout Europe. It is a faith not
yet to be abandoned by the earthborns, who
would not be extinguished by a ferocious and
degrading superstition. Romanism is making great efforts in Canada for the acquisi-
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tion of place and power. It may be well,
therefore, to keep it in remembrance, that it
is watched ; and that the powder of the free
is still dry, and ready for use, as occasion
may require. The Orange celebration of the
12th was a practical hint in this direction.
Toronto is in advance of Hamilton in
wealth, magnitude and population. It is
situated on an arm of Lake Ontario, 36 miles
from the mouth of the Niagara river. It
was originally called York, which in 1834,
when it was incorporated as a city, was
changed to the more euphonious Indian name
which it now bears. It contains about 50,000 inhabitants, and has many handsome
and substantial buildings. The site of the
city is low, but rises gradually from the
water's edge. The streets generally cross
each other at right angles, the principal
ones running east and west in the denser portion of the city. King and Yonge streets
are the thoroughfares, and contain the
largest number of stores. As New York is
the capital of Rowdyism, so Toronto may be
termed the capital of Rebeldom : for rowdyism and rebellion are enthroned in each. Rebellion , however, in Canada is quite respectable ; for it has been justified by the British
Commissioners, and Mr. Mackenzie, the victim of Van Buren subserviency to colonial
tyranny, is now a loyal subject of the Queen.
The issue is not now between royalty and republicanism ; but between Lower Canadian
popery and Upper Canadian protestantism,
as to which shall rule the country : or, in
other words, devour the loaves and fishes;
for this is the practical issue in politics
throughout the world. Whether Toronto
shall continue to be the capital of the united
provinces, remains to be seen. The removal
of the government to some other city, will
doubtless affect its material prosperity ; but
should it be decreed, it is to be hoped a city
will be chosen where the popish element is
weak and uninfluential; for no country is
safe where that diabolism inspires the administration of its affairs. But we do not
believe that Upper Canadian British Protestants will allow their civil and religious
interests to be controlled, and, therefore,
jeopardized, by Lower Canadian French
Papists. It is phrenologically impossible
that French imbecility and superstition
should prescribe the rule of action to the
strong-minded and intelligent Anglo-Saxon.
The nobler brain must rule the baser.
But the great question with our readers is,
Hath the Lord any people among the 50,000
of Toronto ? He had much people in Corinth;
hath he any, many, or few, in the Canadian
capital, of the like faith and practice with
them? They heard Paul's proclamation of
the kingdom and name of Jesus, believed it,
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and were baptized—A^tsxviii,8—11; 1 Cor.
i, 6, 7; ii, 1, 2, 7, 9—13; iii, 11, 21—23 ;
xv. 1—4, 22—28, 50—54,—have any there
become obedient to the same? How can
we answer this question, being only a
stranger in Toronto ? The Lord knows;
but we do not. If, however, what we believe, and advocate by word of mouth and
pen, be the system of truth set forth in the
Bible (and we have yet to meet thefirstman
who can show ihe contrary), our honest and
candid answer must be, that though we
found a city full of temples, dedicated to
Mahuzzim—the ghosts of saints and angelspirits—regiments of clerical and ministerial
officials; and armies of professing sentimentalists yclept " Christians,"—we found not
one who could satisfy us that he had obeyed
the truth as it is in the Jesus preached of
Paul. This was the result of a week's observation there—the condition of things as
we found them ; not the state in which we
left them.
Before we visited the city, the Baptist
preacher was sounded as to the feasibility of
procuring his " church" for us to speak in?
" Well," said he, " to be candid, I don't think
it can be had. Dr. Thomas is evidently mad,
which, of course, makes it impossible." But,
it was suggested, is it an evidence of maduess
for a man to devote his whole time and
talents to the study of the Bible ; and to the
teaching
of what he believes to be its truth ?
4<
Well," he replied. " perhaps I am too fast
in saying that he is mad ; at all events, he
preaches * another gospel;' that is certain,
and cannot, therefore, have the house."
Now this gentleman, formerly of Milwaukie,
is the oracle of Baptistism in Toronto. His
flock, formerly restive under the more scriptural teaching of his predecessor, Dr. Pyper,
is now stagnantly tranquil under his. This
fact indicates that his judgment of matters
and things is approved by them, so that we
may say, that they agree with him that we
set forth a gospel different from that approved by the Baptist church in Toronto.
We accept the issue. If the gospel they approve be the true gospel, we then do preach
another ; for there is no identity of faith and
hope between theirs and that we exhibit to
the world. One of these gospels, then, or
both (on the supposition that neither was
preached by Paul), and the believers and
preachers of them, are accursed. If the
Baptist gospel be Paul's, then those preached by us and all others contrary thereto, are
false, and we accursed—Gal. i, 6—9. There
is no middle ground between error and " the
truth." We are either right or wrong ; and
there are certain criteria by which the two
may be easily distinguished; the following
are

Rules whereby Satan's Ministers may be
Known.
1. I F the preacher of a gospel please men
who do not understand the Scriptures, he
preaches a gospel " after man;" and is not
a servant of Christ.—Proof; Gal. i. 10,11.
2. If any man teach otherwise than Paul
indicated, and consent not to the wholesome
words of the Lord Jesus Christ, who preached the gospel of the kingdom ; and to the
teaching which is according to the mystery
of godliness—he is proud, KNOWING NOTHING.

Proof; 1 Tim. vi. 3, 4 ; Heb. ii. 3 ; Mat. iv.
23 ; Mark xvi. 15,16 ; 1 Tim, iii. 16.
3. If a preacher do not " hold fast the form
of sound words," he is not an apostolic teacher. Proof; 2 Tim. i. 13 ; ii. 2; iii. 10,14—
17 ; Tit. i. 9,12—15; 1 Pet. iv. 11.
4. If a preacher speak in accordance with
the principles approbated by the world, he is
of that world, and not of God ; for the world
is at enmity with God and his truth. Proof;
1 John iv. 5; Rom. viii. 7; 1 Johnii. 16.
5. If a preacher speak not according to
the testimony of Moses, the prophets, and
the apostles, his teaching is infallibly wrong,
and himself accursed. Proof; 1 John iv. 6 ;
Isaiah viii. 20 ; 2 Pet. iii. 2 ; 2 John 9,10.
Here are five rules by which, not we, but
the sword of the Spirit, the Word of God,
" which is living and powerful, and abides
forever," (Eph. vi. 17 ; Heb. iv."12 ; 1 Pet.
i. 23) slays the pretensions of all the orders
of priests, clergy and ministers of "Christendom" to be the servants of God, and the
preachers of the truth. Their gospels are
" after man"—after " the Fathers," Luther,
Calvin, Arminius, Knox, Bunyan, Wesley,
Swedenborg, Campbell, Joe Smith, Miller,
Andrew Jackson Davis, the inventors of the
Thirty-Nine Articles, and such like. The
disciples of these heresiarchs, unscripturally
denominated " the church," make up the
great bulk of " the world" they call " Christendom." As may be seen by the " Characteristics of the Apostasy" on page 204 of
this periodical, their errors assume pretty
much the same doctrinal form ; so that the
condemnation of one sect is the conviction
of the whole. They none of them " consent
to the wholesome words of the Lord Jesus ; "
neither do they hear the Apostles ; nor speak
according to the prophets: therefore saith
the word, they are Know-Nothings, their
spirit is the spirit of error, and there is no
light in them. From all we could ascertain,
the Toronto Ministry in all its members belongs to this learned Know-Nothing Ecclesiastical Association ; whose fellows, like the
frogs of Egypt, fill the chambers, and are
found in the very bread-baskets and wallets
of the meanest of the people. There is a
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certain Know-Nothing fellowship among i Jonah ; for he has fled from his mission and
them that prevents the papist authorities opened a bookseller's store in Toronto! He
from treating the Torontonians to an Irish is, no doubt, more honorably, and more useor French massacre of Protestants; and the fully employed, both for his own and the pubAnglo-Hibernians of the State Church from lic benefit, in selling books and stationery,
startling them with a foray upon the chattels than in preaching the traditions of Congreand effects of dissenters for rates and Easter gationalism ; but then what becomes of his
dues ; still it is only a fellowship of forbear- divine call and mission—what account is he
ance in deference to a public opinion, which prepared to give of playing the truant from
forbids the murder and imprisonment and these; and of leaving " precious immortal
ruin of families, because of their relgious sen- \ souls" to perish while he is selling "Tom
timents, as in former times. There is no real ^ Thumb and Jack the Giant-killer," Don
love among them, save that of the loaves and Quixote, and Robinson Crusoe ! This is the
fishes, which is the measure of their affection pious and faithful divine who has published
for the people's souls. This being the na- two feet five inches of misrepresentation in
ture of their love for them, it is not to be sup- The Toronto Globe, under the caption of " Dr.
posed they have any for us, by whom they Thomas Reviewed." If Mr. Geikie would
not only make no profit; but by whom their review himself, he would be more profitably
craft is destroyed wherever our teaching is employed ; for in reviewing us he shows
received. This is the case with the Baptist clearly that he ridicules what he does not unpreacher; and an ex-reverend Congregation- derstand.
alist bookseller in Toronto, who, over the
For our own part, being so much accussignature of Veritas in " The Globe," warned tomed to misrepresentation, we were dispos»
the Queen's subjects not to listen to our dis- ed to pass by Mr. Geikie's penograph with
course.
tfye contempt it deserved; but in this we
Our friend, the Jason with whom we so- were overruled by another. In order, therejourned, had provided the St. Lawrence Hall fore to correct Mr. Geikie's perversions by a
for Sunday afternoon, and the Temperance statement of what we believed and taught
Hall for that and every night in the week, ex- from our own pen, the articles which appear
cept Saturday, which afforded us seven oppor- in the September Herald under the captions
tunities of addressing the public on the things of " Heaven's Message to the World," " Senconcerning the Kingdom of God and the timents characteristic of the Apostasy," and
name of Jesus Christ. The audiences were " Teachings of the oracles of God"—were
better than we expected; but would have cut out, and forwarded to The Globe with a
doubtless, been even larger, but for the warn- respectful note requesting their insertion.
ing in the Globe; which being in brevier, But does the reader expect that such imcontained composition enough to fill two partial justice would be accorded by the
pages and a half of the Herald. The nature leading Protestant paper of Toronto ? If he
of this twaddle was enough to deter all from does, our experience of newspaper and pericoming to hear, who are accustomed to allow odical justice prevented us from indulging so
their spiritual craftsmen to judge for them, visionary an expectation. The editor in his
instead of being noble-minded and inde- reply said, " I must decline publishing the
pendent enough to hear and think for them- document. The letter of * Veritas' was
selves. The writer, we are informed, was a published as a criticism on a public lecture ;
Mr. Geikie, styled in the letter before us, and I cannot admit that the fact of the pub" your old friend of Halifax, Nova Scotia— lication entitles Mr. Thomas to space in the
the ex-Rev. J. C. Geikie." He was the Con- Globe for the inculcation of his (in my opingregationalist pastor there, who entertained ion) false sentiments. Yours, truly—Geo.
his flock with some speechifications against Brown."
Mr. George Brown's statement is inaccuour teaching in that city after we had left.
This gentleman is one of that class of pro- rate. The letter of " Veritas" was not pubfessionals who pretend that they are called lished by the writer as a criticism on a pubof God, as Aaron was, to be his servants and lic lecture, not a word being said about any
ambassadors to the world, and to sprinkle of the lectures ; but as an attack upon our
babes and sucklings in His name! But ac- views in Elpis Israel, in language designed
cording to the five rules already recited, the to prevent our lectures being heard. The
Word pronounces them accursed impostors, first paragraph shows this. " Dear sir,"
and blasphemers; and it is notorious to every says Mr. Geikie to the editor of the Globe,
student of any proficiency in that Word, that " an advertisement in your columns informs
God has never called them to any such mis- the public that a John Thomas, M.D., is to
sion. On the supposition, however, that this deliver a series of lectures in Toronto this
gentleman really was called, he seems to week, in the St. Lawrence Hall, and the
have turned renegade, after the example of > Temperance Hall, on what he calls The
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Kingdom of God.' As very few of your
readers are, perhaps, aware of the character of this gentleman's teachings, it may be
well to let his views be a little known, that
those who countenance him by attending
his meetings may be made aware of what it
is to which they are lending themselves."
He then proceeds to direct attention to Elpis
Israel, and to give his views of the views he
alledges it contains. He undertakes, most
incompetently to give the character of our
teaching, for the information of the public.
Mr. Brown is informed that Mr. Geikie's
views of it are incorrect; and an authentic
statement is furnished for the said public;
which Mr. Brown will not permit them to
see. Hence Mr. Brown makes himself a
party to practicing an imposition upon the
public. This is his sense of fairness, impartiality, and honesty 1 Unhappy is that
public whose principles are fabricated by
the Browns and Geikies of Toronto! Neither its morals nor its purse are safe from depredation, when they are trumpeting justice
and integrity in the wind !
But the enemy was not permitted to have
the exclusive privilege of the public ear.
" A Subscriber" to The Colonist had influence enough with that paper to obtain the
insertion of the following letter ; though not
sufficiently early to counteract the article in
The Globe. It did not appear until several
days after we had left the city. Thus it
reads—

of his slightest regard ; but to call your attention to the little sense of justice that
directs the policy of the Globe in its treatment of those who differ from it. Its low
conscientiousness is illustrated in the attack
of this mendacious " Veritas" upon Dr.
Thomas. " Veritas " writes an absurd parody, based on a few isolated sentences craftily selected from Dr. Thomas' book "Elpis
Israel" purporting to be " the ridiculous
maggots of his brain," to which he is said
to be inviting the attention of our fellow
citizens, and the Globe conspicuously publishes them. Dr. Thomas' attention being
called to them, he caused a summary of his
sentiments, as published by himself in his
own paper, The Herald of the Kingdom, to
be sent to the Globe for insertion, that the
public might judge for itself when it had
read his views in his own words. But such
fair play was too honorable a procedure for
the Globe. " Veritas " could readily be permitted to occupy a column in abusing Dr.
Thomas (for to misrepresent a man's teaching is scandalously abusive) and in extorting
an ex parte sentence against him ; but Dr.
T. is prohibited the freeman's right of showing through the channel of attack, why sentence should not be pronounced against him!
Is this the freedom, and justice, and morality
of Toronto ? Will its citizens consent that
the Globe shall prostitute its columns to the
malevolence of anonymous scribblers, by
which their stupidity and falsehood becomes
its own, and that it shall use them against
the • reputation of honorable men who fear
To the Editor oftJie Colonist.
SIR,—In the Globe of yesterday is an at- not to speak out their convictions in the
tack upon Dr. Thomas, who is now lecturing face of day, judge them and condemn them
in the Temperance Hall, upon the Christiaii- unheard. The sooner such a Globe is eclipsed
ity of the Bible, by an anonymous writer, or blotted out of the social heavens the betover the very inappropriate signature, in his ter for the intellectual and moral health of
case, of " Veritas." The attack called "Dr. those who dwell therein.
Thomas Reviewed " is evidently from the pen I have, Sir, thus presumed to say a word
of one who, if he have read the particular in the interests of Truth and Justice, bework he refers to as he pretends, is manifest- cause I have both read " Elpis Israel" ami
ly a very dull and incapable Reviewer—dull, attended all the lectures of Dr. Thomas in
from his evident inability to understand the this city. I can, therefore, testify, as also
book, and, therefore notably incapable of can many others in Canada, Britain and the
conveying to others its contents. The object United States, that the attack of " Veritas "
of the attack is confessedly to prevent the upon the Doctor is a tissue of misrepresentapublic from hearing what Dr. Thomas has tions and perversions of his sentiments,
to say; which, in itself, is evidence that which no one has yet ventured fairly and
" Veritas " (who is too cowardly to appear openly to dispute, Bible in hand, before the
without disguise) belongs to that ancient public and Dr. Thomas himself.
Yours respectfully,
class of " respectables " who will not come to
A SUBSCRIBER.
the light lest it should be made manifest
that their deeds are evil. But, Sir, I do not
Yonge Street, Toronto,
July 18th, 185G.
notice the chirography of this nameless
Scribe because of any weight or worth that
At the last lecture certain questions were
characterizes i t ; for against Dr. Thomas' put to us concerning the nature possessed
interpretation of Scripture it has literally by Jesus at and before the time of his crucinone; and is deemed by him a mere tissue \ fixion. It was the old heresy prompted the
of malevolent misrepresentation, undeserving > questions, against which the apostles write
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so explicitly when speaking of those who him, his nature was as capable of sinning as
denied that Jesus came in the flesh. The j the first Adam's ; else would not the temptquestioners imagined that the flesh of Jesus \ ation in the wilderness have been a farce ?
was a purer flesh than that which was com- What merit would there be in a man not
mon to all the Jews—that it was immacu- sinning, who was unable to sin ? The excellate, and therefore not σαρξ αμαρτίας, sarx lence of the character of Jesus consisted in
liamartias, " flesh of sin," as it is styled in being able to sin, but refusing so to do—
Rom. viii. 3. They considered that Jesus " Obedient to the death of the cross, wheremight have been " in likeness of flesh of fore God highly exalted him."
sin," and yet his flesh not be " flesh of sin."
We were visited by several while sojournThey quoted various passages which testified ing in Toronto. Among these was a very
to the sinlessness of his cfmracter, and ap- worthy and pious relative of " Veritas," who
plied them as testimony to the physical purity had attended our lectures. He called to
of his flesh, by which they made his flesh to express his dissent from an expression apbe different from " the flesh " of all mankind. plied by us to Queen Victoria, in common
We fully admitted all that could be said with " the powers that be." In defining the
about the sinlessness of his diameter,· but inheritance of the Christ as revealed by the
rejected in toto their heresy about the im- Spirit, through his father David, in the
maculateness of his flesh. They did not Second Psalm, we had styled all who now
the nations and the Holy Land
seem to be able to discern the difference. possess
4;
usurpers of his inheritance." He thought
The Jesus of their imaginations was immaculate in flesh and character; and therefore, that this was inapplicable to Queen Victoin the words of Paul, " another Jesus " than ria. She was a very pious and excellent
the Jesus preached of him. They appeared lady, and in no way, he thought, to be reto think that they were conferring the high- garded as an " usurper." We replied thatest honor upon nim by making his flesh as comparing her Majesty with the other world,
little like that of his brethren as possible. rulers of the day, who were all pious in their
One of our questioners was exeeedingly way, and professing great admiration and
voluble. He said all that he was able to devotion to Jesus, she was, probably, the
say in two or three sentences ; but, as if a best among them—quite a decent and resstream of repetitions reiterating his opinion, pectable lady. As an individual we had
were demonstration of the truth, he inflicted nothing to say for or against her, having no
upon the meeting a perfect flood of verbiage. certain information concerning her; we supFrom existing indications, he might have pose, however, that common report is corswept on without exhaustion till midnight, rect, and that she is as estimable as he defilling the air with a volume of sound. We clared. But this aside. Our argument had
had, therefore, to shut off the inundation by to do with her as the constitutional chief of
closing the door of his mouth. We remind- of one of the Sin-Powers of the world. As
ed him that instead of asking a question, he such, she claims to be the Head of the
was extemporizing an interminable speech. Church of England and Ireland, absurdly
The audience was there to hear and inquire styled the Church of Christ, and acknowlfrom us; we to speak and explain to them, edged as a branch thereof even by Dissentnot for disputation, but for their informa- ers. She legislates in spirituals, and decrees
dogmas utterly subversive of the truth; for
tion and consideration. Therefore, having quod facit per olios, fadt per se. Besides
said all he was able to say, he would be so making the word of God of none effect by
good as to resume his seat, that others, if her legislation, she allies herself with the
any, might inquire.
basest of powers, "full of the names of
Having disposed of him, a preacher rose blasphemy "; and is found aiding and abetand asked if we considered the nature of ting " the destroyers of the earth." She is
Jesus were peccable ? By " peccable " we the patron of Juggernaut; and endower of
supposed he meant able to sin ? " Yes." Maynooth for the manufacture of Jesuits,
Perceiving that this would have involved us the enemies of God and man. She is sovin a "labyrinth, which at that late hour we ereign over 200,000,000 of people, and will
could not have extricated ourselves from | not surrender that sovereignty unless comsatisfactorily, we replied evasively that the i pelled by force of arms. She cannot be a
Scripture not having proposed such a ques- i Christian, and occupy such a position. She
tion, did not furnish a direct answer thereto. is of the world, and an incarnation of its
Under other circumstances we might have 5 principles. She is one of its friends, and a
said, that Jesus was capable of doing many \ principal hierophant of its " pomps and vanthings which he did not do. That he did ; ities"; which, however, by proxy, she promnot sin, and would not sin, " because God's j ised to renounce at her rhantism ; and by conseed remained in him " : but, on the suppo- 1 urination, when she professed to relieve her
sition of that seed, the truth, not being in
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sponsors of the obligations they had assumed tain the existence and ascendency of the
for her, she vowed to do in her own behalf. Anglo-Hibernian Church " as by law estabNow, of such the scripture saith, tftey are the lished," which no Bible-Christian could pos-enemies of God. Therefore it is written, sibly do. A Christian on the British throne
" Lovs not the world, nor the things in the would decree the abolition of the establishworld : if any one love the world, the love ment forthwith ; and confiscate all its reveof the^Father is not in him "—1 John ii. 15 : nues to the improvement and benefit of the
and again, " The friendship of the world is poor and needy. He would discountenance
enmity with God ; whosoever therefore will impostors, banish knaves and fools from his
be a friend of the world is the enemy of presence, and honor only the wise and good.
God "—James iv. 4. These testimonies are There would consequently be found among
condemnatory of the Queen, the Church of his courtiers no incarnations of articles
which she is the head, and of all its bishops, thirty-nine, or of the Westminster Confespriests, and deacons—of the whole system sion of Faith ; for they only would rejoice
called British. It is a power, like all others in the beams of his beneficence " who walked
constituted of " the enemies of God." Now uprightly, and worked righteousness, spake
God's enemies in possession of the nations, be the truth from their hearts, and did not
they monarchists or republicans, are possess- violate their word." Such an one upon the
ors of what belongs to Christ; for it is writ- throne of Britain could only be maintained
ten concerning him, " I will give thee the there by Omnipotence ; for those who surnations for thine inheritance, and the utter- round that throne being the enemies of God,
most parts of the earth for thy possession." would rebel and seek the destruction of the
If a man occupy the possession of another, ruler that should undertake to govern in Hie
and build a house upon it, without being fear. The world may deem this doctrine unable to produce any other title-deed than charitable, and even insulting to majesty and
successful violence, he is a usurper of the its satellites. May be so; but what is that
real owner's rights. This is the case of the to us, who are not of the world ? God's word
Queen-Power represented in the person of is the truth, and has no consolation for the
Lady Victoria Guelph. If Christ were to disobedient, nor flatteries for the great. We
appear in Jerusalem to-morrow, she would came not to Toronto to do either ; but to
not voluntarily surrender the sovereignty of show the doctrine of the kingdom of God,
the British Empire into his hands. If she which is to " break in pieces and subdue all
were so disposed to do as an individual, her other kingdoms, and itself to stand for ever."
ministers, nobility, clergy, gentry and rich The British is a great dominion ; but its desmen, would not consent to it; and if she tiny, like all others, is to perish for eyer, when
persisted, they would compel her to abdicate, " He shall come whose right it is to reign,"
and would set up another, less scrupulous, in and "put down the mighty fromtheir thrones."
her stead: for they would know that he Let majesty and its satellites take care of
would " send the rich empty away." Be- themselves ; be it ours to believe and (i obey
cause, therefore, this will be the policy of the truth, leaving loyalty to those who
all the powers, it is decreed, that Jesus shall mind earthly things."
break them with a rod of iron ; and dash
[TJ be Continued]
them in pieces as a potter's vessel. Would
he do this if the powers were not resistant
usurpers of his rights and the rights of all
The Gospel of the Kingdom.
his brethren? The fact of his having to
W E perceive from the following excellent
take possession of his own by violence is
proof that his rights are usurped and abeyed letter, which we transfer from the Tri- Weekly
by his enemies, of whom the " pious and ex- Commercial of Aug. 20, that brethren Ancellent " Lady Victoria is by birth, educa- derson and Magruder of Virginia have been
tion, and position, one. If she would be- lecturing in Henderson, Ky., on the Kingdom
come a Christian, she must believe the gospel of the kingdon and name of Jesus of God. Perhaps they will inform our readChrist, and be immersed. There is but one ers of some particulars. They will, doubtway of salvation, for prince and beggar. less, be glad to know. The letter referred to
She would then have practically to "re- is as follows:
nounce the pomps and vanities of this vain
MESSRS. EDITORS :—As one of the parties,
And wicked world," as it reads in the prayerbook of her church ; which would involve referred to in your respectful notice of the
her abdication, and retirement into private mission of Mr. Anderson and myself to KenAnd unfashionable life. She could no longer tucky, inserted in a late number of the Comfoccpy the throne of Britain and Ireland; mercial, I ask leave to suggest some correcor thue coronation oath requires her to main- tion of the views and sentiments you attributed to us.
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We do not announce in our " preaching' of the reign of Christ and the immortalized
or lectures, as we prefer to call them, (for saints is the Millennium, or one thousand
neither of us belongs to the clerical order,) years. That at the end of this period he will
" the dawn of the millenium" in the sense oi summon the wicked dead to judgment, who
its being already begun, nor that Christ will have slumbered in the grave during the milbe " a second time incarnated;" neither do lennial glory—will judge and punish them
we maintain that the resurrection and judg- according to their deeds, which punishment
ment of all mankind will take place at the will terminate in their destruction—that the
same time, nor that Christ, when he comes, devil himself and all his works, including
will reign over the resurrected saints. On wicked men, sin and death, shall be destroyed
these points our faith is somewhat different together—the kingdom will then be delivered
from your version of it. We hold that the up to the Father, who will then be All in
Millennium is the personal reign of Christ All—that thenceforth the tabernacle of God
on earth for one thousand years, and conse- shall be with men. He will dwell with them
quently that it is yet future—that he will ap- (instead of the orthodox but unscriptural
pear a " second time," not incarnated—or, in theory of their going to Heaven to live with
the flesh—but as the Lord from Heaven in him) (Rev. 20 chap.,) and the earth thus regreat power and glory, attended by the holy deemed from sin and every curse and fitted
angels—will subdue the world under him and up as a glorious and magnificent dwelling
then establish his reign—not over the saints, place, shall become the eternal abode of a
but over the nations of the earth, whom he race of immortal and glorious beings, chosen
will rule in righteousness and with an om- out from among the various generations of
nipotent sceptre. His kingdom will then be men who have in preceding ages peopled its
" come" and consequently, " God's will will bevast surface.
done on earth as it is in heaven:"—ie. perfectIt is the offer of this glorious and sublime
ly. Thus, the Lord's prayer will have been destiny to all men freely who are willing to
answered, for "thine (his) is the kingdom accept it on the terms our Great Creator has
and the power and the glory." Thus " the disclosed and defined in his Word, that conheathen (nations) will become his inheritance stitutes the Gospel and makes it emphatiand the uttermost parts of the earth his pos- cally " glad tidings of great joy which shall
session." Then " they that dwell in the wil- be to all people." God invites all to the digderness shall bow before him and his enemies nity and honor of his Kingdom and glory,
shall lick the dust—all kings shall bow down and however heretical such sentiments may
before him—all nations shall serve him. His sound in orthodox ears, we are prepared to
name shall endure forever. Men shall be show, by a fair, candid and common sense, as
blessed in him and all nations shall call him well as exegetical interpretation of the sacred
blessed. The kingdoms of this world will oracles, that the above is the only consistent
have become the kingdoms of our Lord and and harmonious system propounded in the
his Christ, and the promise long ago made to bible.
Abraham " that in his seed (the Christ) all
It is not to add any force to arguments
the nations of the earth shall be blessed," drawn from the Highest source, but to prowhich Paul calls the gospel preached to Abra- pitiate your readers, if possible, to a more
ham, (see Gallatians, 3d chapter and 8th respectful and considerate examination of a
verse) will be accomplshed.
subject so imposing, that I venture to cite, in
In regard to the part that the saints or conclusion, the testimony on the premises beredeemed Christians are to bear in this dra- fore us (from many) of those whom the world
ma in human affairs, we maintain that the delights to dignify with its respect and conscriptures teach that contemporaneously fidence. T. B. Macaully, the great essayist
with the coming of the Lord from Heaven, and historian of the age, says,—Essays, p.
the saints of all ages now sleeping in their 688:
graves, will rise from the dead in new, glorious, powerful, immortal bodies, and with the
"The Christian believes, as well as the
living Christians, who are changed and im- Jew that at some future period the present
mortalized in the twinkling of an eye, will be order of things will come to an end; nay,
caught up to meet the Lord in the air, (see 1 many Christians believe that the Messiah will
Thess. 4c. 13,18,) will descend with him to shortly establish his kingdom on earth and
the Mount of Olives, near Jerusalem, and will reign visibly over all the inhabitants. The
become, not the subjects, but the associate number of people who hold this doctrine is
kings and rulers, over the nations with Him very much greater than the number of Jews
whom God has appointed " King of Kings in England. Many of those who hold it are
and Lord of Lords—that this is the first res- distinguished by rank, wealth and ability. It
urrection (Rev. 20 chap.) in which the right- is preached from the pulpits of both the Scoteous and holy have part. That the period tish and English churches. Noblemen ani
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members of Parliament have written in defence of it."
REspectfulJy submitted,
ALLAN B. MAURUDER.
Henderson co., Aug. 18,1856.

How ignoble to yield to slavery that intellect which kind heaven gave thee to improve. Let us listen to advice, revere the
opinions of the wise, examine evidence, keep
both ears wide open to the voice of reason,
and carefully avoid a stubborn spirit, and
yet be independent. Let us examine the
ground on which we stand, even if it hath
the landmarks of the fathers upon it. Give
us a little originality of thought, shake off
the yoke of mental bondage, and be a man—
\ an intelligent, thinking man. You owe this
to yourself, to the author of your being, and
to the cause of mental progress and mental
liberty.—Chris. Tet.

Intellectual Independence.
W E regret to say that there are but few,
comparatively, who are independent in their
thoughts. That class who make it a virtue
to differ with every one else, are the slaves
of caprice and vanity, instead of intellectual
freemen.
True intellectual independence no more
disregards historic facts, scientific truths and
reason's gems, than political liberty defies
Extravagance in Dress.
law, order and justice.
THE Philadelphia Ledger has an article on
Children generally regard the opinions and
theories of their parents as being as precious this subject very much to the point. It says,
as their birthrights. It is true that the "A fashionable dry goods dealer advertises a
opinions of the aged, experienced and wise lace scarf, worth fifteen hundred dollars.—
should have their proper influence ; but is it Another has a bridal dress for which he asks
proper that intellectual identity should be twelve hundred dollaes. Bonnets at two
given up ? To the Great Teacher we are hundred dollars are not unfrequently sold.
responsible for our faith and opinions. Can Cashmeres for three hundred dollars and upwe transfer those responsibilities to another, wards are seen by dozens in a walk along
or must we stand for ourselves, approved or Broadway. A hundred is quite a common
price for a silk gown. In a word, extravacondemned ?
How can we determine how we would have gance in dress has reached a height which
others do unto us, and the consequent duties would have "frightened our prudent grandwe owe to them ; unless we think for our- mothers, and appalled their husbands. A
fashionable lady spends annually on her miliselves?
Intellectual slavery prevents the free ex- ner, mantua-maker and lace dealer, a sum
ercise of the intellect, and of course the that would have supported an entire housemental improvement resulting from such ex- hold, evee in her own rank of life, in the days
of Mrs. Washington. A thousand dollars a
ercise.
Another evil resulting from this mental year is considered, we are told, quite a narservitude is, that it regards hoary-headed row income for such purposes, among those
doctrines, however erroneous, and long es- pretending to be " injsociety," in some of our
tablished usages, laws and institutions, how- cities. Add to this the expenditure for opera
ever bad, as sacred relics of the past, not to tickets, for a trip to the Springs, and for a
be changed or even questioned. By it score of little .inevitable et ceteras, and the
demagogues control parties, and lead them reader will get some idea of the comparativeto the support of measures inexpedient or ly wanton waste of money, carried on vear
after year, by thousands, if not .ens of thoupositively wrong.
It forbids the Bible to the common people, sands, of American women."
or imposes the opinions of councils, priests,
The Ledger continues:
doctors or reverends on them as possessing
" Do these human butterflies improve their
almost if not equal claims on their minds intellect, enlarge their culture, or elevate their
and consciences. The reverend divine stands characters b£ this spendthrift svstem! On
before the people and saith, " thus meaneth the contrary, they deteriorate all. Do they
the Lord," and they answer, yea. The son bestow additional happiness on their husbelieves what the father does, the father be- bands and fathers ? The very reverse; for
lieves what his pastor does, and the pastor to sustain these extravagances, the father or
has made it his business for years to believe husband, as the case may be, toils late and
what the fathers tJumgJd the Apostles be- early, consumes his health, and often is driven
lieved.
into wild speculations that end in utter ruin.
When this tyranny enters the moral world Do they win the approval of the other sex ?
it exalts human notions and human laws Never was the esteem of any worthy man
above divine authority and divine law. It secured by a costly, reckless style of dress.
suppresses the verdict of reason, and stifles All that this perilous extravagance effects, is
to to gratify a miserable, personal vanity.
the convictions of conscience.

Pleasures of Contentment.
The fostering of one of the most petty of
human vices is the only result of these spendthrift habits. Mrs. Potiphar prames herself
on having outshone her rival in laces, at
some grand soiree, or in having worn more
jewels; and that is the single, barren harvest
which she reaps by an expenditure of thousands. Can the pampering of such vanity
benefit her or others? Alas! the women
who live for such triumphs as these, whose
whole souls are given to diamonds and dress,
are little fitted to be wives or mothers, or
educators of children. When the Roman
matrons sunk to a similar condition, Borne
began, from that hour, to decline.
" Fortunately for our [country, however,
such painted triflers form cut a small minority of the women of America. Unfortunately,
however, their influence on society is greater
than their numbers, for to their extravagance
and vanity is united a presumption, which
asserts for themselves socially a tuperiority
over the rest of their country-women; and
this superiority, so undeserved, is conceded
to them, partly because of their claim to it,
and partly because of their apparent wealth.
They are thus enabled practically to give a
tone to sneiety at large. In city circles less
ostentatious, in country'villages, and even in
western farm houses, there extravagance and
vanity is copied, thi in half the families in
the land, females spend upon their dress
more t an they can afford. With too many,
happily we need not say with all, adorning
the person takes the place of mental culture.
To be showily dressed, is often considered
of more moment than to be graceful, umiable
and intelligent. Where will all this end ? If
this continues for another generation, where
will we be?"—Boston Herald.
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the Government has been pleased to instruct
Mr. Consul Finn, of Jerusalem, to interfere
to prevent any future persecution, and who
(according to the further tenor of his instructions,) has made a grant of £50 towards
their relief. Upon the question being mooted by the Earl of Shaftesbury as to the
amount required for the assistance of this,
community, their agent, Jacob esh Shelalz,,
said that he had not been commissioned to·
collect any definite sum, but thought that
about £600 would be sufficient to meet their
present emergencies, though £2,000 would
not restore them to their former state. Were
it not for the extreme reverence attached by
the Samaritans to their books, especially
to the unique Pentateuch, they need not, be
in so much poverty; for travellers have offered enormous sums for very small MSS. in
the Samaritan character. These books are,
however, jealously kept by the community,
and it is only by very great favor and influence that I have been able from time to time
to purchase a few for Mr. Consul Finn, for
the British Museum. The MS. roll of the
law alluded to, is preserved with the most
religious care—is only taken out of its case
twice a year, on certain holy festivals; after
which it is returned to its case with many
coverings. The Samaritans believe that
this MS. was written by Abishai, the grandson Eleazar, the High Priest, who was one
of the sons of Aaron. It is a remarkable
fact that the priesthood, which is strictly
hereditary, is likely to become extinct, seeing
that the present priest, Amran, has no children. Should that contingency happen, the
community must either—according to the
confident hope expressed by Bishop Gobat—
embrace the Christian faith,* or they will»
after an uninterrupted worship of nearly
4,000 years, be at last left without a sacrifice,
as the Jews are at the present day. The
fact of the continued sacrifices amongst the
Samaritans has been denied; but I have been
an eye-witness to their passover sacrifice on
mount Gerizim, which was in strict conformance with the law of Moses.f It was to me one
of the most interesting scenes connected with
Biblical history."

The Samaritans.
MR. E. T. Rogers, Η. Β. Μ., Vice-Consul
at Caiffa, in Palestine, writes; " The exact
number of the Samaritan community in
Nablous, (that is, the Nablous district,) is
195, including men, women and children.
They are thus far diminished and impoverished by many unfortunate circumstances—
namely, first by oppression, by fines, imprisonment, and even, in some cases, by perPleasures of Contentment
secution unto death from the Mohammedans
I HAVE a rich neighbor that is always so
of Nablous. Secondly, by their unexpected busy that he has no leisure to laugh; the
intermarriages; and thirdly,by the famine whole business of his life is to get money,
so severely felt in the year 1853. Having and more money, that he may still get more
been obliged to sell or pledge many valuables
belonging to their place of worship, they at
* An impoeeiple thing under existing circumstances.
last determined to send a messenger to Eng- \ They might embrace Protestantism or Popery, or some
other hei esy in their country; but not the Chiisti&n
land for the collection of alms ; and intrusted ) faith, for that is beyond their reach,—Editor.
Jacob esh Shelalz with two petitions, one ^ t That cannot be; for that law requires the Passover
addressed to Her Majesty and the other to to be observed in the place Jehovah should choose for
name: that place was Jerusalem, and not on Mount
the British public. In answer to the former, his
Gerizim—Editor.
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and more money. He is still drudging on,
saying what Solomon says, "The diligent
hand maketh rich." And it is true, indeed ;
but he considers not that it is not in the
power of riches to make a man happy; for
it was wisely said by a man of great observation, " that there be as many miseries beyond
riches as on this side of them." And yet
Heaven deliver us from pinching poverty,
and grant that, having a competency, we may
be content and thankful. Let us not repine,
or so much as think the gifts of God unequally dealt, if we see another abound with
riches, when, as God knows, the cares that
are the keys that keep those riches hang
often so heavily at the rich man's girdle, that
they clog him with weary days and restless
nights, even when others sleep quietly. We
see but the outside of the rich man's happiness ; few consider him to be like the silkworm, that, when she seems to play, is at the
same time spinning her own bowels, and consuming herself. And this many rich men do,
loading themselves with corroding cares to
keep what they have already got. Let us,
therefore, be thankful for health and competency, and above all for a quiet conscience.
—Izaak Walton,

Has Man an Immortal Soul 1
THE doctrine of the immortality of the
soul has been taught and believed for ages.
It has universally obtained assent:—Protestant, Catholic, Mahommedan, Jew, and Pagan, have all given in their adherence to the
doctrine, and made it a prominent feature
of their religious belief. Philosophers maintain that the light of nature alone is sufficient to prove the immortality of the soul;
while ministers of religion (the religious
guides of the people) teach that it has been
revealed to man in the Divine record. And
poets, taking that for truth which is sanctioned by the philosophy and religion of the
age, have interwoven the doctrine in their
verse, and with rapture have sung of the
godlike character of man as imparted by it.
One of them (Montgomery) has expressed
the sentiment beautifully and emphatically
in the following stanza:—
" The 8iiη is bat a spark of lire,
A transient meteor in the sky,
The soul immortal as its sire,
Shall never die."

All this may be very pleasing to the fancy, and very congenial to the pride of man's
unregenerate nature,—but is it true ? Is man
possessed of this inherent immortality ? We
know of no way to decide this point except
by an appeal to the Scriptures. They alone

can safely direct in this matter; and their
decision must be final.
In the investigation of this subject we
shall endeavour to write so as to be easily
understood. We shall not inquire at the
shrine of philosophy, nor make Socrates or
Plato our standard of appeal. The Bible
alone is our text book, and by its decision
we shall abide.
1. We would remark, in the first place,
that there is presumptive evidence to believe
that man is not possessed of an immortal
soul, from the fact, that nowhere in the Bible, from the first chapter of Genesis to the
last of Revelations, is the word immortal
prefixed to the word soul, or in any way
connected with it. Yet from the universal
belief on this point, we should suppose it
could be found on every page. Is it not
strange that in the absence of such a term
in God's book, that it should continually be
made use of by those who profess to be
God's ministers ?
2. Further, the word immortal is found
only once in the Scriptures, and then it is
applied to God. The following is the passage-—" Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the only wise God, be honor
and glory forever and ever," 1 Tim. i. 17.
The word immortality occurs only five times,
and is never used by inspired men in connection with soul. The word is found in
the following quotations: " Who will render
to every man according to his deeds : to
them who, by patient continuance in welldoing, SEEK for glory, honor, and immortality, eternal life," Rom. ii. 6, 1. The word
here translated immortality in the original
is aphtharsian, rendered in other places incorruption; hence it ought to be so in this
passage. However, it matters little which
word we take, for if a man attain to incorruptibility, he will necessarily be immortal.
But mark this, the apostle Paul makes the
obtaining of eternal life, to depend upon the
seeking for immortality by persevering in
well-doing. Now, it would be absolute folly
to seek for that which we possess inherently.
For what a man has, why does he yet seek
for ? Therefore, we infer from this doctrine
of the apostle that man has not an immortal soul. In 1 Cor. xv. 53, 54, we read,—
" This mortal must put on immortality," etc.
The word immortality occurs twice in these
two verses. But it refers to the body, not
the soul. By examining the whole chapter
the reader will find that the writer was proving that there should be a resurrection of
the dead—a change from a state of corruption to a state of incorruption; from dishonor to glory; from weakness to power.
He makes no mention of the soul whatever,
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in connection with immortality—it is the the fall and condemnation of man to favor
body of the sleeping saint he writes about. immortal soulism? We think not. Man
1 Tim. i. 17—"Who ONLY hath immor- was placed at the head of creation, but untality" This is applied to the invisible der law to his Maker. That law he disGod; who is in reality the only immortal obeyed, and incurred its penalty. The law
spirit in the universe. Where, then, are the was this—"Of every tree of the garden
immortal souls spoken of by the priests of thou mayest freely eat; but of the tree
religion? It would seem nowhere. 2 Tim. of the knowledge of good and evil thou shalt
i. 16—" And hath brought life and immor- not eat of i t : for in the day that thou
tality to light through the gospel." Here eatest thereof thou shalt surely die," Gen.
also the word is incorruptibility according ii. 16, 17. The tempter came and said,
to the Greek text. The oospel is the grand " Ye shall not surely die.'* iii. 4 ; unbelief
medium by which this immortality is made was engendered; the fruit was partaken
known, and through which it is to be ob- of, and thus the law was broken. Then
followed the sentence of condemnation—" In
tained.
We have now quoted every passage in the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread,
which the word immortality occurs, and till thou return unto the ground; for out of
have found nothing to support the popular it wast thou taken ; for dust thou art, and
theory, but rather positive evidence to the unto dust shalt thou return," v. 19. This
contrary. Now, where will the advocates of sentence resolves Adam, the living soul,
immortal soulism get evidence to support back to his kindred dust. " The wages of
their doctrine? Direct testimony there is sin is death ;" " the soul that sinneth, it shall
none. The Bible is silent on the subject, die." This is the law of Jehovah.
so far as we have examined. Let us look a ; But gays an objector, " it is the body only
little further.
that is spoken of here." Produce your au3. Does the creation of man furnish any thority, sir. God said it of the living soul
proof that he has an immortal soul ? Let which he had made—" THOU (Adam) shalt
us examine. In Job xxxiii. 4, it is said, surely die." Your doctrine inculcates that
" The Spirit of God hath made me, and the the mind, soul, or spirit is the real person—
breath of the Almighty hath given me life;" the jewel within the casket—and that it can
and Moses, in his account of the formation exist without the body. If so, then it was
of man, says—" And the Lord God formed the soul of Adam which was addressed.
man of the dust of the ground, and breathed You say, the mind is immaterial, and thereinto his nostrils the breath of life ; and man fore immortal; now that which is immortal
became a living soul," Gen. ii. 7. Mark cannot die; but you make God to say that
this, " A LIVING soul"—not an immortal one. it shall surely die. No, it was Adam, as a
And what is this breath of life which makes person—composed of body, soul, and spirit
a man of organized clay into a living soul ? —who was to be deprived of existence, and
It is nothing more nor less than atmospheric to mingle ultimately with the dust from
air as it exists around us. We prove this which he was taken. "The dust shall reevery day by our experience and observation. turn to the earth as it was, and the spirit (or
If inhaling this breath or air confers immor- breath of life) to God who gave it," Eccles*
tality on man, then it does also on all ani- xii. 7. The Psalmist, referring to the end of
mals that breathe it; for they are also .called man, saya—" His breath goeth forth, he re" living souls." See margin of Gen. i. 20, turneth to his earth; in that very day his
30. There is no difference between man thoughts perish" Psa. cxlvi. 4. Ponder
and animals as to their origin, and the mo- this passage, ye believers in immortal souls 1
dus operandi of sustaining life. Hear what for if man's thoughts perish, there surely ia
the wisest of men has written—" As the one not, cannot be immortal existence.
dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they have all
But there is another point worthy of noone breath; so that a man hath no pre- tice. There was a tree in Eden called " the
eminence (in this respect) above a beast: tree of life." This tree it appears had the
all go unto one place: all are of the dust, property of imparting immortality. Hear
and all turn to dust again," Eccles. iii. 19, what the Lord Elohim says—" And now,
20. And Job also asserts the same doctrine lest he put forth his hand, and take also of
—" If God sets his heart upon man, if he the tree of life, and eat, and live forever»
gather unto himself his spirit and his breath ; So he drove out the man," Gen. iii. 22.
all flesh shall perish together, and man shall Adam had eaten of one tree, which was to
turn again into dust," Job. xxxiv. 14, 15. him the tree of death—but had not partaThese passages afford no proof for the im- ken of the Ufe-gWmg tree. If Adam had
mortality of man.
immortality there was no need for this tree,
4. Can we find anything connected with or of guarding the way to it, in order to
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prevent him from becoming immortal in his
rebellion against God. Hence man was shut
out from eternal life; and would have become extinct as though he had never been,
unless God had offered life through Jesus
Christ.
Let us now recapitulate. We have seen
that the terms immortal soul and immortal-

ity of the soul were unknown to the sacred
writers—that the words immortal and immortality occur only four times in the Bible, and are applied to God and the resurrected bodies of the saints—that the creation
of man affords no evidence of his immortality—that his sentence of condemnation
proves his mortalityt and that his expulsion
from Eden in whicn was the tree of life, secured the full execution of the sentence, and
cut off all hope of his living forever. Thus,
so far as we have examined, no evidence has
been found to prove that man has an immortal soul.
There is another class of Scripture passages which we propose to bring forward,
which will conclusively prove that " Eternal
Life is the GIFT of God, through Jesus
Christ our Lord."—Gospel Banner.

The Restoration of Israel.
Ys people of Israel remember the days,
When God for your fathers so wondrously wrought;
He etill is a God who Hie glory displays,
And gladness shall yet to his people be brought
Divided and peel'd as a people are ye:
The darkness of night is the noon of your day:
But gladsome and glorious your gathering shall be,
And sorrow and sighing shall far away flee.
Already the Highest outstretches his hand,
Already He calls from the height of the Heaven:
41
Ye captives of Israel, return to your land,
u
The land which to you by my covenant is given.
" Ο why are ye slow to possess it again;
"For your's never land of the stranger must be r
"Am I not Eternal, your cause to maintain,
M
And bring you again from the deeps of the sea?"
The sign of the highest is red in the sky,
And pestilence and war go before Him, and burn;
But freedom shall be, and salvation is nigh,
Betorn, Ο ye captives of Israel, return t

" THE PROTESTANT FAITH."—One of our

Church contemporaries, we observe, uses the
preposterous phrase, Protestant faith. We
nad hoped that Catholic Churchmen were
The Strength of Popery in North. America.
discarding such absurdities. How, in the
SAYS a Catholic writer:—" Whoever un- name of common sense, is it possible that
dervalues the spiritual power of the Church ; there can be such a thing as Protestant faith ?
in the United States, wanders in a fearful ' Why, faith is a positive thing; but Proteslabyrinth. We have not only seven arch- tant is a negative,—it is to deny a doctrine,
bishops, thirty-three bishops, and seventeen not to affirm it; to protest against it, not
hundred and four priests, all in the service of to profess it. The term, therefore, is merely
the Pope and Church, but we have also one of negation. If one says he is a Protesthirty-one colleges, thirty-seven seminaries, tant, he means he is not a Romanist; but
and a hundred and seventeen female acade- he may be a Socinian, a Mormon, a Jew,
mies, all founded by the Jesuits, bringing for they are not Romanists. All the Sects,
danger and death to unbelief and misbelief Socinians and Mormons included, unite in
to American Know Nothingism and un- protesting against not only Popery, but
American Radicalism.
Episcopacy, and therefore are all Protestant. But a faith must be something that is
" And the hierarchial bands, which, like a believed in, not something that is protested
golden thread, surround forty-one dioceses against. And so of the Christian religion.
and two apostolic vicariates, and stretches It is quite absurd to speak of it as the Profrom the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific, and testant religion, since a religion must of
maintains an invisible, secret, magnetic con- course be distinguished, not by what it renection with Rome—this hierarchy is to us a nounces, but by what it professes. Surely
sure guarantee that the Church, perhaps af- it is better to be right than wrong in such
ter severe struggles and suffering, will one day expressions.—Churchman.
come off victorious over all the sects of
America. It is computed that there are at
present more than two millions of Catholic
inhabitants in the United States, who are
AN ARAB PROVERB says : By six qualities
baptized and confirmed Catholic soldiers of may a fool be known—Anger without cause,
the Lord, and who, at the first summons, will speech without profit, change without motive,
assemble in rank and file ; then will men not j inquiry without an object, putting trust in a
undervalue the power of the Catholic Church j stranger, and wanting capacity to discrimiin the United States."
j nate between friend and foe.

H E R A L D
OF

THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
"And intheirdays, evenof tlwse kings, the God of heaven ihallset up A KINGDOM which shallnever perish, and
A OOHisms.that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder and bring to an end all these kingdom s
and itself shall stand for eoer.»»—DANIEL.
JOHN THOMAS, E-J.]

NEW

YORK, DECEMBER, 1856.

••A Boldly Bad Work."
IN a letter addressed to the editor of " The
Star," a paper published in the island of
Guernsey, the writer says concerning "Elpis
Israel" that it is a "boldly bad work."
Having read it, he testifies that he can say
that it is a painful compound of heresy, false
doctrine, and railing against dignities. " In
it," says he, " Dr. T. denies the divine glory
of the Lord Jesus, and assails His perfect
humanity, rejects the personality both of the
Holy Spirit, and of Satan, explodes the immateriality of the soul and the eternal punishment of the wicked, and, if I recollect
aright, for justification by faith substitutes
salvation by baptism ; destroying in short
every fundamental truth of revelation, save
those of the resurrection, and the future >
kingdom of God, but even those cast in the
corrupt mould of Cerinthus. Such are the
doctrinal views, or rather the infidelity, of the
psrson commended in ' the Coming Struggle,' as the first to find the key of prophecy.
May all Christians.be kept from the influence of so blind a guide ! And what can
avail prophetic notions, even if correct,
whore all the foundations of Christianity are
thus destroyed?"
The veracious zealot for orthodoxy who
penned the above, signs himself " W. K.;"
and appears to have been so enamoured of
his own beauty in the Guernsey print, that
he could not resist the temptation of giving
α still wider currency to his lucubrations, in
republishing them for gratuitous distribution in tract form. Who this anonymous
tractarian may be, we have no knowledge.
His zeal for the"dignities,'7 "which say
they are Apostles, and are nott but are found
to be liars,'7 Rev. ii. 2—alleged to be so unceremoniously treated by Elpis Israel, would
lead us to conclude that he was a loyal ina-

morato of the
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ANGLO-HIBERNIAN HARLOT,*

whose Act of Parliament institutions and
dogmas he has mistaken for the Christianity
of the Bible! But be he whom he may, it is of
little consequence ; and to whatever sect he
may belong he is no credit, seeing that the
doctrine of his pietism has not taught him
to speak the truth. A blind man is an object of commiseration ; but a zealot who
says " I see," and with his eyes open bears
false witness against his neighbor, deserves
to be bastinadoed with many stripes. Ί his
is " W. K.'s" desert; for he says he has read
Elpis Israel, and yet affirms that it teaches
doctrines that can nowhere be found in it,
from first to last.
If " W. K." had affirmed that Elpis Israel
destroyed every view taken by him of what he

calls the " fundamental truths of revelation,"
we should probably have acquiesced, when
we came to know what his views were ; but
to affirm without such qualification, that
Elpis Israel destroys by its exposition the
fundamental truths themselves, is what he,
nor any other reviewer, has never yet been
able to show. They who understand what
we teach, know that" W. K. " is a false witness. If Elpis Israel is to be judged by the
semi-Popery of England's State Church, we
have nothing to say against the charge of
" heresy and false doctrine." We simply
content ourselves in this case with denying
the Christianity of the Church of England in
toto. When its " dignities" and lovers shall
have proved its virgin purity—its identity
in faith, spirit, and practice, with the system
founded by Jesus and his Apostles—we shall
• ROME, " the Mother of all churches ;M the Church
the "HARLOTS" she hath produced in her converse with
ihe kings. Henry VIII, Cranmer, Luther, Calvin, Knox,
Λο., the sonsof Romanism, the generators of State Harlots, and all the Ecclesiastical Abominations of the
earth. Rev. xvii.4 i 5 ; xiv. 4. With these " Women"
the saints are not defiled."
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entities ! The3e are the foundations of the
inanities of " Christendom"—the fundamentals of its Christianity. Its gospels are
for the salvation of an immateriality from
torment in fire and brimstone for ever!
Now, if it be proved that the subject of
God's salvation is material or something;
that is, the mortal body (Rom. viii. 2), it is
also proved, that his salvation has nothing
to do with the salvation of immateriality,
which is in truth nothing; and the gospels of
IMMATERIALITY AND ENDLESS Christendom are consequently demolished.
TORMENT EXPLODED.
" W. K.," blind as he is, can see this ; and
" W. K." says that Elpis Israel " ex- >therefore he charges Elpis Israel with" deplodes the immateriality of the soul and the stroying every fundamental truth of revelaeternal puuishment of the wicked." Very tion." There can be no doubt but that Elpis
good. If this be so, then " the imma- Israel's exposition does destroy "every fundateriality" and " the eternal punishment;" in mental" of Christendom's Christianity in exthe scholastic sense, cannot be true ; unless ploding the immaterial ism it has stolen from
it be possible to " explode" the truth.
If Plato. Its author rejoices in such an explothese dogmas be true, it is easy to demon- sion ; for with him no truth is more selfstrate them from Moses and the Prophets, evident than that the chistianity of Chrisand from Jesus and the Apostles, whose I tendom is not the Christianity of the Bible.
teaching was in harmony with them. But • But, in exploding the dogma of immatethis has never yet been done, and cannot be >riality, the truths of revelation have been undone ; for the Gentile foolishness current up- touched. Elpis Israel's explosions have
on these subjects in the schools of divinity, strengthened their position by silencing the
is not there. The Bible teachee the post artillery of those who object to Christianity
re3urrectional immortality, or deathlessness ofbecause of its supposed connexion with Plaan incorruptible body, not an immaterial soultonism and Plutonism, the soulology and
hereditarily existent in sinful flesh. This is devilology of paganism. These we heartily
mere pagan foolishness, or mesmerism run reject; but with full assurance of faith bemad. Immortality is for the righteous only.lieve and advocate the rewards and punishThe wicked have no part nor lot in it. Im- ments taught in the Scriptures of truth.
mortality is promised to those who seek for When called upon to defend the truth, we are
it by a patient continuance in well-doing, not encumbered with the defence of popish
Rom. ii. 7 ; and a reaping of flesh-corruption and protestant traditions; we reject them all,
is decreed for those who sow to the flesh, and are thereby strengthened, having only
Gal. vi. 8. Post^resurrectional flesh-corrup- to concentrate our forces on points impregtion, with its accompaniments, is the threat- nable to all assaults, because defended by the
ened punishment of the wicked who refuse simple letter of the word. Here we are ensubmission to the truth. As they are not trenched, and rest secure, fearing neither
immortal, they suffer pain and their pains Jew nor Gentile, "orthodox" nor infidel. The
terminate in death. Nowhere does the word of God is a strong tower; and no one
Bible teach the immortality of sinners. Im- ever yet advanced to storm it, but had sorely
mortality is for saints alone, to be received to repent of his temerity ; it is a sharp twoafter they have appeared before the judg- edged sword, and woe worth the day for that
ment-seat of Christ. Rom. xiv. 10 ; 2 Cor. man whose presumption provokes its temper
v. 10. In reading the latter text, leave out upon his flesh.
the italic words," done " and " his ;" they are
not in the original, and only pervert the I
sense Paul taught that " every one should THE DIVINE GLORY OF JESUS
NOT DENIED IN ELPIS ISRAEL.
receive the tilings in body according to that
he hath done, whether good or bad." Gen" Deny the divine glory of the Lord
tilism, or the contrary, teaches, that man Jesus." What next ? We may probably
shall receive the things done, out of and not deny what " W. K." styles 4; the divine
m, body ; hence it points to death, when glory ;" but the divine glory revealed in
what it terms " the soul " is out of the body, scripture, never.
We believe in " the
as the time and state in which good or bad glory which" the speaker of the words " had
is to happen to it. This is the very oppo- with the Father before the world was,"
site to Paul's teaching. The rewards and
punishments he proclaimed were for living ί John. xvii. 6 ; a glory which, we doubt not,
bodies, not for inconceivable immaterial would put " W. K." to his wits' end to define
according to the truth. That eternal glory
then begin to look about us with considerable anxiety for evidences to establish our
uniformity with Canterbury and Windsor ;
but till that can be done, we are as indifferent to the charge of " heresy and false
doctrine" from that quarter, as from any
other whose " lights " we can prove make
void the word of God by their traditions.

The JferJ'ect Humanity oj Jesus.
the Lord Jesu3 had not when he uttered the > lifting up the prepared body on the cross, and
words ; or he would not have prayed to the > the lifting up of the serpent in the wilderFather to impart it : but he hath it now ; ; ness ? If that body had not been perfectly
for " he was raised from the dead by the human in all things like our3, how could
dory of the Father," (Rom. vi. 41,) and God have " sent his Son in the likeness of
" received up into glory," ( 1 Tim. iii. sinful flesh ?" Is not sinful flesh perfectly
16,) where " God gave him glory," (1 Pet. i. human ? Is it not " flesh of sin ?" This is all
21,) having " crowned him with glory and the " perfect humanity" men are acquainted
honor," (Ileb. ii. 9,) as he had promised in with. If the body crucified had not been
Psalm viii. 5. With this glory he will re- thus perfectly human, how could sin have
appear upon the theatre of his reproach ; for < been condemned ix if ? Or, how could " the
" the Son of Man shall come in his glory Anointed," " his own self, have borne our
* * * and THEN shall he sit upon the throne sins IN his own body upon the tree ?" Read
of his glory." (Mat. xxv. 31,) " In the regen- Rom. viii. 2 ; 1 Pet. ii. 24, and think upon
eration" (ch. xix. 28) and "sitting and ruling them.
upon his throne, he shall be a priest upon his But, we suspect, that this is not " W. K?s."
throne ; and shall bear the glory." Zech. meaning, seeing that this is the doctrine of
vi. 13. Is this glory human or divine ? It Elpis Israel, which is obviously in harmony
is the glory we believe in, the glory per- with Scripture. He objects to the expositaining to Israelites," (Rom. ix. 4,} and tion there, and consequently denies that the
destined to fill the whole earth. (Numb, Son of God became incarnate in flesh like
xiv. 21 ; Ps. lxxii. 19 ; Isa. vi. 3,) as ex- ours ; and under the foolish idea of conferpounded in Elpis Israel.
ring a great honor on the Lord Jesus, asserts,
we presume, after the teaching of his sect,
that his body was made of a better kind of
THE PERFECT HUMANITY OF flesh than his brethren's!—that it was esJESUS.
sentially holy, pure, immaculate, and immorAnother charge, as baseless as the former, tal per se, and consequently in no one respect
is, that we deny " the perfect humanity of similar to human nature, or similar even to
Jesus." This is a phrase nowhere found in any creature whatever ! This is what the
Scripture concerning the Christ or Jesus ; so superstitions of " AV. K.'s" class of heretics
that we cannot tell how to define it by the style, " the perfect humanity of Jesus."
word of God. If by " perfect humanity" our They affirm that his flesh was a different and
accuser means that " the body prepared for" better flesh than "the brethren's"—that theirs
the Spirit was in every respect human, how is an imperfect, and his a perfect, humanity.
can he say that we deny it, when we fully But theirs is " the flesh," common to the
respond to the words of Paul, who saith, race of man. To say, then, that Jesus was
" Jesus truly taketh not hold of angels, but not made in all things like to this^that he
of the seed of Abraham he taketh hold : had a better nature—is to say that" Jesus
wherefore in all things it was necessary that did not come in the flesh." This is the heresy
he be made like to the brethren." The breth- that Elpis Israel is condemned for not teachIt is true, Elpis Israel affirms, that
ren constituting " the seed of Abraham" ing.
were and are perfectly human. There is Jesus came in sinful flesh ; but that notwithnothing of the angelic nature in their con- standing the plague of such a nature, he was
stitution ; but, on the contrary, one of the obedient in all thing3, " did no sin, nor was
best specimens of " the brethren" says,," in guile found in his mouth ;" in which sense
me? that is, in my flesh, " dwelleth no good there was no sin in him, "he was without sin;"
thing." (Rom. vii. 18.) He that saith this thus, " he who knew no sin, was made sin
of himself was "seed of Abraham," according for us, that we might become the righteousto the flesh, and spirit too. Now, this dis- ness of God in him." In opposition to this,
tinguished teacher of Christianity declares, Rome and her meretricious progeny heretithat " the body prepared for" the Spirit, or cally affirm, that Jesus did not come in the
Glory of the Father, was made like to his flesh; but in a different nature, which they
flesh, or body, " in all things ;" for, says he, style " immaculate." They perceive, how" It was necessary that he should be made ever, the difficulty of bringing a clean, unlike to his brethren in all things." This we wrinkled, spotless nature, out of an unclean;
believe firmly. If by " perfect humanity" so that they have fallen upon the expedient
our accuser means this, then his accusation of cleansing the nature of Mary, by a papal
falls to the ground; and it is manifest that decree. Protestants, the seed of the papacy,
we do not deny " the perfect humanity of however, would object, that they do not beJesus." If, in the days of his flesh, the Lord lieve in the immaculate conception of the
had not been perfectly human, what resem- Virgin ; true, but they believe the equivablance would there have been between the lent absurdity of pure and spotless flesh
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coming of sinful flesh ! Doth not the Scrip- the world.' He then gives the rule by
ture inquire, " How can he be clean that is which they are to be tried. " Hereby," conborn of woman ? The stars are not pure in tinues he, " know ye the spirit of God :
God's sight ; how much less man, who is a Every spirit that confesseth that the anointworm? And THE SON OF MAN, WHO IS A ed Jesus came in flesh is of God ; and every
WORM ?" Job. xxxv. 6. And that the spirit that confesseth not that the anointed
reader may see that this has reference to Jesus is come in the flesh is not of God : and
Christ, styled the Son of Man in the New this is that of the Antichrist which ye have
Testament, we will quote the words of the heard that it comes ; and is now in the world
Spirit in David concerning him, saying, " I already." Here, then, was the heresy, from
am a worm, and no man; a reproach of men, which has ripened the fruit of the " Immacuand despised of the people. All they that late Conception"—the latest edition of Antisee me laugh me to scorn ; they shoot out christ's infatuation and stupidity. Its seed
the lip, they shake the head, saying, He trustedwas sown by false prophets, or teachers, bein Jehovah that he would deliver him ; let fore popes and popery had raised aloft their
him deliver him if he delight in him.1' Ps. serpent forms. In the apostles' day it exxxii. 6. This was fulfilled to the letter in isted as a spirit, or dogma, opposed " to the
Jesus; for " they that passed by reviled him, doctrine of Christ," which did not acknowlwagging their heads. Likewise also the edge the distinctiveness of the Father and the
Chief Priests mocking, with the Scribes and Son, but merged them, as Gentile Sectaries
Elders, said, If he be the King of Israel, let of the Nineteenth Century do, into one.
him now come down from the cross, and we But, " he that abideth in the doctrine of
will believe him. He trusted in God ; let Christ, he hath both the Father and the Son,"
him deliver him now if he will have him, for —2 John 9 ; he maintains the real huhe said, I am the Son of God." Matt, xxvii. manity of Jesus, or the Father by the Spirit,
39-43.
manifested through Sinful Flesh ; or as Paul
To affirm, then, the immaculate nature of states it, "God manifest in the Flesh"—a
the body prepared for the Spirit, is as un- mystery incomprehensible to the darkness of
scriptural and absurd as to affirm the immac- the anti-christian apostasy. John i. 5.
ulate conception and nature of its virginThis heresy against the proper humanity
mother. One absurdity begets another ; of Christ is far more subtle than the counand the spirit of Antichrist has generated terpart of it, which denies His proper dithem both. These two heresies, idolized by vinity. The orthodox have never been slack
papists and protestants, prove them to be all in excommunicating those who reject this ;
of one family. They all, who claim to be but they had better look well to themselves ;
"orthodox," deny that Jesus came in the for the " Sinful Flesh" is as much an element
flesh. This is not a modern heresy ; but an of the divine Jesus, as " the Spirit." In
element of" the Mystery of Iniquity" which body, Jesus only differed from" other men in
was festering in "the heritages," 6t κλήροι paternity. God was the father of that body,
in the days of the apostles. " Many de- not Joseph; therefore the body was Son of
ceivers," says John, " are entered into the God, a3 Luke testifies of the first Adam.
world, who confess not that the anointed The logical consequences resulting from the
Jesus is come in flesh. This is the Deceiver denial of the true humanity of Jesus, are deand the Antichrist'' 2 John 7. In another structive of the Mystery of the Gospel; for
place, he styles these u deceivers" false if the Spirit did not take our nature, but a
prophets, or " spirits;'' for they professed to bettor nature, then is that better nature
have the Spirit, and to speak by it, like not our nature, and redeemed from whatever
the Gentile pietists and spiritualists of our curse it may have laid under, and been recday, who make the word of God of none onciled to God. But if the human nature
effect by their foolishness. In John's time of Christ were immaculate, (excuse the
there were those who really had divine gifts; phrase, Ο reader, for since the Fall we know
but when did men ever possess the genuine not of an immaculate human nature) then God
without the world being imposed upon by did not " send Jesus in the likeness of sinful
the counterfeit ? It was so in the heritages flesh ;" he did not " take hold of the seed of
of the first century ; and so great and subtle Abraham ;" he did not " become sin for us;"
did the evil become, that the authority of the " sin was" not " condemned in the flesh;" and
apostles themselves was imperiled. John, " our sins were" not" borne in his body upon
therefore, found it necessary to lay down a the tree." These things could not have
rule by which the true might be distinguish- been accomplished in a nature destitute of
ed from the false. " Beloved,'' says he, that physical principle styled " Sin in the
" believe not every spirit," or prophet; " but flesh." Decree the immaculateness of the
try the spirits, whether they be of God : be- body prepared for the Spirit, Psal. xl. 6.
cause many false prophets are gone out into Heb. x. 5, and the "Mystery of Christ" is
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destroyed, and the gospel of the kingdom j begettal as Jehovah's first-born from the
ceases to be the power of God for salvation, j dead ; not first in order of immortalization,
to those that believe it. If the Son of Man but first as pre-eminent over all. Of his redid not live a life of faith, and if he did not | surrection, it is written, " Thou art my Son,
experience all the temptations which we feel, | this day have I begotten thee." This was
then is his life, and his resistance of evil, no j his second begettal by the spirit; at the first,
example to us. But " he was tempted in all he was begotten of Mary after her nature ;
things after our likeness without sin ;" this, at the second, of the grave, with a nature inhowever, can only be admitted on the ground corruptible, glorious, and powerful—a spiritof his nature, and " the brethren's" being ex- ual body, or life-imparting Spirit; flesh and
bones " perfected" for evermore* This is a
actly alike; hence,
higher nature, and one to which few of
Ho knows what sore temptations are,
Adam's race have yet attained. Paul styles
For he has felt the same:
it
in Rom. i. 4, πνενμα άγιωσννης, pneuma
enticements within and persecutions without,
made up the sum of his " sufferings for us, hagiosunes, spirit of holine s, an hebraical
leaving us an example, that we should fol- expression for πνεύμα άγιον, pneuma
low in his steps; who did no sin, neither was hagion, holy spirit. His words are, " Jesus
was made of the seed of David according to
guile found in his mouth.''
flesh : and decreed Son of God in power acBut, as a last resort against all this, the cording to holy spirit, by resurrection from
doctors of the apostasy fall back upon the the dead." Hence, resurrected spiritual
saying of Gabriel, in Luke i. 35, that the body is holy spirit; because ** that which is
child to be born of Mary was a " holy thing," begotten from the spirit εκ, τον πνεύματος
and consequently of an immaculate nature. is spirit"—a clean and perfect nature. Such
But they forget that all the first-borns of is the Son of God now ; and such will " the
Israel were " holy things." Jesus was
Jehovah's first-born by Mary; and there- brethren" be, when he shall have made them
" equal to the angels," or
fore one of the first-borns of the nation : so ισαγγελοί
that the law of the first-borns applied to holy spirit.
him equally with the rest. " All the firstborn are mine ; for on the day that I smote
PERSONALITY OF THE HOLY
all the first-bom in the land of Egypt I
SPIRIT.
hallowed unto me all the first-born in Israel,
Personality is defined " the existence or
both man and beast : mine shall they be : I
am Jehovah." Hence, the holiness of Mary's individuality of any one. ' Now, one of
babe was not of nature, but of constitution " W. K's." accusations, is that we deny the
by the law. Gabriel declared his legitimacy, personality, and consequently, the existence,
in styling it a ' holy thing"—a declaration of the Holy Spirit! But after reading .what
ratified by Jehovah himself, before the mul- we have written on the humanity of Jesus,
titude, when he acknowledged Jesus as his the reader will doubtless anticipate us in
saying, that upon this count of his indictSon, in whom He delighted, Matt. iii. 17.
ment, also, he is a false accuser. It would
In conclusion, upon this point we may re- seem to be unnecessary to declare distinctly
mark, that previous to the resurrection of and formally that we do believe in the exthe first-fruits, the Scripture knows nothing istence or individuality of the Holy Spirit,
of two kinds of flesh, one immutable, im- and that most assuredly. But in affirming
mortal, and incapable of acting otherwise this,we by no means pledge ourselves to an acthan in conformity with the will of the quiescence in all the twaddling sentimentality
Creator ; and another flesh mutable, mortal, of Gentile pietism about the Holy Spirit.
and capable of acting contrary to the will of We believe in the existence of the spirit of
God; it knows but of one kind of flesh, and Antichrist; but we emphatically deny its
pronounces condemnation upon those who holiness ; while we admit that it is characdeny that in that one 'kind came the Son of terized by pietistic thought, feeling, and exGod to do His will, as it is written of him pression. iEneas, one of Virgil's heroes,
in the volume of the book. Christ made though a pagan, was so " pious " that he is
sin, though sinless, is the doctrine of God— styled by the poet" pius ^Eneas." The spirit
a deep and wonderful scheme, that the wis- of paganism like the spirit of Antichrist,
dom and power of Deity could alone devise. was the spirit of the flesh ; and then, as now,
Such was Jesus " in the days of his flesh," was " the spirit that worketh in the children
when " through weakness he was crucified" of disobedience." These spirits, then, are one
for sin ; but now, no longer weak, " he lives and the same, only manifested through
by the power of God." In power he rose media modified by the circumstances of the
from among the dead, and ascended into
glory. The revival of his body was its
* 1 Cor. xv. 42-45; Luke xxiv. 89; xiii. 82.
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time3. The spirit of paganism, when it scienciousness, &c. When this spirit is obshowed itself in the disobedience and gospel- served in Christendom it is styled a Christian
nullifying traditions of professors in the and a holy spirit; in Mohammedom, the
apostolic churches, became the spirit of Anti- spirit of the faithful ; and so forth. The
christ—a spirit that made of none effect the particular creed is not regarded. The difdoctrine of Christ, by substituting for(or αντί ferent creeds act as excitants, beiug adapted
in the stead of) it, interpretations subversive to different classes of mind. The spirit is the
of it. This " spirit," misnamed " Christian" same, whether the creed-excitant be the
from its development through sanctimonious Koran, the Mass Book, the Liturgy, or
professors in the primitive churches, now pulpit declamation ; it is the spirit of the
reigns as the Spirit of Christendom. It flesh which sings consolation to its own ignopalavers through the pope, cardinals, bishops, rance, saying,
priests, clergy, and ministers of Romanism
For forms of faith let senseless bigots fight,
and Protestantism, in the blandest and oiliest
He can't be wrong whose life is in the righ».
speech, copiously interlarded with the words
This
same spirit reigns in. all sects, and
and phrases of Scripture, and uttered in
tones the most soothing to the phrenal dwells in the hearts of all their pious ones.
organs of the flesh. The living saints of its It is a spirit that talks a great deal about
calendar, trained up in its traditions, live, union, and grace, and love—love of souls, love
and move, and have their being, in its affla- of Christ, love of brethren ; but the talk
tion3 and exhalations, constituting for them begins and ends in adorable self. So notoan atmosphere of spirituality. It isgeneratcd rious is it that the Bible has nothing to do
by the flesh, operates upon the flesh, and in the production of this " Christian," or
gratifies the flesh ; and all it has to do with rather, " Christendom spirit," that when an
the word of God, is so to construe it a3 to enlightened faith is advocated as the basis of
administer comfort and consolation to the a genuine Christian spirit, it reviles the principle, ignores " head religion," and becomes
flesh.
marvellously enraptured with u religion in
The generation of this spirit is a natural the heart," and grace in the immortal soul!
process, and susceptible of the following ex" Religious experiences" so called, are the
planation : The brain, that part of the flesh
which does' the thinking of the man, styled vagaries of this spirit of the flesh. Babes
by the apostle " the thinking of the flesh," arc born into sectarian families dwelling in
is a congeries of organs, whose motive pow- the material mists of the Apostasy. As
er is generated by digestion and respira- they grow up, they become infected with the
tion, and distributed to their minutest par- " strong delusion" everywhere prevalent.
ticles by arterial circulation. Among these Their Cautiousness is powerfully acted uporgans are certain, go cougenitally endowed on. They hear of eternal torments for
as to be capable of manifesting moral or graceless souls ; they hear long and fervid
spiritual results. They are styled according " prayers" for God to give thorn religion ;
to the most prominent sentiment they are to send the Holy Ghost and fire into their
capable of reflecting. Thus, one is styled heads to convert them : the spiritual atmosVeneration ; another, Benevolence ; a third, phere becomes intensely hot, and they begin
Conscienciousnes3; a fourth, Marvellousness; to relax under the exalted temperature.
a fifth, Hope ; and so forth. These senti- They sleep; they dream; and spectral
ments are intrinsically blind, and incompe- images scare them in the visions of their
tent to discern between the true and the heads. They awake, and find their organs
false. like all the organs, they experience permanently mesmerized; and, knowing no
pleasurable sensations in their normal ex- better, they declare it is the Holy Ghost
ercise. The pleasurableness is not derived that has converted them, and pardoned their
from the nature of the individual ideas or ob- sins ! Their infatuation is complete. They
jects of the class of images peculiar to them; have experienced a change ; and they know
but from their healthy physical exercise. that the Bible has had nothing to do with it.
The worship of a piece of wood, or the bone In their case, then, they discover that " the
of a dead man, is as pleasurable to Venera- Spirit operates independently of the word."
tion as the worship of a king, an angel, or Of what value, then, is the word to them ?
God. It is not the object worshipped, but They were converted without the word.
the worshipping action, that gratifies They knew nothing of the kingdom when
the organ. Every organ is excited by its they were converted. It is therefore of no
own peculiar stimulus, irrespective of its in- vital consequence ; hence the word is laid
trinsic qualities. Set all the organs named aside as the letter that killeth, while the
into action by their peculiar excitants, and spirit makes alive!
a spirit will be developed compounded of
Now, we believe in the existence of this
reverence, kindness, credulity, hope, con- spirit; we believe that it is this spirit that
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converts the people ; but we deny, toto ccelo" taught of God." The feelings and senti
that God, or the Holy Spirit, or the truth, ments of their unenlightened hearts they athave anything to do with its operations. tribute to the Holy Spirit; and thus impute
" W. K." will see that we do not deny the to God the wickedness of denying himself in
personality of what he calls the Holy Spirit; teaching errors mutually contradictory of
only we deny that the spirit cherished by the each other, and collectively subversive of his
Apostasy is anything else than that old truth ! Thus, the papist, the Anglo-Hiberperverse spirit styled by John " THE SPIRIT nian, the Caledonian Kirkist, the Lutheran,
OP ERROR/' and which is always in hostility Wcsleyan, three-fact immersionists, &c, all
to " the spirit of the truth." The spirit of profess that they are " taught of God." Does
Christendom is " another spirit," as its gos- God teach one man to worship dead men's
pel and its Jesus are " another gospel" and bones and ghosts, and to go to the pope's
" another Jesus," than those preached by priests for absolution ? Does he teach anPaul—2 Cor. xi. 4. It is a subtle, specious, other to protest against such practices, but
God-dishonouring spirit—it is the serpent to observe saints' days, and to seek congreof the flesh, an* where the word of God is gational absolution from the lips of parochial
Dot intelligently and firmly grasped, well readers of " Common Prayer V" Does he
teach others on the North of the Tweed to
calculated to deceive and lead astray
Speaking of those in whom " the spirit of ibny divine honors to bones, ghosts, days and
error" is incarnate, and especially of those bLihops, and to rejoice in the ensanguined
who under its inspiration teach its heretical true blue of ·' holy league and covenant V
theology, the apostle saith, " They are of the Does he tcacli iron-sub3tantiation to the
world; therefore of the world they speak, papists, con-substantiation to the Lutherans,
and the world hearkens to them." These and emblcmaticism to Calvinists, Armifleshly pietists are a part of the world, nians, and their kin ? Does he teach in
although they pretend to be great saints. his word, that " without faith it is impossible
They speak of it, or speak the things which to please God ; for he who comes to him
its superstitious portion approves ; therefore must believe that he is, and that he is a rethe world," the professing world," gives heed warder of them that diligently seek him,"
to and approbates their anti-scriptural soph- Heb. xi. 6-and by his spirit speaking or
istry. Thus they are men-pleasers, highly pathetising the heart, teach baby-sprinklers
popular, and pass for " orthodox ;" which is to " suffer infants to come to him" without
an infallible sign that they are " not the faith in his existence and rewardership ?
servants of Christ;" as it is written,4< If I Does he teach the papist and Anglo-Hiberyet pleased men, I should not be the servant nian that the sprinkling the face and signing
of Christ." Gal. i. 10. "By their fruits with a cross-sign the forehead of a darkye shall know them." This is a rule that minded infant or adult, is baptism ; and the
never deceives. Read the addresses of the Caledonian and his kin, that the cross-sign
Pope, Cardinal Wiseman, the Bishops of is the beast's mark ; and the baptists, that
Queen Victoria's Church, &c, to their re- immersion is the only true action, and
spective clergies ; if piety and saintship are to sprinkling and cross-signing are both blasbe determined by honeyed words, and phrases phemies ; and to cap the climax, does he
tricked out with scripture finery, who more teach the pious and non-resisting quaker,
spiritually-minded and sanctified than they ? that sprinkling, cross-signing, pouring, and
Is it possible to determine whether they are immersion, are all useless carnal ordinances ;
" of the world," or not, by the seeming spirit and that baptism of the heart with the spirit,
of their words ? Nay ; the cant of error is is the only way of baptism in which he dea drawling intonation of misapplied scripture lights ? Yet all these sectaries profess to
phrases, which passes with the ignorant as 1 have the spirit ; and though bitter in their
the type of internal holiness and purity of mutual anathemas, proclaim that they are
heart! Behold Louis Napoleon surrounded all " the children of God," and the pious
with imperial pomp sitting in Notre Dame members of one common Christianity ! Yea,
upon his fauteuil, his velvet-cushioned prie this " common Christianity" is tne Chrisdieu before him, near the high altar, devoutly tianity of " the world" to which they belong.
listening to the Archbishop of Paris and his ί It is the world they love ; and therefore the
priests, singing Te Deum for the fall of world loves them ; for " the world loves its
Sebastopol! What a spectacle of piety ; own :" but being friends of this world they
what a holy and godly creature he must be ! are of necessity the enemies of God ; as it is
And yet this is but an imperial specimen of written, " the friendship of the world is
that same fleshly spirituality which reigns in enmity against God ; whosoever, therefore,
the hearts of the humblest votaries of the will be a friend of the world, is the enemy of
three-fact-sky-kingdom gospel and institu- God."—James iv. 4. The " world" here, is
tions of Christendom. They all profess to be that community which, though very pious, is
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subject to " the thinking of the flesh"—
το φρόνημα της σαρκός styled in the common version, " the carnal mind," which is
" enmity to God ;for it is not subject to the
law of God," and is " death" to all who obey
it. This " thinking of the flesh" has a spirit
peculiar to itself—" the Spirit of error ;" and
which is in all points opposed to " the thinking of the spirit," or "the spirit of the truth."
Hence, all the dogmas peculiar to " Christendom" are false; for they are what the
thinking of the flesh concludes ought to be
the meaning of the Bible1; and what God
ought to be satisfied with from his creatures.
This is the spirit of iniquity, transgression,
and sin—" the spirit that now reigns in the
children of disobedience ;" and excludes the
authority of the word of God ministered by
prophets and apostles, from their hearts.
But of these pious, men-pleasing, threefact and sky-kingdom gospellers, the beloved
apostle, for himself and coordinates, expressly declares, that they are not. " They are
of the world; we are of God." Yea, says
Paul, " we are ambassadors for Christ; who
hath put in us the word of reconciliation."
" They are false apostles, deceitful workers,
transforming themselves into apostles of
Christ." He admitted their apparent piety,
for he says, " They be transformed as ministers of righteousness ;" but nevertheless, he
styles them the " ministers of Satan."
Against these rivals of his ambassadors, the
Lord Jesus is very pointed in the epistle to
the church in Ephesus. " I know," said he,
" thy works, and thy labors, and thy patience, and how thou canst not bear them who

are evil; and thou hast tried them who say
they are apostles, and are not, and hast found
them liars." Is this race of apostles or ambassadors extinct ? Nay, verily. The world
abounds with them; all of them claiming
divine honors, and recognition as " the successors of the apostles," presumptuously
avowing themselves to be the " ministers of
Jesus" and "the ambassadors of Christ!"
The world, which lieth under the wicked one,
admits their pretensions, and confers upon
them its riches and honors. But we also
have tried them, as did the Ephesian believers the pretenders of their day; and have
" found them liars," and " deceitful workers,"
" who handle the word of God deceitfully,"
" teaching things they ought qot, for filthy
lucre's sake.'' They are of the world, but
the apostles are of God. Here are two
classes of apostles; the one, which teaches
for hire what the world approves; the other,
which is hated of the world, because faithful
unto God—John xvii. 14 ; xv. 19. To these,
the Lord Jesus said, " All things that I have
heard of my Father I have made known unto
you ;'* " take no thought how or what ye

shall speak; for it shall be given you what
ye shall speak : for it is not ye that speak,
but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh by you :" " he that receiveth you receiveth me, and he that receiveth me receiveth
him that sent me ;" but " he that despiseth
you despiseth me ; and he that despiseth me
despiseth him that sent me." Great indeed,
then, must be the authority of the apostolic
teaching—teaching that can be no less than
the teaching of God. Truly might such
apostles say, " We are of God ;" and exhort
the faithful to be " mindful of the words before spoken by the Holy Prophets, and of the
commandment of the apos'tys of the Lord
and Saviour ;Mfor Christ makes their authority in doctrine equal to the Father's, whose
Spirit spoke by them all, teaching but one
system of truth from Genesis to Revelation.
Being, then, thus divinely authorized, they
laid down the following rule by which it
might be known ; who, like themselves, were
" of God," and " knew God ;" and who had
his Spirit, and who had it not. " He t/utt
KNOWETH GOD heareth vs; he thai is NOT OF
GOD heareth not us. HEREBY know we the
Spirit of Truth, and the Spirit of Error.1"
A man, then, deceives himself if he say he
knows God and is a child of God, and yet
speaks in opposition to, or not in accordance
with, the obvious teaching of the apostles.
He deceives himself if he say he is taught of
God, and what he professes to have learned
is contrary to their words. He deceives
himself if he say he has the Holy Spirit,
which is the Spirit of the Truth in his heart,
and at the same time it can be shown by the
teaching of the apostles that he does not understand the truth. Yea, he deceives himself with thedeceivableness of unrighteousness
if he say he has the Spirit of Christ in disposition, or the Holy Spirit as a gift, even
though he understand the truth, if that understanding leave him in disobedience. Under all these states of seif-deceptioii, lie may
be very sanctimonious; talk a great deal
about Providence, and grace, and love in the
heart; roll up his eyes, and lift his hand in
pious adoration ; have the gift of prophecy,
understand all mysteries, and have all knowledge ; he may have a faith that will remove
mountains; he may bestow of his goods to
feed the poor, and give his body to be
burned: he may be proficient in all these
striking manifestations ; but if he have not
αγάπη love, which is " the fulfilling of the
law"—the doing whatsoever Jesus commanded—Rom. xiii. 10; John xiii. 15, 21,
23, 24; and which rejoiceth in the truth,
believeth and hopeth all things promised,
and set forth in the teaching of G o d he is as a sounding or a tinkling cymbal. " He that doth not love me,"
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— o n το πνενμα εστίν Ί\ αλήθεια—
1 John v. 6 ; but when he rejects the truth,
being faithless or not obedient, he resists the
Spirit. It is absurd, therefore, for such,
however pious, to profess to have the Spirit.
The spirit, in a moral sense, dwells in the
heart when the truth dwells there in full
scriptural assurance of faith and hope, and
then only.
Before the Day of Pentecost there were
many believers of the truth in Judea. Jesus
was " the truth and the life," and many believed in him as such, and believed also the
gospel of the kingdom which he preached.
They wire truly pious people, who feared
God, and were of good report, praying also
to God alway. Ί hey had been baptized,
likewise, in the Jordan, with the baptism of
repentance for the remission of sins, " applauding God being baptized of John's baptism." Added to this, they were approved
of Jesus, who said to them, u Fear not, little
flock, for it is your Father's good pleasure
to give you the kingdom." Are there any
of the pious of our day who can put forth
greater evidences of sanctity, or higher
claims to the divine favor, than they ? Are
our contemporaries believers in Jesus ? So
MINISTRATION OF THE SPIRIT. were they; nay more, they not only believed
that he was the Son of Israel's God, but
But, while we contemn such a spirit as they believed what he preached, which ninetliis, and the sickly piety it generates, we teenth century sectarians do not. Are these
devoutly believe in the Spirit of God, which > " converted V" We speak ironically ; so
is holy and true. This Spirit is coeternal J were they. Do sectarians receive the Holy
with God himself; is the emanation of his \ Spirit, in order that by its physical operaincorruptible substance ; out of which he tion upon their hearts, they may be conhas generated the univcrso ; by which he is \ verted ; or, being converted, that they may
present everywhere, and with which he per- •bo comforted and guided into all the truth ?
vades all things. God and his Spirit are So did not they, the companions of the Lord.
inseparable. His Spirit is combined or Let the reader mark this well. We repeat,
" free"—combined in measure, and some- with all the emphasis that can be thrown
times without. In measure, it sustains all into the words, that the saints, the personal
created things in life; so that when with- friends of the Lord Jesus, did not, while he
drawn they perish, and man returns to dust, was with them, receive the Holy Spirit.
Job xxxiv. 14 ; but in immeasurable combi- Now, no statement is susceptible οΐ easier
nation with sinful flesh, it is " God manifest demonstration, by Scripture, than this. Bein tlie flesh" and named " I SHALL BE THEhold the proof. In John vi. 37, it is writPOWERFUL," or Jesus in the Greek.
ten, that " On the last day, that great day
God speaks by his Spirit through proph- of the feast (of Tabernacles), Jesus stood,
ets and apostles, therefore what they say the and made proclamation, saying, If any
Spirit says. God, by his Spirit, also spake man thirst, let him come unto me and drink.
through Jesus, so that what he said the j He that believeth into me—εις εμε—as the
Father said ; in their doctrine, therefore, the Scripture hath said, out of his inward shall
prophets, apostles, Jesus and the Father are flow streams Qf living water !" What did he
one. God has rarely spoken to mankind by mean by this announcement ? Hear the exhis Spirit, except through certain selected planation of the apostle, who saith : " But
individuals. What the Spirit caused them this spake he of the Spirit, which they that
to utter has α quickening effect upon them believe on him should receive, for the Holy
that believe it; therefore their words, which Spirit was not yet given, because that Jesus
are also the Spirit's words, are said to be was not yet glorified." Thus, men are invited
" spirit and life"—John vi. 63. Hence, first to believe. The Spirit is not promised
when a man believes the truth, he believes to enable them to believe, or to convert
the Spirit," because the spirit is the truth1* them, or to " give them religion;" but, if

saith the Lord
Jesus, "is he that
doth not keep my sayings," to which the
apostle adds," If any man consent not to the
wholesome words of our Lord Jesus Christ,
and to the teaching which is according to
godliness, he is proud, knowing nothing"—
1 Tim. vi. 3. Shall we, then, after such
averments, permit the wordy lip-service of
sectarian nullifiers of the truth, to pass current without rebuke ? Shall we admit that
profession and principle are the same ? That
a man has the Holy Spirit in his heart because he talks piously, while he is ignorant
of the apostles' doctrine, and consequently
without true faith, and disobedient? We
do not believe in the holiness of a spirit that
dwells in such hearts. The Holy Spirit
dwells not in those who " get religion" apart
from the word of reconciliation, ministered
in the writings of prophets and apostles.
The religion they get in this way comes not
from the Spirit of God, but from the spirit
of error, which reigns in the schools, colleges, and " sacred desks" of Anti-Christendom—the phrenal sentiments, mesmerically
excited by the traditions of the Apostasy.
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given at all, it is given to those whose faith their traditions about spirit. Explode these,
has first inducted them εις Ιησονν, into and you leave them naked infidels ; for conJesus.
fessedly the Bible is to them a sealed book.
But, it may be with apparent reason ob- " The Spirit," " the testimony," " the truth,"
jected, that that was true before the ascen- " the word," in regard to sinners, are but
sion ; but that then Jesus was glorified, and different phrases expressive of the same contherefore now the Spirit is given. We ad- verting, or faith-producing power. By this,
mit that " he ascended on high, leading cap- and not by a physico-spiritual operation upon
tivity captive, and received gifts for men," the brain, with or without the word, docs
but these gifts were not to enable the re- God beget men and women as sons and
cipients of them to believe on him, but were daughters, to be a kind of first-fruits of his
bestowed because they had " purified their creatures. Speaking of the Father of lights
souls in the obedience of the truth in regard in relation to this matter, James saith, " Of
to spirit," and therefore had become clean his own will begat he us by tfie word of truth,
vessels, or fit receptacles for so holy and pe- that we might be a kind of first-fruits of his
culiar a treasure. The apostles were first creatures ;" of whom Peter also as one of
cleansed by the word before they received them, saith, that they were begotten by the
the spirit—John xv. 3 ; and on Pentecost, word of God, which as good news was
the three thousand believed before the Spirit preached unto them. James i. 18 ; 1 Pet. i.
was promised to them. In short, the Holy 23-25.
When these people's hearts were purified
Spirit was only for the obedient in word and
deed. " We are witnesses of these things," by belief of the testimony (" with thy presay the apostles, " and so is the Holy Spirit, cepts thou hast quickened me;" " the enwhich God hath given to them that obey trance of thy words giveth light,") some of
them became recipients of the Holy Spirit,
him."
There is a sense in which the Holy Spirit or " spiritual gifts." They were not bestowoperated upon the minds of men to produce ed upon all; but upon obedient persons,
faith in apostolic times, which, however, having certain natural and moral attributes,
does not apply to ours. He operated as a qualifying them for a proper use of the gifts.
witness. He spoke by the apostles, and con- The Spirit was given, not for their own prifirmed what was spoken by signs and won- vate advantage, but for the profit of all the
ders, and divers miracles, and gifts. The members of a particular heritage. Those
seeing and hearing of these things, with the who had received the gifts by the imposition
organs of sense, was the operation of God of hands and prayer, became όι πνευμαupon the minds of the people ; and the de- τικοί fu)i pneumatikoi, the pneumatics, or
livery of his testimony in this^way is styled spiritual men, of the church ; while those
by Peter, " preaching the glad tidings with who received them not, " occupied the room
the Holy Spirit sent down from heaven," of ό ιδιώτης ho idiotes, the unlearned,"—
and by Paul, " speaking and preaching in unlearned, not in the doctrine of the kingdemonstration of spirit and power ; that dom and name, but in the foreign tongues
faith should stand in Gods power." But spoken by those who had the gift of tongues,
there is no such preaching as this now. The &c.—χ Cor. xiv. 13-16. The gifts were imSpirit doth not bear witness by signs, and parted to those who were spiritualized by
wonders, and miracles, and gifts now. His them, that they might be " perfected for the
testimony is confined to the written word, work of the ministry, in order that they
which contains all that God has to say to might build up the body of Christ." In
men until Jesus comes again. There are no those days, saints were not sent to college to
spiritual ideas or feelings in Christendom be educated for the ministry. Neither, inworth one cent, which are not contained in, deed, are they now; for the striplings that
or produced by the written word. All else frequent those dens of stale divinity are not
is spurious, and exhales from the flesh, like saints. The ministry of God's heritages was"
the spirituality of ghost-seers, and seekers of " THE MINISTRATION OF THE SPIRIT," t h r o u g h
the dead. " To the law and the testimony; certain approved and qualified saints, styled,
if they speak not according to this word, it " apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, and
teachers," " overseers and servants ;" among
is because there is no light in them."
The faith-producing vower resides in, the whom were distributed " diversities of gifts,"
testimony. Hence, Paul went to Corinth to "differences of administrations," and "di" declare the testimony of God." No testi- versities of operations ;" distinctively named,
mony, then no faith. But this proposition " the word of wisdom," " the word of knowlmakes sectarians mad ; because they know edge," " faith" for signs and wonders, " gifts
that their piety and the thing they call "faith," of healing," " the working of miracles,"
has nothing to do with the Spirit's written " prophecy," or speaking to edification, and
testimony. This makes them so zealous for exhortation, and comfort; "discerning of

Ministration of the Spirit.
spirits," " kinds of tongues," and " the interpretation of tongues." Here were nine distinct gifts of the Holy Spirit; and all that
possessed them could give indisputable evidence to others that they had them ; which
modern pretenders to the Holy Spirit cannot

do. The spiritual and temporal affairs of
God's heritages were ruled by ministers thus
endowed; so that they could be addressed in
truth, as those " whom the Holy Spirit had
made overseers over the flock, to feed the
congregation of the Lord which he had purchased with his own blood." It was from
among these ministries that grievous wolves
not sparing the flock were to arise, speaking
perverse things, to draw away disciples after
them. In process of time they arose abundantly, as Paul predicted ; and from the perversities they established have fructified those
ministerial shams which pertain to the Roman and Protestant sectarianism of the
Apostasy.
The " Ministration of the Spirit" placed
by the Lord Jesus in " the heritages" shone
forth in each of them. The Spirit was the
holy oil which supplied the lamps of the stembody and its branches. Hence, each " heritage" was a seven branched light-stand burning with holy spirit-oil. For this reason, the
seven congregations of Anatolia are styled
in the Apocalypse, " seven light-stands"
λνχνιαι;
"in the midst of which," Jesus
says, he walked. Reader, consider what a luminous spectacle it must have presented to
the faithful eye of an observer, surveying the
Roman Habitable, and beholding these spiritlight-stands, like cities upon lofty hills, shining in a multitude of its towns and villages,
continental and insular! Was that a dark
and gloomy era? So large a portion of
earth had never shone so bright before; truly,
therefore, might an apostle exclaim, "the
darkness is passing away—παράγεται—and
the true light now shines."—1 John ii. 8.
But, from contemplating these spirit-lights,
turn and view the more extended habitable
of the nineteenth century. Dost thou now,
Ο reader, behold an illuminated world?
Where are the heritages enlightened by the
spirit shining forth on a retiring darkness ?
You behold ministrations in abundance on
every side; but where in the midst of them
all do you discern the " Ministration of the
Spirit ?" You see multitudes of pretenders
to spirituality in person and administration;
but the thing, the reality, where is that ? If
thy vision be enlightened by the word, canst
thou perceive aught but darkness visible,
a darkness that may be felt ? The children
of the night, blinded by the flickering of "the
light within," that rushlight of the flesh they
call " the spirit," do not judge thus of their
" living age." With them its light is a blaze
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of glory, shining more and more to the perfect day ; when telegraph wires, and ironroads will belt the globe, and Anglo-Saxonism will control the destinies of mankind !
This is their glory, which takes no account
of Jehovah's oath which he sware to David,
saying, that his son should have the nations
for his inheritance, and earth's utmost bounds
for his possession. Thus, " the true light"
that shone so brightly in the days of John,
has passed away; and the prediction of
Isaiah obtains, who testified that, when Zion
should apse and shine, because her light had
come, and the glory of the Lord had risen
upon her, " darkness should cover the earth
and gross darkness the people." This is the
true condition of Christendom at the present
time. Its language, however, is, " I am rich
and increased in goods, and have need of
nothing;" thus, it knows not that " it is
wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind,
and naked." Being unconscious of disease
it seeks no relief; but hastens blindfold to
its doom.
The ministration of the Spirit was established in a hierarchy provisionally appointed. The members of the hierarchy were nof
all of the same rank. Though all brethren
in Christ, some of them held more elevated
and important positions than others. Those
who ranked first were apostles ; secondarily,
prophets; thirdly, teachers; after that,
miracles; then, gifts of healings, helps,
superintendents, diversities of tongues. Thus,
the ministry of the word was first, the confirmation of the word next, temporal affairs
after that, and tongues, so much coveted, last
in honor and degree. But this hierarchy
was not intended to be permanent. It was
to continue only until perfection should
come.—1 Cor. xiii. 10 ; Eph. iv. 13. The
age of the apostles was the childhood, youth
and manhood of the " one body." This
body attained the perfection of manhood
when all its members came " into the unity
of the faith, and of the knowledge of the
Son of God." This " unity" was perfected when the Lord sent them a revelation
of the times and seasons, by his servant John.
—Rev. i. 1. The faith and knowledge were
then summed up in what we now call the
Bible, which came to supersede the " Ministration of the Spirit" in a hierachy. Spiritual gifts were withdrawn, and " faith, hope
and love" alone remained. Thus," that which
was in part was done away." Spiritual
gifts had answered their purpose. They
had enabled Christianity to strike its roots
deeply into society, so that no power could
eradicate it entirely. God had presented
his heritages with a complete book ; and he
now said to them, " testify," a overcome the
great red dragon by the blood of the Lamb,
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and by the word of your testimony, and love \ believed and obeyed. Where the doctrine is

not your lives unto the death."—Rev. xii. 11. \ not, the Spirit is not; but where the testiThis injunction many faithfully obeyed ; for j mony concerning Christ dwells richly in a
in the fifth-seal period of their conflict, they <man, in all wisdom, and he teaches it faithwere in a remarkable degree " slain for the ', fully, the spirit ministers by him, and says,
word of God, and for the testimony which \ " come." In these times, we have no faith
they held ;" for in that persecution, of ten • in any inspiration that comes in any other
years' duration, the Roman emperor, con- j way than by the truth believed. It is all
eluding that Christianity could not be sup- j delusion talking about having the Spirit, and
pressed while they were in existence, did his \ being at the same time ignorant of the truth.
utmost to exterminate every copy of the \ The Spirit does not dwell in dark and dirty
sacred writings extant. Many delivered up \ places.
their copies to save their lives, and were j In the days of the Apocalypse, the seven
consequently stigmatized by their brethren j churches of Anatolia were becoming thus
as Tradi'ors; but multitudes jeopardized I defiled. They had left their first love, they
life, liberty, and estate rather than be guilty • were infested with the disciples of Balaam,
of so vile a thing. From that time to the and the adherents of Jezebel; death had overpresent, the policy of the beasts, their shadowed them, debility had seized upon
image, and the dragon, has been to suppress them, and lukewarmness paralyzed their
the Bible. It is the policy, likewise, of all' enterprise. The Lord Jesus, who walked
in whom their spirit reigns, if not to sup- among them, saw that apostasy was estabpress it, to cause it to be interpreted by j lishing itself in their midst. He accordingrules that will prevent it testifying against) ly threatened them with various evils he
their " vested iuterests." While Protestant ' would bring upon them, if they did not
Bible Societies diligently multiply and circu- change their minds, and return from their
late the Scriptures in all parts of the earth, misdeeds to the position from whence they
" Protestant divines" teach that the spirit had fallen. Among these threatenings, was
gives religion without an understanding of the very remarkable one, namely, that the
it, and that it is for the most part unintel- hierarchial ministration oj the Spirit should be
ligible. This teaching is almost as effectual removed. Thus, to " the angel," or hierarchy
in excluding it as the decrees of princes who of the Ephesian heritage, one of " the stars
proscribe it from their dominions. The of his right hand," he says, " Remember
Bible, intelligently read by the people, if from whence thou art fallen, and change thy
they were hearty in their convictions, would mind, and do thy first works, or else I will
break up every sect in Christendom. But come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy
there is no fear of this result. The lead- light-stand out of its place, except thou reers of the people have brought the Bible pent." As Paul had foretold, men had enterinto neglect and disrepute by their mar-text ed into the Ephesian hierarchy, saying they
abuse of it. They have taught the people were apostles, but were not so. They acted
to say that anything, the most contradictory, perversely, teaching the doctrine, and doing
can be proved from the Scriptures; for the deeds of the Nicolaitans, which were
the clergy of all sects teach that their hateful to the Lord. We have no means of
mutually destructive theologies are all knowing whether his exhortations to repenttaught in the Bible! It has, there- ance were regarded or not. If 4-hey were, it
fore, just come to this: that the doctrine was probably but a fitful and transient reof the Scriptures is acknowledged so far as formation. Those in the church who had
it comports with the stereotyped creed, and tried these self-styled apostles, and found
where it does not sanction this, it is to be them liars, would, doubtless, redouble their
efforts to eject them, and to suppress their
understood as signifying something else than heresies,
on receiving from the Patmian
what the words declare.
the Lord Jesus' approbation of the
In the ministration of the Spirit by a Exile,
they had taken. But experience
hierarchy, the " faith and knowledge" were stand
teaches,
when evil sets in, the resistance
distributed in tiie preaching, teaching and of faith that
is sooner or later overcome; for,
exhortation among apostles, prophets, evan- though truth is mighty, righteousness will
gelists and teachers ; but when perfection of not prevail in Churches or States, until the
manhood, " the measure of the stature of the presence of the Lord shall intimidate the
fulness of Christ" was obtained, this distri- vile. This experience is illustrated by the
bution ceased. Bible unity of doctrine is fate, not only of the seven Anatolian connow- all-sufficient for making men wise to gregations, but of all the Lord's heritages
salvation, purifying their hearts, and reduc- planted by the Spirit in the primitive ages.
ing them to obedience. Read what Paul In all the Roman habitable not one remains.
says upon this point, in 2 Tim. Hi. 15-17. Smyrna, Thessalonica, Athens, Philadelphia,
The spirit dwells in a man, by this doctrine,
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Pergamos, Thyatira, Sardis, &c, still exist, truth ;" but they who rejoice in history, but
but, as containing lights for the illumina- are ignorant or sceptical of " the promises,"
tion of the surrounding darkness, they be they ever so pious of tone, face, or phrase,
exist no more. The fate of Ephesus stand they ever so high in the minister's
and Laodicea, uninhabited ruins, is the grace, the bland and complacent spirit that
type of Christianity in those once popu· makes them " feel so good " is the " Spirit of
lous and divinely-favored cities. The Lord's Error," ever and anon most congenial to
threat is an accomplished fact throughout "simple flesh." Our conclusion, then, is
the habitable. The light-stands have been this, that they who receive the truth, reremoved, and the lights extinguished. Ro- ceive the Spirit in receiving the truth, and
man, Greek, and Protestant hierarchies lord that the measure of the Spirit enjoyed is
it over the countries, but they are carcases that of the truth believed, and intelligently
without life, ecclesiastical corporations of and heartily obeyed. An ocean of free
" mockers, who walk after their own ungodly spirit could not produce more acceptable
lusts, sensual, and without the Spirit.— and highly spiritual Christian results than
Jude 19
this: ''This is the victory that overcometh
From this view, then, of the Spirit in con- the world—our faith.'
version, administration, and gift, it is evident
that we are not to be imposed
upon by pretenders. If Mynheer d1 Esprit come to us,
President Campbell and the Herald.
and testify that the Spirit of God converted
IN the March No. of the Mille;;· ial Harhim, we ask him what he knows about the binger, to which our attention was called
the kingdom of God ? If he tell us that the by some friends while in Kentucky ; and unchurch is the kingdom of grace, and beyond der the general caption of " Editorial Nothe skies the kingdom of glory, we know tices" p. 175, we find the following pretty
that he is self-deceived, that the Spirit has specimen of presidential veracity and good
had nothing to do with his u conversion," for taste!!
the Spirit, being the truth, converts men to
" JOHN THOMAS, M.D.—The celebrated
the truth, and not to falsehood. If Signor Dr. Thomas, of annihilation fame, has sought
Baptistes declare that he " got religion from to scandalize us for not paying him for his
the Spirit," and at the time knew nothing of ' Herald of the Future Age.' He has pubthe prophets, we know that he is self-deceiv- lished his bill against us. This is in good
ed ; for the Spirit preached the prophets by taste with his materialism. If he will pay
Jesus and the apostles. If Hcrr Facius us for the series of years he has been receivCampbelb say that he recieved the Holy ing our Harbinger, mailed to him every
Spirit when he was immersed, and yet have month since first his name was on our books,
no more wisdom, knowledge, faith, hope and we shall send it back to him in more than full
love than before he went into the water, we payment for his unread, and, to us, unreadknow that he is self-deceived ; for the Holy able scepticism on the subject of everlasting
Spirit was never given unattended with re- punishment, in an everlasting impossibility of
sults. If Domine Millerismus affirm that he being punished, because they are not in exis converted, and has the Spirit in his heart, istence !! A luminous herald, indeed, of the
and at the same time makes a bonfire of all coming age of nonentity!!"
the promises, and denies, consequently, the
In the small compass of the above are the
restoration of the Jews to the holy land, we
following
misstatements, which look very
know that he is self-decaived ; for the Spirit
dwells not in hearts that rebel against his much like intentional falsehoods, uttered
testimony as false. If my Lord Orthodox say where the President of Bethany College may
that he also has the Spirit, and yet has never safely slander his neighbor without fear of
yielded obedience to the faith, we know that being exposed to the contempt of righteous
he is self-deceived; for the Holy Spirit when men: for his Machiaveliau policy in relagiven, abode only with the obedient. And tion to us and the thing3 we advocate, is, to
what shall we say more ? Time would fail say what he pleases against us and them,
us for enumerating the instances of self- without permitting a word to appear in his
deception. " The pious" practice upon pages from our side. This is very contempthemselves in matters concerning the Spirit. tible ; but quite in keeping with the organizaOur experience is that they who talk most tion of a man whose ambition is not conabout " the Holy Ghost," when tried by the trolled by conscientiousness. See his phreAVord, are- they who have it least. They nology by Mr. Fowler. But to the misatatemistake their own flesh-pleasing, spiritual ments. He says—
1. That we seek to scandalize him ;
pride for the Spirit of God within them.
2. That we hare received his Harbinger
Hearts inhabited by God's Spirit rejoice in
Ml the truth, " because the Spirit is the for a series of years;
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3. That he has mailed it to us every month
since first our name was on his books ;
4. That we teach everlasting punishment
in an everlasting impossibility; and,
5. That our periodical is the herald of a
coming age of nonentity.

bayonets, and prick him on to the fight?
Will they not charge him in honor's seat to
toe the mark, while we meet him on his own
ground with a pebble from the brook ? Alas,
how are the mighty fallen ! How is Goliath
scandalized !
2. It is a positive falsehood for President
1. We deny that we have sought to scan- Campbell to say, that we have received his
dalize him in publishing a bill against him. Harbinger for a series of years. The last
As our readers know, we have several times paper we have received from his office was
complained of his discourtesy in receiving his " Extra on Life and Death" published
the Herald of the Future Age, and " Herald Dec, 1844, From 1839 to that date we reof the Kingdom and Age to Come," and sided in Illinois, and never saw the face of
sending us no Millennial Harbinger in re- his paper during that time. From 1844 to
turn. We have remarked, as is known, that 1848, the period we lived in Richmond, bewe would send on the money for the Harbin- fore our visit to Britain, no Harbinger was
ger, but that we did not like to pay two received. From May, 1847, to Nov., 1850,
dollars a volume for what we esteemed we were absent from the United States, durmere Gentile twaddle, and to send the ing which also none was received. From
Herald too. We thought this paying too Nov., 1850, to Dec, 1852, we sojourned in
dear for a penny trumpet! Nor did we Richmond. Now all this series of years
think Mr. Campbell would send us the Har- from 1844 to 1852, eight years, our letters
binger even for double pay, remembering and papers were deposited in the letter-box
that he had said to a friend of ours, that belonging to Mr. Richard Malone, with
he " wanted nothing to do with Dr. Thomas whom we boarded ; and as he was a regular
ecclesiastically, politically, or in any other visitor at the post-office at mail hours, he
kindly saved us the trouble, and brought
way."
our papers, &c, at evening. He knows
Our forbearance towards him has cer- out
that
M. Harbinger, with the exception
tainly been very great and disinterested. of thethe
now before us, never was reWe had said nothing about payment until ceived. Extra
Dec, 1852, to Dec, 1856,
we found him incorrigible. We have all we have From
lived at Mott Haven, and not a
along been seeking to convert him, not to single Harbinger
has been received. Here
scandalize him—to convert him to the gos- is a total of seventeen
during which
pel of the kingdom which Jesus, and after only one number of theyears,
Bethany Millennial
him the apostles, preached; to make him Harbinger has been received.
Mr.
courteous and polite ; and if possible an Campbell says we have received But
it. We
honest and truthful man. But in this lau- deny
it. During that time our post-office
dible endeavor we have totally failed, as we has been
seven times. Now if he
must of necessity do in all similar cases; for knows wechanged
received it, he can, doubtwhere a man will neither read nor hear, all less, specifyhave
what offices it has been rethe avenues to his understanding are closed, ceived ! Heatcannot
do this ; and he knows
and the dominion of Satan over him remains he cannot establish what
he says. We have
intact.
been desirous of receiving his paper, that we
He has scandalized himself, by his petti- might know the politics of his sect. We
ness and paltry policy against the truth we wished to take note of its downward course,
advocate, which he dare not honorably and since he first began to kick against the
fairly discuss with us in the pages of his goads; but its non-reception has in some
pseudo-Millennial Harbinger. He dare not measure prevented us. On no other ground
permit his readers to peruse both sides of do we feel any interest in its traditions ; for
the questions at issue between us. He can Campbellism we know in all its details, and
be defiant and courageous against non-Camp- know, too, that it is a superficial, anti-Chrisbellite Sectarians; but against our feeble tian, and unscriptural device.
and contemptible few, armed only with the
law and the testimony, he is too cowardly
3. His excellency of Bethany declares,
to enter the lists in fair and open combat. that he has mailed his paper to us every
This is a great scandal to so boastful a month since first our name was on his books!
Goliath; and ought to make the whole army This is possible, but by no means probable.
of Philistines, whose champion he is, hide Our name was first inscribed on his books in
their diminished heads in the bottomless 1834 or '35, about twenty-two years ago; and
abyss of mortification and shame. Will in seventeen of these we only received one!
they not compel their stalwart and gigantic He admitted to a friend of his, when in Canachief to give us battle ? Will they not fix da last, that he received the Herald ; and in-
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deed admits as much in his " Editorial No- j yet added to our " little flock." I have great
tice," in styling it " unreadable scepticism." faith in the formative and conservative power
If he had not received it, how could he form of the truth.
an opinion of its matter ! But he says the
Doubts occur in some minds about using
Herald is unread by him; how, then, does leavened bread at the Lord's Table on the
he know whether the matter be scepticism ? first day; a few hints from you on this
But he judges blindly. He condemned Elpis point, and on the general mode of your
Israel without reading it, as he insanely con- weekly meetings in New York, would be
fessed ; and he judges of the Herald by the very acceptable, as we are all neophytes
same rule!
comparatively herein.
He received the Herald, then; is it not
Trusting that your health has improved,
therefore extraordinary, if he really mailed and that you have been enabled to " hold
the Harbinger for seventeen years, that only forth the word of life " with your wonted deone should come to hand, and he a postmas- gree of zeal and power in Virginia and the
ter too ? There is no evidence before us to " Monumental City,"
prove that he did mail it, but his own asserI remain, dear brother,
tion ; and with us the assertion of a man
Sincerely your3, in the one hope,
who condemns a book before he knows what
it says, is utterly valueless and unrei-aWo. \
JOHN COOMBE.
We do not believe he mailed them ; for if \ Toronto, C. W., Oct. 24,1856.
he had, some of the 204 monthly issues would
certainly have come to hand.
4. We teach no such thing as he imputes u The Mosaic law was the μορφωσις} or
representation of the knowledge and the
to us in this item. He stigmatizes what he
truth"
(Rom. ii. 20)—the σκιά, or "shadow
either cannot, or will not, or does not, understand. He is as palpably ignorant of the of the future good (or heavenly) things, not
damnation as of the salvation, taught in the itself the image of the things," (Heb. x. 1 ;
Scriptures. A man that ignores Moses and viii. 5,)—the υποδείγματα, or "patterns
the Prophets, and believes not all they have of the things in the heavens," not " the
said, is styled a " fool" by the Lord Jesus— heavenly things themselves" (Heb. ix. 23) :
Luke xxiv. 25. What can such an one for the σώμα, or " corporate substance is of
know aright ? Let him reflect on this, and the Christ." Col. ii. 17. That, namely,
which is constituted of the good, the true,
make the application.
5. This is as false as number 4. The Age and the heavenly, pertaining to him in all
we herald a nonentity! It certainly docs his relations.
Unleavened breads were representative,
not exist now ; if it did, it would not need
to be heralded. Was " the acceptable shadowy, or typical things. They repreyear of the Lord" preached or heralded by sented " purity and truth." This is apparent
Jesus a nonentity ? As much so as the age from the apostle's allusion to them in 1 Cor.
we preach ; for they are the same. But the >v. 8. " Christ our Passover," says he, " is
kingdom and its age are things too high or i slain for us ; therefore let us keep the feast,
heavenly for so blind a Nicodemus as he at not with old leaven, nor with the leaven of
Bethany!
EDITOR.
malice and wickedness; but with tlie unUav.ned (cakes) of purity and truth." When
Nov. 1, 1856.
therefore the law saith, " Thou shalt not offer

η α U c t α (ipUtolarta.
Leavened Bre»d, and Mode of Worship.
Dear Brother—You will, I am sure, rejoice to hear that the word sown by you
when here in July last, did strike home to
some honest, earnest, hearts. Bro. Scott,
of Paris, assisted five of the number in rendering obedience to the faith by immersion, j
predicated upon an intelligent and sincere be- j
lief of " the things concerning the kingdom j
of God and the name of Jesus Christ;" and
speakiug at the water with very considerable
effect. We have met every Sunday since,
and are not without hopes of having others

the blood of my sacrifice with leaven'1 (Exod.

xxxiv. 25), we have a typical enactment before us, wnich was fulfilled in the letter by
offering the blood with dough baked before
it was leavened. This observance was an
element of the typical righteousness of the
law, which was to be "fulfilled " by those
" who walk not after the flesh, but after the
Spirit." (Rom. viii. 4.) If a Christian
drink of the Lord's cup, not discerning the
Lord's body, or with malice and wickedness
he eats and drinks condemnation to himself;
and does not " fulfil the righteousness of the
law ;" but on the contrary, " offers the blood
of Jehovah's sacrifice with leaven," which is
death. To eat bread and drink wine at the
table of the Lord is to " offer up spiritual
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sacrifice." This offering is " acceptable to tion, which are to " make known the maniGod through Jesus Christ," 1 Pet. ii. 5, fold wisdom of God" in the city of New
when offered, not in the letter, but in the j York ; and to help the poor in Christ acspirit of the law. The letter of the law is, \ cording to its ability. The recognition of
" Thou shalt not offer the blood of my bulls visitors in the faith, and the acknowledgand goats, heifers and lambs, with fermented ', ment of brethren recently immersed, are atbread;" but the spirit of the law, " Thou ' tended to at this juncture. Singing as beshalt not eat my flesh and drink my blood 5fore.
with malice and wickedness; or thou shalt ί After this, the brother presiding proceeds
be guilty of the body and blood of the Lord." >to'the breaking of bread, any brother he
John vi. 53-58; 1 Cor. xi. 27. We conclude, \may call upon being the medium of its distherefore, that the quality of the bread mat- \tribution. He reminds his brethren of what
ters not, so that we eat it in purity and \ it celebrates—the love of God in Christ;
truth, discerning the Lord's body. To strain \ the self-sacrifice of Jehovah's King, the
at the quality of the bread and wine, is to !
Judaize; and to eat unleavened bread and Mediator of the Abrahamic Covenant, betdrink unadulterated wine with the old leaven, ter than the Mosaic, being founded upon
or the leaven of malice and wickedness, is to " better promises ;" their deep indebtedness
swallow a camel. We walk by faith, not to him as the justifier and sanctifier of the unby the five senses. The quality of our meat godly ; their glorious inheritance as children
or drink commendeth us not to God, 1 Cor. of the covenant, and joinHieirs with Abraviii. 8; but the fulfilling all righteousness ham and his seed, &c. He then gives thanks
witnessed by the law and the prophets. for the things memorialized by the bread, or
Matt. iii. 15 ; Horn. iii. 21. In doing thus, invites some other brother so to do. After
" we worship him in spirit and in truth." its distribution he proceeds in like manner
with the wine. A psalm or paraphrase is
John iv. 24.
then sung.
As to the general course of things in our
weekly meetings in this city, it is about as ) Breaking of bread being finished, he states
follows : The brethren being assembled, the <how much time remains till the close of the
brother whose duty it is to preside, takes j meeting, and that it can now be occupied
the chair at the appointed time, and invites by exposition of the word to the edification,
us to unite with him in invoking the bless- \exhortation, and comfort of the faithful. At
ing of the Father of Lights, and his accept- this stage of the meeting, it is well to rememance of our spiritual sacrifices, in the name ber (especially if strangers be present) the
of Jesus Christ, " the Apostle and High saying of the royal preacher, " Keep thy
Priest of our confession." After this, the foot when thou goest to the house of God,
brother presiding invites us to sing a portion and be more ready to hear, than to give the
selected from the Psalms of David, or the sacrifice of fools ; for they consider not that
Paraphrases, which may be proposed by they do evil. Be not rash with thy mouth,
himself, or by some other of the brethren, as and let not thine heart be hasty to utter anyhe may prefer. The singing being ended, thing before God ; for God is in heaven, and
scripture reading begins. A portion is read thou upon the earth ; therefore let thy words
from each of these four divisions ; namely, be few. For a dream cometh through the
first, from Genesis to Job, inclusive; second, multitude of business ; aiid a fool's voice is
from Psalms to Malachi, inclusive; third, known by a multitude of words." Eccles.
from Matthew to Acts, inclusive; ana fourth, v. 1-3.
from Romans to Revelation, inclusive. The
The Apostle James hath also said, " Be
brother presiding distributes the reading swift to hear, and slow to speak, slow to
among the best readers, (at least it is desir- wrath." Yet it was said to certain of old
able so to do, that the word may be read time who were " perfected for the work" by
correctly,) reading a portion also himself ac- the Spirit, " Ye may all prophesy, one by
cording to his discretion. The four divisions one, that all may learn, and all may be comare each read continuously on Lord's days, forted." " He that prophesieth speaketh
beginning with the first chapter of Genesis, unto men to edification, and exhortation, and
the first Psalm, the first chapter of Matthew, comfort." Exhortation is therefore a part
and the first chapter of Romans. This con- of prophesying ; and in being attempted
stituted the regular reading of our first should be done without debate " to the edifymeeting; the second chapters of these books, ing of the church," or not at all. Hence
of our second ; and so on till we read through the apostle saith, speaking to the prophethe Bible publicly. After reading, a con- siers, " Seek that ye may excel to the edifytribution is taken up from the brethren to ing of the church;" and to all " members in
defray whatever expenses may be incurred particular," he saith, "Let all things be
in carrying out the objects of our associa- done unto edifying."
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We understand from these and other por- portunity to pass by without taking advantions of the word, that it inculcates much tage thereof, to convey to you an expression
thought and few words. Exhortation is hor- of our deep-felt gratitude for the many
tatory instruction of a consoling and com- spiritual benefits which, under God, we have
forting character, founded on the testimony received from the perusal and study of the
of God. They, therefore, who attempt to various works edited by you** own hand.
edify the church should first call its atten- We rejoice greatly that througn your instrution to some portion of Scripture by reading mentality we have been brought to a knowlit. Its interpretation should then be given, edge of the truth as it is in Jesus. None
if not in itself sufficiently clear. Being sure of our number have had the pleasure of perof its meaning, it should be brought home to sonal intercourse with you ; but your pubthe hearts of all in words of kindness for edi- lished works have found their way to our
town, and have been blessed of God, in
fication and comfort.
Lastly, prophesying upon these principles turning some few into the path of life, and
being finished, the meeting is closed by sing- away from the follies of superstition and
ing and prayer. This course of things may paganism in which they had been trained.
We have found a sure hope in the Gospel,
be succinctly stated as follows :
and have been enabled to lay hold of the
1. Singing;
same. At our commencement we were few,
2. Prayer;
and comparatively weak in the faith ; in due
3. Singing ;
course we became wiser and stronger, inured
4. Scripture Reading;
to fight, and have been in some small measa. From Genesis to Job ;
ure enabled to communicate to others the
b. " Psalms to Malachi;
light which ourselves had received. In some
c. " Matthew to Acts ;
cases the truth hath been received, and hath
d. " Romans to Revelation.
the recipients thereof free ; in others a
5. Contribution ; and Receptions, if any; made
deaf ear has been turned towards us. We
6. Singing;
now about sixteen persons, who
7. Remarks by presiding brother in refer- number
have put on the Lord Jesus by immersion
ence to the breaking of bread ;
into his name, in hope of the kingdom .of
8. Thanksgiving with the bread ;
God; ethers are soon expected to be im9. Breaking of the loaf and distribution ;
mersed. Several have been separated from
10. Thanksgiving with the cup ;
us by death and removals; and it is with
11. Distribution of the Cup ;
deep sorrow that we part from our beloved
12. Singing;
brother, George Wilson, who is now about
13. Exposition of the Word to edification ; to sojourn on your side the Atlantic. We
14. Singing,
feel, however, abundant pleasure in testify15. Supplications, prayers, intercessions, ing* to his unwearied efforts to spread the
and giving of thanks, for all in author- fame and praise of the name of Christ; in
ity ; that the saints, wheresoever they labors he has surpassed us all; he has been
may be, may lead a quiet and peaceable a blessing in our midst, and one whose exlife in all godliness and honesty.
ample and precept has been worthy of our
16. Dismissal by invocation of blessing.
imitation. We commend both him and you
The above is submitted to the brethren in to God, and to the Word of his Grace, who
Toronto and elsewhere, as a decent and or- 13 able to build you up, and to give you an inderl)*course; and as approximating as nearly heritance among all those who are sanctified.
as possible the apostolic method in the ab- Our dear brother will furnish you with any
sence of spiritual gifts. We think that particulars you may wish for, as to our probrethren intelligent in the Scriptures might gress and movements as a church. We need
fill up such a programme acceptably to God; hardly say that our love for you is ardent.
and greatly to the edification of themselves, We love you as a brother, we love you as a
and of all that hear them.
father, and none would rejoice more than
Nov. 1,1856.
EDITOR.
ourselves to see you over in England, which
privilege we hope to have. But whether we
Letter from the Church in Halifax, England ever meet in this mortal or not, we hope to
BELOVED BROTHER THOMAS,—Grace, mercy meet you in the immortal state, and to share
and peace be multiplied unto you, from God with you the kingdom of our Lord Jesus
Christ. May God preserve us unto his
our Father, and from our Lord Jesus Christ. coming.
Amen.
The brethren in Christ meeting in assembly, in Halifax, send unto you greeting, by
I am, dear Brother Thomas, yours on beour beloved brother George Wilson, who half of the church at Halifax,
this week leaves the shores of England for
DANL. BAIRSTOW, JR., Cor.
America. We cannot allow the present opAug. 24,1856.
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the Father; and who the Father is, except
the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son may
you concerning the following matter, by the be willing to reveal him" Luke x. 22.
assurance of a friend that you would take Thus, the Son revealed the Father to his
pleasure in rendering such assistance as I disciples, (John xiv. 7-11,22-24; xvi. 29,
30,) but not to Herod, Pilate, and their conwanted:
federates. Hence, also, the Father and the
I wish to know what is the exact transla- Son are manifested or revealed (John xiv.
tion of the word rendered, " MIGHT KNOW," 22-24,) for the knowledge of them who are
in John xvii. 3. (" And this is life eternal, foreknown (Rom. viii. 29,) in the words and
that they MIGHT know thee the only true sayings of Jesus contained in his teaching,
God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast u which," says he, " is not mine, but the Fasent") As it stands, it gives no certain ther's. And if any man will do his will, he
sound ; and I thought that perhaps the sign j shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of
of the mood and tense of the verb might God, or whether I speak of myself."
throw some light upon it. If you could also
3. " The world by its wisdom knew not
give a literal translation of the verse, with,
out much trouble, I should be much obliged. God," 1 Cor. i. 21 ; and, " though we have
known Christ after the flesh, yet now henceHoping that your health is better than it forth know we him no more." 2 Cor. v.
was when you were iu Milwaukee, I remain 16. Hence, the knowledge is a doctrinal
yours truly,
L. W. WILL AN.
and preceptive knowledge of the true God
Pewaukee, Waukesha, Wise,
and Jesus, as a basis of eternal life : as it is
Sept. 22,1856.
written, " Blessed they that do his commandments, that they may have right to the tree
of life, and may enter in through the gates
• The original words are Ινα γινωσ- into the city." Rev. xxii. 14. And,
κωσι,, the exact rendering of which is, that
4. " Hereby we do know that we know
they may know. The verb γινωσκωσι is
the third person plural, present tense, sub- him, if we keep his commandments, 1 John
junctive mood, and governed by the conjunc- ii. 3 ; and " he that knoweth God," saith the
tion Ινα, that, or to the end that. The literal same authority, " heareth us" chap. iv. 6 :
rendering of the passage is, " Ο Father, the " and this is the testimony that God gives
hour hath come ; glorify thy Son, that thy to us eternal life ; and this life is in his Son.
Son may also glorify thee, when thou givest He that hath the Son hath the life ; and he
to him the dominion of all flesh; that all that hath not the Son of God, hath not the
which thou hast given to him, to them he life :" and this life is " through his name"
may give age-life. And this is the age-life, which they only can receive who " believe the
that they may know thee, the only true God, things concerning the kingdom of God, and
and Jesus (the) anointed whom thou send- the name of Jesus Christ," and are united to
est. I glorify thee upon the earth : I finish it by baptism, both men and women. 1
the work which thou hast given to me that John v. 11,12 ; John xx. 3 1 ; Acts viii. 12.
EDITOR.
I may do £it). And now, Ο Father, glorify
thou me nigh to thyself for the glory which
I was possessing with thee before the existThe Truth in Lawrence, Mass.
ence of the world."
RESPECTED BROTHER THOMAS,—Γ have
Such was the utterance of the Spirit of been thinking of writing to you for some
the Father by the mouth of Jesus. A few time, and giving you a slight account of the
citations from other parts of the record will progress of things pertaining to the kingdom
show the sense in which the Spirit spake the which we are earnestly looking for to be eswords, " that they may know thee the only tablished in Palestine. We now number
true God, and Jesus the anointed whom thou four who have been immersed into the " one
aendest."
faith," having the " one hope of the calling,"
1. Peter said, " Thou hast the words of even " the hope of Israel." Our hope is so
eternal life : and we have believed, and have different from that entertained by the hireknowledge that ftiou art the Anointed, the lings of the day, and their legion of dumb
Son of the living God." John vi. 68. Thus, spirits, that the treatment we receive is anythe apostles believed the words of eternal thing but agreeable; but then the Master
life spoken by Jesus ; and knew also that he has said, " it is enough for the disciple to bo
was what he claimed to be. Hence they as his Lord." Knowing how he was treated
knew the only true God and Jesus, whom we are not disheartened, nor cast down, but
pres3 on in the hope of reaping if we faint
the world did not know.
2. " No one knows who the Son is, except not. I said there were four of us who had
A Literal Translation Sought.

DEAR SIR,—I am encouraged to apply to
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obeyed the gospel. Sister Β—η, whose zeal on the truths of the Bible, that the people
and ardor in the cause should put to the here may have the gospel preached to them.
blush many of the brethren who have the We don't ask you to come on your own exmeans to aid the cause they profess to be in- penses. We will provide for them, and pay
terested in, and love so well. But every one you for your labors. We will do the best
must stand upon their own base, so there I we can. We should like to hear from you
leave them. My wife and my unworthy self on the subject at your earliest convenience.
are trying to " work out our salvation with
What I mean by paying you for your
fear and trembling;" but are often led to labors is, we suppose your body is constructfeel, as did Paul when he exclaimed, " who ed similar to our own, and requires to be fed
shall deliver me from the body of this and taken care of as well as ours. We are
death !" We are thankful that we have a among "the poor of this world," but we
great High Priest who was touched with mean to do all we can for the spread of the
our inOrmities, and is able to keep us if we truth. ,We shall be able to pay your exput our trust in him. Tho fourth is a Miss penses, and have a surplus for you too.
C. B—y, who the Baptist believers in skyYours, in hope of the kingdom,
kingdomism were very sanguine, until very
HORACE M. CHASE.
recently, would be numbered within their
Lawrence, Ma$s., Oct. 13, 1856.
pale; but through the instrumentality of
Miss Β—η she has escaped their toils. She
We shall try to visit Lawrence next
was induced to take that one-idea paper, theyear; the present is too far spent, and our
so-called Bible Examiner, through which she literary affairs too pressing, to allow of our
learned she did not possess an " immortal absence till the beginning of the summer of
soul" looking out of the body, viewing the '57. In the meantime, let the faithful there
landscapes of nature, and capable of existing not relax their efforts, which will in due
independently of flesh and blood. She also time have great recompense of reward.
learned that Christ is he who will give eterNov. 1,1856.
EDITOR.
nal life at the last day. This is what friend
Storrs calls the gospel. About two months
ago her attention was called to the gospel The Herald Neither Unread nor Unreadable.
Jesus preached; and to what Paul says
DEAR SIR,—I appreciate the Herald the
about the gospel of the kingdom, and the more I investigate the things pertaining to
hope of Israel. She was enabled to see that the future age and the kingdom of God, and
Friend Storrs', and Jesus' and Paul's defini- it lias now become to me quite indispensable.
tions of the gospel do not agree : and con- Your views in regard to the nature and decluding that they knew best what the gospel sign of the kingdom of Christ, I regard as in
is, she came to believe in " the covenants of the main scriptural and correct; and I look
promise" made to Abraham and David, with deep interest for the development of
through the assistance of Sister Β—η, and events in Europe to bring about that order
the reading of Elpis Israel. (Sister Β—η of events preparatory to the introduction" of
says it is too bad she can't have a copy of the Stone Kingdom, which is to smite and
Elpis Israel.) Miss C. B.'s parents, her mother scatter all the other kingdoms of the world,
especially, were very much opposed to her and to stand forever.
believing and obeying the gospel. I had alYours, in " the hope of the gospel,"
most given up hope in her case; but she
P. P. LEARNED.
came out clear, and of her own accord asked
Charlestown, Mass., Sept. 25,1856.
Miss B. if she thought I would assist her in
obeying the gospel. She told her she expected there would be no objection on my
Letter from Mr. Albert Anderson.
part. I was then on a visit in New HampDEAR BROTHER T.,—It appears to me a
shire. On my return I saw Miss B., who matter of some importance, that the discisaid it was her desire to obey the command ples of Jesus our great Teaclier, should be
of Christ; and accordingly we both went acquainted with each other, and inasmuch
down into the water. Without, therefore, as this cannot be easily accomplished by
going into any more particulars, you may direct personal intercourse, it ought to be
see that the truth is gaining ground even
here. There are some others in this place done through some common and accessible
styling themselves "Age to Come Believ- medium, such for instance, as your periodiere;" mere milk-and-water theorists, how- cal. This is generally read by them, and is
ever, bleating forth the gospel-nullifying tra- thus a fit means of formieg an acquaintance
to some extent. This is one object with me
ditions of Elder Marsh & Co.
at present, in requesting a place in the HerBut now we want to know if you can ald. While we admit, that the truth ie
come to Lawrence, and give us some lectures powerful in itself towards sustaining even a
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solitary believer of it, we must also concede,
that it is very cheering to be associated with
others, advocating the same truth.
It is to me gratifying and encouraging to
know, that 1 have brothers and sisters in
sundry locations, co-operating in one common cause, dear to us all. These disciples,
although not personally known to one another, nevertheless, when informed concerning one another, find this information exerting a most kindly and comforting, and cheering influence over the whole brotherhood.
According to agreement, brother A. B.
Magruder and myself met on Saturday, the
2d of August, in Washington, (D. C.) We
quickly became acquainted with the brethren
in this Metropolis of the Union, being with
them privately and publicly. We can both
bear witness to their faith, and hope, and
lovy, manifested in their fervent attachment
to one another, in their zeal for the truth, in
their kind, warm-hearted hospitality to us.
In a word, we were delighted with their
society.
On Tuesday, the 5th, at 4J P. M., we entered the cars for Henderson, Kentucky, as
our destination. On the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad, the train appeared to move without
labor, yea, even to play in a life-like manner, upon its track, beautifully curving
right and left, along the valleys, through a
mountainous region of great extent. On
the next morning early, we found ourselves
safely arrived at Ben-Wood, near the7 Ohio,
and about four miles below Wheeling, 379
mile3 on our route. Having crossed the
river in a boat, we took the central rail
through Ohio and through Indiana, touching a little at the capital of each. On account of some delays, we did not reach the
city of Henderson until Saturday, the 9 th.
We met with a kind reception and entertainment amongst the disciples of Kentucky,
and were kept closely employed in attending
appointments from day to day, without intermission, except one rainy day. We
found them nine, and left them twelve in
number. We found them rather too diffident on account of a moderate estimate of
themselves ; we left them considerably emboldened from faith in the truth, and determined, I humbly trust, to meet regularly,
and to stand up for the truth in the practice of it, both privately and publicly. I
can truly say, I experienced a liberal kindness at their hands, for which I pray the
Lord to bless them. I enjoyed their society,
and I shall remember it with gratitude.
Accompanied and conveyed by brother
James M. Stone, on Tuesday, the 26th, I
found myself safely seated in the train near
Evansville, at twenty minutes past one. I
thank him for his affectionate attention to

me, for he did not leave until he saw me
well fixed.
On Thursday, the 28thf at 10 A. M., I
arrived in Baltimore. Here I was made to
experience comfort and satisfaction in the
hospitality and brotherly kindness of our
highly esteemed and efficient co-laborer,
William P. Lemmon ; and made to feel at
home in his interesting family. I met three
times with them in their place of assembly.
On Tuesday, the 2d of September I left
Baltimore, in which I should remember the
Lord has a little, but very choice flock,
eleven in number, I humbly pray Him in
behalf of these few, to increase them, and
bless them, and cause them to rejoice in hope
of the kingdom. When he was here, he
said to another little band : " Fear not, Little Flock, for 4 it is your Father's good
pleasure, to give you the kingdom.''
In Washington, on the 4th, much to my
satisfaction, my wife arrived in safety from
Virginia, after an absence of more than a
month. We remained with our friends, the
friends of the truth, until the 15th, and
formed a more intimate acquaintance with
them both privately and publicly. I can
truly say, that it gratifies, and enlivens, and
strengthens me to remember them. They
continued to meet regularly on the first day,
as their delight; they also met one evening
in the week, for one another's edification.
If they persevere as they have begun, they
must be like a city on a mountain. May
the good Lord continue to bless them, and
to make them a blessing far and wide, sending forth their influences through the truth
as the rains and sunshine of heaven. May
no root of bitterness trouble and defile them.
May God Almighty be their shield and their
exceedingly great reward. They are twentyseven in number.
I say nothing of the costly capitol, by
reason of the transcendent brightness of a
city which I have long been contemplating,
Mount Zion, on the sides of the north, the
joy of the whole earth, the city of the great
king.
It should be a great satisfaction to you,
Brother T., that you have not labored in
vain. You are beloved for the truth's sake.
We are all indebted to the Lord, for his
goodness, all our lifelong.
Believe me, yours, in the love of the truth,
A. ANDERSON.
28th October, 1856.

I am. indebted, also, in the way of gratitude, to some excellent disciples of Virginia,
for their liberality toward me, in this
western excursion, particularly to Brother
T. Hamlin, of Nottoway, who gave me $25,
and Brother M. $25.

A Coincidence.
7
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Better not to Know, than Knowing, Not to do. tized V —we answer in the words of Peter,
BR. THOMAS. Dear Sir : After so long a to whom were given the keys of the kingtime, I have obtained another subscriber for j dom of the heavens, that he might bind and
what I esteem more highly than all other ( loose on earth in respect to sins ; and whose
papers put together, viz., The Herald of the sayings in this regard the Lord Jesus promAge to Come, a paper I should be glad to do ised to endorse. He says, " If after they
more for than I am doing, both in the way have escaped the pollutions of the world
of obtaining subscribers and remittances of through the knowledge of the Lord and Samy own. But I shall do what I can, and viour Jesus Christ, they are entangled therein and overcome, the latter end is worse
hope to keep out of debt.
And I earnestly hope the Herald may with them than the beginning. For it had
live, and prove to be unlike some religious been better for them not to have known THE
papers I have known, which were none too WAY OP RIGHTEOUSNESS, than after they have
good at first, and at this time I consider known it, to turn from the holy commandworthless, yea, dangerous. Any paper or ment delivered unto them." Therefore, he
man who will advocate the Gospel, and not says in the next chapter, " I now write unto
" the obedience of faith," does no good in you, that ye may be mindful of the words
the world, so far as his influence goes. Would which were spoken before by the holy proit not be better for individuals not to hear ptt£ts, and of the commandmejit of us the
the Gospel, than to hear, believe, and then apostles of the Lord and Saviour." 2 Ep.
refuse or neglect to obey it, or be baptized ? ii. 20, 21.
Men, however, cannot be said to have
Br. Thomas, I believe your position and arguments upon that subject are truly, that is, " escaped the pollutions of the world through
scripturally orthodox ; yes, I know it. And the knowledge of Jesus Christ," through
I for one, am glad that Elder Marsh is on which (knowledge) Peter also says," are given
trial; and trusted that he would be con- to us exceeding great and precious promises,
victed before he presumed to give the Apos- that through these (promises known and betle Paul, and Philip the Evangelist, the lieved) we might be partakers of the DIVINE
privilege of saying what the conditions of NATURE, having escaped the corruption that
salvation should be. Since then I have but is in the world through lust—Chap. i. 1-4;
little hope in his case. I have always un- who are ignorant of the promises contained
derstood that the Lord Jesus Christ is the in that knowledge; or who, if they know
life-giver. And does he say that if one be- them, set them aside by their traditions, sublieve that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, he stituting the faith and trembling of demons
shall be saved ? If he did say so, then it is for a scriptural understanding of them ; or
who, believing them, are unmindful of the
all right; for he had a right to say it.
But did he say it ? I say no, never I But commandment of the apostles. All this is
' corruption " of the way of righteousness
what did he say should be the conditions <
upon, or by which we might be saved ? He through lust of popularity, or some other
said to his chosen ones, " Go into all the hab- equally unworthy object. The gospel Peter
itable, and preach the Gospel to every crea- preached are these promises evangelized in
ture ; he that believes what you preach, the name of Jesus, who also preached them
and is immersed, shall be saved." Who shall and made the belief of them the foundation
dare say that a person may be saved short of salvation in the kingdom of God.
Nov. 5,1856.
EDITOR.
of doing both in the order laid down ? Brother, be encouraged to go on. There are
many with you that you probably will never
A Coincidence.
hear from. And what is much better, the
Lord 13 on your side of this all important
DEAR SIR: My apology for thus addresssubject; for it is the truth. But I must ing a stranger is this : A short time since,
conclude, in asking our friends to give Cor- I accidentally came across one of your books
nelius and the Eunuch credit for all they " Anatolia," the reading of which was
knew before they had Christ preached to quite a treat to me. More particularly, as I
them.
had published one on the same subject, and
in all the important points or positions
Yours, truly,
S. W. GERELDS.
had taken the same grounds. We diner a
Worcester, Mass., Nov. 2,1856.
little in some minor points, aud I am free to
admit that your views are pretty clearly subThe Quo3tion Answered.
stantiated, and are therefore just as likely to
IN answer to Bro. Gerelds' inquiry, be true as mine. But the subject is of such
" Would it not be better for individuals not deep importance, and has been so little investo hear the gospel, than to hear, believe, and tigated, that I feel that we have not done justhen refuse or neglect to obey it, or be bap- tice to the questions considered. If you have
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not seen my work entitled Future of Russia,
I will send you a copy. It must be a consolation to you, as well as to me, and to all
lovers of truth, and who also are anxiously
looking for the redemption of Israel, that
the signs of the time look so propitious.
That while " darkness covers the earth and
gross darkness the people," that the glory
of the Lord is risen upon Zion," the time to
favor her is come. Indeed, more has been
done to prepare the way for " the restoration
of Israel," since my book was published, a
little more than a year ago, than all that had
been done before.
Mount Olivet is redeemed. " The place of his feet (Christ's)
will soon be made glorious." The yoke of
the Gentile is taken off their land and off
the people. The fig tree and the Olive
shoot forth their branches, and yield their
fruit unto God's chosen seed, for " they are at
hand to come."

< or he did not; if he did, then he became an
apostate when he joined Miller and Hiraes ;
if he did not, then he had no faith; for a
faith that does not include the promises " of
things hoped for," is not recognized as justifying faith in the word of God. But he denies
that he admitted or said he had no pre-immersional faith. This impugns our veracity;
for we have said that he did say so. Therefore, to relieve ourselves of the opprobrium
of "inventing a lie," we must reveal our authority. Bro Joseph Pierce, then, of Melugen Grove, Lee Co., Illinois, informed us,
while visiting us in Ν. Υ., that Elder Marsh
made the declaration to him in his own office,
last winter ; and requested us, if we could,
to bring it up in our conversation with
Josedec. This not being convenient, we introduced it into our article under the caption
of " Immersed Infidelity," p. 207. But our
friend denies having said so, as we are informed, (for having been much absent we
With respect, Sir,
have not seen all his numbers, nor seen his
Your brother in the bond of truth,
words.) He must then settle the matter
with Bro. Pierce. We have done all that
JOHN GAYLORD.
can be required of us, if our friend did not
Dekalb Centre, Illinois, Oct. 26,1856.
say so ; there is, nevertheless a remarkable
S^* The yoke is not finally taken off yet, nor congruity between the logical reality and his
EDITOR.
will it be, till the Assyrian is broken on the alleged admission.
mountains of Israel by, and at the appearing
Nov. 5,1856.
of, the Bethlehem-born ruler of Israel.
Then will the glory of Jehovah have risen* on
Zion, and Mount Olivet be redeemed. PresSigns of the Timss.
ent indications are the shadows of these results.
THESE are working out a verification of
EDITOB.
our interpretation of the prophets. Politicians are begining to confess that they were
mistaken with respect to Russia; and that
II. Signor Incognito Denies.
they fear she will yet establish her ascendW E are informed that our friend of The ency over Europe. In our next, we shall
Expositor denies having admitted that II present the reader with some of their conSignor Incognito, his second self, was with- fessions.
out faith previous to his immersion into the
A crisis is rapidly forming in Italy, which
Christ-Jan sect; in which he was an editor will soon introduce us into the second stage
and preacher for some years before he came of events preliminary to the appearance of
out from it, and united himself with Messrs. the Lord. The fourth and last, characterized
Miller, Himes, Cook, Field, Storrs, and by Jerusalem being subject to Russia, and
others, in blaspheming Israel and her Palestine the seat of war between her and
mountains; denying the exceeding great and Britain, will witness the descent of the Stone
precious promises of God; falsifying the upon the Image-Feet.—EDITOR.
covenants; and so with their mouth boasting
against Jehovah, and multiplying their words
against him. For proof of these charges,
see Ezek. xxxv. 12,13 ; Lev. xxvi. 44 ;
Parable.
Deut. iv. 30, 31 ; Isa. xli. 8, 9 ; Jer. xxxi.
36, 37 ; Rom. xi.l, 2—all of which testimo" PARABLE is that kind of allegory which
nies they stoutly denied ; and denounced all consists of a continued narration of fictithat believed them as " carnal Judaizers /" tious or accommodated evente applied to the
H Signor Incognito was one of these deniers illustration of some important truth."—Bp.
of the promises made to the fathers, which he Lowth.
" We are renewed by knowledge; and
professes now to believe. As a CTirsi-yan (for
we cannot conscientiously style such a sect alienated from the life of God through
Christian) he either believed these promises ignorance."—Paul
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